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PREFACE
TO

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
NEVADA TEST SITE

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY PRELIMINARY REPORT

This report contains the preliminary findings based on the first phase of the Environmental Survey at
the Department of Energy (DOE) Nevada Test Site (NTS), located at Mercury, Nevada. The Survey is
being conducted by DOE's Office of Environment, Safety and Health.

The NTS Survey is a portion of the larger, comprehensive DOE Environmental Survey enc_._:pa_tng

ali major operating facilities of DOE. The DOE Environmental Survey is one of a senes,af inft4a_[{_es
announced on September 18, 1985, by Secretary of Energy, John S Herrington.,,t._'_st?b._gthen_:_h,,,e
environmental, safety, and health programs and activities within DOE. Th'e',,pu..r.Fj0_se of th;g

- Environmental Survey is to identify, via a "no-fault" baseline Survey of _tt;i.'.t..19,eDe'l___tt_'e,h_',smajor
operating facilities, environmental problems and areas of environme_t_l,";f{sk. "i_e :l_;e'r_tified
problem areas will be prioritized on a Departmen_.-wide basis in orl_.r of impor._nce iri':i_'989.

,; , , ..., ..., _ ..

_... '_: , %',' ': '_,., ,b.0

The findings in this report are subject to modification _ese_._ tbe".:r_ults.:_om the Sampling and
Analysis Phase of the Survey. The findings are also_uble'Ct'.:to m0,6_fl_t_n bgsed on comments from

the Nevada Operations Office concerning their !it_.hni'e_!:. ac'_Litacy.":_;"The modified preliminary
findings and any other appropriate changes v_[]i.be i.n_._o._poi'aled i'_'o an Interim Report. The Interim
Report will serve as the site-specific sou_:_.of'_:_i:'rOih_._nta'l;_'}hformation generated by the Survey,
and ultimately as the primary sourc_..:'_f r_o'rma_i_ for the DOE-w de prioritzation of

environmenta! problems in the.JSurvey Summ(_ry R'e_rt.
....•. ":{i":.. "":.i:?.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

i

This report presents the prel minary findings from the first phase of the Environmental Survey of the

United States Department of Energy (DOE). Nevada Test Site (NTS), conducted June 22 through

July 10, 1987. '";":

' ' ; ,,i :, , ,_',: ,'_

.... , "_,.'_.. ,'t

- The Survey is being conducted by a multidisciplinary team o'f environmental _pgcl.alts_t_,led 'a'_
, '.,",.'. .,..i.; 'i:,".'i_

managed by the Office of Environment, Safety and Health s Office _{. Envi_'ob.m_ntal Aud'l_',

Individual team members are outside experts being supplied by a priva't_ilc..'_r_:{_actor!i;i_he_j_ctive
,,,'.., . ._, ,_,.: , .....;

of the Survey is to identify environmental problems and areasof ehvi.ronm'e._al._iSk as'glaciated with

the NTS. The Survey covers ali environmental media an0 ;.ali';items ofi"_i_.viro'_:_ental regulation, lt is

being performed in accordance with the DO! En_'i:t.on_,_ntai".i:_lr'v_;::i::_anual. This phase of the
Survey involves the review of existing site er_/_:r_nm;e_'tal clara, ;_ervations of the operations and

activities performed at the NTS, and interviews Wj_'si._e '_erso_nel, .

•., • . ,, :.,_
*... :. ._,', ,.. ,. ,,

Tl-,e Survey team develo#_d a':Sampling and.::Analysis Plan to assist in further assessing certain

erwironmental proUf_"s"ide.ntifieU"'._uri:_g"[ts on-site activities. The Sampling and Analysis Plan is

being exec_.l;e;_:_i:y:th_:_'at_eile. ,_. lu'f_bus Division under contract with DOE. When completed, the
_ ' _' _ ., .... . .... .;..

results will:j_ j._',Orpora_e'u_J_to the NTS Environmental Survey Interim Report. The Interim Report
. .' "" ".^ ',"?.;,%:,_ i"._. , , ;""

. _iH 'r_f!:_ct t_[:.fin*'#i"_$terminations of the NTSSurvey.

Site: Descri ption

= The NTS occupies 1,350 square miles (3,500 square kilometers) of restricted access, Federally owned

land located in southern Nevada. The NTS is bordered on its west, north, and east sides by

- 4.,127 square miles (10,700 square kilometers) of land comprising the Nellis Air Force Range, another

_ Federally owned, restricted-access area. The southernmost point of the NTS is situated

approximately 65 miles (100 kilometers) northwest of LasVegas, Nevada. The NTS is operated by the

Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Company Inc. (REECo) under contract to DOE.

L

The NTS is currently used to conduct ali United States nuclear weapons tests. These tests are

conducted underground for containment of the detonation products. The NTS 'was chosen in 1950

. to provide a continental proving ground for nuclear weapons testing to reduce the expense and

logistical problems of testing in the Pacific. The site was initially operated for a few months each

- t
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year by the Test Division of the Albuquerque Operations Office. In 1962, the Nevada Operations

Office (NVO) was created and assumed responsibility for operations and programs at the NTS.

Nuclear weapons testing at the NTS then became a year-round effort. The NTS is also used for the

storage and disposal of low-level and transuranic wastes from DOE's nuclear weapons laboratories

and. production facilities. This mission began in the 1960s, and expansion plans include the

continued disposal of low-level and transuranic wastes and future disposal of mixed (radioactive and

hazardous) wastes.

t "/',

•, .',_.,;

The Survey team met with representatives of the state regulatory agencies on May 7, l:9_7.,._:_.'...The
• , .... ,. _',_'i': _, -

, , ,v'_ " i: ,_ _.':",

meeting was primarily a question and answer session; no major issues concernilqg,'_he':NTS _e

raised. Although representatives from the Environmental Protection Age/_y (EPAi_:_._I_n IX we"_;
' ,_t,' ,,:,,,,',,, . ',',, t ,','."',,,,

unable to attend the meeting, the results of their recent Resource Con_'r._O_ton a'_d_._Lec__'ry Act
,":, ' h,., '. '.,_i;

(RCRA) inspection of the hazardous waste trenches and the hazardous m'at.e_.i_it,.and_)aste storage

and holding facility in Area 23 of the NTSwere providec_ throu' the':_#era{.ions Oi:f ce to the Survey
'V'," •, ",,' ",", ' _ .,:• '_0, •

team ....... .... • ' ......,,.'
'_.'...;'. '.':v,, ";:_i._.',

,, : :._.. .:._ .._.
• .:' ,' .:•._., ,._, :• ,,.,.,:. .

o_'.'. _.'.,"._. '."_. ,' °,' '¢ ';_'...:l
,,_,,,l=;"Ninqs , ,. ,,...:......, ,...., ,.Summary of

, .., ', ; _..:. _,, , ,'_

• ;•. ":_;t,._ ;_ _

The following are major,_._imi_n.ary findings '0li'the Environmental Survey of the NTS:
. ,,...ii_:i.?,;." ;,: '.., .....:.'.,.

• ',',,' "0" %,.., ; _1

• S_t,fa4_e.t:so_iS_;:wktl_l'n,t_.e_1_Sand select areas of Nellis Air Force Range are contaminated
% , _, _ _. .!..:., ..;," ,,.,.

"_th, _,_tioacti_(e".materials in excess of the EPA and DOE interim standards for unrestricted

', ....:..i_'._.':,.i,u_,'_:i"._,ar__:-_e_i?":""':_.....' potentially'_" contaminated with beryllium from past atmospheric nuclear

_':':"'"i"' det6_tions, safety tests, and other experiments. Contaminated areas have been =

•. '. identified and •posted with warning signs, and access to these areas is restricted. However,
, ..'_ • _

" there is a potential for the spread of this contamination through saltation, surface creep,

and air resuspension, particularly if the desert pavement i5 disturbed.

• Underground nuclear detonations conducted near or below the water table have resulted

in the radioactive contamination of the groundwater, principally with tritium, within and -

surrounding the test cnimneys and cavities. Creation of fractures from the detonation and

the combination of natural and event-related hydraulic forces could result in more

widespread groundwater contamination• However, the potential for off-site migration is

low because of slow groundwater flow rates and the decay of radionuclides before the

site boundaries are reached.
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• Wastewaters are being discharged at several areas of NTS without the required State

discharge permits. The unpermitted discharges identified during the Survey fall into four

distinct categories' discharges to land surfaces, including drainage ditches; discharges to

iniection wells; discharges to sumps, lagoons, and ponds; and discharges to leachfields.

• Potentially hazardous and/or mixed wastes are being discharged to several waste

management facilities (e.g., POnds, sumps, craters, post-shot holes, wells, leachfields) that

do not have RCP& permits or RCRA interim status (i.e., have ,lot been included in _'._RA

Part A permit applications for NTS). The waste streams discharged to thes_:if_cij:[ties

. contain solvents, acids, caustics, and metals. Aoditionatly, solid _.:a:;_te"l'_r_dfills "a_
.... • _' _ ,,

- trenches are receiving potentially hazardous wastes streams thai]have _a.,._ analyz__ _

for RCRA-listed substances or hazardous characteristics. 'iiii"ii"i'i;"'..._...... ..:.::,. "'""

_ • Over 50 inactive waste disposal, spill, and release siJ;e_:.(otl_e_.:tha61_nderground test sites)

_ have been identified as known or possible_our_i_.of'_:_.ta'h_i_ion to soils.
.: '._ . .'..:_.'. ,. ',._.,

Overall Conclusions 'z' .:_:._,.:.?.: ',:?'.. :_,.;

q • . ,.,, •

The Survey found no e._V..[_.nl_e_tal prob!e_':'et the NTS that represent an immediate threat to

human life. The pt_i_i'na_.y fin_ii_j_._i_l"e_tified , at NTS by the Survey do indicate that the site is

affected by, i_"._:_:'.u_,b'_"_0_" 'en_._on'_'ental problems and regulatory issues. The most pressing

renwronm_tl_l,.gO.ncerns._{a_r_g the site, at _resent, appear to be radionuclide contamination of
. '_ .,.,, • :;._ , _ .

, su.r.face :m01s_.ro.m _a_atmosphernc tests; radionuclide contamination of groundwater on-site where

an_l_rg_0und _s near and below the water table are conducted; unpermitted discharges of

watt,waters; and disposal of wastes.at unpermitted facilities. NTS has several contaminated soil and
-- , '. ",,

grouhdwater investigations under way and is actively gathering the necessary data to apply for

discharge and disposal permits.

The environmental problems described in this report vary in terms of their magnitude and risk.

= Although the Survey-related sampling and analysis being performed at the NTS will assist in further

identifying environmental problems at the site, a complete understanding of the significance of

some of the environmental problems identified requires a level of study and characteri_ation that is

_ beyond the scope of the Survey. Actions currently under way or planned at the site, particularly the

" Radionuclide Migration Program, the Radionu,¢lide Inventory and Distribution Program, and the

Basic Environmental Compliance and Monitoring Program, will contribute toward meeting this

_ requirement.
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Transmittal and Follow, Up of _indinqs

The preliminary findings of the Environmental Survey of the NTS were shared with the Nevada

Operations Office and the site contractor at the Survey closeout briefing held July 10, 1987. By

August 1987, the Nevada Operations Office had developed a draft action plan to address the Survey

preliminary findings. The Operations Office presented this plan to the State of Nevada Division of =

Environmental Protection and the EPA Region IX Office at meetings on August 14 and 21, 1987,

respectively. A final action plan addressing ali the Survey findings cited herein will be prepared!by

the Nevada Operations Office within 45 days of receiving this Preliminary Report. Probt_S_._at

involve extended stud=es and mult=-year budget comm=tments w=ll be tl_e: subJe¢._ of "the

Environmental Survey Summa="y Report and the DOE-wide prioritization. ,_ ".,:.i:,_,. ..-.
,,_/'_"i ", '. ",_'" _."',

_ : .'_. • . , , ' • ,

Within the Offi_:e of tt',e Assistant Secret_ry for Environment, S'afety a'ndlHealth, '_'e Office of

Environmental Gui_lance and Complia--,ce has i_me_ia_e'.J"e_ponsib_!ity for monitoring

environmental compliance and the status ¢_t _ne N_:Sur:_ey Fi'r_3in'g_i:.;;:_._eOffice of Environmental

Audit will continue to assess the env_on=_n,tali_blem_, through the program of systematic

env_ronmentalin1989. audits that will be _n_t=ate_.towa_ _e cO_clu_=on of the DOE Env_ron_,_ental Survey
• ,' , *_;._

• , !'.:'! i _ _" ' , • '" ",,
,,,,.;. ;._° °,

o, • _., = , ,_'° :•t' '•

2 "".%'._ ,..,, ,° __

: , • '..' ,',,.. '.. ,.'l_'_.

'.. .

=
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this [eport is to present the preliminary findings made during the Environmental

Survey, June 22 through July 10, 1987, of the Department of Energy's (DOE) Nevada Test Site (NTS) at

_ Mercury, Nevada• The contents of the preliminary report are subject to revisions, in the Interim

Report, based on the Nevada Operations Office (NVO) review and comments on the technical

accuracy, the results of the sampling and analysis program, and other information that may come to

the Survey team's attention prior to issuance of the Interim Report. NTS is operatea for DO_i!by

Reynolds EleCtrical & Engineering Company, Inc. ,:.:.'.. :..i:'. ,., , ,_,; ,_

',."',4,

NTSSorveyi. of larger.DOE-wide.Envio.m otalS. voy
John S. Herrington on September 18, 1985. The purpose of this effort is:ito:'"i¢i_..ntify",.ii_i#'?h"O"_a:ult

baseline Surveys, existing environmentai problems and areas,.-....°fen_'[fonm_n_.l:.riSk...... ;... .:>at l:)bE facilities
and to rank them on a DOE-wide basis• This ranking vyi_Jen_b]ie. :D_',...to more effectively establish

priorities for addressing environmental problems _.P{dto'ia'lJoc_,th'e:'_._'ources necessary to correcl

these problems. Because the Survey is "no fat4_it_'.'.:ah_s.nol:ian "a'u_it," it is not designed to identify
...... '._'. ",:_":._,':!'i:.:"•.(::',.?% ,

spectflc, _solated inodents of noncomplla_'c.e o_:_o.:anaJyze _nwronmental management practices.

Such incidents and/or management practices:.wih:,i_:bowever, be used in the Survey as a means o_

identifying existing and !_.,._tenti:_Jie.nvironment_ problems.
4

•, ,.'"::_i'._ _ '; "',. .v"'_.",
• ,:,'#'. , . .ti.: d ,"

The NTS En_rb_m.ent_:l'_Jrve_,_as°'conducted by a multidisciptinary team of technical specialists•., ,.._ ,.,. ,, ._ , 4_

headed ahi_. r_'_'aged ":_):__a"'Team Leader and Assistant Team Leader from DOE's Office of
• , '' • , '_"'_,'._t, _ :_._, _, "

Et3.v_ronmen_a[ilAudf_;,'A complete list of the NTS Survey participants and their affiliations s provided
_,._.,_

• ,
. .

TheSurveyteam focusedon ali environmental media, using Federal,state, and local environmental

statutes and regulations, accepted industry praci.ices,and professional judgment to make the

preliminaryfindingsincludedin this report. Theteam carriedout its activities in accordancewith the

guidance and protocols in the Environmental Survey Manual (August1987). Substantial use nf

- existing information and of interviews with knowledgeable field office and site-contractor

personnel accounted for a large part of the on-site effort. The Survey Plan is presented in

-= Appendix B, and a summary of the si_e-specific Survey activities is presented in Appendix C.

- Appendix D is a list defining symbols, _:)breviations, and acronyms used in this report•

The preliminary .Survey findings, in the form o_ exist.i,r_g and potential environmental problems, are

presented in Sections3.0 and 4.0. Section3.0 includes those findings that pertain to a specific

er_viror_me_,,tal m_:.,di.,-m(e.9.: _:_r or soil), whereas Section4.0 includes those that are t_on-media
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specific (e.g., waste management, radiation, and quality assurance). Because the findings are highly

varied in terms of magnitude, risk, and characterization, and consequently require different levels of

management attention and response, they are further subdivided into four categories within

Sections 3.0 and 4.0.

The criteria for placing a finding into one of the four categories are as follows:

• Category I includes only those findings which, based upon the information available t_ii:_he
ql.• ," :,;

Team Leader, involve immediate th,,-at to human life. Findings of this typ_:i_,.'.hajl'.;_be

immediately conveyed to the responsible environmental safety and heal't."h"_,sonn_:[:';_t
.... . : .::...,:.,.:...

the scene or in control of the facallty or location in question for a._.on. C_it._9,._,I flndln_

are those environmental problems where the potential risk is h'i_l_:_st, tl_e;.'c.pn:fi'_e'ace in --
_:.'_. . _.. ., .,'. _,

the finding, based on the information available, is th&:_trong'e_.at_d...the"appropriate

r'e',ponse to the finding is the most restrictive i_,te;_ms_f a4_'_hatives..
'_.;;., ',. _:".,"_....'_....:.. _,-

eJ, ° _. , . . , --',

..:.....:,. ,.:_., ";..::.

• Category II findings encompass one'l_r;m_r.e_.f the:_ollo_tng situations:

- Multiple or continsJing:. excee_e'hces:,::_ast..,.....,., or. present, of a health-based environmental

standard W_:,t_'et)i#re is immed__e potential for human population exposure, or a

one-t _.:,__exceeda nc'e' ri_h_: esid_.;al impacts pose an immediate potential for human

' t'i& ""'"
...... . :- "=.!..:%..,::_.,,,.'

, . _":t_ " '":;_,,wc]er_._"' "'""' that a health-based environmental standard may be exceeded, as discussed
.; ".. . .

'_',° ." i'_the preceding situation, within the time-frame of the DOE-wide Survey.
• ."°

- Evidence that the likelihood is high for an unplanned release due to, for example, the

condition or design of pollution abatement or monitoring equipment or other
=

environmental management practices.
=

- Noncompliance with significant regulatory procedures, (i.e., those substantive

technical regulatory procedures designed to directly or indirectly minimize or prevent

risks, such as inadequate monitoring or failure to obtain required permits).

Categoryll findings include tt,ose environmenta, problems where the risk is high but

where the definition of risk is broader than in Category I. The information available to the

Team Leader is adequate to identify the problem but may be insufficient to fully

characterize it. Finally, in this category, most discretion is available to the Operations
-
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Offices and Program Offices as to the appropriate response; however, the need for that

response is such that management should not wait for the completion of the entire DOE-

wide Survey to respond. Unlike Category I findings, a sufficient, near-term response by the

Operations Office may include further characterization prior to any action taken t_ rectifym

the situation.

• Category III findings encompass one or both of the following criteria'

The existence of pollutants or hazardous materials in the air, water, groundV_at_;, or

s0il resulting from DOE operations that pose or may pose a hazard l:o.6urfl_ hea t_!_r
•_'.., _,.,,,

the environment. ...==!.,:. ,.". ",-,. "....,

The existence of conditions at a DOE facility that pose br may _Se=_i4_aza'rd to human

health or the environment. °_':"" "

_:.:.....,. '...,.., !..,

a Category III findings a e those envi_._nmeo_, proJ_.tem_._or which the broadest definition1 • , .... ,,w .... .. ,, ,,

of risk is used. As in Category Ili._he i_{_rm'at_e _ilable to the Team Leader may not be

sufficient to fully ch_r,acterize the,l_rol_l_m. Under this strategy, the range of alternatives

available for. r:e_#ens'_i:and the corresponding timeframes for response, are the greatest.

Environm_'i' p_.#blerfls".:-ij3d:_i_d within this category will typically require lengthy
..... ,.... "t::.!=,...,'.;,,' "."...'.
Ln:W,_:_jat_ort.'.ar_d re._edfat_on phases, and mult_year budget commitments. These

_ "#_b.,J_._'s wili='_.},j_;;in:c.'i'udedin the DOE-wide prioritization effort to ensure that DOE's
.. ,. ,, ._-_., .;_o;..-, '...,_ ._..,

, . '"'"' re_4rc'e_:'&'¢e used most effectively.
- ,..:.&

.: .,..., ":._,._,

- . In general, the levels of pollutants or materials that c3nstitute a hazard or potential for

hazard are those that exceed some Federal, state, or local regulations for release of,

- contamination by, o_ exposure to such pollutants or materials. However, in some cases,

- the Survey may determine that the presence of some nonregulated mater;al is in a

concentration that presents a concern for local populations or the environment that is

sufficient to be included as an environmental problem. Likewise, the presence of

regulated materials in concentrations that, even below those established by regulatory

authorities, nevertheless present a potential for hazard or co_-ern, m2y be classified as an

environmental problem. In general, however, conditions that meet regulatory or other

requirements, where such exist, should not present a potential hazard and will not be

identified as environmental problems.
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Conditions that pose or may pose a hazard are generally those which are violations of --

regulations or requirements (e.g., improper storage of hazardous chemicals in unsafe

tanks). Such conditions present a potential hazardous threat to human health and the

environment and should be identified as an environmental problem. Additionally,

potentially hazardous conditions are those where the likelihood of the occurrence of

release is high. The definition of the term environmental problem is broad and flexible to
-

allow for the wide difference among the DOE sites and operations. Therefore, a good

deal of professional judgment must be applied to the identification of environmental
,., ,..i'.:_

problems. ':: .: i,_._,;.i.i

• categoryJvfindingsicJu e ofa mini t ativ "
i

practices that are indirectly related to environmental hsk, but'..ar.e::.[lot approp_rate for

inclusion in Categories I-Itl. Such findings can be base'd.:'u,pon',an:_.::Fe_iel of'information

available to the Team Leader, including c_il,.ect":.b_ser.v_&_bns"-- """ 'by; the team members.
_.'_,. ., , ..,... : _ .:.:.. ;.,

Findings in thts category are generally e_t_ecteg.to ler_d themselves to relatively slrnple,

straightforward resolution witho_t:,f, ur__._. eva_4at_ or analysis. These findings,• ,., ...._.,, . ..... .., ,, I

,.;.. , ',:.".._,.!:[.._,'_.:,',.. '."::._ ,
although not part of the DO_.,'wlde._r_ei_ltt{a$_od effort, w_ll be passed along to the

Operations Office aqd, appropriate 'P.rogr.',_mOffice for their action.
_'::'. '"_i'% '4,

....•, ...:.. ,.._.o',," _.t'..ee' " , ' •

,;'.;ii:'i'_._'" ;,."., .....:.'_,
Based on the profesf4_"&l ju#gmef_t::q_...'ti_e"Team Leader, the findings within categories are arranged

_n order of;_e_a_.e sl_n]i:flcanc.e_, Ct_mpanng the relative s_gn_flcance of one finding to another,

either bet_i_e_,-.i_atego_(_:j_ithin a section or within categories between sections, is neither
.... '.,, ",,. _.,.'.:::.o:_"'_!.;;._.;._............ . . .

-a_p_ol_r_,ate_r va_ti],,_-The categonzatton and I_,_t_ngof flndtngs _n order of stgmflcance w_th_n th_s
__'.',_,

. , . _,,...._

_e'#O_.::i's"only t_first step in a multi-step iterative process to prioritize DOE's problems.
• ,. :

'.,, ;

The _ubsequent phase of the NTS Survey involved sampling and analysis (S&A). Battelle Columbus

Division provided the S&Ateam for NTS Survey. Prior to sampling, an S&Aplan was prepared in _

.: accoroance with the protocols in the Survey Manual. The S&Aplan was designed to fill existing data

:_p_ o_ weaknesses. The results generated by the S&A effort will be used to assist the Survey team in

further defining the existence and extent of potential environmental problems identified during the

Survey•
-

An Interim Report will be prepared 6to 8weeks after the completion of the S&A effort. The Interim

; Report will incorporate the results of the S&A effort as well as any changes or comments resulting
_

from the review of the Preliminary Report• Based on the S&A results, the preliminary findings and

observations made during the on-site Survey may be modified, deleted, or moved within or between

categories. The Interim Report will serve both as the site-specific repository for informatior,
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generated by the Survey, and ultimately as the site-specific source of information for the DOE-wide

: prioritization of environmental problems.

lt is clear that certain of the findings and observations contained in this report, especially those in

Category II, can and should be addressed in the near-term (i.e., prior to the DOE-wide prioritization

effort), lt is also clear that the findings and observations in this report vary greatly in terms of

magnitude, _isk, and characterization. Consequently, the priority, magnitude, and timeliness of

near-term responses will require careful planning to e.nsure appropriate and effective applica_i:on.

- The information in this Preliminary Report, albeit provisional, will assist the NVO in the pl:an".nj_ of
these near-term responses. '._'}iI/'_''':'- "":_:::'", _,.'.. ,:.,

,., ".;,".',_,,.

- . ,:_ ',',,._: ,::,.._,, ','

The NVO submitted a draft action plan dated January 6, 1988, to address:.th_:.prellrnmary {ihdlngs
- , ,',_., . ,. ,_.,:., ',...;

presented at the conclusion of the on-site Survey activities and surri_'a.rized.i_i._h:e.N.TS 'Survey Status

Report prepared for the Assitant Secretary for Environnaent;.'_'fety"?a'hd H:ea,lth, "The draft action

- plan for the ATS Survey has been reviewed by the O_i,ce _f.:_nvi'_i_lm'_'_:J',Guidance and Compliance

(OEG), which has immediate responsibility for.:i_.onit,_jlhgt'l_e'_tatL4_,and overseeing the adequacy of, ', ".;,"',:': ':I"i: : _,',,;,. ',"..'_
- r ' ' ' " .... " '_' ' :' ";:" :"" ' '

co rectlve actions taken by the Operatlons:OfficerO _e_pe'r_e....tO the Survey findings.

_ As required in the Decem_r 21':1:987,memorandum from the Assistant Secretary for Environment,, ,' ..' _.__ ,; , .

Safety and Health t_2_e'Operati'&r_:s D{f_'_e"Managers entitled, Follow-ulo of Environmental Survey
_...._ ,° ,.. _° ° :

_, th,e...'N_.&da" :'"'""Q_tatlon._.,':'"' O'_fic'e will prepare and submit a final action plan to the Deputy
tb

Assistant se:_et_jF'for i'_)tt:_r_ment within 45 days of receivina this Preliminary Report. The final• .., _ '.;,."_; .., ,. ",_,_. .,,.. ._

,,act_Sn :p.!an fOr.,,the'_N,1:S Survey wll address all of the preliminary findings cited herein, and will

_n.corp'drate """O E'G'_scomments on the draft action plan.
',. ',

=
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2,0 GENERAL SITE INFORMATION

= 2.1 Site Settinq

Location

The Nevada Test Site (NTS) is located in southern Nevada, with its southernmost point about

100kilometers (65miles) northwest of LasVegas (Figure 2-1). The site consists of 3, 500 sq_i_ re
- • • s"';' '_

kilometers (1,350 square miles) of restricted access, Federally owned !and, which ranges li'ota. ,_to
, f ;. • , q0'• ',"_

56 kilometers (28to 35 miles) in width (east-west) and from 64to 88 kilometers (4t1.tb'$5 mlle_t, fn
' '.i..,.';2 ;, ': ':.'".

length (north-south). . =:,.. .,:.:.:,,.;.._,_.....
':"_';i.'•.':...

_ The NTS is bordered on its west, north, and east sides by lO,700:s:quare'.k_!'O..tfie'ters '{4,130square
. .,,, ,, ..._; ., q... ,: ,.._,

miles) of land comprising the Nellis Air Force Base R_._ge"i.Ci_mpJ.elx'/.,:ano.t'her Federally owned,

restricted access area. The southern boundary I¢..¢.onter.mln,_,s wt._t_..',publlc access land• The
,rc

northwestern portion of the Nellis Air Force B#se..Ra._....Com_lex'_tcludes the Tonopah Test Range,= • '",, '.''o'_". " " ' i'° ' 'r' '" '

which is a government-owned facility tha.t:ls op_._ _r. the Department of Energy (DOE) by the

Sandia National Laboratories p[imarily for ai_r.drop'_ts of ballistic shapes. The combined area of the

three facilities is 14,20,O..'.S._luat.ei',kilometers';(._,480 square miles), which is one of the largest..,.",._.'i" _, ', ' ,

- unpopulated areas il_._'e"U nited _'t_:';:,T',t_:'e NTS was established in this unpopulated desert area for

the purpose_):c,_hducll_ r_'_U, _'apons tests.'"" "'""de_r'""' '::"" "'" ' ' '

,, 9p(Jla.tion OtsYr_bOti_n
, . _.,../,

.. , , • , , ..°_

";' i"0. I " , .',_' '"'":",_¢.e

Pop.ulation distribution data, developed from 1980 census figures, for counties surrounding the NTS,

are shown in Figure 2-2 (Patzer et al., 1987). The population density within 150 kilometers (93 miles)

of the main Control Point(CP-I) at the NTS (excluding LasVegas and Clark County) is about

0.Sperson per square kilometer. For comparison, the 48contiguous states (1980census) had a

population density of about 29 persons per square kilometer, and the State of Nevada had about

2.8 persons per square kilometer.

- The off-site area within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of CP-1 (Figure2.-3), the area in which close

assessments for radionuclide releases are made, is predominantly rural. The population in thisa_ea

has been estimated at 6,360 (Patzer et al., 1987), with most of that population located in Pahrun_p,

and lesser numbers in Beatty, Indian Springs, Cactus Springs, Lathrop Wells, and Springdale.
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FIGURE 2-1

LOCATION MAP OF THE NEVADA TEST SITE

NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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FIGURE 2-3

COMMUNITIES WITHIN 80 KILOMETERS OF CP-1

NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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Land Uses

A wide variety of land uses exi_t within a 300-kilometer (188-mile) radius of the NTS, such as farming,

_. grazing, mining, camping, fislqing, and hunting. Terrain fp_tures range in elevation from 85 meters

(280 _eet) below sea level in Death Valley to 4,420 meters (14,500 feet) in the Sierra Nevada Range

(Mt. Whitney). Parts of two major agricultural valleys (Owens and SanJoaquin) are located to the
1 '_

west in California. To the north and northeast, grazing and alfalfa farming are common. !n the

Amargosa Valley to the south and Virgin River Valley to the east, small-scale but intensive far_!i_ng

produces a variety of crops. A major portion of the local residents grow orhave acc ess':tol,.I._lly
. ,,t. '. i: _., 'k,.:,:,

grown fruits and vegetables. .......... " "'

T ,, ,-,,.,_,,,_o_,o_ra_,..1 ,,.... ...... . _.,
t:.'_.... _'..:', ....',

;_'r' _bunt'_(19s separated by broad,The topography of the NTS consists of north-south trending _ggect"
,. _ . • • • ;....q,...... _.,

flat-floored and gentle-sloped valleys (Figure 2-4).._..'_e h'_.gbest..,_,evat4_,l_'._ at the NTS are on Pahute

Mesa, about 2,205 meters (7,235 feet), and R;_t.nle.rlipS,, 2_5 m_ters (7,694 feet) above sea level.
,'?'. 'C?,_"C'.,:'i:i';', "_:':_

The lowest elevations are in Frenchman FI_ ani_!_ck_s_;:'_.ats, both at about 910 meters (3,000 feet)

above sea level. ":" "..;!.. '_':_;;

, a" • ' ,.'.
.,'.. ";.'., ; .'_. . ._' ,: .,,

There are three prin_;_al v_lleys _wthln_.:.the NTS: (1) Yucca Flat, a north-south elongated, closed
.... ,,. _:'._'_. ,; '/_.._" ",:.'.;.,

uas_n,w_th a::,d_.._ake (_l:a_}'a)at:_he %'outhern end; (2) Frenchman Flat, an oval-shaped, closed basin
,:: _,. _,- -:;?..:, :..-"

with a pl_a, a t_e cen_t..;....and (3)Jackass Flats, a valley that drains off the NTS at its southwest
• ",. • °i'"',;.".","_._ '". "°

. . '., , ."... :,.i,_,_ ' ;, .. _'
." . ". *. "t." '.. e " "",,:'...•,,

_ . ,

= '...,

Ma_o_,Water Bodies

Because of its location in a desert area, there are no natural, surface-water bodies on the NTS. The

major water body in the vicinity is Lake Mead, which is located about 160 kilometers (100 miles)

southeast of the NTS. Lake Mead was formed when Hoover Dam was constructed on the Colorado

River in the 1930s. The lake and dam provide water to the Las Vegas area, hydroelectric power to the

Los Angeles area, recreational opportunities, and flood control to downstream communities. Water

used at the NTS comes from local wells. The Amargosa River is an ephemeral stream that lies along

the Nevada-California border.
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FIGURE 2-4

TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES AT THE NEVADA TEST SITE
NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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_ Hydrology

Two major hydrologic systems exist on the NTS (Figure 2-5). Groundwater in the northwestern part

of the NTS, or in the Pahute Mesa area, has been reported to flow at a rate of2 meters to 180 meters'

(6.6 feet to 590 feet)per year to the south and southwest toward the Ash Meadows Discharge Area

in the Amargosa Desert. lt is estimated t _at the groundwater_to the east of the NTS moves from

north to south .at a rate of not less than 2 meters (6.6 feet) nor greater than 220 meters (720 feet) per

year. Carbon-14 analyses of this eastern groundwater indicatethat the lower velocity is near_:iiiihe

- true value. At Mercury Valley in the extreme southern part of the NTS, the eastern gr6u_d_litter

flow shifts southwestward toward the Ash Meadows Discharge Area. .'_":;,'"_='_. "_:":':',

, =, ,, , . o ' ' 'r'

The aquifers underlying the N'FSvary in depth from about 200 meters (650'_e'_). benSa'.'_ th'_:_'_rface
- t', :', ' .'., '_..: ', '....;

of valleys in the southeastern part of the site to more than 50(_;:theters'..(%i6_,O.feet)"beneath the

surface of highlands to the north. ,:,.... °' ...,.,. _....,.,...!; '... ; "- .:, , _,,., :...,,....;'. ;.,

;'.....:.. _,,.,._; _,:,=:, ',..'.'_;.'.°

Climate v.".: ..=t,..........: '.j,

The climate of the NTS and sur[.Qunding areal l'svai'_._i)le, due to variations in elevation and its rugged

terrain. Generally, the,c:fi:_at_:::.}_i referred to'lilts continental arid. Throughout the year, there is

insufficient water to_;_'po_ the gr._.t_i_"(:ommon food crops without irrigatioi,.

The NTS ¢_.er_:i:annuN'_:et_Ipitation ranges from about lO centimeters (4inches) at the lower

, .eteVat_.ons tO:._gou__'_._0 centimeters (1 2 _nches) on the higher elevations. During the winter months,
_,. ', ° _.,,..,

t:he.._lateaus _ be snow-covered for a period of several days or weeks. Snow is uncommon on the

f ats'.. Temperatures vary considerably with elevation, slope, and local air currents. The average daily
', ..'_

tem Ceratu res at the lower elevations range between 26°F and 53°F (-3°C and 12°C) in January and

from 62°Fto 97°F (17°C and 36°C)in July, with extremes of-30°F and 115°F (-34°C and 46°C).

Corresponding average daily temperature ranges on the plateaus are 27°.Fto 37°F (-3°C and 3°C) in

January and 61°Fro 770F (16°C and 25°C) in July (ERDA, 1977).

The wind direction, as measured on a 30-meter (100-foot) tower at an observation station about

9 kilometers (5.5 miles) north.northwest of Yucca Lake, is predominantly northerly except during the

months of May through August, when winds from the south-southwest predominate. However,

because of the prevalent mountain/valley winds in the basins, south to southwest winds

predominate during daylight hours of most months. During the winter months, southerly winds

have only a slight edge over northerly winds for a few hours during the warmest part of the day.
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: These wind patterns may be quite different at other locations on the NT5 because of local terrain

effects and differences in elevation.

2.2 Overview of Major Site Operations

The NTS was chosen in 1950 to provide a continental proving ground for nuclea,' weapons testing to

reduce the expense and logistical problems of testing in the Pacific. The site was initially operated

ilhfor a few months each year by the Test Division of the Albuquerque Operations Office. In 1962._::t e
q,, .:" .:

Nevada Operations Office (NVO) was created and assumed responsibility for oper_i_#s_:i_nd
•, -.. ,, '%." ,'. IL

_, f. • :..... _,.,:,'_

programs at the NTS. Nuclear weapons testing then became a year-round effort, .[O:a'd_:fjon t6._e
"L:..'4,• . ,, t

activities at the NT5, NVO is responsible for operations at the LasVegas:S.U...ppor;_,i:Ea.._i_;y.,in North"

Las Vegas. Activities at the NTS and at the Las Vegas Support Facility/are cfle_ri'i:_edbr:i_ly i'n'_e next
sections. "..... ' ' '_

4 .. ,,'"

'_'?i "", "i'.::'!_. '" "::"_
• '. "" i!:. " "

R ynoldElectricalaEngi;i g Company,mcIRe Col,;whOt  o n' u; ,di  yofEGaG,,mc,
- the prime support contractorat theNTS..Us_ilc°n{r.!_{°rs'i_lude';['he..._.. ,. LawrenceLivermoreNational

Laboratory, the Los Alamos National :J=:abora.t_r,yj: t_e Sandia National Laboratory, and the

Department of Defense. The w_rk force at.tb, e N_,,between 1980 and 1985 has ranged from about
= _ :. "..:::., .,'_,

4,000 tO about 5,500 pe .Qp!_o ':;!;_ '::,'-.,..,..'.ili:.,i ...... ,. ........,.,
¢,.,:.'#..

"."_._ . ' "" " _'" "?" " :" _' i:'"" ""

: 2.2.1 Ne_a._. s.S_(e ..._t..,. .

_,..'_• ¢. ,, ,_,..:', .,;'" ",,'_
• . ..' ,, '.._ :..._...'.'_,"

,;:. _.. _ "_;.:., "_ . ,, •

"_._ _ "' ,_,:.. • :.._.._ ....,e ,,... :.._.. . •Tf_ i _ _s cu_ren_:;:used to conduct ali United States nuclear weapons tests. These tests are_ _ . .

_or_d.u__ted un'd_,rground, for containment of the detonation products (NVO, 1986a). Two
. '

tecbhiques are used for emplacing nuclear te_t weapons so that the explosion will be contained. The
_= ....,

most'common method is to emplace a test device at the bottom of a vertically drilled hole (downhole

shots). The other technique is to emplace a test device within a tunnel that has been mined

horizontally into Rainier Mesa. The downhole shots are performed primarily to evaluate the

performance of the device itself, whi!e the tunnel shots are performed to evaluate the effects of the

radiation produced on various materials and apparatus. Tests are limited to a maximum yield of

150 kilotons under terms of the Threshold Test Ban Treaty of 1974.

Downhole Test Shots

Downhole shots are designed and conducted by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and

the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Areas used for this testing are shown in Figure 2-6.
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After a suitable site has been selected, generally in Yucca Flat or on Pahute Mesa, an emplacement

hole is drilled. Special techniques developed at the NTS permit drilling of holes up to 3.7 meters

(12 feet) in diameter to depths as great as 1,525 meters (5,000 feet). A test rack or canister, often
L

about 3 to 3.7 meters (10 to 12 feet) in diameter and up to 61 meters (200 feet) in length, is partially-

assembled off-site and completed on-site while suspended over the hole. The finished canister"

containing the test device and the diagnostic equipment is lowered into the hole along with a

considerable bundle of electrical cables that connect the firing systems and the diagnostic systems to-

instrumentation at the surface. After the device and related equipment are lowered into the _i_le,
• , ',/,

the hole is carefully backfilled (a procedure referred to as "stemming," which will b_':d.ilsc.__ed

further in Section 3.1.2.1) to prevent leakage of cavity gas to the atmosphere. ,.' ++" "_ _'" '"."
';,; _,',_._.,

When allis in readiness, the test device is fired by electrical signals sent frc_rn a:r.emote.firlng 16catlo,_
, ,.'._', ' ._.... , . ..

. at the Control Point (CP-l) in Area 6 (see Figure 2-,6). During and foJl_o.wincjtJnle:{eSt, di:a'gnostic data
, , ' • ",+ ,, ,',,; ++i,,;. _' ,." ,,,

are transmitted to instrumentation located at the surfac#..,in t_.ail_rs_._hel_.e'_s. "
, , ,. , e,,, *,,+,,.',,_

When a nuclear explosive is detonated uncf_r.gr,o,_/,:the':.e'nerg_j.°released immediately produces
, ,P__', %;, _ : .y, ,,.._';, '.;'...._ , . ,

extremely high temperatures _n the devlc_.'@nd"._'e_:s_rtoLtnd,hg medium. These solid materials are

vaporized, and pressures exceeding a milli6;ii'!_tm_[3heres are produced. "An outgoing shock wave

-+ develops that is initially,s.¢'_troi;_..that it vapo'_P_es more of the surrounding medium. As the shock

• , .'/._ , , .'_," wave expands, its irt_sity weak_n_.j_l_iii : he medium is melted rather than vaporized. The size of
•+.,. _<'."-..::"i.,e "....':.,.,

[.4;/_ ' deD.e_defit upon the amount of energy released by the explosion, thethe unde_g t_4_...._avi_ _s+,' ;+* ,., J" '._I,,_,'

depth of I_d..r._.a+,.,..a_t_dthepl_:ii_a'l propert es of the reed um in which it is detonated. At 2 to 4 times

• the cav+ty r++J+s, "tli+>shock wave is sufficiently weak that its effect is limited to fracturing and

_ h.eatif_ of the':_ledium. The generally spherical cavity is filled with vaporized material and lined• *

with"melted rock, After the cavity forms, the vaporized rock condenses and the molten rock flows

towa'rd the bottom, the residual gases cool, the pressure subsides, and collapse of the upper walls of

the cavity begins. The cavity collapse is commonly initiated within a few minutes to several hours of

its formation. Occasionally, it may be delayed for several days or weeks, but, once started, the

collapse proceeds rapidly. This collapse continues upward, producing a vertical, rubble-filled column

known as a rubble chimney.

Following most nuclear tests, the chimneying process proceeds upward until it reaches the ground

surface. The process terminates by the formation of a conical or bowl-shaped depression from

several tens of meters to a few hundred meters in diameter and up to 50 meters (165 feet) deep.

These depressions are k,nown as subsidence craters.
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After the crater forms and the area is surveyed and deemed safe, a drill rig is moved into place

alongside the crater and a "drill-back" operation is started, the objective of which is to sample the

reaction products contained within the explosion cavity. After drill-back and sample recovery are

completed, the drill hole is sealed.

Tunnel Test Shots

Underground tests conducted in the Rainier Mesa area (see Area 12, Figure 2-6) are weapons-e_cts
' • _ .:" ;

tests that are performed in tunnels mined horizontally into the Mesa. In these tests, DOE _o:_.ks_ith

the Defense Nuclear Agency and Sandaa Nat0onal Laboratory on measunng the..'.eff_'_;.t_ of bfa_-
•

produced radiation on military hardware, such as rocket nosecones, .w.arhea'_:;:,,_lla_.t_el,lites, a_=

communications eouiament. •.... ' " '' "'""'
,,,_,

A nuclear device is placed in the end of a tunnel, and _.....4..es_:._..m.l_b._,(as"" :'Ig_'_e as about 5.5 meters

[18 feet] in diameter)is placed a few hundred fee:t..'(ime't,e:r,s)t'_i!::_.s__"_oas'600 meters (2,000 feet)

down the tunnel from the device. A hori_n_;aii::l_0_-o_4_.ght _/_E_3S)pipe, which tapers from a

d_ameter of about 18 cent0meters (7 _nc_..), at,:_._.".,_#v'_._ to'about 5.5 meters (18 feet) at the test

chamber, connects the device _ad the test c'h;'mbe_!::,; '

After the equipmen_i_['i'nstaJled ih:.{._e:_f_el and leak testing completed, the firing and diagnostic•.'::,., ,'.i:: ,: , ,, • •

cables are a._Iai:'_i_.tt. St/_r_g at:_e _ev0ce end, the tunnel 0s then backfllled to contain the explosion

products. "B_ckf'.d:t."_,_ngext_rt_q:lown the tunnel past the po,nt on the LOS pipe where a Tunnel and

,Pipe Seal (:_'Si _e._ce _s located. Additional dewces are installed ,n the tunnel to ensure

L:_ntai_'ment, '_""di_Pails of which will be discussed in Section 3.1.2.1.
',, .*..

• , ._

The huclear device is fired by electrical signals sent from a remote firing location at the Control

Point(CP-I). R, _iation from the nuclear explosion speeds through a vacuum in the LOS pipe and

impacts the test materials and equipment mounted in the chamber. In milliseconds after the

explosion is initiated, closure devices mounted along the LOS pipe are actuated to contain debris and

gases, thus preventing physical damage to the test chamber and its contents.

After the device is detonated, prescribed safety procedures (Metcalf, undated) are followed to

reenter the tunnel, and to remove the irradiated test materials and equipment from the test

chamber for further evaluation.
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Spill Test Facility

ASpill Test Facility that is operated at Frenchman Lake on the NTS (Area 5, Figure 2-6) involves the

controlled release and monitoring of various hazardous, nonradioactive materials. The DOE-

managed facility is also available for use by other Federal agencies and private industry. The spill

testing simulates accidental releases of cryogenic fluids, such as liquefied natural gas, and

noncryogenic fluids, such as ammonia, that are normally stored and shipped as pressurized liquids.

The information obtained from these tests is used to determine the safety problems presente_d:iby
' _ qp,_ .'°; ._

accidental spills and to develop better models to predict the dispersion behavior in the at"Mds_._re,. ,.._, ",,." ,ii'

-_ of these heavy gases. . ".; .... ". "..,.,....,,. ). ,:, ....:,.,,..
'r .v....[,.:.:.,...:%4

Radioactive Waste Manaqement Site ' _':':'" "':"": .........., ..

'," .t ,' • ._' ...:. '. 'b _

DOE manages a Radioactive Waste Management Site_i.e A'r_.'_ that:':acc_p_s packaged, low-level

radioactive waste for storage and disposal from ott_ DO_;.faci_i,es".:":i_i_E is'attempting to obtain a

permit from the State of Nevada under the R_So_r¢.e_._nset'gatio'_.'and Recovery Act for this site to

accept mixed rad0oactive and hazardoua'..wa_e,;fr.dm',.2i_.OE _acllttles. For further discussion of

rad ioacti ve waste managem en,ta see Secti on':,41".1.2.1:_:_,
:,: .. •. '": .::. ',.'Y;

Past Activities with I_j_iiSual._Zonta'.m'inft_6 '_''
- ,^._,, _,:".%..,."._..._" ',...' :',

Since the _N.IS _.ga esta_[_:s_d in December 1950 as a continental proving ground, a number of

• ac,t___t_esha_;._akOn.';_Face that have resulted in residual contamination at the site. The earliest and

h!_s't_:'0minen't_ctivity was the detonation of nuclear devices in the atmosphere. The first such test,

w_i.c'h was conducted on January 27, 1951, involved an airdrop and detonation of a 1-kiloton device

over Frenchman Flat. A total of 84 atmospheric detonations were conducted prior to the signing of a

Limited Test Ban treaty in August 1963 (ERDA, 1977).

In addition, safety tests were conducted to determine the vulnerability of certain device designs to

possible accidents. From 1951 through 1958, 31 safety experiments were conducted that produced

only slight or no nuclear yield(NVO, undated). However, these tests resulted in residual radioactive

: and nonradioactive (e.g., beryllium) contamination of the soil.

= Nuclear cratering tests have been conducted as a military experiment for the Department of Defense

and as part of the peaceful applications (Plowshare) program. These tests involved shallow

underground deton_ , ions of nuclear devices to develop large-scale excavation techniques.
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The atmospheric tests, safety tests, and nuclear cratering tests are discussed in greater detail in

Section 3.2.2.1.

The Nuclear Rocket Development Station (NRDS) at NTS (Area 25, Figure2-6) was used during

the 1960s and early 1970s to test nuclear reactors for space propulsion techniques. Subsequently, the

facility was used to reclaim and package nuclear fuel from those reactors and from Tory IIC, an air-

breathing, nuclear, ram-jet engine. In addition, highly radioactive, spent, unreprocessed reactor fuel

from commercial nuclear power plants was used in a research add demonstration program".i!._or
h o, ,.:,.:._andling and storage. "=i::_. 1:2,:;_

..°" ,,., ";,.'., !'i,_.

An experimental fa;-m was operated at NTS (Area 15, Figure 2-6) for DOE .b.._y,..thet_"_';,E_iiionment'_ _=

Protection AgenCy (EPA)to study radionuclide uptake on various farm:::'_'_i'h!.als a:"r_.,cro__:" The,_._., : .. ..;...i",, '.....::
16..year program included studies of the metabolism and biologic'al;'transfe_.:_a_'s.,o{ rgdionuclides,

heavy metals, and other environmental contaminants. ,._pera_<)ns,a:ti:'_he 'e._'_er mental farm were

concluded in 1981 (NVO, undated). !._._:.. ';iii;;. ",:ii:,, "':":_.:::._:_',

_..'.'.: .. ?,:"-.'. :.. ": ":t, ,,' _to

2.2.2 Las Vegas Operations (LVO) '" "........' ........

• "/. 's. ,-,..:. ._,,

EG&G Energy Measurem.,e#._, in_ji_,(EG&G/EM)_'_ovides technical support tothe Nevada Operations

Office and the weap_!__"_i'aboratorie'_, fnS_."_i'[jpport fac:ilities at a site consisting of about 40 hectares
_:... _ ,.. ". ;o.._, . "_ .

' , ",. _' ",' • _' e' ' , , , , ,

(100 acres) _e.:,N_ La.5._egas..,_he overall m_ss_on _s to produce and nstal d agnost,c systems for: ' .,',.'.v _ , , ," ,., * ," ..,.b
_,.' '.'" ";i_ ;:i"..', .,,....;.:.'

collecting "d.at._ .,.___ociat'_._,i._i'th underground nuc ear detonat ons at NTS. Major act vit es at,. • #.':' , ;. • .. "_. _ ...., •

E .... ' L ....': " ....., G&I_/E.M V_..;;_,nc)_i_-the assembly of diagnostic canisters that are used to contain nuclear devices

' n '"r ted """"_1 'd"_'_o {_"St apparatus. These canisters are transported to NTS where electrical cable

conn_.ctions are made, the nuclear device mounted, and the completed assembly is lowered

dowrihole. Trailers are outfitted at the North Las Vegas facility with instrumentation to process and

record data generated in a test shot.

2.2.3 EG&G/EM Aerial Measurements

Facilities located at McCarran Airport, south of LasVegas, house operations related to aerial

measurements activities. These activities include aerial photography and aerial surveys of

radioactivity at DOE facilities.
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2.3 State/Federal Concerns

_- As a part of the NTS pre-Survey visit, a meeting was held in Carson City, Nevada, with officials of the

Nevada Division of Health and the Nevada Environmental Protection Division on May7,1987. This

meeting was held to advise these agencies of the scope and objectives of the Environmental Survey.

The agency personnel were asked to express any concerns they might have related to the

environmental conditions at the NTSso that these issues could be addressed, as appropriate, during
=

the Survey. The Nevada agency personnel asked questions concerning details of future S_i_ey

activities, but did not express any specific concerns relatedto the NTS. The Environmental _ro_..e_i_n

Agency (EPA) Region IX was also invited to attend the meeting, but declined.' TJ_,2E_PA',.,"' '_t,d,.''',exp_.e.:_'""".:..,
concern over some issues identified during its annual RCRA in_.l_.ectio_::i:.;::¢o_,_l_.cted;_:1_;'

February 11, 1987. These issues are summarized below: "

= ' _,, ",. ' L ,o'" ' '°' ' _,

• Hazardous wastes had accumulated in s orage, N.nce.A_r t &5;:1:986:...';

.,. ::',:':',!,, ...;..,., ,:,;..
: • Ignitable wastes were being stor_;d:,,u.0g_e,red':.a_d _._posed to direct sunlight. This

, ',._:, ":_':'_..': i.: '":i",. ":..._
situation creates a.potentlal for d_'._m 1,_._iu_e,'}:_'lla_e, and/or explosion.

Incompatible ,.W_te':::.'Nere being":j_ored adjacent to each other without physical. .' ..'. ,.'_, _ , .
• ,."li:,.' ['_ _ '.'_ . _,' '.f _;

separatio_iY I' ,., "._....::.,..:';::.,,,."',_. _ _,:.,_ ,,..._e_ *t .i.
• .,..: ,., _ .,_. : , •

..,

_ • A.:..".C0,.p.y_.:t)fthe.,_'_lre plan for the hazardous waste storage area and hazardous waste
__ ,,-,,., ; ',..,.,_._,_,_:,_,,., ,

" "" ' la_fjll _ hazardous waste trenches) was not available at the time of the= %_!" (Area 23

inspe'_ion.
',. *,

.. ,

...'_

In September 1986, it was determined that the NTS had received low-level radioactive wastes

containing RCRA hazardous constituents at parts per billion concentrations from the Rocky Flats

Plant. At the time of the receipt of this material, the NTS was not authorized to dispose of hazardous

waste or mixed radioactive and hazardous waste. This issue is discussed in Sections4.1.1

and 4.1.2.1.2.
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3.0 MEDIA,SPECIFIC SURVEY FINDINGS

The discussions in this section pertain to existing or potential environmental problems in the air, soil,

surface water, and groundwater media. The discussions include a summary of the available

- background environmental information related t_ each medium, a description of the sources of

pollution and their control techniques, a review of the environmental monitoring program specific

_ to each medium, and a categorization and explanation of the environmental problems found by the

Survey team related to each medium. ,";_
""':'I'.

3,1 Air "' ..... '" _"'

3.1.1 Background EnvironJlental Information . ''": "'"::""

The air portion of the Environmental Survey of the N_._ada..']_._t'N'_e",.(NZ_':)_'iisdesigned to address
_. , '_ ",_ ';.,._.. '': _i,;'",'.'.'.

existing and potential environmental impacts as_lati_d: wl_'._:,re[e_ of contaminants to the

atmosphere, and includes a critical " "_"':"" '_""eval uatio_::#f.._ir.._._._[I utrr. so_r;_es and controls, and com pl lance
• '. _,'"_,'" ,i,",: ,',,',:. ",'.',',

with air pollution regulations and Depart._ent"._._.Eiqe¢_tY:(DOE) Orders. Adherence to established

environmental procedures is __aluated frd_':.the::;:j_fandpoint of environmental problems or risks.

Principal regulations aqd,:.:.,_E'O.i'ders relatincj,'2{o air emissions used as guidance during the Survey

" inClude "'''''_;;i:''I''_' ;:_"-" .....":""
_;,,,,_,...... _ .,, :..

.. _, ,, . _,_,_

• ' and amendments
. _,. ,., '._;.'..,J:. •. :,_.. ....,

' _. "_ _,_'. .. ;;._,,_ ,.;" .. . •

- " •.. ee_l_ral"_ations, including
• , .'., . __' .,.... , . . ';.,. _._

= ": :".' ' .:_' _ional Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) (40 CFR 50)
",.

',: ". National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) (40 CFR61)
' .'_

• • Nevada Air Regulations, State Environmental Commission.

The release of radionuclides to the environment from a DOE facility is regulated by

-- DOE Order5480.1A. In 1985, the DOE adopted, as an amendment to this Order, an interim radiation

protection standard to be implemented in calendar year1985 (Vaughan, 1985). This interim

standard incorporates guidance from the National Council on Radiation Protection and

Measurement (NCRP), as well as the air emission standards of 40CFR61, SubpartH. Included in the

interim standard is a revision of the dose limits for members of the public and tables of radiation

dose conversion factors to be used for calculating dose from intakes of radioactive materials. The

dose factors are based orl International Commission on Radiological Protection(ICRP) Publication 30,

methodology for radiation dosimetry. Effluent-air derived concentration guides (DCG) were

m
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provided in a memorandum from RobertJ. Stern dated February28,1986 (Stern, 1986). The DCG

applies to inhalation of air by members of the general public.

The assessment of the environmental .impacts of airborne radiological emissions from the NTS

considered the DOE interim standards referenced above; National Emission Standards for Hazardous --

Air Pollutants (NESHAP), 40 CFR61, Subpart H; and NRC limits for concentrations of radionuclides in

air above natural background, 10CFR20, AppendixB. Although the NRC standards do not directly
,,,

apply to DOE facilities, they provide a health-based reference for comparisons with site radionu_!.'_!de

releases. ":,,:._ ;,!',; -

" "," ', " ';':'rb

Ambient air quality standards for nonradiological pollutants have been es.tebltshed:...b_..,.tla._EPA a_

by the State of Nevada, These standards are presented and compared,.!l_ F,al,.b!e3:l_i,_oTl_e;_evada

standards are equivalent to or, in some respects, more stringent _:b.l.anth#.:_.a.'{,ioq'aJst_ihdards. The

Nevada regulations require that the standards not be _._cee'd_"in:'_:_bas win'ere the general public

has access. _"':" '"::i"' '::ii:" "'_':='':"_'_
_.,, .,. ':.'; _, : ": ,... '.',_j

., "_._,,,'",,,._.._.::. ..,,,,.,. ....

In addition to the air standards menttone_iabov_;._t_ S_at,e ol_Nevada is also concerned about toxic

hazardous air contaminants_MkccOrding _"_,he;_'eyada'Administrative code (445.717), a substanceor

is defined as a toxtc o[,_:h':_zardousa,r contaminant tf lt _s I_sted _n Threshold Dmlt Values for
,., ..;' ,,_ ; _ _ ,_

Chemical Substance_!_:"the...Work'"E_vj_e,:n_'ent 1983,84," and the allowable concentration is based
. .,::.._..._ . . _ ,.._, ,,'.:_:..: . , ,. :., •

the i. i0d to a ationaior ambient
air ualit_:::!_ta_d, a':':_'e_"-"i'ource performance standard, or a national emission standard for

• q., ,. ;_:..,',:t_'.:.:_,._. ....,
,,. , v. '. _ , .:: . ,. w.,_ ,,,t., ,'I_,_ , ,

,,hazardous a)_.:p,ol_'0t"af_l:s_sapplicable.
_, , , . ;._,..,_

; , ". ,..' ,_

',, .'.. _

The NTS is located in Nye County, Nevada, remote from any major populated area, and therefore not

part'of any designated Federal Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) The support facilities in North

LasVegas and at McCarran Airport, however, are located ,in Clark County, which is part of the

Las Vegas Valley AQCR. The air quality in the LasVegas Valley AQCR has been designated by the EPA

as "better than national standards" for sulfur dioxide(SO2); "nonattainmen'_" (does not meet

standards) for total suspended partic_jlates(TSP) and carbon monoxide(CO); and "cannot be

classified or better than national standards" (insufficient data to make determination) for Ozone

(03) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Air quality in the "rest of state," which includes those portions of

the state without an AQCR (such as the NTS), has been designated "better than national standards"

for TSP and 502 , and "cannot be classified or better than national standards" for 03, CO, and NO2.

These designations are summarized in Table 3-2.

f.
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TABLE 3-1

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR NONRADIOACTIVE POLLUTANTS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

iii i iiii ii ii illml

Nevada Standards(1) National Standards(2)
Pollutant Aveiaging Time , :

Concentration Primary(3)(4) Secondary(3)(5)
I I I I

Ozone 1 hour 235 _g/m 3 235 i=g/m3 Same as p.rim_ii_y
,t.. " : :.,,::,

(0.12 ppm) (0,12 ppm) '":.;.._::;.'ii i
¥ |

Ozone 1 hour 195 l_g/m 3 _" '"_: """"
"" ' "; ;:","b

Lake Tahoe Basin (0.10 ppm) ',,::>.,.;),: _.,.." ' , I i t'_, _',"I T"

Carbon Monoxide 8 hour 10,000 1:g/m3 10 mg)_ii"-!X , Sa"_'!as"p_:_,,narybelow 5,000 feet (9.0 ppm) ,.(9,.0PP_.'i ',.'i:::i,.. ":':.!_',mean sea level '.;i'.. .. ,.: ..:.'
I' _1'_ '''1 _' I'tl % f II I I

Carbon Monoxide at 8 hour 6,670 _g/m,3!... ".:"*:" _ti0;.m._l/m3:':;,'; Same as primary

or above 5,000 feet (6,0 pp.tfr) ..... ,.;.:.,(9_i_m)
!_i.?.":. .,.:: ,, ,:%_mean, sea level ;_.:'::- ::":'_':"",' '"°'/"_"_,,'rl

Carbon Monoxide at 1 hour '_" 40:XOS0:l_g_:3,..., ":,'; 40 mg/m3 Same as primary
_ any elevation =',!35']_#_ )- "i::" (35 ppm)

. i , ,iJ.l ii [ i i

Nitrogen A_n u'al.." 'tOO 1:cj_3" 100 l:g/m 3 Same as primary
Dioxide

_'_rthn:ie{_c Mean, (0'.-Cf5ppm) (0.05 ppm)

' Sulfur Dioxide, ",:"_",A. '_ual "'"./"_'_"':"'
": '" _;_hthm_ti '_ean_ 80 _g/m 3 80 _g/m3 Same as primary• ,_,.:'F.?!:,, ",:.,:_ c (0.03 ppm) (0.03 ppm)j'i':"',_' ', i'_ '_ ' '"' ':

'" ' :' "" '_,:2_,_t_ur"i i II ISulfur
D,o_.e._;:.," ._... 365 Hg/m 3 365 1Jg/m3 Same as primary

....... , ,,.:..,, ,,.,:,.v,,,, (0.14 ppm) (0.14 ppm)
", " ",', " ..... i"":t "_'I'

, '(: :,',,
,:Sulfd._'6iox,d_-.:, 3 hour 1,300 l_g/m3 -- 1,300 t_g/m3

=1 . '.. (0.5 ppm) (0.5 ppm)
it'l_ '_ i tt

Suspended Particulate Annual 75 1:g/m3 75 1jg/m3 60 pg/m3
Matter Geometric Mean

iiiii i i ' i

Suspended Particulate 24 hour 150 _g/m3 260 pg/m3 150 ;:g/m3
Matter

i | i i iiii i iiii

: Lead (Pb) Quarterly 1.5 1:g/m3 1.5 1:g/m3 Same as primary
Arithmetic Mean

ii
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TABLE 3-1

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR NONRADIOACTIVE POLLUTANTS
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE TWO

,, ii ii I llll I

Nevada Standards(1) National Standards(2)

Pollutant Averaging Time

Concentration Primary(3)(4) Secondary(3)(5)

I I ,I
Visibility Observation ' ",i In sufficient amount to .... _;_.i_;

reduce the prevailing "'. ".' :':_'' ' .'. ':, IL_,:",_

,. _.-, "_ %1':*
visibility to less than 30 <r.:,';::% _'_;..:!!,
miles when humidity is '.. ," .... "....,,

..', , ..._., ,_..lessthan 70% ,= ,..,_. ....:_. ,
- , , , , -=__.j . i_.:.,/;,',.':. ,;..'..:_=;_.':_._=

Hydrogen Sulfide 1 hour 112 _g/m_ .._'.-';_'...::,... :.,:. ;i".'., _,;_';'
o,:._, ,. .,;,:., _',';,, --

(0.08ppm) .._: ...:,..,;.._.._,ii ii i i , , i .

SOURCE: Nevada Administrative Code, 445.582, Se '_.o
=,R

I_..':..

(1) These standards must not be exceeded public has access.
(2) These standards, other than for On annual average or annual

geometric means, must not be Ice per year. The ozone standard is
attained when the expected num f'calendar year with a maximum hourly
average concentration a_ye the stan_.d ual to or lessthan one.

(3) Concentration exgr_d =first in units i_:_Vhich it was adopted and is based upon a reference
temperature 9,_'_ and a"i_;f_ren._pressure of 760 mm of mercury. Ali measurements of air

quality are to"_. cobol'ted "tQ:_erence temperature of 25=C and a reference pressure of
760 rnrrl_._g (?:'_0_._2mil)iba'rs); ppm in this table refers to m b volume, or micromoles of_,,:..,, , ,- .... ._ • _.:., PP Y

(4)...,.Nati_.. "_ary s_'-'ards are the levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin c f
, .'_,:.' ""Sa_fety'_;:_O_)_f_ the public health. Each state must attain the primary standards no later
'.:,_":....'_an 3"_'_ars after that state's implementation plan is approved by the Environmental

':. "i:' 'Protectio'_ Agency.

(s); ',. National secondary standards are the levels of air quality necessary to protect the public
".;.._elfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant. Each state must attain

the secondary standards within a "reasonable time" after an implementation plan is
approved by the Environmental Protection Agency.
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- TABLE 3-2

, EPA DESIGNATION OF AIR QUALITY STATUS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

,i i ii ilill

, LasVegas Valley Rest of State
AQCR (NTS)

I I III

Total Suspended Particulates A B

Sulfur Dioxide B B :":'".,.",.,. ,:i'.:,! '

Ozone C C .:,. ,,., "_._'i._::._,
-- ' . ,',Y', T'J* ' _.: '_. _,',o:"_.

%',"; _' _, '_ ,:, ',,,A C
Carbon Monoxide ',,...; ,i iiii i i i °'I

.,.;,:*,. ,,',i, _'_,' '°_'_.

Nit rogen Di o xide C :...;':,;_',. ":,;i,I'' '".",":::.,.,
............... '_.;: .'.','. '_ ,_,,

,,,. , , ,;,,: . ,_:_;

SOURCE: 40 CFR 81.329, July1,1987. 'i,!,,. "'.."'.' .....
_;i"_ '. °,,' ':,f. . ,",• ....'.,...,'_.,, ",.'_

NTS = Nevada Test Site ,:.',,,, .,_.,,.,...:.,,"s,_ .°

, _. : ,..:, ,.., .,...:..,
AQCR = Air Quality Control Reglon':;i,.;...,,,,',;.".;.., ',i;,_., ' "'
A = Does not meet prlma_.ys,tari(Jl_[;ds ':,.._; ',,,i:,
B = Better than nati(_._l s_g_'_r.d.s";ii:;',. '";?!i.'-

C = Cannot,:..,.beclassifi_',clii_r_;_i)irLti_;_,natioTlal_.;.':'... ,:!: ;; , standards
%; .'. ,,..%

,..:'.":i_"._. "_*' .....'":'", _ "_, .,:. ,_ :%'_'
_,_,;,% . ,,.' o.
%.:,,:. ,,,' .,,.,._. ,o,,::',

. a,,_
,:._,,:,_.,.:,,._,, ':' :',_'._',_'"' '_i"'

, ._':,_!:._.;"_....... .. ,.,_ ,,'."_._
%...' _" _ ,_........ :: ':.S:......:_I':,:,:''_'.

, "_'..:"o ' '_'.'_., L'.: ,_

• .,...._

',: ,", ," ,._' ":.__i• , o

°,., .',o
• , _,.
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, I ,

Wind patterns at the NTS have been studied extensivelly a_ t:our meteorological towers located to

record wind data in the valley flats areas as well as on hills and atop a mesa (Quiring, 1968). The..

wind direction, as measured on a 100-foot (30-meter) tower at an observation station about

5.6 miles (9 km) north-northwest of Yucca Lake near CP-l, is predominantly northerly, except during

May through August, when winds from the'south-southwest predominate..Because of the prevalent

mountain/valley winds in the basins, south to southwest winds predominate during daylight hours of

most months, During the winter months, southerly winds have only a slight edge over nort_j_i_rly

winds for a few hours during the warmest part of the day. These.wind patterns are 6{t_in;:,_:Qite

different at other locations on the NTS because of local terrain effects and dlff ._.e_ic_'ii_: elevation

(Grossman etal., 1986). Because of these differences and because the NTS is':__i"_..;_!_roducti_ =, ", ,..;, b, ',w _,o'1_!_,

, , :,_.;,.;.,":. ",, :.. ' ".L :,_,_.
operat0on with relatively continuous emissions, an annual wind rose is not:ipre_ented h.ete. ";;_'"

e,',_' ;' " '"".... '" '_°"

J'_' °.'., '_,'','e '\_': ' _' '', 4 I ' '° ", _ ° ° ,

Nuclear weapons testing at NTS produces a wide vanetyo..ef radle_u6[0d_ thre_gh the flssaon rocess,,,,,., ., ,. ,.......,_, ,. ,.. P
, , ' • ;,', !,, _,,, . '_;. ;'.;',., ',, ',,' ,;,, ,.

activation of structural materials used in tests, a_:actl_._tiol_:;_,f S_}l..:;_,bnstituents. Uranium and ,

plutonium are used anweapons fabrncat0on, _i_d._.tli_ :are _.me _J_J'antJt0esof these nuclides on the
°..,'.. ',;, ,.%., :_.:,:::, ,,,;_ ,'.,.':_

'NTS from previous tests. In addition, 0"l;_r a_.Vi_,i_s'::_i_h '_ radioactive waste disposal, nuclear

rocket testing, and high-level _'adioactive w4_e r'e:_earch'programs result in the presence of various

radionuclides at the NTS..,.;.i:..,&"*4:orff:[;!_telistin,q o:f_tl the rad onuc ides that might be used, produced by

nuclear reactions, or.:;_pose,d of _.L:._b.e,LN.,TSwould contain more than 500 entries. Airborne releases

radionu_;J,_;_":f,_m"{.l_;!_ikSC._..Id°t_'ontain any of the materials present at the site, although the list
of

of those...,,t"_.af..:_;_:he,:,.,.,,...,,,., mo_',.t..i;#iy'to......,be released is lira tea and includes primar ly gaseous and volat, le

•radlonu¢llde_.;.._cF_'a_,.,_enon, krypton, _od_ne, and ces0um isotopes. Strontium-90 and banum-140,

_t:_h6u;_h not;';'_hly volatile materials, are produced with high relative abundances in nuclear =

rea{:ti.ons, so these might alsobe observed as releases from the NTS, should a major containment
',,, ;

failure occur during a weapons test. Test containment is discussed in Section 3.1.2. Plutonium may

be present in the air at the NTS through resuspension of plutonium-contaminated soils. These soils
=

were contaminated as a result of experiments using high explosives in which there was little or no

nuclear yield but plutonium was distributed throughout portions of the eastern and northeastern

portions of the NTS. This is discussed in Section 3.2.2.

For the purposes of this discussion, background radioactivity in the vicinity of NTS will be defined as

ali environmental radioactivity exclusive of any releases from current activities or conditions at the

NT5. The background radioactivity in the vicinity of the NTScontains both natural and manmade

components. Most of the radionuclides that might be released from current activities or conditions

at. the NTS are likely to be present as background in the environment as a result of fallout from
_

pre-1963, world-wide, nuclear weapons tests; nuclear power-plant operation; nuclear fuel

i
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reprocessing plants; industrial processes involving radioactive materials; various research and

medical applications; and nuclear reactor accidents such as the one at Chernobyl in the Soviet Union,

which occurred in April 1986. Background levels of radionuclides in the air will vary with time and

location because of meteorological conditions and. unusualreleases from world-wide sources.

1 ,

To determine whether current NTS activities or conditions are contributing to radionuclide

concentrations in the air, it is necessary to have some knowledge of the background radionuclide

contributions from other sources. Because of the many factors that may influence the radionu¢.l!!ide- '

_ in-air concentrations, it is not possible to exactly predict background evels in a given 'fi_a,._:i'L_is
' ,...-,. ,. ""_'i'.':'.'(

possible, however, to estimate background levels of a radionuclide. One ap#r0,_h'_t.;6., this _s!ii_o

determine the radionuclide concentrationsat a location that is nearby, but. _u.fficie_:[.{y.':i._,oved th;_t_

the observed radionuclide levels would not be affected by the potential pOl't'_tla_t sou"t:i_. "":;::-:""
,;,_', , .i,,_ ', '.... .
"i..'".. '.'i_.-."',':_,",. "'

EPA's Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory, (EP_.'E_St,_'_:co..ndu!¢_ off-site radiological

_ environmental monitoring for. the NTS. Included w._.tb,ln t_e., EOA'._MSb...p._ogram are 88 air-sampling
, J _, . .,..,'. ._ ,,:,

statlons that are sufficiently remote from NT:$:_tba:t.i:_any W._uld,_e representative of background. ",",. ,"'I'; ' .';','. ',' ,".
, , ';._'. '_.;,.,,_,......, , _,, ..,..,.j ,

levels unless a major release of radloactlvl._3?.fron_;'{he,.NT,.S.we_ to occur. Should a release occur that

is large enough to influence tJ-_emost dist&"0t..of _;_e monitors, the relative magnitudes of airborne; °

radioactivity observed .at,::l:_ear'l_yi'.andremote::,_lations would allow an accurate assessment of the

_ release. EPA-EMSL rel_./_i_s,t#.,e res_i!!._..f,_._t'__on,tor, ng on an annual bas,s (Patzer et al., 1987).
_,_' ,".'._._ , ' :" _.. ., . " ' .',.b

,:.:._' _ _ "',:.'., .:/,..:.'.,,"

In additiott)!_.E_..i_:Easte'i_.;t_ngironmental Radiation Facility (EPA-EERF) administers a program for•, -., _. _,',,.,,, .:' ',._._ .... ..

.. ,, ,,..., _, _,'.;.i,.;_'"_,,',_.=.. , , , ,
.,.rad_at,_ m_torr_,',throughout the Un,ted States. EPA-EERF reports a,rborne concentrations of• , , _,,".:

£tr'OSS-'6_'taacti_ and plutonium on a quarterly basis. For the period January through March 1987,
',, '.

EPA :conducted sampling for gross-beta activity at 63 locations throughout the United States. For

that'period, the United States average observed activity was 1.1x10-141_Ci/cm3 with a standard
=

x 10-14 t:Ci/cm3. Table 3-3 presents airborne background data for four locations indeviation of O.4

the southwestern portion of the United States (EPA, 1987a). The most recent plutonium-in-air data

: that has been reported by the EPA is also presented in Table3-3 (EPA, 1987b). The airborne

background activity levels. (i.e., exclusive of current activities or conditions) at the NTS would be

comparable to levels observed elsewhere in southwestern United States.

3.1.2 General Description of Pollution Sources/Controls

The major activity at the NTS involves weapons-related or weapons-effects tests that produce

nuclear explosions. Those tests have the potential to introduce large quantities of radioactive

materials into the atmosphere. Other activities conducted in support of the nuclear testing emit or
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TABLE 3-3

AIRBORNE BACKGROUND ACTIVITY LEVELS
FOR SELECTEDCITIES IN SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES

i i , ii i ....

Gross Beta

01/87 - 3/87 Plutonium-238 Plutonium-239
(x 10-14_Ci/cm 3) 07/86-12/86 07/86-12/86

(xlO -18 _Ci/cm3 +_2s) (xlO -18uCi/cm3 _+2,s)
Average Minimum Maximum _:i:::

i i i "i "li :li'_

Phoenix, AZ 1.7 0.0 3.0 1.3 + 1.8 .,,.0._i_-..0.6"_;_:::I_..... ... :,, ,:;,. ....'_.
Santa Fe, NM 1.0 0.0 4.0 0.2 + 0.5 ':,_:!:.0..1.:_,_0.2 ':i.;_:.:_

Lo, CA 13 00 2.0 0.0+_09 ":";:!:::. "0 i'o
Las Vegas, NV 1.7 1.0 4.0 0.6 +":}!9 ":.:-' ..:,",",. 0.O/'-+ 0.8

• . .. . .. I..

Source EPA 1987a, 1987b. ,, ,..:.:_,..

...... ....., "%,:. • ....,:..o: _:.'....'_, "...%

s = Counting uncertainty, in pCi/cm3 .'. ".' ""' ....". _..,. /.:_..'.. ....'- v,,
'_ ," ";;'i'_, "/:i .7 ':;Y:. "/" ,&

• ,..'.. ;., ,. .. "_
',' :, _.-.

•.'.% ' • 't.

•,.._,,;, ".,.,. .....:.',
i,t:;. #.. °% , t. ,,_ [. _,,

".'.','.% ..";. " .i'v'"' ,'.'

,,_...,:., %_",, ..,' _..._" 'o:.' .,

: % _,.._. ";' :'_" :',1" 'o °'_......: .... ,..,_..,,..,, ..!:.,_ . :.. .; _*,

•_.i';', _ _.."::.;" ' '_" .,"'
%;-'.' _ : _'...._' "_

. .. '_.

• - ' ' "i:,?,
:.;.":..,. ".i., .;.L,:,

•. .

•. ;
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- can potentially emit nonradioactive pollutants• in the following sections, the sources of radioactive

and nonradioactive air pollutants are described and the techniques used to prevent or minimize

atmospheric emissions are discussed.

3.1.2.1 Radioactive Air Contaminants

Prior to 1962, most of the nuclear detonations conducted at the NTS were atmospheric tests. The

first full-scale underground nuclear detonation that was specifically designed to.contai0111.iall

radioactivity was fired atthe NTS in 1957 in a sealed tunnel. Since late 1962, ali U.S. nuclea_ie_ns

tests have been conducted underground. ,.....," ). ,? ...t.,,.,

•,*;; "° ":."t . ",¢, ,':';,,
At the NTS, there are three major potential sources that can introduce ra#ieact[.v..e con.t.._lna_ts into

. ,:.". . .. .;.. ,, ....;

(1) underground sh'b,t's,con'd.u_.{e_(.:.:in_/ertical holes
... ",; ,'. '.. ._ .;" ._.,,'

the atmosphere. These three sources are r_:al:t_'(downhole shots), (2)underground shots conducted in,..h:orizQ_ 'n.els m'i_ed into Rainier Mesa

(tunnel shots), and (3)resuspension of surface soil_._::ont_ina_e[ in'_:t_',past by atmospheric tests,
•,c '''...'.", "._"'., ..

safety tests, and nuclear rocket development _es.ts..TJ_.Sepc_;Gnti_:_ources, as well as the techniques
. • , . .: . ,_ .. • ......, ....,.

, . ,_ .'. X,.,_,'.,.:,..', ,:,.'.,;, ".?._
used to control and prevent emissions, are..d'escr)t_l_d,bel_W.;

_.,. ;. "...'.. ,_.,',

3.1.2•1.1 Downhole Sh._::,'o ";,i;I ":i','"• "." _'. 'i i;'_" "'.,, . _."'.t_'_

The most (;o._ m_ci' fqr,_m'16i'acing nuclear test weapons to contain the explosion and its
, .: ,,..,, ,;' :

• •,, _L'" ':.__', ,';''' _',.''
products ig:t'_ __._p..tace a:tg_:device at the bottom of a vertically drilled hole. Site selection, drilling

... .... ole,:.,.-..-, :..,. ._..., O_f,'tt_e'h "@_p[;_'_ent of the device and diagnostic equipment, and stemming (backfilling of the

ho'le)ic:6nstitul:_:major activities in the emplacement process. Each of these activities is considered
• ',

parr bf the containment process to prevent and control the release of radioactive materials to the

atm0"_phere. For each shot, the containment design is reviewed by a Containment Evaluation Panel

(EPA, 1984). The design must be app oved before emplacement of a test device.

Several factors are involved in the site selection process. Some of these are

• Past experience in the vicinity under consideration.

® Distances to nearby expended and open emplacement holes.

• Properties of the geologic media.

• Depth of the water table.

• Location and character of ground faults.

• Proximity of geological discontinuities.
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• Geophysical logs from nearby holes.

• Potential for carbon dioxide (CO2) gas production from carbonate rocks.

After a site is selected, the surface area is prepared, and a drilling rig and associated equipment are

moved into place. During the actual drilling operation, the geologic formations being penetrated

are sampled and the data compared with expected properties. Often, depending on the character of

the geologic medium encountered, the emplacement holes are lined with steel casing (cemented in

place) to assure integrity of the hole and to provide more convenient access. Holes as large as 12i.'.f_et

(3.7 meters) in diameter and as deep as 5,000feet (1,525 meters) are used. When t6e_::ih_i_ is

completed the drilling rig and associated equipment are moved to a new site. .....,.... '. ".'.

The emplacement of a test device and diagnostic equipment for a downho.le'_shot u'sua[ly'i__'lves a
e:._' ' ." •'i,._ ', ',:.._

cylindrical test rack or canister, which is partially assembled at the"J_orth Ea_;v..ega.s.SuPbort Facility.

At the NTS, a crane is used to lift the canister, which is g_:_eral.ly_aboult 2.00 f_._ (61 meters) in length,

to a vertical position and to suspend it over the t_6Je. '__::mu'k_s,t0_y'/.:_._bile service tower is then

moved into place surrounding the canister to R_avi_i_.elter_!!and W_rkspace while the installation of

diagnostic equipment and cable connecttOns a_,_ :_m'pteted. Lead shielding is also installed to

protect the equipment from rpdiation damage, in:!_e microsecond interval between detonation of

the devtce and phys=cal de._,ructt ._mof the cam._er. The test devtce is then installed, and the service

tower is removed. _;"nex_ step';_tli:_.he;::e't_'blacement process involves lowering the canister to the

bottom of the._e. .,..:.' .,t,

, A_e'r't{_ ca_er _'S_wered into the hole, closure activities are undertaken. The closure system for_ , . , _._..,

aownl_Si e '_";"sho__*consists of a programmed backfilling (known as "stemming") of the hole with

care'fully prepared materials. In the first stage of the stemming operation, magnetite sand is placed
', .',,

in th_ hole to fill voids in and around the canister. The magnetite sand serves as an additional

shielding material 'to provide a degree of protection to the diagnostic equipment when detonation

occurs. The remainder of the hole is backfilled with alternating layers of 3/8-inch (1-centimeter)

gravel (40to 65 feet [12 to 20 meters] deep) and a fine sand (10feet [3 meters] deep) that includes =

25 percent bentonite or driliing clay. The activities involved in producing these materials on-site are

discussed in Section 3.1.2.2. The stemming materials are introduced into the hole at a filling rate of =

200 to 300 feet (61 to 91 meters) per 8-hour shift. This rate is controlled to allow adequate time f.or

settling to occur•

Stemming is continued to a point that the hole is filled to within about 10feet (3 meters) of the

bottom end of the steel casing. At this point, a 10-foot-thick (3-meters thick) plug consisting of a

mixture of a two-part epoxy resin and an aggregate is placed in the hole. The epoxy resin is allowed
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to cure and harden; then additional stemming materials are added, and a second epoxy plvg is

installed inside thesteelcasing. A minimum of 2 plugs are used per test hole. 'At each epoxy plug,

the cables are "fanned out" and are protected with field-installed gas blocks, which prevent the

cables from acting as conduits from the explosion-produced cavity to the surface.

Some vertical holes use grout (concrete) plugs in place of the two-part epoxy mixture and some holes

use cable fan-outs in a fines layer. Also, on occasion, a vertically emplaced test may include a line-of-

site (LOS) pipe, in which case normal stemming materials and plugs are used outside the pipe,_:'._i_d

appropriate mechanical closures are used within the pi pe. "_i::i_.._::ii_
,..-.._ ,. ", .i.i.::._,

v' _ ' ,' ."_ _"""_,
, .', ,. ,, • • • • _, ".'., '_,

'.::.:" _:,,:. .,:,_:._,.:,
, , , _ -;_:'.:,./.',,,. ,,',. ::.. , _..:_,

When ali systems are ready and meteorological cond,t,ons are appropr, at._.=_.p.re-sho_....._.;_t._o..rolog,c_l

monitoring is described in Section 3.1.3.3), the test device is fired by ele:ctri(;al..sign'al_s..sen'{_from-0_ - -- -" a

,..'..p ., ,;.._,.- remote facility in Area6 (see Figure 2-6), called the Control Point(C:" :1). Tl_:_a_.ity foi'matjon that
_.., ",;, ',,',*.'_ ,, _, '_'

- results from the explosion, cavity collapse, rubble-chimn_..y, fo'r._t.! ..or_:_:::_ds_.r{ace subsidence events

are described in Sections 2.2 1 and 3.4.2• 1 ....... ......._
• . ,.:..:.

_;.'.:.'... :...:._.,.... ,.:..._.,, ,,. _.,,

After the surface subsidence occurs and the.'a,rea"_:_:_ee'm'_d.saf'e(rad_ologlcally), equipment is moved

into place near the crater rim t#J0egin drillirYg"back_i:_nto the explosion cavity to sample the explosion
; , ,, .', .,_,.:. •

debris. A hole about._:,..t(:_._:_ee;_':::i:3.0meters! d_p is drilled initially and lined by a casing that is

ceme,,ted in place• '_!'_i"ow-out p_'_._9.te_'.:_"eviceis installed at the top of the casing to prevent blow

= out of radiga_t_:_.,.gas_:'_:_urin_,th_r"drill-back operation, pressure is applied to the drilling mud in

the casing'_:_" fg_::e:efflu'e_t"i_s'es back down the drill hole. Following the post-event drill back and, "., •. ,,",._,;.. •..._., ,.,,,
, . _, ,..., _,•_,_ ..., •

.s_n_p]_.recov_, t'i_'£__ II hole _ssealed.

, ',

Despite the extensive measures taken to prevent the release of radioactive materials to the

atmosphere, the possibility of a release exists with every shot. Such releases could occur through

venting or through seepage. Venting is a dynamic release of material through large cracks or

fissures in _he ground, while seepage is a slow leaking of gases through tiny channels leading to the

ground surface. The most recent venting occurred in December 18, 1970, following the BANEBERRY

event (Thalgott and Weart, 1971), and the most recent seepage occurred on September 25, 1980,

after the RIOLA event (NVO, 1980). Despite extensive controls, radioactive gases can also be released

- to the atmosphere during drill-back operations. Atmospheric monitoring for possible releases of

radioactive materials is discussed in Sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.2.
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3.1.2.1.2 Tunnel Shots

A second technique used in nuclear testing at the NTS is to emplace a test device within a tunnel that

has been mined horizontally into Rainier Mesa to a location that is sufficiently deep to provide

co--,tainment. Tunnel experiments generally include a horizontal LOS pipe and a test chamber within

the mined tunnel, and the usual purpose is to determine the effects of radiation from a nuclear

explosion on instruments and materials of, construction mounted in the test chamber. The

descriptions of containment devices and techniques discussed below represent minimal efforts,j_at
4" ", '. :''.',

are supplemented by additional protection on a case,by-case basis. _..... ,..,.,
..,....,. '",_I.:.'"_

v ° ( , ,; ,._ _,..;,_.
. ,,, , .; • • t. ,, _o _,,,.,._

A typical tunnel shot, involves two parallel tunnelsthat are known as the,_.ain d'__..._a._!_:_,heutili_ _

drift. These are shown schematically in Figure 3-1. (For some shots, on'l:.yi'_:_ain cl'r,[._iS'6;_'e'O.)In
,.,_.. , ... ,_..: ,, ",....

addition to the parallel tunnels, several interconnecting passagew_i.y.'_are r_in.ed'_t._.prd_'ide working
p,. ,',. .,, :. ,, ,_. ", ,o,,,

access to various points along the main drift. At the _ee'l_' _0d..Q'__%he_l:_!n drift, a chamber is4.'. o, "; "_ "*,,'_'. ': , ,.I_ ",,'..

installed to house the nuclear device. This location _i_',know:rlas'1:_e _6_:_g point or ground zero. A
_.;......_,, ,,..._,,, %_'._.',

test chamber to house instrumentation an_:!imat_'t.s o'f::!".const_uction that will be exposed to

radiation from the nuclear explosion is Io_c:'arted":iS_e_i":_!_nd_:_to 2,000 feet (601 meters)down the

main drift An LOS pipe that t.al_ers from a_t 7'i_'¢,hes (':1'8centimeters) n d ameter at the workin
• . , •. '. .,,.. _ g

point and to about 18 fe_t.'..(_.5 m_ters)in diam_:er at the test chamber connects the two chambers•.,_'"'i;::::';:;"" ;_ % ......:', "
._.;. ","._f.. , .*' :.:',_." ,

•,,..,. '_,::...;,.,, .,:,.. ,.:....,,
After the nu_l!e_..!.devir_J:s'in'sta!4,ed _t the working point and ali utility connections completed, the, _,' .,':',_" , • :" ,. ,, . • ,.b

,,,.., .o,, _ .f , , . ......

main drift';:_:b.e u_h'ty dri"_i-g_i'connecting passageways are backfilled with stemming materials to a.. -,, ,.. ,...:,'.,...'.:.'..%. ._,..."

,,pO,_lt _etwe_!iih_:l_f,,nel-and-p_pe-seal (TAPS)area and the test chamber. A rock-matching grout is

_s_! a._"the wo_ing point and for the first few feet from it. A super lean grout, which is a very weak
'.. ,. __

cem.e_t/sand grout, is used as stemming material over the next several feet along the LOS pipe. This
• . %

mate'rial tends to be pushed along the LOS pipe by the ground shock, exerting pressure on and

collapsing and sealing the pipe. Regular concrete forms the remainder of the stemming material. In

the utility drift, ali electrical cables are provided with gas blocks. Air and cooling water lines in the

stemmed area of the utility drift are fitted with redundant ball valves. -

The stemmed area constitutes vessel No. 1 of a 3-vessel containment system. Three closure devices

are used on the LOS pipe within containment vessel No. 1 to protect the test chamber from physical

damage by debris and gases from the explosion. T_ese devices, which are designed to close the LOS

pipe in milliseconds after the nuclear device is exploded, allow the fast-moving radiation to pass but

stop any flying debris or gases. The three devices, in the order of their location from the working

point, are (1) a fast-acting closure for a low-yield device or a modified auxiliary closure (MAC) if a =
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high-yield device is used, (2) a gas-sealed auxiliary closure (GSAC), and (3) a tunnel and pipe
seal (TAPS).

Containment vessel No. 2 extends from the end of stemming down the tunnels to about 3,000 feet
_

(915 meters) from the working point. At this point, a drift protection plug (DPP) is installed. The DPP

is designed to withstand a temperature of 1,000°F (524°C) and a pressure of 1,000 pounds per square =

inch (6,895 kilonewtons per square meter [kN/m2]), and is intended to provide the same degree of

protection as the surrounding overburden. Within vessel No. 2, there are several alcoves that _se

diagnostic equipment. These alcoves are protected by other #lugs, known as alcove i_r_te._on

plugs. ,'f.....' '"='"
'.:.... ' ' ',,:.?i,.

Containment vessel No. 3 consists of an area between the DPP and a':polJTed;'"""' co_.irpte:4_s,sea"i""'_: ":""

plug(GSP)Jnthe tunnelleadingto the portal.When the GSP isin'p!ace,tlie_'.0Qt_!,insi'd'ethe GSP is

pressurized with freon to test for leaks, The ground sur_...ace ._ielm'es:.a abo_ the'tunnel is checked

for freon emissions, and any leaks are sealed with _:n.ex_nsiv'_:ii_r0_J_:i.:::._sa final device to prevent

gases from entering the tunnel leading to t_"e.p.O:_!,., a 'g._.kel:_aled steel door is installed and

pressure tested to 15 pounds per square in'lh (1_/_2_ I`.:, "._1%
_,',_

. .':,:. ','..:_.;

n extens0ve network Qf,:;_mo'te',area monit_Fs is installed both in the tunnel and on the Mesa

surface (aetcalf, u_{ed).,. The_e.':..de_e'_tSrssupply information about the radiation levels for --
•_..,. _,"i'.".,."i."::''_" ".'.'.,.'"

surface and, ,_r_'_,re_(f{qf'pers ._...nel', and give early quantity estimates in the event of a release. In
•.,,.,o_" 4..o • 4._ . .

dd!t!on, _,..'s..s._m_l_ng:..,_li_.s_._i'e installed at selected locations in the main drift, the utility drift, and

".drift_te__:_'-plug through which post-shot gas samples can be drawn. Also, air samplers
a:re i ns_{'alledin_nt lines (two in the tunnel vent-line system that exhaust on the mesa and one in the =

.. ',

ven.t.'[ine system serving the tunnel portal) for post-shot evaluation.

Shortly after a tunnel shot is fired, gas samples are drawn from within the tunnel 'Foranalysis. On the

day following the shot, reentry procedures to recover equipment and records are initiated with the

opening of the gas-seal door and vent lation of the tunnel to the gas-seal plug. Ventilation or

purging of a tunnel involves the displacement of tunnel air with clean air make-up, filtration of

displaced air through particulate and charcoal filters, and dilution with clean make-up air prior to

release to the atmosphere. This procedure captures most of the radioactive particulates and reactive

gases, releasing essentially only radioactive noble gases.

When the amount of radioactivity contained in the tunnel is high enough that it may be detectable

off-site, tunnel ventilation is performed only when the wind will carry the radioactivity away from

populated areas to minimize potential exposures (L31acket al., 1986).
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3.1.2.1.3 Resuspension of Contaminated Surface Soils
=

Surface soils at several areas of the NTS are contaminated with radioactive materials as a result of

past activities, including atmospheric nuclear detonations, "equation-of-state" studies, safety tests,

near-surface cratering tests, and nuclear rocket motor tests. The potential for transport of

radioactive materials from the NTS by entrainment or resuspension in air has been studied

extensively by NVO in its Nevada Applied Ecology Group studies and the Radionuclide Inventory:_nd+;+.:. _'.
q, _ .".' ._

Distribution Program. The contamination of surface soils and these studies are di_c.u_s_i:i in

- Section 3.2.2. . '+'; "": :'" '.. :,,

3.1.2,2 + Nonradioactive Air Contaminants at the NTS . ,. .... , '+
,:.'.., . + ,_,. ., ,...,

_.. "., , ",.'.';. _. '_ '_+

Sources of nonradioactive air contaminantsat the NTS co'r_si_t+o£'tRf.ee _di:stinct types: (1)fuel-

_ burning sources, (2) process sources, and (3)sources _,,fugitive eai_si:a_:_:iEach of these three types is

discussed below, along with the appl0cable recj,ula.tiQr_iTr.om,t.b,e N_"_da Administrative Code.4 " "'.. '" ''+'" " 'i +' +," ""

3 1,2.2.1 Fuel-Burning Source_,and Control's",. :i::_i.;

°_'.: ' '. 'i +'t,_ _ °+,

• Boilers ","::,':".... '" '""_:": ,.+_:. ,.,' i'_.',.+"'
':_i_,.,, ::._+...,

• .,. + _...
,._' ,'i'.+' ' _'. '_ _' , "+:_!_

¢,, ______ _,,. , •--'_ +_.'_

t at 0.+Sx
u_i :i_!+i_ho_(0._×_0_to _.s_×_0__oul_s[_]p_ hour)o_h_ati_put._II_3units
are _igned to be fi red with No. 2fueloil. Nine units produce steam, and the remaining

+ .. ',

: '. '. 14are water heaters. An inventory of the boilers is shown in Table 3-4. All of the boilers

" operate without emission control devices, which are not required by existing permits.

The Nevada Administrative Code (445.704 and445.705) requires that fuel-burning

_- equipment having a rating of 4.0 x 106 Btu per hour (4.09x109 J per hour) or more must

- obtaina registration certificate and an operating permit. Although the regulation is not

specific, it may be inferred from 445.711that the decision to obtain the certificate and

- permit should be based on rated heat input rather than rated heat output. On that basis,

six of the NTS boilers are required to have registration certificates and operating permits;

only three of the six had the stipulated certificate and permit at the time of the Survey (see

Finding No.1 in Section 3.1.4.4).
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Air Quality Operating Permits (No. 925, 1035, and 1036) issued for three of the NTS boilers

with rated heat input values greater than 4.0x106 Btu per hour (4.09x109 J per hour)

require that the boilers be operated in compliance with Nevada Administrative

Code445.430 through 445.846 (including calculations to determine .the maximum

allowable particulate and Sulfur emissions rates, and testing and sampling to determine

compliance). During 'the on-site Survey, no evidence was available to demonstrate that

these requirements had been met. However, a monthly sampling of exhaust gases is taken

to check the opacity of the smoke (degree of staining of a paper filter) and to eva!_;'ate

boi er efficiency ' ""_.::i: i::':}

, , . , . , ,,..'..:, ,, ...:.. _Y..:_,
The operating permits also require an annual analysis of fuel fo._:.sulfur,:.¢e._,t._n.tand Bgt;i

heating value. Reports of analysis on fuel oil for 1984, 19_'iiii_.n.d lCJS_.sh'o_"'sulfur
,:.;.., . .. .;.._.. '..'.:;

contents ranging between 0.29 and 0.43 weight pe_ent'_existing' :#_r,cni'.,_.do'hot specify a

sulfur content limit) and Btu content from 1,_6,87..1.t_!4,f.,_64 B{..U";pergallon (38,148 to

39,373 kilojoules per cubic meter), In a_[ditiN_.m64",t_l'y'_r'_rts are prepared showing

on-line time for each of the three p_!im,i..,,, , .... ,,,°ii, .,!t",. '.:.:,'. ':'.i'_ '" :": ':';.'_'_. ':"'..'_

• Aggregate Dryer ,..:.... ..._...;°' .;,

,i , .... ..o

, ..:...b _ ,, , _,
s,,:. _,_ f, °, _,, .',.

A rotary di_i: is _perat_d::._.t.._t;_.e:ghaker Plant in Area 1 (Figure 2-6) to reduce the moisture

c.o._l,t_"f,.,.:.of"t ;a.te,,us_a in downhole stemming operations. Air Quality Operating

£_N..t..:=No. 92_:_Ye'rs the dryer operation. The dryer uses No. 2 fuel oil, which is burned in

"i.': th'_;:,ary_'_i'_'eh,._......,that the flame is in direct contact with the aggregate. Particulate emissions
"_,:".,"",.."_"from"_i['he aggregate are controlled by an Envirotech baghouse. Emissions are also

":..:"". controlled by a limitation on operating hours (1,000hours per year, maximum). =
', ,'_

Production data for calendar year (CY) 1986 that were provided to the Nevada Air Quality

Officer show that the dryer was operated for 275 hours, with a production level of

8,806 cubic yards (6,737 cubic meters) (Frazier, 1987a).

The Nevada Administrative Code provides a particulate emission limitation that is based

on processweight (445.732[3]). For the aggregate dryer, that limitation is calculated using

the following equation:

E = 55P0._ - 40

where E = maximum allowable particulate emission rate in pounds per hour, and

P = process weight rate in tons per hour.
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Thus, the maximum allowable particulate emission rate (E) would be

E = 55(250)0.11 - 40

E = 61 pounds (27,7 kilograms) per hour,

__

During the on-site Survey, no test results were available to demonstrate compliance with

this limitation. An annual compliance !nspection report from the state indicates that the

dryer is in compliance with state regulations (Freeman, 1987). <'_':'

,q •

gi '"'" _,i'.'.'.,",'.,,,• StationaryDieselEn nes .... _., ,_..

r ',", ' 'I' 'r

0 , , , , , , '..F%, *_,_ '.._. _. '._: ,.,.t ,The Nevada Admln0stratlve Code (445.721) imposes 10mltatJons _n"t .e..opa¢_.,of e_lsslons
- _, :, . ." ,,_,,_ ., ','..._

from stationary sources, which includes stationary d't:esel e6.g_ii¢S_,.;,.An"exception is
, _..i..,.. ,..._,;.:. •

granted (445.722[5]) for a 15-manute warm-ul:l._eMod._t..o_c.hT_veo'p,erating temperatures.
_._ _.., ',...::,_...:,_'.,..'..:..'=!,
......' """:'::ill

During the course of the on-site f_:.r,v,ey..'a_'NTS'V,ia10rt_ted number of stationary diesel

engines were observed in Ol_e_,at_o_,itni'A_20 at U20ax providing power to a0r

compressors and elq_rical gener'a_.ors. "_!_ely visible.emissions were apparent from some

- of those engi.o_",_ w'_i!_h, had been"i'_',operation beyond the 15-minute warm-up period.

However,'._!'_'a'us..e.the _u_.v,ey'._'ierver was not a trained and certified smoke observer, the
,. _,_,°. 't_'_':...'," .i_''' "°:,"' '

ot_.a_._evet_I _V_re no_ est_mated.
,:.'.i:._:',""',:.'.,°__.' ...'.:,.,"" .

....'...::, _. Ol3_Bu, r_l_0ng

..: ". The Nevada Administrative Code(445.753) prohibits open burning of combustible
'... ',

• materials, except as specifically exempted, unless such burning has been approved in

advance by the Director of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.

In the recent past, the NTS has obtained advance approval for limited time periods to

conduct open burning for fire-rescue exercises and radiological emergency response

training (McCleary, 1986), as well as to evaluate the survivability of a tank by igniting the

tank's fuel supply and letting it burn (McCleary, 1987). These permits specified conditions

under which the burn could be conducted, and provided a limited timeframe in which the
=

permitted burn could occur.

Other open-burning activities are conducted at the NTS without obtaining prior approval.

Two such activities (see Findings in Section 3.1.4.4., Nos. 4 and 5) are the burning of

solvent-contaminated paper wipes in a wire cage (8 feet long x 5 feet wide and 5 feet
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high) at Area27, and disposal of high explosives and cartons at Area 11 (see

Section 4.1.2.1.1, Hazardous Waste). The former activity appears to take place onafairly

regular, routine basis, while the latter is only conducted once or twice per year.

3.1.2.2.2 Process Sources and Controls

• Shaker Plant

A screening facility, known as the shaker plant, s located in Area 1, near a _tl_ii"p..._._,ne

where desert soil and rock are recovered. The mined materials are l;na6_pert'_d a s_V

distance by truck to the screening operation, where pea-grave_.:and fiJ4,e.s::.]re'_tions ":':""
• t _;.... , ".. _., _ ,.._...,

recovered. These screened products are used as stemming mat_rals,Ln.dow£h,ole sh_ts.

.b ,.,t,

The facility consists of three triple-deck screens, v.arjous, coavey_0k systems, and storage

bins. A baghouse is used to control_.*_mis_iQns _f,,partr_,btates from the screening

operations and conveyor transfer pl_]n.t_, i.A_'_ir Q_alityjOperating Permt (No. 922) I m ts

operations to 4,520hours F.._r..k..ear.'.i:',_Du_lrtQ...CY'1986,the facility was operated for

1,093 hours to pl'educe 71,96.6.cul5i: i;_; yards (55,054 cubic meters) of product
(Frazier, 1987a_;'._, ": :. ',.:',

.,.: ."i.,-__ ", ". ..,.

Eor, ea_of'{l__':_t_'e"eni.r_, st_tions, the Nevada Administrative Code (455.732[3])provides a

pA_icu,_ emi"s_:roi_,fi'mitation that is based on the maximum allowable production rate.

., *' "". :.That;:RFnlt_at[_ is calculated using the following equation:

• ,,

' ". E = 55P0._-40

where E = maximum allowable particulate emission rate in pounds per hour, and

P = process weight rate in tons per hour

Thus, the maximum allowable particulate emission rate (E) would be

E = 55(500)0._ -40

E = 69 pounds (31.4 kilograms) per hour

During the on-site Survey, no test results were available to demonstrate compliance with

this limitation. An annual compliance inspection report from the state indicates that the

plant is in compliance with state regulations, but that fugitive dust has been a problem
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-: because the product is required to have a moisture content of less than 5 percent

- (Freeman, 1987).

During the on-site Survey, the facility was observed while in operation. The emissions of
i

particulates from the screening operations and from transfer points appeared to be well

controlled by the baghouse. However, heavy emissions of fugitive dust were evident when

raw materials were'transferred tO the feed hopper by means of a front-end loader.

, t 't ;,._

A second facility in the vicinity of the shaker plant is an aggregate plant that _is,_of

feeder bins, a crusher, screens, sand screws, and conveyors.. The facJl=ty pr0_t_:_/.aggre_a.._..e
,, 0 ¢, '4 ,_,°, %

materials for use in concrete. Nevada Air Quality Operating,._Perm'i:_.;_;_02:i*:i,87 limit'"

_ throughput to 150tons per hour (136 metric 'tons per hour:)"._r_;_.:...(base_.,on";_evada
t.,',;,, ' ' ,'_": ', ":i',;

Administrative Code445.839) sets a maximum allowabl:O., part'icUlate.';emis_'ion rate of

6.dpounds per hour (2.99 kilograms per hour_.:. T_:.,p.erm_i{'_:reqSi_es at least 91 percent

control efficiency using enclosed transfer_Oint_.jand '_'ater':_'p_ys. The permit also limits
.., 'ii': ,i':'_. ",' "_, " '"'"..

operations to no more than 9 hours I_tld_.._' _. t m_fe tha_' 1,125 hours per year,

- During the on-site. Sqr_ey, no test'".r_sul(g.":_,_ere,.......,.,,, available to demonstrate that the facility

compl_ed w_th._:_',pa_!_ulate em_ssl_ limitation or that the control efficiency had been

met. Durl'_!'_"C'Y .!.9.86,"_l_i,a_:g_egate plant operated for a total of 524hours with a

th.[9....q_'_t ;_:!::_';;78..¢_obic:"_;ards(18,037 cubic meters)(Frazier, 1987a). ' Based on a bulk

d_lt_t.'._if 2,20(_._.G_S per cubic yard (1.3 metrc ton per cubic meter), this equates to an

,"",.:",:,..i_ e_'_tge, thi'_i_ghput of 49.5 tons (45 metric tons) per hour, well below the allowable I_mit.
.:-,....."..',."';..=..i::,. , , ,
'".".'",..."Obserwzitlonof the operation dunng the on-s_te Survey showed that the only apparent

•,.:'. particulate emission came from the crusher, where small particles were being generated.
- .'_

" At ali other potential emission points, water sprays were effective in controlling particulate

emissions.

Cement Storage and Concrete Batch Plants

A cement storage and blending facility, which operates under Air Quality Operating

Permit No. 918, is located in Area 6 (see Figure 2-6). The facility consists of storage silos

where various grades of cement and additives are stored, along with equipment that is

used to transfer materials into and out of the silos. Production data show that 26,080 tons

(23,709 metric tons) were produced in CY 1985 and 21,552tons (19,593 metric tons) were

produced in CY 1986 (Bruesch, 1986 and Bartlett, 1987). Incoming cement and additives,

in the form of finely divided particles, are transferred from delivery trucks to storage silos
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in pipelines, using air to move the powdered materials. According to the aermit, --

emissions of particulates from the vents on the silos are controlled by the use of three

baghouses; however, correspondence with the Nevada Division of Environmental

Protection indicates that a new dust-collection system consisting of filters was constructed

in place of the baghouses between October 29, 1985 and March 21, 1986 (Bartlett, 1985

and Cross, 1986). These changes were made witheut revision being made to the Air

Quality Registration Certificate (No. 780) or the Air Quality Operating Permit (No. 918).
.7

The transfer of cement or additives from the storage silos to a truck is accom'pl_:sh_!iby

connecting the silo and the truck by means of a pipeline. Air Jsus_.d:.:to'tra_sport'._.h.e
°... °, r' * "

powdererJ materials into the truck bins (Figure 3-2). The transport,air le_v_g._ truck b'i_" =
..._'....... _. . ._'_...",._.

travels through an underground pipeline to a dust knock-ou't.: _'a'n_:.and"t'_en th'r_LJgh a

baghouse before being exhausted to the atmosphere. "... "'-:.i.:._,i_.

During the on-site Survey, this system v_s ob_r.ved.,w,h I_:a_:t_uck was being filled with

cement. The baghouse appeared t_::be !g:_Tecti'v_.:!n ¢o'ntrolling dust emissions, because

heavy emissions of cement dd_t'..wei-ei°,_ob_'erv_d. "l_°rom the appearance of the exhaust

plume, the filter bags, were either,l_roken.Dr missing (see Finding No. 3 in Section 3.1.4.4).
°'.. :... 0_"_*. .

Although an Aif_uaiilty Operating'P._mit (No. 918) exists for the cement storage facility,

the truck   aingopera tia0.a dbaghouseare not described in the perrnit.

. . ;%

'_Wo _Fcrete ba'tch"plants are located at the NTS, one of which is in Area 12 and the other

,. .. : _n"Area l:.,':,T_heplant in Area 12 produces concrete m_xes for use in tunnel stemming and

: - .,' seali'r_applications. The plant is covered by Air Quality Operating Permit No. 928, which
• . '.

". limits production to no more than 8 hours per day and no more than 296 hours per year.
. ;

During CY 1986, the plant was operated for a total of 60.5 hours producing 541 cubic yards

(414 cubic meters) of concrete (Frazier, 1987a). An inspection conducted by the state in

1987 indicated no air-quality or permit violations (Freeman, 1987). The plant was

observed in operation during the on-site Survey, with only minor evidence of visible

emissions of cement dust from concrete mixing trucks.

The concrete plant in Areal produces concrete or grout, which are used in downhole

operations. The plant iscc'_ered by Air Quality Operating Permit No. 1082, which restricts

plant operation to no more than 500 hours per year. During CY1986, the plant was

operated for 231 hours, producing 6,319 cubic yards (4,834cubic meters) of concrete and

grout (Fre.zler, 1987a). A state inspection in 1987 indicated no permit or air-quality _

violations.

=
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• Downhole Stemming

The activities involved in closure of a vertical test hole (known as "stemming") to ensure

containment of the radioactive materials produced in the nuclear explosion were

di._cus' d in Section3.1.2.1. Because of the nature of the materials used in stemming

(gravel and fine sand) and a requirement to keep moisture below 5 percent, the stemming

operation is a source of nonradioactive particulate emissions to the atmosphere. 'i_wo
e, ,",.

types of stemming facilities are used by LosAlamos National Laboratory and'"Lalw_._hce
,.....I.. ,..:,..,_.,_,, ,* , ,, :?.

Livermore National Laboratory. Those facilities and the associated pcrtt_ul_te.:emiss_£_s
",?._,. .._..;' ,_.,

are discussed below. ,, .,?.:,.,:,_..%,. _,. _,:.," ,..

; _ *

t:.."' ' '_ " '_'

Los Alamos National Laboratory uses equipment that is _dunted0_ia._mi-trgiler that can
, _" '"" "b.',*_ _ ,

readily be moved to and positioned at the,_st'_o_e.'...The, eqQ.i_p,ment consists of four

double hoppers with remotely operat_, cl}ii_harg_,.ga't_i_',and conveyor belts that

transport stemming materials !rom'_._he..hg#_..ers t¢:...'the _st hole at a controlled rate. Tw().', "_..,.. :: ._.: . .',_: .'._.",.

of the hoppers handle 3/8-inch',i{'l, rcen_}",m,e_e_i_rav'ei and the other two are used for fine

sand. The conveyo_,are covered, and "igl:scharge spouts are enclosed, as required by Air

Quality Opera_:_ Per_nit No. 108#;.i'to minimize dust emisslons. Also required by the,.t..i ,' : '.

permit is g_,}_nnual rep(#:_.pf'0_erating hours and production. During calendar year 1986,
, . ,. ,. ,, .

t.b_.ey_i!4ty'__:'dp"er_d £or 225 hours, processing 17,850 cubic yards (13,655 cubic meters)
• _ ., • ..... ,

'Of, st_._t_ing _'te:_iais (Frazier, 1987a).
., -, •. °_."..',_:.£ :" '_.°,

v ., .,' Duri'_J the Environmental Survey, the stemming operation at the Midland Test Site was
,. °,

.'. observed. Dust emissions from the conveyor belt and from the conveyor discharge were

minimal (as surmised from the lack of dust rising from the hole). However, when the

hoppers were refilled by means of a front-end loader, substantial clouds of dust were

released. Also, when the front-end loader was overfilled with fine sand, spillage and dust

emissions occurred during transit from the nearby storage pile to the stemming facility

(see Finding No. 7 in Section 3.1.4.4). The emission rates have not been measured nor have

they been estimated.

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory uses a stemming-.facility design that consists

of a charging hopper, a conveyor to move the aggregate into a weigh hopper, and one or

two conveyors (depending on accessibility of test hole) from the weigh hopper to the test

hole. The discharge end of each conveyor is enclosed and the conveyor from the charging

hopper to the weigh hopper is covered to minimize dust emissions. The conveyor(s) from
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the weigh hopper to the hole is shielded but not covered• Two essentially identical

stemming facilities are covered by Air Quality Operating Permit Nos. 957 and 958. These

permits do not require annual reports of operating hours and production. Neither of the

facilities was in operation during the on-site Survey.

3,1.2.2.3 Fugitive Dust Sources and Controls

• Surface Disturbances - The Nevada Administrative Code [445.734(3)] requires tha;_:ian

air-quality registration certificate and an operating permit be obtained prior to'a_u._ng

20 or more acres (8 hectares) of land. The purpose of this requiremen_.i_,t_o"rh.i_imize'.,.t.,b.e
' "., '. t' '_ ':, "",

potential for windblown dust emissions from exposed surfaces. _ the 'tiae:;_!f,i_he on-si"_"

Environmental Survey, the State of Nevada had issued two re_:stra._ion'"_ific_t_s and
,,.,.. . , ,;...., , ..

two operating permits for surface disturbances at the Nev.a'd.a Tes_.'S.[i,e._,..:.'. "'

Registration Certificate No. 974 (issued A_)il 19£'.il.985_):::_¢ve__i::_i:_rface-areadisturbance of

about 1,940 acres (785 hectares) it_:.:Ar.,e_,:6_.::wher._,a t_vice Assembly Facility is to be

constructed. Much of the 1_3[tlal'.g_adt'n_:':._ork had been completed and natural

: vegetation had begy.n; .t° cover th:e"surfg_.......,:, at the time of the Environmental Survey. Also,

the access roa_,._ th'_ii_rea had be_'_aved. A second Registration Certificate (No. 1367)
, , ,'.'i.._; '_ : '. .4.

was issu__})_"on ....Marc_t._..7¢.t'9.'8_:to cover surface disturbances in preparation for

und_. un_:_l_i"ear,_est"'shots and ali other surface disturbances at the Test Site. This
•: ._.......

'C_rtif_{e recl:_'_'_i_c_'at an annual report be filed, reporting ali surface-area disturbance of

" 5"_i:_._s':(2-'[_'ectares) or greater. Also, the certificate requires that any area initially
, _.,., ,.

"'.'"',. " .,' dist_l_ed and left inactive for more than 6 months be controlled by chemical stabilization,

•.. '. revegetation, or other approved method.
',. ;

An Air Quality Operating Permit (No. 921) was issued on December3,1984, for a

surface-area disturbance in Area 5 consisting of a pit area of 76 acres (30 hectares) and a

storage yard of 44 acres (18 hectares). This area had been used as a source for downhole

stemming materials, but because that activity ceased, the area has naturally revegetated.

Air quality Operating Permit No. 1084 was issued January30,1986, for a surface-area

disturbance in Area 1, which consists of the 205-acre (83-hectare) borrow pit, a 51-ai::re

(21-hectare) storage area, 8acres (3 hectares) of haul and access roads, and a 19-acre

(7-hectare) processing plant area. The operating facility is known as the Area 1 Shaker

Plant, which produces materials for downhole s_emming activities.
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• Reentrainment of Unpaved-Road Dust - The Nevada Administrative Code(445.734)

prohibits any activity relating to unpaved roads that would allow controllable particulate

matter to become airborne. The Code further requires that measures be taken to prevent

the reentrainment of particulate matter. At the NTS, frequent applications of water to

unpaved roads and work areas were observed to be highly effective in minimizing dust

emissions. However, long haul roads between work areas were not watered, and sporadic

dust clouds were observed as a result of vehi{:ular movements along those roads,.'(_ee
; ";.:',

Finding No. 8 in Section 3.1.4.4). ":.*::. ''_',,:,.
. ...,..,. ',_.ii:::!,

• " " ¢';" "b,_._.A

3.1,3 Environmental Monitoring Program , ..,..>..... ,:, :
, ,_,..,,

• , .v.

3.1.3.1 On-site Radioloqical Monitorinq ' '.,;_,...... '.':.i.:_,..;

Rout, e  vi onm  tat oitoing airborne ad bnu0'de conductedbybothNTS
personnel and the EPA's Environmental Mo._toriDiji',.$ys_e'_s Laboratory (EPA-EMSL). The NTS

personnel are responsible for monitoring _. Chid,._;e,Si,te'b_undaries, and EPA-EMSL is responsible for

maintaining an off-site monitoring network;. '. ...'.,

he results of the d_'_[te _onit6rl;qg,'for"calendar year 1985 were reported by NTS in a report

published in.,.5"._eml_"j:'9_6 (,%nz_lez, 1986). In 1985, the NTS on-site air monitoring network

consisted'_O_.':_7stations :_.p_ar_iculates and rad oiodines, 8 stations for noble gases, and 17 stat ons
, -.,, ,;,.... _,. ,_..;_., . _...

f0r:.t_i't_.m. '"_l_e"bC._ons of the sampling stations were chosen to provide optimum occupational
• , , .,,., '_,

monitoting, al'_ugh factors such as complete geographical coverage, access to the locations, and
•, '

avail'ability of power were also considered.
',. '.

The particulate/iodine sampling units consist of positive displacement pumps drawing air at

approximately 3.5 cubic feet (100 liters) per minute through Whatman GF/A filters for particulates,

followed by a charcoal cartridge for halogens. Samples are collected weekly and analyzed following

a 7-day delay to allow decay of naturally occurring radon and its short-lived decay products. The

particulate filters are analyzed for gross-beta activity and gamma-emitting radionuclides. The

charcoal cartridges are analyzed for radioiodines by gamma spectrometry. Ona monthly basis, the

weekly particulate filters are composited and analyzed for plutonium-239.

E

Separate sampling units are used for the collection of water vapor samples to permit analyses for

tritium in air, The samplers draw air ata rate of approximately 0.51iter/minute, and water vapor is

removed from the air stream by silica gel columns, The water vapor is removed from the silica gel by
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heating in a distillation apparatus and collecting the condensed vapor. The collected water vapor,

including tritiated water (HTO), is analyzed for tritium by liquid scintillation spectrometry. Samples

are collected and analyzed every 2 weeks.

Noble gas samples are collected using a third type of sampler..The samplers consist of three metal air

- cylinders connected in series. Avacuum is maintained on the first bottle. This vacuum results ina

steady flow' of air of approximately 0.5 cubic centimeter per minute into the 2 collection bottles. The

sample volume is approximately 10.dcubic feet (0.3 cubic meter). Noble gases are separated_'#"..om
q. • .',. ;

other gases and each other by cryogenic stripping and gas chromatographic techni_, _:i!i_he

separated radioactive noble gases are quantified by qu d scint ation spectrome_try_ =;'".: ".: ".'.'::,.
.'.', ¢'. ', '£.'9.,

t. '' .°_. '.. _ . 'r

For 1985, the annual average gross-beta activities ranged from a high 0f.."_.'9..x.:.10-1a_:i.cro_it, i_s/cm3
. .;,,.

to a low of 1.4 x 10-14 _Ci/cm3. The network average was 1.7 x lO-l'44iCilcm3..:,:A_'al._.icai"uncertainties

for these data were not reported by NTS. The observe_:clro'_si_ieta,'gaivit e_:.are comparable to the4"_J "_ ', _'_''._'".. :_'.1, _

Un ted States average back round ross-beta activit_ lev_:_i'_of'li:DXi"_2i"_Ci/cm 3 (EPA 1987a) Thereg g ..Y,, ,,.. ,_._. . . , ..

-- is no DOE-derived concentration guidelii_.(D__',,..',_.... ...f°_"ii!_r°_f_eta., activity in air; however,

strontium-90 has one of most restrictive I_.C,Gsf_._2_a-'emitt_hg radionuclides at 9 x 10-12 _Ci/cm3 in

an unrestricted area. The ma_;imum,, annual_".&vera'!e,..., __,_,gross-beta activity observed at NTS during 1985
[] was only 0.2 percent of t,he:_tro:f_:t:l.um-90DCG:':III"-

For pluton.j_J_9., in'_i:_:i:_l_e1.9_5 ai_'nuai average activity for 44 of the 47 stations was on the order

of lxl0-_',i'_, d_.._. Thr_":_tat_ons exhibited average activity levels significantly higher than the

r_Wb_k'"...."" v'_;_;_e:i:':'-'_l,ea-3 300Bunker, 32x 10-17 1_Cilcm3 Area-9 300Bunker, 113x 10-171_Cilcm3;/. ____ a

'andlAi;ea-9 _(_Bunker No. 2, 152x10-171_Ci/cm3. The average concentration at the Area-9
• . '..

300Bunker No. 2 station (location of the highest reading) was 7.6percent of the DCG for an

- uncdntrolled area (2x 10-141=Ci/cm3) and 0.08percent of the DOE occupational DCG

(2x10-12_Ci/cm3), The presence of plutonium-239 is primarily a result of resuspension of soils

contaminated with plutonium during atmospheric nuclear detonations, safety experiments, and

nuclear rocket engine test conducted prior to 1960. This contamination is discussed in greater detail

in Section 3.2.2.

Tritium-in-air concentrations during 1985 ranged from a low of 6.6x 10-13 1JCi/cm3 to a high of
_

1.2x10-71=Ci/cm 3. Annual averages ranged between <2.9x10-12and <8.0x10-91=Ci/cm3. The

maximum observed tritium concentration was at Building 650 in Area 23. The annual average at this

location was <8.0 x 10-9 _Ci/cm3. The maximum value is 60 percent of the environmental DCG

(2x10-71_Ci/cm3) and 0.4percent of the occupational DCG (3x10-51_Ci/cm3). Since Building650 is

located in an area that is not generally accessible to members of the general public, the occupational
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, DCG would apply to conc'entrations of tritium in air. Samples containing tritium from drill-back

operations are processed in Building 650, and some tritium is released. The proximity of the sampler

to this building is most likely responsible for the elevated activity:

The noble gas releases reported at NTS during 1985 were krypton-85 and xenon-133. Krypton-85

concentrations have been increasing world-wide from releases at nuclear power reactors and

nuclear fuel processing facilities, The maximum krypton-85 concentrations observed at NTS ranged

* from 28 x 10-12 pCi/cm3 to 129x10-12 1JCi/cm3. World-wide krypton-85 backg'round level_::i.)re

approximately 35x10-12 tJCi/cm3 (NWN, 1987). The highest observed concentrations w_r_'ei:a.t'iii_he
° ".'.'t ,. "_1',',, tL

Area 20 Camp. The elevated concentrations at Area 20 are attributed, by NTS persO'._'n_f_i._.oseepa,g,..e'":"_'
,_...':,, . ,_. :_ i_ '..A

from weapons testing events. The maximum observed xenon-133 cor_c_ntratt_r_s.i.._.c_ed fro_:

* :_:alue'Wa.5"ovalues below the detection limits to a high of 1.16 x 10-9 pCi/cm3. The hig:b'_°_t_ *l_F_/ed at*

the Area 20 Camp. All detectable concentrations of xenon-133 _r_d con_:e_[r,a_ti_ns _'f krypton-85

above background were directly related to seepage _nd d'i_li_'ack,"_m _clear" weapons testing
"..., ',...:;, ._• , ...' .: '._.

events and the venting of tunnels following weapo_.effe_s tes_:_;:., ,..._..,
. _,...': .. ,...;_,.,.... ....:_,, ,,._,

The concentrations of krypton-85 and _oor_'_3.:_.ha:t..,,wo_Jld yield the DOE exposure limit of

100mrem/yr to a member of, the gener_aJ*".pu_ii_, (for"'continuous exposure) are 3x10-61:Ci/cm 3

(krypton-85) and 4.8x1._,_.1:Ci:1c_:_3 (xenon,i.':33). The maximum observed concentrations of

krypton-85 and xen_i_i_"3'3 ..were 4"_'3'_._i_p_rcent and 0.24 percent of these values, respectively.

.....,._....:. _ , , ,..:.".!, •,:_!:_'_:-' _ ;.! ...,.-, ,......._,.

3,1.3.2 , 'Q_'_.I-_i_e-Enviro_N_l:al Monitorinq Proqram

_1_' o_-site en'_i:tonmental monitoring for the NTS is conducted by EPA-EMSL (Patzer et al., 1987).
', ',

EPA-t_MSL maintains two monitoring networks for airborne radionuclides: -
, ;

• Air Surveillance Network(ASN)

• Noble Gas and Tritium Surveillance Network (NGTSN)
_

The ASN is designed to monitor locations within 220 miles (350 km) of the NTS, with some of the

stations concentrated in the prevailing downwind direction. The ASN sampling stations monitor for -

airborne radioactive particulates and radioiodines. During 1986, the ASN consisted of

30 continuously operating stations (Figure 3-3), supplemented by a standby network of 83 stations

that covers the contiguous states west of the Mississippi River.

The ASN samplers draw air through 2,.inch (5-cre) glass-fiber particulate filters backed with charcoal

cartridges to collect gaseous radioiodines. During 1986, filters and cartridges were changed every
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'2-3 days, after a total sample flow of about 5,650 to 12;170 cubic feet (160 to 360 cubic meters [(m3]).

Samplers are operated by nearby, residents trained by EPA-EMSL. The samplers in the standby

network are identical to the ASN samplers and are operated by state and municipal health

department personnel or local residents. During 1986, the standby network was operated for 1 to

2 weeks per quarter at most locations, and for several weeks following the Chernobyl accident in the

Soviet Union.

Ali filters and cartridges from the ASN and the standby network are analyzed by EPA-EMS,L.!_or

gamma-emitting nuclides. Samples from 5 stations are analyzed for gross-beta activity, arS:di::_a.._i_les

from 15 states are composited and analyzed for plutonium-238 and-239. EPA-EI_.$_._.c!_de'd'r'...':, "_'_:'h:_t_...,

during 1985, no airborne radioactivity related to nuclear testing at the _TS wa'g":ii_te_".ed on a_'_"''

sample from the ASN or the standby network (Patzer et al., 1987). Ali _l_o?hi.um r_s_41ts_re less

than the minimum detectable concentrations, which varied f_6m, 2tb'-5Ol),X.'10"l_'Ci/m 3. The

networks detected several gamma-emitting radionuqli_es,..Mt'_t_e_ w'_it;e ali either naturally -

occurring beryllium-7 or fission product debris fron'(._he _Nrndb._/.l: a_icl_ht in the Soviet Union. The

gross-beta results also exhibited the influenc_,_if.,._e._'e, rn'o_l de'b_is.

The NGTSN is designed to det,e_t., emissiong.ot, triti_n....._,and noble gases from the NTS. Samplers are, .'. ,,,, .t;°°

located near the NTS, pa,_lariyi'in drainage-_h_d channels leading from the test areas and at more

remote locations th_.'t"_i_'rve as ba_e.J_jr.oct_'d"_ndicators. The samplers also permit long-term tracking

of potent al,r._[_"_es. _s_'i!9_6 ",t_ n_work consisted of 17 stations (Figure 3-4).
• _." _1TM

,5am'lSres:;in rb'e, I__ are collected continuously, and the sample tanks and collection media
_",_

_:h.ang'e_ weel_'_ For tritium sampling, up to 353cubic feet (10 m 3) of air are drawn through

mol.e'cular sieves, trapping only water vapor from the air stream. The water containing tritiated

wate'r (HTO) adsorbed on the molecular sieves is recovered, and the tritium content is determined by

liquid scintillation spectrometry. . _

Noble gas samples are collected by one of two methods: (1)direct compression, or (2)cryogenic

liquefaction. Either technique collects approximately 35 cubic feet (lm3) of air. Noble gases are

separated from other components of air by cryogenic stripping and gas chromatography; separate

fractions of krypton and xenon are analyzed by liquid scintillation spectrometry.

The tritium concentrations observed in the weekly water vapor samples collected from the NGTSN

were generally below the minimum detectable concentration (MDC) of about 400 pCi/l of water

Only 11 of the 870 samples were above the MDC, with a maximum tritium-in-air concentration of __

21 pCi/m 3, The mean tritium-in-air concentration for ali of the network stations was 0.45 pCi/m 3 of
=
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air. EPA-EMSL considered ali detectable tritium concentrations tO be representative of

environmental background (Patzer et al., 1987).

Krypton-85 was detected at ali of the NGTSN stations. The average krypton-85 concentrations at the

individual stations ranged between 24 and 26pCi/m3. The average concentration for the network

was 25pCi/m 3 with a standard deviation of 0.5 (Patzer etal.,1987). This concentration is

representative of world-wide levels of krypton-85 and is not solely related to current weapons

testing at NTS. The krypton-85 present in the environment is primarily a consequence of nu_!._ar

power plant releases and fuel reprocessing activities. ".":"_ :::::_. ,. ,.. lL.: '_

t' _ . r

Detectable levels of xenon-133 of NTS origin were observed off-site on_.._,tvo.occa   s:.a 'iing198' i
(1) following a drill-back operation at the NTS (March), and (2) during tu_'_l!_urgirl:g.!_oll'o_6g the

MIGHTY OAK event (April). Xenon-133 was detected at a..sarfip'!!,ng Ib_c_..ti:_i;!:n I_{hropWells,

Nevada at a concentration of 84 pCi/m3 following the c_r411_a.¢._:iand':.:a:tPen_er Farms, Nevada at a

concentration of 68 pCi/m3 during the tunnel purcjl'a.g. '_,'_ese",_b,n'c_ni{._ions are 0.02 percent and

0.01 percent respectively, of the xenon-133 co#ce.r_t:r.._n th_ weald yield a dose equal to the DOE .

li mit of 100 mrem/yr to members of the general p_bl_e:(l_at.;_er_t al., 1987).

. °

3.1.3.3 Pre-shot Mete,e..r_oqi'_:al Monitorincr_'nd Release Pathway Prediction

q,0.:.:.• _,.°
,.,.,..., ,..:, :,."_:., ,.Y:::.',.,.,'

•_..,, %.",.'."ii_''" . "?..,:' ' , .....
AS part of.,,t_._:_:l_re-s_t6t."co'ntt_erfcy planning process, pred ctlons of radiation d sperslon and

radiation e:x:posere to off;-_t_populat ons are made, based on the assumption that each nuclear test
,.. ,;...._.....!,,, . .,. , , ,

,,shot ;_¢J!_resS!i},,.in'a:'_ssive release of radioactive materials (EMSL, 1984). The meteorological data

hequire_ for u=_'_in the prediction are provided by the Weather Service Nuclear Support Office

(WS1£150),which is part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
'.,"

A weather observatory near the Desert Rock Airstrip routinely provides twice-daily upper-air

observations of pressure, temperature, humidity, and winds aloft to altitudes of nearly 90,000 feet

(27,400 meters) above mean sea level. Similar observations are taken in Yucca Flat to at least

25,000feet (7,620 meters) above mean sea level for event support. At the Yucca Flat station,

upper-air data are taken4to6hourspriortoaneventandagainatdetonationtime. These data, as

well as data From as many as seven additional stations surrounding the NTS, are used routinely to

define air-flow patterns for each event.

In the hours preceding a scheduled event, predictions are made of the fallout dispersion pattern and

the maximum radiation exposures that might occur in the event of a release of radioactive materials.

An example is shown in Figure 3-5. The centertine is the predicted hotline of the fallout for a massive
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release, marked with anticipated arrival times of the cloud along this hotline. The lines on either

side of the hotline indicate the predicted fallout pattern. The dashed line and the dotted line

crossing the dispersion pattern boundaries identify distances within which people might receive an

external gamma exposure of at least 170-or 500-milliroentgens(mR), respectively. (For gamma

radiation, an exposure of 1 mR is equivalent to a dose of 1 torero.) Based on these predictions, a

scheduled test would be postponed if the winds would carry any accidental release of radioactive

materials in excessof establist-.edexposure guidelines into populated areas where protective actions
, ,

cannot be taken. "_:'::

, '.'.'_. _. ;%' '_..'
Z'.lm

3.1.4 Findings and Observations ,.

3. 1.4.1 ¢" + _A,, I
e:.._' ' ' 'i;,,_". .... ;

"<.:.:!,
None. _:, '..'.,:..' _,.,,'.',."_ ".,'.

; ..,' ,, ! _ ,'? _:', ;,

\

3.1,,4.2 Cateaorv II " ....... _.... : ".'" '" '_'
., ., , , ._,,,. _,,,,,, ,, ,.

_.., _.. ,,_ .... ., ,. _. '..'._

None "' :" ""_;'' :":" ':""' '""
..;.,,, ;: .'.,. _, ,'.'_

• ',i.: ..:.._;;_,._

'tj,
'_: ...', • . ,,

3 1,4.3 Cateqory III ...."' '. '_. ':",, , , . . _..' ',_'..,_,_ ... ,

•,v: ',{_'_ "; ' ", .v''_'_'_,

_.-,.,.:_ ,t.;. "'" ';" ' '"' _'''' _ ""
_,':"._., ;,, '...,.;¢, ,,.., .,

,_.:._' _,,., _- , "' _!,
..... _':: ':'!":.":.,"'_i,,"'
•./", _ .'._i_'" "_'.' ,':"
,,;..','., :,, "....i._,

.. -.... ,, _,;:.oi_.,,,,,,,:;-_, _"'
3':.1':4_4'.:',. t.a_,qor_/"_:-

' "%

1. ,. ", Three Boilers Without Reauired Air O_eratinq..Permits. Three boilers with rated heat inputs of

4,0million Btu/hour or more do not have required air operating permits per Nevada

Administrative Code445,704and445.705. Thisdocumentation deficiencydoesnot createany

- environmental degradation. The unpermitted boilers are

• NTSNo.700903 in Area 12, Building 12-30.

• NTSNo. 701037 inArea 23, Building 754.

• NTSNo. 701038 in Area 23, Bui ding 754.
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' FIGURE 3-5

PREDICTED TRAJECTORY A_'_IOEXl'ERNAL GAMMA EXPOSURE
NEVADA TEST "'T .S_,F. MERCURY, NV
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2. Fume Hoods Exhaust Substanc,,=s Considered to be Atr Contaminants by the Nevada

Administrative Code Without Required Certificate of Reqistration, Vents serving laboratory

fume hoods in Building 650 (Area 23) are exhausting substances considered to be toxic or

hazardous air contaminants by the state.

Eleven hoods in Health Physics laboratories and five hoods in Industrial Hygiene laboratories

exhaust such materials as acid fumes, flammable gases, and solvents. Some specific materials

used include ,:.:_

• Nitric, hydrochloric, perchloric, and hydrofluoric acids. .... ':," "_ ".. "..',

• Benzene, toluene, and other organic solvents. ,:_. "_:i_,.,,..,: .,."'_""-., '_.;.,,

'_.?, "%',,,

• Flammable gases including acetylene and methane. ,:._. "." ":;.:i:'. '. ".
, , ,, _, , '_: _,

, 4 . '',. .v

No data were available concerning emission rates, o..fady ig:f thelse"_at_.i'i'als

The Nevada Administrative Code ,(N/_._),....a_,_$ses':.:_e _bject cf toxic or hazardous air

contaminants in NAC 445.717, et se.qh req:_It_,ng a:':_rtlflcate of registration and an operating

permit for sources of l_h,ese air con_&min:_!h_s.---in addition, if a source emits more than

0.25 pound or 11,_..".l_m_i:bf a contar_'i'_ant per 8-hour shift and exceeds the acceptable

=_";_':_'''" " " .,t_ti'c':_'_substance,a_-best available  ootrot  hooloI  CTI
requ, rea ': ::""'"' ""'

. . .. ,.'" ';.;..!'%...._:'" _.'..'"

.., .W,h_le:#9 Y ;_.m_ed amounts of chemicals are being used in the laboratory fume hoods and

"..':".'"'._'ould t'_efore not require BACT, the hoods are exhausting materials considered to be toxic

,. :. or hazardous without a certificate of registration or an operating permit,
. '_

3. B.aqhouses Used Durinq Truck-Loadincl of Cement Not in Permit. A system exists to reduce

emissions of cement dust during the transfer of cement from storage silos to trucks, which

consists of a small baghouse. A second baghouse (in parallel) is planned to allow simultaneous

filling of two trucks. Although an air-quality operating permit exists for the cement batch

_ plant that covers emission control devices that serve the silo vents, the baghouses used and

planned during truck-loading are not covered by a Certificate of Registration or an air-quality

operating permit.

4. Disposal of Hiqh Explosives and Containers in Area11Without Required State Approval. Once

or twice per year, accumulations of unwanted, high-explosive materials are disposed of in

Areal1 by detonating the materials in an open crater. This activity has been practiced in the

i
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past for the purpose of elimination of hazards without prior approval by the State (as required

by Regulation No. 445.7531 In addition, paper and cardboard containers are accumulated and

burned in this area without prior state approval. RCRAaspects of this disposal practice are

discussed in Section 4.1.3.2, Finding No. 2.

5. Unpermitted Open Burninq in Area27. Waste paper and paper towals saturated with

solvents, among other materials, are being disposed of by burning in a wire cage at'Area 27•

No open-burning permit exists for this activity• RCRA aspects of this disposal are discuss_ in
_, .'_

Section 4.1.3.2, Finding No. 2. There are no records of quantities or frequency of dis_i6Sal._::'.:.i

4°..,' ' "' '..':'.4.

6. Uncalibrated Gas-Flow Meters Beinq Used n On.Site Sam#linq of ,_, rborh._,,Sg_ti.on "_"''"

Because the Rockwell liquified petroleum gas (LPG) meters being t;S$_ _t: 47 sir_lin_'gt'ations
• ; v. '. .".

for particulate and gaseous radionuclides in ambient ai/'...have notibeen cai'i'brated, the• . .o., _

potential exists for errors in the reported concen t_at 6n_df, r.a'_ir_nuc'li_les"'at on-site sampling
_....'. ... o .... • _

locations. However, measured concentratio._s ha_e.be_:.[e's_'t_;n one percent of the DOE-

derived concentration guidelines, lt isi:!f_here.f®.rqun[i'_ely _at any errors due to the lack of• . . %, ..... ...o

'_ .', ": '_: '_ '..' "i "::, ".' 4,

calibration would result in an unde_.'cted,_×C_i_.dari_e. "

-_ •

7. Particulate Emissi,o_..21:'J_atesi'.fromStemn3i'ncl Activities are Unknown. Downhole stemming

activities invoJ;_the .u.se o{'..d;ry.alg'g_egate materials and a fines fraction, both of which emit

copic_:.s!?USt c_(_ds"wh_._ I_Sndled. The stemming facilities function under air quality

op_$ing.-."_rmits::_,_'t:fequire compliance with the Nevada Administrative Code. In 445.732

....... Ot th'_i_r'_g'u[ations, a formula is given that provides for calculation of an allcwable• .

": ". . .particul_i_ emission rate based on process weight rate.
.,

.

8. " Particulate Emissions from Unpaved Roads• Although an extensive watering activity is

practiced to min_r_ize fugitive dust emissions from unpaved surfaces in areas with high levels

of vehicular activity, no program exists to prevent or minimize fugitive dust emissions from the

many miles of unpaved roads at the site. State Regulation 445.734 requires application of

measures to prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne.
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° 3.2 Soils

Soils are important both because of their role as a supporting medium and source of nutrition for

plants and because of their physical and chemical properties in retarding contaminant migration.

The primary concern with regard to soils at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) has been the deposition onto

surface soils of airborne radionuclides from various kinds of above-ground testing. Radionuclides

present insoil can be incorporated metabolically into plants through root uptake. Radionuclides or

other contaminants deposited on leaf surfaces can be taken up by the plant, or can be transferred

directly to animals that consume contaminated foliage. Deposition on leaf surfaces'_ca#, _:._cur
. -,.o ,. ,¢ . ' I,

through wind resuspension of contaminated soils, by splattering of soil on the p_nt'_ildfing r_4_s,,.., ,. ', .:::._..,

and through d rect contact between the soil surface and plant surfaces..Most tr'_s_ir_'ic nucli_e_

form particles or associate with particles, so that mechanisms that mov e'_:s_'iid pa_t_tes'_r_ most
¢;. '., _" 'o 0;

relevant to migration of plutonium contamination. However, c_.ttier radio6uc, lides _'ay be more,. ':'". %1i:. " :..... ";'_
influenced by physical and chemical properties of soil, s_._,has..ic_.exch,_ge and adsorption of liquids

and gases. _:.;. '.,.;_ ,,,,.,

3,2,1 Background Environmental Infor.matlorl% '.. _..%'i..

The Nevada Test Site ,{_6) _ah be dividec[i!'-roughly into two major areas--the mesas in the
. . ,_,,,. a" , • , 4.

northwestern portiO_ii_:nd the fla'_'s'_.._e'_sternand southern portions. Soils in the mesa or upland

areas deve!_i_!_; re_ii_[_'d'm_'tha_w'_;aihered in place from the bedrock. In the eastern and southern

parts of N'_,...t_. _.,_nall 61c_t'ain ranges and ridges that separate the various flats and valleys from

or thin  oil
_f,th.e_e range_re covered by atluvial fans, which are cone-shaped deposits of sand, gravel, and fine

material dropped by intermittent streams when these streams reach the valley floor. The coarsest
• .

mat_rials are found near the mountain ranges. Finer textured sediments are found in the valleys and

flats. Soils on the slopes and flats developed in these sediments, which were washed from the

surrounding mountains and laid down by water. In some places, these sediments werereworked by

wind to form sand dunes. The sediments were derived mainly from tuff and limestone. In some

parts of the site, sediments also include material from quartzite, shale, dolomite, and granite.

Where a high proportion of limestone is present, the soils have high carbonate levels. Soils in_

general are alkaline (pH 8-9).

Soil-forming processes that produce soil horizons operate slowly under conditions of low moisture

and high temperature. Soil horizons are layer-like zones within the soil, approximately parallel to

the ground surface. Asoil profile is a vertical section of the soil through ali its horizons, extending

into the parent material. These horizons are formed by weathering and alteration processe_ at or'
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near the ground surface. These processes include the downward percolation of water, which may

carry inorganic and organic material in solution or suspension; swelling and shrinking in response to

wetting and drying or freezing and thawing; chemical reactions leading to the formation of clay

minerals or iron and manganese oxides; and mechanical mixing (Caseetal.,1984). Soils on the NTS

can be classified into two broad categories: Entisols (recent soils) and Aridisols (dry soils). Entisols

have a deep layer of loose, incoherent rock material that shows no profile development ..

(Kearl, 1982). Aridisols are desert soils that have a light-colored surface horizon which is usually

underlain by a layer of caliche. Caliche is a natural concrete consisting of gravel, sand, or d_'sert
o, ," .;

debris cemented by calcium carbonate, lt is formed by the near-surface crystallization of c'a_:!t,_i_om

solutions containing dissolved calcium carbonate. Calcium carbonate is leached f.r_,tHe'_urfac'_i::_il

and redeposited a few feet down, where downward migration of water,, is ba'l:_'_e'¢l:by upwa_rd

movement due to evaporation. Deposition probably occurs during upw._:r¢[:movement"6{"water,
t', ",

since rock fragments in soil are usually coated with calcium carb,dnate "on:t.'_ir. un=darsides.The

material below the caliche is partially weathered pareqt-mat#, r_al,i whl¢.h is".t_ansitional to unaltered

parent material. The term hardpan is also Used foCTa ha:i_ene'cl:'i'er"c'em_ihted soil layer. Caliche is a

calcium carbonate hardpan. For a hardpan ih:'gell_r.'a_i".the'"S'_Jma.{erial may be sandy or clayey, and

it may be cemented by _ron oxide, silica;, calc.j#h_ _atbQ,nat_, or other substances. Both calcium

carbonate and silica cements a,re found at th#'NTS;::i':,.
', :. ., .,:. .__"

• .' .' __ ., . ._

Sometimes the soil'._:6ve the ca'_ii:_et'llay_r is removed by erosion, leaving the cemented material

exposed at, tlla:;gurfa¢_,:'"'These,'"" " c_mented layers, which have become exposed at the surface,
% ' 't _

(dur crust_/ar_, n'_{ tO b_!d:51_'_f_'sedwith desert pavement or erosion pavement. Desert pavement is a•... ,. ,;".'_;.. :'...,.

•raye o ," """coar,_e, fra'g_t_nts of gravel or stones on the g-ound surface, which remains after the fine
; ,...%

patti.ores are removed by erosion. No chemical deposition or cementation is involved in the
•

f0_r_ation of desert pavemen':,

The vegetative cover at the NTS is composed of desert shrubs and grasses, typical of the cover found

in semi-arid areas of the Southwest. This vegetative cover contributeslittle organic matter to the

soil, Organic soil components are plant, animal, and microorganism remnants in various stages of

decomposition. These organic components greatly affect soil fertility and production. Because of

•,.he extremely arid climate at [he NTS, the organic fraction o'fthesoil is small The vegetative cover

also af!ords iitt!e protection against erosion and provides little shade for the soil. High temperature,

iimiT.ed shade, and low organic matter content produce an adverse habitat for soil microorgar_sms;

thus, ti_ere is little microbial activity during much of _he year (L,_avitt ar',d Masor_, !97!).

Soils tend to be well drained, although drainage thro,,_gh the ;_ardp_;r_, where present, is 'very slow

[_ermr.-._t..,,,* -,',ty ,.._ moderatei'.,, . .., raI_id, to rapid, r)p,_,p...;c:,;i _,,,a[,t:,r_r",ove_ent (below, the der.?!.i_of act._ve
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evaporation and transpiration) is possible in areas such as mesa tops, fractured bedrock surfaces,

wash bottoms, and craters. In each of these areas, precipitation can be concentrated in ponds,

channels, or fractures. The surface is highly permeable, and therefore water can move downward

rapidly (Tyler, 1987a). Water that permeates beneath the zone of evapotranspiration can move

through the unsaturated zone, picking up contaminants as it goes, and can eventually reach the

groundwater table.

Adsorption and ion exchange in soil systems are the.principal mechanisms that retard the mig_!_ion
_., ,:'_':,_

of radioactive and hazardous wastes. Adsorption is the adhesion of molecules of gases, o?:o_ i__._ or

molecules in solutions, to the surface of solids in contact with them. Ion exchan_'"l_+!_ rever_ibje'":l+_
"_i.;_:.:,,

interchange of one kind of ion held on an insoluble solid with another ._n pr_.+n_,_.a solutl_n

surrounding the solid. The most common example of ion exchange is::,_l'at;_.rsofte_[ng,"[n'"which

calcium ions are removed from water by exchange with sodiumi_?,!onsa_t'a_.he_., to:_a natural or

synthetic solid material ,..,. .+..,..,. :. ".+.
_'+,,.,

e o._, :., "o

?,.',.,;, ',, :.. ,

, , , °q° _' ..+ .. , "_ .,. , .Soils act as solid materials to which posltlvel_:.c:h.ar "_:tons:._c;_t0o_s) can be attached. Soils ali have
* ,, ,,_ , , _. ,. + °

negative charges, which are derived fro_'.bo_:'_rgan_:'Onda.. ,.., m. , _norgan0c constituents. The negative

charges in soil organic matter result from th_':prese!h,ce of'carboxyl, phenolic, and amino groups. The
',+ ,,°

contribution of soil orga_r_...._,,m'a_er..., to the. te._'al negative charge is minor for NTS soils, since the
organic content of t_i__e soils is v'_r_.l_;__ :T}_einorganic contribution to negative charge results from

ionization o,#_y_l_#oxy;_:_io_ps aAd f'_m the substitution of one atom for another atom of similar size
,,.+,+ _,,,. ......, ......, : ...

but Iower'#_le.r_;'_n the:_._aeral crystal structure, such as the substitution of AI3 + for Si4+. The total

, O.f.th+esQ.necj_ve'_h_°rges per given weight of a particular soil is called the Cation Exchange Capacity

:(CECi'o'f that s_. On each of these negatively charged sites an exchangeable cation is absorbed and

issubjectto interchange with cations in water migrating through the soil. This reaction continues

until'equilibrium is reached between the catior_s in the soil water phase and the exchange site on the

soil solid phase; however, the cation exchange process is dynamic and the equilibrium condition is

always changing.

The CEC is given in milliequivalents (meq)/100 grams of dry soil, a soil size fraction, or a mineral (a

milliequivalentisa unit of chemical combining power). Most of the CECof a soil is due to the fine-

grained fractions (silt and clay) of that soil. Silt particles are 0.004 to 0.063 millimeters in size and clay

particles are less than 0.004 millimeters. The term "clay" may refer either toa size fraction or toa

mineral type, although the clay size fraction often contains clay minerals. Clay minerals have

sheetlike crystal structures (like a deck of cards) and can expand by picking up water molecules

between the structural sheets or layers. Both the ability of clay minerals to pick up water and their

relatively high CECs are important in contaminant retardation. For example, the clay mineral
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montmorillonite, which is used in drilling muds, has a high CEC of 80-120 meq/100grams and can

thus immobil ze ionic constituents.

The mineral clinoptilolite has an even higher CEC of 170-220 meq/100 grams (Kautsky, 1984).

C{inoptilolite snota clay mineral but a zeolite. Zeolites, which are relatively common at the NTS,

have a crysta structure which isa three-dimensional framework rather than a sheetlike structure.

The framework structure of zeolites contains open channels that provide easy access to the interior

of the crystal and allow the entry of water molecules. Zeolites have a high internal surface area_ith

an abundance of sites for cation attachment. Some zeolites are used commercially as nat_:r'_t .v_a._er

softeners. Zeolites vary in chemical composition, channel dimensions, and a,bdl.ty'to':excha_g_._

cations of various sizes. Clinoptilolite has the property of preferential sor_.t.ion c_,:'_eS_, a usef;_i _

property at the NTS where the fission product cesium-137 is present in c._"ti;es anc_"._imn'_y_' from

nuclear detonations and in radioactive waste disposed of at the Rad.iOactiveWa_teMari_gement Site .

in Area 5. , '_".'"i"' . ":.:_:)'.. :, :_' """

Soils at any Iocatio,1 throughout the world wi_]!ic.o.nt_'r..adi:0'_Jcli__s from natural sources as well as
• ,,. :.",

fallout from past atmospheric nuclear w._apoO_;t,e_ts'._;.Jh_ natural radionuclides are primarily
'... ',. '..' ':. . .

uranium, thorium, and members of their.&eca_::::¢hains. Other natural radionuc{ides, such as

potassium-40, carbon-14_:_dl.;" b'e_.llium-7, wilt"i_lso, be found in soils. Background levels of fallout

radionuclides have b_._' decreasin'g"_ince;it_e United States and the Soviet Union ceased atmospheric

nuclear testi__,_'_lowii_'gi:'_l_e si.g_in_"'of a 1963 treaty that banned atmospheric nuclear tests. Most• " :,

of the rer_v_.{_'..;_hort-lt_,_._."radionuclides (half-life s5years) originally found in fallout have• .. _ ,.;,."_,; .-.. "._. .,,.

.dg¢_y_:].!to {_.vels _t-read_ly detectable. Fallout radionuclides currently found in soils include

gtronti_'m-90, _:_ium-137, cobalt-60, and the plutonium isotopes. Because of the atmospheric

testing that had occurred at the NTS, large areas of the site are contaminated with radionuc{ides in
.. '_

excess of worldwide fallout levels. This contamination is discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

There are no regulations that limit the concentrations of radionuclides in soils. However, there is

some guidance available from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Environmental

Protection Agency(EPA). DOE has established guidelines for residual radioactivity at Formerly

Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP)' sites and Remote Surplus Facilities Management

Program (SFMP) sites (DOE, 1985). The guidelines specify concentrations for thorium-232,

thorium-230, radium-228, and radium-226 of 5 pCi/g averaged over the first 15 centimeters of soil

below the surface and 15pCi/g averaged over 15-centimeter-thick layers of soil more than

15centimeters below the surface. These guidelines take into account the in-growth of the

radioactive decay products. For other radionuclides or mixtures, the soil concentration guidelines --
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must be derived, on a site-specific basis, from a basic dose limit of 100 torero/year to an individual,

from ali pathways (e.g., ingestion, inhalation, and direct exposure).

In 1977, the EPA released a guidance document in draft form, "Proposed Guidance on Dose Limits

for Persons Exposed to Transuranium Elements in the General Environment" (EPA, 1977). The

guidance providesa screening level fortransuranics in soil (0.2uCi/m2). These screening levels are

values that indicate a need for further testing to determine whether dose limits are exceeded in

areas having uncontrolled access. This is equivalent to a plutonium concentration in so![_!of

13.3 pCi/g, assuming a 1 centimeter sampling depth and a soil density ofl.5 g/cT3 "'":" _::i:_i:. '..: , _..;,

3.2.2 General Description of Pollution Sources/Controls . :.,.,.. "'"' '" ' '
'i.:ii_i,/' '_.'.:_..,-.,....

t:._", " " ';... ', .... ,

3.2.2.1 Surface Soil Contamination ".;',. '..-:.:.. ", i:_
:. '.. '.4,:" ".',." " . ".

Surface soils on large portions of NTS have been._.'cont:aminaf.:e_"_i'_:.i'1"adionuclides and possibly

beryllium by weapons tests conducted at or n_!ar._he.:_'r]ac'e.'i!:.The',_rst nuclear detonation at the NTS• .. . ,o,, . ,,., ', ,°

was conducted on January 27, 1951. This:.v_.asa.!l'_l_i:l#td:n._eCice dropped from an airplane into the

Frenchman Flat area. From ,lX351 through, l:985_::ii_$,19announced atmospheric nuclear tests were

conducted at the NTS.,,_;"_/,hirt'y-loneof thesE!',tests were so-called safety experiments in which
°_...;, ;.a" , , .4

: conventional explof4_.e._ we.r..edetb_c3_;ed_i_"proximity to a nuclear device. These experiments were

conducted to'._a;.[_y tl_{,_'eapae de'signs were adequate to prevent accidental fission reactions, and

generally l_d Ji_,[.e or n_n#_tbar yield, but resulted in the deposition of plutonium over wide areas

- , of.tkie:NTS..::._,tm_l_henc safety experiments were conducted in Area 11 at a location known as
_

_l_l_tlo:rilum V_L_:ey" where there were 4test sites, Area 5 at the GMXsite, Area8 at CERES and

OB'E'_.ONsites, Area 13 at the Project 59 site, and off-site on the Tonopah Test Range (TTR) of the

Nelli{Air Force Range. Area 13 is located north of Area 15 within the NellisAir Force Range and is no

longer included on NTS maps; however, the area is monitored by NTS personnel, who also maintain

-- warning signs and fences. The TTR was used for four safety experiments conducted by Sandia

National Laboratory(SNL); DOUBLE TRACK, and CLEAN SLATE 1, 2, and 3. The TTR contamination

_ will be addressed in a separate report as a part of the SNL Environmental Survey.

In addition to the safety experiments, during the same period there were 88weapons-related or

weapons-effects tests that produced nuclear fission reactions. These included 1at the surface,

l rocket, l airburst fired from a cannon, 2cratering experiments, 5in tunnels, 19dropped from

aircraft, 23 suspended from balloons, and 36at the top of steel or wooden towers. Those tests

conducted above or near the surface resulted in contamination of soils with fission products,

- activation products, and uranium. In 1958, nuclear testing was suspended by PresidentEisenhower,
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but was resumed in 1961. Ali but 5of the weapons tests conducted since 1961 have been deep

underground. Four of these were at or near the surface, and one wasa cratering test. In addition,

six cratering tests were conducted as a part of the Plowshare Program, a program to develop

peaceful uses of nuclear explosions. Atmospheric weapons tests were conducted in or have

contributed to soil contamination in Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, and 30. Since

the signing of the Limited. Test Ban Treaty on August 15, 1963, ali weapons tests have been

conducted underground.
,,_

During the 1960s and early 1970s, facilities in Area 25 and Area 26 were used to test nuclegr.:rle..a_._rs

for use as rocket engines. On two occasions, explosions of test engines resulted in ._onlac_:lnatlol_ _f

the surrounding soils. One explosion occurred near Test Cell C in Area.,2.5. Th.!:_.,.,._p[_s_on ,,aS

initiated as a part of the testing program. NTS personnel stated that the '_'_e.'a..whe're_,he"e;_losion
,:._..

took piace remains contaminated and is inventoried by NTS as a 'r_i;diatio'n:_'x.i_usi.on '=iR'ADEX)area

'(Shugart, 1987). In addition, an accidental explosion OCoC_lrr ._: T_;}_--__IIA",:':_his explosion resulted

in contamination within the test cell and some co_:t.ami't_'_tion::'_.f'n'_'_:_:_ soil. Test Cell A and the

adjacent area are considered RADEX areas. '.."_ ._'. _. ._'

lt is anticipated that some portions of the N.TS may::be contaminated with beryllium. Because of its

desirable nuclear prop.e._j_s, l_¢'ryllium is o_i_n used in the construction of nuclear weapons. _

Consequently, there.:_i_l'l_'be.._ pot_t[a,J'i._ir"_eryllium contamination in any area that has been used
for atmospher_j_!gcea_;_esti.._i_l., i'_cl'uding nuclear' detonation, safety experiments, and nuclear-

'_ "," _ ,'. ,_..._,, ,,:,', ;_.,_,' , ,
rocket en_ilne,e_l_osion:_eriments. Beryllium is considered to be a potential carcinogen. This

' " s'_e_ addressed by the Basic Environmental Compliance and Monitoring Program
(8'E'_-A.'MP). A__he time of the Environmental Survey, NVO was conducting a records search to

•, .

identify potential areas of beryllium contamination. A program to characterize the extent of the -

contamination will be developed on the basis of the results of this survey. In addition, NVO has

conducted soil sampling for be_'yliium in Area5 at the location of the SUGARBUNKER safety

experiment (Bingham, 1987a). At the time of 'the Environmental Survey, there were no data

available on the level of beryllium contamination at the NTS.

The primary controls applied to the contaminated soils are posting of the areas and control of access.

Access to the entire NTS is restricted. In addition, ali areas with alpha contamination or radiation

levels in excess of 5 millirem/hour have been inventoried as RADEX areas, fenced, and posted with

warning signs by the NTS RadsafeDepartment. NTS personnel stated that these areas are surveyed

annually to verify that signs and fences are intact and that contamination is not observable outside

of the controlled areas (Shugart, 1987). Warning signs define the nature of the danger (e.g., c
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contaminated area, or radiation area) and state that access is prohibited without prior notification

of the Radsafe Department.

In 1970, the Nevada Operations Office established the Nevada Applied Ecology Group (NAEG) in

response to the National Environmental Policy Act. The emphasis of the NAEG was on the study of

radioecology, particularly the radioecology of plutonium. The NAEG included a number of scientific

organizations with expertise in soils, biology, physics, chemistry, radiochemistry, and related

- disciplines. Specific objectives of the NAEG included identification of contaminated _as,
. q., .*', ,:

determination of the concentration of radionuclides in ecosystem components, quantif_:ia.:t[_#_ of

_ rates of radionuclide movement among ecosystem components, and the evaluat[or_'_:rf"_tg_, pote_ti!_l '
'O ''" ""';' ':'"human radiologicaldose from the plutonium and other radl nuclides.The:_AEG _:a__._fnated af

, _,_.'.:........., o ',, ,_ ,.:.';_.

- the end of fiscal year 1986. There have been numerous reports published.:Q'_ i'h:e NA'_,stu_Ce's ' (e.g.,

NAEG, 1987, 1982, 1978, 1977,1976).At the time of the Environ'_ntal"$ur_.e_,.sumh_ariesof the

program effortwere being prepared for pu_.!!,.ca{i.0_.il-._"!i,_.¥nn':._nspaughof Lawrence
overall

- Livermore National Laboratory discussed the NAEG_.&_udi'_i.'.witl_::_be"[_t)nmentai Survey team and

provided the team with an understandinc_of_j.F,ey.e_:e_.ent_b.ft_°studies. Inaddition,the Survey

- reviewed selected publications of the NA_:_',. So_l"eof::t_..t_ajbr accomplishments and conclusions of

the NAEG include the followir_3, '_.i'". '"L_., '
, ,,.,,":.'"i:. '"'"'::"'J:;

.,',....,,. . ,.';:.

• Quantific_:!_Gnofopluto_i'_._6n_aminationinAreas 5,11,and 13 and atthe Tonopah Test
_,':'.;o, ..". ...._

_.a=_g_.i(....G._Ib_e_ al._.]97S,_Gilbert,1977).

"_:i.:'...,_.*.._:_' :..i._'

, ,. D_'.ve,loped;,:Bgeneral model for the resuspension of contaminated soils(Anspaugh

: ". etal'i:_::_975;Shinn etal.,1986).
•. '.

,.

'.. ;

= " • Developed a comprehensive model for plutonium dose prediction (Martin and

Bloom, 1980; Kercher and Anspaugh, 1984).

• Performed a successful cleanup test of plutonium-contaminated soils in Area 11 using a

_ vacuum method of soil removal (Orcutt, 1982).

• Concluded that the biological availability of plutonium Lto small mammals is low

(Anspaugh, 1987).

- • Concluded that the rate of movement of plutonium off the N'TS is extremely slow

(Anspaugh, 1987).
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Another program to characterize contamination on tt_e NTS is the Radionuclide Inventory and

Distribution Program (RIDP). The RIDP was originally an element of the NAEG for the study of

plutonium contamination, As the scope of the study expanded, it was separated from the NAEG.

The objective of the RIDP was to provide a complete inventory of the radionuclides of NTS origin in

the NTS surface soil and to provide isopleth maps that define areas and levels of contamination. The

stated goal was to provide a final inventory, that is known with 95 percent confidence to within at

least a factor of 2. Although the RIDP was scheduled for completion during fiscal year 1987,

publication of the final reports was not completed. The RIDP made use of aerial radiationsur_:_ys,

in-situ gamma spectrometry, and soil analysis. Radionuclides of major interest included '46_:al.,{:i§0;

strontium-90/yttrium-90; cesium-137; europium-152, -154, and-155; plutonlum-_38i._23_,:.:and -_._.;

and americium-241. At the time of the Survey, .'eports had been publi_._,d,...:......,on:_:t_._e.::_a_l_ileo....,,, ..:,.., Ara"
(Area 1)(McArthur and Kordas, 1983); Areas 2 .and 4 (McArthur and Kordas_119.85); a'_.,Area;_:3: 7, 8,

9, and 10 (McArthu_" and Mead, 1987a). A draft report on Areasl.8and_)i._as,.avallable to the

Survey team (McArthur and Mead, 1987b). At the timel ef t_e:_urv_!:':..ther'.ei:vvere'plans to prepare

reports for Areas 5, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 25,;!._6, a:_ 30:.::'51Jt":'i_o::_i_rafireports or data were

available tothe Survey team. Data from the Rl]_P,.ar_:_'_s¢ussa. in S:l_ction 3.2.3 of this report.

The study and monitc)ring of s,oil contamina,t'ion 'tt_'_Dughout the NTS will continue under the Basic

Environmental Complia_an6.Monitoring 'P,i_gram (BECAMP). BECAMP was initiated by NVO

in 1987. Its primar_i!_:6iecti,ve w_:,hei:"asi'essment of long-term changes in the radiological and
., __.,. 't=::.'' , ..'., _'." ,....,.- ,

ecological c4_rt_t'isn Q,f:_tfie N_§; "rbe follow,ng objectives have been developed for BECAMP
•.,, ,, .... _:::.,,::.i',,;..°

• ., ',.,,,,_

="".' _' Mai6t_in and enhance knowledge of radionuclideinventoryand studythe movement of
•. '.

..', surfaceand subsurfacecontaminantson and around the NTS.

• Maintain and update human dose-assessmentmodels for the NTS and itsenvirons and -

periodicallyconductfieldstudiestotestthe predictionsof the models,

e Maintain and update an understand ng of the spatial distribution and changes over time --

of the flora and fauna on the NTS.

Provide a major, thematic, peer-reviewed publication yearly to address important issues

related to the potential environmental impacts of past, present, and future activities on

the NTS.
=

• Comply with applicable environmental aws.
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FY1987 BECAMP activities were primarily related to program planning, No data reports onBECAMP

activities were available at the time of the Survey.

3.2.2.2 Subsurface 5oil Contamination from Underqround Nuclear Testinq

Underground nuclear testing at the NTS includes both downhole and tunnel shots, as described in

- Section 2,2.1. Ali tunnel shots and many of the downhole tests occur in the unsaturated _one

(subsurface soil and rock above the water table). The primary source of radioactivity at the"N_:S ,_i_II,,,he

combination of weapon materials, fission products, and neutron-induced radioaqt4Vl.ty'ge._erateS: at

each underground nucleartest location (ERDA, 1977). Such tests will cont[r_JJe to"_a$_"a:"#.d add _

the large, buried, radioactive waste inventory that requires long-term s_r'__):Hance",:"and'r'_t'ricted

access, lt is probable that this waste is actually mixed (radioactive"ahd haz'ar_0.[._Jl.wasl:e because of

the lead shielding used for the instrumentation in such t_ts_'._i_e $:i:_"..wasl_'e::{sunconta ned, except

for that fraction incorporated into glass, it is actu.a't.ty retleas_a'::6n_:a:_'ilal_le for migration. (See

Section 3.4.2.1 for a description of what hal_r_.s i.6¢_1_es'r_urf_.'i!e env ronment as a result of an

underground nuclear detonation.) "" "_" " ..... " "°Subsurtace'.r&lea_e_.:'{_43at*occur as a result of the underground

nuclear testing program are.,,_ubject to"r, egulat)on under Section 120 of the Comprehensive
, ,'..... ',;_'_.,

Environmental Response,,_._mpedSation, and [:l_bility Act (CERCLA)(Bingham, 1987b).

",_,i:X"' ,., '_"::..,._':_..,,*'
, , . ., . "t_.:.,-,,,.' .;_." , ".",i."

The mob_l._ty.._:=:Q_'.ewa_tel.at earl!site is dependent mainly upon groundwatertransport; it is unlikely

that any o_...t-b_s@tamlr_i'oa"could ever reach a receptor except by the groundwater pathway. As a

,,generall.zat_e_ktFie_.*_mount of water available _n the unsaturated zone is very small and the

_n_vem_nt of'_s" water through the unsaturated zone is very slow. Therefore, the contamination

produced by underground nuclear tests above the water table is relatively immobile soil

contamination.

The mobility of this waste can be examined in greater detail. The most mobile contaminant is the

tritium produced in thermonuclear explosions, which mixes with the water released and condensed

from vaporized and melted rock. This tritiated water behaves ike any other groundwater. Water in

the unsaturated zone moves through the spaces between soil particles (interstitially), However,

interfacial tension (surface tension) in the pore spaces of unsaturated granular rocks will exceed

gravitational forces until the saturation level becomes quite high. Because the interfacial forces tend

to bind the water to the rock granules, it is likely that little overall mo(ion will occur until sufficient

water has moved into the pore space to increase the saturation to the I_:,vel at which gravitational

forces exceed the interfacial tension. In the region of an underground nuclear explosion in the

unsaturated zone, little water is available relative to the total volume of unsaturated pore space,
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Thus, it is unlikely that enough rock would be saturated to permit significant flow of water. For this

reason, one would not expect movement of tritiated water in the unsaturated zone much beyond

the region in which the forces of the explosion placed it (Crow, 1976).

The amount of water available for filling pore spaces depends on the amount 'of infiltration of

precipitation. Infiltration of surface runoff caught in subsidence craters will be somewhat greater

than through the undisturbed preshot soil because of the increased permeability of the rubble

beneath the crater. Howeverl there is some evidence that infiltration into and around the nu._i!ear
' q,_ ,,,, ,_

cavity will be slowed by a layer of clay, which accumulates in the bottom of many subsider_'cel.c_'_$_ers;

by the explosion-compactect, glassy envelope surrounding the cavity itself; aqd,..:un_e_..,:,.,.., favor'a=_!e'"_"' -

geologic conditions, by the presence of low-permeability rocks that do no,t_.._aint'a:ii_#_!_
fracture!

In ad,dition, the zeolitized zones within many of the volcanic rock uniil_,_'_'I!, reta:_.cor_;a_ninant
. . ,:._. . . ,_'.._., ,,...; -_

migration because of high ion-exchange capacities and large su'rf'ace ar'eas:,fo_..ads6'_ption, Only _.

tritium as tritiated water can be expected to move t,t%ou'ghi._.{he.,,s#_tem-"-" "'_:; the'same rate as the

groundwater, but even then its concentration wilktSe re_',_.<:ed:"._i'i'a'_io:_'_tivedecay (with a half-life
of 12.3years), dispersion, and dilution durir1_!:_i_{ia;l_i'Qn.':':_Oy _e_harge reaching the water table,

therefore, may carry tritium and very cl'l:JQtec#_'eerttrat_,ons_of other radionuclides; however, the

process will take hb,,dred of y_.ars, and thet;6ata__oants must traverse a long and circuitous path to

reach off-site areas (ERDA'_I:_977),:I.,-':" '::;-

3.2.2.3 Nea:r,_:u#fac_Oil Coal#mi'nation from Waste Disposal Practices

• ' , _*• _ _ ' :i.'_'* _ % ,_. 'z._, , ,

. l_ear-s.urfac_:i_l _'on,t_mlnatlon from waste d_sposal practices may extend to unknown depths at

"b_th. a_:tive an'_,=_nactivesites. These suspected sources of soil contamination are listed here by type

of'source and by area. Sewage lagoons that apparently receive only sanitary wastes are not included

in tills section because they are not considered to be sources of soil contamination. They are

discussed in Sections 3.3.2.2, and 3.3.3.1. Burial sites and solid waste dumps with no liquid phase to

promote contaminant migration are also not included because such sites are unlikely to produce soil

contamination in the absence of major climatic change to less arid conditions, Various kinds of - _

active and inactive waste disposal sites containing immobile waste are discussed in Sections4.1.2.1

and 4.5.2, but the presence of immobile waste in an intentional burial site is not considered a source

of soil contamination.

r
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Probable.sources of soil contamination are as follows:

1. Direct discharges to the land s_Jrface or overflow from wastewater ponds and sumps create

probable soil contamination and the potential for transport of contamination by storm runoff

or flash flooding: Such areas include

• The ditch under the discharge pipe from the Area 12 Industrial Wastewater Sump. The

sump receives flow from the Fleet.Operations Buildings. The sump itself is a source _/i_oil
q,, ," ' ,;

contamination by infiltration, although transport of contaminated soil by storr_'_'iq"n_ or

wind will not occur for the area beneath the sump (see Sections 4.1.2.1. J .a_'3:_7_.2). ".,.:,

• Three discharges from unidentified sources at the Area 23 Fleet"O"pe_ation_:,Facii['ti_'s that
t:,_'

enter {he ditch on the east side of the Mercury Highway By!p.ass... ,..-....,..', ,.
• ' : : , ''S::.

• Disposal of potentially hazardous ste:_m 'jei_ny ,_'u.mp,._:aters, including pesticide

rinsewaters, in the Area 23 sewage tf.en.cldeg;._,_eSe_iorf,,4:1.2.1.1).

• The ditch north of Building A-5 a{',{'he E'I31_kGNorth Las Vegas Facility which receives runoff
;,' ... '.¢' .';, ,_'_

from an outdc_er':_ead"sterage area (s_e Section 3.3.2.5),
• :/'"i:i '. _'_" ", ", _" "4'.'_

• r)i:$_!:ge '_g'sh _te_"'from mixing trucks for epoxy-based stemming materials (see
,,...' _' _,'t ' "_

, .., ,.. ".'.'_:'.o:,,'.'.:"'! .._,

":.".:._. Disc_'*tge of small amounts of tritiated water to the land surface at Well UE-7ns, the

',.:,. BOURBON Radionuclide Migration study site (see Section 3.4.2.1).
,,

2. Discharges of wastewater into shallow injection wells and pits are creating probable soil

contamination and the potential fer groundwater contamination. Such wells and pits include

• A wastewater disposal pit at the Area _ t_ubdock Steam Cleaning Pad (see Section 3.3.4.2).

Two wastewater disposal holes at the REECo Bit Cutter Rebuild Shop and a sump at the

LLNL post-shot facility in the Area 2 support facilities (see Section 4.1.2.1.1).

A water disposal hole that receives water from the Steam Cleaning Control Pad sump at

the Area3 post:shot facility (see Section 3.3.4.2). Water that collects n the Blow-off
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Preventer Servicing Cellars at this same facility is pumped occasionally into a casing that is

another probable disposal hole,

• An inactive wastewater disposal well at the Core Storage Yard in Area3 (see

Section 4.5.2, i 5),

• The J-6 classified waste disposal hole in Area 3, which is known to be used for wash water

from contaminated drilling equipment (see Section4.1,2.1.2). Hole J-11, also in A_e:_ 3,

may be used similarly. '*"_ '""'

. ="i:,,"_.:"I, ,.._,.

3. Wastewater discharges into sumps, lagoons, and ponds may be caus.!_ con;_!_ii_tS to bu_ff

up in subsurface soil, and provide a source of recharge fdr'."p:_tenta_.:_.gro_i_Jwater
t,',"' :' '": " ' " '; '

contamination. (The sewage lagoons included here mayi':.b'e receiv.ihcj:,.wast_s other than

sanitary wastes.) These surface impoundments in_ude,. '.,:," ... '._. ' '.

,,..... °,':.., ",,-_,,,: ' °.'v:""_

•. The wastewater pit at the Area 2,Pl_O_o..$_.i_t.i(see.._. , . .,.. S_.tion:).3,4.2)...,.

• The sewage lagoon_&outh of CP-'1,_mdw_t of Mercury Highway in Area 6. These lagoons

are receiving e!_[_en_if_Qm unknowf_:'sources (see Section 3.3.4.2),

..,̂ ..,,,;., _.:'%,._,_.,,.'_ ,°...,.
• 5e,_je_,LacJOons aP4. _nd the domest c sewage lagoon at Yucca Lake n Area6 (see

'_,_t(.o_.3.3.4.2_."T_se lagoons should receive discliarges only from sanitary systems, but it

,, ,..' '..: _s_oss,bt'e_l_at cross-connect,ons ex,st or that wastes other than san,tary wastes are beong

:".."" i'."" disp_d of into sanitary sinks and drains.

• Steam Cleaning Effluent Pond l at the Building 6-623 Machine and Welding Shop and

Steam Cleaning Effluent Pond II at the Building 6-800 Heavy Duty Repair Shop inArea 6

(see Section 4.1.2.1.1 ).

• Tl,e Decontamination Pond inArea 6 (see Sections4.1.2.1.2 and 4.1.2.1.3).

• The Well 3 Yard truck washing drain pit in Area 6 (see Section 3.3.4.2).

• The sewage pit at the Area 11 LLNL Technical Facilities (see Section 3.3.4.2). ,.

• The Area 12 Industr al Wastewater Sump mentioned previously (see Section 4.1.2.1.1).
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• The sewage lagoons in Area 23, which receive flows from the Building650 Industrial

Hygiene Laboratory, This laboratory disposes of relatively small quantities of analytical

_ chemicals into laboratory sinks(see also Section 4,1,2,1,1). "

• The sewage lagoons south of TestCell C in Area 25 (see Section 3.3,4,2),

• An inactive seepage/evaporation pond that received tritium-contaminated water pumped

from Well UE-2ce, the NASH Radionuclide Migration study site (see Section3.4,2.1). '";:_
q. _ ,:, ,4

4. Wastewater discharges into leachfields, both active and inactive, cr_.a..t_e:_'_r,b_able..s_Jl

contamination. ]'he NTSEnvironmental Compliance Atlas lists many,waste_;_;tef._.__osal sit_

- as both evaporation ponds or sumps and as leachfields. Some,:,"":'ar,g.:.show_:,on'",'.:': ".,',',v,_apsas
'¶;.'.,.. , ' , lh',: 'a f, ' .'j

evaporation ponds or lagoons, ','::" "!,::.i...':":".i..:.;"'

-- ',.t _, _ _j ,a'" , :_, ..,lt _._

Data are available from soil sampling at so__..of th_se_i,t!_s s6"._._atthey can be categorized

ni ' ;'_ich existing data indicate no orinto (a)known sources of soil contami_.i_:tio, ::_)..sit'e_":!_o

negligible contamination; and (c) pr.ebalSt._.:'}ou.fc_:.fprW_ich no data exist,
,: :, ,.,._.', _,,

o,.'_. . '; , .

- The known source,s,:._,.so0[.:¢entamlnation.are, ',.'..,;' _ _, o

..,;,._ .,, . , ,,v._.

" r "'; ....- • T_.e'.._'_cto '.[__n en.,_cetA semb y, and Disassembly Bu ld ng (R-MAD)0nactlve radwaste

"'_'_c,h{.}._i?in _r_'.:_5 ia CERCLAsite). (Ali listed CERCLAsites on the NTSwere identified as

" ' i,:'" "':'_',_su_.b_i',un_ri'_eCERCLAPhaseI Assessment required by DOEOrder 5480.14,)
... :...,, .,_,. ,;.'_,_:_

o
',. ',

',: '. • The Test Cell C inactive leachfield in Area 25 (a CERCLAsite).
_ ,.',,

• 401 MAD Building inactive leachfield form the Tory reactor project in Area 26 (a CERCLA

- site).

The sites for which existing data indicate no or negligible contamination are

_ • The CP-2inactive decontamination leach{ield in Area 6 (a CERCLAsite). Building CP-2was

a laundry operation. The laundry and a decontamination pad discharged water first to

- this leachfield and later to a lagoon which was decontaminated and removed. Further

information on these operations ispresented in Section 4.5.2.12.
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• The Eng:,ne Maintenance, Assemb;y, and Disassembly Building (E-MAD) inactive radwaste

leachfleld in Area ;.5 (a CERCLA site).

• Test Cell A inactive leachfield in Area 25 (a CERCLA site).

Probable sources of soil contamination for which no data exist include

• Inactive sumps at the abandoned Area 3 Subdock Complex (see Section 4.5.2.14). "."_;..';,

,.. _..,_
,,.,, %,, , I_

• The BJY (BJ Wye)inactive decontamination pad sump at the junction ot A_ea_,:':3, 4, a_!:7..'":"' °

(see Section 4.5.2.11 ). .:.:..

• _:_.. • "... , '..1_;

• A roped-off area near an empty tank at the Ugy crater site.in Area _.lgee.Secti'6n 4.5.2.16).

• The EPA farm Radsafe waste sump in Area._}5 ( ;,Secl:i 5.. 3).
.. ....,

• The Building 155 inactive leachtl_ld ,'n._;23.£wh,_ ma)' have received wastewater from

the former industrial hygiene labor'_tor):_.._e Section 4.5.2.7).
,.., '..":. "'-i ':',. "_'

• The Buildi;_"'650 .leac_f:l'_ld_':i_:"_.rea23 that receives flows from the radiochemistry. '. ." v ,,

labDr*_{.i_rieg_':t'_e"decojqtat_ination shower, the photographic labora*ory, and the silver
'.,." ,'.'_ ',.i:,, ." ;.:"
t;e'_o¥._.:_y'.,un_t.::,_.hlor_nated solvents, acids, and caustics are disposed of into laboratory

Si_.i_i_ise:_'g_etio'ns 4.1.2.1.2 and 4.1.2.1.3).
, =.

_.. '... .,, .:._,--

5. . ", Leaks and discharges of materials other than wastewater create known soil contamination.

" These sites include
=.

• Discharges of drilling mud contaminated with radionuclides into craters U2bu and U3ai-be

(see Section4.1.2.1.2)_ These craters may also receive decontamination rinsewater.

Although this material may be a mixed waste, it is possiblet! _t no actual migration of

contaminants i_to the soil occurs. Disposal of low-permeability drilling muds in crater _

bottoms has been suggested as a means of reducing infiltration of precipitation .and

runoff into craters and ckimney.,,, and thus retar_-_ng radionuclide _:ransFort from

detonation cavities into groundwater (Tyler, 1987a). Ponding and evapc,,ation of

decontamination rinsewater over this low-permeability barrier would presumably occur

under these conditions rather than infiltration into soil. The same conditions also occur at

the mud plant disposal crater U3ag, which is used for uncontami ,ated drilling mud -__
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disposal and at the inactive crater U9y which has been used for disposal of contaminated

• drilling mud (see Sections 4.1.2.1.2 and 4.1.2.1.4).

• Discharge of cutting oils onto the land surface at the Area 6 Machine and Welding Shop

(Bldg. 6-623) (see Section 4.1.2 1.1).
r

• The December 1986 leak of Jet-A fuel from an underground storage tank at th,;_,Desert

Rock Airstrip in Area 22 (see Section 4.5.2.9). '":_

• The Hazardous Waste Landfill in Area23 used primarily for disposat o{"uncontalned

liquids (see Section 4.1.2.1.1). ,:.:._:... .,..:,.:...,..

';_" '_ '"' " t ''' ' I-_66. "Burial" sltes in which contaminated material is not covered_..but r'em&.ltla"at surface can

cause soil contamination by resuspension. Such s tes i6Ll:_de,t,w6.inacf.i:ve contaminated waste

dumps (CWD), one at R-MAD in Area25 a'a.d CW.'.D_!,.2'':[_:::_l_ea 11 (see Sections 3.2.3.4

and 4 5.2.3). _.."= ...:_'.. ': .': ',_',

3,2.3 Environmental Moni];_ring Progra'm".. "'"...-

,,.... .... .:,'.-"
. .......__v _ ,

•".':.:.b_ , . .4

3.2.3.1 Soil Cont_i_i_ati_n Ch_l_.._te(i;z'ii_on Proje,cl:s

,.;,,_.'.'._':,._,

NAEG "_'"_; "":",'_ ","'" ' '_"i:'""
• ',_;"'.'.,_.._",.'._' "_

: :As, ait_art of t_,NAEG, plutonium concentrations in soil were studied at various safety-experiment

sites'on the Nevada Test Site, the Tonopah Test Range and the NellisAir Force Range. The Tonopah

Test Range contamination is not within the scope of the NTS Survey and will not be discussed here.

The NellisAir Force Range contamination !s in an area adjacent to the NTS that is referred to as

I Area 13; this area will be discussed. The contamination within the current boundaries of theNTSis

in Areal1 (Plutonium Valley). and Area5 (GMXSite). Estimates of the plutonium inventories have

been prepared, and areas of contamination in the study areas have been defined (Gilbert et al., 1975

and Gilbert, 1977). The estimates wereo, _ained by dividing each study area into activity strata on

the basis of field radiation-level surveys, analyzing random samples for plutonium-239 and-240

concentrations to obtain an estimated average activity concentration for each stratum, and

- multiplying these concentrations by the areas of the respective strata.

Table 3-5 presents the estimated plu[onium contamination levels within study areas of the NTS. The

Area l l contamination resulted from four separate test sites: A,B,C, andO. Portions of theCand
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TACLE 3-5

PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT NAEG STUDY SITES
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

AREA 5
i i i i i

i iii

Estimated 95% C.L.

Size of Area Contamination Estimated on Inventory (Curies)
Site Strata(I) (Square Mean _+S.E. Inventory + _;:iil;

ii i i ,' ; i iMeters) (_Ci/m2) S.E. (Curies) ,'-.::, ,.,.:.. "
Lower....,, UFa_.,';. ',_

III IIII I 1.....'-; ' _' _i'i'kl....

GMX 1 111,300 3, 1 + 0,66 0.35 _+0.073 "0120 ,,::i ' 0.50';i;S-iiiii iii o,| 'h'il'l' ,'' , • "'

2 8,400 42 + 9 1 0.35 + 0.0__il '_,. 0.2rf. i'": '".... ".;,JO.50
,',',

3 800 270 _+64 0,2i":_. 0.05:ii, ,','t;':,i,,0,11"':!_'; 0,33

;,63 '_;::.;!0.15'-;_ - -4 1,000 530 _+150 L,:"_ " " ' "' "" " '0!:!:! 0,84ii 18 ", ''. , Ii 'l [I " _

5 3,800 4.6 _.+.1,i'_:!',:',.,'g:_;_;+_i_.:_O6 ';" 0,007 0,03

TOTAL 125,300 .,. :"::'""'...,. "";", :f;i_r,+_ '".... ,... .:t.. ".!.. ,. 0.19 1.1 1.9

AREA 11 "; "' :....

< 5,000 cpm 1 ,";": ':"" "-"": ....
Region ..........;,, 4i:672,000. , i "_5177+ 0.30 4.5 + 1 4 1.7 7.3, - ,,,

CD Overlap .,..,, ":a .,'" " Ei_:_t'0(j' '"" 12 + 5.2 0.75 + 0.32 -0.07 1.6t : "' " ' "_' :'"_L :'.';'" _ n
--V ;'Iii- I II

i , " ,l_
B Site ":";:':::"' _ :' "!''.." :) ",.:j,, ,;..:...:." 8,200 30+ 18 0.25 + 0.15 -0.08 0.58

"'J'"": _' "_!_ 0
. _ .....'_.-, _'_,,,,3 _'' 6, 00 220 + 55 1.3 + 0.33 0.59 2.0. ", " ;" !i. '_" "-,',;'. ,, - -

• _, • ii i i
, _.., .., -

. ' ...,; 4 3,300 1,400 . 300 4.6 + 0.99 2.6 6.7

'..'-ota'1 1 " '.......... "e

_

17,500 6.2 _+1.1 4.0 804 r -

C Si.,te 2 16,400 34 _+22 0.56 + 0.36 -0.23 1.4

3 5,600 88+25 0.49 + 0.14 0.17 0.81 -
iiii ii i ii

4 3,500 1,400 + 390 4.9 __-21.4 1.9 7.9
l, i

J

5 300 6,200 *_2,800 i.9 __*0.84 -0.26 4.1
ii

Total 25,800 7.8 + 1.7 4.4 11.2 'ii
i i i Nii

D Site 2 32,300 46 + 9.5 1.5 + 0.31 0.80 2.2

3 13,300 220 +_86 2.9 + 1.1 0.48 5.3
ll'llI Ill II[I___

4 4,900 990__+370 4.9 + 1.8 1.1 8.7
i i i n i i ,,,,, ,,, , _

5 2,900 2,700 + 840 7.8 + 2.4 2.6 13

Total 53,400 17.1 _. 3.2 11 24 -
- ............ ,.....

TOTAL 4,830,900 I I 36.-,:,,1 28......i 44
,

_
_
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TABLE 3-5
PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT NAEG STUDY SITES
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE TWO

AREA 13
i i , i

Estimated 95% C,L,

_ Size of Area Contamination Estimated On Inventory (Curl.es)
Site Strata(1) (Square Mean + S.E. Inventory + ;:..L:,; ,

Meters) (tJCi/m2) S.E. (Curies) '."": ::::;
Lower....... Ulm,, ..,,v,'f .',_ _...

l I III ii '"1 ii' I _1.... i'1.

Project 57 1 1,245,000 1.9 + 0.34 2.4 + 0,42 "i1'_ .,:! ' 3.2 "':',"".;i:i;
"ii 'i,"',°,mm_"'_ ' ,

2 2,547,000 5.8 _+1.4 15 _+3.6'i",i;'::i"",.. 7.7' ;'i.... ';':::'_22,. "
i n i I ' I 'i a"t

3 108,000 23 _+4.3 2._-,0.46' ';": ".1.5 ''i_; 3.5I .lp i i ,,

4 74,000 54 + 8.8 _'_"T'4,,0 _:':(_i.,65"" "Z:6 5.4
.... -,_...,'.. . =-...m. ',T_ "

-- 5 19,000 110._,19...'(',i'.".'..'"T2"_I;±'/(_i'_'6,..,. ,..._ 1.3 2.9
ii i II,.'. 'T ..... ii

6 24,000 ,,_820 :_i_'._. ""_ ';'"' ;!,. 20,_+ 8.2 3.5 37
;" :.,. ."' ,' .' '.. "L_'ii ii

• , . -,_.... _..-.. ....

TOTAL 4,017,000', '.Li'_, ':.:'...'.".?::. '.""_ 46 + 9,0 28 ' 64

,,, ,, s , ". _,,,,,,,

Source' Gilbertetal., 1975; Gi4,bert,,:...1977 ,..,',:., ":;:,;-
,.:.% , .". ,' ..,

(1) For' each area, the._a_i'_[_y str_.ta.are de fiJlea'as follows:._.::.,:" ,...
• ",, .i. . • ,o
%,...,:,, ," _.., ",,.. .,

.,:.:.?':", ",,,":'." ,. Radiation Level (x 103 cpm)....:... .,._,' ;" ' 1; '"•] ._, _. , ,
,.::..,Str_i_a ':'_:!'.."iS,":""'Area5 Area 11 Area 13

e.,, .;._,,. ..

_ "c'.:._' '"._;..:,:' ,.,

' ..,:.;:; 0.5-5 < 5 O-1
:': :'"'. "' ';'_ 5-25 5-25 I-5

3 25-50 25-100 5-10• _

. '- 4 >50 100-500 10-25
5 0-50 >500 25-50
6 - 5-10 >50

- S.E. = Standard Error
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D sites overlap and the contamination within those areas is combined and reported as "CD Overlap."

The contamination at the Asite is primarily uranium-235, although the area does have some low

levels of plutonium contamination. The SiteA plutonium is included with the large stratum of

< 5,000 net counts per minute from the radiation level survey.

Activity estimates are for the top 5 centimeters of soil, and there was no attempt made to quantify
r-

any plutonium at greater depths, since plutonium is of primary concern in surface soils, where it may

be readily resuspended. The total plutonium inventories for the NTS were 1.5_.*0.19, 36 _. 4/.i_nd

46 _+90 curies per gram for sites in Areas 5, 11, and 13, respectively. The highest observ_i:t::l_y.ii!:iof
, , [ ', : ,° , %. ,:,'*,

contamination was in Area 11 (C site) where approximately 300 m2 had a mean c.o_]_a_fn&,tion I_.V_I, p ,. : .,, ,,,,

of 6,200 + 2,800_Ci/m2. The contaminated areas ranged in size from....!2.5,300!_:i._ii_rea 5 _"
4,017,000 m2 in Area 13 and 4,830,900 m2 in Area 11. The inventory of'_:n,i'_m (o:_:,il_TS'o_f_'in) at

•'.."', ". .'i... ", i"
Site A in Area 1'1 was estimated at 938 + 274grams of uraniurfi-.235 ar_.:,.t,920.+ 1 _f_0grams of
uranium-238 (Gilbert, 1977). , '_ ::'"'"" ".'::_'::'!'' 'i::':_....... :°'_ -.'*-, '. w' ,, ' ". o

• 0 ' '. '.... ,, "4 ";,

Aerial Surveys ,.......:. i...:i.'.' "".'= ',';',v. '...' ;..,,, ,.._. :. °" '"2° "

EG&G Energy Measurements, Jnc. (EG&G/EM)':has'i_',.e.nducted aerial radiological surveys of the NTS.

The surveys are designed,t_;,rneas'bre gamma r_ation emanating.from both natural _nd man-made

radionuclides in surfer"soils, "-,"::.....:';:::_:'::':/"

,..._...-=':_'.'._, "_"._..'"_"'_.,•,., ,. .. ::.:,"-
. ._ .:._ ,.. _ '_ ;.'_ , ,'..

. '_.., ".., ,,, ;,, ..-... _.....
Dunng 19.7..I__.._..;"1971,::,l:4'_'reas on the NTS and adjacent off-site ._cations, with a total of

..appfox_mat_t_i_.,J,C300;_luare m_les, were surveyed with fixed wing aircraft (EG&G, 1972). Coverage

i'ndu_l'e_ ali o:_:_e NTS accessible to fixed wing aircraft. For these surveys, an array of 14 sodium
,, ',

iodi.de detectors (10cm diameter by 10cre thick) was employed. Flight lines, spaced 0.Skilometer
•. '.,

apart', were flown at an altitude of 90 meters. The products of this effort were gamma ray exposure-

rate maps of the surveyed area. The only areas outside the boundaries of the NTS where exposure

rates were the result of radionuclides that were not naturally occurring was on the NellisAir Force _-

Range. Elevated exposure rates that were observed on both the NTS and Nellis were attributable to

nuctear tests and to radioactive waste storage or disposal areas.

Ali subsequent aerial surveys have been flown w;_h a helicopter-mounted system in order to cover a

larger area of the NTS as well as to improve the sensitivity and spatial resolution for areas previously

surveyed. The current detection system is comprised of an array of 20sodium iodide detectors

(12.7cm diameter by 5cm thick). This array, coupled with the lower altitude and lower ground

speed of the helicopter, provides improved sensitivity and resolution.
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The results of the individual surveys were generally reported as isopleth contour maps for gamma

exposure rates, and in some cases, for radionuclide concentrations. In addition, in some areas,

inventory estimates have been prepared, Table 3-6 summarizes the information addressed in the

aerial sLirvey reports, Figure 3-6 illustratesareas where the aerial surveys have detected radiation

A above background levels (EG&G, 1983a). Ali elevated radiation levels were attributable to

contamination from atmospheric nuclear tests and safety experiments, nuclear rocket engine
j ,,

: testing, and the storage or handti"_',:t_,of_:aaioactive materials. The highest radiation levels observed

in the survey were greater than '_ !_'_P,/hourat an area approximately 2 km southwest of Test Ce'[liC.,_

' _ ' • , 4, o J' ,_

The principal radionuclide at this'10C i'0rt _vascobalt-60. This is the area identified to tl_eilB,_ey

- team as being the location of a nuclear rocket engine explosion. The highest con:{arrflq_lon le.v;el

- associated with atmospheric nuclear testing was in Area 20 near the grou .nd-zer6:::[i_c:.a..{i£'znfor tl4';e"

T -- PALANQUIN event. The maximum exposure rate in this area was in the'O:._'2"mR/ho_"P. (at"i;_eter)

range. ",.i" ' :_• 4 ';

RIDP ,,_'.' '':"''" "_"'":"
_L,,:I.,, '':'i.-. ":i_,'_. '""_"'

= • ",., ,.. ,o , ,_..:, %/":, ,,

,, _,,_ , ,, ,._. . .a

The primary objective of the RIDP was to'..prepare.: an'_:lnverttory of the radionuclides in the NTS

surface soils. The project incorpQrates data from th:r_,e sources:

_,:.. _ .. , ,,

• Field mea_:_ir"_-_ments_"_:.-.,"'..'°{""ext'er"°'al" exposure rate and radionuclide activities by in-situ
spe_ii__t_etr'y_,i."..":'.These,._ea_urements provide the primary data base for the inventory

. ,

""u,_a't_la_i_ns' a_!"_ti:_tri'bution maps.
, % .. ¢._; • t..

_ ' _, . . "; .', !.:. i •

....•',. •' Aerl_[:.:surveys of external exposure rate. The results of these surveys are used as the basis

•. ', for sampling plans for the field measurements.

• Soil samples. Calibration of the in-situ measurement system requires parameters such as

soil density, soil attenuation, and the depth distribution of the various radionuclides in the

soil. In addition, radiochemical analysis of soil samples provides information about

- radionuclides that do not emit gamma rays and therefore cannot be measured by in-situ
[

spectrometry. '

_ Such an approach was necessary because the large size of the NTS made t impractical to rely

completely on the laboratory analysis of soil samples to provide the necessary data.

The program's strategy was to first identify areas of high activity from an aerial survey of external

exposure rate. Sampling points for these areas were then selected, and a spectrum of the gamma
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TABLE 3-6

SUMMARY OF AERIAL SURVEY REPORTTOPICS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

="" , ii.ii

NTS Area(s)
Date of Survey Isopleths Reported ReferenceSurveyed

I I IIII __

12, 15, 17, 19 October- L_amma exposure cs,1137
November 1984 concentrations (EG&G, 1986) ,.

i iii

Gamma ex^osure_l__'' ..... ,'._!; :.i.
.... , ' '":' ?' ;'i

11 January 1982 Am-241 concentrations, ;_b_(EG&G_._,'.{', ::. .,,,Cs-137 concentrations, i

U-235 concentrations ";"' """; '_""
...... ,,'.:.,}'.:., , , .._.,;

Gamma exposure :_i" " :.:, ",;_,October. t'"',
CS_137count rate, ',:... ': :_.E_:&'G,19'_'5)18, 20

November 1980
Co-60 count rate_,%,;.,. ".::i.i;.:, .';:". ',.;

............. ,.'., .. ,;,,_.. f. ,' ,r

1 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, August- G,mma;e.xpo_re( ,,..%;.",,':....',:;. (EG&G, 1982)
9, 10, 12, 15, 17 September 1978 ....._,. ..,., ,,:.,..

i

i II II kq ' ' " * " '_ _' 'l_l III III III

_',. .... ,'_. _i -=....:. ", _t. 313 December 1977 ,., Tr;_l_iJ'r4_n_:'¢on_:eo,tra{ ons( ) (EG&G, 1979a)•... • .. ....;,

i I II 'i I0' U .... I" I"11 I I25, 26 September 1976 _am;m'e,'e'_<pos_re (EG&G 1979b)
i ¢ ' i , '. .._, ' '

;_. _... .'...'.. ',/';**_ ' ,,,.,

Source: Prepared :gY'_lOE.... E:Ov[ronmental'&i_trvey team....,,_:;:;., ,,,,_.
Q

(1) Inventory e_ma,t.e_',for tra_ra'_lics and uranium-235 we,e also prepared.
(2) In,ve_'.r_. ,._ '_:,est:i_t_s:, ... _._.:fqr'tL°b:{i't'60, europium-152, and cesium-137 were also prepared.(3) r_:ventq_.y,: estim:a;l:e_/for amerc um-241 and plutonium-239 and -240 were also

'.i",,' ';""•,...':..,. .:':.._::,
' ',

, _,
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Source: EG&G, 1983a

FIGURE3-6

AREAS OF ELEVATEDRADIATION AT THE NEVADA TESTSITE
NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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radiation given off by radionuclides irl tl_e soil r,-,(,o/ued at _-,act/sarnplir_ 9 I.)oin[, :,_v{..':,rat_c;il sarllptes

were also collected in each area and analyzed to determine radionuclide distributions with depth in

the soil and to measure radionuclides that do not emit strong gamma rays. Parameters computed

from the soil measurements were used to calculate radionuclide activities from the gamma-ray

spectra, and the activity data then analyzed statistically to estimate the total inventory and

distribution of each radionuclide (McArthur and Kordas, 1983),

While the locations of the ground-zero points for any test can be accurately identified,:.i,the '

contaminated regions associated with the tests may overlap and may be observed in m0r_:t_:a_:i_ne

NTS project area Consequently, RIDP results were reported on the basis o,f, ._'_n_'._!, """", r area'_, i_f

contamination rather than identifying specific tests, At the time of the on-_ite por'ti._.n::dlf"_hesurvd_,

four reports had been published or were available to the survey team ii_"dr_f.t forml '_.RIGl_'_esults
' Ii'; ._" _' ' ' ' ".... ' '"'

were reported in the form of tables of inventory estimates of radionud/iet_S/',tableg"of observed

radionuclide concentrations, and isopleth contours pf. radioqucLi'd'_.,, con,L_ntrations. Table 3-7
.,.' ,, ", _ .," t_.., _.,

summarizes the contents of the completed RIDP re_._.rts',::,l:'_ees{'[r_at'e_:__tal transuranic and fission

productactivation product inventories, and _;_e._siz.._i'ef t'h_.,.corl_._minated areas. In general, the• , . . ,,,_ . .. ,., '., ,,
w' .,, b., . " ' ' ",' "f ':' ,_1

largest inventories of contamination were..tn Ar_s 8:andl.P. Two previous safety experiments in this

area account for the high le_eJs of transuraaics.:::i:,,Transuranic levels as high as 1.6x106pCi/g of

surface soils were observ_;in {his, region. Irf.',_ll the regions, some locations exhibited transuranic

contamination in e:x_'ss Qf tt_'_,'"'EPlk..",s_.'reening limit for transuranics in soil of 0.2mCi/m2
,. ,.'. ','

(approxima_.e[_._:_pCTi_'/'"_";e. &PA"fffmit is only applicable to areas accessible to members of the

general po_,.:_c#_)_.'is,incli4_le_fhere for comparison only.
. ': ...' " •, ' "£,.r¶' _",':.:_:;_:,..,

3,3.'3,2" Rou:(i_ Environmental Monitorinq

Ther_ is no routine monitoring program for radionuclides in soils, However, one of the objectives of

8ECAMP (see Section 3.2,2) is to maintain monitoring of contaminated areas at the NT5 to determine

the extent to which the contamination is migrating, At the time of the on-site portion of the _urvey,

no data were av_ilable from BECAMP studies.

EP,:._...,_-..............'4_:[ ,onduct.s biomr_ni tori_ i at Ihe ,NTSand r_r_art)y locations, i._ur_ng 1986 :amples of muscle,

lure{:.; i_,.,_::,_,_,d_,ey, _loc,d, at, oi b,.,ne were coileci.ed from (.altle from (:ornmerc_ial herds I.t_at 9raze

_r_,a,. :'._,_rP,, ,:_,,(..... of rb,:: r._[S Ti,,se ,.;.ornple,_we_., ar_alyzed for t]_:_rnrl]a.c_roil:t.ers,l:rilium, st_(.)I..... _.lum,

,r_,_:!_..i,..",_..r',,:rr_. lr', ,_:- I,::.,11i98!:); bone and kidPey sample,; frown .deserl. bighorn ::,t,eep collected

.f,ro_jf_c_ut "-.e_.._;!_er, _,;.,.},/ad,},,,'.,'ere _naiyzed Fhese ki_;cJs oi sarnl)ies i,ave been collect.ed _._r_(i

:_;;:t ,..!:-:<!rol .;i:: '{) .'.'"_,._:_r.'.,,,., :ielerm_r_(_ ior_g-ferrr_ trends. I},._ii;,cj i986, following the [VII_]H-_'YO..:',,t<

:PS_ ;-;r !t :'_. r_ie ,:!r,,:,_vv'!lr..!( _,il(:_<te(l4._t:JSO0"1::_{cd:l_ ;h,.':!':,_.:,Ir/e!':*_,tFlf!{.:'l{:_S_._'1_['_:_tl.le.



_ TABLE,3-7

SUMMARY OF RIDP REPORT CONTENTS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

iiii ,,,

NTS Contaminated Radionuclide Inventory (Ci) RIDP
Location Area (mi2) Transuranics Fission/Activat on Reference

(approxi mate) Prod ucts
II I I

Area I ,',:.:

(Galileo Area) 10 0,7 30 McA,rthur and Kordas,,,.. ..19,8.3.,::,.,,,,,_ , n_._ j,*:, '_

Areas 2,,and 4 , , 22 77 156 McArthur,a_d,, t<or.das, 198._.

- Areas 3, 7 and 9 37 162 200 Mc_thur a_'d.M_'d, 1987a':_'._
iii .r .... ' '; .... _;"' '_'"':'_'_' :*?'°'-

_." -_.:,.,. , - ...... -.

Areas 8 and 10 18 278 348 McArth_r ana.Meadi'_..... 987a,'""
, -- 111 i i i I i

"::::'. M c,_,_[_uf.:a l_:e 8' nd ad 19 7b
Area 18 6 181 2,4 : ,,=_ ,, o.i I '"' "' '""' ' ' _ 0 _ i

Area 20 6 96 ,...;: "7.3,t::.,'..',':,"McA'_)_ur- " "- and Mead 1987b
--- ,, ' i',:, '. _..,,,n, ',, ,,, , .,,l

;:,:.:::,, ",::'!,., "':i:,". "''_;:"
Source' Prepared by DOE Environmental Sur_ey.tea_.:'-. ,...!:,. ".:'i_,

, ';:.":'_.'.i::',;_'", "'::",'. "

¢. _,,

; , '",..: .::.. ' '_'-'_
o_,%

".::!"_: ,,:. ", ,:!.,,:_'!::...,"
,,.,',;,,,_,o '.._ , •

• ;., .;',_:' ." ;".. _, i_dI.

,:,:..i'.._:".,; _.:;: .. ,,,: ,.,. ..._:.!.,...::::'.:..'.'
,.,.'_ _ .'.":.., _ ..

• ',;_",'. :, '..,:_, q ';.,, .
• "" _ ' i ,", ,, ;_,ii,_ . ' .

= . .,

,: , . , %v,',,.
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•
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No radionuclides other than naturally occurring potassium-40 were detected in kidneys of the

bighorn sheep, Strontium-901evelsin the bone sample ash averaged 3.2pCi/g of ash, This level is

consistent with previous years and is an indication that the source of the strontium-.90 is global

fallout from past atmospheric nuclear tests (Patzer et al., 1987).

Eight beef cattle were sampled during 1986, four in May and four in October. Iodine-131 was

detected at levels ranging from 1.5to 27pCi/g in the thyroids of the cattle collected in.'_.ay.

EPA-EMSL speculated that the source of the iodine was worldwide fallout associated:_i,t_;:,,'the
.C,, i.., k',,:,',, -

Chernobyl reactor accident in the U.S.S.R. The only other gamma-emitting radiqn_c4fde:6,etect_dqn(.,,, ,.., ......
soft tis,_ue was naturally occurring potassium-40. 'Tritium was not dete'.c_,ed in":a,li%_/_f!',the blo_d

'_ ;:_;i.:'_, ',..',,' " .,T".,.
samples. Tlqe cattle bone ash samples averaged 1.2 pCi of strontium-90 pe:r'.g'ri_'_,of ash, Nd'n_'of the

_.
¢.' '4 _" 'o " ' '

samples contained plutonium-238 concentrations that exceeded the. couritir_l;.errors,_nd only two
_,,. ., ' ,, ,;.' .',_,_.

samples exceeded the counting error for plutonium-23_.,(14 '',4:_}C_i/g'a'sh a_a;4 + 3.9 fCi/g ash.) The

cattle liver samples did not contain detectable db_cen.t.lr,atidd_, o{"ei_her plutonium-238 or-.239.
' ,,t, ' '. '. "_ ',; ' '1'

"TheSeetal., 1levels987).of strontium ald,,, plutonium(,,. _re.....,._.._c°_J'sl;ent:'.._ith',,worldwide.,;,....'..";_,'.. .,.,.,..._ fallout levels (Patzer
• ,

Following the MIGHTY ,.O'A'Kt_t'./April 10, 1_)816),NTS personnel decided to collect mule deer that
,,, ,;4," ° , e..

drank the waters dr._.i_[r,g .f.,rom"_.[q_,,T.,t_niqel complex in Area 12 of the NTS. A total of foul deer

were collect, ed,':l._cludl_i_g'one c_gnttol that was collected in Area 17, well away from the Area 12
,. ,,,._ , , .o ,. .°

% '_ G, " '_,;,':',"'*'" _""'

ponds. Sev._al,.fr._shfiss_,O_.,products were detected in the tissue and ingesta samples from the deer
•, ' _. 4,'" ._ '.'. "_" '

. dr_rit_in_ fi&_i "t[h:e"::;ttJnnel ponds: iodine-131, ruthenium-lO3 and 106, zirconium-95, and

:sti'orY.'i.om-89. '_ese radionuclides indicate that the source was a recent fission event, most likely the

MIGHTY OAK test. EPA-EMSL estimated the radiological effective dose equivalent that might be
, .

rece_'ved by individuals consuming the deer. EPA-EMSL estimated that if a deer with the highest

observed concentrations of cesium-137 and iodine-131 were consumed by a family of four, each

individual would receive adoseof 1.gmrem (Patzeretal.,1987). This dose islessthan 2percentof

the DOE interim standard of 100 mrem/year for continuous exposure of any member of the public.

3.2.3.3 Soil Samplinqat Inactive Leachfields _

Eleven release sites were identified on the NTS under the CERCLA Phase I Assessment required' by

DOE Order5480.14 (Fauver, 1986). Ali 11sites were known to contain radioactive materials in _

unknown quantities. Six of the identified sites were tnought to a!co contain nonradioactive

hazardous material, primarily solvents used for decontamination of equipment, laundry, and

facilities. These six sites are
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• CP:2 Leachfield

• R-MAD Leachfleld

- • E-MAD Leachfield

• Test _:ell A Leachfield

• Test Cell C Leachfield

• Area 26 Leachfield

Analytical results are available from preliminary soil sampling at these six inactive sites, l":t_:_S_:.S.!tes

are also discussed in Section 4.5.2.7. The other CERCLA sites are contaminated .v_s{'e,!_mp,_=e

Section 4.5.2.3). These have varying levels of radioaclivity, as discussed in Section,,.3;i::Z"3"_'it:ii2,; '_;_si:!;

The CP-2 Leachfield in Area6 has been identified as CERCLA':._Site N_.._l.;.._._h.ere"'are actually

2 leachfields I and 11coded as 6-LFP-1 and 6-LFP-2 in the. NTS EE_v.iroo'm_.nta[£:omp ance At as). The

CP,2 Leachfleld was operational between 1951 an. :!97tl.;and,;was U_d, for the disposal of liquid

wastes from the decontamination of laun_:r:y., a_'ai!i':._qu'ipi_en_ ° The liquid wastes contained

radionuclides, as well as chemical solven_s'.'and'";_e_s_'_,us_l"in conjunction with the process. The

release of radioactive material !pto this leacb°_.[elcJ"_s documented There was no documentation as

to the type or quantity _f..._,elvehts released at:t_is site. The area is enclosed by a 50-foot by 50-foot
. //...:i _ _, '

fence. ,':=.'_' ' • ". ,'

"",.,._ _: =_.:,::.rad_oactive contamination detected at the CP-2Leachfietd .was- The maxl_,',,_.,.-.:::bevel '"_" ':''"""
: . ', " . _ "_,".L":'_, :_"_,, ' .....

,,•I".,070±&12_i_l}_a._f_ of cesium-137 (Cs-137). The only nonradioactive hazardou_ substances
• lr .'0_

a_e_cl at thl'tc_ite were cadmium (0.04 mg/I of extract) and silver (0.05 mg/I) at concentrations well

be}o_v the limits for the EPtoxicity test (cadmium, 1 mg/I; silver, 5 rag/I);. On the basis of these

results, the site is considered to be essentially uncor_t_minated

The Reactor Maintenance, Assembly and Disassembly building (R-MAD) Leachfield in Area25

(CERCLA Site No. 5) was used between 1958 and 1973 to dispose of liquid wastes generated primarily

by decontamination operations. The release of radioactive material to this leachfield was

- documented. Trichloroethene is known to have been released; the disposal of other solvents or

degreasers is probable but unconfined..

No solvents (volatile organic compounds) were found at this site. None would be expected after

13years in a desert climate. Moreover, no other nonradioactive contaminants were found•

Radioactive contamination, however, is significant at this site. Cs-137 activity levels reach

493 + 41 pCi/gram at the surface (0-15 cm), 11,900 + 1,012 pCi/gram at a hot spot (76-91 cm depth),
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and 21,700+1,845pCi/gram at a manhole bottom. No direct measurements of strontium were

made, but the cesium-to-strontium ratio can be assumed to be approximately ltol. Therefore,

equivalent amounts ofstrontium-90(Sr-90) are Probably also present, The manhole bottom is also

contaminated with cobalt-60 (Co-60) at an activity level of 632 _+60 pCi/gram, Lower levels of -
L

cobalt-60, beryllium-7 (Be-7), and rhodium-106 (Rh-106) were also reported from surface, tailings, or

hot-spot samples. [The presence of Rh-106 is anomalous because both it and its parent nuclide have

short .half-lives (1 year maximum), and. it would not be expected at a site that has been inactive for

13 years,] '",:':

, ., , ,_,, ,r

' : ' ..... "" _":I ';:'i _'

The Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly Building (E-MAD) L_achf'iet"_.!l_0 Are_..2,_......,;', ,%,". • e" ,

(CERCLA Site No, 11)was used between 1966 and 1.973 to dispose of.l_quid '_.st, e.s-i_enerateX_i';
primarily by decontamination operations. The release of radioactive mat.e_i_i".t.9 thi'_J!each_iel_ was

documented. The type and quantity of solvents released i_..:unkndwd:('Fa,uver",'1986). No

nonradioactive hazardous materials were detected he,re, and.the."m"ax m'u'nn level of radioactive

contamination found was 1,51 + 0.165 pCi/g of Cs-,I"_7 a_"a Indt::i'spo_:i_91 ceiltimeters deep. The
, .'..,

maximum radiation reading found was !00 l$_ho_,r.:_,..the:'l_ott_ (305 cm depth)of a standpipe,
No soil samples were taken at standpipes.':.Contam{nat_io_ at tll0s s_te is considered to be negligible.

_"' ',i '., ,."_;

The Reactor Test Cell A Lea_hfie'Jd',in Area 25 (C_RCLA Site No, 6) was used from 1958 to 1966 for the

disporal of liquid N .gener e.'d,: rily by decontamination operations. Test CeliA was

designed for.,.t_e[it'i._g:E_]'_:_da'rr._..ct_r; for use as rocket engines. A chem,cal laboratory used in
, '..,. _,.; "_. ",., ....,,, :.,.,., ,

conjunctlo'm;.:..wi,t_,equip_erqt:'testlng could also have contributed to the liquid waste stream. The

,,l'eachfie.[d is':t_?own.'.:,_o contain radioactive material; suspected nonradioactive releases include

s'oive.n't£ degre'aL_ers,acids, and other chemical wastes (Fauver, 1986). Methylene chloride was found =

" _' k
n a_oil sample from this site, at a concentration of 64_tg/kg(ppb). This result is probably due to

abor'atory contamination and not to solvent actually present at the leachfield after 10 years of

desert conditions. Concentrations in blanks for these particular analyses are not available, but a

blank value of 75ppb of methylene chloride was reported for similar, analyses (Fleischhauer

etal.,1986). Thus, laboratory contamination at this level isa reasonable interpretation. The only

other nonradioactive hazardous substance detected at this site was cadmium (0,01 mg/I of extract) at

a concentration well below the 1 mg/I .limit for cadmium for the EP toxicity test.

Anomalies ,_xist in the radioactivity data for this site. Potassium-40 (K-40) activity is 1.0pCi/g higher -

on the east side of theleachfield than on the west side (40pCi/g versus 30pCi/g). The K-40activity

{evel most commonly l:c,unct in these analyses from/_,rea 25 ,;{-.,ii,;arnples is apf)rc)ximatel!/ 30 pC:i/c.j,so

[hat _!_y_.hin0 t_i[;]hei ,-;_i_ _:.__"_,r,!_id_!,redto !:,'eeie'Jal:ecl. ,,',value:, of t09 :_ 16 pCi/cj w,:_._reported for a

"wa_:{:._s,_:_'_ple" tat.:.{:l-_,._l ,:_r__,:_,holebot.tom. ,&!-t:Y_oucjhl:his sarr_ple was probably wet mud and was
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therefore probably potassium-rich clay, the activity level is still anomalously high, lt is possible that

the K-40enrichment could be due, to neutron activation of naturalK-39, (A Cs-137 value of

- 1,560 pCi/g was also reported for this "water sample,") Cobalt-57 (Co-57) was also reported in a

tailings sample at an activity level of 0,207 _+0,063 pCi/g. The presence of this nuclide is unexpected,

- lt is not a fission product, is produced by proton bombardment of iron-56 rather than by neutron

bombardment, and is used prir_larily as a calibration source, The detection of this nuclide is also
t

surprising because 13 half-lives (271.8 days for Co-57) have passed since the site was active, and this

' decay should have reduced the nuclide to undetectable levels, Perhaps a calibration source_._as
, _,, ,"; ,_

disposed of at this leachfield at a later time. Despite these theories, the reasons for these a_6:m._tfes

in the radioactivity data for the Test Cell A Leachfield remain unknown, Contamin.a_J,o_ _,t:.thls slt_,._,},s

negligible except for the "water sample from the manhole bottom .... :_. ,...,..,.,...,..,.

•:.':', ' " 'i,,: ', ',. ','o

The Reactor Test Cell C keachfield in Area 25 (CERCLA Site ,No, 7_:.,_:as uied:.fd_.i.dispd{al of liquid

_ wastes generated by the decontamination of test reactq,r_ ar_ _,e:.cl'_'_ing"._if, stainless steel pipe in. ..., , _., . .'_ .., o.! ,

= .Test Cell C. Test Cell C, which was operational fr_, 19_.._:.to,,:.1:.973,_as used for testing.nuclear

reactors for rocket engine development. Thc_i_:iliq.uj_.!_._.ste""i_eag_l contained radioactive material

(fission products) as well as chemical solvents u_'_'d._n'_g, th_ decontamination and cleaning, ,The

only known solvent used was,_richloroethe_, w_!2.__,was released in unknown quantities. Other

types and quantities of ¢.b_.",_icai,w_ste release_:._re unknown (Fauver, 1986).

•,:,'f_, , ; '4..:.., ';.:,",'_'

-- No solvents..__:.._.our_d at' thls.,_'te gnd none would be expected because of the effects of a desert
_.,.. t _ :t_, ,;,. :° ,;. ,.,,'

climate o6:__l_tt.j2_.: orgai_i_,,".i;o'mpounds. The only nonradioactive hazardous substance detected at
•, -., ,,,, _. ,;,_,. '_..._;. ';'.,

., ._ ,_ '_ "...'.._' _ _,._i. 'I, `

_ ,t_J_le&C,_fiel_::_as,, ,., -,,,,, _mium (0.02 mg/I of extract) at a concentration well below the 1 mg/I limit'' for

c'ac_l_ni.__for tt__'_EPtoxicity test. Radioa_ctive contamination, however, is significant. Cs-137 activity
,, _,

, ,lev__l_'.are as high as 328+ 28pCi/g at the surface and 735,000+62,475 pCi/g at the bottom

(290-_05 cm) of this leachfield. Other radionuclides found are cadmium-109 (Cd-109) at an activity of

5,85+ 1.68 pCl/g, europium-155 (Eu-155) maximum 2.27 + 0.368 pCi/g, and antimony-125 (Sb-125)

maximum 4.22 + .96 pCi/g.

- The Area 26 (Tory Reactor) Leachfield is CERCLA Site No. 9. This site is also known as the Area 401

Maintenance, Assemby, and Disassembly Building (MAD). ILwas used to dispose of liquid wastes

.- generated by decontamination operations at the Tory Reactor from 1958 to 1964. The program

involved development ofanuclear reactor fora ramjet engine asa part of Project Pluto. Between

1961 and 1964, four tests of the Tory lI-A and two tests'of the TorylI-C nuclear reactors were

cor,ducted. A leachfield was constructed adjacent to the disassembly building to handle radioactive

liquids re!_ulting from these tests. The field is approximately 250 feet by 250 feet (6,300 m 2) and is

fenced and marked (ERDA, 1977).



The maximum level of radioactive contamination detected at this site was 222 _+19 pCi/g of Cs-137

forasamp!edesignatedasNo. 1surface 0-15 centimeters. Another sample designated No. lsurface

0-8centimeters, from a surface cleanup, had 4.94+.435pCi/g of Cs-137. lt is unclear whether these

two samples are related. Ali other Cs-137 activity levels measured were less than lpCi/g. Ott_er

radionuclides detected were U-235 at 18.1+l.64pCi/g and Rh-106 at 0.499+0.126pCi/g. As

discussed above for the R-MADLeachfield, the presence of Rh-106 is anomalous. No nonradioactive

hazardous contaminants were found. These results indicate that some hot spots oranomalies_ay
• s ,' ,"

exist, although the general level of contamination is negligible. "": :"', ',. :....?...:.r

•. '." ;.., ".../:%

In summary, an evaluation of preliminary soil sampling data for six inactiv.e,!eachf{41a$',_'£gest th"_ _
. , ,"?, ,,. . ,' ,, ,#.. ,,

e"Area 26
the Test Cell C and R-MAD L_achfields are clearly contaminated with ra_to,/1 elides.: TI_

,:'..

Leachfield may have some hot spots, and the Test Cell A Leachfietd".shows a_om#lOus'_'adionuclide

results. The E-MAD and CP-2 Leachfields have no or ne¢l_.igi61e_on_,_in;i_nat_O'h. None of the six was

clearly identified as containing mixed waste at the":.pre:_'t t'i_,"_lti_gt_ ali were suspected of

receiving decontamination solvents. '. _'. •..... ',;'.

3.2.3.4 Inactive Contaminat, e#. Waste Dunlin6 :.h,

,.:.{/.,_:" ",.. '.. ,. ,. "

Contaminated wast_!!_bmp_..(cwbs'). [n¢iade shallow, buried, contaminated waste whict_ has been

deposited, at/t_t,'..4oca_i'6h"{rom,._ev_i;'al- events or activities. Five of these dumps were identified in

the CERCLA., Pl_el Ins'_.I.[_ti6n Assessment (Fauver, 1986) and sampled for radionuclides. No

,d!spb'{al'_ of":':_n}a_l'i=/:_ective hazardous materials was suspected at these sites, and gamma

_pe<trot'netry add a single Pu-239 analysis were apparently the only analyses performed.

Des.ctiptions of these sites and analytical data are presented in Section 4.5.2.3. Such burial sites
. .

shour_i_ave little or no potential for soil contamination if no liquid phase is p, esent to promote

contaminant migration and if the material is cevered to prevent resuspension. Thus, if no

contamination is present at the s_,_rface, there is little or no potential in an arid climate for

environmental contamination. This appears to be the case for three of the fiveCWDs. These three

are the E-MAD CWD in Area 25, the Tory Reactor CWD in Area 26, andCWDNo. 1 in Areal1. At the

E-MAD CWD, the only elevated radioactivity is 34.7 + 2.9pCi/g of Cs-137 at the bottom of Pit No. 1

(see data table in Section4.5.2.3) and 17.4+1.5pCi/g of Cs-137 at the bottom of Pit No. 2.

Radioactivity in '..4tJrfacesamples is not elevated, although the presence of 0.351:t 098pCi/g of

anor"'_aloLi!_Rk,..I i_:_'{,c _ _ _ _ i, _.... ..,,., :_, Seczl:ior,:.__:..,.3) w,z,{,,_ete.c...ec. The Tory Rea{:_or {-VVE',and i.iqe Area t 1 C'4\,'L}

t,.jo. 'i show !'_oeie:,,,:._:.£.drad" .......... ,....IOl'luk i_.!ktieve!_, at any depth
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The remaining two CWDs are the R-MAD CWD in Area 25 and the Areal1 CWD No. 2. Pit No. 3at

the R-MAD CWD is essentially uncontaminated, and Pit No. 2 has elevated radioactivity levels only at

the bottom (211_+ 20 pCi/g Cs-137; 98.2 +13 pCi/g Ra-226; 3.34+.38pCi/gCo-60). However, Pit No. 1

at the R-MAD CWD shows elevated radioactivity at the surface (53.8+4.5pCi/g Cs-137;

25.4_+ 10.4pCi/gRa-226; 11.2+l.0pCi/gCo-60). Bottom levels in this pit are as high as 403 _+34 pCi/g

Cs-137.

The most contaminated CWD is the Area 11 CWD No. 2. Moreover, this contamination is prese£_, at

the surface• Radioactivity levels are as high as 4.950 + 1,160 pCi/g Pu-239 and 563 + 48 pCiPg"Ami_--. ,: 1 .
. ,,. ,. ",,: ,... _.

v'; • i , ,..:".

This dump was used for the disposal of Pu-,239 contaminated wastes generated from saf'et_,shots [see.

Section 4.3.2). ,,. , .:,.,:: :-.,
,f . .,. ,..,

,:_

3.2.4 Findings and Observations "".. ".... . ", ,
,. ,4. "; ' ". .' . ".. '" ".;_i' -'"

• '.,, ,.j

3.2.4.1 Cateqory I ...... ......
;;i":'- " '_ .'..•.. °.. _oo

. .. '= °¢ ..:.

_, : , _.'..,,:' : • :. :'i::!':."
None. . . ;... .,

..
• .°. ,,

- _. • '... °.... . _.:__"....'.

3.2.4.2 Cateqorv II '""..... "'-
• '.. .' _'_ _ '.

..... b_ '_'

Non " '
..: .:.._ ,_ '., '_ ;; ,"..... -o.°.

• .... _ • ._....._ .'

., "..... , ..: ;..::::;
v ',. " ...' ":_,

1. , : Contamination of Surface Soils by Radionuclides and Bervl!ium. Surface soils within the

" boundaries of the NTS and outside the site boundaries on the NellisAirForce Range are

contaminated with radioactive materials and potentially contaminated with beryllium from

past atmospheric test activities, including nuclear detonations, safety experiments,

hydrodynamic experiments, nuclsar-rocket explosion experiments, and a nuclear-rocket

accident.

Contaminated areas have been identified and posted with warning signs by NTS personnel,

and access to these areas is restricted. However, there is a potential _or the spread of tohis

contamination to uncontrolled, presently uncontaminated areas through saltation, surface

creep, and air resuspension, particularly if the desert pavement is disturbed. Contamination

levels are such that unrestricted use of these areas could result in an individual receiving a

radiation exposure in excess of the DOE interim standard of 100 mrem/year for continuous
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exposure of any member of the public. In areas with radiation levels in excess of

0.3torero/hour (e.g., Areas2 and 4, and Yucca Flat), the DOE interim standard could be

exceeded in less than 350 hours of presence. In addition to this external exposure pathway, an

individual in these areas could receive internal exposure through the inhalation and ingestion

pathways. Consequentially, these areas must be controlled indefinitely or decontaminated

prior to unrestricted release.

Soil contamination on the NTS has been studied as a part of the NAEG programs and Rlj_P.

NAEG studies characterized the contamination on the Nellis Air Force.....Range, in'ct'udi._..,..:. . a
v, f' ".. :_ "'_".:.,,

location to the north of NTS Area 15 that was previously known .as,,'_r.e'_ 13 (see

Section 3.2.2.1). The Survey team has received published reports fro .m:J_lDPt'l_._,d_14beate an'_:

inventory the radionuclide contamination in Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8:1_:;;1_;. 18, an.Cl.20'.";in"these
, .

areas, 100square miles were identified as being contamir_ated w{.th.t_ar_s_Jrarf[c elements,
•

activation products, and fission products. The tot_l,.inv'en_ory.of,'_adio'_clide's in these areas is

795curies of transuranics, and 831curies:..of f:ission'.:_rocl'LJ_t_i',and activation products
,_:..,. '..... .:.!'.
• ; ,. 'o -; .,:0

combined. In ali of these areas, the:;:mea__f_nsu.ra.pic,li_vels exceed the proposed EPA

screening guideline for exposure of:r_emt_)'s,;0fgge g_'eral public to transuranics in surface

soils of 0.2 _Ci/m2. RIDP,r_ports on tlie"rem'a_nder of the NTS are expected to be publist,ed in
.,,. tj° ° ,.• s• _ ,.. v I

FY1988 (Anspaugh_ !:_,87):':;:'. ".',:',
. ,II'" ': .,{

,'?..'% . ,.;.
,_...,, ,,' ..., ° .. ,

Berylli.uri{_bnta_.T_it'i'on.o_ s_:face soils is suspected to be present in some locations on the
,: .,,' ,: '; .....

NTS::;._his,cN_tami:_[On";';, being addressed as a part of BEC_MP. NVO is currently conducting
• " ' ',, , ....,,i,_ •..

, .. a _ecdg_ sea_(t_ to identify potential areas of beryllium contamination. A program to•. ". . :. : ';i.i-,
'.. ",' . characte?_ire the extent of the contamination will be developed on the basis, of the results of

• .",therecordssearch. In addition, NVO has conducted some soil sampling for beryllium in Area 5

at the location of the SUGARBUNKER safety experiment. At the time of the on-site portion of

the Environmental Survey, the analytical data for this sampling were not completed, and there

were no data available concerning levels of beryllium contamination on the NTS.

2. Contamination of Subsurface Soils from Underqround Nuclear Testinc t. Subsurface soils in

some areas of the NTS are contaminated with large inventories of fission products and lesser

amounts of activation products and transuranics in the chimneys and cavities of past

underground nuclear detonations. There have been more than 400 underground nuclear

.:::,_on:.',tic'.nsat _he RTS ,Nithin the un._aturaled zone (stJbst.!. ,'.e ._O,_;.-_ndrock above t}_e w,:.:_er

_Ct!:i¢} :!_e !qfi'.qr;:":!Ot__3oteRtiai for radioactive m,ateii_._l wit',_ir_ !he ,._qsa_urate(.t torte is very

:o'.._¢,i:,e<,.,__._,-4:.,:_,: -..rr_,::t,,',t::_-",",v:,ter _v_,;}abi::* i,.;_ery !;r_ts;i :__d the rr,.ovenlent of [t'_is ,,,_vat_• _s
_

_e

i
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- 3. Surface and Near-Surface Soil Contamination From Waste Disposal Practices. Near-surface soil

contamination from waste and wastewater disposal may extend to unknown depths at both

active and inactive sites, The sites identified during the Survey are listed in Section 3.2,2.3 and

, described in more detail in the sections given as cross-references in that list. Further

.... information is presented in Sections4.5.2 and3.4.2. Categoryll findings on the regulatory

aspects of many of these sites are presented in Waste Management Sections4.1.3.2.1

and 4.1.3.3.1 and Surface Water Section 3.3.4.2. '":_

. . ,_...,

These suspected or known sources of soil contamination are of several types ii...-_,i!,,. :,,.i_::.':!,
• . v' .,;'.', ?_

.:.._. c. ' '_.:..',,.

• Discharges of wastewater to the land surface are creating pro_bf_, soil _:onta_i_6ation

and the potential for transport of contamination byostor_ _Jnoffo_'_|:a_Pt.flodding.--- -" ': " Either
,.. '": . "':i"', ": ;""

s_ihlps may be causingdirect discharges or overflow from wastew...eter..l_nd$"._r_d
e,9, , • , ,;

contaminants to build up. Repeated_.disciffar._e ":",_2.r:.i_:_itation may move such

contamination downward in the: un_t_ra._:_on_::!:...__.; , , ",J'

:,,,,. ,._,:!:;,•.:;: '_::".
• Discharges of wast_water into 'si_'allow!':,Jnjection wells and pits create probable soil

_, .**

contaminatio_::i,_ow_y:@r,,:.- -- the presetj_e of contaminants in these discharges has not been

- determine_l!Z.J"' .. ':,::",:.,.:,::::._:""
.,.,. _._:':..,"....,. ....,,.: :: ;';;'.!_, :', ,_' .,.',

., .,:;,j • ,. ';., "i," ;*" , w.t_b

",.: i' ,i ': ,.; .:', .:"' ;',";"
• _..a.st.e_.ater dl:s,dlarges into sumps, lagoons, and ponds may be causing contaminants to

•, ", _. _',:._t,*. :' _'_,._. '_*. '

'_.'.:..;'_,,. ::.:,, , , ,
buLt..8,up"fn:,,'_ubsurface solt. Such impoundments also prowde a source of recharge for

.... potential:" groundwater contamination (see Section3.4.2.6). If these impoundments

. ". become inactive, contaminated sediments become surface soil contamination.

• Wastewater discharges into leachfields, both active and inactive, create probable soil

contamination. Radioactive contamination is known to be present at the R-MAD and Test

Cell C leachfields in Area 25 and the Area 261eachfield at the 401MAD building. Details

_ are given in Section 3.2.3.3.
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• Leaks and discharges of material other than wastewater create known soil contamination.

Such materials are cutting oil, jet fuel, and waste liquids of various kinds. Findings on

these waste sites and releases are presented in Waste Management (Sections 4.1.3.2.1,

4.1.3.2,3, and 4.1.3.3.1) and Inactive Waste Sites and Releases (Section 4.5.3.3).

• Some, but not all, inactive contaminated waste dumps have radioactive contamination at

the surface and are therefore sources of surface soil contamination (see Sections 3.2.3,4

and 4.5.2.3). '""
o :..i.,i•:. "_:. ,v:..

3.2.4.4 _ ,,.',,. .... ...:...,.

None. .,....:.. . .:,.
,,,_. • .;...., ..... ;

,:':... "., ii:'.".,,, '.:,. .;,;

""":',..,.. _:,;.;i:,':';i';;:-'""_;"'

....• ':.'i":. ",,'_,.
_,.":i:', ._4 .:'..... ".,," i,

,.._:'.;_.i:_" , '_, '_. '.'"' '.':,:"
.'.'..;,_, .. ;,..

..... ,,:: ';._!'.,.,,,.'._i',,:,'_''

. ': i' ',, " "u;"

, _

"i "_,

°. 'o
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3.3 Surface Water

3.3.1 Background Environmental Information

The closest major surface water body to NTS is Lake Mead (Figure 3-7). This man-made lake is formed

by the waters of the Colorado River held behind Hoover Dam, which is located approximately

85 miles (136 kilometers) southeast of Mercury. The lake is 110miles long (175 kilometers) with

550 miles (880 kilometers) of shore line and stores more than 27 million acre-feet (36 billion ci_bic

meters) of water, or 3 years of the rivers average annual flow (ERDA, 1977). None of the v_ater _pm
,' "" ,. "","i .i:_

NTS reaches this river, although the discharge from the North Las Vegas Suppor,t..F,_cil_t_:(NLV_;i*it.o
... ', ;, :, "h?',',

the City of North LasVegas Sewer System does. The U.S. Geological Survey,_.USGS);:__!.ns wat_'_ :"

quality sampling stations on the Colorado River below Hoover Dam and':.o;n;'t_asV_ias 0_/_I_ near
- ,,,.. . ._'..:.. ..... ,

Boulder City, Nevada. LasVegas Wash coveys storm waters, industrial dis_:.h.atg_s,arid municipal

treatment plant effluents from the Las Vegas area to _ "-' -"CoJo_ado.':Ri'_er."Tables'3-8:'' and 3-9 show
.... ! '.. , ::, ,..,_ *....., '

the average, maxtmum and m=n=mum results of anatyses _f _am_)J.e_col fe_ted at these two Iocat=ons.

,.... ..:,, •, .% ':. ,. ,.., ,-
°. _, _... _.. , 0 4 %, . . ,

Other surface-water bodies closer to NTS:..{F!guT_3_7) arv_.sprtngs and their pools in Ash Meadows,

• V_;i_.ey "miles (80 km25 miles (40 km) southwest of, Mercury; D_a'th , 5() ) southwest of Mercury' and

Oasis Valley (near Beat ty_i:_Nev_aa),"-'"45milesi:!_2 t_m) northwest of Mercury. The pools in Ash

_.+ViisH,9.1e, _,:'_inkh'oi'e habitat for the endangered desert-pupfish speciesMeadows include

'Cypriodon diablos' _,i:'S;ectio_ 3.4:"i12).''_' The springs in Oasis Valley produce enough water that

,, R,vo-- oo h eottow ve, ,,u,ua,, ,ow,outh
= . Beat{_._eca'_iot_:_V_x)ration and percolation into the ground.

•.:. '.,...,' ":._:,

Thes_ waters, and those springs and seep on NTS (Figure 3-8) itself, are in the Great Basin geological

province. Therefore, there is no outlet for the surface waters to reach the ocean. There are two dry

lake beds or playas, (Frenchman Flat and Yucca Flat) on the NTS itself, and four (Gold Flat, Kawich

Valley, Groom Lake Valley, and Papoose Lake Valley) on the adjoining NellisAir Force Range Lhat

receive surface water drainage from NTS. These ptayas are the result of the valleys having no

external drainage. They are covered with water for short periods of time (days or weeks) after

infrequent heavy rains. These basins are shown in Figure 3-9. This figure also shows the drainage

patterns for surface runoff to the west and south of the site, which could flow to the Amargosa River

if the storm intensity and duration is great enough. The infrequency of flow in this climate is

demonstrated by information in the US(:_Water Resources Data (Frisbieet al., 1985), which shows

flow on only 2 days during water year 19P4 (October 1983-September 1984) at the stream-gauging

station in Lee Canyon in Toiyabe National Forest (Figure 3-7). This location is 30 miles (48 km)
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TABLE 3-8

USGS DATA FOR YEAR 1984
COLORADO RIVER BELOW HOOVER DAM

_. ARIZONA- NEVADA
lit, i ,] , ,, lr

Average Maximum Minimum

Flow (CFS) 26,340 50,800 3 300
in i , n i • ,_

COnductivity (umhos/cm) 937 990 890 !:
• i iii i '"'. ' "

, _,_

pH(S.U.) -- 8.2 ...7,9
,u I) I v''_' "'_' _ i'?= "', J,

14.0 '',i"'.'i,i12,,;5':' ""ii':i_,'.:'_Temperature (oc) 13.2
-- '"" ' _k"
__' ..lr '1 I ri '

• / pTurbidity (NTU) 0.55 0.80 ,-.,; "i;.:.. . _..
.... ,";":" '".6!8= Dissolved oxygen (mg/I) 8.7 :110.4 ,: ..... L.","

I iii I r

--- Hardness (as CaCO3) (mg/l) 307 '_''"" '.' _,_'S:_.,___=,:_ ""_qn,__
.......... ,, li'i:'-"- " '_'''' '."" '"_' _ i ,,

,_..':, _.:._,.',.,.,:.;,,
Calcium (rag/I) 78 _..'.':.. ';..,., ,,.,. 84 ,...._.,., 74

'.:;!:27 i:."_:i'... '.._8 25
Magnesium (mg/I),, ,,,, , , i _.., ,,.....,.'>'i.;::_,.,..:, """"..,...., ,

":;.ii",, "'8!_Ji.''i i'. "_I_L "'- 94 82,_. Sodium (mg/I) . ,; lm "'. n "

Potassi um (mgA') """ ' :".i:.'":,,4/_:'', 4.7 4.0

Aik ty ;::;,. ;"- "135 139 133alini ( /I as. 3) ........,

S fate (m ;_:;".
'" " ,"'-':: r.""

-- ul ,_,!) .,.,,;:,i_. '.., .. 263 280 240--_ _I d "4" ''_' " (' • 'e '_

......... .,.'"..." 73 78 64
'"" _' ";" "_' f';i'"""' ,, ,,

_. ltt i : ','.,. ;"" 0.32 0.40 0.30
' _. .'. ,_ o,". ,_ ,. ;: ,_ .

.....• .,. ca (m 8.2 8.4 8.0

: " .Dissolved Solids (mg/I) 641 667 605
mml ii i i llll llll ii

Nitrogen NO2 + NO3 (mg/I as N) 0.317 0.380 0.120
_ n

; N trogen, ammonia (mg/I as N) 0.038 0.080 <,'3.010
"=- i i

Nitrogen, ammonia & organic 0.60 0.80 ,c 0.20
-' (mg/I as N)

Phosphorus, total (mg/l as P) 0.010 , 0.010 <0.010

Suspended sediment (mg/I) 4 9 2
_ Ul i u_

- Aluminum (1:g/l) < 10 < 10 < 10
_- '1 n nlllm n ii

Arsenic (lJg/I) 2 2 2
'

Barium (IJg/l) 110 110 110
u i

3
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TABLE 3-8
USGS DATA FOR YEAR 1984
COLORADO RIVER BELOW HOOVER DAM "
ARIZONA- NEVADA
PAGE TWO

ii

Average Maximum Minimum

Beryllium (]Jg/I) <0.6 < 1 <0.5

Cadmium (]ag/I) < 1 < 1 < 1
q,

i llil i ifl }"i,

Chrorn um (lag/I) 1 2 _,<.t..,. ":i,,.:

Cobalt (;_g/t) < 3 <3 '".i:.:,_<3 ;/! " .....

,. %.. -- . . .

Iron (_gll) 5 :)_0. ". ,_:i:.",. <3,"
_ " , ":' ' i "' _" n_"¢

., ,, ,,,i. I. ..

Lead (_gll) I , " ' '" , _..!", '" "' <I '
- 'h':,", '. '_'- -."".- '_. i

Lithium (]ag/l) 49 ,,..:..':..'" ',ii', 5_::":" ""'.,.:, ., ,..'._;..', 42

_, .. ' ...., ,_ ..:,Manganese (ug/I) '" ....' """" "'_:'7 < 1
' ,'_- _': '_ i.' ..... :,_. ',i-"

Mercury (]Jg/I) ' :'.'', _,(_ i ':I:I 0.1 <0.1
. o i

Mo;ybdenum (lag/I) ,:' ,".._ 10 _; < 10 < 10
. .. -|. '1..', ,i , .I ¢'. '°_

,.,'.' _ ' ....- , ,,_

Nickel (_g/I) .......' .... .-, " 2 3 <1,.._ ... ,,$_..b

i , iiSelenium._(ug/I :ii't...,'"S," "..'.:"" " 3 3 3 --
• , r •-" ". • - . r .q

s' r._" '....... " ""tlv_ bg/I)/. ': ".'/.,'.... :"•,."" < 1 < 1 < 1
- --,,'."J..':'.,:" "j i,','Y'

0 1,020 I I00 990
--.'," "'.,:.ti:"_'li'" , ' ,,

Vanad iu'_:::(_g/I) <6 <6 <6
iii

•.: .Zinc (]ag/I) 10 14 6

Source' Frisbie et al., 1985.
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TABLE 3-9

USGS DATA FOR YEAR 1984

LAS VEGAS WASH NEAR BOULDER CITY, NEVADA
- iiiiii i i i iiii i i

Average Maximum Minimum

I I I III I'

Flow (CFS) 118 165 91
i i ii iii iiii iii i iii i1 i ii

Conductivity (t=mhos/cm) 2,820 3,200 2,550 ,,.;,_
i ii i i ii111

pH(S. U.) "" 8.1 7.7 ,,_'."!;:.i!i;i'[" iiii i i,ii i' i i i

"Temperature (°C) 18.2 26.0 . .'."_1_£01'_," _" i:::';!,_,.:i:,
- , , h','," ,, ',i!i ' '.i.;?,,

Dissolved. Oxygen,.,,(mg/I) , 8.7 ,, 10.6 _r'"£';:'!_,. ', t, ., :'.

Hardness (as CaCO3)(mg/I) 990 1,20_,,, ., . .. ....', 80£)':...-- " I iii _ :' ' ' '.b". 't. ',
,... . I

Calcium (mg/I) 245 ,_._..: 33Q.'.... : ..:.':":",::::_80"',' , ',' "' _ •
iiimlll* _ . _ I I ilia". .+.' .. .,t ".,'.

Magnesium (mg/I) 90 '":" ". ": 10_0.......,-' ',.' 85, ,.',,'. ,

-- "_'_1 til II _'T.,',s '"'; '""'"' "_" i ii

......:: :". '::_,_0 _''Sodium (mg/I ,_.85 :/:::::,, .,,, 260 I
-- i.ll ii , ,L.,. ' ,, , ' :"1,,'.' "; "'_ '.',t_i i

Potassium(mg/I) '.:[',. '::,:_,_i:'i'ii!i'.i":i:k."":i:::[.:,_]4 22i i ' ' "" ''_ ' ' ;' %"" ,m

Alkalinity (mg/I as CaCO3! ';:i."'..13&:'[:'.-." "" 148 118
-- I i' _ li 'III .._: " I I

=. ; . ..... ,,,, - i

Sulfate (mg/I) ....,, ':..i,. 1,82,,0 1,200 840
,, ,,=.¢ 'u'

-- , t _.. f iii I

Chloride (mg/4}.: ,, i',...._., 355 410 300.,,.. , •
-- ii_ I II I I I . I

. _,._., _i ... , ,. •, , . Hill I Ilml

Fluor'_e:(Ng/I) L::_."" ""'.. 'i!, 0.65 0.70 0.60
• ., .',_,_ ,, '_ . _ ', : v . .... .;.

,.S.i IiCaii:(.__-_i; '._:::;.,,,.,-. ...... 27 28 26 "--
, ,. '. , ". ',,,," :i' 't, ',,,, ,, ' ,,

', . bi!ssol_ soii:a'_':(mg/I) 2,060 2450 1,960' ' " *;v ."..

",. , _- j ii i ii iiiii i __

Nitrogen_l_O2 + N0.4 (mg/I as N) 2.8 4.9 1.0
i i i , li iii in

•Nitrogen, ammonia (mg/I as N) 6.02 7.90 4.90
i i i i iii iii i i

Nitrogen, ammonia & organic
(mg/I as N) 8.5 14 6.0

ii ii |l,

Phosphorus, total (mg/I as P) 0.774 1.80 0.430
i ii ii ii

Suspended sediment (mg/I) 1,469 7,230 113
iii m

Source: Frisbie et al., 1985.
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Source' DOE Enwronmental Survey Team, 1987.
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FIGURE 3-8

NATURAL 5URFAEE WATER AT NEVADA TEST SITE

NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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southeast of Merculry and is the closest permanent stream-gauging station to NTS, for which data are

reported in that document. Because of this lack of flow, there are no water quality data for the

Amargosa River or the stream in Lee Canyon.

The surface water portion of the Environmental Survey of the NTS would normally address existing

and potential environmental impacts associated with releases to adjacent surface waters. Since only
r

the NLVF has even an indirect discharge to a permanent surface water body, this section consists of a
,7

discussion Of pollution sources and controls and compliance with drinking water and W..'i.a.ter

discharge regulations. Principal regulations used as guidance #_ring the Survey include

• The Clean Water Act (CWA) ,, .,..,, .,. ,.,
_., -' ;',w_." _._,r'.;,r_.i..!.,, • .,, ...: _

t'. _' " ' " "' '" " '_''

• The Safe 9rinking Water Act (SCHWA) ".:".. :..,.i.::_, '., '"

,.-._, ._;.: .,......,_
• Federal Regulati ns, includin 9 ;::.:::..:. !,., .:. .,..

_,_ c, ,_ ', • ,' ",r ',:

- National Pollutant Disc. ,,_rgeEl_.in_ti_'$yste_. (NI_J_ES)(40 CFR 122-125)

National Pnmary and Secon<;I.gryD{']_kJ_g"W_tet Regulations (40 CFR 141 and 143)

' ' 'i:";

• The Nevada W,_ PoilOtion Cont[ot':_'sw

• S_e._'_julg:I_'e:r_g, In c!_dirfg
.,_,' ,; ,_, . ,._, - .

_i.; _ada _/*8_er Pollution Conrol Regulations, Nevada Administrative Code'"'.,'_,:. "' ;' "t_.L, ..., •

.,-,., _ i..i.!"_,..,." ', -:..

. - g_a__4_$.070-445.174), Dovls,on' of Env,ronmental' Protectlon

- _at_lic Water System Regulations, (NAC 445.244-445.262), Divisior, of Health
', .

. ._

. Regulations Governing Individual Sewage Disposal Systems (NAC444.750.444.840),
, ,

Division of Health

• North LasVegas Municipal Code Title 4, Chapter 4.14, Industrial Wastes

_

The Nevada Water Pollution Control Law requires a permit for the discharge of pollutants to any

waters of the state or to any treatment works or the injection of fluids through a well into any

waters of the state. Waters of the state include, but are not limited to, ali streams, lakes, pond,i,

impounding reservoirs, marshes, watercourses, waterways, wells, springs, irrigation systems, and

drainage systems; and ali bodies or accumulations of water, surface and underground, natural 'qd

artificial. The law also requires that permits be obtained prior to beginning the construction )f

treatment works. T,eatment works are any devices or system used in the storage, treatment,

recycling, and reclamation of municipal sewage or industrial wastes of a liquid nature.
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The water used at NTS comes from deep wells (600-2,400 feet to static water level)• Data on water

quality of these wells is presented in Section 3.4.1.3.

The background radioactivity in the vicinity of the NTS cortains both natural and manmade

components. Nuclear weapons testing at NTS produces a wide variety of radionuclides through the

fission process, activation of structural materials used in tests, and activation of soil constituents.

Uranium and plutonium are used in weapons fabrication, and there are some quantities of _ese
e,, ".

nuclides on the NTS from previous tests. In addttlon, other activities such as radioadtv_ .W_te,',"_ .. "' 'i ':i

disposal, nuclear rocket testing, and high-level radioactive waste research progra_.,r_sULt"in var_obs

radionuclides being present at the NTS. A complete listing of ali the rad.[onuctici_..._h_'._;imight

used, produced by nuclear reaction:: or disposed of at the NTS would conta_'_ _ore than 5()0;e, tries.

Surface water on the NTS or at nearby locations could ootentially b_.contam.ihated with any of the

materials present at the site. '.:._. '_./".,.' • ,,":":::'",..: '_.':_' ':""

Most of the radionuclides that might be re1_esed=:_o_ "1:[_'_°NTS:'are likely to be present in the

environment .tom pre-1963 world-wtde :.n.ucle_r.;w.ea_o_s tests, nuclear power-plant operation,

nuclear fuel reprocessing plant_sr,industrial I_r,Ocess'_:_nvolving radioactive materials, various research
"_ •. ". ' "o 'e'; s

and medical applicationt_.';_ad 6u_lear reacto'r:_:cidents such as the one at Chernobyt in the Soviet

: Union that occurred_ rjJ 198_,"::Ba_g:tound levels of radionuclides in the surface water from
%'..._. ,, ..t_o ,

.e. "" ' ""' ...... a'_8"locati because of meteorological conditions and unusual
these sourc .g:w_lt,.vary,;.w._thtl_ on

releases fr_ w_l;a-wid'_:so_e;.

T_"dete'rmine _ther the NTS is contributing to radionuclide concentrations in water, it is necessary

to ha_e some knowledge of the radionuclide contributions f: om other sources. Because of the many

facto'rs that may influence the radionuclide-in-water concentrations, it is not possible to exactly

predict background levels in a given area. lt is possible, however, to estimate background levels of a

radionuclide. One approach to this is to determine the radionuclide concentrations at a location

that is nearby, but sufficiently removed that the observed radionuclide levels would not be affected

by the potential pollutant source. EPA's Eastern Environmental Radiation Facility (EPA-EERF)

administers a program for radiation monitoring throughout the United States. EPA-EERF reports

tritium on a quarterly basis, and gamma-emitting nucllces, gross-alpha, and gross-beta on annual

composites. For the period January-March 1987, EPA-EERF sampled tritium in drinking water at

78locations throughout the United States. Tri m concentrations ranged from a low of

_ 0•1_+0.2nCi/I at several locations to a high of 1.2+0.2nCi/I at Savannah, Georgia. For LasVegas,

Nevada, the measured tritium concentration was 0.2 + 0.2 nCi/I (EPA, 1987b). The most recent gross

alpha and beta activity and gamma analyses were reported for 1985 (EPA, 1987a). For 1985, no
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specific gamma activity was detected. The gross-alpha activity ranged from a negative result at

Columbus, Ohio, (-0.9 + 2.2 pCi/I) to a high of 21.4 + 7.1 pCi/I at Platteville, Colorado. The gross-alpha

activity at Las Vegas, Nevada, for the same period was 3.8 + 4.5 pCi/I. For gross-beta, the data ranged

from a negative value (.1.2 + 1.0 pCi/I)_at Seneca, South Carolina, to a high of 18.2_+ 10.6pCi/I at

Columbus, Ohio. The LasVegas, Nevada, measurement for this period was 6.6_3.9pCi/I. The

background activity levels at the NTSwould be comparable to those observed at Las Vegas, Nevada.

3.3.2 Generc! Description of Pollution Sources/Controls ',".:_
•., /::.,.

, ,,,., _.::_.....

Since there is no surface water on or adjacent to NTS, there is no actual surface wa_e:_'.;_l__'_ion a{'.the

site itself. The liquid discharges at NTS can be sources of soil and/or gro_._dwat_::¢_._,_minatio"_i:;;

depending upon whether they perco!(_te through the soil to reach the gre_'dwatet'.i!er ev;ai_brate,

leaving contaminants in the soil. The North LasVegas facihty c&n'...be a"so'.u¢ce..of s_rface water

pollution because its discharge to the city sewer syste_.eve_alil¥1"_i_.ws id'_o the Colorado River.
'_.'_', ". % '" • ",.'. "._. v'" _, "

The followlnc sections d_scussthese liquid _lJscharge_.at Nl:.._:and.,l_4,Vt_....._:.,

t, _ ..:_'.'. '..... ....
_ "" "."o;.' .qk.::. "' ''_'

% %' '" ._.... ' " '4 ._.t. 8

3.3.2.1 Industrial Wastewater :. ', '.,:'-,.,::_. '.,:"..
,.., ;'..., ,, , "_

There are no manufactu_r_g p'r0'cesses at N'T_'.,other than those needed to support the primary

mission of conducti _l_!i_u'c'i'eartest_,i'::..T,he{_"_"upport activities include light machine shops (lathes, drill
.,_'_..,, , _'.. :,..'. ._ . . ,., .....

presses, et_,_/_a_:..k_:lc_.. _bora..te_les: photo laboratones, decontamination pads, vehicle repair and

m ' ' ' """ ' '_._':""';" ::'"" ' ' 'alntenar_._..s_e ._, drill b_t,te_a_r facilities, and concrete batch plants. The waste waters associated
," _'":. ;_'i,;,i'_:_:_!',,. _"'

_Jth _h&se d#_[atroi_.'_re not discharged off-site. Furthermore, these industrial wastewater flows
• . ,.....,_

are.it{t_rmitte/_;'because the operations are not continuous and a good portion of the on-site
, ',

acti.v'tty is during the day shift.

There are industrial waste lagoons (ponds) in Areas 6 and 12 and pits or disposal wells (an excavation

whose depth is greater than its longest surface dimension) in Areas 1,2, 3, 6, It, and25. Leachfields

also have been and are presently being used for the disposal of liquid waste streams (usually

containing radioactive material) at NTS.
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The industrial waste lagoons in Area 6 include the following'

• Steam cleaning pond No. 1, which receives the effluent from the steam cleani_'._g pad at

the Machine and Welding Shop (Building 6-623).

• Steam cleaning pond No. 2, whici_ receives the effluent from the steam cleaning pad at

the Heavy Duty Repair Shop (Building 6-800).
,7

t":':

• The Decontamination Pond, which receives the liquid supernatant effluents "_re_._._ur
, '.'.'_ ,. "_I,'..'

sumps at the Decontamination Facility (Building 6-605) and the Decont_. _ina't_!_ kau__.r:g
• . ' ¢' ', 'i +p

(Building6-607). These are the two sumps that receive th.e.,.,wast_':4_", the t_ _

decontamination pads, the laundry wastewater effluent sump,'an_ it'h_,sep_Je.tant_;tJ_ed to

treat sanitary waste at the Decontamination Area. '..i'. ".- _:,",. ".. "'

e' P' " '_'' ' ' :" " " ;: "' '

The industrial lagoons in Area 12 are the industrial!_. 9st .@_..,.ter.._Qnd,_,_tch receives effluents ft'ore

the Construction Shops (Building12-8) arf_'::,me..;"_.Otg?i::Y_ool,;,,£quiprnent Maintenance Shop

(Building 12-16), and the 16tunnel pon_g',, wN_-h",:r._c_'Iv.e the groundwater that seeps into the

_ tunnels used for the nuclear, Costs. The:,d'se 6;f;':,these ponds is discussed in greater detail in

Sections 3.4.2.3 and 4.1.Z._:_ '_':ii!.. ':,.i...,..:_'ii __' : '. ."

.. "'. ::'.:;;':"

The water i.n,=tOa:_bov_._'fi:g'_or,s,_. o_l's) can either evaporate or percolate into the ground under the

lagoons bi_.C.'a.u_._:'t.t_ey,a'_e'"_'_:t:'l'i'ned. If the capacity of the lagoon is exceeded, the water simply• ' '' • • ",_'_;' " _' '._]'4, '_" "

.,oyerf'loWs o'_e, th@._acent desert and _ither evaporates or is absorbed by the soil. None of this
w_er'.;_Vould 'i_e the site, except i,: the unlikely event that it would reach the groundwater,

be¢._q.,se the lagoons in these two areas are in one of the playa drainage basins.

A variety of liquid waste streams are discharged to pits and/or disposal wells at NTS. In Area 1, the

Subdock Steam Cleaning Pad wastes draii_ to a 24-inch diameter hole in the center of the concrete

pad. The Area 2 Cutter Rebuild Shop has two walls that are used for wastewater disposal. One well

inside the shop is used to receive water from cutter washing, and another outside the shop is used

for water from roller washing. Both these wells have a 52-inch sL,trace casir, g which qarrows to

20 inches approximately 4 feet below the ground surface. The LLNL post-shot facility in Area 2 also

has a pit that receives wastewater from servicing drill-back equipment in the southwest portion of

this building.

The Area2 Photo Skid has a rectangular shallow pit that receives w._stes discharged from the

photographic laboratory. Water entering the Steam Cleaning Control Pad Sump at the Area3
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t ,.

post-shot facility reportedly drains to an 88-inch diameter, 100-foot deep h01e that is located under a

3/8-inch steel plate under the wooden parts storage rack just south of the pit. The Area 3 Blow-off

Preventer Servicing Area is used to service equipment used in the drill-back operation after nuclear

tests. Water that collects in the Blow-off Preventer Servicing Cellars is pumped out about two times

per month to a casing adjacent to the lineman's shep next door. This casing is painted yellow and is

about 6-7 feet in diameter. A 20 x 30 foot pit in the Well 3 Yard in Area 6 receives drainage from the

trench washing areas in the maintenance garages. The LANL Technical Facilities in Area 11 discharge
q

both sanitary and photographic wastes to a 15 x 15 foot pit west of the double-fenced portion q_ithe
o, ,"._
,.: ,,'..

facility. "_:.:.. ;.;.i
• v' s ', _ . ,. • ..:.-,

_..,,. ...t ",;".','4..

doddisposal aonot aoy of
v

evaporation or seepage into the ground. ,,.'. ,..., 0...,

Leachfields are networks of perforated pipes set sever_l.,inc'he'_.:ibe_6w',.the 'ground surface with the
.'.'.... ', _ ',,,,": . :_ ,..:. _,.,_

intended purpose of distributing liquid discharges _er a::i_rge"e:_u:0i_'.:_':_a of soil so that the liquid

percolates _.eaches) into the underlying soilt:a..nd,,_:_..not.:_..rm',_uddy a._ea_ on the surface. Ali

industrial, as well as sanitary, wastewa.t_rs J_J>Are'a_: .,,dna tl_e tlows from the radiochemistry

laborat,',ries, the decontamina,t_on shower,'th'e pl_.'t_, graphic laboratory, and the silver recovery unit; ° ¢°. ',. ,.,

in Building 650 in Area2.3_'are':_'is, charged to_i'['eachfields at the present time. Past discharges of

industrial wastewatl_!_:iea,_hfiel'_is'.'i.O.._a's 3, 6, 23, 25, and 26 are discussed in Section 4.5.2.
:._..t...'.} %' :'"' ',_"" '_"_

•.v ".. ,, v .. ,.' '_ ,,' o" ,_._,_•.:, .'i:.-' _._'' ,.., . .
"..' _" ;. _: ";.'.7', ..,'* ;.""

No permitg_.v,_..een o_;_lpe'd from either the state or EPA for any of these discharges.
, •, . .. _;._.:..._.._ .': . ,'

........ ", , _._.,, ",,:';.:'%
• _ . • _,...,;

.. • . • . .° ,.., .;_

3.3.'2,_' Sani_a:ry Wastewater

',

The _anitary sewage at NTS is handled by either septic tanks or sewage lagoons. Septic tanks used to

treat ._anitary sewage also discharge to leachfields. A list of these locations is included in Table 3-18

in Section 3.3.4.2.

_

Four, and possibly five, lagoon systems in Area6 receive sanitary wastes. Four lagoons east of

Mercury Highway, by the Helipad, receive the sewage from CP-1. The Decontamination Pond in

Yucca Lake, oiscussed previously in Section 3.3.2.1, receives sanitary wastes from the

decontamination facility. The Yucca Lake domestic sewage system consists of three ponds in seri'es

that receive the sanitary waste from the Yucca Lake Heavy Duty Equipment Area. Sewage Lagoons I

and II operate in parallel and receive the sanitary wastes from the other shop facilities located at

Yucca Lake. The fifth lagoon system, consisting of two ponds in series, is located south of CP-1 on the

west side of Mercury Highway. Industri_.,i hygiene personnel were not aware of its exister'ce and did
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not know where the influent was coming from. The sewer system in Areas 2, /2, 22, and 23 deliver

this flow to a single lagoon system in each area.

Only the six primary lagoons at Area 23 presently have aerators to provide additional oxygen to treat

the sewage. NTS is in the process of designing new facilities for lagoon, s in Areas6, 12, 22, and 23,

These wili include additional aeration capacity to improve the treatment efficiency. Efficiency must

be increased to meet the state requirements of 30 mg/I daily average and 45 mg/I daily maximum for

both biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and total suspended solids (TSS) that will most like!._:ibe

imposed when the sewage permits are !ssued. Sludges removed from the sewage lagoon_:ar.:..e._ted....:, :.,..,

' Iand fl It,f.0)'.,di_s_.o_al.'": ; '_"" "'_':'_'and chlorinated adjacent to the lagoons before being hauled to a sanitary '.,:i!:,_

,-;, .,, ,,, :, ,..,_.......0

Chemical toilets are used in those areas which are not served by a sewer sy_t._m .t.bat iS'_Q.nnedt_d to a
, e;, ._", '. ' ';'.. ', ,... ;

lagoon or septic tank. These wastes (containing formaldehyde) are':pqmpe'd:_f_tb",tl.a.nkt_'ucks and are

then buried in trenches on-site. The location and ope_;_tion'.,'6_:::lar_.f_.Hsa a' tren'chesusedforthe
' ' ' ' ' !, ' '_' ' " ";:" 4 ' _ '"'"' ' "'"

on-site disposal of nonhazardous wastes are dlscusse_:1:.jnS_¢,tlon,_/.._j.2.1':._'.,
_,..'" :.... :'.:_'. :,. ': ".L', ','_'

3.3.2:3 Storm Water ...: :..,. . :
, , ,.'.,,,

Since rainfall is so infreq_.e_t at'.NTS, there is r_',storm sewer system. The water is simply allowed to

percolate into the "._._rt..Jn th_._;::.of'built-up areas such as those in Areas6, 12, and 23, it is

directed to__resl_. _tural:_ra_age course. In this case, short, underground, sewer lines are

used _n so_. R.a_._ area$7::As can be seen _n F_gure 3-9, the stormwater from Area 6 and 12 would

,.d:_:a_n_n._ tH_ry 1"a_,' on Yucca and/or Frenck,_man Flats and storm water from Area 23 could flow

o_-si_'e;if the s_m had the intensity and duration to provide enough water for overland flow.
....

.. ;

The t'opography and climatology of NTS are such that flash flooding can occur on-site. The lack of

vegetation to retard runoff water, the slope of the land surface which facilitates rapid flow to Iowe:

elevations, the possibility of slow penetration of water into the soils due to the formation of

hardpans (see Section 3.2.1), and the local intensity of infrequent storm events ali contribute to the

possiblity of flash flooding at NTS. The sewage lagoons in Areas 12 and 23, the tunnel ponds in

Area 12, and possibly,the sewage lagoons located south of CP-1 and west of the Mercury Highway in

Area 6 appear to be in areas that would allow them to be flooded or eroded away in a heavy storm

event. The actual environmental impact of such an occurrence would be minimal, since only the

Area 23 sewage ponds material could possibly be carried off-site, and in ali likelihood, material from

any of the ponds would be spread over the adjacent desert and evaporate, once the storm event

passed. However, the probability of the frequency and macjnitude of flood events at a particular
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location has to be determined specifically, as was done for the Radioactive Waste Management Site

(French and Lombardo, 1984).

3.3.2.4 Water Distribution System =

There are six potable and one nonpotable water distribution systems at NTS. In addition there are

several wells that are used or could be used to supply water to sumps and truck fill stands adjacent to

the wells. The locations of these systems and wells are shown in Figure 3-10. ,";,_

The potable water system in Areas 12 and 2 (serviced by Well 8), and that tn ,_.re:_:=2_'_._',_rvlce_.'.,_.

Wells 5b, 5c, and Army Well No. !) are designated community water systems beca'_,._'_e numb'_ a

of people they serve. The potable systems in Area 3 (served by Well A), Ar:e'_:'61:(_erve_i'_'w_r_°C, C-1
, ,;.._., ,. ,..... , ',...;

and 4), Area 1 (served by Well UE 16d), and Area 25 (served by WelFs.J-12"..a_id:J_,._3)ar_ designated
",, _,' .',",. "i .,'" ' °..' ', _* L

non-community water systems. These designations determi;ne21;'he.,,f'i_a_uen4}, of s'ampt ng requ red

for these systems, asd!scussed in Section 3.3.3.2. :..:_:, "::.i:i',.,, ";2:'i'.'':'i:ii::::_:_',

_:...,.":.;: .'_.=,. ,,,,..:.
_., • ,._. .,_ • ., ;,..';. , .:,a

The following permits for these potable water sg._t_n_ ha_._ been issued by the Nevada State Division

of Health' ,,', ,. :. .,.,,.;,'., .'..

._ ,. o

"_;_:!<:_"_,_ea '".._::,,J.',;:_,P'ermitNumber ' Classification

'""" '412 and,_._!o NY-4099-12C Community.,, ,, ,.. ' ,,
,..._:._,.' _;,
",', ....... :j !'L. i_'_ '.,. i'''

'_.... '" :"_", '__":"_=__:"-'__ NY-360-12C __ .,,,..,r_mm,,n_v

" "' "" '_*,", 3 NY-4097-12NC ,, ,.,_y_on-rommun ;*,,'_.,,,,,_,,

":..i"'. 25 NY-4098-12NC Non-Community

",": 6 NY- 5000-12NC Non-Community
. ii

1 NY-5024-12NC Non-Community
" ' iii .

The nonpotable system located in Areas 19 and 20 in the northwest portion of NTS consists of two

wells, WelllgcandWel120. These wells only providecon_tructionwater for these areas. Potable

water used in Areas 19 and 20 is trucked in from other systems.

Wells2 (Area2), UE-15d (Area 15), and UElr (Area 1) are just used to supply water to the open

construction water sumps and truck fill stands that they serve. They are not connected to a

distribution system at present.
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The well pumps at NTS lift the water out of the ground into a constructio_ wa:{:er sump or a forebJy =

tank. The constructio,1 water sumps are earthen reservoirs that are used to supply water to users by _"

truck or temporary aboveground pipe lines. If the well water is to be used for a potable water

supply, it is delivered to a forebay tank by the well pump. Water from the same well can b,a used for

either potable or construction water use, No water that is to serve potable uses is put into an open
_,_,

reservoir p,.or to being put into the potable distribution system. Water frorh a potable distribution

system, however, can be used to supply a construction reservoir,

,:.,.i.._:
q. • .:'.'.,-'

In addition to the above controls, backflow preventers have been installed with ali new cd'ni_rt4._..t:ion

since 1980 at NTS, Backflow preventers are used to keep contaminated wa.t..e.[/fti3m:.:a ser_'l._e

T._re is n,e:.:.f_,_l wrltten
connection from entering a water main if pressure is lost in the main. "i ?,. ,....: ..,.:.:.,.,procedure for inspecting and maintaining backflow preventers at NTS. 'iI_;Ii"' ' "' '"' '"

The waters from Wells C, C-1 and the Army Well have _t bigh..h.ar.d._SS"gonte_ t (Section 3,4,1,3) and

are passed through zeolite softeners before they _ter {;h.l_fo_'_bay ta_t_, When water containing

calcium and' magnesium hardness passes thr_i_gb .'a'_eOliti:!tOft_er, the calcium and magnesium

become attached to the particles of excha_'_e r_:_.._"r.i"_l'_d a):e'replaced by an equivalent amount of
sodium in solution. After a period of time, the.exc'l_!_ge I_ed becomes exhausted (i.e., loses its ability

to remove hardness f,ro._ii_e _i_t.er). It..t.he_;'must be regenerated by passing a solution of salt

(sodium chloride)tf_'o_J_gh ..the s_f_e_._r.'S":'l}uring thi's regeneration operation, sodium is replaced

onto the p.a_!_t..of _'_:"har_.e rfl'aterial and the capacity for removing hardness is thus restored.
_,'i''_" _ '' " '" " '

T """ ".......'':'":'""'he calciu_.-._agnes_tt_:a'ccumulated during the previous softening run are discharged to waste.• ".,_ _;;:',_ .'.', ....•

, _n,._the:s._ent'::_ne:=_.:_.._gent br ne must be rinsed from the exchange bed before the unit can be

be_r_'e_ to se_r0_e (i,e., failure to rinse a bed sufficiently may contaminate the water system with

chlt_dde, calcium, and magnesium). At the time of the Survey, NTS did not have permits for the

discharge_ of spent brine and rinsewater to the drainage pits that receive these wastes

(Section 3.3.4.2).

Gaseous chlorine is added as a disinfectant to ali potable water distribution systems, Some of the

waters are also treated with sodium phosphate (Clow F-44) to prevent corrosion and scale deposition

in the water lines.

E

When ta,,"_ker trucks are used to supply potable water to facilities not connected to one of the

potable water distribution systems, a sodium hypochlorite solution (laundry bleach) is used to

provide the chlorine for disinfection. This solution is added by hand to the storage tanks at the

facilities.
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3.3.2.5 North Las Veqas Faci.lity

In performing its mission to provide instrumentation packages and support fo the test programs at

NTS, the North LasVegas Facility (NLVF) manufactures and assembles electronic printed circuit

boards and chassis. Waste rinse waters from the printed circuit board plating, aluminum anodizing,

descaling/electropolishing, and photographic developing operations are discharged to the City of

North LasVegas sewer-system under Permit No. 85-1 issued by the city on August9,1985. The

concentrated spent baths from these operations are transferred into other containers and!_:'_re
4' ,,":' ;

retained on-site for later disposal as hazardous wastes (Section 4.1.2.2.1). ": "': ":'""" :, '_ 4' .*',.

.v ',r '._ :'.
. 4., :,

i., ., _ ' , • ' ', ,"','4,

Table 3-10 lists the location, constituents, and disposition of he various pro._..ess,,....:.....,...,bat._._.._ei;j..,,. ,:......:,.inthese
operations. Monitoring by NLVF (Section 3.3.3.5) has shown that these w'e_'{_i:r:i:nsew'a.t'ercti?_arges
. , . ,:_., . , ,...:., ,.: :;

are out of compliance with the metal finishing pretreatment _,igdards:,.£.or"4.oppet', lead, and
= , , .,,. "o* ",: ., ,;." '..'. v

chromium as promulgated in 40CFR 433 (Section 3.3.4,3,). '_At._.th_,'_i_e o'{.:!_he survey, NLVF was

working with a consultant to conduct an investigati.dn a_'d:;to cJ_gk'_.:_'eatment system to bring it
t

into compliance with the regulations. ',,"."....'_,'.'. ':.'= ',;" ,., ,;_.,...,,,_...,_.:,:.. ....:... .

Paragraph 4.14.060(e)of the Nprth Las Vegas'"MuniC.i_oal (_ode limits the length of time for which a

= permit may be issued tq:,i_ y:_rs and requi_,e's the user to apply for reissuance of the permit a

min mum of 180 dagS._i_i'or t# the'_x'_pjrarf_['oi_"date. Permit 85-1 was due to expire on August 9, 19'87,
,' _;,,._ ,,. ,,. _* ,.., .

and applica:ti._j_£_._ its"i_'nle_al _s m'a'de on July 7, 1987, during the on-site.portion of the Survey.
o

,'.:, ,.',":: ""_!':.-.,:":.i_,;"""

,Du_rng:the t_:_,of th_#ac_llty, lt was pointed out to the Survey team by NLVF staff that runoff from

tt_e';.p_.v'ed are_;;adjacent to BuildingA-1, which is used as a lead storage area, could flow onto, 0

off'-site, unpaved, ground. While it is unlikely that there is enough precipitation to solubilize a
., ',,

sufficient amount of lead to contaminate the adjacent ground, it might be possible that particulates

have been transported to this area and accumulated over time.

3,3.3 Environmental Monitoring Program

Because the NTS has no permits to discharge water, it does not do routine environmental or bioassay

monitoring of surface water. The nonradiological supplement to the NT5 Environmental Monitorihg

Report for Calendar Year 1985 contains the statement "No effluent monitoring is required" under

the heading of Water Pollution. However, NTS has taken some samples for special studies, and is

required to monitor discharges at the North Las Vegas Support Facility as part of the permit issued by

the City of North Las Vegas.
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3.3.3.1 sewaqe Laqoon Monitorinq

NTS has taken infrequent samples of sewage lagoons in Areas 6, 12, and 23 for nonradiological

analyses. The results of the analyses of these samples are presented in Table 3-11. The Area 6 sample

is from the lagoons serving the Control Point. They were obtained from the files in the Industrial

Hygiene Department at NTS (Bullock, 1987a). These data show that these lagoons would not

consistently meet state requirements of 30 mg/I daily average and 45 mg/I daily maximum for e!:.t..i_er

BOD o_ Total Suspended Solids (Porter, 1987). In addition sewage lagoons in Areas 6, 12, _:ri_2_i_re,. ,,.., .......i..

sampled annually for radionuclides, as discussed in Section 3.3.3.3. No other _e_ag_'$.amplln'g%_

done at NTS. No Survey related sampling of the water in the sewage lagooo,_is pla_'_,_i :'ii', "_':"!_

3.3.3.2 Potable Water Monitorinq '.,,. . ..,', ,.,, ''' ,., ,. _.

_"., '. .*'. _", ' k .,';

Monitoring of the potable water supply wells fc_.V[:_no_anic':,:_ihe_i_ is done every 3 years as

required by the regulations in 40CFR 141.23 _deri:t:_':,Saf_!'.#rinl_:ng Water Act (SDWA). NTS also

samples the water supply wells on a monthly b_l_is_:f.br'_adio_ctivity. Only gross beta activity and

tritium are determined on thes,e,sarrlples. TRe'_esu'l:t_,,ofthese analyses are presented in Section 3.4.3,

and a discussion of the.;i_ara_eristics of {_i_ various groundwaters on-site may be found in

Section 3.4.1.3. ','.',",....,' ... ,.:.,.. ,,:,"

, _" ',,::.._ • _, '_.. ,; _% • .' ',_

To comply'_.'tl). _ie radi_t,'_:_;'ty'analytical requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act, the potable

•Water dlstntJ_{_,on _,tems are sampled quarterly. Analyses for gross alpha, gross beta, and tritium

a_e.l_fformedi_uarterly and the results averaged for the year. The strontium-90 analysis is
• ',

performed once a year on a composite of the four quarterly samples. These results for 1985 were ali
. ,

withih'the SDWA limits of 5 pCi/I for gross alpha, 15 pCi/I for gross beta, 20,000 pCi/t for tritium, and

8 pCi/I for strontium-90 (Gonzalez, 1986).

The NTS Maintenance Department personnel check the chlorine residual daily and make adjustments

to the chlorine feeders, if necessary. Representatives of the NTS Industrial Hygiene Department

check the systems for chlorine residual and collect the samples, which are sent to the state for

bacteriological analysis monthly for the community water systems and quarterly for the non-

community water systems. Records of these analyses back to 1980 were available in the Industrial

Hygiene Office. Earlier records are in archive storage. The bacteriological results were ali negative

and therefore in compliance with the regulations of the State Division of Health. No reports of

bacteriological tes'._ are required to be submitted by NTS because the analyses are run by the state.

No Survey related sampling of the potable water system is planned.
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3.3.3.3 Radioloqical Monitorinq

NTS maintains sixteen open reservoirs as a part of the principa! water distribution systems discussed

in Section 3.3,2,4. These reservoirs are used to supply water for industrial purposes. None of the

reservoirs are used as drinking water supplies, ,chough they may be supplied with water from wells

-- that also supply water to the drinking water system. Fifteen locations were monitored for

radionuclides on a monthly basis during 1985. The remaining reservoir was dry during1985,._,,,AII

samples were analyzed for gross-beta activity. Table3-12 presents the average 191_5:_:.n,,_,_al

gross-beta activity for the NTS open reservoirs, The beta activities range,d,._fe_,:_ Iow',.,of.i.,',2 ;,, '.....

< 2.2_x 10-9 t_Ci/ml to a high of 25.1 x 10-9 l_Ci/ml. DOE does not have a Der[._,d,...,,,......Co_{_f_!_*ion,...,, , '.,,.., Guid_"
(DCG) for gross beta activity. However, for comparison, it may be a£Su._d, that,i._l_e 'a__;ity is

strontium-90, which has one of the lowest DCGs at 1 x 10-6 laCi,/ml.":.The higheg_:_bbserv0d gross-beta

activity (25.1 x 10-9 laQ/ml) ts 2.5 percent of the DCG, D.C._._satp_y to'd_,inkJng,.water Although the

reservoirs are not drinking water sources, this com_aris_.,is _:gfui:'_{'o::_:.i'lustratethe relatively low
• _. ' '." i.' '_- %' ";f

concentrations of radionuclides present in the',Eese,rv!_,s.,. (Ga.,_ale_.)_.1986).

.,..: ; :..,,:. ,. . :

NTS also reported that the b('ghest tritium, le_,i_],, reported at the 15 reservoirs sampled was

1.1 x 10-6 _Ci/ml at the Ar_._2 M:U_fPlant ReserVi_r, This is 0.06 percent of the DOE DCG for drinking
. .'...' .. '_ • - * .

water. Only two "_:g_sure,ment'_,.'!yi_t_lle_'"detectable plutonium; these were from the Area5

Reservoir. Th.e.:¢e_ent._;al._ns we../e,,:.:. ¢_'i3orted as 1,1 x 10-_0 and 9.7 x 10-_1l:Ci/ml. The higher of these
is 0.04 perle.tit O$t_e DC)_'_:G';_or drinking water,

- N:_S.aI'_ cond'_ed sampling of contaminated ponds at eight locations during 1985. Seven ponds• ,

are:,i'_cated in Area 12 and serve as impoundments for water seepage, from tunnel test areas
m= '. ."

discugsed in Section 3,4.2.3 and 4.1.2.1.2; the other pond is the Decontamination Pond (also referred

to as the Yucca Waste Pond) discussed in Section 3.3.2,1 in Area 6, The annual averages of tritium

and gross-beta concentrations observed in the contaminated ponds are presented in Table 3-13. Ali

of the Area 12 ponds had average tritium concentrations in excess of the DOE DCG for tritium in

_ drinking water (2 x 10-3 1:Ci/ml), The average tritium in the Area 6 pond was 0.18 percent of the DCG.

The average gross-beta activities for the three Area 12 Ntunnel ponds and the three Area 12

T-tunnel ponds sampling locations exceed the DOE DCG for strontium-90 (lx10 -dpCi/ml). Since

none of these ponds are used as drinking water sources or discharge into any surface water bodies

that may be used as drinking water sources, the DCGs do not actually apply but are provided here for

reference (Gonzalez, 1986).
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TABLE 3-13

1985 ANNUAL CONTAMINATED POND AVERAGE

RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATIONS (IlO/ml)
= NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

I I I IIII II ......

Station Tritium Yearly Average Gross Beta Yearly Average
Ill I I I I III I I fill I

Area 6 Yucca Waste Pond 3.6 x 10-6 3.6 x 10-7
II __ I III III I '

#_;:,

Area 12 N Tunnel Upper 4.1 x 10-3 6.7x 10-6
-- iii i ii iii a_l i .....

4.3 _ _,
Area 12 N Tunnel Middle 2.9 x 10-3 , ,, x 10_, .,.._,,, ""' _'::l.,,....... , ,, ' ', j,"i :I "'1'_,

':'_)' 6 'i ;: :''%
Area, 12 N Tunnel Lower 2.9x 10-3, 4.4 x...t.:,: ..',"L.:!' I"':i:':'• ,"., "_;, ' :' :",_'_, : .o,o

Area t 2 G Tunnel Waste 5.9 x 10-3 'i".:;';ii:'_,7x 10-. • ""4;.v, I
.......... I ' " 7i', ',,_

Area 12T Tunnel Upper (1) 1.3 x 10-2 :" '; ' ....,':, .,,:,..'_'.g,x,,lO"s'..'
IIII I II • "' ' II I I '1 ' i " i ' I ' ' L I

, ",., , ,. _, '_ .. ,, ,
' _' ' _" '_ _ 5Area12 T Tunnel Middle (1) 1.3x10-2 ', I ',....., :'I 9x_'0-

_.,_., , .._,.',. , .".. ',. i,_ ,,, •
I III I I II '1 I ii I I " _ I I! III I II I

':" ' i'  .6xArea 12 T Tunnel Lower (1) 1.2 x_, 2 ";';;:;i.. '::::: ""'i i ...............

,:... .. :_ ... ....,, ,,.._,
, "::":' ".',i:' '"_''" "'":. "'Source' Gonzalez, 1986 ......... .......... ,.'., ...;,,. ,, , .,,,'._:,." :... .:.::.;, .,.,

(1) In the source document these are l_s,_@dg!i:M.,l'r_t Lak:e rather than T Tunnel Ponds.

t, ,

' ' ' 'J'_ ,,1
_,,'.;',"l _

,.._.::e.;_....... ,,,,',.., ,:. .'._ .:'._ ,_

. ,_ :'..',;",;f, "_".._' ':. _,._' _, 'm °''
................ _ '_' ,' !:.!., ._"..._'..,, , :., ., .

..... ,:: .,.y,....::.:',.:.""
%l .',', l ._ .',' '_

",;. ,'.,., ,._. .,_,_• , o

l I ll4

: :.
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there are six other ponds on the NTS that were analyzed for radionuclide concentrations in 1985.

These are the final effluent ponds from the Area 12, Area 23, and the Area 6 Yucca Lake Domestic

Sewage Systems as well as Yucca Lake Sewage Lagoons I and II and the Yucca Lake Steam Cleaning

Pond No. 2. The highest annual average gross-beta activity was 3.8 x 10-8uCi/ml. This is 4 percent of

the DOE DCG for strontium-90. Plutonium and tritium concentrations were below the minimum

detectable concentrations at ali locations (Gonzalez, 1986).

Because there are no off-site surface waters that receive waters from the NTS, there is no off_?ite
," .:

radiological surface-water monitoring. ':i:!iI, . .,..,,"'_ -
. ,., ' 4/ 4"*

.,.,' ',' ,'t, "lC':.:, _,.

,.' ,i,..... "::.;!:,.

3.3,3.4 Other Surface Water Monitorinq .> ',...,,.:.... .

,','., .... _..:., '..'..;

Monit'oring of surface waters at NTS for parameters other thar_:.,_adion'uel[des'.iis nO_ done on a

routine basis. The results shown in Table 3-14 were obt,a_.ne_!a_::ia're_u'l¢of a'_ite study conducted in. ._,.

June of 1986 to determine if mixed (i.e., radioactiv_nd"hi_zar_i,_si"_'a_s were being generated at

NTS. These samples were taken from the Are_i6.De_._mi:_i_a.tio'__ond---''" and the effluents and ponds
' ',_'. '.:.,"._, '! :i,.''C?'_, "._".:,.... -

at E, N, and TTunnels. A scan for the:('¢ml_et_:.{et,.:"O.f tOxtc sem_volatlle and volatile organic

compounds and inorganic Metals as listed ir_:::::_'..40CFR122(The National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System) was, rd_. R_#i_lts are liste'dii_nly for those compounds which were determined at

concentrations at c/_i:!ai6'ove,.:t.hecfel;'e,ct iOn"limit for the procedures used. Of those parameters for.

which drin,k_.#_._a.ter t_naard.s,.b, av_ been set, only lead was found in one sample at a concentration

greater th'a,i_ tbe_nmary:_'(__,ing water standard of 0,05 mg/I, and only iron and manganese were

"' """'_l in:'_','''' ': .... '_"", dete_te _er"_'t_les at concentrations higher than the secondary drinking water standards of

=8.._ap'd'"0.05 m_ respectively. 'The secondary drinking water standards control contaminants in

dri:nl_ing water that primarily affect the aesthetic qualities rather than the health effects of a water

supply. Health effects are regulated by the primary standards. Since none of these ponds are used

for drinking water, these standards are only provided for reference for the reader.

3.3.3.5 North Las Vegas Monitorinq

Under the terms of the permit issued in August 1985, the NLVF is required to supply quarterly reports

of the monitoring of its discharges to the City of North LasVegas. To satisfy this requirement, NLVF

submitted reports in December 1989 for the months of September, October, and November 1985

and in March 1986 for the months of December 1985, January, and February 1986. These reports

listed the estimated amounts of chromium and nickel discharged from the facility in grams for each

month. During a visit on May 13, 1986, by representatives of the City of North Las Vegas and the
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State of Nevada, the format of the report was discussed and the NLVF was requested to report

, , I

estimated discharges in milligrams per liter (mg/I). Hq..,v,'_:i,.'_':,r, at the time of the on-site portion of the

Survey, NLVF had discontinued sampling for the quarterly reports and therefore had not

implemented the change n report format (Kesler, 1987a).

Furthermore, Section403.12(e) in the General Pretreatment Regulations for Existing and New

Sources of Pollution (40 CFR 403) requires dischargers to submit to the Control Authority (in this case,

the City of North Las Vegas) a report indicating the nature and concentration of pollutants in'_::_he,, ;g,
m • ,"",-'

effluent which are limited by a categorical pretreatment standard to which the discharge".:is::_.U._i._ct.

Because of the operations at NLVF (printed circuit board manufacture,anodlz_n.g;,,_c',.), NLV.F:',s

required to comply with the regulations applicable to the Metal Finishing Poin:t,i!SQd_ Catego'_;

(40 CFR433). Cadmium, copper, lead, silver, zinc, cyanide and total to'_:i'_{o'_anic_.i)iTT(3}'}:a_ also
e:,_', ' , '_.. .,

limited by 40C1_R433 and therefore should have been include_:'.in th'e.-'mc_mitorin_; reports, in

addition to chromium and nickel. ,.,i... .,..._.., "..:... .,;

In addition to the above reporting requlrernent_..=_;...baseJrrle _'_nitoring report was also to be
o _. _' ' ' "',' _' " ',' " ' '.%

submitted to the City. To comply with thl.g.,req_rc, em'er_ NLV_:, took grab samples from the printed

circuit board plating shop, the,aJuminum anq;diz;r_£i::_hop, and the detector production shop on three
• '.. ,',. _"_. •, ,

separate days. The res_l_i:'of thj_ fir'st round"'_l_ analyses (Table 3-15) were reported to the City on

October 8, 1986. Ho_'ver,,,,.,,.upon"fi_vLe_j_'_.. .. ,. _ the data, the facility believed that the results may not

have been re_&ntAi_'#,t_'f tru& c&'cl'itions because of the intermittent operation of the processes

served, ab_F,t42_ add_ro_'ai samples (5 to 7 hour composites on 3separate days over a 2 week

.,p_e_oa_..tro_,:._e prm_;ed clrcult board and anodizing shops and reported these on January 12, 1987.

Th'e. {e's'ults of"i'_se analyses are shown in Table 3-16. Samples were not taken at the descaling/

elec{t.opolishing operation in the detector production shop because a scheduled change in chemicals
.., ',,

used'in that operation had not taken piace. Because of the wide variation in the results obtained

from the printed circuit board samples, yet another round of additional samples (composite samples

for 20 consecutive working days) was taken at this location. A summary of these results, shown in

Table 3-17, indicated that the daily maximum limitations for chromium, copper, lead, and nickel and

the monthly average limitations for chromium, copper, and lead were being exceeded. As a result of

demonstrated continued noncompliance evidenced by these results, NLVF sent a letter to the city on

March 31, '1987, advising it that a consultant would be hired to investigate the'problems.
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TABLE 3-16

SECOND-ROUND BASELINE MONITORING DATA (rag/I)
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

iiiiii

Printed Circuit Plating Aluminum Anodizing Discharge Limit
Parameter ii i ii i

Daily Monthly

1 2 3 1 2 3 Maximum Average,
,i ___. i _iill;

Cadmium 0,0099 0.0198 0.,,,.r'139_, 0.0059 <0.005 0.0059 0.69 .... ::71!i(i..,.,:..._.6.':]
_',, :,',,

Chromium (Total) 42.8 0.070 <0.05 0.341 0.250 0.391 2;'_._ :'_.: ' 1.T1.';',.
, , .... • . ..,,:,.....,.,,

";. ". . f i .&,,.

Copper 20.1 0.353 1.43 <0.02 <0,02 < O,.Q2":. J:3'_.:;_:[."i .... 2.07 "
- -, ...,

Lead 0.667 0.120 0.070 0.059 <0.05,,. 0.0"59 .:,:-...0.6_,. " 0.43
II I II I r l I "'1 '" 'r'_'

Nickel <0,04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 ,<.0.04":.:<0. "" :98 2.38i i _'" i •" ' " " '"'"" _ ' ' i

, .,_.', ,. ,"_ " " Q.O ;Silver <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0. :,, _0._I.. i ' 0.43 0.24
_"_'" "i, " "'" "; .'..',', ,,,,,,,

Zinc 0,0997 0.0179 0.03_9 "':'.'4.?.r2:'2"=,i 0.142 2.61 1,48i _,' ',: : ,' ;, '....

• ': '_' !:: "i;!i'. '_'_
Source'Tuma, 1987. ""' ":":' "" _"ii: "

. ".,, t. .£ ;, ..

4t

,,... .o
..%

• . ,. ,,., '..• _' :,., ,v_

• ,,.: i _,:-_ ' ",,. ".. . _.' .'_._,

".".,':_ . .'.;, • .. ,...,'

,5:'::,. '::/;"."':'" ""' '• . . r_,
•.." .".,.' . _ " • ,!b
•. ,r. " '.,;..:', .,t '" _ .':"

• ",, _ , ".,',' .;..
"i"..'o:._" :" "_', _.... .'' ,. • ....w,.,_ .

', • • • ': ", "1;''

.... ., .,L,_,
, i.

. • .
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TABLE 3-17

PRINTED CIRCUIT PLATING SHOP

20-DAY BASELINE MONITORING RESULTS(rng/I)
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

iiiii

Discharge Limit

Parameter Maximum Minimum Average
Daily Monthly

Maximum Average ' '.ii!

Cadmium 0.04 BDL(1) 007 0.69 ,_ .:.,...._ :, ....,,
Chromium (Total 16.1 BDL 2.91 .77

iii G '1.11

Copper 70.44 0.2 8.52 ..'. '3,'38 i':'i" 2 .0-_;:._.,,
• ' ' 'i i '*,' " '_",

Lead 4.50 BDL 1'6Or::!:"' ' :Q.'_)"I.; "1:0.43
I II ' " JI'T

'_' "' :3:'98 2.38Nickel 9.25 BDL " 67,, i:",
_" " " _' ""'"" : '" 'I'll '.... i

"' '.:;:i, 0.43 0.24Silver 0.08 BDL _'i:.:.!:.',. ...,.,i i I

Zinc O.11 ',I:II3Dt.,:;:i:&;i':: '..%0.0_' 2.61 1.48........ ', .,... :_.:.: ,'..'_ .:...,

. ' '. %' ,.... %. '.',

Source: Kesler, 1987b. ":,.".. ""'.,..,." ""'"

_ (1) BDL = Below._ct _'l,imit. ',,;'*

,:,.,.,., .,:. :, .:!.,,.:'!:i,':'"
• _'._., _';':'"_'- ,,'".'.,:_° .o; .',

. .:",.!:j" -..':.;.. .," ,. , ,' _!,
%. i_" _ ., "; _',, .......•, ," :: ""!"%.."':;i',',:"""

";i.",:.:'_":_: "' ....'_"
('..:._ ._..,.:.,,,

;..." _

",'':".';i :::' ':.::i:,
',. '%
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3.3.4 Findings and Observations

3.3.4.1 Cateqory I

None.
--

3.3.4.2 _CatecloryII
_'...,

j, i..:
q,, ."..;

1. .Unpermitted Discharqes of Wastewater At the time of the on-site portion of tRei:iS_y,

permitshad not been obtained from the State of Nevada for any wastew, a,_'er"dils_¢harg_,.i_,t
,. , ':;.,',,.

, _ f, _',:",', ,_,

.. . • '., ,
", ;, ;.,:', ,: ",

,: ,}, ' .' '1_" ', ',.'i

The Nevada Water Pollution Control Law (Nevada Revised S_a!vtes, Title491 P.ubJl'c Health and

Safety, Chapter 445)requires that a permit be ob,taine_"'_,or Sk_'_l,ischa;ige of'pollutants to any ='_.'.;>, '. ": "., ";,..,"., ,..,,, ;,

waters of the state or to any treatmen_ wor_t!e,r f6r:._he'i.6]ecl:l'_ fluids through a well into
any waters of the state. The law also.i:ileq,qilr._"that:i_ermk_ be obtained prior to beginning

, <..', ":_>_;,'! i ." ".'L, ":':.; -
construction of a treatment works:,'".Wa_'r,s'.o.t t[i e state include, but are not limited to, ali

streams, lakes, ponds,,impounding_.,_.ese_v_irs, marshes, watercourses, waterways, wells,
"" ' ';, '4, ; •

springs, irrigation,_._,_tem's:_i!and drainag_i_ystems; and ali accumulations of water, surface and

underground',_{'ural: and"&r'.ti_i.ciai.:'_'Treatment works are any devices or systems used in the
,,, _.,, _... :,, '. ,,' . ,_..,'

stora.ge_'_eatmle'n_t.;'rec%c_ng and reclamation of munictpal sewage or industrial wastes of a
¢.,,.. o'.;. :°, .;. ,.

• , . _ .,
. _.....,'_

:'" :",".:.;_ischard_ regulated under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System are
'. '.

'. ". administered by the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of

• Environmental Protection whereas discharges to injection wells and individual sewage

disposal systems are administered by the Division of Health.

The state program has been approved by the Administrator of the EPA; therefore, state-issued

permits are sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the Federal regulations.

The following listing of discharges that may require permits is divided into four groups:

discharges to land surfaces and/or drainage ditches; discharges to injection wells; discharges

to sumps, lagoons or ponds; and discharges to septic tanks and leach fields. These groupings

are based on the presumption that different groups within the state regulatory agencies will

be administering the permits. In addition some of the facilities (sumps, lagoons, etc.) receiving

these discharges may also require RCRA permits because they are surface impoundments used
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to treat, store, or dispose of hazardous wastes. See Section 4, 1.3,2 for a finding regarding lack

of RCRA permits and Section 4.1.2,1 for a discussion of these 'facilities which may be handling

hazardous wastes.

Survey-related S&A was recommended for a number of these sites. However, because of recent

resource reallocations, the sites marked with an asterisk (*) were eliminated from the NTS S&A.

• Direct discharges to land surfaces and/or drainage ditches. .'_,:'_
;," i'.:,',

; ,.. ,_,_.",

Three discharge points from the Area23 Fleet Operation_..::._aci_ii'_. (ve}__:_le

maintenance) enter a drainage ditch on the east side of th :, _ By-Pa"_ "

, ',,,:', ,,',i,.ISolvents and oil and grease could be present in these streamls'__ ?'::.:,. ._;..
. =,,,, :',:.,,,' ,.'. '., '::,"

Three or four times per year, drums (55=c_.1166)"_Qf,a_u:_ous".l_'asedcutting fluids are

emptied onto the ground north_.._af t:h_: Ar_g::':_:;_'_ine and Welding Shop

• (Building 6-623). These wastes _'ay_cb_i.n rne_:als'f&m the machining operations.
•: ", ':''"_i '_'.",' ",' '":. ' _'.,:_

,h

Water used to,.-wash off "i_ tr2d_k,s t'hat mix epoxy-based stemming material
, .,,, .;,
',. ,',

(contain!n_i_lue_,diisocya.natej:'_imply runs onto the ground. This occurs where ever

thereq_"_'stemming"o'_r._ion " using this material.
, ^.,_, _"._.o ,.' ". :.,.._° ..._ .

._.,. ,o aw ,._

'_,;:".,._...._2_tewat_rs.:_{_m steam jenny operations (steam cleaning of equipment) in Area 12
-.. _. .'..... :;._" ".,, ..,

• "" ;' _)!::::t_ie_-i_erations Area) and Area 3 {on east side of Angle Road) are not collected but

:',:.':".':"'.::". _ onto the ground. Oil and grease may be present in these wastes,
, ,

°,_ :.

o.,'_

" Potentially radioactive water from the Radionuclide Migration Study Well2S is

discharged into a ditch and then flows into a seepage/evaporation pond in Area 5.

The pond (located in the Frenchman Lake Bed) is frequently dry.

In addition to the above discharges directly to ditches and/or land surfaces, the ponds

or lagoons listed below will overflow to drainage ditches or the ground surface if their

capacity to contain theirinfluentfl" is exceeded.
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• Discharges to sumps, ponds and/or lagoons.

- The wastewater pit at the Area 2 photo skid was dry at the time of the on-site portion

of the Survey. lt receives wastes from the photographic developing laboratory when it

is operating.*

- There are two sewage lagoons in Area 2. Domestic sewage flows through them in

series (the effluent from the first lagoon enters the second lagoon). *At the time o_..iihe

on-site Survey, evaporation and seepage from the first lagoon was sufficient"telh_b_le

the entire flow, and there was no overflow into the second lagoon. ,.. :;,.. ,: :: ./.:,
,'.:.. ,.

Steam cleaning effluent Ponds I and II. Steam cleaning':e:_fl:u'e.ots'_"f'rom ti4_:'Area6

Machine and Welding Shop (Building6-623), ana..'the Heay'..y_O..utyNepair Shop1 -.. "..i.:_ _... ,.
(Building 6-800), both of which use corrosj.yes a0c_R.Cl_-ii_ted:gqlvents, are discharged

to two separate unlined ponds at Y_J*c.caL'a_e. 'P,i_d[l::_ch receives effluent from
_

Building 6-800 also may overfl_.W..duri:t_,..sto'i'r_,.eveti"ts. The water level of the pond, ' . %, . ., ', ,,

was near the top of the berm'at tlqe','¢_m.e6f t!q,ebn-site portion of the Survey.

. , ", 1,,;

Sewage LagOOns [.a:hd II and the',_emestic sewage lagoons at Yucca Lake in Area 6 (see

Sectid_:i_i).2.2:). Th'_s'.eJ.a'go0ns should receive discharges only from sanitary systems;•;:,!: ... ...._. ......,

• .=:;_ewever.,.l.Z.'lsnql_notNn if cross-connections exist or if wastes are being disposed of

'":ii'i-,.ip_i_anita_@dnl_sland drains that discharge into these lagoons.*o_,...,,,,. _ '_ , ,,,,

' I

;" ', ." - T:b:eArea6 Decontamination Pond receives wastes containing organic solvents and

, " radioactivity from this decontamination facility. Flow to the pond in 1986 was

estimated to be 3.6x 106 gallons (Clark, 1987).

=

- The four sewage lagoons near the helicopter pad in Area 6, which receive the sanitary

wastes from CP-1.

The two sewage lagoons south of CP-1 and west of Mercury Highway in Area 6. These

lagoons are receiving effluent from unknown sources.*

The drain pit in the Well 3 Yard at Area 6, which receives the discharge from truck

washing activities, This discharge is likely to contain oi and grease in addition to the

dirt that accumulates on the trucks,*
_
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= - The sewage pit at the LLNL Technical Facilities in Area 11 receives both sanitary sewage

and wastes from photographic developing at this site.*

Wastewater from the Area 12 Construction Shops (Building 12-8) and from the Motor

Pool Equipment Maintenance Shop (Building 12-16), which use RCRA-listed solvents, is

discharged to an unlined pond (i.e., the Area 12 industrial wastewater sump). There is

evidence that this pond also overflows sometimes via a discharge pipe onto the land.

- The sanitary sewage from Area 12 .flows to four primary lagoons, the_,:._to_::!.t'wo

- evaporation/seepage ponds operated in series. At the time of the.oh_i_e,lCj.urvey,t.tl_e

.,.small _.t of wa_e_

final pond was not receiving flow, although there was,[:ia£!.:i.:.. "a:.rt&o;__ accumulated in the bottom ofthe pond. i!'i:.:... _
,,._., .. ,. ,;...., ,...;

- The 16ponds that receive the water di_harg_. frlJ_'.,.the:.:t:unne s n Area 12 can

contain both solvents and radloactlvlt_;..as d._._cussegjn $¢_i'ons'3.4.2.3 and 4.1.2.1.2.
.,, ." ': .1.7_o "i".:, _' "'_

_.,..".._ .::._.,: .[.* ,,',,_!,......., ..,.,,;.,.: .,_..,:, ":,.':...,.
_ _o "b.' '.';, .'. ,_.',: ,* '_t: '4 '* *.*,%

- - Three lagoons/ponds in the'_.$te_i:_.t"¢11:e_ain "_ate in Area 22 receive sanitary sewage

-- from the offices,a._ that loca .. .,,, .,_
;' .

- ,.4."';° .:., '. ',*
. ,' ." ,'tj '_ ;' ", 4 "

,t,.,_i_ f,i _ ,, , .,, _.. :,, :'_ ,

- The A_.,_,a"'23s..ewage.:._)/_t_.m"consists of six primary lagoons equipped with aerators

.,.:.,._.f;e.we_::l_i)iour.,_va"_oration/seepage ponds, which operate in series. The sewage
,... _';." ,_':., ",.,.; , ".._.

':,_:;:..._._s_ie'mre_i_:'_l"ows from laboratories and maintenance operations at Mercury and

:-¢....... ,_'_.'...'. _

' ':i._ber__'e may contain hazardous (i.e., RCRA-listed) substances as well as sanitary

":.:",'i'..."' '_age.
.,, *,,

.,. ;• ,

= ';...;
- Most of the facilities in Area 25 were inactive at the time of the on-site Survey. There

are sanitary sewage lagoons south of the Engine Test Stand (2), south of Test Cell C (2),

south of the Reactor Control Point(3), and south of the Central Support Area (2).

Inactive waste facilities in this area are discussed in Section 4.5.*

• Discharges to Injection Wells

' Wells are defined by both state and Federal regulations as being a bored, drilled, or driven

shaft, or a dug hole, whose depth is greater than the largest surface dimension. Injection

-- wells are "wells" into which fluids are being injected. Therefore, many sumps, pits, and/or

holes used for disposal of liquid wastes at NTS may be classed as injection wells and thus

may require permits under the State's Underground Injection Control Program.
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The pit at the Area 1 Subdock Steam Cleaning Pad receives runoff from the cleaning

operation. This pit is 24 inches in diameter and is deeper than it is wide,*

The LLNL Post-Shot Facility Building in the Area2 support facilities has a pit in the

southwest portion of the building. This pit receives wastewaters generated In

servicing drill-back equipment,*

- Cleaning wastes generated at the Area 2 Cutter Rebuild Shop contain R'C'l_A,i.i"._ed

solvents and are discharged down two shallow wells. One is Iocat..ec[.ingtd_ the s_p, , _,

where the cutters are cleaned, and the other is located ou_:._ide tl_'_:i'gla.6_here t_;__ L

rollers are cleaned. Both wells, are reportedly 48 feet deep Witl_ 'a).20-ineH"4;asi_g"_3elow...:...t:.", " ' '"" ", ,,-,
a 52-inch casing. ".:" ;.'.:"_'.i.4 ,,',

,..::... "...,.. '.,, ..;, ..

p":_._2he Area 3 post-shot facilityWater entering the Steam Cleaning C,ontr6i,ilPad"5'_m'

reportedly drains to an 88-incmdiam.e_r_l O0:-;f.oot'.ffeep hole that is located under a

3/8-inch steel plate under t'_:'WO_,n,ii_:ar'_'stor_';e rack just south of the pit,* =

Two blow,_{I pie_enter servidj_g cellars in Area3 collect wastewaters from the, ,' .,', ,j • , .

cleanl'_:_!:_nd.s.e,rvici"hg'.._l:'_"equipment t]sed in drill-back operations. The contents of
' _:'.'" '' ".._" ',." :i"

, ,!{_:_e cei_i_s"are..l_.,mh'ed out twice a month to a 7-foot diameter' casing adjacent to
".'." _ _,._; ..... _'. ,..., ,,, ;,,',,.'

':,;"., l_h.e.:,_lnemab_g,_h'opnext door.*

=_

. '}_'_ Radionuclide Migration Study on Pahute Mesa pumped 1x106 gallons of water

. . into post-shot hole U20acfrom 1983 to 1985. lt is planned to pump additional water -

" from UE20n into U20av as a part of this study. -_

- Disposal of radioactive liquid wastes is discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.2. The J-6 classified L

waste disposal hole in Area3 receives washwater from contaminated drilling

equipment. This hole received 6,600gallons in the 2-1/2years from June 1984 to

December 1986. Hole USd in Area8 received 80,000gallons during the same time

period. In Area9, holeU91TS-Y30-PSI is also used for disposal of contaminated liquid

wastes.

=

=
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- • DischargestoSepticTanks and Leach Fields

- Septic tanks.are watertight, covered receptacles that receive sewage, separate the solids

from the liquid, digest the organic matter, provide storage space for the digested solids,

_ and allow for the discharge of the clarified liquid. Leachfields used for the distribution of

liquids from sewage systems are preceded by a septic tank, whereas leachfields used for

distributing process liquid wastes may or may not be preceded by a settling tank,

depending upon the presence of suspended solids in the wastewater, '";'_:;.";::4

":,:.i;.:.•;',i",_

- Active septic tanks at NTS are listed in Table 3-18. ,. ::.'_'i'_.... "_. "..",
....• f'._ ,_:...'.

- The Building650 leachfield in Area 23 that receives flows',._iom, the-i:_dio__'mistry

lal_oratories, the decontamination shower, the pNdtogra'ph.l_.:..taboratt6ry, and the
...... ',' :.;'. .,i ,;"' ".:,_

silver unit, a¢!_.,an_:.¢.austt._ are disposed of intoChlorinated solveq *_,_ '_'""" ..... !:" "" " ' "recovery
-- ', _ ' ,; '. , t _ ...'*. _,.,

#_.M ,,. , .

laboratory sinks. _.,.. ,..,, :.., ,.%.'.,. . , , • ',_. _:._.

• _, , .. ,;', _ , _,, ',_

, , _,'.' '.'. .' :_.*' "; ,'_* ','.;6

- Inactive leachfields, which Were '_L,d:..fot,.:,r.edlc_actlve and other nondomestic sewage

waste disposal igrAreas 6, 25,'ah,d 26:_i_._rediscussed in section 4.5.
,.:., ":.:i:i,: ,.,...

_,..'°. _,4, ... •
, '."..':L ''_ ".' ', ,4 _"

3.3.4.3 Cateqory'fii;S"' .., ::" "::.","'. .
_:,.,'_ ,,' '.'_,_ '_,_' .', , ,

,_._ _'... ._ ,• . ._'

_,..., _.;, ,_..:,, .,.,..',...

1. Dis_:b_rQ_:_ POTWi_i:eeds Guidelines. Monitoring by the NLVF has shown that the discharge
....,. _, ',.',::."_,_',..;;,.",.,,, , , ,

•".:" .1;:Oth_:i_'_ty _,,_North LasVegas sewer system cons_stantly exceeds the limits for chromium,_. " , . _ 4'."_,

',."..'i;..._opper,""_d lead as set forth In .40CFR433 (Tables3-15 through3-17). During the

'..:'. 20continuous working days on which the data presented in Table3-17 were collected, the

" daily maximum limitation for chromium (2.77 rag/I) was exceeded 7 times, with the highest

value being 16.1 mg/I; the daily maximum limitation for copper (3.38mg/I) was exceeded
2

9times, with the highest value being 70.44mgli; the daily maximum limitation for lead

(0.69 mg/I) was exceeded 14times, with the highest value being 4.5 mg/I; whereas the daily

maximum limitation for nickel (3.98 rag/I) was exceeded only once by a value of 9.25 mg/I, with

- the next highest value being 1.0 mg/I (25% of the limit). As can be seen in the table, the

_ average concentration of the 20samples also exceeded the monthly average limitations for

chromium, copper, and lead. These metals come from the rinse waters at NLVF. The facility

has advised the city of this, and NLVF is working with a consultant to characterize and
_

remediatethe problem. A treatment unit to bring NLVF into compliance is expected to be

installed and operational by the end of CY1987 or early in CY 1988 (Kesler, 1987c).
_
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TABLE 3-18

NEVADA TEST SITESEPTICTANKS
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

iii Ul u ...... ,, i i ____ .i,iJ__

Number of

Area Septic Tanks Tank Locations

I[I III I I IIII

1 1 Subdock, east of Weld Shop
i ii i i i i i -- 4'"_

2 2 New Annex, west end of Cable Yard
' ................. ' '.)' .L:',;

3 2 Southwest of Cafeteria, Northeast of LASL Bui!_i,0_';. _ :_ ::(::.'i!,
III I III , ,I Ii' _" i ' I,L-,J_ __ _ !4__ i i iii i i ii i ",,",4,

5 6 Building 5-6, Liquified Gaseous Fuels Spill Te_t:Eac 14_Les, '_;5:']:ia

CCDAS Building '" '*:'"'" .":'ii i i i iii ill'I i lH Iii' , / • ,_'. d,#

6 10 Building 6-619, Building 6-175;,Buildir_g 6_762, _:.,i[!':,
" Building CP-400, Building CP-95'iand 90,'._ulidi;rLg C#-100,

Building CP-162, Bujldi'n.g'.cP-,10', Build'n'ig 6-3 li, DOD
Facility ' * '

i " - ,,, • ....

................... "':-1t 1 Tweezer._.acillt: ',_uil '[._g '"..............
- i i ...... ' .... - ".: ..'_ ._ '- ',- '; ',*, , • .6

15 1 EPA _,arrYr,._. ". : .: '..7,. . .._
, , ,. ,0 , , , ,,

lillll i ' ill i " i"lj " " "? "
•. ,. _. ,, .. _ ,,,, ,, ,,,,, i i i i i

20 1 , Supp_rt.Fai'fl.i._ies "
---- i ii II' " jl nilllr I IL I I I iii I iii

22 .' 2 :' Desert P_o_kWeather Station, Desert Rock Airport

23 _.':_:"":"':,"'..........................,1 ". '" _. ,...,,,R:u:_i_i_,g1010,:?, .,.::;., ........ , ,.

:,... . ,. .................,.:: 1.2,5--::. 7 ,* "'Test -.etl A; Test Cell C; Engine Test Stand #1' RMAD,
,.,:, " " ':'::':':.-.':::[..:'"' southeast of Warehouse; EMAD, south of EMAD; Fire

." _ _ _'_ .,. , ,o

.' .o ",",:*"*,, ..,, • Z'.' Station' CP
"4" .'_'" .,, . I

, '1°' i iii ........... Z Z__,...JLLLJ...J, _

•:,..,. ' ' 2g;:!:i:, 6 Building 2101, Building 2103, Building 2105,
'a,- Building 2201 Building 2203, Building 2205' '.

', ; i .,, i i i i ii i i t i i i i i i , ,, , ,,,.,

., 27 4 5100 Series Buildings, 5200 Series Buildings,
Building 5310, Building 5430

_--- i iii i iiiii i i i ii iiiiiiii i __

28 2 Bren Gate, Bren Tower
iii

ii i ii i ii . i __

Source: Skivers,. 1987.
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- 2. Wastewater Lacloons located in drainaqe swales can be fl,ooded or washed away durinq heavy

storm events, This would allow the contents of the lagoons to be spread over the adjacent

desert, where it would evaporate or percolate into the soil. The magnitude of the resulting

environmental problem would of course_depend upon the contents of the lagoon at the time

of flooding. However, it is expected that the impact would be minimal,.given the arid climate

and resulting limited biotic popu ation. As discussed in Section 3.3.2.3, the probability of such

an occurrence has to be determined specifically for any particular site, Lagoons at NTS that

appear to be in such areas are ,.",_:_';..';'._,

• Area 12 Tunnel Ponds and sewage lagoons . _. " .... ..,,
°,../ , ,' ', .:..":,

• The Area 23 sewage ponds ,..=:_.:_..:. _....::._.,:......

• The lagoons south of CP-1 in Area 6 ':"_: """:_"

_,,., '_.. ° %,..,; ,,, ,_ . *_.

3. ContamtnatJon of off-site soil with lead partJcles._ poss_l'e,atl_LVF.'_Runoff from the paved

area adjacent to Building A-l, whtch Is usedt_as a I_ad..stS_.age'a.t,_._,could flow onto off-s_te,:._:.:..,_:_ ,,.. ,, ',_' ._:

unpaved, ground. While lt is unllk_:.:,t.h.alt_:ere'_ts..-..eno_tgh preclpttatlon to sotub_l_ze a

sufficient amount of lead to cont_"m, in_:?_:_ :_!_ec_ ground, it might be possible that

particulates have been .t_,ansported '{o_i"thisi'_'.r_aand accumulated over time. Survey-related
_ , '. , .,, o_,'_

sampling and ana,l,#._5w'a:s':i'recommencJe'_ for this off-site area. However, because of recent
•,.,..'.:;:.:.i:.,_:'' :_.',.. ..:.:..,,.

resource reall_.:._tions_ they,d, r.e,l_]_.mlnated from NTS sampling and analysis.

3.3.4.4 "_ 'ii:'_'i,':i;"" '"

}_:.':",'.:i'_ck of"_:omonitorinq proqram. Neither NTS nor the NLVF are monitoring wastewater

':,i'". discharges on a routine basis.
'.,"

• Data for parameters other than radionuclides are sparse for wastewater discharges at NTS

because no discharge permits with associated monitoring requirements were in place at

- NTS at the time of the on-site Survey.

Data is only obtained for special studies. One such study (discussed in Sections3.3.3,4,

_ 3.4.2.3, and 4.1.2.1.3) was conducted in 1986 to determine whether the Tunnel Ponds in

Area 12 and the Decontamination Pond in Area6 contained mixed (hazardous and

radioactive) wastes. Other tests were run in 1982 and 1985 (Section 3.3.3.1) to determine

the effectiveness of the sewage treatment lagoons in Areas 6, 12 and 23.
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• The North LasVegas Facility received a permit August9, 1985, for discharges to the city

sewer system. One of the conditions contained in th'e permit was. that quarterly reports

would be submitted to the City of North Las Vegas. These reports would include the

analysis of the chromium and nickel in the wastewater discharge to the sewer, an estimate

of the amoL,nt of chromium and nickel used by the facility in the three-month period, and

the amoL_nt of water used by the facility in the three month period. NLVF submitted

reports in December 1985 for the months of September, October, and November 1985 and

in March 1986 for the months of December 1985 and January and February 1986. _:_!ese

reports listedthe estimated amounts of chromium and nickel discharged from _h_ilf_j'iity

grams for each month, During a visit on May13,1986, by represent_..t.l._":_'_he '"Cii_:t:yii_f--"

North Las Vegas and tile State of Nevada, the format of the rep.o.rt was":q{i_cL_d and t_"
,'.'t:." .'. . . "," _' ' '.'.;_

NLVF was requested to report estimated discharges in mill't]_'_jrams p_i_, lite_r":.,(mg/i).
_,,_.

However, at the time of the on-site portion of the Surve_k_.._t.LVFha_id:iScont n£ed sampling

for the quarterly reports and therefore had n,o.t,im"'p.le_lented'"'":' the'.cha'" ' nge in report format

(Kesler, 1987a). ,... .... .... ,.._..,
..,,',. ,,.... , ';_.!,.

,_'.,', ',i, ._.. ". '..' ".'i"_, "."'.,;

Furthermore, Section 403.12(el:.r_ the.:i_en_ra_' Pretteatment Regulations for Existing and

New Sources of Pgl4,ution (40CF,R403"_.!_:r,equires dischargers to submit to the Control.'., '.. ...'; s.

Authority (in _tbj_ ca'_:e:i',the City of:_ert_q Las Vegas)a report indicating the nature and

concentra_{_h, of:... pollbt'antS:',.,if_,,. the efftuent which are limited by a categorical

pr.e_r_mer_{ ,st'anda_ t6""vvhich the discharge is subject. Because of the operations at

'N'L _,.(l#rlnted'_;[l__:_ff board manufacture, anodiz n etc the facility requ., .,. ,_,,,,.:,_,.=.,.,, ,..... g, .), is ired to comply

, wl_, th_e,'_,_egulations applicable to the Metal Finishing Point Source Category in

:'. ',' ." 40C_433. Cadmium, copper, lead, silver, zinc, cyanide, and total toxic organics(TTO) are
' _,

.. ". also limited by 40CFR433 in addition to chromium and nickel and therefore should have
,, '_

" been included in the monitoring reports.

2. Lack of Backflow Preventer Inspection and Maintenance Proqram. Contamination of potable

waters may be possible because neither the test site nor the NLV facility has a backflow

preventer inspection and maintenance program.
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Backflow preventers are installed on process water I nes to prevent the accidental

contamination of potable water lines by the process water in the event that there is a pressure

loss in the potable water distribution system, At the North Las Vegas facility photo laboratory,

a backflow preventer that had been installed originally was replaced by check valves, Check

valves are not usually acceptable as a substLtute "for a properly operating backflow preventer

under local regulations• An inspection and maintenance program would have discovered and

corrected this change.
- •

o d ,',: ,I
. ',.: :,,;,',

,.
_.. , ,Q. .i, , ._ ._"' ,.o_

_.__,',. .. _'., ,,.: .: _, ,1,3: ',..,

• .:,,, '._,,,._.,,.i.'_._. ,".?":.

_,; ,_ _, ".. ..C _
,,, , , ,,,..

',',, .;. -_,.'

,:_,'..'._.,,......_;

_v ,,,._,,.._ " _'. ':._

........ . ..,_.,_.:,...,.,,,_i"/._''
::._", _ .'.."._!";' .,, .:.,,._.",:;:'i,',,, :,. '_.:_'.'!_,_,,, -,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,, :o• , ., ,

,"' ,"' _" '_',,_i:;'.,','"'"."_':?,',....
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3.4 Groundwater (Hydroqeolocly)

3.4.1 Background Environmental Information

3.4, 1.1 Site-Specific Geoloqy

The Nevada Test Site (NTS) lies in the southern part of the Great Basin Section of the Basin and Range

physiographic province, The NTS and nearby areas occur in a broad topographic slope that sepatla!tes
_,., /.a

high, topographically closed basins of central Nevada from low, connected basins of the'Am.,a('g._sa
' * _.'t, ",' % _,

, , y' f .: .. _,.:,",

Desert-Death Valley drainage system (Sinnock, 1982). Topographically high areas .of _h'e NTS'.ahe

dominated by a large volcanic plateau, Pahute Mesa, which is bounded c_r_the s_'._.i.ky!',.a" rougtq"i'y:

circular, extinct volcano at Timber Mountain (see Figure 2-4 in Section 2.'_)'i.i"':Tile e'a_ern"edge of
_,, "., , ., .,

, Pahute Mesa is formed by Rainier Mesa. Jackass Flats, Yucca Flat, a'nd. French_an.Flata'resub-basins
i J. '"t

within a larger basin that occupies the eastern and southern'Po_tio_'6'f, the".N_TS. The sub-basins are
' -,i..',. ". _. ' "" :",.:". "'

" , ', I '. '::" '" _ ','..',

separated by small, irregularly oriented ranges. Peaks.wlth_'n these ranges'rarely exceed 6,000 feet in

elevation and range crests generally rise only -5_0.0.t.o.I_5"G0fee_,.abc_e the basin floor. In contrast, the

Pahute Mesa-Timber Mountain uplands e.x_:.e,ed'.iT_,O00tO:'8_000feet in elevation and rise more than

2 000 feet above the surroundjr_g basins (Si'n,rio{ <':i'982). Thus, the NTS can be divided roughly into

two major areas:-the mes_ in {b_e,nor'hweste_,'n portion and the flats in the eastern and southern
,,.<.ij:i,,_'' ,,; ,...... ..,,

portions, ,,...._, ..,. , ...,,.. ,.,.,

' ii,.:','_ '.." .:.,,, t:.,* _ 'e 'l

, . ,, ,4..: ,_.:., ,,.,, ,.,,;,.

Alluvial fa,n._..cba_a."cterist:i_J:_7"occurat the bases of the ranges. These cone-shaped deposits form

,,Where'._nterh3=.1,tent._treams from the mountains reach the lowlands. Tiqese fans are generally

featckreless, ge_t_y concave slopes descending toward a central basin drainage line or playa. Jackass
, ,

Flat drains to the Amargosa Desert, but Yucca Flat and Frenchman Flat are closed basins containing
, ;

playas. These playas (dry lake beds) aremud flats where broad, shallow sheets of water gather and

quickly evaporate. A million years ago, in Pleistocene time, these lakes held water on a more

permanent basis, and lake-deposited sediments are present beneath the surficial mud flats.

The general geology of the test site can be described in terms of three major rock units. These are

(1) complexly folded and faulted sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic age overlain at many places by

(2) volcanic tuffs and lavas of Tertiary age, which in the valleys or flats are covered by (3) alluvium of

late Tertiary and Quaternary age, which was derived from erosion of 'the nearby hills of Tertiary and

Paleozoic rocks (ERDA, 1977). The volcanic rocks in the valleys are displaced along steeply dipping,

normal faults of late Tertiary age; the overlying alluvium is rarely faulted, but a few prominent faults

can be observed.
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The sedimentary rocks Of Paleozoic age are many thousands of feet thick and are of mostly

carbonate rocks (limestone and dolomite)in the upper and lower .parts, separated by a middle

section of shale and quartzite. The volcanic rocks of Tertiary age are predominantly tuffs (rocks

formed of compacted volcanic fragments which cooled in air and settled to the ground) and lavas

(rocks formed from liquid which cooled on the ground surface). The thickness of these volcanic rocks

varies from place to place at the NTS because of erosion or nondeposition. Alluvial materials can

attain thicknesses of 600 to 900 meters (2,000 to 3,000 feet) in the central portion of the flats.

,The alluvium in Yucca Flat is vertically offset along a predominant north-south trendincj'fa;u.!_i:.;ihe

Yucca Fault. The Yucca Fault is noticeable as bumps in the unpaved roads or, a._ru_'t_:_.hang_s:in

topography in various parts of northern and central Yucca Flat. The a.[t._vlum'.,._,._,_e..surface'_is

_ geologically young, and therefore the changes in topography indicate t_a_:r_'aveme_:_, h.:,.a;':_(:u rred
, ,:._,, .. _..: ,, ..... ;

along the Yucca Fault sometime during the last few thousand_.;'_.o te_:.'6.f.,'_,hous_ihds of years. .. _....; ,. ._,., o.:'.,_

(Sinnock, 1982). Considerable effort has been devoted _._ res'e_h r_£"e:_tistsi._)the'estimation of the

probability of occurrence of geologic phenomena_._uci_:ilgs r__w'e'_i:_'_vement along faults with

consequent earthquakes. Other phenome_g=_tba__ave "b."een 't:i_nsidered are renewed volcanc

activity and climatic changes resulting in :j_cree_._',ral_f.gl_. Such estimations have been conducted

to demonstrate the suitability,e the area }_'o_:":hig;'_i'.f.gvel(off-site} and low-level (on-site)radioactive
., ':..:.,:. ,......

waste disposal. ,,_.:i'_: .:.... ":':',
....a _ , , ,.. _.

The souther._itk_da:-[:_'_i_'n is._en_'ally characterized as an area of moderate earthquake activity.
, %'..''i" "*'o ',:::;. ,,:._'"_:,.'"

Approxlm_.tlelg.,._)000ea_.'i_uakes were recorded between 1900and 1974wthin an area of

, .95:;000.squa_.:_,r__._46,_ oo square kilometers)centered on the NTS. Only 21 of these earthquakes

h._i_.:!_gnitud'_o of 5.5or larger on the Richter scale. The closest event to the test site had a
_ ... ,*..

magnitude of 5.6and occurred in 1949 about 82 miles (132 kilometers) to the west. The largest

even_con record was the Owens Valley earthquake of 1872, which had a magnitude of 8.3 and was

located 100 miles (160 kilometers) west of the NTS (ERDA, 1977).

Most of the seismic events located on the NTS itself are the result of underground nuclear tests and

aftershocks related to these tests. An underground nuclear explosion produces an initial seismic

signal, which has characteristics similar to those of an ea_hquake and which can be detected

worldwide with appropriate seismometers. Ali underground nuclear explosions are followed by a

series of small earthquakes, which may persist for hours or days, and sometimes up to several

months. For smaller-yield events, these aftershocks usually cease with cavity collapse Studies of

megaton-yield tests (conducted prior to the 1974Threshold Test Ban, which limits tests to a

maximum yield of 150 kilotons) showed the following: (1)95 percent of the induced earthquake

activity is confined to within 8.7miles (14kilometers) of ground zero and to within 3miles
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(5 kilometers) of the surface, (2) the strongest aftershock is usually two or more magnitude units less

than the explosion, and (3)the location of aftershocks appears to be controlled by preexisting

geologic structures such as faults. Stress is apparently relieved by movement along preexisting faults

within the immediate vicinity of the explosion site. Except for this immediate area, it appears that

the underground nuclear testing program does not produce a detectable influence on the natural

pattern of earthquake activity (ERDA, 1977).

Effects within the immediate area of an underground test atYucca Flat include the collapse of [b'cks

into underground cavities and the formation of subsidence craters. The ground surface'is_:¢r_,ed

within the subsidence crater and for several tens of meters outside the (.rater rim: ._.'h_se"cracks_.a'r.e

radial and circumferential and are related to uplift of the ground surf-ace a{'.{he.t;_,e of tl_e"
' ,, ". :.. -.. . :_,..:i._,:

explosion and to the subsequent collapse forming the subsidence crater. Cra'ters in Yu_.ca Fl'a_:'range
• • .... . .',

_, _. • .

from about 40 feet to 1,500 feet in diameter(Sinnock, 1982). The"¢avity is eomrnoniy"_onnectedto

the surface crater by a rubble chimney. Cavitydiameter.£gen.er311y.i'ange fio'mabout 30 to 120 feet
..

,and chimney heights from 30!o 1 500 feet. Intense,[-ract:_ng "at'otJn'd.{b'e cavity extends about 2 to

4 times the radial distance from the explosion'pojnt.tc_,i'he cailJty w_]l. The cavity comrnonly contains

glassy material intermixed w_tt_ rock rubbl_.,whcreas:the<;himneyis rock rubble only. Thechimnev

may not extend to the surface,,p.articularly.. fQrdeep_:explosions... ',, in consolidated rocks. Neither craters ="
nor radial and circumferentral f'_ac.ture uattern_'_levetop for Pahute Mesa tests, because there is well-

consolidated volcanf_"_:6ck !nstead"o_..altu_'i_j"m at the surface on Pahute Mesa.
'o "

. .,'i::'.-.::: :,,:,..,,. ,.
Both natu_';a'Land).tnduce_t,_ar_hquakes are most likely to occur where faults intersect. Such fault

", ", i,'°;' : .. ,,'

intersect ons".occui _n,i_er the Radioactive Waste Management Site, a shallow land burial waste
•" ,. : ".,::";,

dispqsal site in=Area 5. In order to preserve the integrity of this site, nuclear testing near this area is

avoJdr_d. Current underground testing occurs well to the north and northwest of this area, in Yucca

Flat _nd up on the mesas.

One other geologic phenomenon has been observed at the NTS: this is the appearance of giant

fractures on the surface of Yucca Lake(Sinnock, 1982). These cracks are not the common polygonal

(:racks dLe to drying that are found in many desert playas. They were observed between about 1950

and 1969, and were a series of northeast trending fractures that migrated southeast across the

surface of the lake. They were thought to extend to significant depths, perhaps to rocks beneath the

alluvium. This was inferred from the fact that water, if present in Yucca Lake at the time when a

crack opened, would rapidly pour into the crack. This rapid ioss of water would cause the cracks to

•fill with sediment and become inactive. A new crack would then abruptly form to the southeast at

some later dme. The cracks were observed to lie along a known zone of faulted alluvium that

extends northward from Mercury, but no displacements of the playa surface were noted along the

_-,=
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cracks. The origin of these giant cracks is unknown. Apparently, none have been observed

- since 1969. This is fortunate, since several wastewater disposal facilities are located on th_. dry lake

bed (see Section 3.4.2.6).

3.4.1.2 Site-Specific. Hyd roqeoloqy

Two regional groundwater systems are present beneath the NTS. (Refer to Figure 2-5 in Section 2.0.)

The eastern two-thirds of the NTS, as well as a vast area to the north and east of the site, are w.i._"hin

p :"' :,':,.the Ash Meadows groundwater system. The ahute Mesa groundwater system encom'l_as.se_i)the
,..-.., ,. ,._''.::._,

western one-_hird of the NTS as well as an extensive' area to the west and north (E[_D;_;'T_77,). '.' ;;,.
".,, 'Pr q*" °" ';" '%.

: .:.-, ..,:..,:;' ._,.,
,_..:_:....., ,.' ... =;.,_.. ?.,,:,
.._._;.... .. : ',_.,.,

Recharge and Discharge Areas .... .....
b"

4 ,.,:, .. ;..'. ,'. ;..
_... 'i'_, . %'.'," _ ' i"

Recharge to the regional systems tends to be Iocaliz_.in'._h_:.ar.,e'_,_'{:of 17.E_herelevation such as

Pahute Mesa, the Belted Range, and Timber MoL_aln..:...:Recl_r_ae de:_ _ average annual.... hdsupon' , , .'. ,,.,:.. .4 ..:.,

precipitation, which may be 2to 3 times.hight. (2._:_:,;30...._.,... _.......c_..'.,_:om_ared.....,to approximately 10cre)in
",..",, '_.'..,_, '.:":.'.: ,;.'.':, 7::'_._,

these upland areas than at lower elevatlo_ls; '.ii;: ._..:. '_:':...

'_ i'. '4. "

-_ Discharge for both regiop_ sy_t_ms is to.the":_,margosa Desert, southwest and south of the NTS.

Groundwater in the'.__t_"_lVleadow'_,:s_/s,te_(_'L=nerally moves downward through alluvium and volcanic
..,, ,0 . '....;. ._.._ •

._., . _:,'_, .'. .,_' ....i'

rocks to the:_p_f_olc'¢!_bonate,/oc_s , in which it then flows generally southwestward to discharge

at the lar'_;!._ri_s in _i'll._e:a'clows, about 40 km (25 miles)southwest of Mercury. In addition to
• : 0 0 '_ , .'..: ._'o _.._ _._, _ .

,.tb_S flOW t0v_8[;ds {_,_margosa Desert, lt is possible that some groundwater flow in the carbonates
i_a_/be'southe_tward towards Indlan Springs and the Las Vegas flow system. This possibility cannot

, ',

yet..i_e evaluated because of insufficient hydrologic data, but further well drilling in this area has

been" proposed as part of the Radionuclide Migration (RNM) program of the Nevada Operations

Office (NVO, 1986b).

Groundwater in the Pahute Mesa system in part moves soL_thward beneath Pahute Mesa, Fortymile

Canyon (orWash), and Crater Flat (west of NTS) toward the Amargosa Desert, and in part flows

southwestward to Oasis Valley near Beatty. Groundwater in Oasis Valley moves southward into the

Amargosa Desert through 9_avels and sands laid down in former channels of the Amargosa River,

and probably moves also through the underlying fractured rocks. Further well drilling has also been

£ proposed as part of the RNM program in the Thirsty Canyon area southwest of Pahute Mesa to

investigate the extent o_ flow toward Oasis Valley (Beatty area). This is the direction of nearest

population to the NTS.
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Most of the annual discharge (an estimated 33 million cubic meters) from the two groundwater

systems is transpired by plants or evaporated from soil and playas in theAmargosa Desert. Asmalt

amount of groundwater (less than 1,000,000 cubic meters) may continue to flow southward through

theAmargosa River channel deposits. Some groundwater may flow westward fromtheAmargosa

Desert through fractured rock of the Funeral Mountains to discharge at springs in Death Valley,

Alternatively, tr,_.,se springs may be fed by groundwater from the carbonate rocks of the Spring

Mountains southeast of the NTS (Jacobson, 1987a).

;1.7

One other feature of the discharge areas potentially affected by the NTS is the pl:esence.i at
, ,,, r¢_ ,. _,

Ash Meadows of the only known surviving wild population of the endangered De'vi'43'H'61e., . pu_:!s,..h

/c_z  ododi bolisl.Th,p pfish  ingt , pring-f d, po£L!.'Froi h' 4o  970,
extensive well field was developed for irrigation of privately owned lands 'in:{lhd Aslq_l_,ead6v_ area.

'b" ', ..

Withdrawals of groundwater from parts of this well field caused a.0',8-me'teri(2!5-f, oo1_)'reduction in

4 o "" '": _' '"' ' ' '9 'the water level of the pool and thereby threatened theosurv;'va_0f-tt_"e_'#upf'iS'h..,,,A i 76 ruling by the

U.S. Supreme Court ordered a restriction in pumpi ._.f,.o'_:;spe'e_ic_#i:t_!iin t'he Devils Hole area and

required maintenance of the water table at a'_:ev.elad__...uat"e!_ort_ pupfish habitat (OCRWM, 1986).,'. '. '.:, ._, "- ' ." '.. '_:, ". 4,

Water Table , :....... .

t.: , i,_:. _' ". ° _,

The top of the groo_i.,_ater, flo#..ily_ter_'s:_sthe water table. The water table is a surface with an

irregular con.f.i!_(Jhatio_ii"_'_her area_"0n this underground surface coincide with higher topographic

etevation_:d_q t;he,.._ands6_r_a_el Rocks and other subsurface materials are saturated with water from

. the't'6p:of t'hi_'wa_:e'r_:,'_abledownward. Soil, rocks, and unconsotida[ed deposits between the land

su_fa.ce'and th_e3p of the water table form the unsaturated zone. Water moves downward through°

the.Qnsaturated zone until it reaches the water table. Water then moves both horizontally and

verti_:altyin response to head differences (hydraulic gradients). Perched groundwater may occur in

the unsaturated zone where downward movement of water is retarded by low-permeability zones

such as clay layers.

The water table is shown by lines (contours) connecting points of equal elevation. Groundwater

flows from higher to lower areas on this surface, in a direction perpendicular to the contours.

Figure 3-11 is a water-table contour map developed by Boughton(1986) for the NTS. This map

represents the elevation to which water rises in a well under hydrostatic pressure; it is therefore a

map of the hydraulic head in an aquifer, or a potentiometric surface. The map is based on data from

ali holes containing saturated geologic units. Data points that were anomalously high or low by

comparison with surrounding water levels were eliminated. Such points were thought to indicate

perched water or incomplete recovery from pumping. The water levels shown may be composite
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REGIONALWATER-TABLE MAP_
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where wels tap more than one aquifer. This map includes head data from tuff, carbonate, and

alluvial aquifers, and thus the contours represent regional patterns (Boughton, 1986).

Aquifer Characteristics

Winograd and Thordarson (1975) identified six major aquifers and five major aquitards at the NTS.

For a general understanding of NT5 hydrogeology, the most important of these are the lower

carbonate aquifer (Cambrian through Devonian age), the welded-tuff aquifer and the tuff aq_tc'ard
..

in volcanic rocks of Tertiary age, and the valley-fill (alluvial) aquifer of Tertiary and Quat#rnar.y_:a_e.

These hydrogeologic units are explained in more detail below. . ',!".: <..',.

•,:... .ii:..:::_,..-...:....
4:' " ""', , * . ' '_.

Flow in both the Pahute Mesa and the Ash Meadows regional groundwa_e'r::systems!occu_s:Phainly

through fractures in massive volcanic or carbonate rocks. The all'u_/i.al aq'ui-fb._:i_"imp_t[ant only in
• '_.. ,,.' ..... , ,°:,

local groundwater flow systems in the NTS flats. In th_ ellL;v.ia_aqu'i:f_r, w_;'£h is in unconsolidated

deposits rather than consolidated rocks, flow occurl*[nter_t_.tial[yiij.e.i_i'_:he spaces or pores between

particles such as sand grains, lt is important t_o:reme_"ber"t-l_'at grOUndwater flow depends not only
'_ .... '1'"' ; '."":t '"i .."., ._, ".'..,_, • . ..... . ._

on the size and shape of the spaces withfh su_:s_3rfa'ce_;'matetials, but also on the size, shape, and

extent of interconnections b_t_veen these;, spaces;;!:.,A rock may have high porosity (ratio of the
",..-% 'o_"_.•

• .

volume of the spaces t,o;._e 'tOtal volume O_'-rock, usually expressed as a percentage) but low, .'. ;l, , . 4

permeability (abi Ii ty._{_'_:'_r'a a"f,t' _:'t_'ensm t 0i.d-)'i spaces are poorly connected.

.," ..., , ,., . _,_ ," ._. ,

The follo_i-ncji ,-_escrip_iOl_isi,'_'f hydrogeologic units are taken directly from Winograd and• +... ","_.',...'.:' '_'. Z.

.,T,h'o'" ' <".... ":'" '_rcfarson, t_..75 __:,,-

The l_ighly fractured to locally brecciated, lower carbonate aquifer consists of limestone and
, -

dolo_qite. On the basis of pumping tests of 10wellsand regional flow analysis, the coefficient of

transmissibility of the aquifer ranges from 600to several million gallons per day per foot. Core _-

examination indicates a fracture porosity of a fraction of 1percent. The effective intercrystalline

porosity of 25 cores ranges from 0.0to 9.0 percent and has a median value of 1.1percent. The

coefficient of permeability of 13 cores ranges from 0.00002to 0.1 gpd per square foot and has a

median value of 0.00008 gpd per square foot.

The water-bearing fractures are probably solution-modified joints, fault zones, and breccia. Drill-

stem tests in eight holes suggests that the water-bearing fractures are few and widely spaced, are

present to depths of at least 1,500 feet beneath the top of the aquifer and as much as 4,200 feet

below land surface, do not increase or decrease with depth, and are no more abundant or
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permeable immediately beneath the Tertiary-pre-Tertiary unconformity than elsewhere in the

aquifer.

The lower carbonate aquifer contains several solution caverns in outcrop. One of the caverns,

Devils Hole, reportedly extends at least 300 feet vertically into the zone of saturation. The caverns

probably do not constitute_a hydraulically integrated network of solution openings, except possibly

near major discharge areas; ' variations in fracture transmissibility control the regional movement of

groundwater through the aquifer. '';':_';..':'..:,

The tuff aquitard consists primarily of nonwelded ash-flow tuff, ash-fall (or,.b_ld_d)'.:tuff, ".t_ff

- breccia, tuffaceous sandstone and siltstone, claystone, and freshwater lime,s_ne. "l_:_ii_ei!_.he wid_i:_

differing origins of 'these strata, they generally have one feature i,n.comm_:_ii":their':_tri'c'_:s"'(:onsist
principally of zeolite or clay minerals, which are responsib_ in"p,'a_ fo_.t_:::_.er._.....,. Id_ interstitial

permeability of these relatively porous rocks. Strata cor_.osln._.:..t.he,i!q_.ltar_ have moderate to high

interstitial effective porosity (median values rangir_:.f.ro_:;l_) t6_9 p_r£:_), negligible coefficient of

permeability (median values ranging from 9.i.0.Q0a_g. 0.O0._.gp¢:_er square foot), and very low

coefficient of transmissibility (less than 2:.019.gp_:_e_i;_fo'_tt_Evidence from several miles of tunnels
',: !,. ,',,:",

indicates that the regional _ovement oi.. groci_water through the tuff aquitard is probably

controlled by interstitia!,g_}_ne_l.ity rather t'h'_'n by fracture transmissibility.
.,..,..'.ii:.,_,_. ,,_,,, ......_..,

_.,;:.._,o ,. ': ._s:...._ ,'

-_ The welded_..t_,".:aqui'_'-/;_nsist_,of"_oderately to densely welded ash-flow tuff. The coefficient of• ,. _'_

transmiss'rb[}i.t)C._:_he aa_'_"_t 4 well sites ranges from 200to more than 100,000 gpd per foot and

,.Ig.':.lSFdb_bly'_:i!!c_nt'f"N_,_dprincipally by interconnected primary (cooling) and secondary joints;

}_'l:ersti_ial per_ability is negligible.
•, *,.

The "valley-fill aquifer consists of alluvial-fan, mudflow, fluvial deposits, and lake beds. The

: coefficient of transmissibility of the valley-fill aquifer at 6well sites ranges from 800to about

34,000gpd per foot; average interstitial permeabilities range from 5to 70gpd per square foot

- (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).

The behavior of these hydrogeologic units is best illustrated by examining specific areas of the NTS.

Figure3-12 is a generalized north-south geologic cross-section of Yucca Flat, Frenchman Flat, and

_ Mercury Valley showing directions of groundwater flow. In the flats, the water table generally

occurs in alluvium and volcanic rocks above the regional carbonate aquifer. The welded-tuff aquifer

is believed to lie above the lower carbonate aquifer in this portion of theNT5. (This welded tuff is

made up of numerous ash flows hardened by the combined action of the heat retained by the

volcanic ash particles and the enveloping hot gases. Welding decreases porosity but promotes the

w
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development of joints which allow groundwater to flow.) Overlying the welded tuff is the tuff

aquitard, which includes friable material that does not maintain open fractures or joints, and which

has spaces filled with clay and zeolite minerals. (For a discussion of zeolites, see Section 3.2.1.) This

aquitard retards vertical flow between the overlying alluvial (valley-fill) aquifer and the underlying

welded tuff and carbonate aquifers. The alluvial aquifer is surrounded on ali sides at the edge of the

various flats by older rocks, so that horizontal flow has to pass through the tuff aquitard. Thus,

horizontal movement of groundwater from the alluvial aquifer is restricted. Instead, as shown on

Figure3-12, groundwater moves downward slowly through the aquitard and then horizoq..t.::_lly
e ,"" ,;

southward through the carbonate (Burbey and Wheatcraft, 1986). "_":_ "':"_
.v'. _, ', _ :'_. ,..;'*.

,; .,,, ,.. ,- ....,,:.,

Downward 'flow through the tuff aquitard is less than 0.05 meter (0.2 foot)=.:per ye'_';,.,.:i._'_=[matesf"_:

groundwater velocities are 2 to 180meters (6to 600feet) per year in tt_e"¢'arbona_'e aq_i_'_r. A

velocity near the'lower end of this range is supported by carbon-14'd_ta (El_,D_i,,!i9.7.7), ':;';
'_':"' ,,, '".i:,:!:, ", :_i ' "'_

At Rainier Mesa, the regional water table is Iocate_:,,1,0"7,_';me_e'_&(3";600".'feet) below the summit in

the Paleozoic carbonate rocks (Figure 3-13), :Wa,l;eri_u,nd _rt,,',,the'._/elcanicrocks above the regional
. • , .".: .'0_ . : ,'.,'.'o ".../%

_ groundwater table is frequently perchecf:._/,ith'i"ri_l_/_!:_onn__:ted fractures and fault zones in the

tuff aquitard, This perched w,ater has bee'hi'tap#_,in the process of mining new drifts for tunnel

tests. (See Section 2.2 .!_i;_odeg_:!}ption of.thes_ tests.) Water stored in these fractures tends to be

- depleted rapidly w_;'the.zone"1si:_.t_d'_ but seepage continues to occur as groundwater from

n .... "' ,{.:1.... ,. ;_..,.
recharge ,:°i,,,_:e_sa:,,:,- ', :, _0'_.f_'ce,,,- m_ffes"_iowly...,., downward through the tuff, The perched water in these
fractures i_'::'t,.h__i{f aqu_t_i:i_"about 370 to 430 meters (1,200 to 1,400 feet) beneath the surface of

the _ela in _ ar_,:,_f the tunnels, or about 600 meters (1,970 feet) above the water table within

= "_:h'e'dlnaerlying_rbonate aquifer (Jacobson et al., 1986).

In th_ Pahute Mesa area, there is no deep, underlying aquifer similar to.the carbonate aquifer. The

geologic units beneath the mesa consist of a complex series of interbedded volcanic rocks with

extreme contrasts in permeability both laterally and vertically. Pahute Mesa contains fractured lava

flows and welded tuffs that are considered to be aquifers. Nonwelded and altered tuffs generally
-

act as aquitards, with the altered turfs containing substantial amounts of zeolite minerals (Jacobson

et al., undated).

Estimated groundwater velocities beneath Pahute Mesa range from 2 to 76 meters (7 to 250 feet) per

year. Low-permeability blocks between fractures may result in velocities that vary as much as two or

three orders of magnitude over short distances. The most probable groundwater velocity, based on

an assumed 10 percent porosity, is 5 meters (15 feet) per year. If this velocity is used, water from sites

of Pahute Mesa tests could not leave government-controlled land (including the Nellis Air Force
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FAULT, WITH PINCH-AND-SWELL STRUCTURE,
_ LOWER CLASTIC AQUITARD PARTLY SATURATED.

BLACK INDICATES PERCHED AND SEMIPERCHED
WATER.

Source: Modified fromWinograd &Thordarson. 1975

FIGURE3-13

GEOLOGIC CROSS-SECTION AT E-TUNNEL, RAINIER MESA

NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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Range) for more than 1,000years (ERDA, 1977). As mentioned above, well drilling has been

- proposed in the Thirsty Canyon area southwest of Pahute Mesa to provide actual data to check these

assumptions. Awell in this area is part of the Five Well Program proposed by the RNM program

(NVO, 1986a).

3.4.1.3 Groundwater Use

Since the only surface water body in the vicinity of the NTS is Lake Mead (85 miles [136km] aW_y),. . ';..'.,'.?.

nearly ali water supplies are groundwater (wells and springs). Lake Mead supplies 60 perCeril. #_.!,ihe

water for LasVegas and North LasVegas; the remalnang 40percent comes from.'we[ls,:'.Wate_';.:_n
.....,, ,: .: ,;.,...:

southern Nevada (excluding the LasVegas area)is used chiefly for irrigation..and to'_.:le.s_,.e'_i;,extentf_

livestock, municipal needs, and domestic supplies: Almost ali the requiredi_:'at_r is pLJ_, ed"'f_'m the

ground, although some springs supply water to establishmeri_.s:,.in Death:.V,alley. '_' Springs in
*,_, ,:, .'._:, ,. ,,.', ',:.. _,

Oasis Valley near Beatty are a significant source of wal_r 'far._publ)'_'::'and "dames{ c needs and for
- "'t",',, ", ' _,". ," . ' .' _._:, '_.,

irrigation. In Nye County centralized water supply...*:servi_$ ar'_ii'avaiig'Nj:.aonly in Beatty, Tonopah,

Mercury, and Gabbs, and wlthtn parts of Pahf_.rnp....;_T_h..ese':.u%!lltl_t0servedabout 64 percent of the
, , '_._', ',._..,,_ ':.':.,, :',.,_.. '>',:_ ,

county population in 1980. Table 3-19 sL_r_mam..ze_,:_va_able'lnformatlon on water supply sources
,0. _ ,....

and amounts in areas of Clark,a_d Nye counties r_' _"the"lITS. This table and ali regional water use

information in this sectiq_:",_e ta k:en from OCR'W4M(1986)..,,,,,_}i:.:;.,,_' :_ ',. .....:_..,
"_ .:._, ,.,'.. _, _, ,o) ', 0

The main a_.elt_,_N ex_._f"._ and.,,po_ntlal future agmcultural water use are in the Amargosa and

Pahrump _a,i{eys_::!';]'he co_!_it., y of Lathrop Wells, now also called Amargosa Valley, wasnamed,;..:...,,....._,....,
, . "_ o, ,. ,, :,,b_,_,',, , _ ,

,,a_tet ir,rl_gatlt_ w_l_'_i:-(The unincorporated Town of Amargosa Valley 0ncludes th_s community and. , . i._...,
_..,...,_ ,

_e.;o_her pol__at0on concentrations referred to as the Amargosa Farm area and the American
-- •.._,,

Borate housing complex). Actual agricultural water use (with or without certified permits) in the
'i.' ;

Ama_gosaValley in 1983 was 11.2 x106 cubic meters (9,105acre-feet). In the PahrumpValley,

agricultural use is declining as land is developed for residential use. Actual agricultural use is about

- 49 x106 cubic meters (40,000 acre-feet) per year. New permits for irrigation are not being granted

because of overdraft conditions (long-term withdrawal exceeds replenishment). Even if the balance

between withdrawal and replenishment for the Pahrump Valley in general is restored, local effects

such as land subsidence and well interference can result 'from sustained residential and commercial

development. This has occurred.from excessive groundwater pumpage in Las Vegas.

There is no use of groundwater in the immediate vicinity of the NTS other than at Lathrop Wells, and
_

specific details on location and level of use of individual wells at LathropWells are unavailable. An

inventory of wells within 2 miles of the NTS is being developed by the NVO. These wells are of three

types' (1) unused wells in the Lathrop Wells area, for which little information is available; (2) old
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TABLE 3-19

1980-1984 WATER SUPPLY SOURCES AND AMOUNTS IN AREAS

OF CLARK AND NYE COUNTIES NEAR THE NEVADA TEST SITE
NEVA!. . TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

,,,

Estimated Estimated Water Use
i

Community Population ' Water Sources
Accounted For acre-feet/ mgd

year(l) ,.;,,_
I I rl I

Amargosa Valley 540 Domestic wells, 418 ,'"=i 0,2_:7,3
iii illl i I i milliii

Beatty 1,200-1,500 Four municipal wells. 16_' i:.'";i'?".: O,i'_i_:,.
le i i i i _, . L , .;,i 4

Crystal 42 Domestic wells 160 feet deep, i,.?, .,i.":.....0.03
,, _1'.;',.,: ..,. :.,.

/

Indian Springs 912 Municipal well capable of sup,plying :_I:. ',.!: .700 "(.!. 0.6
0.8 mgd to 53 customers, plus';:/',.. ,:'"::'..,",, ',"
approximately 80 domes'.tf.cwe[{s:,. ',.:ii"" ".:_
with unknowncape_ity .*. "" ' " '

...... :' ' p '1 1'1 I '} i i ii

........ g l. ''Indian Springs 500 Two wells sup in "'0'2m ',,, '" 300 0,3.

Air Force Base potab e,_'aten "4L::I':.' "':":.;- ', i',. .. ' .,_' .'_. t. '.,"':.

i ii I _ ilil '1 J- " " "1 ' I .Ii

Pahrump 1,260 Wells lh v,ikl_.y'-fitl g_uife'r 1,700 i,5
, ,, f l 'I. i ' ';i , *'? , i ]

_-_

Source' OCRWM, 1986., ".. :"
,,..1 '_', :' '.' '.',

"'......" "e ,tug'ct = m Ilion gallons per day, l mgd 1 120.55acre-feet(1) 1 acre-foot = ".}:',:_4 cubic m t'.er_._':'" =.4..j ..".

per yea r:.:._._,alueS.'._.t,a(re-feet:,_re rounded to the same number of significant digits as in the

., -.,, ,;.._',:.:' , :,_: _.... ,
, . ',, , .. ,, _,,_,,_ ,

, , _,. ; "_.'.,i, ".,,. :',_

• ,., .: ._, • :._,

. . ,

:': :', ' ."' ';L;;*

. _,

. .. ;

, ;
..
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hydrologic test holes with no water use; and (3) recently installed test wells just west of the NTS at

Yucca Mountain, which are part of a hydrologic investigation for the proposed high-level nuclear

waste repository.

Water supply wells on-site at the NTSare shown on Figure 3-14. These wells are sampled monthly by

the site operating contractor, Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Company, lhc. (REECo), and are

referred to as the REEComonthly supply wells in various site documents.

Groundwater quality depends on the rock type from which a well draws water. Of tt_e_._ter

supply wells, Wells2, UE-16d, C-1, C, and ArmyWell 1 are Jn carbonates, Wellsl_,.:_,_;'a_,SC ara;i9

alluvium, and Wells4, UE-15d, 8, J-12, J-13, UE-Sc, UE-19c, and U-20 are iq ._olcan'[_=._:r_.C:_$11',._tuffsan_t:

lava flows). Analyses of major cati.ons and anions indicate that cal_i"um, bic_i_na_"'water

- predominates in the carbonate aquifer. Sodium-potassium bicarb, o'n.ate wa_e_'_.'are pYesent in the• ' ',. '.' : ;; ,, i ." ":: '°"

volcanic rocks. Waters of intermediate type occur i,_, so_.e_:i.tuf._'"a_tuife'r.s._and"in alluvial wells

(Boughton, 1986). Wells C, C-1 and Army Weil1 re_ire'_i_ter"_e:_ii_!itreatment because of their
, _ ,,1_ '. 'l 1' ,;:' _ *' "_, ' ._ * ,

calcium and magnesium content. Wells C al_d._-.t _l_o e.z.c_ed,,_.he drink ng water standards of

500 mg/I for total dissolved solids. Thes_ res_t;ts:._re?.13ot'surprlslng for wells in water-soluble
=

limestone (calcium carbonatcl),.,,___. Water qU,¢ility'ii!:,;better_.........,,. in volcanic rocks, except for fluoride.

Wells J-12, J-13, and 19c.,e._:_eed'::_heNevada d'r,i'_king water standard for fluoride (1.6 mg/I), and the

_ same problem occ_i:i_i=_:in'' ':" t..b.ree"_f:;.._':=.:_:fOLJr"" """ municipal wells in Beatty, Nevada (OCRWM, 1986).

Detailed ana l_t__.i_ldatt:_:_m er)._jro'_ir_ental monitoring of the NTSwater supp y wells are presented, .=:"'..- ', % '_ .,." ,' "..i',.

•, -., .. '_":,',o_.,'._.,.,_,,. ,.,..*

• •,., , .:, ' .I._'_ _'* ., '::_'_-_ _

'"....to _se supply wells for potable and construction water, there are numerous other wells

ofv.a'r.ious kinds on the NTS. These are listed by the NVO as "known open wells, .... injection wells," or

expl6ratory holes. Many of these are hydrologic test holes. Some have been included in

environmental monitoring programs in the past, and some are still included in the Long-Term

Hydrological Monitoring Program (see Section 3.4.3). Individual holes from these various categories

will be discussed in the following sections as appropriate.

3.4,2 General Description of Pollution Sources/Controls

3.4.2.1 Groundwater Contamination from Underqround
Nuclear Testinq Near or Below the Water Table

i

At the NTS, as of April 1987, there were 419announced underground tests above the water table

and 108 announced underground tests below the water table (Clark, 1987). Figure 3-15 shows the
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Source', Clark, 1987.

- ,' FIGURE 3-15

NUCLEAR DETONATIONS FIRED BELOW THE WATER TABLE
NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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locations where tests below the water table have been conducted, lt is possible that some tests only

a short distance above the water t:ble are included in the count of 419 and that, in fact, the cavities

or at least the fracture systems formed from these tests extend below the water table.

lt may be useful to review what happens in the subsurface environment as a result of an

underground nuclear detonation. The following discussion is taken from Crow, 1976. _ Ali the _

material in the immediate vicinity of a nuclear explosion is vaporized. In addition to the material

that is vaporized, rock in the zone immediately surrounding the expanding vaporized mate_l is
e • ." ,_

melted by the shock wave from the explosion. Within the cavity, there is a mixture of vap6r_:_e_:i!_nd
, v° f. • : *, _'.:,'?,

melted materiab. As the temperature and pressure peaks from the explosion decllne,.;t_'e_l_ss-vola:t_e
,_,... ,.. _' ,.',,,j.. ,. t .. ,

species begin to condense, After cavity growth stops, the vaporized rock..co.nden_,.t_.i_ii!quid a_

the molten rock begins to cool. As cooling continues, melted materials g'r_vil:ate toi:_c_e_l_'_ttbm of

the cavity. At about this time, the fractured rock above the cavity'l:ie'cjins ti_i:e6l[i_se in_ the molten

rock (or puddle glass) at the bottom of the cavity. Additi.on_e'f:_is..c'_er m_er a["causes the alassv,?.., , _'_ * .... _ '_, .. • _, 4

substance to cool and solidify faster. The remainder:of t'_. ma_eria"i:_:__ciated with the explosion,

r "* '" ;' ;'''_" "_ "*' _ ''_including the more volatile adionuclides, re_ain as._ap.or':i_..the._himney. During further cooling,• ". '.: " ",_"i ' ,' ,,', ',' ",

the materials condense on the surface _f. the_:'sha_te_l r_ck in the chimney. Surface effects,

including both surface tension, and sorption_•_'mmoi_ilize nearly ali of the condensed radionuclides at
•,..'. "41::., ";""

or near their condensationi:_ites:: .:_. ".,;,

".'.'.% . ..'/" : "." :'""i ,':"
,_._f _:..._ , e. ._...." "" .,.

Eventually._ Wb'__;_here::_a_ bee_,sufficient cooling, the water vaporized by the explosion conder, ses,,,. ., _.%
\.'_,' _ .: ,: :. .:....,,....

groundw_t.e_, fJ_ into'_:_h_:.chimney, and some of the soluble radionuclides deposited on the rock
..-.,. ....,:..:. ... .;...,

• r_bble. _sso'_:_ _'n"_'_,'_vater. The radionuclides ruthenium-106 (Ru-106), antimony-125 (Sb-125), and
• ' • "::i_..

'_e'_U_:137 (Cs'_,T37)have been found in chimney water at the NTS. Transport of most radionuclides
• '.

throC_gh granular rock is ,'etarded significantly by sorption, so that, as a first approximation, one
,. ;

wourd not expect to find most radionuclides very far from the site at which they condense. The

situation is complicated by the variable extent of sorption for different nuclides and by the

possibility that colloidal transport may operate for nuclides sorbed to extremely fine particles. (The

role of colloidal transport is discussed in Section 3.4.2.1.)

Tritium, however, is not significantly retarded by sorption and moves with the water iq which it is

incorporated. The tritium produced in the explosion is mixed with the vaporized water that was

originally present in the rock, at temperatures sufficiently high to cause dissociation of the water

molecules and incorporation of the tritium in some of them. The tritiated water in the explosion __

cavity is moved radially outward by the pressure pulse associated with the explosion. While this

pulse lasts only a relatively short time, it is important because of its large magnitude. Other

operative forces include the gas pressure and the heat effects of the explosion. The total effect of
_
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these forces is to move tritiated water vapor from the cavity radially outward into the fractured

zones beyond it. lt is known that groundwater formsa mound above the site of an underground

nuclear explosion as a result of such forces. While some of the water in the mound moves inward to

the chimney of the nuclear explosion after the initial forces have declined, there remains an outward

hydraulic component from the mound. In addition to radial movement, tritiated water also moves

. upward in the permeable chimney rubble by mechanisms such as vapor refluxing and water-phase

convection• These mechanisms act to mix the tritiated water produced in the explosion cavity with

the water in the chimney above the cavity for a substantial distance above the working point o_i{.he
. _,, ,'..,

explosion. Tritiated water remains as a vapor in the chimney and adjacent region unt_i:lii._.o_!:ing
• ,. ,,-_.._,

below the boiling point of water results in condensation. . ."i,::i.: ''. _..,.
' ¢.....,°

Within a fairly short period after an underground nuclear explosion, the'f.c;r'_:e's:.duet_:_,he'e'xl_losion

dec!ine substandally, and further movement of groundwater is due largets, i..to,.iregiot_al hydraulic
i,. '", , •.,

gradients. Both vertical and horizontal hydraulic c4radi_nt_ilare'";impo_ant. For example, in

"' " !:'th__arl3onate aquifer and then
Yucca Flat, groundwater in saturated tuff leaks sloWlY,do"._war_..t

moves horizontally in response to regional he_d.iffei_'rlces',!i".!:,• ",_;

'•', °,, %,i ;:. 'A , •_.°

AS water in the tuff leaks _l_wnward in_o, tl_e:_:.,,J'egionalcarbonate aquifer, the transport of
• , ..• : ".0 _°

contamination in the wa.._,,.'l'ois _iOw.ed by pass'_je through many lithologic units with the ability to

'""'"" 7i':.'"-.Th+s_echanism will act to broaden the distribution ofsorb radionuclides'._!:(£"#,'DA,.!97 . ..
_ _.,_ ,,., _o , , ,

contaminants_"d,.sup_'esg'pea_°ra'6_'onuclide concentrations. Radionuclides reaching the regional

carbonate':_ui_,r _"wou'i:_':..'_':l_ransported at, or slower than, the groundwater velocity which is.. '' _. ',;"i.'_:.'" _ ' '.0• " ....

estiff_at_:t a'_:::'2td"'_meters (dto 600feet) per year. Little is known of the retardation and• ° • Oo

djspe.r_i°on chai_eteristics of the Carbonate aquifer, although its sorption capability is likely to be less

than".that of the tufts. Even in the absence of sorption, radioactivity in the regional carbonate
• .

aquifer beneath Yucca Flat would require a century to arrive at Frenchman Flat. Any test-derived

tritium in the water would have decayed by a factor of about 250 during this time.

In the Ash Meadows groundwater system, the area beneath Frenchman Flat also receives flow from

the east from outside the NTSboundaries. Thisinterbasin flow from the east may be as much as an

order of magnitude greater than the contribution coming from beneath Yucca Flat. The flow from

Yucca Flat is thought to be about 430,000cubic meters annually. Dispersive mixing along the

boundaries of the 2 volumes of water would ultimately dilute the concentration of any tritium by
|

_ another factor of 10. An additional century will have passed before this water arrives under Mercury

Valley and thus time will be allowed for further radioactive decay. Under Mercury Valley, the

greatest proportion of Ash Meadows fleN is derived from the Spring Mountain Range recharge,

which enters the system from the southeast. Again, dispersive mixing will occur when this large
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volume of water comes in contact with that which enters from under the NTS. There remains

another hundred-year journey before these waters arrive at the Ash Meadows discharge area.

The combination of 300 years for radioactive decay and dispersive mixing over the long migration

path will reduce any tritium concentrations by at least a factor of 109. The reduction factor for

tritium due to radioactive decay alone is 2 x 107 during this 300-year journey, lt has been calculated

(ERDA, 1977) that more than 420 billion curies of tritium per year would need to be introduced into

the carbonate aquifer beneath Yucca Flat to produce an activity of 1 x 106 pCi/I at the springs i_ii:.._he
'Pa ,",_

Ash Meadows discharge area. This value is based on the annual discharge of about 21 mn'_i_n _:_ic
. 4.., , ,_: •..._

meters of water at the spring line, the 21,000curies of tritium required for mixiog.'_.!t.t3is an'r_l

discharge to attain such a concentration, and the 2 x 107 radioactive dec;_y,..facto:r_i:i:,:T_!'.420billi_:

curies of tritium amount to over 42,000 kg (50tons), which is many orde_'o,{:magr_Ltt_de g_6ve ali
. ,:."', " 'i,. ', "... :;

the tritium associated with nuclear testing at the NTS. ',i, ,.. =. ,.._;._,, ','

Similar calculations could be performed for sites ociParl_.t_ Mesa_.w}_er_.,lt has been estimated that

grou dwater from these sites would not lec'_e:.gov._men.t_cont_lled land for 1,000years. Thus,

tntJum migration Is not expected to become a'_ I_a_rd'off-slte because of slow groundwater

flow rates and radioactive Cecay. Howeg.er,'_ntinued monitoring and continued scientific
• . , :. ._;.,"

investigation is essentiaL.;f_cac_s_ groundwat_ flow rates could be increased by continued rock -_• ,' .'..:,j; " . .

fracturing from nud_i_"testj_g , b__c'a_j_,i:f'ti_wrates are not well defined in many areas, and because
...._ . ,.., .,._ ,

the moveme.nt_c_'con}_ants,_,y r_'echanisms such as dynamic injection and colloidal transport are
,... ,_,. _ ........... ._..

incompletely, und_stoo_i"_ 'i':I'''''
• ' . ,,'..., ':;,•_; : !, •

'_, .,,. •.., .: :, ;.i t

The. qh'annel f6_'_cientific investigation of contaminant migration by the groundwater pathway is

the.Radionuclide Migration (RNM) program of the Nevada Operations Office• The RNM program is a

mult_-agency research project involving the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), the

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), the Desert Research Institute of the University of Nevada

(DRI), and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The RNM program has several experimental sites

(Figure3-16) where data are collected on the actual, rather than theoretical, movement of

radionuclides and some nonradioactive chemical species out of test cavities and chimneys.

The first of these studies was the the BILBY(U3cn) site. BILBY occurred on September 13, 1963. lt

was the first event detonated below the water table in Yucca Flat, had a yield of approximately

200 kt, was buried at a depth of 2,339feet (712.9 m) below the surface in the tuff underlying the

alluvium, and prod_ _d a cavit .... ;rh a radius of about 285feet (87m) (Buddemeier and

Isherwood, 1985.) A post-shot hole, U3cn PS2, wasdrilled into the BtLBY rubble chimney and used
E

for sampling and for water-level monitoring. Filling of the chimney and cavity by local groundwater
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was not complete until 1969, when the water level returned to the pre-shot water table elevation.

Five pumping tests were run'and samples taken by the USGS(Garber, 1971). Tritium levels in the

chimney decreased from 1x 108 pCi/I to 4.1 x 107 pCi/I over a 16-year period. Other radionuclides are

present at low activities of 1 x 104 pCi/I to 1 x 106 pCi/I (NVO, 1986b). Detailed data may be found in

Buddemeier and Isherwood, 1985.

A satellite well (U3cn PS5) was drilled in 1965 at a location 400 feet (16 m) southeast of the chimney

weil. This well was drilled through the alluvium 'and tuff into the underlying Paleozoic carbq.i_iate

rocks, lt was cased to produce water only from the carbonates and was intended _o_iltes_::ifor

radionuclide migration from the overlying tuff in which the event was detonatecl...._'_is'i_'tellite'_,.l'"'....

was monitored for more than 10years without detecting any radioactivity..,,Thus;'_-,:t_'i_"particui_r _

nuclear test, it appears that there was no communication between'i:t'b'_i;"tuff a:q'_ifer';af_'d the
_...' . _" ', ,...

carbonate aquifer. "..,_..

• f, , ,

A somewhat different situation exists for two nuqr_ar t_{.t.s tl;i.a{.,.w_r'e:_etonated above the water
?., '...r:0 ',,_ .'o,

table in the Paleozoic carbonate rocks but a.ppar.e_y, pro:CluceOL;tontamination below the water

table in the regional carbonate aquifer, rbe_e _ge;N_SH::I_2ce) and BOURBON (U7n).

,¢'._

NASH was expended in Jafl_ary':ii'967 at a dep't_'gf 364 m (1,194 feet), approximately 70 m (230 feet)

above the water ta_::" Aaomai_u.%.s_l:_;_'_c signals were recorded for this event; NVO therefore

decided to,_l_i_;:_ p"_i"s'lqot _..x_10_atory hole (satellite weil)to determine the geological and

geophysic_if,"_;h_._:teristicg..'_f-t'he site and to determine the water-table depth• By installing a pump

.t-...c.r-a_. "..' ._.,,,,.,
°.." ,'..: an..ar.t_flC_._l.,Nrad_ent, the potential for radionuclide migration from the NASH chimney

0

c.outd also be ti_ted.

The NASH satellite well UE-2ce (also known as USGSwater well 2-WSW-I) was drilled in 1977 to a

depth of 502 m (1,647 feet), which was 138 m (453 feet) deeper than the NASH explosion level, arid

cased to 8m (26 feet) of its total depth so it would produce water only from the carbonates. The

well is located 57 m (187 feet) south of the detonation point for NASH.

The well is thought to produce water from fractures in carbonate rock. During early stages of

pumping, a rapid increase of tritium was seen. In 1986 the well was producing water containing

1.5-2.0 x 107pCi/I tritium and small amounts of krypton-85 (Kr-85), sodium-22 (Na-22), strontium-90

(Sr-90), and cesium-137 (Cs-137). Since the event took place above the water table, it is likely that the

tritium and Kr-85 seen in the water samples were forced into the groundwater along existing or

newly formed fractures at the time of the event. Thel_resence of Na-22, the activation product of

naturally occurring Na-23 (by absorption of a neutron followed by emission of two neutrons),
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indicates that the nuclear explosion generated a large flux of fast neutrons. Under these

circumstances, the Na..22 found in the water samples could be from the Na-23 contained in the

surrounding rock and water at the time of the event, and may not represent leaching of the melt

glass (NVO, 1986b). Na-22 activity has been as high as 0.44 pCi/I.

lIse NASH satellite well was part of the RNM program and provided the best opportunity to study

radionuclide migration from the unsaturated zone to the saturated zone. lt was formerly sampled

monthly for tritium by REECo although it is not a water supply weil. lt was sampled for ot.:_er

radionuclides at "regular but infrequent intervals" (NVO, 1986b) and was to be sampled alSn_alI:_._by
,...... " ;,:..:.]

LLNL. Discharge from the well entered a seepage/evaporation pond with a total ar._a'o_:2.40 squ.a_

feet The avera e annua dischar e was81 Ci The averaqe concentrat on was lxl;_'_C'iL:_f tr tiu_ :!_. g g . _ ..... . _.,....._......

This RNM study site is no longer active because the pump failed and n6":'_e'placem_!nt i's'_'_nned
. 'o ,...

(Tyler, 1987b). lt was apparently active from 1977 to 1986. ""_. " " " ""' , '. .; .

. ', ' , , , '. ,. ,

BOURBON was also detonated in 1967, at a depth of?_.60 'm:i[,1,B3,_'fe'e:_.ii'::_'_ichis 17 m (56 feet) below

the top of the Paleozoic carbonates but is s_[l:[.•i_::,_, un's_ura_:J zone. Like NASH, BOURBON

demonstrated anomalous seismic signals, and a p,o_t-shotexplOratory hole (satellite weil) was drilled

to study the geological and ge,ophysical c'ha'r.acl_b_:_ticsof the site. The BOURBON satellite weil,

UE-7ns, was drilled in 197.6"._z)a':_"epth of 672 r_i2,264 feet), which is 71 m (233 feet) below the water

= table, lt was cased°:i_.q"_";roduce'_..ft_"the carbonates. A pump was installed for hydrologic

testing and we_! p'_duced very little water and the samples taken were believed to', _'_

b " _' ": "..... _''"'e too smal _.t c_..-_ repi_tat ve of the ocal groundwater. Later, the U E-7ns site became the
• -,,. ',;:, ",,. ,.. :..!_.' .... ..

Ocatloni_of _e P_t4_oltalc Ut_llzat_on Program. The program uses solar power to run a low-, , . ,._ .,..

_:apa_i_" pum_vhich provides continuous water samples and thus allows collection of larger

volvmes. Because of the low flow from this weil, a seepage basin constructed at the site is not
'i .;

needed. Only a trickle of water was being discharged to the ground surface from the pumping

system during the on-site Survey.

The UE-7ns we!l is part of the monthly long-term hydrologic monitoring program (LTHMP, see

Section 3.4.3), but sampling is not necessarily done every month. Since 1979, tritium levels have

ranged from 990to 4,600pCi/I. These values are higher than the 100-700pCi/i regional tritium

: background but Iower than the EPA drinking water limit of 20,000pCi/I. No other radionuclides

have been detected above background levels• lt is not known whether the BOURBON cavity

intersects the saturated zone or whether there is an interconnected fracture system between the

cavity and the satellite weil. NASH and BOURBON are similar in geologic setting, but the tritium

levels in their respective satellite wells differ by four orders of magnitude. The low water flow in the
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BOURBON satellite well probably indicates a poorly developed fracture system, wt_ich would in turn

allow little tritium migration.

The CHESHIRE (U20n) site on Pahute Mesa is the only RNM site for study of contaminant migration

within the tuff aquifer, CHESHIRE was fired on February 14, 1976,_with an announced yield in the

200- to 500-kt range. The size of this shot provided a larger source term for study than most of the

otherRNM si.tes. The location was also of interest since it was only S miles (8 km) from the western

boundary of the NTS. The fact that the cavity rapidly refilled with water indicates that the ab I_#of

the aquifer to transmit water was reasonably high. A post-shot hole (U20n PS1)was drill_a_d_:i_n.t_"i:{he
. ,, ',,"..,, " "_*i_::'_

lower part of the cavity and sampled a few months after the detonation and agai .#....(:_;"1'98;_!Det_iii_d

results are presented in Buddemeier and Isherwood, 1985. The.:cnaxir_:_,:i.l.ia_lionucli_ _

concentration was 2 x 109 pCi/I for tritium. "::,"_"i:'i:.:.. '""ii:._,""'"_"'

"*..., ,.' :.. .. j°'" "' b

Filtration studies were conducted on some of the sa#ple_s '}._mi'_h'e C4EISHIRE" site in order to

examine the role of colloidal transport in radionuclide ; ratiS :, ' :'6 f iasareveryfineparticlesin
the size range of approximately 0.001 to 1 #_l':._....U_l_'e la"l_g'.erp'aR:icles, which remain in place as

groundwater moves slowly through soil a'_d ro.i:k,'.sm_t.,£ollbidal particles may be transported by

groundwater flow. Therefore,,:_'adionuclid"es"at&_ked to such particles by sorption could be more
'_...'.

mobile thane x pected.,.,..,...:,,.'.;::_...,,.,:._.,_;":',,,'. ;.:,:-.:..":::..,,.:"!',II:_':''"','.'.',

Normally, the!_bbl'de_.i._f"_'reat, est i'nterest from the standpoint of migration are those present in. .{ .:. t , :.0

, ,,.. ,, _.." :_."..',, ,:,.. :,,v,"
dissolved 'f6_.ro.,_..-_d th_ei_.fere water samples are filtered through 0.451Jm filters to remove

p_artlcu!ate rh_a_ter.':_lt..J_efiltrate is considered to represent dissolved material but in fact it contains

both.di_solved''_d colloidal fractions. Ultrafiltration using a membrane filter that retained particles

as s.rnall as 0.006 um was performed on the filtrate from the 0.45 _m filter, lt was found that the

man_ianese, cobalt, cesium, and europium activity and much of the ruthenium activity was

associated with the 0.006-0.45 _m colloidal fraction. This observation is important for prediction of

the movement of these elements. More recent work (McCarthy and Wobber, 1986) has confirmed

that colloids do occur in the subsurface environment, are capable of binding organic and inorganic

contaminants, and do alter the mobility of contaminants. Further work on colloidal transport has

been planned by the RNM program, using the CAMBRIC site.

CAMBRIC (U5e) was detonated in alluvium below the water table on May 14, !965. In 1974, two

holes were drilled for radionuclide migration studies. Hole RNM-l is a reentry well into the CAMBRIC

cavity; holeRNM-2S is a satellite well located 300 feet (91m) from CAMBRIC. In 1975, water was

pumped from the satellite well to induce an artificial gradient sufficient to draw water from the

CAMBRIC cavity and provide an opportunity for the study of radionuclide migration under field
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conditions. CAMBRIC was chosen for this study for several reasons, lt is within the NTS Area 5 water-

supply aquifer, and there was particular interest in possible contamination of water supplies. The

CAMBRIC detonation point was only 964feet (294m) below ground surface, and thus drilling and

sampling would be less difficult and less expensive than for more deeply buried tests. Also, the small

yield (0.75 kt) was expected to have had little effect on the local hydrology (NVO, 1986b).

The mobile constituents found at RNM-2S include tri_.'um, krypton-85 (Kt-85), chlorine-36 (Cl-36),

and iodine-129 (I-129). Kt-85 apparently moves with tritium as a gas dissolved in water, Cl-36 _ives

ahead of tritium because of anion exclusion. This effect, in which anions move faster than'"ca_i._._ or
v ,e . ,: ,.. _.,:,.,_,

neutral species, correlates well with the cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the _oi:l:_:,_e'._urfac'e _pf

clay minerals attracts cations but repels anions, thus excluding negativ_J.:.y.:.cha¢'_!e"_.:i_c.[eswhl_e'

admitting both water and positively charged species. 1-129, as well as CJ-"_:'6i"_ayI_e'!£re's_';_t'as an
,,.'.. ./. '_.,: ,. ,

anion, lt is not re.tarded by sorption. Studies of 1-129 mobility are i_ai_.iculaiiyi{J__.f.u.[because, like ali

iodine isotopes, it is biologically active and human expo_u.re is.o._::ico_'_!_ln. ":''; "
'. "_. *...,,., '**._ ,.]. _,',,

The water pumped from Well RNM-2S flows al.0n.g a _l_s.char.9_ed,'et./nto a seepage/evaporation pond

at the edge of Frenchman Lake (see Sect._ 4.1:._:-1:2):. _.r._,at_d water form this ditch infiltrates the

o unsaturated zone and is calJ.ed the CAI_IJ_RtC":I_,_ume. Since the input water has been well

characterized, it becom._._ona_u'_al tracer fo'ril;_ud'_es of water movement through the unsaturated

zone. Dispersion art(j:!_r._tard:_tion';b_.::radi_'n_uclidesotherthan tritium can also be studied, either from

the mlgra},..O:_!_._.!hos_e!alread_,,pr_sent in the water, or by addlt,on of stable (nonrad,oactlve)
ana!oc_s of:_h.e_.e..-..b_clide'_;ii:_.;_ie:d'itchis well instrumented and used for continuing studies. Data from

..t,he _.AMBF_I_.:ii_,te":_ay be found ,n Buddeme,er and Isherwood, 1985, which also includes an

ex!:_i_s:i_e bibl['_aphy of other scientific reports for this location.
.. ,

*., *,
.. ,,.

• .

3,4.2_2 Groundwater Contamination in Areas Other Than Cavities and Chimneys

lt is sometimes stated that there are no identified sites of groundwater contamination on the NTS

except within the immediate vicinity of the underground detonation points (Clark, 1987). This is true

if "immediate vicinity" is defined to include areas 1,100to 1,400feet away from a test cavity.

Groundwater has been found to be contaminated with tritium and other radionuclides in such areas

- not immediately adjacent to cavities and chimneys. These areas are referred to by the NVO as

"expended drill holes that contained radionuclides." This terminology refers to emplacement holes

that were found to be contaminated when initially drilled, prior to device emplacement. The holes

were later used for nuclear tests (expended). The contamination may result from creation of

fractures during detonation and the movement of fission products by a combination of natural and

explosion-related hydraulic forces. This detonation-related mechanism results in localized
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movement of radionuclides, and should be distinguished from normal migration of contaminants in

response to more generally applicable hydraulic and geochemical factors. However, as underground

nuclear testing continues and more of these pathways for localized movement are created, overlap

of these local zones may occur and pathways for enhanced contaminant migration may be

generated.

Only four occurrences of this type of contamination have been reported from the hundreds of

emplacement holes that have been drilled at the NTS. Therefore, this type of radionu(l!i!de

movement is apparently uncommon, lt is, however, unpredictable at the current level of:_i:er_:.t_,fic

understanding. The four documented occurrences include UglTS-U29 in 1971,,.5_AN_'_N (U2_}

in 1974, ICEBERG (U4g)in 1977, and ALEM_IU (U3kz)in 1985-1986. mb_._einc'i_:o..r_'t_,_::_.ndsomme_
_ _',,,_,,,.;',° , ,_, ' ,/°_,

additional discoveries in associated holes are described below. The Io¢,_i"_.s. of '{b_e'l_ot_s are

shown on Figure'3-17. ": " ": ....... "
w .b "., , t. ,o,o,, .', _.

,:.t.,. '..;'.*"..,:',/!!,; <,;, r

The U91TS-U29 emplacement hole was completed _S:..Febr_ary"_:[}?i":'t'd:::_:',total depth of 1,135 feet.

Radioactive contamination was found on a ¢ac:uum.'t_O._:k_irtl_ orl,_,_e drilling rig used at the hole.

Gamma logs showed that the hole was cQ._am_'ate_ _ 3_Oto 1,134feet, with a zone of more

intense contamination from 71_to 788 feets., 'A Tt//stereo camera run showed a vertical fracture at

the 690 to 720 feet leve[t:_d,,..._:,, On:identified b'i'a_kened material underneath, the mud cake on the
boreholewall. The'_+i_e'w.aJ.ls :" _we"_:.:l:h_j_' _ashed with clear water from 640 to 840 feet, a process

which caust_.,_;i_.et.:!,',.... _:, o{_:_:_t'e'rto_oli'ectin the bottom of the hole. The TV/stereo camera runs were
then repe_it;_..dl e.'.:_tect '_i_r¢¢ur;es,which were found between 700 and 753 feet, Sidewall cores were

, t_l<e'r{at'.dep'__:O'f"i't_q, est, and samples from three depths (760, 740, and 726 feet)were analyzed by

gamm, a'spectro:_try°:* Samples at 760 feet had cesium-137 (Cs-137), cerium-141 (Ce-141 ), iridium-192

(Ir-t.!_2), ruthenium-lO3 (Ru-103), and rhodium-lO6 (Rh-lO6); those at 740feet had ali the above

nuclic]es plus barium-140 (Ba-140), lanthanum-140 (La-.140), and iodine-131 (I,,131); and, those at

726feet had Ce-141, Ir-192, Ru-lO3, and Rh-lO6. With the exception ofCs-137, themaximum half-

life for any of these radionuclides is 74 days. The presence of these fission, products with relatively

short half-lives indicated that a fairly recent detonation was the probable source.

Exploratory hole U91TS-UE-U29 No. 1 was drilled at a location east of U91TS-U29, between U91TS-U29,

where the contamination was found, and UglTS-X29, which was thought to be a possible source. No

radioactivity was detected in this exploratory hole, either in cutting samples and cores or by gamma

logs. Exploratory holeU91TS-UE-U29No. 2 was then drilled at a location southwest of U91TS-U29,

between U91TS-U29 and another possiblesource. Cs-137 was found at a depth of 670 feet in this

exploratory hole, a fact which confirmed the possibility of a pathway to U91TS-U29. In April 1971,

fission products were found to have leakedir)_othestemmingatthesourcehole. The isotopes
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identified werelr-192, Ba-140, La-140, Ru-103, andRh-103. The leak was traced toa rupture at the

slip-.joints of the Pinex (vertical line-of-sight) pipe used for this test, (Aslip-jointirla Pinexpipeisa

section that allows the pipe below this point to move upward 10feet before motion is transmitted to

the upper sections (Thalgott and Weart, 1971). The rupture was at a depth of 417feet and the

eventual depth to water measured in the pipe was 419 feet, so that transmission of radionuclides by

groundwater is likely. Although no conclusions were drawn in the two reports of observations

related to U91TS-U29 (Oswald, 1971; Shockley, 1971), it is possible that forces causing a pipe rupture

could have caused fracturing and dynamic injection of contamination 172 meters (566feet) t_:'{he
UglTS-U29 location. "' ': '.':", ... ¢, ,_

L. , L'

, , ",_.', , ,, ....;, ,"_"."_
The next documented occurrence was at STANYAN (U2aw). This occurrepf, e is c6_cl.ere.d the fir'_t

observation of tritium in groundwater outside chimneys of undergroundi:r_.u'ci"e.ar ex'i_l_slon_:i_"ln the
, ,,, . ',:,

prior incident al: UglTS-U29, fission products other than tritium 'w'e.re de tec:t,ed,":and'_t'hese fission4 ' ..... " v

products were found in samples from the borehole v_alt a'n'd..:i_'ot,i=n",groQnldwater.However, no
•.:.:.:... ., .;, ,.,.. .......... ,,

attempt was made to check specifically for tritium. _.:.':,. ';.-.',, ",:.:ii'_. ,'!, ',,-:, ',, .°

During construction of the STANYAN e0"i#lac_e_.t c-hamb'er in April 1974, tritiated water was

observed flowing from a fr#cture in the'.wa[l:;:::(,Crow, 1976). The tritium activity level was

2.4x 106pCi/I. An adja.¢e,_ e'k_:_oratory ho[_',UE'-2aw, had a tritium activity of 1.06x 105pCi/t.

Background levels _:_"a.,water'=s._pp41.y,,v_ell in the'area were 100-700pCi/I. The emplacement

chamber, w.#ilc:_','was_'kt_,_rentLx,":" "- a'_ined chamber enlarged from the borehole, was 465 meters,'. :.

". ' 't' - '; :', ,,,.'" ',,"'( ,400 feet);.'{rqrn.'_e ne'_re_t, fluclear explosion detonated beneath the water table. This probable

, sbuf_e'.was __'®RE' (U2am), which was detonated in 1967. The level of tritium activity in the

water'.flowi """"ng'i_to the STANYAN chamber rose to 1 1 x 107 pCi/I by September 1974, For purposes of
'.. ',,

comparison, this is 5.5 timesthe DOE Derived Concentration Guide (2 x 106 pCi/I) for tritium in public

drink'ing water and 5,500 times the EPA drinking water standard (2x104pci/I). The rise in tritium

levels is thought to result from pumping of the chamber to control the inflow of groundwater. Such

pumping would tend to move more highly contaminated water from the source cavity. One sample

was analyzed for gamma-emitting radioisotopes, and none were found. Therefore, it is presumed

that soluble nuclides such as Cs-137, antimony-125 (5b-125), and ruthenium-106 (Ru-106), which have

been found in groundwater in chimneys, were retarded by sorption processes and had not yet

reached the sampling point atU2aw. Observations at U2aw were terminated when the hole was

expended for the STANYAN test in September 1974.

An exploratory hole, UE-2ar, wass,_mpled in May 1975. This hole was 980 meters (3,214 feet) south

of the STANYAN emplacement hole. Tritium levels reached a maximum of 4.7x10spCi/I, which is

23.5X the EPA drinking water standard, The source of this contamination is thought to be
=

=
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AGILE (U2v), which is 361 meters (1,184 feet) northeastofUE-2ar. AGILE was detonated below the

_ water table in February 1967.

Emplacement hole U4g was completed in December 1976. In February 1977 it was discovered that

the mud taken from U4g had anomalously high levels of tritium (about 1,000pCi/g). Further

investigation showed both tritium and Cs-137 within U4g. This hole had been drilled to a total depth

of 2,440 feet. Since it extended below the water table it was lined from 1,482 tO 2,391 feet. Such

linings are used to keep water from entering the hole until after the nuclear test has _en

performed. The siatic water level was found at 1,665 + 25 feet. ": "':_':':i

Tritium was measured from sidewall samples. The tritium activity peaked_.t abo_:5;_.,'0_ pCr/ml '_

the static water level. The activity was at background levels from abouti't"i:4_0 feet",to tt_e;_'rface,
' c'._'

(Fo0. edn_.parisorf_ this tritiumand averaged about 2,000 pCi/ml from 1,800 feet to the total de¢_'?, '" ";":" "_':
, _,.. ".* . ,., .; . .s _

activity is equivalent to the 2x 106pCi/I DOE Derive_:Co'nc:e,_trat'l._iq Gui_le for water used by

members of the general public and 100 times grea_...tha't_....'the" 2:.x,10-p_471 EPA drinking water limit

for triti vm.) '::" .... :.:_'..... v,;,, ";i": '."_.' '"_':' ':':.::":"

- Washed cuttings were analyze¢,,for, gamma'a_tivit'_:ii:,.The.........,,., predominant radioisotope was Cs-137. This

radionuclide was conce_tf_ed":p:Hmarily in t t_,'ee specific locations: (1)about 50 pCi/g activity at
,,.,..?'?'_i',__' ,,,',., ..........,

about 1,675 feet, ju_.2_i_]ow,..t.he stl_.l._,w_tei" level, (2) 30 pCi/g at 1,840 feet, and (3) about 40 pCi/g at

: 2,210 feet.. ,__)_tte;:_"cle_s"_'ark the contacts (boundaries)between various volcanic rock
", :_: ": .... _.'%'::.i',,:"""units. ,.?,, .,.r.:.," ,, .. ,,, '

• , -., . , _,/" ',_:, _', :,",_,,_

_:t_e'Cjegest nuc;}_r test to U4g is U4d (LATIR), which was expended in February 1974. This hole was

drit[e'd to 2,252 feet, so the working point (WP, depth location of the device within the hole) may

have'been as much as 200 feet above the maximum depth of U4g (2,440 feet). The LATIR event was

1,030 feet (314 m) northwest of U4g. The next closest event was U4c (ZAZA), which was expended in

September 1967 and is 1,253 feet (382 meters) southeast of U4g. This hole was 2,250feet deep,

similar to the depth of the LATIR hole. lt is possible that explosion-induced fracturing followed the

contacts between rock units (horizontal) or the natural north, northeast, and northwest joint trends

(roughly vertical).

: Hole U4g was expended for the ICEBERG event in March 1978. In later study of the contamination

occurrence, it was apparently decided that the LATIR event was the probable source for the

contamination found in U4g, and a particular rock unit was implicated as a possible path for

radionuclide transport atU4d-U4g(App, 1986). The ICEBERG occurrence was north of theALEMAN

occurrence described below, within a geologic sequence of rock units bounded on the east by the
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Yucca Fault and on the west by the Topgallant fault (i,e., within thesame geologic structural block).

The northward extent of the Topgallant fault and the possible significance of this structural block to

the observations at STANYAN have not been determined (see Figure 3-17).

'ALEMAN was designed for execution in emplacement hole U3kz, and the shot was eventually fired in

1986. However, the hole itself was found in1985 to show tritium levels as high as 6 x107 pCi/I. Other

radionuclides detected were Ru-106, Sb-125, Cs-137, Pu-238, Pu-239, and Pu-240, These are fission

products and possible undetonated nuclear materials. The emplacement hole had been lined {_m
_ ,,.

1,473to 2,198feet (449to 670m) to create a dry environment beneath the water tabl_e.i:_o_:i!.the
' , , ,-,.,, '%,';.: ,',' t ,

proposed working point, Groundwater entered a leak in this liner (casing), ros,.e.t_b!i_:h_:._opo'_::i;_,e
,,',.,., . ,_!,.;: _.....

casing and flowed out into unsaturated tuff. More than 500,000 gallons o,f;..._,ater _.f0t..a_l._ng a tot'Si;

of 100 Ci of tritium are estimated to have moved through this hole. Anal:y_siSl)ofsarn'p_: fri'_'_' U3kz
,"", ' .' 'i": ', ' ' ,',

showed fission pioducts sorbed on colloidal particles in the water _owing i'n,'mi'._He:.hole;'a fact which

gr0undwater,demonstrated that, in this case, colloid particles carried _ission,'p_._du_t_"4,n "+" "'+

The SANDREEF (U7aq)event, 1,150 feet (35_._i),.no_:.of LJ3kz,'i'_ the source?thought to be of the

fission products found in U3kz, The SANb_EEF_t';h_:bee_"executed in 1977, Assuming that the

100 curies of tritium came frqm SANDREEF_,..,'this'_ould......,.,,., constitute a significant percentage of the '

original SANDREEF trit!_ii:_ui_e:'.term and wc)_d thus suggest movement toward ALEMAN along a

preferred path. The.:ti:_i:_e'of,trans't_£'i_.ot_,,;_ii":i'50feet (350 m)in less than 8 years is unexpectedly high.
_;.,,',_ ,,' .',,,_', ,.,_ ,,

lt is not kn9 ,w__j_:dvvf_::'_._'rad,i_nu_f'[des.,,_ ,. :, moved dynamically as a result of the SANDREEF event and
,,.: .,' +.," ,_.;,, ...,/" ....,

how far th'e;y.+.n3.0....v.',e'dby gi:_qt_dwater transport•. -., _. _#1'.,._ ;... t+... • , .... ,

n:July.,1986, e_ratory hole UE-3e was drilled about 200 feet (60 m) north of U3kz, between U3kz.!

an'd:'_ANDREEF. Fission products were found in a small fracture in UE-3e, a fact that confirmed the

U3kz'observations. Drilling of UE-3e established that the contaminated zone between SANDREEF

and U3kz could be entered at a site other than U3kz. After further studies, a sodium bromide tracer

was pumped into UE-3e, the UE-3e hole was stemmed, and the ALEMAN shot was executed in the

U3kz hole in September, 1986, (The use of a tracer in UE-3e accounts for the appearance of this hole

on lists of injection wells-see Section 3.4.2.4). Further discussion of the ALEMAN phenomena may be

found in Sewell, 1987,

_=

3.4.2.3 Tunnel Ponds

Nuclear testing has been conducted since 1957 within the adit or tunnel system mined into the

southeast side of Rainier Mesa at the Nevada TestSite, The tunnels reach nearly 3kilometers into

the center of the mesa and are between 240 meters and 700 meters below the mesa surface. The
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regional groundwater system is approximately 3,000 feet (900 m) below the mesa surface. However,

saturated fractures and perched water lenses are present within the formation where most of the

nuclear testing is done,
_

Contaminated water from groundwater seepage into these tunnels is discharged into ponds

rthroughsubsurfacepipes. Water from these ponds can eventually infiltrate the regional carbonate

aquifer because the carbonate rocks are exposed at the surface in this area, Consequently, the

lowermost ponds can overflow directly into fractures in the carbonates rather than see:_.!ng

downward through tuff. The ponds aso receive decontam nation wastes, which are'ge_e_bted

outside the tunnels from decontamination operations conducted in the area:...::._[ngg_,,ater _m
...., ,. , ,.,.:_:,:,

cleaning out grout trucks has also gone into these ponds. (Grout is a fluj_ mixt_l:_;._,..o,.f.lg._menta_

water, sometimes including sand, bentonite, or hydrated lime.) _i:I ii'!'i! ' :':_":'_"'

The ponds constitute an unpermitted discharge to ,wat_rs'.,bt;..t_ie':. sta_e',. (groundwater). The

wastewater in these ponds is contaminated with _i.tiumiiiand".l#w;:[_;_ of" other fission products.

Methylene chloride has been found in the T t_ael:,_.._ents:..'.and',_onds, a fact that creates a mixed

- waste issue. Sampling and analysis of _d'hnei'_:._iuan_;_;, po:_l water, and pond sediments is also

._ planned by the Survey to d,e:termine ift_ese'_Qnds receive hazardous materials and are an

= unpermitted facility sub[e(_;to R.CIRA(see Section4.1.3.2.1).

_.',..,'?._ . _.;.

- There is an. a,¢ti_j_}_yst"_iOf"turl_l I_onds at both N and T tunnels, an inactive system of dry ponds at

E tunnel, _'d a,._.l.nact_v_,_. _nel (G tunnel). A dry pond, which was apparently not constructed as a

..h:old_ngi_por_d_:_w_s:',_ible at G tunnel. Effluent from this tunnel is apparently contained in a

0_gail'on ste'i_/'holding tank. Groundwater continues to enter inactive tunnels so that some
, ,

ef:flu_nt may be present at both Eand G tunnels. In a June 1986 sampling round, effluent was

present at.E tunnel but not at G tunnel. Another tunnel, Ptunnel, is under construction and was not

yet active at the time of the Environmental Survey.

There are six ponds atTtunnel, but the first one is essentially filled with grout. Records indicate that

:- the total area of five ponds, presumably the remaining five, is 0.6 acres. There are also six ponds at

Ntunnel, two of which are full of grout. The total area of three ponds is recorded as 0.25 acre

(NVO, 1986c). lt is unclear which pond was not included.

= The average concentration of tritium is stated to be 1.4xl06pCi/I at Ttunnel, 6.8xl0SpCi/I at

Ntunnel, and 5.0x105pci/I at Gtunnel. The average annual tritium discharge is 2.7Ci atTtunnel,

7.2Ci at Ntunnel, and 1.0Ci at Gtunnel (NVO, 1986c) The maximum tritium activity found was

8.17 x 108 pCi/I in a June 12, 1986 sampling round at Ttunnel pond 2.

_
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Methylene chloride levets :^,ere 3,450ug/I in Ttunnel effluent, 9,300 l_g/I in Ttunnel pond 1, and

1,8001Jg/linTtunnel pond 2. lt is possible that this chemical contamination was due to an isolated,

small spill rather than to any continuing discharge. Survey-related sampling of the Ttunnel effluent

should clarify this situation.

These ponds are also discussed in Surface Water Sections 3.3.4.2.3 and 3.3.4.2.6, as well as Waste

Management Section 4.1.2.1.2 and 4.1.2.1.3. '""':
q.

':*:;;!i :::7:::

3.4.2.4 Injection Wells '" i',i":):!" . "":_":'!'
':,' : .'° ,' , .;;..'.,o
•., , ,; .., '_.'..

;'_,, ,,, ",. , ,._.. ....

The term "injection wells" is used loosely at the NTS, and does not necessarily 'refer te.C_tass I t_rough
l," , '.'.,

ClassV wells as usually defined in state and federal Undergre'ari_ Injecti'.0n',..C_ntr'6 Programs.

Injectior, wells at the NTS inciude hydrologic test holes use_,..fo_:.lnlectton;of dye, Inorganac, or

radioactive tracers, shallow (100 feet or less) holt_s:.used.:,for ._,_astewa.t_r d_sposal from cleaning
• .%

operations, holes used for discharge wate_.;;'fre.rn;.:_'ell ;2.mpif_ done as part of radionuclide

migration studies, and deep holes used for..dtsp_'sal. _f'_'adtoactlve wastes. In the latter two cases,

radioactive contaminants are, being dispo_e_ o_.;!itn the vicinity of nuclear test cavities, where

i'ac_ioactive contaminatio[l':alrea_i) exists from'.'_e testing program regardless of any additions from

waste disposal. '.,.2_,:"' .. ".:,...:":'.,"

• • o ,' f '._

Considerag]_. ,_f:._._ was:l_._i:_ehded during the on-site Survey to determine the use and history of

,.v_ribUs::wei['_!:i'a_'l___'_g on maps and lists of "injection wells." These include Hagestad No. 1

i'.12-I0{/_2-1), lJ"_e (3-tnW-1), UE-20ac (20-1nW-2), U20avPSNo. 1 (20-1nW-3), water disposal

ho[e'_.2-.InW-1 and3-1nW-2, Pahute Mesa No. 1 (20-1nW-1, formerly USGS HTH No. 9), and USd

(8-ClglD-1, known to be a disposal hole for liquid radioactive waste). "lnW" is the NTS Environmental

Compliance Atlas code for injection wells and "CMD" is the code for core and drill mud disposal.

Prefixes to these codes are area designation.

Hagestad No. 1 (named after the drilling company) is an exploratory hole l_3cated in Area 12 near the

ETunnel. lt was apparently used for fluorescein dye trace." studies, probably by the U.S. Geological

Survey. Therefore it appears on injecti_'. ",well maps and lists (Gayle, 1987a). This hole was sealed off

about 15 years ago (Phillips, 1987).

UE-3e is an exploratory hole drilled as part of the ALEMAN investigation (see Section 3.4.2.2). A

sodium bromide tracer was pumped into this hole, and the hole was then plugged back and

--
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I
stemmed prior toALEMAN detonation in September 1986 (App and Hawkins, 1986). The use of a

I tracer in this hole is the apparent reason for its inclusion on injection well maps and lists.

i An injection well at the U20ac site on Pahute Mesa was used for disposal of 1 to 6 million gallons ofwater pumped from U20nPSlfrom 1983 through 1985(Jacobson, 1987b). This work was a study of

radionuclide migration from the CHESHIRE (U20n) cavity, discussed above in Section 3.4.:2. t. _.In such

I investigations, water contaminated by radionuclides from a nuclear test cavity is return{:,d to the

subsurface in the same general area. Details of radionuclide concentrations in samples of this _'_il:er

I ' o, ,",;

may be found in Buddemeier and Isherwood, 1985; NVO, 1986b; and Jacobson etal., undgt_B.._i._he

maximum radionuclide concentration found was for tritium at 2 x 109 pCi/I. A,n_tI'teY,_ell in'.t_e

I same area, U20avPSla, will reportedly be used for disposal of the same.type of':,_ate_![::_eneratN _
from RNM studies. "ii;i"i'"'i_':...,. ..... ,, ;,. "

• . ,, , ,

One of the wells at the REECo bit cutter rebuild shop i_..:Areal 2,,.ij.s_hbdght _.6';be the water disposal

hole listed as 2-1nW-lin the NTS Environmental Co_plia!_;_ At4_. i__3it cutter rebuild shop uses

I two wells for wastewater disposal. One well'_r_sid..e_iil.t)_e_sho_!.'i.._u_e_ for water from cutter washing,'.'. _.i.'._._"."'_..'', '::;, ".:' _.:_

and another outside the shop is used for water _._rn l_oI[e.r,w_shing. The outside well was observed

I to have an oily film on the wat, er surface. II_.[s':not'c.:_earwhich of the two wells is 2-1nW-1. The Fenix• " .,. ", i ;. ',_'_ •

and Scisson Drilling and Mi:ning':sbmmary for'Area 2 describes this hole as being 48 feet deep with a, 0,_ ...... _ _, , v , ..

diameter of 64 inche'_i,}:_@orl_on t_e,:t_le_v_as suspended on June 24, 1980. The hole may have been!
intended as,_a_2_i_..pla_nt .ho!e,"_u; found to be unsuitable after boring to a relatively shallow

,-...,,. ,_,.: ....... .,.,....,.._..

I depth. Th'e._re_,_t hold,_la_..g 52-inch collar (surface casing), with a 20-inch casing beginning at a. depth of.4 fee{i. .,.i:,.-

I . '.Water entering the Steam Cleaning Control Pad Sump at the Area 3 post-shot facility reportedly
".

drain's to an 88-inch-diameter, 100-foot-deep hole that is located under a 3/8-inch steel plate under

I the wooden parts storage rack just south of the pit. This hole may be the disposal hole listed as
"1 3-1nW-2 in the Environmental Compliance Atlas. The Fenix and Scisson Drilling and Mining Summary

I for Area 3 list_; this hole as being 100feet deep, 64inches in diameter, and cased to 35 feet with
98_inch-diameter casing.

I Conflicting information exists on whether Pahute Mesa No. 1 (_lso known as USGS Test Hole No. 9)

was ever used as an "injection weil." lt may have received water from test cavity pumping, fluids

I from drilling operation, or wastes of unknown kind. This open well is an example of a possible

uncontrolled waste disposal weil. The area surrounding this well was once a camp for work on

I Pahute Mesa. The well is an open hole covered only by a steel plate weighted down with a drill bit.

The only barrier is a water pipe, which must be driven over to reach the weil. The well was
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I
completed May 5, 1964, to a depth of 7,858 feet. However, it was logged in 1983/84 and found to be

approximately 7,400feet deep, due to collapse or filling of the borehole. Depth of water was I
measured as 2,099 feet in 198. (Evert, 1987). I

A post-shot (PSla) reentry hole at U8d (the BANEBERRY test location -- see Section 4.3.2) has been I

used for disposal of liquids contaminated with radioactivity, including liquid waste from an 1

experimental farm (see Section4.5.2.13). Another liquid waste disposal hole, U91TS-Y30-PSla, was I

apparently used for similar wastes (Forty, 1987). No information is available for this second _ep

hole. However, the U8d-PSla hole received an estimated annual volume of 2.5x f'0#ig_].ens I
v' f . ,: ,, k..:'_,

during 1986. The cumulative volume since June 1984 is 8.0 x 104 gallons (Clark, 19_7):.__3'01;:1_:cobaf,-'.60

and cesium-137 were present in these wastes. No breakdown between thes&:.::'t_.9:_uc des''_is: I
i

V ""_; "'" "' ' "°' 'available, but the average concentration is 1.0xl04pCi/l and the a erage:annuaF, dis(:'l_rge is

7.Ox 10"5 Ci (NVO, 1986c). "':: ' _:i::'":"'"::"' I
i_:._'.,, "..._,.. ,, :: .

The wells used only for tracer studies should probably ' ' " _ ""'Pto't be-.(onsldel:;ed as injection wells at all.

However, wastewater disposal, return of co{{,am.!B'_t:e.d. '" "i' *;:'"_a_er tri*the subsurface, and disposal of /

liquid wastes are ali practices that fall un'¢l'_.r ":__' ": ": "°'''_" :"_me_re 6ohVeLr_tioffal definitions of injection wells. Such

practices may create both reglil_tory issuesand gr_&ndwater contamination concerns. Even though I/I, _
groundwater may already._l_'ecdntaminated fr0j_ underground nuclear testing, the addition of other

. : ._' ", °, .,i.

waste materials, h_:_'ding wa_t_ate;i"'may increase the migration potential of existing i
radionuclide_i,.!!a_'.:;weli;'::_'_,::si_"rvip_tas"_n additional source term for radioactive and nonradioactive

contaminaii_., .,...-:_.;: • "',i,"•,-,- ....' ' 1• _ o_ ..., :;._ .. ; _" •
• ,.' . , _. , _',...'_, _._, :._,0 |
3,4-.2..5" Sour'_ of Soil Contamination but not Groundwater Contamination

li
As pdinted out in Section 3.2.2.3, direct discharges to the land surface or overflow from wastewater

ponds and sumps create probable soil comamination and the potential for transport of

contamination by storm runoff or flash flooding. However, they do not create a potential for

groundwater contamination because evaporation occurs rapidly and infiltration is very unlikely. I!

Inactive leachfields are also considered sources of soil contamination but not groundwater I

contamination. Their shallow depth promotes evaporation rather than infiltration. Such inactive !1
leachfields are discussed in Sections 3.2.3.3 and 4.5.2.7.

Sections 3.2.2.3 and 4.5.2 describe a number of other inactive sumps, pits, and areas which are

probable sources of soil contamination. Sections4.1.2.1.2 and4.1.2.1.4 discuss craters used for I'

f
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I drilling mud disposal. Because of the low migration potential of drilling muds, such waste disposal

i sites do not create groundwater contamination and may not cause actual soil contamination.

Surface soil contamination is created by the discharge of cutting oils onto the land surface at the

I Area6 Machine and Welding Shop (Building6-623) (see Section4.1.2.1.1). The Building650

leachfield in Area 23 is a probable source of soil contamination. This active leachfield receives flows

I from the laboratories, the decontamination shower, the
radiochemistry photographic laboratory,

and the silver recovery unit. Chlorinated solvents, acids, and caustics are disposed of into labora'_:.0rY

li sinks (see Sections 4.1.2.1.2 and4.1.2.1.3). The amount of water introduced into this le_r,_fi_|_ is

probably insufficient to move contaminants to any significant depth• Neither of.t6.esL_'_lt.uatlo_i:_s
,;;. ,,.

lm considered to be a threat to groundwater. ,_ ,..,,:,.
"i._'", ":', ".:': "'¢,.i,,

3.4.2.6 Potential Sources of Groundwater Contamination '..,_..
_':"". ":'_"!_. '. :':i "'

AS a general rule, it is unlikely that groundwater_,_ontaff_inatt.Qn wrEI,,,,_'ccuras a result of surface
lm

operations at the Nevada Test Sate, becau$.e_.qf i_:l_::,.gre:a:t,,de_{'h to the regional water table, _ . . ' ,,s,, , ,.,,. ,, ,,%

-- P .,% %,., .'_ "!' 'i,, • ', .,_';. '.",',•1

(500-3,000 feet below the surface). (The _:_Jh,ner'p.gt_l.__-s_ussed in Section 3,4,2.3 are considered an

I1_ exception because they can in f!ltrate the re{_'_ona_[i;_:grbonateaquifer more directly than is possible
., .'.

- for most of the other s_r.f.:_¢efad.lities.) How_ger, in any situation where infiltration, rather than

•_ evaporation, becom_i._":a m.ajor ;_19v_.a-yi'i:_ormovement of liquid and where repeated recharge

-- occurs, the .p#_.,_al fo_'g'r6"u'nd.w,atet"'contamination still exists, although it may be unlikely.

, -., .. '_'., ,'o:,.'. :' ._., .... ,
, _ ,_ ..., .;._._,. ., , •

=" , W.aste'water _l'.{'spo{_H_to shallow wells and pits promotes infiltration rather than evaporation. Such

6iscba s crea_:e the potential for groundwater contamination. Three such facilities have been

discussed in Section 3.4.2.4 because they appeared to correspond with listed injection wells. These
-- . '

are the two wastewater disposal holes at the REECo Bit Cutter Rebuild Shop in Area 2 and the

"- disposal hole that receives water from the Steam Cleaning Control Pad sump at the Area 3 post-shot

- facility. Additional wells and pits include the following:

.ILl_

-- • A wastewater disposal pit at the Area 1 Subdock Steam Cleaning Pad (see Section 3.3.4.2).

Iii

_ • A probable disposal hole for water that collects in the Blow-Off Preventer servicing cellars

at the Area 3 post-shot facility (see Section 3.3.4.2).
!111

_

• A sump at the LLNL post-shot facility in the Area 2 support facilities (see Section 3.3.4.2).
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• The J-6 classified waste disposal hole in Area 3, which is known to be used for wash water

from contami hated drilling equipment (see Section 4,102,1.2). aoleJ-111alsoinArea31 II

may be used in a similar manner.
aiR/

• An inactive wastewater disposal well at the Core Storage Yard in Area3 (see li

Section 4.5,2.15). m
i

For any inactive surface facility in an arid climate where a deep water table is present, the pote_'.tia
"° ;":":: m

for continuing groundwater contamination is very low. However, such contamination"ma:y _Ove
,,:i_i:::_. -

occurred during the active life of the facility. , , ,.."i,'" _,i'= _..:'.
,', _,' ".: :.._.,

";":" .'. ;' '_.., iilil/

, , _
ana tiv facility,intermittent aato,,,,  obil to

any significant depth of migration is reached. In such a case, orll:_..subs(_].!f;.a'.c_',s.oLIc_b'ntamination i l/

would result, with an extremely low potential for grclendwat_rc.o'n_{amina'tion. Intermittent use
• '_.'.," ", _ ".,"_.. r.. ,.,j,,, _,,

may also determine the extent to which ground._ate:Pi::_on{a:min_t'i'_, can occur as a result of m,

wastewater sumps, lagoons, and ponds at tK_:NTS:,_i_.tleseii_rf_ impoundments probably cause'_':'.. ",:..':._::!'::.:"_:::';. "/i._

contaminants to build up in subsurface se11._bu_:thei:_ rec_har_)e effect on groundwater depends on Bill

frequency of use. If ali wate[ evaporates '13etwee_, uses, groundwater contamination is less likely
• . ,%

than if standing wastewate_,is n_aintained in af_:'_mpoundment.
,' '"" _i", ;'" "; "'.', ..... ::' ', l'

Surface imp_#_:_.en{_7_l_l_"a,p_ten__al for groundwater contamination i, ,Jude
_., _ _,, - ,, ';,;.._', .,; ,'

,'_',,._,;,' ' _ .i, .... •

....'..:: .,:.... ... ,,, ,. TH_'_yast'_ter pit at the Area 2 Photo Skid (see Section 3.3.4.2).

_....":..,..' ". ,_._ _,

'. ". • The sewage lagoons south of CP-1 and west of Mercury Highway in Area 6. Sewage

lagoons that receive only biodegradable sanitary wastes are not normally considered _

sources of environmental contamination, but these particular lagoons are receiving

effluent from unknown sources (see Section 3.3.4.2).
Imi_

• Sewage Lagoons1 and II and the domestic sewage lagoon at Yucca Lake in Area6 (see

Section 3.3.4.2). These lagoons should receive discharges only from sanitary systems, but it __up,

is possible that cross-connections exist or that wastes other than sanitary wastes are being

disposed of into sanitary sinks and drains. _,_

• Steam Cleaning Effluent Pond t at the Building 6-623 Machine and Welding Shop and ..,-

Steam Cleaning Effluent Pond II at the Building 6-800 Heavy Duty Repair Shop in Area 6

(see Section 4.1,2.1.1).

m
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!
U • The Decontamination Pond in Area 6 (see Section 4.1,2.1,2 and 4, 1,2.1.3),

• The Well 3 Yard truck washing drain pit in Area 6 (see Section 3.3.4,2),q

• The sewage pit at the Area !!' LLNL Technical Facilities (see Section 3,3,4,2). Discharges
f

' L ' ' '

from a photography' I_.:_o_oratoryand a materials testing facility are known to enter this pit.

Fuel oil spills may ha_,'_=occurred,_/ /' in this area. The pit was dry at the time of the on,=,_ite:_,_,,i
Survey. However, the amount Of discharge under normal operating levels ma_/'=_'er_"_ch

, r , ; , • ,j,.,,

- greater. '_" .... :, ",""

- • The Area 12 Industrial Wastewater Sump, which receive.,s,flow:f_._o'm":the F'ie_t5l___tions

._ Buildings (see Section 4.1 2 1 1). '... ":i.',:.i..:_,.i.i.:. ':;"

• The sewage lagoons in Area 23, which,'.,._ceJ_,_:flow.s frc_m._:t4qeBuilding 650 Industrial
' _r_ ' ,,. ,. ,_ ,,:,

Hygiene Laboratory, This laborat_.,_, di_.es o_.i.',,r.elatj_elysmall quantnties of analytic
_ , ", _,:_.'.. /.'._, ,,'; '_:_ ._..._ ....

chemicals down laboratory.sin_f..(see.:_£e_l'Oiff:'_,l.2:l.1). (Other facilities _n Building650

discharge wastewat, et' into a leachfiel'd:::_ather than into sanitary lines to the sewage

- lagoons.) ,,,.. _, . •
.,_.,...;i:::/:_''';i "., .....:_*,.,

- • T,l_.eis_a. ge:[_gc_ns s#_tlq'of Test Cell C in Area 25 (see Section 3.3.4.2), which were not on

- "si;.__]_.s and W_'i,¢_are receiving flows from unknown sources.

i_he _F5 Envir6amental Compliance Atlas lists many wastewater disposal sites as both evaporation

ponds or sumps and asleachfields. Some are shown on maps as evaporation ponds or lagoons. As

discu'ssed in Section 3.4.2.5, inactive leachfields are considered to be sources of soil contamination

but not necessarily groundwater contamination. However, if some of these sites were actually

- operated as ponds with standing water during their active life, the potential for groundwater

- recharge and possible contamination existed at that time. Such distinctions n historical usage could

-- not be clarified by discussion with site personnel. In the absence of information to the contrary, such

-=- sites are considered to have an extremely low potential for groundwater contamination.
i

The Hazardous Waste Landfill in Area 23 was used primarily for disposal of _ncontained liquids and

therefore has the potential for groundwater contamination. This site is described in
=-_

Section 4. !.2.1.1. Subsurface soil contamination was generated by the December 1986 leak of Jet-A

fuel generated from an underground storage tank at the Desert Rock Airstrip in Area 22 (see-
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I
Section 4.5.2.9). Because this fuel has a viscosity slm lar to that of kerosene and thus is likely to u

contain relatively mobile constituents, t has the potential for groundwater contamination, li/
I /

3.4.2.7 Probable Non-Sources Such as the Area 5 Radioactive Waste Manaqement Site (RWMS)
ii

The Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Site (RWMS) is a shallow land disposal facility for low-

level radioactive waste, lt also includes deep disposal boreholes, known as greater confinement
i,,

disposal (GCD) boreholes. This site is to be expanded to include rnixed (radioactive and hazard_us)
q, ' ... ,,

waste. A detailed description of these facilities and the waste types handled at the Are'aS RW.lVlS ,--....., ",,.'i.'.'i

may be found in Section 4.1.2.1.2. ,.:'i.. . ""::i
,f ....... '. , ;.,. v, .: ,,,_,,, ,; ,,_,..

A Rc:RA PartA and B application was submitted to the EPA in 1985 for theexl3ans on o;f:.{he f_¢llityto
¢: t ' ' " ' " . '•

include mixed waste disposal cells. (lt was later determined that sdm'e of theM/aste.a re'acly buried in.*"' ,' "", ': ', 4"" "o" ""

the existing facility was probably mixed waste.) By agreem'en$.WitJq {.'he sf,ate, a new RCRA PartA
... ' ,, '..', • .... '_, .:,. '•.,..,

and the original Part B application was submitt_ to';,._be '$_t_ate"6:f._;:Nevadain 1987 with the

understanding that a revised Part B applicatio'.r_ ,wqc_J;_l.be[':,_rr.epa[ed, On September 17, 1987, the
•• '.,. .:.: . : .;' ,,,:. ., ,.,._,

State granted the RWMS nter m status as'.a com£ne_,c_at,mlx'ed waste storage and disposal facility

(Fitzsimmons, 1987a). An environmental ass,e_,smen_t,,(EA)for the facility is also being prepared. The

results of the EA will d,et_mirie.whether arr:_vironmental impact statement s required by the
• . :i _ ' ""' "' . _'" t'_ "

changes entailed in t_e:RCRA, perr_it:,...':., "
, .' :,. _-,:_.:,...',:..._" ':_].., ,'

The :Part I_'r'" ; " .....a'.p.,p!iea_ionin"qi:r_Je_t'"requestsfor waivers_of double-liner, leachate col ection system, and

,.gr.0o_dwate'i': _onlt_.fng requirements, based on the site setting. The state has authorized DOE to
• '"i:,",

proce.ed with _t_rage and disposal of mixed waste without liners and groundwater monitoring•

HOWever, an alternative to groundwater monitoring and liners needs to be developed before the =

state'RCRA permit can be issued (e.g., soil moisture monitoring). In addition, NTS was required to

submit to the state a statement prepared by a certified geologist demonstrating that there is little

potential for migration of hazardous materials to the groundwater.

Under Part 264.90(b)(4) of 40 CFR, a waiver of groundwater monitoring requirements can be granted --

if the applicant can demonstrate that there isno potential for liquid migration from the regulated ___

unit to the uppermost aquifer during the active life of the regulated unit and during the post-closure

care period. The 1985RCRA PartB application cites the following facts in support of the waiver

request'
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!
' • A combination of ",lte factors, including the extreme depth to water (800 to 900 feet), the

t low amount of annual precipitation (average 4.6inches), and the naturally low moisture
=

contentof the soils (3to 9percent) restrict water movement through the unsaturated

zone to an extremely slow rate under natural conditions. The low moisture content of the

soil is caused by low precipitation and high evaporation. For liquids to flow from the land

surface to the water table, the moisture content must increase to field capacity. (Field
d

capacity is the moisture content required fol" the drainage of liquid water under the

influence of gravity.) Field capacity for the soils at the RWMS is 12.9 percent. Unsatu_i{ed

- hydraulic conductivity at field capacity is approximately 5xlO:Scm/sec, P'e_#S!._iis,..,.._,. ,,.:_,:i:.,'
approximately 32 percent. ,: .,,. .... ,......,.

_ • xb,_

o Studies indicate that the maximum depth of infiltrating water.'_[J,_i_ng per,i'eds'o_f-lqighere[ v.

precipi'tation (such as the Pleistocene) was approximately'.7'{eet bel_v.t_he Ian'al'surface.
---" • .

• Simulation of a 500-year rainfall (Kean::.1982:i;.shb_eci'_{_.{,th'e maximumdepth of

infiltrating water for th0s event wa_i3.f.ee.t_eJov_.tbe la_cl surface and that the moisture

content of soils at depths of 17 _e'et we_;no_ in:c#_ased significantly by the simulated event

- or by natural y occur[iag rains durin'cj the:'6,-month study period.
_ .,. :.. '.: :. .,.,,

, ,'.'_i '¢ " _" ", 4 ""

: The request for a w_{_'_r'fro.m tt_"P.e_i_ei_ents for liners or leachate controldetection systems is

based on th.e.::._um'e_'_i:ttfl'at tl_ese':"sY....stem..,.,.,, ...,, s would not significantly lengthen the time of waste, '_ _• , •

= mig.rati.on':t _ Another argument against liners is that the uset __;'_'ppe r_s:_:_,ia:_ui fe r. of liners in

•deser*t r_gio6's'_._a6:e_afe practice for radioactive Waste because theliner would produce a perched

meistuYe zone '_ the waste. A potential would then exist for desert shrubs to sink roots into this

- zone"and thus to transport the water and included radionuclides to the biosphe[e. A third argument
-- . '_

is tha't liners could not be used in the GCD boreholes. A liner requirement would therefore eliminate

- this form of disposal for wastes unsuitable for shallow land burial but not requiring a high-level

waste repository.

The fundamental justification for waivers of monitoring wells, liners, and leachate collection systems

_ is that the hydrogeologic regime is too dry for the required systems to operate in a timely manner.

As long as the waste zone is dry, there is no potential for waste migration to occur other than by

gaseous diffusion. Therefore an appropriate monitoring plan would be one which detects moisture

in the waste zone and detects movement of waste as a gas. Unsaturated-zone monitoring for water

content by the use of neutron probes lowered through access tubes in drilled holes has been used at

the NTS. (Neutron probes measure the hydrogen content of the soil, which is related to the amount

of water present.) Actual waste migration by gaseous diffusion could be detected by soil-.cj_._s

_
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monitoring, Tile most mobile waste constituent, tritium, would act as an intrinsic tracer in soil gas ml

(McGrath, 1987). lt is probable that techniques such as these will ' be proposed for the alternative II/

monitoring systems required for the state RCRA permit. __

mF, J

In summary, this site is not a potential source of groundwater contamination and has a very low -

potential as a source of subsurface soil contamination. With respect to its low to non-existent
h

potential as a source of environmental contamination, it is considered to be similar" to the Area 3

RWMS and the dsposal holes for core samples (see Section4.1.2.1.2), construction landfils'.'iii_ee, :

Section 4.1.2.1.4), most of the inactive contaminated waste dumps '(see Section4.S.2.3)',_"{n_,iive
,v 'f 'e ' ", '_'":'°'

contaminated muck piles (see Section 4.5.2.3), and the Horn .liver Mine (see Sq_:.tlpn"zL._..2.10).';:A.n

active or inactive waste management site is not necessarily a source of soil .contam'i_i.6_:i. Immobl_e"
,r.;t):':. ".. ',i"" ._i_ _

wastes are not soil, and immobile wastes in intentional burial sites are a florfftOf, landi_..se 6_t"not of
_, _.
, , ,_" ', ':_ ,environmental contamination. ' '. "' ":" _,

The Area 5 RWMS will become a special case within:.t}_.is gr.6up (_f.i'ste_ I_ause of ts sta[us as the first
,

commercial mixed waste storacle and disposals:si.re _0X_e u_d'e,,rgdi_g the perrnitting process, lt will

therefore receive considerable attention ar_ql its,i:aetual,'._a{he¢ than potential, condition with regard

to waste migration is I kely to b.e determined,' ...',

• ..', ."'x ,:-,,

. ' Mor_itor to
_

b

T ': " !: ""_" ':_ :'""hree majq_ba_rQ_hdwateC"pa'Onitoring programs are conducted at the NTS. These are the REECo
__ _j . _.,", • . j .:*," ,_ . _ ! '_' •

mor_ihJy, mohJ{or{iq'#'_j_l,ogram for water supply wells (radioactivity only), the Long-Term Hydrological

MOn[to'ring Pr'_gram (LTHMP) carried out by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Env.i_onmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EMSL) (radioactivity only), and REECo sampling for

nonradioactive parameters required by the Safe Drinking Water Act, Ali sampling is done on water

supply wells that were never intended as monitoring wells and are therefore not necessarily located

upgradient or downgradient of source areas.

The REECo monthly samples for monitoring radioactivity are taken from spigots near the water --

supply wells, Sampling is done by the REECo Site Maintenance Department under the supervision of _ b

the Superintendent of Water Systems. A written sampling procedure exists in draft form (dated

January 1987) as Section M14,3.4 of the NTS Environmental Surveillance Program. The samplingcrew

was not aware of the existence of this written procedure at the time of the Environmental Survey.

Two minor discrepancies between the actual sampling and the draft written procedure were

brought to the attention of the site. The description of potable water sampling in the written

procedure indicated that samples were taken for quarterly gross alpha and annual strontium-90

3 I cA.j "_t
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analyses from .both the potable water distribution points and from the potable water supply wells.

•li In fact, such samples are taken only from the distribution points. The description in 'the procedure of

, the compositing method for these quarterly and annual potable water samples also differed from

the method actually used,

Wells are sampled by turning on the well pump, if the well is not being pumped continuously, and

- allowing the pump to run for an unspecified time, No attempt is made to deal specifically with well

purging. According to the draft written sampling procedure, samples are.collected in ,n!_w,

- chemically clean, 1-1iter glass bottles with lids. Water is allowed to run from the spigot for:_.._._rt

- time, both the outside and inside of the bottle are thoroughly rinsed, and the bqt.t:t_is'b,_erfille_:i_o,.....,
that the contents wash the bottle lip. The lid is set firmly and excess wa=_r is rb_,e._[,,.from the

outside of the bottle and lid with a clean Kimwipe or paper towel. Mail<.i"rhg':tape'"i_i_Jse'd';_'label
q,'..

each water sampie bottle with sample type, location, and dateof cbl.l'ection! T[4e::Same i'_'formation is

listed on a Daily ivlonitoring Trip Record. _....- .. '.,.. _ ....'. ,, .:,;

_.'.:. .;...;: .,..,.;:.,

Only gross beta and tritium analyses are per _.rnle_:_n. the_. moSthly samples taken from spigots

near the wells. Data from calendar yea_.:l'985:::.iaon_.at_, 1_6)show that the highest gross beta

- average activity found on-site _as at Well :. :,a,rea!'6. This average was 10.5 pCi/I, with several data
_, . .,, ...;, ',_"_.,

points for the year fa!li,p_:ilbetvge_n...,=.,. 10 and, 20:j_i/I. Earlier data from 1982 and 1983 suggest that
gross beta activitie_';i:![hrrel#te wl,t'._,na_'ufally occurring potassium-40 (Gonzalez, 1986). This is

reasonable e._i__;a::..well=_i_;:_'n'ctC!,,ha'_'e the highest potassium concentrations found on-site (up to

12,9 mg/I).':_i_.h_.,._ ximu=_:'t_i_ium concentration found on-site during 1985 at a water supply well

,was'_,.z_'00 +'":::3,40"1_,1_at Well J-12. This iswell below the EPA drinking water standard of, , . : '::..,.
20",90_:_Ci/I. T__re is no evidence of radioactive contamination at any water supply well on the NT5.

. ;

The i.'I"HMP involves both off-site and on-site radiological sampling. Off-site sampling locations are

shown on Figure3-18; these Io,3tions are mostly supply wells for potable water but some are

spring-fed pools.On-sitelocatic, . are indicated on Figure3:19. The water supply wells in theREECo

monthly monitoring program are included in the LTHMP. This duplication provides independent

- confirmation of the REECo results, Furthermore, EMSL performst_tium enrichment (an analytical

method in which the sample is concentrated by electrolysis followed by distillation) if tritium

- concentrations by conventional analysis are less than 700 pCi/I; REECo does not have this analytical

capability. In addition to the pump-equipped water supply wells, the LTHMP includes various

hyclrological test holes. EMSL is able to sampte deep wells without pumps by using a truck-mounted

bailer system.
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Sampling procedures for the LTHMP wells are documented in a Field Monitoring Standard Operating

Procedure, SOPNRO-11, dated January 1984. Waterleve',_a,'e measured priortosampling, using an --
z

M-scope for shallow wells. A motor-operated water-level orobe is part of the deep well sampling

System. Well purging is not addressed in the sampling procedure. Field measurement of
_

temperature, phi, and conductivity are made. Samples for tritium analyses are collected in 500-ml

glass bottles. Samples for gamma spectrometry are collected in a l 1-1iter stainless steel bottle or .

tank, from which ttley are field filtered into 3.5-1iterpolyethylenecubitainers. Filtration is done by

sealing the tank, pressurizing it with an air compressor and connecting it to a membrane filtra'l_!on, .
_.

apparatus. Nitric acid preservative is added to tile filtered samples in thecubitainers. Th'e:_tai_J_ss --

steel tank and the containers are rinsed with distilled water or the source water 0r'b_"_h prio'r.' t<_
' ,; ,.,,

collection. , .,.. ,.,, ",
o' ",. _A , ' ' '

"i"_: :"" '..", "'"'• , ,',

The only man-r_ade raclionuclide detected in groundwater bythe PTFqlVIPis tri'tiLu'm: Triti'um is found,.,

.... " ' _'_forwhich triti[lm has _only at background levels in off.site groundwater. Th_ 4oc_.ti0,ils a;_"t}_e N'T " '"

been consist.ently eleval:ed are Well UEi.Tr,sand Test;._)VellB,",(WeJi.,I-l ),:'W.{_ictl had elevated tri _.ium in
. . ', '. ";. ',' "

.'1

a single REECo sampling routed cluring 1985_:.1s.an.a]_[:ernal:e, to.J:'13 for the LIHMP and was not
,.'. '1: , • ,.'. (.",

sampled by EMSI. during 1985.) Well UE:.7'hsai'ld',T.estWellB'areon-sitewellsthatare r_ot used tor

drinking water. The tritium leyels reported fdr. the:se,wetls for 1986 were 130-320 pCi/I at Test Well B

and 2,300-3,200 pCJ/I a:t U:_!,Tns 'The corres,pon_'ing values for 1985 were 140-1 70 pCi/I at test Well B

and 2 000-3,100pCi'/i. ra"{ UE,7ns. lj_:Tds'"is a satellite well for the BOURBON event which was
,.

detonated i_'c_.Bena'ie"_otiijus_ab6ve the water table The tritium detected in this well indicates
,, .. , • ,'." ''i 0" ,' '. ..' ',

migration'fl"o_.t_e BC)0[_:BONcavity in the unsaturated zone to the satellite well n the saturated
- ,. ,;,.','o,.'., _, _,

. zgne:No spe"cj_.4.cs'6"ut_.eis obvious for the low tritium levels found at Test Well B.
.' ,;'. ,,

,[, ,,.

,'i J,

Nonradioactive parameters are monitored by REECo for water supply wells at 3- to 4-year intervals.

Table3-20 shows major ions and groundwater quality parameters. Table3-21 shows trace metals --

and miscellaneous parameters. Values exceeding drinking water limits are noted in these tables.

Exceedances are found both for wells used for drinking water and for those used only for

construction site water. The only parameters exceeding these limits are nitrate, fluoride, iron,

rnanganese, total dissolved solids, and a single exceedance each for mercury, lead, and color. ( Ti_e

fluoride limit of 1.6 mg/I is a Nevada standard based on the annual average of the maximum daily air -

temperature. The EPA Maximum Contaminant Level(MCL) for fluoride is 4.0mg/I. AsecondaryMCL

of 2.0mg/I also exists. Secondary standards prima_ilyaffect i.he aesthetic qualities relating to the

public acceptance of drinking water.) These analyses are performed by Montgomery Laborat:ories in

Pasadena, California. No written procedure exists for this sampling, and no details of sampling

methodology are available. However, the samples are taken from spigots near the wells.

!
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,, ,_iII,, iii , ,ii , lil||i_ , , i ........ ,Ill, ,ii'__d ,

were chloroform, dichiorobromomethane, dibromochtoromethane: bromoform, and total _

trihalomethanes at a detection limit of 1 ugll(ppb). Nothing was detected. No other organic

analyses.have been performed, and none are required as yet under the Safe Drinking Water Act.

However, at the time of the on-site Survey, REECo was planning to initiate monitoring for volatile

organic compounds in advance of regulatory requirements•

,.'_,

o,. , ,-

3.4.4, Findings ". -.''. . 7,. ,.

. . , .,,• ..

Category II findings o_ the lack of permits for discharges _into injection wells,..,. ps_!14.g.oons, _; -

pondsare presented in Sections3.3.42.2 and 3.3.4.2.3. Some of these u_bei'mitted_aci'l_ti_ may

contain potentially hazardous or mixed wastes and tb,,. _ may be'iu..bject.t_..:."RC'RA r_:_julations, as

described in the Category II finding irl Section 4.1,3.2• 1. ,4n cjen.,elral,.i:Ji_har'ges are permitted under

the Clean Water Act, and facilities are permitted ufider _'_RA:)I:;'.Th_ ePt._ronmental problems with

regard to potential for groundwater contam}}4_at.i0n,_._ di5_'i;o.gui_ed from regulatory compliance':_i. :_..: '.'i..".
_- , ,. . )

aspects, are discussed in Fir,,dings 3.4.4.3.3,.._:.4.4._._i,.a_d'B._..4.3.6 below.

"., ".. ":., '_,:

3.4.4.1 Ca-_._og£L._ "-'" ' '
o...'.;;.i,':'_ ".,..'. . ",

".:::,..._;,. .;;.......

,. ,, ...- . ..,.."

:'4:2".".'" "..... '
.3:4 Ca_t_j?r_,.:,:': i.i[,,',".

. . , ,.

°•

" None.

3.4.4.3 Cateqory ILl

1. Undefined Groundwater Flow Rates and Directions. Groundwater flow rates and direction of

flow cannot be defined in many areas of NTS due to the absence of monitoring wells in these

areas. The {onsequence of data gaps in groundwater monitoring is that the location and flow

of contaminants cannot be accurately predicted. =

Groundwater data are available primarily from areas such as Yucca Flat and Pahute Mesa,

where many holes have been drilled for nuclear testing. Information gathering from holes

drilled for the testing program ts subordinate to the needs and schedule of that program.

However, any holes dr:lied ,n an appropriate !ocation on the NTS for any reason, by the



-- national laboratories or by NVO contractors, is used on a noninterference basis to obtain

whatever hydrologic information is available (NVO, 1986b).

Another source of hydrologic information is the water supply wells at the NTS. However, most

_ wells were installed for purposes other than groundwater monitoring and _,re not in the most

pertinent monitoring locations. Large areas both on-site and off-site have no monitoring

points.

;'"iq"

With the exception of new data from the proposed Yucca Mountain high-le_rel._a_te

repository (off-site), investigators have reworked old hydrologic data from. tl_i'e'"_ilT'Sover_._._• e . ,

-, past 20 years. Advances in understandincl, the flow paths an(_::,ratr,,....:.....,, ':8_:,,m'_ment-"--,.....,_,..-:, (:_"

groundwat,ar have been largely due to the application of evolv ng _n'_epts at_etadvances in
e:. }' '" ' ""' :' " '"

thefiel ofhy  ology,aodnottoexpansioofthehyd og Igicd= 'b i e data
- needed to support conceptual models of the NTS I_.y.dr61p_i.c_j_ an(J";to define more closely

the flow paths of water leaving the site. :..' "_..'.: ,.._...,

The scope of the need for more data',,goe_,ey,_n_' F.ou_ne monitoring. Both near-source and

near-receptor well Iocat,i.Qnswould pr_'vide:i_important information. Near-source wells would
... t. ._ ,,., ..

be used for field, h_clro'a_eologic stud'_, such as the pumping of wells near cavities 'to
,.... _ _" , 'o . _.

determine thl_i_'tential fo_.._adi_u_lide migration. Wells farther away from sources in the

direc_._:_'_=rec_Ors wo_. Id'°_e used to determine whether groundwater flow paths exist
,; o,. /..: .....

. fror_ :f,est'__, areas'::_o,o'ff-'s'iteareas. Drilling and study of one well for one year is estimated to

., "c_st 1_._li6h::u'frder NTS conditions.
._ .. •' • ';i:":,

i .' •, ,, ' ,_e

- •

. '.An initial Five-Well Program delineating five strategic locations for installation of new

"hydrologic- test holes on-site and off-site has been developeo by the Desert Research Institute

and the U,S. Geologica! Survey. Two of the five locations are off-site areas of particular

interest. These are the Thirsty Canyon areas southwest of thePahute Mesa in the direction of

-- the nearest population, and the areas southeast of the site toward Indian Springs. The Indian

Springs area is significant because it has been assumed that groundwater from the NTS flows

only to the southwest toward Ash Meadows and the Amargosa Desert and does not enter the

Las Vegas flow system to the southeast. However, the possibility exists for groundwater in the

alluvium from Yucca and Frenchman Flats to enter the Paleozoic carbonate formations and

• flow toward Indian Springs and Las Vegas. This groundwater flow regime is in fractured rocks

where rates and direction of flow are difficult to interp,ret and where extremely limited

hydroiogic and chemical data in the appropriate carbonate formations are currently available
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:_:,_c,:',j'ions c,.;,_,,_.iucl.eci__ear or beic)w the ':,.,'al.ct tahie h,a,./e _c:,'.-;ul!::!'din _.i-]_::;::_.ii(_a(klve

,:ontaI_ination of It,he groundwater, principally with tritium, within and surrounding tile Lest

chimneys and cavities• Creation of fractures from detonations and the combination of natural

and event-related hydraulic forces could result in more widespread groundwater

contamination. This is shown by the fact that tritium and other radionuclides have been

found in some areas not immediately adjacent to cavities and chimneys. For example, fission

products were found in an emplacement hole U3kz, approximately 1,000 feet from a nu_!:_ar

detor,ation at U7ag which is the suspected contaminatio,, source. However, for grdu_d._ter

contamination in general tl,e possibility of off-site migration is low. This Io_._i_'_t_'t_tial is"..the
' • '.,•t..o , , , . ,

result of cation adsorption on soil, slow groundwater flow rates, a,nd d¢,ca'_:[.'C_f::r._iJ0nuclicl;_:s"

: ','..';.'/:,,before site boundaries are reached (see Sections 3.4.2.1 and 3.4._.2ii: ':'_;i:":. "",ii
_.'._. _•. ., ..._k_ : "•:,:,::,, . ',

,. .... • . .• ., ,;"" "i,' .;,

3. Tunnel Ponds. Conta, ninated water from grounctv_ate(i.eepa, ge".{nto"t;unne s used for nuclear
,c.,.,.,,, . %',., _ ,.:. '_.,_,

testing at Rainier Mesa on the NT5 is disd_'arge_(:_int'e:.:'_;un'i_el_;:il_ondsfrom which it may
0 .'...,o . ,o ',:. ,°

eventually infiltrate the regional carb_inate..ia_'_ife"r_!':,.Car4_'onate rc.ks are exposed at the
', .', '.:,i._,': '..' Y.:"_. '_.'_

surface in the area, and the Iowerrdost p.o_nds:'_r_:'atunnel system can overflow d_rectly _nto

fractures in the carbonate rather thar_':.see'l_i:_g downward through tuff• There is an active
. • .:,, t:. ..:,

system of tunnel ,pUbds':a_'..both N and':.T,tunnels. G tunnel is currently inactive and has no
0,,;,. _.- ..,"

holding pond_:.,.'l_•fflu_nt fr_ ,thi_'__Jnnel is contained in a 400-gallon steel holding tank./•'. _ .. .... • ,°

Etun_e['tJ}_elsd'ij:6_'{ive,,but,_ffluent is still produced from groundwater seepage into the
.., ...,, . :.. . _- •..,. i.;_'" ,' ,1':

tuntiel,. )r_a;June'_:§'86":.sa'mpling rour_d effluent was present at Etunnel but not at G tunnel
•..... ",%,:.,'. _.,_',, ¢... ,

". "c....*," ".;. :.L',..
• ,; _., ,, '_ " _ 'i,,i _

" ",..The majee,_ontaminant at the tunnel ponds is tritium, but other fission products are also
• °.

,.'.present. The average concentration of tritium is stated to be 1.4xl06pCi/I at Ttunnel,

6•8xl0SpCi/I at Ntunnel, and 5.0xl0SpCi/I at Gtunnel. The average annual tritium

discharge is 2.7Ci at T tunnel, 7.2Ci at Ntunnel, and 1.0Ci at Gtunnel (NVO, 1986c). The

maximum tritium activity found in a June 1986 sampling round was 8.17 x 108 pCi/I at Ttunnel

pond 2.

Effluent from the tunnels and water samples 'from two ponds at each tunnel were sampled in

the June 1986 round. Methylene chloride was found in the Ttunnel effluent and ponds.

Methylene chloride levels were 3,450 ug/I in T tunnel effluent, 9,300 pg/I in T tunnel pond 1,

and 1,800 _g/l in T tunnel pond 2. lt is possible that this chemicalcor, tamination resulted from

an isolated, small spill rather than any continuing discharge. The presence of this solvent may

create a mixed waste issue under RCRA regulations (see Section 4.1.3.2.1, a Category 11Waste
"L



Management finding). Sampling and analysis of tunnel effluent and pond water and

sedimentsisplanned bythe Survey.

4. Lack of Information on Nonradioactive Constituentsin Groundwater. There isa general lack
m

of information on the nonradioactive quality of the groundwater at NTS. Groundwater

sampleshave not been analyzed for organicsother *.han PCBsand trihalomethanes, and are
=

analyzed infreauently for nonradioactive inorganics. (Monitoring of water supplywells for

volatile organic compounds will be required in 1991 under provisions of.'Y:_the;,. :,,:.

= 1986amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act.) Unidentified contamin=4ht_.:_id..,....

potentially be present as a result of decontamination and other operatio,ns;:_at'the_.:NTS.".F_r

- example, Area6 has several water supply wells and severo_;.pote_j_.._urces +_
contamination. These include a decontamination pond, two stea't_;'.._c'i;_3ing":_flue_;_-_onds,

and three sewage lagoons, ali of which may be receivings'et_=ents,;.di_t_._:ids"andcaustics,

and metal-containing liquids. Water from th,_. deca_.tam_h_ion".:;_ondwas sampled in
n ' " " """"Ju e 1986 and found to contain 130ppb aceCbne,'.2._0p_..chr_nzene, 45 ppb methylene

• q. .."j..:.'_ *.+".':_.. _','; .

chloride, and 36ppb total xylenes. A!_ho.ug_'_..e P._j0orfel'water table os quite deep, the
, ,_.- ,_...;_,._/°.:,,,:.:_, '?;_

potentnal for groundwater contam=p_at=or_x=sts_e.m Cepeatedrecharge at suchwastewater

_- disposal sites. ,,, ;.i ". "::i:_;,;

_*:_. _._" ,; ,, . _.' ".:"_

5. Use of Wells*.f_'Wa_te anS: W.a_Water Disposal. Groundwater contamination may result
•G+,+,.._,.,,. ..:.._:.,

fom _eseri_:_of ope_wetl"s that can be usedfor waste disposal. The per_r_tstatus of such
, • 41,. .:i+. , .'

_ .....we(lS;.;_,;a_ressed,+_ategory II f,nd,ngs ,n the SurfaceWater Sect,on 3,3.4.2.2 and the Waste

,..+_.:. t_. na_j_erlt_$_'t_on 4.1.3.2.1. However, the nature of the facility and the waste d_scharged
..., ..... .- :;._._,

",."..: +determ+_whether environmental contamination occurs, not the presence or absence of a

•.: ".permit. AIt,_ough groundwater in many on-site areas may already be contaminated from
• ..'_

" undergroun6 nuclear testing, the addition of other waste materials, including wastewater,

may increase the migration potential of existing radionuclides, as well as serving as an

additional source term for radioactive and nonradioactive contaminants. Additionally, while

certain wastesare disposedof into test cavitiesand chimneys, some wastes may go into wells

- which were drilled asexploratory holesand may not be otherwise contaminated.

"lnje_io_ wells" of various kinds, depths, and usesexist at the NTS. Details ar_,presented in

Sections3.4.2.4 and3.4.2.6. Some injection wells are shallow holes, possibly abandoned
--]

emplacement holes, which are used for wastewater disposal. Dir_hargesof wastewater into

these injection wells are creating probable soil contamination and the po,_ential for

groundwater contamination. Although the depth of these wells (48-100 feet wher,.=known) is

- well above the regional water table (S00-3,000feet below the surface), the p_tential for
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jroundwater _.:ontarT_ination _'_%]le_lter i:", ....,,,.t_, J.at tor discha__jes dLrectlV _.othe iancl ",ur,,._c_,

',see Finding 3.2.4.3.2 in tl_e .:.oils ._ection) because infiltration rather _han :z,vaporation _s _

major pathway. '

A post-shot (PSla) reentry hole at U8d has been used for disposal of liquids contaminated with

radioactivity, including liquid Waste from an experimental farm. Another liquid waste

disposal hole, U91TS-Y30-PSla, was used for similar wastes (Forry, 1987). No information is

available for this second deep hole. However, the U8d-PSla hole received an estJ_.t.ed

annual volume of 2.5x 104gallons during 1986. The cumulative volume since Ju'ile.[!9._.4 is
' v ° .£ ' ' .; , t, _,;':"'.

8.0 x 104 gallons. Both cobalt-60 and cesium-137 were present in these was_..e._;.,lklb,l;:i/;eakd6._,.B
.... •:, .:. ., ::_ , _,.'."_between these two nuclides is available, but the average concentrate.on Js_,_._x_._,e.,pQ/I arid

• ,., .:,..:.,... ..., ._.. :,1,,.,,.

the average annual discharge is 7.0 x lO-S Ci. ltis not known if o]:h_r,:"'w,ells:'"5".G-.{:h'a'_:gahute
'_:' .", " ." 't."- ', %. ' .',

Mesa No. i, have been used for waste disposal. .. '%".. '. :,.::.::",.:".. "'

!_ ., , ., ,

,:.t... ".;.*". .,: .,, :. • ,, ,, ",

+ . ,,' "!":'.. ,...::, '':,,":':'i".'. "
6. Was,ewater D_schar._es to Surface Impound_ents.',..D.Jscb_rges of.3_astewater to unpermttted

sumps, lagoons, ar.d ponds are creatin'g::.t,h.ei.:pl_,_'entia}::.for'g:Poundwater contamination. The
,_.'., '.:_:._,.!::.."',.:.:,L ":"/,

permit status of such discharges is:.a_dre_e_ti_n'.,:a,,Cafegory II finding in the Surface Water

Section 3.3.4.2.3, and tht_rstatus of su_:h.."f.aci'l:[_!_swith respect to RCRA regulation is covered in
_, ,o

a Category II find.[n_:'4n {l_.Waste Ma_a:gement Section 4.1.3.2.1. Section 3.4.2.6 lists these

surface impo_id;:men._.'":":"Tl_'_'_.:n,at_"_:of"" '" such impoundments and the wastes discharged into

thero::Q_.m, in_:'_h';eir p ._.en't_al for environmental contamination, not their permit status.
•, ..._, _ ', .: _,, .:," :.....,

Altl_._tgb.-_Jli'e regii_ilal:Water table s 500-3;000 feet below the surface, infiltration, as well as• -.. * .;:'.._..,..' 1_,, .... ,
• .,_ , '..... • , • t

, ,' , . ,,. _ ',¢..:..._ ._'",-,._:.,:._,,, ,_ .

, ,.'.' e_apot_jon,' _,_an _mportant mechanism for water movement from these ponds. Thus,
'" "_, ,i.recharge;_tom standing water at these point sources can occur, and such recharge creates the

,. ,

',:'.potential for groundwater contamination. Survey-related sampling and analysis is being

" conducted at several of these potential sources to determine the nature and concentration of

possible contaminants.

3.4.4.4 CaL:_clorv IV
-

1. Absence of Well Purqinq Requirement in Samplinq Procedure. The REECo and EMSL

well-sampling procedures do not require that wells be purged before sampling. Therefore,

analytical data may not represent concentrations of substances in the aquifer at the time of

sampliqg. The purging of three to five well volumes is standard practice to ensure that actual =

formation water is being obtained.
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4.0 NON-MEDIA-SPECIFIC SURVEY FINDINGS

This section discusses findings and observations pertaining to waste management, toxic and

chemical materials, radiation, quality assurance, and inactive waste sites and releases. These

discussions do not include a background environmental information section because the areas

addressed are not necessarilv tied to one medium as was the case with the discussions in Section 3.0.

These discussions include an environmental monitoring program section, where appropriate and

where information was available. The iindings for hazardous, radioac_:ive, mixed, and solid _te

management are summarized in a section addressing waste management. "':: :.._

= .,' . ," h d .:_ .., 4=

., ..,_' .. :, :...;'.<_

- 4.1 Waste Management ,..-., .., ." ' '

_"; "....r..

4.1.1 Information=ac_urounu ., ,. .., ,,,, •

_._;., _..w.,.,.,:._..., ..•
_'.,.!, ... ".. ;..:.,...,:.";':,,

Operations at NTS and the North Las Vegas facilitia'_'.cle_e_ate'__/ar_c_t'_..'of solid and liquid wastes,.'..:.'..i_ ', _ _,._'.-

including hazardous waste, radioactive w_;e_.. :i r'a ioaC_ve and hazardous waste, and
, , "",:', , '_.'. =, ':..:;.., ,..:'_,, ";..,=

nonrad0oact,ve/nonhazardous waste. I_U,o_c_:ii_s.t,e _cludes low-level waste (LLW) and
. ', :... :,:..:,, "*,." .

transuranic (TRU) waste. No 13_gh-level rac_0,..Oactlv_:,waste(HLW) _sgenerated at NTS or the North

LasVegas facilities. In _io'_:i_I,NTS radioa_:ii_e waste management operations accept packaged
_,'....,'.._.. ,. ., _4

,._._e;,' 1' vL .'_ ._,' ,:',.= , o ,

radioactive wastes (_ LLW. and T_ waste), for storage and d0sposal from other DOE facilities. Brief
• ,.;_ .,'.;". ..e.:. o

, , .., . '_,!:.-,.,:.;,"_ -: _.,
descr_pt_on_f._e wit_te_ are._, foltows:

, _,..'.- ,_,_,.;_',_...,,."' :.;""

- "_:_,._,:,.., : ._, .,,.,

..,..':...:: ,:':;!,. ;"_"'_',,,.....,'_.._:_'..,.:, ',,_' _._,,. H_:._'rd_l_:'_vastes are those wastes identified as such in 40 CFR 261 (i.e., regulated under
W;V.'_

. the _ource Conservation and Recovery Act [RCRA]). Such wastes are ,_ither ignitable,

'..:'. reactive, corrosive, or toxic, or contain materials listed in 40 CFR 261.

• Low-level radioactive waste (LLW) is described in 10CFR61 as radioactive waste not

classified as high-level radioactive waste, transuranic waste, 'spent nuclear fuel, or

= by-product material as defined in Section 1le(2) of the Atomic Energy Act (i.e., uranium or

-_ thorium tailings and waste). At NTS, LLW consists of waste that is contaminated with low

levels of radioactivity, including transuranic nuclides at concentrations less than

100 nanocuries per gram,

• Mixed (radioactive and hazardous) wastes are co-contaminated with radioactive and

hazardous waste materials.
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m Transuranic waste is defined in 40 CFR 191 as waste containing more than 100nanocuries

(nCi) of alpha-emitting transuranic isotopes, with half-lives greater than 20years, per

gram, except for high-level radioactive wastes.

• High-level radioactive wastes (HLW) are defined in 10 CFR 60 as (1)irradiated reactor fuel,

(2) liquid wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent extraction system,

or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subsequent extraction cycles, or

equ'vatent, in a facility for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel, and (3)solids into _ich

such liquid wastes havebeen converted, ,,.*".. :':7:'i

'.' ":," ' " "1'i',4.,

O Nonradioactive/nonhazardous wastes contain very little or no r_dioacti'_e':_:_i_i_minatio;_:i"

and no chemical contamination as defined under RCRA "an'_i_the Stat'e of':_evada

Regulations. "'"" " ';" " ":"
4,

_. ,, '"; ..

',. "i',% ' i':i.... :";
, :."..... "...,....,..'.., . ,.::. . .

Types and quantities of wastes generated at NmS;:._ary_.gnsid_bi_:'_.eause users of the site and

levels of activity vary. Some points of genera_iQD als_',_;ha'_ be:¢huse activity locations change. InL ', '' '.*' ' ' '° , ,o

,,. ,,;"._:._. : '<'_:_, ....,
addition, some of the waste is classafled.(l..e., "_:_.W:as_e.itsel_ or knowledge of the nature and/or

existence of a waste need to,remain secure/',. Th_e':.l_eneration and management of ali wastes and

existing or potential. ...,eh_ro'6r_ental.,. ; .. prol3F_s, associated with current waste management
operations at both _:_iand .the N'_r'l:h.Ea_':'V_.gasfacilities ar_. discussed in this section.

• o c "

Geologic fD'r_ma.tl(_nsat':'_re'i::western boundary of the NTS are being studied for possible use as a• , -, _, %:'"." o:., :.._,

r_O_'it'4ry_= u '" .. ..... , ,. fS"t°the"_:ciNge of commercially generated HLW. The formations consist of volcanic rocks 2-

"(4._:,.wglded. t_ located at Yucca Mountain. This site and its suitability for the management of
' ,

HL.Wjs not addressed in this section or anywhere in this report.
,. '.

The Environmental Survey procedure to identify waste-related environmental problems

incorporated four types of activities: (1)inspection of waste-generating operations and waste

management facilities; (2)interviews with waste management personnel; (3) review of relevant files

and documents; and (4)comparison of on-site observations with site reports and procedures.

Emphasis was placed on tracking waste streams that have been identified in various site documents

(e.g., Clark, 1987; Frazier, 1987b; Kesler, 1987d; NVO, 1986c; REECo, 1986a; and Smith, 1987).

Statutes and DOE Orders used as guidance to identify problems include the following:
__
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- • The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and its amendments (specificallyq

40 CFR 124, 261,262, 264, 265, and 270).

=

• State of Nevada Regulations governing hazardous and solid waste (e.g., Nevada Revised

Statutes459.400 through459.600 and Nevada Administrative Code444.8500 through

444.935).

• DOE Order 5820.2 for the management of radioactive wastes. ,_;._
• ;... : ,.,..;

4

• DOE Orders 5480. lA and 5480.2 for the management of hazardous wastes'.;;;::"_:i;i'', ;;i."i;.

, o , ._...'_e,t, ,Q. , ",....., ='...'.,.L./... ,

The State of Nevada Division of EnvIronmental Protection (NOEP)is "res_:_nstble'._er ret_ulattng

- hazardous and soltd wastes at NTS and the North LasVegas faclJlttes..N_..EP, has I_en granted

authorization from USEPA to regulate hazardous waste _._d _$_.p .Nje:i_._.!ot._EPA Region 9 to obtain

authorization to regulate the hazardous compone ._.s.of_xed_22_ps_i'i_der RCPo_. Therefore, NTS
, , , , , '2'.i_:.i':';, "i .e.;. "' '"_ ,

and the North Las Vegas factltttes must submi._....ann.u'._.,....haz'a_ous,_aste generatton reports to the
.... ' .' , ,'.':,. _ '.'..:', ' .;;':, ':i..'_

State. NDEP wtll _ssuea_l petra=ts for NTS:i_actll_s_._u_;e_.tO.,tr_at, store, and/or dtspose of hazardous

and mixed wastes. In addition,,,aTS must s_mit_'G:,,the S"tate solid waste management plans for its
u

facilities used to dispose ,ofi'_on'_a'dioactive/no_zardous solid waste.

As of Marc_::}c_.;._J_o'_i:_'_.['it_y' at,_T_;_ad a permit to treat, store, or dispose of hazardous or mixed

wastes. R_ P_"A pe)_.t!::al_:lolications had been submitted to NDEP for certain facilities (i.e., the

• ra,0iO_;t_.ve, _xec_-_W_e management sites in Areas 3 and 5, the Area 6 decontamination pond, and

th_t3_ii_ling 6_'_:4eachfield located in Area 23). These applications were submitted to obtain RCRA
. *

: inte.r_m status for the storage and/or disposal of mixed waste while RCRA Part B permit applications
• ,_ _,

are b'eing prepared by NTS and processed by the State. At the time of the DOE Environmental

Survey, NTS was preparing a closure/post-closure plan for the Area 23 hazardous waste landfill that

- was abandoned in 1982. In addition, NTS had not submitted a solid waste management plan to the

State for review and approval. The Area 5 radioactive mixed waste management site was granted

interim status in September 1987, and a RCRA Part B permit application for this site was being
, _

modified by NTS to reflect current situations in March 1988. Ali active NTS waste management

_. facilities and sites, as well as the hazardous waste landfill, are discussed in Section 4.1.2.1. Inactive

facilities and sites are discussed in Section 4.5.

The North Las Vegas facilities generate less than 1,0(_Okilograms of hazardous waste per month,

accumulate on site no more than 6,000 kilograms in any 180-day period, and do not treat or dispose

of hazardous waste on-site. Therefore, the facilities do not require any RCRA permits. Also, because
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""* required to '*no nonhazardous wastes are disposed of on.site, the, North Las Vegas facilities are _,,,_, L,

k

submit a solid waste management plan to the State. Waste management at these facilities Is

discussed in Section 411,2,2.

4.1,2 General Description of POIJution Sources/Controls
qLb

4.1.2,1 N.evada Test Site
,7

•.,

4.1.2.1 1 Hazardous Waste ,.._:ii: :i.i;i, . , _,.,_

' ' '_ _ ' ' " ',.J','4,

Miscellaneous hazardous wastes are generated from various locations _a_ NtS")::i}:':Re:_:ti:newast_eS"
include solvents, corrosives, and expired chemicals that are generated "Jfi;"cr'aft, mai'qten_:r_'e and

t', !",

repair shops, and laboratories. PCB-contaminated trash is also gen'etated d uriln_g_,them:_i'ntenance of

transformers containing PCB fluids (refer to Sectiqr'r4._2".,.1._!;.'..,'@"astes:.:"are generated on an
' ".'. ", °, _, ' _": • : vi v:0 _o _

intermittent or one-time basis at !ocations where th"_!.re(_iihtei'_;_;tei_'.E',temporary activity (e.g., at

device assembly and test sites). Hazardou_::.Waste_;2t.bat"Were',_hipped off-site during 1986 and

reported to the State are listed in Tabl '_-1. '.i_or# rgan _,400gallons were shipped off-site for

reclamation or incineration• . . ..

• '"_' ' " " "'t
. _° ... _6 ' . '

,.: .'..-.i_ \ '• , ','

Hazardous wastes "_eralJ¥ are".,¢'olle_ei) from the generators and shipped off-site to RCRA-

permitted f_c.l.l:_t,:ea.'_f'f2s'i_e'shiNm'_ats are recorded on manifests, Which are kept on file by waste

manac_em'eNt p.er_nnelJ:jC__mmercial waste management f rms with RCRA-permitted facilities that

,, _er'e"used b_.:;:N,TS"a_?r.2r,ng 1986 are listed below (Frazter, 1987b):

.,

.. : Firm Use
_ III

Environmental Waste Enterprises
Eloy, Arizona Reclamation

OSCO

Agusa,.California RecJamation

U.S. Pollution Control Incineration
Grassy, Montana

Two wastes categorized _._hazardous are treated on-site. The first are explosive ordnance wastes,

which are detonated in a subsidence crater in Area 11. Wastes and containers remaining after --

detonation are burned in the crater. Although sites used for open detonation/burning of these

wastes are regulated by RCRA interim status standards (Subpart P of Part 265), NTS has not included

this site ina RCRAPartApermitapp;ication Such sites will also require Part B permits. EPA issued
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TABLE 4-1 '
_

- HAZARDOUS WASTF GENERATION DURING 1986
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

iii I B iii iii i iiiii i i

Waste Quantity
(gallons) Disposition

qi I I II

_. 1,1,1 Trichloroethane 220 Recycled Off-site

Trichloroethene 110 Recycled Off-site .. ;!
. i ii iii ull i _I"I "'I : ,_,

,Methylene Chloride . 35 Recycled Off-site, ._.,,,,,:,.'.'.":...,_,:,', "".::'.I_II_..',.

Acetone ..... ,, 55 Recycled Off-site ":_":,}i','.,i:i ! ':"'"'

1 r71 111gallons ie_'y-c[e.dOff,_[te ".;:'_,,
- Toluene ""- 11'860Nall°nsindi_"eratecti3ffsitei ii iii ii iii

Xylene & Coal Tar Mixture 4,936 ,!_..¢ycJ:e.:_l.Off-Sj_"; ""_',_ '_ , '. • i.: 'I.." ';, ".,v

Diethylene Triamine , , 1,D,45_i'i:',.' rn¢./_ef_e_.Off-'s,te" !_i", ',' :'. "_')-, ","L" ,,

Waste Paint Relat,ed Material N.O.S. l::,. ":i:t:_.. ",.i'!,Retyped Off-site_'_:I':"".-"; "-"_" ''?-, T ,,,

corrosive Liquid N.O.S. ' "i7:'. i "":'i:i:_.i:":ii:}::i;;'3i::.:.:. :_cycled Off-site

Flammable Liquid N.O.S...i -":]i',, ,::iii_'' 37 "" Recycled Off-site
i uu i.,_;.,L.

[:'2:"ORM-A N.O,S .... ,..,.:.';;; ",.:;_' 26 Recycled Off-site
.. ,i', _' ".,i_. .-:_,,

_'.:."(' .,.;, ::,' '_:, , ._.'i';,','_'" '

Source: ...£_.pz ie_;i_:;l.9_'_tb'. "._..,:"
- ,:,,, .'._:__..'.,_, :....._'., ,*

,¢ .. i_. _ :- ,,.._, ,: .... .,;,. .

N.O._J_;,:: ,_ othe_.s'becified
..:._RM-_i!i_!:'_r._eg_Jiate6 Material, ClassA. An ORM-A material is a material which has an

":.':" i':! ":::i_il.a.nes{_tic, irritating, noxious, toxic, or other similar property and which can
:','.':".."'.::" ""_use extreme annoyance or discomfort to passengers and crew in the event of

"..:."., leakage during transportation.
• .•

' .;

_
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permitting standards for such sites under Subpart X of Part 264 on December 10, 1987; the final rule

became effective on January 11, 1988 (52 FR46946). The standards contain performance objectives

requiring permit applicants to evaluate the .potential environmental impacts of sites and

demonstrate that releases wii'l not adversely affect hL'man health or the environment. Permitting

requirements for this open burning activity are also discussed in Section 3.1.2.2, Nonradioactive Air

Contaminants at the NTS.

The second hazardous waste treated on-site consi__s of paper wipes used to clean device compo .A'_nts
' , _,, ,":' ,_

during assembly in Area 27 (i.e., the Able and Baker Sites). These wipes contain various R'CI_A:I_:._ed

solvents added during the cleaning process. Some wipes could also be consideie'd !_:_itab[_;i I
" '7:as

defined by 40 CFR261. These contaminated wipes are burned aloncl with ether c:_._bles n _
, _ , ._..d....'.'., ' , ._ .A-_...._,._.

open cage Jn Area 27. This activity is not included in a RCRA Part A app[.ic.a_i,_ af_d_._us, _ cage
_,}. ......

does not possess RCRA interim status to burn the waste (i.e., RCRA"r.egul_tO_.y:::_'_:_roV&)). Nor was

NTS preparing a Part B permit application for this facili.ty " at'...{_.tim_e:'Qf tA.e:_Surv'._y. NTS does not

possess an air pollution contiol permit for this burn_'.8 (re'_i_r,to"_t['_".:_.2.2).
. •, , , _ ,,, ,_,Q ._ ,,l

t.: ": . '.:.' '_". '.. ': "T. '" _"

• ,:' ", . "_,.'_, i' :% :.J':, '_':'_

The Survey team also determined that sever,al _aste steams are not being analyzed for hazardous". :, "_"i"_,.... ;"

characteristics or RCRA-listed £,onstituents..,... __.,_here_re, some wastes could be managed improperly,, .,;,

and not reported to the,:i,,_te:::i._ii'_acilities th'a'_'-handle these wastes could be unsuitable or could

require upgrading _ii'_m'ee_. RCP_'i:s:l;ah_a_'ds (e.g., installation of liners and leak detection and
,:..._, ,.." ...,¢ .,...._ _',

C ' "_"'" %'; "" '_' ' "' 'colle t_on ,_._e_.) a_:.:._CR_.,_er_itt_ng; RCRA closure and post-closure plans could also be

requ'red. '._._:as_;_.:_treams:_t_'at'_:ould be hazardous and not previously identif ed are l sted below:
, ' , i,_ '.'" .' :}'_"*_' '.., "

•' " '.-' ", •'. £'_:i_', ' %':'_ ,_.,

• , , , , i,-,',,,,,

. Stea'm'-*cleaning effluents from the Area 6 Machine and Welding Shop (Bldg. 6-623) and

":"" the Heavy Duty Repair Shop (Bldg. 6-800), both of which use RCRA-listed solvents, are
'..'_

discharged to separate unpermitted, unlined ponds at Yucca Lake (Figure 4-1). The pond

that receives effluent from Building 6-800 also may overflow during storm events; at the

time of the Survey, the water level of the pond was near the top of the berm. Sediments in

the ponds may also be hazardous. The pond capacities are approximately 36,000 gallons.

Wastewater from the Area 12 Construction Shops (Bldg. 12-8) and the Motor Pool

Equipment Maintenance Shop (Bldg. 12-16), which use RCRA-listed solvents, is discharged

to an unpermitted, unlined pond (i.e., the Area 12 i,_dustrial wastewater sump). There is

evidence that this pond also overflows sometimes via a discharge pipe onto the land (i.e.,

soil was stained under the pipe opening outside the pond). Sediment in the pond may

also be hazardous.
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FIGURE 4-1
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• Cleaning wastes generated at the Area2 REECo Bit Cutter Rebuild Shop contain RCRA-

listed solvents and are discharged down two unpermitted shallow wells (i.e., oneis located,

inside the shop where the cutters are cleaned, and the other is located outside the shop

where the rollers are cleaned; both wells ar_. reportedly 48 feet deep with a 20-inch casing

below a 52-i nch casi ng).

• Water Used to spray-clean trucks, which are used to mix epoxy-based s_temming mate_.!i._ls,
q,, _2/',_

is not collected and ends up on the ground. During thls.cleaning operation, "{_::._'_._er

n .' "' ': ";":':%"could become contaminated with toluene diisocyanate, which is co t_d'[_,:.Qne o_:_i_

epoxy components and listed as a hazardous substance (40CFR26.,l.). Th_:e_:d._._arges a_'_

unpermitted and occur sporadically wherever there is a stemmi_g"o'p..eratiO_.,usi'n_'_poxy -
_;' '_'" ' ' ' _"': " ': i _ _',,, _ ,,_'a*er_al, v...... ...... ....based

,,_ ,., _, .°: .'o/, .,,., _,

• Cutting oils from the Area6 Machine a_d _.dln_.::§.lloil_:.:'_dg, 6-623; Figure4-1)are!,:".:.,,t;.

collected in 55-gallon drums and 0_.p_.ie_._.:.w.he_._be 6_ms become full on the ground
• ._.... ":x,:" _.,.:,',. ",, ,.,:, '

(without a permit) just north'_tf.lthe.i_01:t_li_.-: A_'proximately three to four drums of

cutting oils are usec[.and disposeidi"bf a'_:_, ly." In --: . !al addition, smaller quantities of cutting

oils, used in A(e_23 :a_'d 27, arecoil:_ted after use in vermiculite absorbent and disposed
, "/':*_ii'._"_" "_ ' ', . _" '.:' '_ ,

of in the _._ 23 ._anita_'_;._r_$itl. Unused oils are aqueous-based, nonhazardous cutting
,. _,:..:, "_:'..'.".:.,,.,.;.._.,, :,,:.,., , ,

fl:_t_;:::.._ut':_:cOOld _sse_s RCRA hazardous characteristics after use (e.g., metal
, _:" ......,;, ,...., ,, ,.,,,, • . .,..

'¢_c,_._at_ons;:C'e#_ exceed RCRA toxicity I_m_ts).
• ,, , . _,.,:.'::':,._._ ::.',,,, •

, .,' .. , ,,. ',,_ "£,',:..'_,' °',',_..:L:.,,_

".r:'...::_ Slud_ from the Area 23 sewage lagoons are disposed of in the Area 23 Sanitary Landfill

.:'. (Figure 4-2) without approval from the State. The lagoons receive flows from various

" shops and the industrial hygiene laboratory (one of two laboratories located in

Building 650), which discharge hazardous materials down building sinks (e.g., acids, bases

and solvents).

• Contents of the Quonset800 steam jenny sump located in Area 23 (Figure4-2) are

disposed of in the Area 23 solid waste trenches, also without State approval. This sump

receives waters used to steam clean a 500-gallon pesticide application container.

Other waste streams that are not adequately characterized and could be radioactive mixed wastes

are discussed in Section4.1.2.1.3. Unpermitted discharges to land surfaces, discharges to

unpermitted injection wells, and discharges to unpermitted sumps, lagoons, or ponds are also
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discussed in Section 3.3.4.2. Potential adverse impacts of these discharges on soils, surface waters,

and groundwater are discussed in Sections 3.2.2.3, 3.3.4.2, and 3.4.2.6, respectively.

Hazardous wastes could also be generated during testing at the LGF Spill Test Facility in Frenchman

Flat (AreaS). Ali hazardous wastes (e.g.,contaminated soil) generated would be collected,

manifested, and shipped off-site for disposal by the testing organization. _

Hazardous Material and Waste Holdinq Area ,_::
,_:.._ ::17:.I

Before hazardous materials are sent off-site, they are transported to the Area 23 H._t_i_ Mat'_!_l
, ,...w° ° _ ,. :, , b:..,i

and Waste Holding Area (.Figure 4-2). Each intra-site shipment ,s recorded.,._)n a '_pa_l_ man!fe_!

Waste materials are held in the hazardous material section of the hol(_4nc]ii_ea fo_i!_p '{_:-3°0days
. . _'.; • ,.. ,

after arrival while site personnel attempt to identify other users"of..the /na_e;ria*!s.. I_'no users are• ",.* ,, .. .-" • ', v

found, the materials are considered to be wastes to be ._.fit o_f:_:ite..a_? are\moved'to the hazardous
t'.'t, ' *, ,, *.,,'". : _ ..:* ,,., _

waste section of the holding area during the intet3_. "_i_;:isI_.S' "g6:_[_o have ali wastes that are
.c, • '... ,. °,t ',*.,

consigned for off-site shipment to be re_iOv.ed_.:_(o_ tl_ h_'cling area in less than 60days

(Fraser, 1987). However, NTS records shr_W..tha_;haear_s Wastes have been stored in the holding

area longer than the 90day_.:allowed un'der R_ (Bingham 1987c). If storage is longer than
. ,'.. t, .,et_ I •

90 days, the area needs _ii_ pgr._nitted as a R'C._ storage area.
,..'._'._; ._,:."

__:'/d_._,_" ;;. ,._:"., .:.,:_-',.',.',

he holdin!_t.:a/._!.i,_ a tinned'd, un}heltered area approximately 1O0feet x 50 feet. lt does not have an
. , , .. e _. _ ,:_i o, .,:; o,, , ,

,mperv,ou_i,_s_h:_J_ or cor_.f_e pad, or any sp,li contaonment d,kJng Waste containers are stored on• -., • ",; .,',.. ",.."._ ... o

..l_atl'e'(s.i::.Du_i_*g.al_e'_ary 1987 RCRA inspection, EPA noted other problems at the holding area in

addi:_,io'_to st6_,_ge exceeding 90 days (Fitzsimmons, 198?a):
',

• , ._

'..;

• Containers were not protected from direct sunlight to reduce the chance of pressure

build-up and subsequent rupture and spillage or explosion.

• Containers of incompatible wastes were inadequately segregated.

• One container was improperly labeled.

At the time of the DOE Environmental Sur',ey, the area was still unshaded, but sand bags had been

placed as barriers between different waste types, and containers were properly labeled. No

containers were being held in the hazardous waste section of the area.
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Hazardous Waste Landfill

Some hazardous wastes generated at NTS in the past were disposed of in the Hazardous Waste

Landfill located in Area 23 (Figure4-2). This landfill was used mostly for disposal of uncontained

liquids and was operated over a 13-year period from 1969 to 1982 (Ea_"_h Technology

Corporation, 1987). Records of disposal indicate that approximately 20,000 gallons of waste were

landfilled. Waste materials can be broken down into the following types: 10,000gallons of

corrosives, 5,500gallons of ignitables, 1,000gallons of toxics or reactives, and the rema!:_iing

3,500 gallons of miscellaneous chemicals categorized as nonhazardous. "...:i. _::.:_
, .,-,'_,. ""_'i_:: '_

,." .:,,. .... ',/'._.
.. • ,' ._ '._,:.:._,

• The landi'ill consists of three trenches designated as "A," B, an -.,.C (E_r_b:._echnolo_/

Corporation, 1987). Trenches "B" and "C" are located adjacent to each et.h:e:r:and a_.e,.,33'841_e'_&tand
,:_..

• ' . _": . ,; • ,: ,,

216 feet long, respectively. Trench "A" is 55feet long and Iocat@d_'appr6xi_.a_e!y. 130feet east of

Trench "B." The trenches were constructed using a bac_hoe':t_._ig.a'i_.3".{oot'wide by 4-foot-deep cut
,,' .,.., q

into the alluvial soils. Sm,NI volumes of liquid wa_es v_@_ep6bre_':i_ the open portions of the
_:.'...',. '.' .:', ';_' t',,,

trench and allowed to evaporate and infiltr_.u.n_ij_rfa_ei.'.mat'e_ials were dry. In addition, small., '.'.. ''°_ i ' .'/.'. '.'.".

amounts of solid wastes were placed in{o'..the_':tre_cl_es. W'hen dry, trenches were backfilled to

grade with the overburden rerpoved during_.t.l_, iriit_al trenching operations.
•, :. ..::., .:_'

,:._ ." :. ,....
_,.. _ • ... , ,.

Because the trenche_!:_ere.._.nlinea"_od':..t]a_"soils are highly permeable, infiltration and contaminant

migration ..h_V&S_urr_!&'.:'qnves_._,ga:_i"ons_- ... _ have determined that contaminants have infiltrate, d down
•, .,, -_, ,:. :,, .:". _.

to app.rox[_'.at_._20 feet::_t_l._;'_"the trenches in some places (Earth Technology Corporation, 1987).

.. v:..::.
Be(a_se the la_il was operated under RCRA interim status from 1980 to 1982, it is subject to RCRA

. '

cl0sdre and post-closure requirements. In addition, because wastes were disposed in the landfill

after'June 26, 1982, it is subject to RCRA groundwater monitoring requirements, which extend to the

post-closure period. A closure/post-closure plan was being revised at the time of the DOE

Environmental Survey. An earlier version included a closure alternative that involved excavation of

wastes and contaminated materials. Because contamination would be removed, no .,lroundwater

monitoring or post-closure care would be required. The alternative being developed at the time of

the Survey involved capping to drain water away and installation of moisture-sensor devices under

the trenches and adjacent to them at various depths to track infiltration and migration.

Underqround Storaqe Tanks

NTS has 82 underground storage tanks(USTs). Between 55 and 59 are subject to RCRA regulation

(i.e., were in service during 1974 or later). However, only 49 of the regulated tanks were reported
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per RCRA Subtitle l requirements (Frazier, 1986a). Twenty-two of the 82 tanks were permanently -

out-of-service and 10 were temporarily out-of-service. Nine of the 82 tanks contained waste, and ali

had been taken out of service before 1974:

• Two tanks for pre-disposal holding located at the E-MAD facility in.Area 25.

• Six tanks for effluent from nuclear furnace test runs located at Test Cell C in Area 25.

• One tank for effluent from nuclear furnace test runs located at Test Cell A in Area 25.

";:,';'..::
4,, ,:'/,;

These tanks contained radioactive or mixed wastes (REECo, undated). None of the USTs, i6.6t':.o_ of
,,.,.,,,.. ";41.L:i

service, contained hazardous waste, and six contained used oil. Information o_.:tt_e_e'.:_x tan]_ii!!.s

presented below. .,,_. ','..,.:_.t:., "_., .#

t: .;%.":,. • " ",: :.",, ..: ,,¢.;.:.,

.......... t"."',, ' .... , _''; ' ' ', i;. ,

NTSUST Capacity _/_ateria.Lii::., "i.:i_eje_'.i.;:_ "'Corrosion
Identification Status Content (gallons) . ...., ':..... lye.ats) _' Protection

• ., b#

II i i ii i LL" I

23'750 In Service Used Oil 2,_0:Q ';.::';.S_i_l ...." :';":' 221 None
al u t t r i

_:;:".:2',_OD".;". "..:"_.S,teel 22 None23-751-1 In Service Used Oil.. k ._..:_,,?..., ,,._!. ::,'
ii i

23-751-2 In Service Used Oil :';: !,., _!.. Steel 22 None
.... i i i i i I i ii i i i i

'' "',:_ :,_b0 Steel 15 None6-619-4 In Service, _,:.rdsedOil ":,. 2'
.... t"._ • '.,_ _. '_'% ..... ii ii i

._ , ..... •

12-1216 In_'i_'; : '" "L_.ecl qjj.,.'.:_v 1,000 Steel 19 None
, II ,........ • . .+_._i iii i i ii

"_ _"'_ _ _" LJ.,_..::l,nS_,¢_" se'_"_il 550 Steel 22 None25-4838 . .., _.,;.,, ,...,:. _.... ,_. ......

•, .., _. '_':.;,'.,_J'....:_, .....
. . ._ ,.... :..i_._ ¢...:. _'.'. , _, ,. ,.....e _ _ .. :.._,

,,Itjs udk_ow_t_hetli_r-these s_xtanks leak. NTS does not have a leak detection program for USTs.

stee'E;_JSTsthat are eider than 15 years and have no corrosion protection have a high
°,. ',,

probability of leaking. However, because of the very dry environment at NTS, the probability for _-

leaki_"_g is considerably less than more humid environments. NTS USTs are discussed in greater detail

in Section 4.2.1.2.1.

4.1.2.1.2 Radioactive Waste

DOE Order 5480.2 defines radioactive waste as solid or fluid materials of no value containing

radioactivity; discarded items such as clothing, containers, equipment, rubble, residues, or soils

contaminated with radioactivity, or soils, rubble, equipment, or other items containing induced

radioactivity, such that the levels exceed safe limits for unconditional re_ease (DOE, 1984).

Numerical limits are not specified in the DOE definition. There are various radioactive wastes at NTS,

including wastes currently cjenerated on-site, wastes remaining from discontinued site activities, and

wastes received for storage or disposal from other DOE facilities. The wastes consist of source
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- material, special nuclear material, and by-product material (refer to Tabte4-2 for definitions of

- terms), and include the entire spectrum of fissile and nonfissile materials.

Most of the radioactive waste generated on-site is created by the nuclear testing conducted

underground in tunnels and drilled holes. This test debris is intensely radioactive and remains

underground where the detonations occur. As of October 1986, there had been 557anneunced

underground detonations, plus unannounced detonations and nuclear device emplacements that

have remained undetonated. The radioactivity associated with these detonations is discussed': in
•;,, ;',,,,

Sections 3.2.2.2 and 4.3. Groundwater contamination from underground detonations is dlgciJs.se:d:in
,........ '",,.ii.:'?'_

Sections 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2. Other radioactive wastes currently generated on-site inct_]'e;: ".. *..:_,
L . , ,., ,_,i,4 '
°°.. '. r" ' ¢.;.,,_.

,..'.,:.._._..-."?:'>'2":'_',._'t,..._,

• Samples of the radioactive detonation debris (core samples) o:b't;_i_ed fo'r,:;_edi'o'__e'mical

analysis to determine the yield and performance of the t_t'dev ce -.i..:._,.i.;. "'

, . ,

• Contaminated drilling muds generated c_.'r.ing'::d_.ill-I_a'_:k'o'#'ei_tions to obtain samples of

detonation debris. _:!': ?;;i: :i'.. ":.."'._:," '-. .: ...,,.,:..,_........:. ',,_,

• Contaminated muc_,r,and debris.igengr:g._ed during tunnel reentry and rehabilitation

activities. """ '. "......

•". ':"• Cq_:t.a_.mat_a r. c rged from the tunnels.
%, _'.

"" "et"_ D_b_Jlsltta_l_, and other miscellaneous solid waste contaminated during drill back, tunnel

v :.,, .,' reen_:_, and cleanup/rehabilitation activities.
' ',°

• ,_

• Contaminated water and sludge generated during decontamination of clothing,

instruments, equipment, a,qd facilities.

• Liquid wastes generated by radiochemical laboratory operations.

• Waters pumped from wells used in the radionuclide migration study program.

The management of these eight wastes is discussed in this subsection. Amounts generated are

unk,_own (i.e., records on waste generation are not maintained), and generally the wastes are not

analyzedcharacterized. Some of the wastes, including tunnel discharges, decontamination wastes,

and laboratory wastes, could be mixed wastes (refer to Section 4.1.2.1.3)o Potential adverse impacts

resulting from the management of these wastes (i.e., soil and groundwater contamination) are
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TABLE 4-2

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DEFINITIONS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

_ _

,_ I I ii u i

Category Definition '
I I IIIII III

Source Materiat Source Material is defined in paragraph40.4(h) of 10CFR -
Part 40 as (1) uranium or thorium, or any combination thereof,
in any physical or chemical form or (2)ores that contain b_

i weight 1/20 of 1 percent (0.05 percent) or more of (a) ur_r_ju_i_ '

(b) thorium, or (c)any combination thereof, sour_..M__i_ E
does not include Specia Nuc ear Mater al ,..:i,_':_:_:"_i.ii!!.' _:i!ii:

i , I, , " ' ' , t' ,' .,T i_ , 1.

Special Nuclear Material Special Nuclear Material is defined i_.;._arag_h.';_._.:_m) of ''"
10CFR Part 70 as (1)plutonium, '..i_l_"_i,.um-23,_ L]'r_i.um
enriched in the isotope 233 or irl:.t.he isot_pe._3_, ar_j,:any other

material that the Commis,s!on '_._rsuarl_:ii't._':'i_e..pr6'visions of
Section 541 of the Atom_N: _'ne.r_.:",Act 'b:fi195<"as amended,

determines to be Si)et:_'aJN{Jc_ar_.Me._e,ria[_i_ut does not include
Source Material _f.,,(2)_a_'_ n__'_!eria'l:ia_'ificially enriched by any

' one of the,f..oreg_ii ilg.bu_::_oes'in_,t include Source Material........... . "_.":':.. ;;.i,_":' 'i'_- ""
By-product Material By-prc_Cl_.ct_._e_:,,l';i_.'a w_te produced by the extraction or

concenl_'_a'_!on"2_f,L,_a_m or thor um from any ore processed
,:, primarily"..f_r it_iii;source material content, including discrete

....", ":.:::'i:Surface w_ r'esulting from uranium solution extraction
, ,,.' :it',,:_

,,..;?."i.," " _!roces_ (DbE, 1984). The term excludes fission products and
,.._,.,.... ,.:. : _k::r_ioactive material covered in 10 CFR Part 20.3(3).

'_..' 'o' ,' _. ;.'.i_,, .:," '.',;'"

_:',..:., .;, ,_ .... .
•, .,,., , ..,, :,o_._ .... ,

_e'....

.,.._.

,:,,; =
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- discussed in Sections 3.2.2.3_-nd 3.4.2.3 through 3.4.2.7. Active facilities and sites used to manage

- these wastes are listed by area in Table4-3 ar_d shown in Figure4-3. Some of the facilities and sites

are for classified wastes. Not ali classified waste disposal facilities or sites may have been identified

by the Survey team; information on some NTS activities, including associated waste management

practices, may have been withheld because of the classified nature of the activities.

Discontinued activities that generated radioactive wastes include atmospheric tests; cratering tests;

safety 'tests; tests on nuclear reactors, engines, and furnaces in Areas 25 and 26; and testing at,.'.ii'i.'he
i ' q'_ "/'_

Area 15 EPA farm. Wastes from most of these activities were disposed of in radioactive wag_e._._s,

tanks, and leachfields, which are now inactive. These disposal sites are discuss,ed..:'i!n'Ne_fion 4.'5;_.

Other wastes from discontinued activities were transported to waste storag.e/co'nsoii_aat.i'_i',.s.ites un_ii _
they could be decontaminated or buried (refer to Section 4.5.2.4). Wast_c_"'rb..these'_:,ons_iidation

_,_..• , _., ., ,., ,_

sites are now being _tisposed of at the Area 3 Radioactive Waste Manage#rier_t:Si.t.e (R_t_MS), one of
,...:. ._..{"' ,

two such sites at ATS. Wastes received from other DQE-.fa(:i i_ies.aie":store_;or d'isposed of at the•.:..:... ., , ..,. ,,....:... ,;.-
other RWMS, which is located ,n Area 5. Both of_.[hese._f.tesare, algo..0._scussed in this subsection.

Areas of surface and near-surface contamlnatS.O_.reGu_:_l_g f_.6m dl.scont, nued actl_lt,es are discussed

in Sections 3.2.2.1, 3.2.3.3, and 3.2.3.4. _q't_,pm_t_:an6:_ac,l_tes contaminated by these activities,

including test reactors, test celLs:_andtesting.s_ppd_.,facilities, are discussed in Section 4.3.2.

,,... ,, .',. ,...---, .. '_'_t

•,..'.:.'_.,_ ;,... .,.'.:_.
- Core '_amples ".:.",'"

°_,_. ._,,,'
___. _. _,: ,,. '.;' t_ "" ','_' ."• 1'_ _

, "' .!a

Core ....sam_l_i_s_......-,_D_r'._sisto:_':_.'_ii_ecl fission and activation products obtained from the solidified

, dgtonat_on de_r,s/'t_._.., during post-shot drilling. The samples are classified, and are disposed of in

_eep,'.c'ased h_s or returned to the drill holes from which they came. Two holes are active:

Hole'U3fi in Area3 and HoleU9u in Area 9. Two other holes in Area 3, J-6andJ-11, also could be

used "for disposal of classified core samples. Several core holes have been closed (i.e., plugged and

secured by welded or locked steel covers). In the past, some of the cores were buried a few feet

beneath the surface at the site of the drill-back operation (ERDA, 1977).

- Contaminated Drillinq Muds

Drilling muds contaminated with radioactivity during drill-back operations are stored in return mud

pits located on the ground alongside the drilling rig and are later disposed of in subsidence craters.

CraterU2bu, which is located in Area2, is currently used for disposal of contaminated muds.

CratersU3ai-be andU9y were used in the past and could still be used for contaminated muds.

CraterU3ai-be is currently used for disposal of excess, uncontaminated muds. The Survey team

noticed evidence of recent disposal activity at Crater U9y.
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TABLE4-3

ACTIVE RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES AND SITES
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

ii I i i i
=

Area Facility/Site
I I

2 • Crater U2bu used for the disposal of contaminated drilling muds(1,2,4,s) since
1980 and decontamination liquid wastes; (S) total area is 1.Sacres; average

tritium concentrations discharged are 4.0xt0-6_Ci/ml; the average an_i_al
discharge is 1.8xi0-4Ci(I). *" :.CI"I

3 • Ho!eU3fi used for disposal of classified core samples(2,4,_i!:_'._:_.solid'_ji:_j " 1
decontamination wastes(S); decontamination wastes are:;.:.'_ene,F:a'{ed frO_,;|
Indivldual t,asts and therefore are classified; .t_. hol_i::,::i:_,',:,__..,unused'|
emplacement hole approximately 1,300 feet deep:i.d,S'd, an_f.:fl0ca_.above |
the wate_ table; approximately 700 feet of t_ hole:ha_d:.'been'_iNed; the last
60 feet will be filled with concrete to pe,rman'_._dy clos_.t.h_.,'El£1ei'the hole has
a locked steel cover. ,. :'..... :i.).:!,. 'i i'_ ""

• Hole J-6 used for classified _:a.'.,_te'd'is.posa!K.2,3_'4),:_;_ecumu at ve volume of

wash water from conta.rn,ina_e_'-.dri'ffi:._g _qb,ipment disposed of dur ng the
period June 1984-D_._em_.[.!.i1:_i_l_i_"_6,6'O0;gaNons(3).

• Hole J-11 used for cl_s_ifie_i!_aste'_isposat(2,4)(no additional information on
the bole'Was made avail,a"t_le t_;the Survey team).

_._.q, ,'.. ::..

ll..:;.'_ter U3ai'-"be.cQ_:[_,be used for disposal of contaminated drilling muds and

.... ,::': .. ":_.CO,q'._',amina_.!_-_I'[quid wastes(4,s),
._.,!,,_. ,.._.: _.,_. ,..'_,., "

":",..:. ,:3Zte RW_IM.S"..!_(CFaterU3ax-bl) used for d sposal of bulk rad oactive waste(1,2,4,s);
..,,.. ,,::/ ._:_.., because m_xed waste _s d_sposed of _n the crater, a RCRA Part A permit

', ... ":,,!_ "_"".C:_pplication was submitted to NDEP (see text for details). I --i I ':' ""i" ":"5 :l_:" • RWMS used for disposal ofpackaged, classified and unclessified, transuranic,
:.i'". low-level, and mixed wastes as well as storage of transuraqic wastes(1,2,4,s);

".," _ite was granted RCRA interim status in September 1987 (see t_xt for details). -

m Seepage/evaporation pond used for water pumped from Well RNM 25 as part =
of the radionuclide migration study(1,5); the pond area is 1,000 square feet;
average tritium concentrations discharged are !.Sx10-31aCi/ml; the average
annual discharge is 1.7x103 Ci.(1).

6 • Seepage/evaporative pond used for liquid wastes, including mixed waste, -
generated at the decontamination facility (1,2,3,4,5);the pond is constructed on
a dry lake bed, covers a 1.0-acre area, and is unlined; the 1986 estimated

annual volume discharged to the pond is 3.6 million gallons(3); average tritium
concentrations are 1.1xl0-slJCi/ml; the average annual discharge is
7.0x10-2 Ci(1); a RCRA Part A permit application was submittedto NDEP. =

ii i
I

8 I • Hole USd used for disposal of contaminated liquid wastes (1,2,3,4,5); the -
c_._mulative volume discharged during the period June 1984-December1986 is
_C,C'_J0gallons(3); average radionuclide concentrations are 1.0x10-5 _Ci/ml the =

. average annual discharge is 7.0xl0-S Ci(1). 'i
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- TABLE 4-3
ACTIVE RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIESAND SITES
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE I'WO

Ii ......... ,

- Area Facility/Site
II ' I I IIIIH I

9 • crater U9y could be used for the disposal of contaminated drilling muds and
decontamination liquid wastes(S).

, 'V",

• Hole U9u used for disposal of classified core samples(4). ,...,.:: :;:;_:!'.

• ' Hole U91TS-Y30-PSla used for disposal of contaminated liquid v_'ast_s_). ''i_;::;_'
i i i ulll I i' i i I • ,

12 • 4 piles for the disposal of contaminated tunnel muck and deb_i_2',l_,"_d at the _N2';"
following tunnels: U12e; U12g; U12n; and U12t; (2,_i_i__".'1_.pile_,:ci_n:t_'ii_;t.ow
levels of radioactivity. ,_:, ,....,

• 4 series of ponds used to dispose of wat_;"_i.sc,ha_:_ed frO$ the"t_unnels and
decontamination liquid wastes at t_..fol'_o_;An_ t_nels'_,U 12e- 4 ponds;

U 12g- 1 pond; U12n- 5 ponds_.nd I31.I!2t-'6:i.'.P:on'_J_.iiii_'_,3,4,s)(see text for
details). . ._, .:i::'_":.. ".i':!,, '":':'%

23 • Leachfield at Bulldlng,650_,_r d.t.sto_t, oflf?quld mixed wastes from
radiochemical laborat6_y o'_,O_at'forlgi_vith low levels of radioactivity;(2,3,4,5)
the cumutat ve vo umed'i_s.cha_'_e dur ng the per od June 1984-December 1986

is 62,5:gal'l.O'ns; (3) a RCRAI_¢rt _ permit application was submitted to NDEP,

(2) REECo,',:.t'_I_b, "<_._:;'_:'"' ,,, '"'
, ." .,.'. , ;,. ,, , . • • ,_

(3) Clar_: _987,,i:1: :,L,.=:.,..,:,',:,;"
(4) ,,R"EEC_,_:_"@'_'ed. "i_,:i.""' " • " , "_' _',' " "r _',',

,(s_! Inte rw e_s, wltih.'N:l'S personnel.
•' ',ii:.:,',.

':,; 'i',,, ' ' ' ':,_._,.,,

, .',:-

,. ',.
• I

= .
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Contaminated Tunnel Muck and Debris

Muck and debris contaminated with low levels of radioactivity are removed during tunnel reentry

and rehabilitation for additional tests. The removed material is accumulated in piles convenient to

the point of mining and covered with uncontaminated soils. Some large or bulky debris is also

removed and disposed of atthe Area3RWMS. Highly contaminated waste (>0.3 millirem per hour)

derived from tunnel reentry operations is not brought out of the tunnels, but instead is plac_ in

unused drifts and sealed off. "_,_i!i:._:!i_'.:i

. v...:.', _ :_;_. ,... ,,
q..., e r' " ":"'"':",_,, ,,,

Tunnel Discharge ,.,:,,,,?.,,.. "?:'::.i;,'_7'.'.....
'.'., %,"
: : , ._':.

r

' ,:._' ' .. 'i,,: ', '

Groundwater accumulates in the Area 12 tunnels and either d'_ains natur:ally"or i'_'"pumped to
. _ '_, ,_, '.'.'.;, _ "t, _ .

: manmade ponds: The ponds were constructed to all£_y se.el;_a9#..,an'd evaporation of the tunnel

waters. Additional pondswere constructed to cont_ oq_r...flo_,:i:f.r._:'e:_ing ponds. The ponds are

located downhill from the mine entrances an_,con_i_£_ted:"(_n se_;es if more than one was needed., _ . "'; '.',_.: , , ,,'. "., ,%

o,.',, _',.:.,..,_,,':.::.': _.j';, ':':.,- . .
Some of the tunnel water comes front',.the'.:t._St,:._ch'anobets and has been contaminated with

radionuclides. Typical tritium,levels in the"tu'hnei:::_ends are less than 0.001 _Ci/ml (ERDA 1977; also

refer to Table 4-4). Dur,i_._we'a#ons testing"'p_st-shot periods, reentry into a specific tunnel may, ;,,.:..'.. _:_ ", ,, ...

require use of ali t_ii_:unnel's w'a_'tQw&te'r" ponds ir_ order to handle the large amount of water

accumulate_/_[41Lnd t_'_'_n'ta[_e_t','structures in the tunnel. At these times, the flow rate and the',, _,'.

, "..' _" ,i '" ......, ...."' ","'
radioactlvlt:), I_ve[;'are n_ ._a_fy higher due to the mass of water in the tunne and the short-lived

•, .., _ "y."_:,,'. ,,,.,_, .,.,,
, . ',,, ,',,, ;,,_w,,_ ',., , •

,, , _. ,_ , , ..,,.._, • .¢. ;_, , , , , , , , ,

m.lxed'.f_.ss_or_';',_o_(3_-(.pr_mar_ly Iodines) in the water. Following th_s _nltlal h_gh-flow rate, the rate
"subside'S to tha'f_f the groundwater drainage from the tunnel (Clark, 1987._. Organics have also been _.

dete'_.ted in the tunnel discharge, which indicates that the discharge may be a mixed waste (refer to

Sectibn 4. t.2.1.3).

At the time of the Survey, the Nand T tunnels were active. TheEand G tunnels were inactive, and

the P tunnel was being developed. The U12nand U12ttunnel ponds were in use, and the

U12eponds were dry. The U12gpond contained stormwater; discharge from the U12gtunnel is

disposed of on the land in a contained area (i.e., an area bounded by a 3- to 4-foot-high piece of

corrugated metal 6 to 8 feet in diameter).

Contaminated Solid Waste

Contaminated solid was.., is generated during various NTS activities, including drill-back operations,

tunnel reentry and r_nabilitation, and site cleanup and decontamination operations. This waste

i
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TABLE 4-4

DISCHARGES TO ACTIVE AREA 12 TUNNEL PONDS

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA r '

i ii

Estimated Cumulative Average Tritium Average Annual
Tunnel Ponds Annual Volume Volume Since

June 1984 Concentration Tritium
1986 (gallons)(1) (gall0}_S)(1) (1JEt/ml)(2) Discharge (Ci)(2)

Iiii I h_ I n i _'i

ESeries (4 ponds) 1,8 x 10s 4,5 x 105 .... ':: i:i:ii i ii i f _1i

G (1 pond) dry 5.5 x 105 5,0 x 10-4(3) ,. ,J,._)[3) ,,.i_:

N Series,(5 ponds) 8, ':::"..7,_2_.d _,,,"3.3 x 106 1.5x107 6, X10"4(4) !} ':_i;:_'i:_'
III I I i ,Jt:_'t, t_'.V,. '_, ,' ,,,*_]p,.

eries(6_._,nonds_ "'":"'"' '"" ' _......,T,S 8.5x 106 2.6x107 1,4x10.3(53,, ...]. ..2:._7(5)• .;..,'
I I I '_ I ' '| : ' '" '1 I;'_1

°t .,; ° ', ," ,.';, '. '1, _

(1) Source: Clark, 1987, " " ""' '" ;%.. '; ., ',,',.'t. '_ ", ','

(2) Source: NVO, 1986a. ? ' .,d." .', ' :'
_.,..',, ,; ',/,.,..: _.,, .:=, '_,:,

(3) Sampled from a steel holding tank containi,r_40(_.elloi_:, "::"_':i".i;.'i.;,,"
(4) Sampled from 3 ponds with an area of.0,,25 acr,.bs. ",,%, ':.'.',,
(S) Sampled from 5 ponds with an are_ o_'O_,6"a_i{;_:.. ':,i,7':. "J'

,_'.,, ';. ".,,_, ...._... ',.'_'= ./..._

_,':'._.i_",_ "'v,."_:. : '"' ":':".',', ..... ...:. , ._' .'_',._
',':,',:% . ,. ; ,.

• :.' ,i'':'-"":,'_, ,,,.:,, .,:, _ I _ 'e

.'., ,_," ,., ', .',, . .. :.

,_,',,.:,, ._' ,... ,,,,,
•, ",, ,,, ,_'. ,, :_._; _., ,

,,.' , ,,. ,_ _',,.:,'_, ",,./.:,;,,.

,, _, . '; "_",i.", ' ",_::_'_
1 ,'',",_
_,v ,',/,

'_.: ':.,. "'.i/,' ':._,'.i• . ,

, ,

'.. ',;.
• o

'. ,, ;
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consists of contaminated trash and debris (e.g., rags and construction rubbish), and anything that

has become contaminated and that would cost more to decontaminate than to replace (e.g., tools

= and rubber gloves). Large or bulky unclassified items with low levels of contamination are disposed

of at the Area3 RWMS and covered with uncontaminated soils. Smaller items are packaged and

disposed of at the Area 5 RWMS. The type of disposal at the Area 5 RWMS depends on the type of

contamination and whether the waste is classified (refer to the RWMS description below).

Decontaminati on Wastes ,".:"_

Water and solutions used to remove particulate radtoactlve contamination from ,¥#[Io_3s,:.lt.,ems(_:_1..,
- drilling equipment and instruments) become contaminated with radio.n_clides_i::i::::.4_._ of the;_:

wastes are generated at drill-back and tunnel reentry sites, the Area 12 decopsamlna.tt.on area, and
_:.,., , L, ,_... ', '.'.,

the Area 6 decontamination facility. Decontamination operations::_, drilr_bei(;k.:ar_d t_hnel reentry

sites generally consist of an initial washing/spraying of t_e con_t_m_na't:_Vite"m'_switl_ water, and thus,

the waste is only radioactively contaminated _.(.l:,e.,';_ hazard_[_;..._ubstances are used for

decontamination and thus become part of the contaminated waters end

p _n he s_te s mud p_t or on the ground..._.ome:_r._e_.t_i:_.,_rea _sscraped over w_th uncontaminated

soil to reduce radiation expqsure. These'_,,_ast'e_i:._re also trucked for disposal at various sites,
, . ', .. '.....:. '_"

- including tunnel ponds (,e,._ U _:2_inand t poncf_i'_ contaminated mud disposal craters (e.g., U2bu and
•..".:i:'ii:";'_ ',_",, .........

possibly U3ai-be an_.i:.EI.'tjy), jJquid-'d[sp.os,at'holes (e.g., U8d, J-6, J-11, and U91TS-Y30-PSla), and the
.....,.... _?:,...."i_.'_ ".",...' , .

Area 6 deco_.tam't._at_o_ _a*_il_ty.,-_or_e classified decontamination wastes are solidified and disposed

of in core h:_es, (._,_j., U3fi,_n_tl9u).
., .., _. ";'.'..,.,_.':._--._, . _"'

T_6e._'r_"a 12 d_ntamination area is used to decontaminate diagnostic equipment. Contaminated

" wa:s_l.water is collected in trays that drain to a small aboveground tank. When the tank becomes full,

contents are trucked for disposal to hole USd, located in Area 8, or to the Area 6 decontamination

facility•

Items that are not decontaminated on location or in Area 12, or not sufficiently decontaminated by

the initial washing, are taken to the Area6 decontamination facility• At this facility

decontamination can be much more rigorous, involving the use of solvents, acids, and/or caustics.

Decontamination wastes can therefore become contaminated with both radionuclides and

hazardous substances (refer to Section 4.1,2.1.3). Liquid wastes from this facility are collected and

piped to the Area6 decontamination pond via two sumps. The pond is an unlined,

seepage/evaporation pond. A RCRA Part A permit application was submitted for this pond in

December 1987. The discharge from the facility's laundry, which is used to decontaminate masks,

coveralls, gloves, and boots, is also piped to the decontamination pond. Sludges in the sumps are
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removed once or 'twice a year', solidified in drums, and transported to thf .,__A_{_,a3 RWMS for disposal.

Contaminated solid waste, such as trash, filters, scrap metal, and wooden pallets, are disposed of at

"the Area 3 or"Area 5 RWMS. A dry waste compactor, which compacts 40 cubic feet of dry, low-level

waste into 55-gallon metal drums, is located at the oading platform of the laundry facility.

_

Radiochemical Laboratory Wastes

The radiochemistry laboratory, one of two laboratories located in Area 23, Building 650, gen_i_tes

Iow-level,liquid, radioactive wastes resulting from the analysis of various air, water, soil, _eg'et_:t.ion

bioassay, and other samples. The wastes usually contain less than 0.003 _Ci/ml (_R 7) an_d at
. , ' , i 'l 'q.,

times may contain hazardous substances used in the laboratory (e.g., solvent,s.,' acict'_};&.n:di_a.ses;re{_

to Section4_l.2.1.3). The wastes are disposed of in designated sinlks'_'!l_at ar'e:_pipe_:'_o an
• ; ..,

underground sump and a leachfield. This discharge is unperm!tted:':_i"i.. '.-.i :..4,. '":"
P

%.,'. ';?. , , ,

RNM Well Water _::: ':'._' *':2.",. '"'_"'' ,',,.'t, ., .'o,

, , _, ,. , ,o_ , ..tc" :!, '..." .o

Water pumped from Well RNM 25 (ocatO6 ir_.;N_i_5Y:"?-_dNcharcled to a ditch that flows to a

seepage/evaporation pond (als,o, located in Ni;'ea g),,17:Othersuch ponds have been used in the past for
• .. , , ,_.s

', .. ,..

waters pumped from otbe'_:,wei'is.i'{.e.g., Well Lf_-2ce and Well UE-7ns; refer to Section 3.4.2.1), The

current discharge al_}i'_'l_'e ,ctive".p_nd:id'o'"not possess any regulatory permits. In addition, these

discharges ar,e:_ces_{',_di'l' co,aral'nation (refer to Section 3.2.2.3).

, Area 3'.I_WM&..::., "'.,i:_,-

' °.

The radioactive waste management site (RWMS) located in Area 3 consists of an unclassified disposal

area"*and a classified disposal area (Figure4-4). The classified disposal area consists of an unused,

cased emplacement hole, designated as U3fi, that is used for disposal of classified core samples (refer

to Table 4-3 for details). The unclassified disposal area includes subsidence craters for disposal of

large or bulky, unpackaged items that contain low levels of radioactivity.

Two of the craters (i.e., U3ax and U3bl) have been filled to capacity. These were made into one large

crater (designated as U3ax-bl) by removing the earth in between the craters. The crater area was not

lined. Materials disposed of in the crater include items collected from the consolidation sites (e.g.,

tower debris and military vehicles contaminated during atmospheric testing), items contaminated

during drill-back and tunnel reentry operations, tunnel debris, and solidified sludges from the Area 6

decontamination facility. Because the Area3 RWMS is onlyfor unpackaged wastes, solidified

decontamination sludges were disposed of in uncovered drums. Materials from the Johnston Atolls,

!
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in cargo containers, also were disposed of in the landfill. The Area3 RWMS does not receive

compactible wastes, however, in the past, contaminated soils from the tunnels were disposed of in

the crater area• ,Alternate layer's of waste and uncontaminated soii (e.g., the soil removed to make

the large _:rate,)were placed in the crater. Wastes were first placed in CraterU3ax in January 1965.

In 1%q6, lt was estimated that the two craters contained approximately 3,000,000 cubic feet of solid

LLW and that more than 90 percent of the volume consisted of contaminated debris generated

during atmospheric testing (NVO, 1986a). Volumes received during the period from October 1982
,>

througlq September 1986 (REECo, 1986a) are presented below "
iJ .' r

', . f'.. ,'

....... • .. ,_ .:'_
Volume ";"" "" ""

Year (FY) (Cubic Feet) '". '". "' :,ii:i'.
, ",. ",.':," .'.-.. ,"

1982 732,000 - . ".. "';-"
.'.

i ' ii- ' '_ , ,

1983 1,096,000 " .' ., "
-- li. i i,ii pl '1'. ' 'i" ' "'"

ooo .1984 3,46, . • ', L

oo: ', '
_ ,. ,#0 *, • •1985 ;:_::_ ,,. sL- " .!:. "

1986 <..' . "- :" 69i8"36 . =,
_,, ]L , .' _%. t. li i"n'l_l '

Because some mixed wastes (e._J., decontaminatib_.,wastes classified detonation wastes, and lead
, '. ". '- ',_, • ,

shielding) have been and._j41 c0r_tinue to be d._,_posedof at the Area 3 RWMS, a RCRA Part A permit

application for the l_:__wassubmFtt_e_l'tc_.the State in December1987 (refer to Section 4.1.2.1.3). A

RCRA Part B.,pe:-_i.t aM_<_a'tion,-als_was being modified by NTS in March 1988 to reflect current
situations.', ",The"J_CRA P,_r:t.A permit application states that the craters receive an estimated

1;700,0C1"0po'or_ts'b"f.'h'azardous lead-bearing wastes (i.e., D008)annually (Smith, 1987). In addition,

NTSwit! submit-a°RCRA closure plan for Crater U3ax-bl. RCRA permits and a closure plan are required

because the hazardous constituents of mixed wastes are regulated under RCRA.

Area 5 RWMS

The Area 5 RWMS consists of shallow burial grounds, waste storage pads, deep disposal boreholes

(i.e., greater confinement disposal boreholes) and standby decontamination fac lities with the

following design capacities'

• Existing trenches and pits-- 10,000 acre-feet.

• Storage pad and boreholes-- 300,000 gallons in containers.

• Standby decontamination evaporation pond -- 100 gallons per day.

i-
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- The site was first used for the disposal of low-level wastes (LLW) generated at NTS (i.e., in 1961

according to the RCRAPartA permit application; Smith, 1987). Some LLW and transuranic (TRU)

wastes generated at the nation's nuclear weapons laboratories and production faciiities were

occasionally disposed of at the site. Beginning in 1974, wastes containing greatertF,an 10nCi per

gram of transuranics were separated from lower-level wastes so that the transuranics could be

retrieved in the future (ERDA, 1977); later that value was changed to 100nCi. In April 1978, NTS

started to routinely receive wastes from other DOE facilities. Today the existing facilities occupy

92 acres (Figure 4-5). Expansion plans include future disposal cells for LLW and mixed waste that'_ill• ++

occupy an additional 640acres (Figure4-6). A revised RCRA PartA permit application f6riil_hi_:i:site
,..-...• ++,+i.:_.'_

, . , , .r. :., _,._,,o

was submitted to NDEP, and the site was granted tnterlm status in Septemb_r:,_98"/. (refer.=.t.o
c,:..i_.

" Section 4.1.2.1.3). A RCRA Part B permit application was being modified ._y NTS':jI_,_M._!_h1988 _+
: ,:+:..". '.:iii,_:'+ .;_i_:_..

reflect current situations. .. t':: :i,.. : . .,.._.,.,

• °, ,+ .. ,. .+ '_,

' _... ,, ': °. ,;.,'.' ',,. ,_, ,

LLW with low specific activity (LSA) are disposed of in un.4.ine_¢l' _en¢_i+e_;.and"il_ttsand covered with at

least 2 meters of uncontaminated soil. The transu£_a_lc _._._centrctl6hi..95 these wastes must be less

than 100nCi per gram• Such wastes generat_'d.ati_,_inci_.e c_aminated trash from numerous

locations (e.g., device assembly and tes.t'..sltes.);'-;w_stes..from the Area 23 laboratories, and soil

decontamination testing wasl;es from Area.25. ESA LLW from other DOE facilities, including the

North LasVegas facilities,;;r_nsi_t:of contamina.t'ed soils, sediments and sludges, tools, filters, rubber

gloves, rags, test':,t._es,...mach'{r_'e.._:_tti"ngs, and anything else that becomes radioactively

contaminate_l!!a_.tha_,::_O'u d cast _ore to decontaminate than to replace. Ali wastes are solid and

containeri'z_l (n_.f_el di_b__ii_l'ywood crates, or corrugated paper boxes.
, • ,..,_,,_ .

,., + • • , , ...

. , , ..+ ;_

T.'hete.are 14 b_al trenches and pits. Five are for classified LLW; four are closed, and one is active.

Nine'are for unclassified LLW; seven are closed, one is active, and one is empty. Trenches and pits

vary in size; lengths range from 280to 1,133feet, widths range from 40to 346feet, and depths

range from 15 to 30 feet. Walls of recently constructed trenches and pits are sloped back for greater

stability of waste packages. The floor is also sloped so that wastes lean back against the wall. In

addition, crates and boxes are stacked in a stair-step configuration and interlaced to provide even

more stability.

Thirty-five trenches for LLW and 21 trenches for mixed wastes are planned to be added to the RWMS.

Each will be 650 feet long, 220 feet wide, and 20-50 feet deep (NVO, 1985a).
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Wastes stored in greater confinement disposal (GCD) boreholes are wastes that are too hazardous

from a radiation standpoint for shallow burial. Ali GCD wastes require remote handling. Such

wastes i ncl ude

• LLW With high specific activity (i.e., >_.1,000 Ci per drum; e.g., uranium-233).

• Wastes with transuranic nuclides (e.g., plutonium and americium)exceeding 100nCi per

gram. "::_';,,';'..::

• Wastes containing volatile radionuclides.

e ', • ,0. _' 'r

• Radiation source material that, when decayed for 100years (ins_'tu"_ional'"lnle.riocl_i'_ould

exist in a concentration greater than O. 1 millicuries (mCi) p.er, gram.-g.br'e._amOre'

- Cesium-137 at concentrations greater than, _..m'_,J:"_r g';a_. :" ?!:_ "'"

- Strontium-90 at concentrations greatet'.tha'n:.il,m£_::_;cji':_': _,
- Cobalt-60 at concentrations gre_.t"er,tbla_,£_,0C'l"_r gr,_'m.

, ,':_', ",:,i._i'!i..'',:i"_":.':,

- Radium-266 at concentratloqs'.grea_er.t_an:'C_51 nlCi per gram.
-

The TRU wastes in GCD.,_;cla_Sfi.ed wastes '_t_nerated at the Rocky Flats Plant and the Lawrence

Livermore National _'_';atQry. _.T'_.vci'I:l:_"Stdispose of any more of these wastes in GCD until the

containment..p_'._,f_rma_'_:f' the, bo:_'eholes has been fully evaluated. The GCD boreholes must be
., ..,.. .,_,',; •.

capable o_'_nta, hrng ra'_lj'br_:udi'idesfor 300 to 500 years. (The maximum half-life of radionuclides in
'°;'",'.... '. ,:" at',

•G¢'I_'i's'3Qye_I_';'.i_ii fi:,':_/_s, i 988]). ..

• ',

The.._CD boreholes are cased and designed to reduce the risk of inadvertent intrusion (i.e., to

m_n_m_ze or eliminate natural environmental intrusion processes, such as animal burrowing,
_

raiewater percolation, and plant rootings, and to reduce the potential for inadvertent human

intrusion). The boreholes are 60 to 120 feet deep. When full; the top several feet of the boreholes

are backfilled with desert soil and closed. In addition, waste in GCD is located several hundred feet

(approximately 800-900 feet.) above the groundwater table.

There are 13 GCD boreholes, and another is planned. The first was constructed in 1984. Five are for

classified wastes; four are closed, and one is active. The planned borehole is also for classified

wastes. Eight of the boreholes are for unclassified wastes; five are closed, and three are active. Nine

of the boreholes are 120 feet deep, three are 90 feet deep, and one is 60 feet deep. The 120-foot

deep boreholes are the newest and are 140 inches in diameter. When they are closed, they are

backfilled with 60 feet or mor_ of soil.
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Wastes stored on the asphalt pad primarily consist of TRU wastes in galvanized drums that are

WIPP-certified. The pad also contains some drums of TRU wastes that are not WIPP-certifiable and

some drums of wastes that are not TRU (see following paragraphs for quantities). Ali drums are

stored.in cargo containers. WIPP-certified wastes are scheduled to be shipped to the WIPP site in

New Mexico in 1990. Options to manage non-certifiable wastes are being evaluated.

The standby decontamination facilities consist of a decontamination pad located in Building 5-e_nd';.';..,,

a lined decontamination evaporation pond. These facilities were installed to decontamida_t_ i[ems
",_,.i/.'_

--that could become contaminated if a container were to rupture and release radid'_cti_, mater!a.!.:

The facilities have never been used ,.:._,.:... ,.....;-,. ",..,

,'"' ' '_'..., • "

Two buildings are located at the RWMS. A 40 x 60 foot waste pFo(_essincjt_:O..i;dilngw_s opened in

April 1978 with the capacity to repackage containers d,.a_a_.e_:iin .£_i'_pincj'..:andto' compact wastes

from NTSoperations. A second building, opened in_.l:9.841!:conta'F_'sof_i_::_'pace and a laboratory.

j' , ,' ', , • • °,"4 ', ,

Detailed records are kept o'f each package"of we,re, _.nc4'tS-dln9 the contents, quantities and kinds of

radioactivity, and exact buria, l,,Iocation. 'W'asteg:!'placed in pits and trenches are segregated by

generator to enable retr, ie_ql if'eger necessar).'_i'.As pits and trenches are filled in, they are carefully

defined with con_"e_'_'markers".,_._ic_i':_'re located geographically and recorded by Nevada
.;;,, _:'. ,,.,' :.._" . "-."..,•

coordinates, :i[ '_1986/,[{_was es_ma'ted that approximately 2,000,000 cubic feet of LLW had been

_,'e _re)ches a_'_.l':'l_it's'(NVO, 1986a). Volumes of low-level wasteS received at the Area 5buried in

,.R,WMS' &uri4'g:°_J4"'i_iCtod from October 1982 through September 1986 (REECo,1986a)arepresented

bel.ow:' ':_,'

• '. .............. i iiii

Year (FY) Volume (Cubic Feet)

1982 285,000
_,_

1983 307,000
i iii

1984 341,000
i i i

1985 483,000
i

1986 549,449
i i ii

These volumes represent volumes buried and in greater confinement. During the latter half of 1986,

however, it was determined that some of the LLWs received from generators in the past contain

hazardous constituents and are therefore mixed wastes (refer to Section 4.1.2.1.3). In addition, some

TRU wastes were buried in the classified trenches before 1974 (Strickler, 1986).
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In May 1986, 1,662 waste drums were being stored on the waste pad (REECo, 1986a). Out of those

drums, 1,533 had been assayed and confirmed to be TRU wastes, and 129 had been assayed as not

TRU. Out of the 1,533drums, 229had been categorized as non-WIPP-certifiable by real-time

radiography. There were also 64 steel boxes containing glove boxes; 11of the boxes were oversized

and would require WIPP exemption. The volume and activity of retrievable TRU waste stored on the

pad (REECo, 1986a) are shown below'

, . 'i ";' .'.
..... , _, , .":

Fiscal Year Volume (f:t3) Activity (Ci) ":ii i. ;:Y,
! ::ii! ":L:::I!,I I I I I II I II ....,"' ,' " '_.. ,:,, '_

1974 356 127 '.' '." "._' "'::""..
, , ._', p, : ' ,,,2,._,

• ,,:/,,,

1975 1,080 155 ,,,:,_::T,_,', "":": :"': _'"
'. i":"' -,.:._,, '

1976 785 ,,,,,.. 74 "." .iii"., "_.;"
n' . H m' ' , ':i':;

1977 2,197 ,.. .?,.i_.29 .i',: .:':;'i.:"_._,
ill lilt mll l I

1978 531 ":'.i. ".'-:'" ...._D,, i:.,
[ i i iii _ ii i %_,"_A _" "_" '11 '""''_ j

1979 _.'7..4. "::::'..... " ' .......'•. "¢:.. 227"
_.,.. : :.:_,... :. .'!_ ,H,, rt ,

1980 , ':L:.;'I;.}:,_,_.'.;',:,"""" " 363

1981 • .s 6':"-:
• NIINI P II I .

19.18.2.. '"..!",,,.I i':];09 161
,,,,_.. {,.d. i 98_..,_ ....,.... '.., ,.;. I.,635 294

::" '" !,:.i "

';":, ,''L'I:I,:1984'':.i:'' : '" 7,705 1 195
".' ". c,,,' , .". t. ._.,,,............,, .........

9fis""":"...... i.._!"_.:,..3 3,414 369
•L/', , _,.":.,;•,-,- '.",'.-,.',"-', "'['.'T*OTAL 20,907 3 347

'%. _¢-.,..,,_, '.,..: .. : , .......

', w" ' '; ;,

.:, .' '.iL;:iTf:
,;. ' , .., ' ¢l_&._

Th.er..eare approximately 22,500 cubic feet of TRU and HSA-LLW wastes in GCD boreholes (Kendall,
,

1988.!.: Approximately 5,600 cubic feet consists of classified TRU wastes, which are contained in six

boreholes and possess an estimated two million curies;' the total estimated activity at the RWM5 is

five million curies.

NTS conducts some site-specific environmental monitoring associated with the RWMS operations. -

There are 11 air monitoring stations at the RWMS used to collect particulate and gas samples, which

are analyzed weekly for radioactivity. There are also 18 thermoluminescent detectors or dosimeters

(TLD) stations at the RWMS to monitor radiation exposure levels. In addition, soil, vegetation, and

standing water samples are collected and analyzed whenever there is rain (NVO, 1985b). NTS,

however, does not conduct any groundwater monitoring at the RWMS. Site management contends

that surface runoff is generally scant (i.e., the annual average precipitation is seven inches) and

seldom penetrates more than the first few inches of the vegetated desert alluvial soil. The
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unsaturated zone extends approximately 800-1,000 feet below the surface. Therefore, it is unlikely

that any hazardous constituents, which may be present in the landfill from past disposal of mixed

wastes, will contaminate groundwater (refer to Section 3.4.2.7). Based on the site setting, NTS is

_ seeking a waiver of RCRA landfill requirements for a liner system, a leachate collection/detection

system, and a groundwater monitoring system (refer to Section4.1.2.1.3). In addition, NTS is-

conducting a performance assessment to determine if the landfill can contain TRU wastes.

The existing facilities include a stormwater run-on control system that consists of a 6-foot-_!i_h,

48-foot-wide dike (refer to Figure 4-5). The dike is designed to prevent run-on from':t[_e 'i_ak
' ,..-.'., "';,"i'': '_

, , q , _ v ',r. ' ,_ .? _.':"°,

discharge of a 100-year, 24-hour storm occurring in the vicinity of the site. The dik.e wa's¢6nstru_..t_d
0..., , q .. t

of on-site alluvial soil in 1978 and has never been breached by run-on, inc.l=_ding _:_&.,_£!r_'pnfrom;";"_a:

: 100-year storm that occurred in 1984. 'i_'_'ii:''i:':.:. . .. "

The Area 5 RWMS is managed by REECo Environmental s'e'r_es,'D!'v:isio_;".; The site is operated

_ according to the Operational Radioactive Defense W_ste_ana'_'e'r_:::P_'(.an for the Nevada Test Site

: (NVO-185, Revision4; NVO, 1985c). This d_!_ume.nt.i'_stal_i!f._he_:i'procedures and criteria for the

shipping, receiving, processang, disposal,,.and '_tora_je'.;_f radioactive defense waste. Ali wastes

shipped to the RWMS for storgge or disposal"mu's_;i_be solid nonhazardous defense waste and must

be packaged. The follqwi.bg v_astes are not':_ccepted' bulk radioactive waste, liquid radioactive
• , .4

waste, mixed radio_i_._i=_ev_aste,';'.n'enc_e_iei_seradioactive waste, and nonradioactive waste. The

RWMS receiye_Lxe_:_i_s_es in,{he"#'ast but was no longer receiving mixed wastes at the time of the

DOE Surve_/.:._Was_'e accel#l:ar_'_:_'crlteria are summer zed n Tab e 4-5 Where pract ca, a mater als
• . . _ , '..., _o_ !.

.,shoo d'. be _ompa'¢_&_f, oxidized, dehydrated, incinerated, or otherwise concentrated for the

maxi.mt_m poss'_:fe volume reduction.

The DOE/NV Manager may approve exceptions to the criteria (NVO, 1985c). A safety analysis is

required for any exceptions that will increase the fissile loading, or significantly affect other

compliance criteria. Ali exceptions must be approved by the DOE/NV Manager priorto shipment.

Radioactive wastes containing hazardous materials (i.e., mixed radioactive waste) as defined by

RCRA must be identified as an exception. Acceptance and nonacceptance are considered on a

case-by-case basis by the DOE/NV Manager.

Ali generators must be approved before they can ship their wastes to the RWMS. Approval involves

annual inspections of the generator's packaging process and review of their packaging and shipping

quality assurance program. At the time of the Survey, 18 generators of LLW were author zed by NTS

to ship wastes to the RWMS. Generators must also provide detailed records for each waste package.
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TABLE 4-5

SUMMARY OF DEFENSE WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

1. Materials packaged as low-level radioactive waste shall not include'

• Pyrophoric or explosive matedals in reactive form

• Compressed gases (e.g., unpunctured aerosol Cans) '".:_;,,';'.._

• Strong oxidants (e.g., perchlorates and nitrates) ":"' "/'". ,. ;.,:,,;

• Oils, greases, or solvents absorbed on cellulosic material . .v'_'.i";ii!_="'-"''_":'::'_-";
"';" ;' ': "'_.;:i':,.

• Corrosive chemicals that may react with the container (elg. acids) :_ "':_",..,,,"."':"..*;' "_;""

Free i;,., _,_ . . ",.>',,_u,_s .....:.
,:,"., , ,;..., ',:_,

• Hazardous materials (see 40 CFR 261) '.:.. ...
•,, ,,, ', ° ,,'. o. ,. _,

,' ',: . ,,. _ ,. _,--
, ,. ',. ,,, ._ _ ,_.

• Other reactive materials that could cause fire,,exp os_:on,'orp_ssure'.buildup
_, ':" .... :., ".'i,_'...,..,i'.,.

..,,.._. ', .;. ,..,,_;..,
,, ,;,

W , a, ' '., ,. , ., '2. Ali shipments of radioactive aste a_,_,0s_.staI_e, or',.i..n.ter_t_e highways shall comply with
' .4 *, ", " °,,_' ' ' ,,', '.' ,'%

49 EFR 173 and DOE 5480.IA Chap_. XI. '.j_'ach?ai_IQactlve waste contalner shall be marked as .

indicated in 49 CFR 172, _od possess a"_ertifr¢4i_ion label.
o.;,% ":.' "':. ' ,,'i;.,

,..'..._ _ ", ' .4.

3. Radiation dos_i._}_{_eso:f radi_a'cti.v_;_aste packages submitted for disposal at the NTS shall not
%';,,_., .. • ,..._. .o .: ..,

e_^^-_:...'.="..',,^_==_...',*...,.,,,, .....
. ._".,..,," . ;.., ,, '_!,..... .,,'

• 20D _ iem 13_:.'h'_t_'_:at contact with shipping container

, ' .,' *'e'i_ l(_:'t_ li'rer_;per hour at 3 feet (1 meter) from shipping container
. , _.., ,',

_....,. ,, _L;_°

. '. The generator shall certify that ingrowth of daughter products wlll not cause radiation levels

"to exceed the above limits during handling and shipping. A currently calibrated radiation

survey instrument shall be used to verify radiation levels defined above. *-

4, Low-level waste shall be segregated for shallow land burial or greater confinement disposal.

The following wastes must go into greater confinement: ,

• Wastes with transuranic nuclide concentrations equal to or greater than 100 nCi per gram,

unless they are WIPP-certified (these wastes can be stored on the asphalt pads)

• Wastes with volatile radionuclides
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TABLE4-5
SUMMARY OF DEFENSE WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE TWO

• Radiation source material that, when decayed for lOOyears (institutional period), would

exist in a concentration greater than 0.1 mCi per gram. For example

Cesium-137 at concentrations greater than 1 mCi per gram .....

_'° ,.'i'".'_Strontium-90 at concentrations greater than .1mCi per gram. ,.....
.,,..,..;,i'.:_

Cobalt-60 at concentrations greater than 50 Ci per gram. ._."":"'" ,,.i_:::;._,

Radium-226 at concentrations greater than 0.1 mCi per gram. ":,:(_er,e_re, m_,._,a

radium sources are unsuitable for shallow land disposal,) " ,,_,.:, .;_ :.,,.,
._. \_ _ '..: .... , ._'.II.

5. TRU waste received for interim storage shall be ce_l_ied {_r!,com'£_Jance"with the Waste
,'... ..._._,.',....,,'...:._ ' ;

Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criterig.. Th_,_e wg.sleg:m'_,S{:,,_e_ criterion 1, Packages

of TRU waste must be retrievable in an jn;tactii_'_ta_:iaati_°_:_,free cend tion for 20 years.

,' .', ",,i.:_,z..:/ ; :,,.:i_• ;,,"

6. Radioactive waste shipments shall"l_e..ac'_mp'an_e'cl by records that include the identities,
', _ . . ,,,, ,.%

quantities, and conc_ntra.ti_ns of the r_'r.on_r_iides in the waste.
,,::'; . . ",_,,

•,.;,i i._'.:_ ;, '., ,; '. ._.'_,_.

_.:.:'#" ', "r.. ,.._'! _",.. ,,.% .. :. i: . '

Source: _O.£ Env,irbnme#!_.l,,St_rvey Team, 1987, Adapted from NVO, 1985c.
,.: _ _ ,',

,;.._. ,, .-'._. ._.. ,."_". ',_ ,....,.'.......,,__..,,,.,..
, ,.

. _.....
, . °.,., ._,_

".. ',,,. , ',_

',, °,,

..
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4.1.2._1.3 Mixed Waste

NT5 generates mixed waste at various locations on-site and has received mixed waste from other

DOE facilities for disposal at the Area5 RWMS. Tile characteristicsand volumes of mixed waste

generated on-site and received from other facilities were unknown by site personnel at the time of

the DOE Environmental Survey, The site had recently b_come aware that it may be generating

mixed waste, and no formal mixed waste identification or recordkeeping system had been

developed for NTS operations. In addition, the RWMS did not have waste sampling and te_:_ng

capabilities and had been relying only on generator certification (Farber, 1986). Howeve"r_i!_i of,:. ,,

,'."..... ",'_,'....L
the approved generators who shipped wastes to NTS had made their determi.6'a.ti'0r_"..as to<i.t_e

absence of hazardous waste by appl'ication of administrative controls witho._.t ana'[yi:{4;:al!i_sting (i."_:;"

generators had made determinations based on knowledge as to the haz'ar_J'b:_schara_{eris'_i_"of the

waste in light o'f the materials or the processes used). Therefore',._gene:ratbt£,had Controlled for
. '. ,,.,.,

RCRA-characteristic wastes (40 CFR261 Subpart C) but qot for..El:RA:listed wastes ( ubpart D). Some

generators also had not controlled for wastes coqt_.i,ninZg:;.'.t.eacfZi"a..p,ci"cf_:c_ium (i,e., specific wastes

regulated under Subpart C; D008 and DOOT,'._espec/t_Jy).":oT_.bis'_;eans that NTS until recently had
,__.. ",:.,.._i :i!i.: ",.:i':'_, i",_T_ ,

managed mixed waste as LLW and had oo,t be.e._i'in.:celm4311ancewith RCRA or DOE Order 5480.2,

Hazardous and Radioactive Mixed Waste IVla_. gem'ient. The hazardous constituents of mixed waste

must be managed in ac_c_r_dan_:ewith RCRA r:p_gulations. Potential .adverse impacts resulting from
.,_

the management O_:i_ixe_ was_es.,_,.ke_:,:";_oiland groundwater contamination)are discussed in

"_: ' """ ' "' {,t_r h 3.4.2.7.Sections 3.2,_,,3_,.4..2._. and 3.4,,_.5 oug

• ._' "_ _.," .,

Many"l:_'.OE _tr_er_t_.'_-have potentially sent mixed wastes to the Area 5 RWMS Generators that

Nave.sent the l:a_gest waste volumes for disposal or storage as radioactive waste include the Rocky

Flat.s'Plant, Colorado, the Feed Materials Production Center, Ohio, the Mound Laboratory, Ohio, and
. '

the L'awrence Livermore National Laboratory, California. lt became known that the Rocky Flats Plant

had been sending mixed wastes to NTS in September 1986. NTS estimates that approximately

50 percent of the total waste buried in the Area 5 RWMS trenches and pits was received from the

Rocky Flats Plant (Strickler, 1986). This waste primarily consists of process wastewater treatment

sludge (nitrate salts called salt crete) and sludge from a solar evaporation pond (pond crete), both of

which are solidified before being sent to NTS. Concentrations of RCRA-listed substances found in
=

these wastes are shown below (REECo, 1986a) 0

• Salt Crete '

Methylene Chloride 20 ppb

Acetone 380 ppb

2-Butanone 70 ppb
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Benzene 26 ppb

Toluene 26 ppb

• Pond Crete-

Methylene Chloride 35 ppb

Acetone 180 ppb

Tetrachloroethylene 160 ppb

At the time of the Survey, NTS was storing the final shipment of wastes sent by the Rockyl_la_s Ef_nt

separately outside of the operating LLW burial pit, Additionally, NTS was holding, a_a"s_gf'egatin'g;t#

the burial pit ali waste_ ,that it was currently receiving from generators arid wa;::,_gt:.'_e_ering t__'

wastes with soil pending further discussion between NTS and generat_{'_'_'"r_gardi'ng.:ade'_'_cy of
. . ,,'.., ... ._'..:., '..'.._,

theirwaste characterization. ":..i:,. " :-.".':_, ",. "'
_,

Wastes that are generated on-site and that are k.f{ewn:_:i'.'_s_s_c_'_:_:::._e be mixed waste include
effluent and sludge from the Area6 decon_'mina_'n fa'Ci_.ty,':_Ncharges from the Area 12 test

tunnels, liquid wastes from the Area 23 radlocl_er_ist_y _a.bora_ory, core samples, and solidified and

unsolidified decontamination ,w,astes disposed of'i6,,emplacement or drill-back holes. RCRA Part A.
. • ....:. ' ..,-;.,

permit applications hav.e,=b.._en"_ubmitted to l_l_-State for the Area 5 and Area 3 RWMS, the Area 6

decontamination pe_;"'and,the leachfiele that receives discharges from the Area 23

radiochemis_;_fyi<[_bora_'.";'ln S.e_,tee'ber 1987 the state granted interim status to the Area 5 RWMS.

The waste,_#. _e facilr_;le_:used to handle them are discussed below (also refer to Figure 4.1-C for

,,f_,.(;ili{_,l_6cati_'_'"A_4tional details are presented in Section 4.1.2,1.2.

, _,

Effiuents from the Area6 decontamination facility are discharged via two sumps to a 1.0-acre

seepage/evaporation pond. The volume discharged to the pond during 1986 was estimated to be

3.6million gallons (Clark, 1987). In June of 1986, NTS collected and analyzed water from the

decontamination pond for radioactivity and organics (Bicker, 1986). Levels of organic contamination

found are presented below:

ii u

Contaminant Concentration
(ppb)

II I

Acetone 130

Chlorobenzene 250
i

Methylene chloride 45

Xylenes(total) 36
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j ,, ...... , ,

TheSe and other chemicals have the potential to accumulate in the soil under the pond water. If the

soils/sediments become contaminated, the pond could be considered by regulatory agencies to be a

mixed..waste storage unit and subject to RCRA regulations (i.e., would require a double liner system,

a leachate detection and collection system, and a groundwater monitoring network, or appropriat_

waivers; otherwise the pond would have to be closed pursuant to RCRA standards by .

November 1988). Analysis of pond sediment had not been conducted prior to the DOE

Environmental Survey.

4", ,",,

Sediments that accumulate in the two sumps at the Area 6 decontamination facility are sdlid)fi_ in

drums and taken to the Area 3 RWMS for burial as low-level, radioactive waste app,i'o'/i'_tely t_i._

a year. If the sediments are hazardous as well as radioactive (i.e., mixed.w.aste),'(_he.;:_s woui_d;

also have to be managed as hazardous waste storage units because:, the.S!o!id..,sect"_nt:_Jf'more...::
than 90 days. At'the time of the Survey, no data on the chemical con'stitue'nt-s_of_the sedi'ments were

_... '..... .: ..... .._ ,available that would indicate if the sediments have hazra_.do' :_ara_.teristic.S'"or contain RCRA-listed

materials. At the time, it was also NTSpolicy not to bury a::ti),mi_'d w:&st:e!i_)n-site.
• , ,. °. .,, ,,;,

, .;....: ..;' .'_._. 9....;...

Because some mixed wastes (e.g., decontamlnattO4n'wasles anti lead-bearing wastes) have been and

will continue to be disposed of, at the Area 3.J_M/M$:,:;NTSsubmitt_.d a RCRA Part A permit application

for the site to the State.,it_'Oec'e_nber 1987. A.¢'(ording to the application, it is estimated that the

•'..... :;fArea 3 RWMS recei,_."_J,700,000 .'uglct_" hazardous lead-bearing waste annually. NTS was also
. ,,..j . °. ': ,° °., , ,

modifying ,a:..R,C_,.Pa_t_g,i:0e"rmj.t_t_plo[[cationfor the site in March 1988 to reflect current situations.

However, 'a,s[,.,of,.M,._rch 1_)88:';_e'site had not yet been granted interim status. In addition, NTS will

. sQ,brh'i_',a R(_'P,_Ic'I'_5_I:_._plan for Crater U3ax-bl, which is being closed (refer to Section4.1.2.1,2).

F;ur.th.erh_ore, tP_Area 3 RWMS does not contain liners, a leachate detection and collection system,
• ,,

or a groundwater monitoring network. If NTS continues to operate the site without these Controls,

waivdrs will have to be obtained.

On June 12, 1986, water samples were collected from the effluent lines at E, N, and T tunnels and the

first two holding ponds at N and T tunnels (Bicker, 1986)• Analysis detected both radioactivity and

low concentrations of methylene chloride in the effluent water from T-tunnel and in the water from

the two lmonds sat_pled at T-tunnel. Concentrations of methylene chloride found are presented

below:

Sample Location Concentration (ppb) =
III IIIIII '1 _ I I li I J I

T-'Tunr_el Pond 1 9,300
_

T-Tunnel Pond 2 1,800 '

T'Tunnel Effluent 3,450
.............. ,,,,, ....

=
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No other organics were detected in these waters, and no hazardous contaminants were found in the

other tunnel effluents or pond waters sampled. However, the sediments in ali the ponds could be

contaminated, and if so, these ponds would also be subject to RCRA regulations. No chemical data

on pond sediments were available at the time of the Survey. In addition, the land area used for the

disposal of the G-tunnel discharge also could be contaminated.

Some of the liquid waste from the Area 23/Building 650 radiochemistry laboratory is probably m:!:i_ed

waste. Based on laboratory activities, the waste contains some level of radioactivity'a_id._me._.

- amount of organic solvents, acids, and caustics. No chemical data were available_bn'_h'_ effl_:eht_
,.. ,,_..

characteristics or constituents. Laboratory procedures dictate that, if radio_:tivity":i:s'.de_ted in t_e _, . . .''..:. _.'.. ;._....,,,

waste, it is to be solidified in beakers, drummed, and shipped to the Ar_'_'i51!'_WM'S.:_r di'i'i_dsal in
. _:,_'. , ,_,,,;.,

LLW trenches or pits. If radioactivity is not detected the waste is"dispose'd.'_'f..:i.n 'sinks:_hat drain to
' "" !. ,..;""' "i.'.,k,

. q,

: the building's leachfield, lt s estimated that 25gal[ckns Qf'._t.hls.._v:aste.wiere discharged to the

leachfield during 1986 (Clark, 1987) and that 1,730 c_bic'}'e'i_t of:.l_he"s'dii:_ii_ieclwaste were shipped to

the Area 5 RWMS during 1986 (from the NTS'_waste..n_..nag'e_ent,;_ata base system). NTS possesses_ , '.i.".. """I"'. ' !'..','. '.' ,", ,

no permit under the Clean Water Act or '1_.RA'_._i_i; _i:s'GJlai_'; to the leachfield. In addition, until

g_t)_'e i"Lw. At the time of the Survey, NTS policylate 1986, the Area 5 RWMS wa_ managin w'gs:t_ as

- was to not bury any mixqd:._aste at the RWMgs_::'-

• .... .'.,'. ' ."'v' ." ,'.'

• ,_ ,,, _:."_ ' ., .' ,. °. ,

Core samples, a_d_.solic_:t'fj_dan ck,un_olldified decontamination wastes disposed of in emplacement,.." __'J , " •., ," 'ca

and drtll-ba_k hoies ma_,be:_xed wastes according to site personnel. The wastes are definitely. -,_ ,..........._, ....

radio'active (_.e'_er'td_._ction 4.1.2.1.2), but no chemical analyses had been conducted to determine
_.' ' i ' ' ',;'....

th_.ch'e'mical I_r'_e'pertiesand constituents of the wastes. The wastes could contain metals, such as

lead, .and could leach enough during EPA extraction procedure testing that the wastes would be

consii_eredtoxic per 40CFR261, SubpartC. The lead in the core samples, however, could be sealed

by oxides and would not be mobile in the area soils (i.e., water is not sufficiently present in the soils

to transport the lead). Holes that could receive these wastes include U3fi, J-6, J-11, USd, U9y,

andU91TS-Y30-PSla. None of these holes are permitted under RCRA, and only hole U3fi has been

included in a RCRA Part A permit application.

The Area 5 RWMS has received both radioactive and mixed wastes for storage and disposal from

on-site and other DOE facilities. The site consists of trenches and pits for LLW with low specific

activity, GCD boreholes for classified TRU and LLW with high specific activity, and uncertifiable TRU

wastes, and a TRU waste storage area. There are plans to construct an additional 35trenches for

LLW disposal and 21 trenches for mixed waste. RCRA PartA and PartB permit applications have

- been submitted to the State, and the Part B is being modified to reflect current situations. On
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September 17, 1987, the State granted the RWMS interim status as a commercial, mixed-waste

storage and disposal facility(Fitzsimmons, 1987b). The State also authorized DOE to proceed with

storage and disposal of mixed waste without liners and groundwater monitoring. However, an

alternative to groundwater monitoring and liners (e.g., monitoring soil moisture) needs to be

developed before the State RCRA permit can be issued. No closure/post-closure plan has been

prepared for the RWMS.

At the time of the Environmental Survey, the RWMS was not burying any mixed waste. How.e:_er,

until September 1986, mixed waste had been received and managed as LLW or TI_LJ:Iw._te.
, ,.,.., ,, "_'; ..' ._

Therefore, the trenches, pits, bore}',oles, and storage area probably will contain '_m'e.=._ynour_%:"._f
¢,:..;

mixed waste. The volumes are unknown because most of the generatP_ _ did "t_i_.t.:_,yze the_#"

wastes for chemical constituents (i.e., RCRA-listed substances). NTS esti:r_e:S that.i_p;o_h_ately

half of the waste in the pits and trenches (i.e. 700,000-800_000 cubic feet_._asship_ed from the

RockyFlat,Pla tduri gtheperiof,o=O tober 980 S4 t b, 'i' 86  9861Mo,tof
o, • _,

this waste is solidified nitrate salts (salt crete)_nd sld_:g.e'f_ a._Ja_"e';v_oration pond (ponc_ crete).

Shipments of salt crete and pond crete will I_':a#._et_]_eci"_.y N:l'_:'as soon as the Rocky Flats Plant
.... ,_._., ',.:.)_ :'.'_i.::.:ii.:. "./'_._

corrects waste analysis deficiencies (Fitzs_.rflmor_s_ t.988;)_:..M_ed wastes w_ll not be received from ._

other DOF generatr, rs for disp,osal until the,envifelnmental assessment for the RWMS is completed
., '. '._.'_ ••, ..

(scheduled for May30,,]988). ":Table4-6 pre$_e'nts an estimated quantity of mixed waste to be

. .'...._, ,o . .

received annually a_::;it=_eAzea 5":'.l_/_/MS_ifrom the RCRA Part A permit application for the site;

, _.,, :'_.,... _t?i;-,.','i.i_"_" ":" "Smith 19 ;._,';-,t_ ".:.... '" ,* "'"'
• . _

,. _. ,',;: "'./'.,.':: ...'
... ",../. _. _:':_;. ', ....,

N(_}.._aZ',tt'_:_Js Wastes

.._,_

NTS _tsers generate various nonhazardous wastes throughout the site. These wastes include trash,

garb&ge, construction rubble and debris, machining metal chips, machining cutting oils, and excess

and spoiled drilling muds. NTS has various active facilities/sites to handle nonhazardous waste

(Figure 4-7). These are

-

• Three sanitary landfills, located in Areas 6, 10, and 23.

• Two construction landfills, located in Areas 3 and 19.

• Several solid waste trenches, located in Areas 6, 12, and 23.

• At least two craters located in Area 3 that are used for the disposal of excess and spoiled

drilling muds (U3ag, which is near the Area 3 mud plant, and U3ai-be).



TABLE 4-6

ESTIMATED ANNUAL QUANTITY OF MIXED WASTE
TO BE RECEIVED AT THE AREA 5 RWMS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

||1 i

Quantity
Waste (pounds) Management

=

I III III

Waste Containing Organic Solvents 265,760 Disposal in trenches ,:_:._

Wastewater Treatment Sludges from Electroplating 748,000 Disposal in trencbes ':: iiii . ;::.,.,
Operations,,, .....": ."_i".. _ i,,

. . i. jilt '

- Chromium-Bearing Wastes 17,600 Disposal in _en. c.b_;: _',::'_:i
,. ,, t.,_t,,,_ hi'w_':'; 'r_ '"

Waste Containing Lead, Silver, and Beryllium Dust 56,500 Disp6§_'f'J.ntre'_cbes" _::,,'
u t:.l!. "_ " u '1 '_'" ; i°

Waste Containing Organic Solvents and Beryllium ' '
Dust ,..,... 75'" ..Disp'osalin'tr'enct_est ,,, b, '!" _ .'. •

= .!,:. ' . , _ .', • ..

,.,:;:i!:i,.,.;..... ..Waste Containing Beryllium Dust "<: , "R•. :iD.ispos_lin trenches

Waste Containing Acetone, Benzene, ,: .... _, .-. "' ':'': .'" ', '"i

Dichloromethane, 2-Butanone, and Metla_l- ":" ""_' _ :: 29_940" Disposal in trenches• , '.:_i._ : i. ',,,7_, ,
benzene .'.' •

. I.

Waste Containing Acetone, B_(3.-ethylhexyi)v'...., "::,:;;
phtha!ate, Dichlorometba_e, al_d. ',:- 155,580 Disposal in trenches
1,2,2,2-Tetrachloroetlia__" '..."... ,...,.,:.",i,.:, #,.

i . "liI ., _ I i I "1 | ' I _ i

--Lead'Beari ng:._..,_!te_',':.':-' .,',:,:"'" ,"' 700 Disposal in trenchesw,b
. .- ':--" .... J " ._ _=__i=_

,. _;

Silver-Bear._nc .W:dste "_'_"':-..'::..i/'"" 2,760 Disposal in trenches
'_ ": .... "'_:tt' "_ f" .............

Wa_te'Con_ai_ _.... ..,•_in_J"B_'rJum 53,250 Disposal in trenches

"W."aste'Contai_g Benzene and Benzo(a)pyrene 33 Disposal in trenches
I _ i Hl i i, i i,

Re.active Waste 1 500 Disposal in trenches' ,
i i i

Arsenic Waste 105 Disposal in trenches
i i

i

;urface treatment

Waste Containing Organic Solvents 75 impoundment (i.e.,
decontamination sump)

ii i i ii iii i i i

Waste Containing Organic Solvents 2,200 Storage in containers
i i

Source' DOE Environmental Survey Team, 1987. Adapted from Smith, 1987.
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- The sanitary landfil!s are used to bury most nonhazardous waste (putrescible and nonputrescible). In

addition to some of the wastes listed above, the Area 23 landfill receives chlorinated sludges from

- Area 23 wastewater lagoons and used cutting oils from Areas 23 and 27, the Area 6 landfill receives

- used transformer oils (containing <50 ppm PCBs) from the Area 6 Line Yard, and the Area 3 landfill

receives sediment from the Well 3 Yard truck-wash-bay sumpo The solid waste trenches are used for

the disposal of chemical toilet and septic tank wastes, sump wastewaters, aerosol cans, and animal

carcasses. The construction landfills are to be used only for disposal of nonputrescible wastes. No
--

records are kept to track waste types and volumes disposed of at any of the landfills, trenche:._! or

-- craters. ":"*"" ":''

Some nonhazardous wastes are not disposed of in landfills, trenches, or cra..:_.rs. ':exhale, sorn_ _
• . _;..,

paper and rags are burned in an open cage in Area 27, and spent machini:rig' ¢"{J.tting"oi_ ar_"_i6ured
,:.".

onto the ground (refer to Section4.1.2.1.1). Uncontaminate¢l_'waste_iJ_,_,.Inclu'_ing vehicle. . ... ...

transmission and crankcase oils, also are sent off-site for _.._.rnrner.,cial._ec_c ingl '.
-- • _' °.'.. "_ _ ..:, _

_.,:. ,'_'.:',., ,...::, ,.,:,,.....,,.4,
....... '""_ ":i'."... '"'"'_'"'

, ' • I ".' ;' • ' '_- "' "'*'1 * ''_

In addition, there is an uncontaminated muck'pde: at..t_.P-tl_rj,nel l_'Area 12. At the time of the DOE
, • ,_. '... ',_... ,. ," '....,

-- _' '" , "', .'_ 'i' i'" ." t,.";, '.".'6

Environrnental Survey, the P-tunnel was b.elng _l.e:ve].op'ecl:an_ no tests had been conducted in the

tunnel. The muck pile, therefor'e, only contained r'0_.kand earthern material tunneled out.
; . ,. '.. ,_,';. •
'.... , .,,

In Nevada, management of,oonha'z_r_oi_s_alidwaste is regulated by the Division of Environmental

- Protection:......,"Pe"r_i_s..... t e'r te._ci I'{_es handling nonhazardous waste are not required' however,
,: ._, ,_,: ,,.._,, .,:' :....,

ownerslop'e,_.a.t_._ust s_b_. it solid waste management plans to the State for such facilities. At the

. ti'r_e'6¢"the'"D_'E''E'_i_nmentat Survey, NTS did not possess such plans, and therefore, NTS solid
', • ' , _;'..%

Waste rflanage'_nt operations were not state-approved.
• ',

• . :

The "DOE Environmental Survey team found few controls in place to assure that only

nonradioactive/nonhazardous wastes were being disposed of at these disposal sites. None of the

facilities are fenced or have around-the-clock access control. The disposal of wastes in the sanitary

landfills is controlled during the day shift by the operators. In addition, the operators would be able

- to detect nighttime waste disposal the following day if they were to see uncovered waste, because

ali wastes are supposedly covered daily. However, there are no operators at the solid waste trenches,

and wastes are not covered routinely. Operators at the Area6and Area 23 landfills could perhaps

observe unapproved disposal into trenches in those areas because the trenches are located near the_

landfills. The Area 12 trenches, however, are ata more remote location, and nobody works in the

area to control disposal. The construction landfills are operated by construction personnel and are

only monitored by industrial hygiene personnel every two weeks. No reports of any unapproved

disposals in landfills or trenches were found by the DOE Survey team, and only minor occurrences
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were recalled by NTS personnel. There is less control at the mud disposal craters. Small quantities of

hazardous waste (e.g., mud additive containing chromium) reportedly could have been disposed of

in the Area 3 mud plant crater in the past, and radioactively contaminated drilling muds could still be

disposed of in Craters U3ai-be and Ugy.

Furthermore, some wastes are disposed of in landfills and trenches that have never been

analyzed/characterized. Sewage sludge in the Area 23 sewage lagoons could be hazardous because

some hazardous materials, such as organic solvents, acids, and caustics, are poured down sink d_:_ins
o, ." .;

in various shops and the industrial hygiene laboratory. The sludge could also have hicJhilen_tgh

levels of leachable metals to be considered RCRA-toxic (40 CFR261). This sludge i_.d[sF6se_ of in'.the
•'..."" . /..; ".i.ii'..;,.

Area 23 landfill. In addition, some cutting oils, which could be toxic after v_e, are'_t.[_43o'se_lof in t_e"

Area 23 landfill Furthermore, sump wastewaters disposed of in solid:. _te tre'PLches ;_odld be
,.. 'o ,, ,,

hazardous at times. For example, the Quonset 800 steam jenny su'mp IoZa-t_d"4n..Are'a 23 receives

water from steam cleaning of a 500-gallon pesticide ap..1olicN.ti.qh _iner_ the sump contents are

collected in a vacuum truck and disposed of in theS_rea 23.solid waste..t,_enches. Also, wastes from

chemical toilets, which are disposed of in solidi:_va.st,e.i_i&0clqei_;..ma_i'eontainformaldehyde, which is a

RCRA-listed waste (U 122; 40 CFR261). .:k. ".:_"._:i::; ".:i":. ".._'i.;

• . . ,. .._.. ',

4.1.2.2 North Las Veq_si_cilit,( _ '"?"
•,."':.i._' "" " ' _

• , ' ."v', ' '. '

4.1.2.2• 1 Ha.z_a_ai_us_:_'s_e" ,- ""'
'.." "'" ",.i"..., :.."•..

",:i_*. ,. "-" " ' '' :""

. T,h:' ¢'_&,G._._-- '.... .... ..ob_tati'_6_,'at tlqe four North Las Vegas facilities generate a variety of hazardous wastes.

q_hese..._vastes"l_imarily consist of outdated or spent hazardous substances (e.g., spent plating
. °

soiu{ions, cutting fluids contaminated with solvents, and outdated laboratory chemicals); they are

not v_aste streams produced in an industrial process. Most of the wastes are generated at the ATLAS

facility and the B Complex located on LoseeStreet. Very small quantities a._e also generated at the

facilities located on Escondido Street and Sunset Street. The combined quantity of hazardous waste

generated by these four facilities, however, is still small, and none of the waste is treated or disposed

of on-site. Less than 1,000kilograms per month is generated, which makes EG&G subject to

regulations for small quantity generators. In addition, EG&G does not accumulate more than

6,000 kilograms of hazardous waste in any 180-day period, thereby exempting the facilities from

RCRA permit requirements. Ali hazardous waste is shipped off-site to be disposed of or

reclaimed/recycled commercially. On February13,1986, a hazardous waste investigation was

conducted by the NDEP, and no hazardous waste management problems were noted

(Coulson, 1986).
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Quantities of hazardous wastes generated during 1986 were reported to the State per RCRA

Section 2002 in EG&G's Hazardous Was're Generation Report for 1986 and are shown in Table 4-7. Ali

of the wastes, except some copper-plating solutions, were sent to Casmalia Resources in Casmalia,

California. The copper-plating solutions were sent to Southern California Chemical in SantaFe

Springs, California, for reclamation of copper salts. Out of the 18,137 kilograms of h_zardous waste

generated, 18.3 percent was sent off-site to be reclaimed/recycled (Maddox, 1987). Other wastes to

be reclaimed/recycled include 1,1,1-trichloroethane, waste oils, and solder slag. Plating rinsewaters,

discharge from the silver recovery unit, and small quantities of solvents, acids, and caustic_:_!_re

discharged to the sanitary sewer. These discharges are subject to Clean Water Act regula'_i6Os=_(i_.,

regulated under the facilities' permit(s)to discharge to the city sewer ,.sy,_.{'e '!:refer_:::._o

Section3.3.2.5), unless solvent concentrations exceed certain conc.entratio'_S'.,,_::i:i:l_ solve_"

concentrations exceed limits stated in 40 CFR 261.3, the discharges are regu:!_:under_.i_CR_! :_:''

The only PCB waste generated on-site consists of old,.non'fur_tic_6i.n"Q, f166rescent light ballasts,

containing small amounts of PCB fluids. These b_T[asts:i:ias wal.I a"_i:_-Ia_)eled ballasts that are

assumed to contain PCB _luids to be conserval:_:.ve,,.ar:e._,611ectei_.in tJ_e hazardous waste holding area• .i ' ',. .' '._. ' ' .'" ',,' ,.

until enough of a volume accumulates to warran.t"_h_i_m_nt off-site. Arrangements have been made

to ship the waste to an ENSG,O incineratv_, in':Ar.kansas for destruction. At the time of the

E_vironmental Survey, le_.'_ban :_00..°.ballasts we'r:_ in storage awaiting shipment off-site.

Hazardous waia_, to"::_=:._hipp_ _{f_site are generally put into drums, collected by shipping

personnel,':a'_d teFnpora_l_ St6red in the hazardous waste holding area, which is located behind

. Buit_ihgi_3-1 .'_:'.S_m'e_ti_s the generators take their waste to this area. The area is a covered concrete

I_a'dap_roxima'te_y 40 feet by 20 feet, and includes three diked areas for flammables, acids, and

bases'.. At the time of the Survey, the pad was filled with drums (i.e., at its design capacity), and four

wast_ drums were stored off the pad. Two of the drums contained solvent-contaminated cutting

fluids, one contained waste oil, and the fourth contained a used organic solvent. In addition, labels

on two of the drums on the pad did no'_ include accumulation start dates pursuant to 40 CFR262.34.

Hazardous wastes are not stored at the Escondido or Sunset facilities. They are trucked, usually in

small containers (<30 gallons), to the hazardous waste pad at the B-Complex. This shipping is not in

compliance with RCRA regulations for three reasons:

1. Hazardous wastes cannot be sent to the B-Complex because it is not a RCRA-designated

facility (i.e., it is not permitted for the storage of RCRA wastes; refer to 40 CFR 260.10).
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TABLE4-7

HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATED DURING 1986

NORTH LAS VEGAS, NEVADA,FACILITIES
-- i

..... ii

Waste Types Amount Shipped Off-Site (Ibs)
I I III I

Corrosive wastes from metal etching, stripping, plating, 24,874
deoxidizing, chromating, cleaning, and electropolishing
operations ,...:_

--- ,,,,,,, , ,-- .,'.,.
i '1'

Corrosive laboratory and photographic chemicals (outdated and 1,933 ", :"i . ;::'.;
,..... ' .,.I_::L

excess) .,.,:. ,. '...
'-- i, i i i I" ;'I' I " ',.:',:'

hydroxide)C°rr°sivedeveloper from blueprint copier (i.e., ammonium ,, ...?:.,,.,;:. '",,:',.':;}_!,..,.;.: , ':,,,,

................ :'::'"":: .3'fBattery acid (coFrosive) ' "i",. '" , 66 ii;,
iiii i ii i i I II _ _1 ii i i

Ignitable laser dye solutions (containing methanol, ',".": '. "".;.!,. ',..":.. ' "
. • ._, .. _ . f, .

dichloroethane, propy!enecarbonate, benzylalcohol, ah#.. ", ", , '-
ethylene glycol) empty containers, and contaminated gl6v:i}s ::" " "."._,:", ',_: :," :,.,,' , ,..% ,

" ' ...." "'" ' 1 625and towels ,.. .. _... .: :-. , , ,

......... fl ...... "::::": ;" "_''L" ',_:,,;, '"Ignitable lubricating and cutting uids (r_:_chi";_e':,_4O:i_)",.::;',.":"; .........450
- " ", _., ' . " ". l , ,,,,,,

Ignitable cutting fluids and pa i.rjt thinners , "- '.,.::'. 2,600
, ',.. 'J 'i' "' ',_" ,, ......

Ignitable photographic.d_:_'elol_ers and ch_mi_i'ts (spent) 1,350
i __I I i I_ I. i' 'l'

........' i;a ' '-Ignitable,used paln'(..f_'ollers.'endo a{'ed..... ..... ints i,075
-- _ ._,l,J ;. ,, _' ',_ I' r'l ii i I1' I

, .. ,., , ," ' ._. '; ,. ,, ' , e. " i i _1 i i _

Ignltabl_,_,ef_13_ I_Jastrc,_Jant_l_s 860, # • o .: . ,, . ,,,.
i i ). ., r :u ' i _r

lgnitabte, _op.._l_etc hi nc_solution (i.e., sodi um persulfate) 300
- "" _-. "<';:"-:...."r:,"L:,'_ .........
Methar_olan'_i:'_ylene'(ignitable) 100

iiii i i i

Va(:_,_umpump oil contaminated with mercury (EPtoxic) 600
• ii i iii i i ii

EmptY/cans containing residue of spent 1,1,1-trichloroethane 450
(toxic)

iii ii ii i i i

Machine cutting fluids contaminated with 1,1,1-trichloroethane 2,700
(toxic)
i ii i i i i i i ii ii

Wire stripper containing methylene chloride (toxic) 25
._

Source: DOE Environmental Survey team, 1987. Adapted from Kesler, 1987d.
-
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2, Hazardous wastes can be shipped only by RCRA-approved hazardous Waste transporters

that possess a RCRA identification number (40 CFR263,11); at the time of the Survey, EG&G

was not registered as a hazardous waste transporter,

3. Shipments of hazardous wastes must be manifested; no manifests tracking the shipment of

hazardous wastes from the Escondido or Sunset facilities to the B-Complex were on file.

According to the facilities' standard operating procedures, ali wastes are supposed to be insp_.C:._d

by shipping personnel before they are shipped off-site.. Shipping personnel generally de_e','_h_i_ if
, ,,....I, ",'_'_:,:'."_

the waste is hazardous or nonhazardous, and tell the generator which contain'_r:"_'.l_, to"_s!e,.....;. .... .:.:.....
q

Shipping personnel also complete shipping request forms and appropri,a._ ma'_i_.e..s:.t's.'_i!_Onlytl_e_

facilities' environmental specialist is authorized to mix compatible waste.S'] _''i_e. is al_.sup'_'ed to
,'.'." '. ';... '. ' ....,

inspect the waste pad weekly to ensure that wastes are properly _a_eled 'a_d.:segr.ega_ed and that

= drums are not leaking. ., :.:":':: ..._':::i::!,,,, 't: !i£' "";
e _","o

There is one underground storage tank at the_Or!:, h!:,E_'..Vega es (i.e.,S..',facl_[_1 the A/B Complex). lt is a

1,000-gallon steel tank that is empty an_l".has"..)_eve¢._.en lJsed. The presence of this tank was

reported to the State (Frazier, 1,_86a). ....;
;,:..'., ".: .'.% ,_,

......'_._ : '. ..

4,1,2.2.2 Radioacti_;._aste, '. '_.,.,':" ,"
.... .,, _:.;.t:.,,,'.?.,_. ,......

The Nortl_:.,._,as,V._as f_itlt,'ile_'"'generate very little radioactive waste, The waste consists of
. _ _ ..., :,._,_., _, ,

, eneapsulated':.ra,d_atlofl_sources that have only low levels of radioactivity. Ali of this waste is shipped, _ ,.. ,.....
, L,,,...

_V':NT.SI'_nddislS_sed of in the LLW trenches or pits at the Area 5 RWMS. The NTS radioactive waste

data'base indicates that the following volumes were disposed of over the last 3 years:

....

Volume
Year

(Cubic Meters)

1984 0,453
i ii i

_ 1985 2.54

1986 0,637

4.1.2.2.3 Mixed Waste

No mixed radioactive/hazardous waste is generated at the North Las Vegas facilities.

|
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4.1.2.2.4 Nonhazardous Waste

EG&G operations at the North LasVegas facilities generate a variety of industrial nonhazardous

waste, including trash, rags, machining metal chips, and depressurized aerosol cans. This waste is

collected in dumpsters situated in various locations and taken to a landfill by a commercial waste

hauler. Asbestos waste is infrequently generated and is segregated in plastic bags before it is hauled

away and disposed of as industrial waste, A beryllium-copper-alloy machining waste, which contains

2 percent or less of beryllium, is also segregated. No wastes are disposed of on-site, and there.f._re,

EG&G is not required to prepare and submit a solid waste management plan to the State. '": :i!i: ._:i':!il

4.1.3 Findings and Observations , ,..-.::. ,....,;_.. ......,

4.1.3.1 Cate.qory I ": >' : _. :"_, ,

None. _.*t,

4.1.3.2 ' Cateqory II '.,, [.
• ,,,.,

,' , t. '°*'_*.'q. , , _,

1. .Potent.jally Hazard_,.:.;. or:<l_l.i.xed,, Wastes:,_scharq.ed,. to Unpermitted Facilit.ies.. Several wastes

generated at'._i__ ' co!j!d be'._z.alr, d'o'us or mixed wastes and are discharged to unpermitted

faci!!,ti!e_,:_S diQ;_"_o_t ba_..,e :_i:_adequate waste characterization program in place to identify

ali Fi,.'_a[d_ms and_'rt_i_ted wastes. Wastes generally have not been analyzed for RCRA

.,"",':. '"c_ara_t_'s{i_:6"iC)'r RCRA-listed constituents (refer to 40 CFR261) but have been identified as

" ",. h'azardo_:* based on knowledge of chemicals used. Therefore, wastes that have been
,,

•,, '.identified as hazardous consisted of and have been limited to outdated or spent chemical

"" products (e.g., solvents, corrosives, and laboratory chemicals). Wastes not thus identified as

hazardous have been identified as either radioactive or nonradioactive/nonhazardous based

on the level of radioactivity. This means that several wastes could be mismanaged, which

could potentially result in the release of hazardous constituents into the environment. For

example, facilities that handle the wastes could be underdesigned and unable to detect

and/or contain hazardous constituents• Specifically, some surface impoundments receiving

potentially hazardous or mixed-waste discharges could require upgrading to meet RCRA

standards (e.g., installation of liner and leak detection and collection systems) and RCRA

permitting; RCRA closure and post-closure plans could also be required. Surface

impoundments containing hazardous wastes have to be upgraded or closed by

November 1988. Sometimes a hazardous waste stream can be exempt from RCRA if it is

regulated under a NPDES permit and solvent concentrations do not exceed specified mits
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-. (40CFR261). However, none of the NTS facilities receiving liquid waste streams haveNPDES

permits and therefore, the wastes are ali potentially subject to RCRA. Suspected wastes and

the facilities used to manage the wastes are discussed below.

• Steam-cleaning effluents from the Area 6 Machine and Welding Shop (Bldg. 6-623) and

the Heavy Duty Repair .Shop (Bidg. 6-.800), both of which use corrosives and RCRA-listed

solvents, are discharged to separate unpermitted, unlined ponds at Yucca Lake

(Figure4-1). The south pond, which receives effluent from Building6-800, also,.'_ay

overflow during storm events; at the time of the Survey, the water level of th_13_r_ai'_as

near the top of the berm. This ' ' ': ...... '"_'"pond also had an oily sheen and a reddlsh..l:o_or_",Sedlmt_n,ts

in the ponds could also be hazardous. Survey-related sampling .and an_i_ts..'($1&A) of t[_

discharges to the ponds, the pond waters, and the pond sedin_.e_.t's:is pl'a_ed"t_:'detect
Q0

RCRA-listed substances and determine hazardous character.istics.'..,.il ..:.:,.::,. "'

• Wastewater from the Area 12 Constru.t::tion":_:&hocs::'i'(gi"_'i::._:2-8) and the Motor Pool

: Equipment Maintenance Shop (BId_i.i.:12-iilg_i'whi_._:.use._CRA-listed solvents, is discharged

to an unpermitted, unlined pc_d_l(i.a:.)'_e::A_a 12:i"ndustrial wast•water sump). There is

- evidence that this p ood also ovetftiaws 's6_etimes via a discharge pipe onto the land (i.e.
. . '... : .'.. ._.'_.,

soil was stain.##il;._nd'eiiithe pipe op'e'_$ng outside the pond). In addition, sediment in the

pond cou4_!_"so be haz'_.r'cl.o.us.,ipe_"RCRA. Survey-related S&A of the discharge to the pond,

th.e.'i_ _:'r'_::a_nd,{he"_'ond sediment is planned to detect RCRA-I sted substances and
, .. . , , ,, , • ._.

, _., ./" ,,_..?,, :' .... .._" . .

"dle_ter_ne ha_,rd._ds characteristics.

., .. ,:..:.::
•.'_ ',. .• Clea_mg_ wastes generated at the Area 2 Cutter Rebuild Shop contain RCRA-listed solvents

• ',,

•' and are discharged down two unpermitted shallow wells (i.e., one Is located inside the

" shop where the cutters are cleaned, and the other is located outside the shop where the

rollers are cleaned; both wells are reportedly 48 feet deep with a 20-inch casing below a

52-inch casing).

• Effluents from the Area 6 Decontamination facility are discharged via 2 sumps to a 1.0-acre

seepage/evaporation pond. The volume discharged to the pond during 1986 was

estimated to be 3.6million gallons (Clark, 1987). In June of 1986, NTS collected and

analyzed water from the decontamination pond for radioactivity and organics
r

(Bicker, 1986). Levels of organic contamination found are presented below'
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ConcentrationContaminant
(ppb)

Acetv_-le 130
ii i

Chlorobenzene ' 250

Methylene chloride 45
li

Xylenes (total). 36

These and o her chemicals have the potential to accumulate in the soil,_nder, the"_d

water. If the soils/sediments become contaminated, the pond would':,,_ co,_S'i'dered"l_i_,,

regulatory agencies to be a mixed-waste storage unit and su_j_c_, to f_;_!_"_'_u.lation;'

(i.e., would require a double liner system, a leachate det,_:tion ahd'__l_ecti_n':r_ystem, and'_' .. ;,

a groundwater monitoring network, or appro_.rie._e "_aivers).'i":'"'R_lations require

.upgrading or f,3cility closure by November 1981_.'..A_a_'_i_._0_f:_nd_'_diment had not been,_o _o, , _',, ,_. '._' ,, 0,,:,.e. • q, ,' , ',,,",',t

conducted prior to the DOE Envi ronn)entaf:.S_rvey:'..Su¢_.¥-re'' ".... ": ' '"ated S&A of the sump water,• , . ,' ,:' - . ,r ,,

the sump sediment, the pond i_fJ,ue_.t,;._Pr4_:i;p'_,_:lvvd_r, and the pond sediment is planned• , ,. ,-, ;',, ... :.., '_..,'." . , ,

to detect RCRA-listed substances"a'f_.d'A:err_i n'_i:_azardous characteristics.

., ":.... '".! ":., .;.,,
_,.;"_ . .. ,:._.,

Sediments tha;t/gccum ._lgte i? _'_ t_o sumps at the Area 6 decontamination facility are._i:_:_' . ". ,.:...__:::.,..
solidified I_t_..dj,u_s and':;t_ken to the Area3 RWMS landfill for burial as low-level

,.).!.":"'_'.}_, ! ::.. ...' _ o'

,'r&ai'da'£_i'_ev_a'_Ieap'_'bximately twice a year. If the sediments are hazardous as well as

" _!.b,a_",v._ (I.e:i"'mlxed waste), the sumps would also have to be managed as hazardous
'_, ,_ ". :,_, ,

waste;storage un_ts because they hold sediment for more than 90days. At the time of the
_,o

•. '. Survey, no data on the chemical constituents of the sediments were available that would,. ;

,.,: indicate if the sediments have hazardous characteristics or contain RCRA-listed materials.

At the time, it was also NTS policy not to bury any mixed waste on-site. A RCRA PartA

permit application for the Area 3 RWMS was submitted to the State, and the State has not

yet granted interim status to the RWMS. The Area 3 RWMS landfill does not contain liners,

a leachate detection and collection system, or a groundwater monitoring network,

• Waters irom the active Area 12 test tunnels (i,e., U12n and U12t) that discharge to the

downstream ponds may be mixed waste. On June 12, 1986, water samples were collected

from the effluent lines at E, N, and T tunnels and the first two holding ponds at N and

T tunnels (Bicker, 1986). Analysis detected both radioactivity and low concentrations of

methylene chloride in the effluent water from T-tunnel and in the waters from both
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ponds at T-tunnel, Concentrations of methylene chloride (a RCRA-listed solvent) found

are presented below'

Concentration

Sample Location (ppb)
II I I i

T-Tunnel Pond 1 9,300

T-Tunnel Pond 2 1,800
.....

T-Tunnel Effluent 3,450 _..:.:.:
o, ."' .°

,........ "4.'.,"..'_
_'° f. . .' _' ? ,..;,.e°

No other organics were detected in these waters, and no hazardous ,COOta_{r}.,ants vg;#_.e
• , ',;.,.:,, .,'. ,,', ',:"la

found in the other tunnel effluents or pond waters sampled. H_.wever;,?t_e4e_tments"tn

ali the ponds could be contaminated, and if so, these ponds wo_'tS;]:r_o be"_jece_' RCRA

regulations. No chemical data on pond sediments _/er'e availaglO"at,.the":time of the

Survey. in addition, the land area used for,t, be i:tist_esal'_o'_:the:.G-tunne d scharge a so

could be contaminated, Survey-related 9_A oT_£tlhepgi_l'"i_hi_'nts, pond waters, and pond

sediments is planned to detect'.:::Rl_RA-ti'_sted"._I,lbst'aRces and determine hazardous
• ° ', ',%].... _. ,° , ', .°

' _,'.',, ',:_i'_.:'..:'..,'':, '.':_. ".".:,
characteristics.

. .'., ,:. ".'..'_',

• Some of the I.iq_t w:_#e from the _.ea 23/Building 650 radiochemistry laboratory (one of

two tabc_'__ries,.in tt_e'.'?_o'ilt:_ti_n'g)is potentially mixed waste. Based on laboratory

":'_'"' ' ste,,cona¢._m;v_l.es,(__£_a {'ft'ins some level of radioactivity and some amount of organic

..-... 's.Nv_,_, acidiiT..'._ind caustics. No chemical data were available on the effluent

cl4_c{'_)i'_;_s or constituents. Laboratory procedures dictate that, if radioactivity is, ,

:v ".,. ".:',""' dete_d n the waste, it is to be solidified in beakers, drummed, and shipped to the Area 5
', ',

.'. RWMS for disposal in LLW trenches or pits. If radioactivity is not detected, the waste is

• disposed of in sinks that drain to the building's leachfield, lt is estimated that 25 gallons of.

this waste were discharged to the leachfield during 1986 ('Clark, 1987) and that 1,730 cubic

feet of the s_,lidified waste were shipped to the Area 5 RWMS during 1986 (from the NTS

waste management data base system). NTS possesses no permit under the Clean Water

Act or RCRAfor this discharge to the leachfield. In addition, until late1986, theArea5

RWMS was managing the waste as LLW. At the time of the Survey, NTS policy was to not

bury any mixed waste at the RWMSs. Survey-related S&A of the discharge to the leach

field is planned to detect RCRA-listed substances and determine hazardous characteristics.

• Core samples and solidified and unsolidified decontamination wastes disposed of in

emplacement and drill-back holes could be mixed wastes according to site personnel.

Core samples consist of mixed fission and activation products obtained from the solidified
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detonation debris/melt during post-shot drilling. The samples are classified, and are

disposed of in deep, cased holes or returned to the drill holes from which they came. Two

holes are active' HoleU3fi in Area3and HoleUgu in Area 9. Two other holes in Area 3,

J-6 and J-11, could be used for disposal of classified core samples. Decontamination wastes

include water solutions used to remove particulate radioactive contamination from

various items (e.g., drilling equipment and instruments) at drill-back and tunnel reentry

sites and the Area 12 decontamination area. Decontamination operations at drill-back

and tunnel-reentry sites generally consist of an initial washing/spraying of'..ii_!_he
' oj .°;' ._

conl:aminated items with water, and thus, the waste is only radioactively con_a_[_i_bd
. , ,., ,,q'.,.' I,

(i.e., no hazardous substances are used for decontamination and thus I#eqeni_:.p,art o:_:_"he,;.,%,

waste stream). Often the contaminated waters end up in the,_4te's,,..._....!.,_.;_.i,;_:i_.i,o.ron tl_"
* ground. ,Sometimes the area is scraped over with uncontaminat_" s_iLto r'_ce'r'a_l_ation

,:,"., ' . '_,,, ,, .... :

exposure. These wastes are also trucked for disposal 'a_'wario_t;._it_i!i;:i.nclLiding tunnel

ponds (e.g., U12n and t ponds), contaminate#r.mud :_spo'_a[,:crat'_h:,.: " _'., _:-....*:. ,, (e.g., U2bu, U3ai-be,

U9y), liquid disposal holes (e.g., U8_._!:!-61ii;i._!!1,'"a_id"!_9'i'i'.T_Y30-PSla),-and the Areaand 6

decontamination facility. Some _l!assjfi'_ili"_tec_tam_'ation_ wastes are so d fied and
, , ,:;.. ".:..:":..::'_::."i';:','_ ":.i.,._

disposed of zn core holes (e.g., L_.f.zan_;._cJ0).'c_ntbminated washwater from the Area 12

decontamination ar_a is collecte_.ii'h tra_!,,that'drain to a small aboveground tank. When

the tank becom:e_fulI:/.:_ontents are'_."_jcked for disposal to hole U8d located in Area 8, or, . ',.."..: .',:• ,, . .

to the Ar_'!°"6":__ecQ.ntam:_n'_,iof_i:'f,a'cility.

_ ,.w...a,j_tesar__,#flnite y rad oact ve, but no chem ca ana yses had been conducted to

, "' _' d_r, mi"_1_'.*i=_'thechemical properties and constituents of the wastes. The wastes could

:': ':". cont'_i:n metals and could leach enough during EPA extraction procedure testing that the
"... '..

',: ". wastes would be considered toxic per 40 CFR 261, Subpart C. The lead in the core samples,
. . '_

however, could be sealed by oxides and would not be mobile i,q the area soils (i.e., water is

not sufficiently present in the soils to transport the lead). None of the holes used for

disposal of these wastes are permitted under RCRA. A RCRA Part A permit application fo,"

the Area3 RWMS, which includes a landfill and holeU3fi, has been prepared and

submitted to the State.

2. Use of Unpermitted Facilities to Destruct Hazardous Waste. Two unpermitted t_acilities are

used to destruct hazardous wastes. Because the facilities are not designed to control the :

release of hazardous materials (i.e., to assure that a certain percentage of the hazardous

materials are destroyed), such materials could be released into the environment, potentially --

posing an environmental risk.
-

_

_

=
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• Explosive ordnance wastes, which are hazardous wastes, are detonated in a crater in

- Area 11. Wastes and containers remaining after detonation are burned in the crater,

Although sites used for open detonation/burning of these wastes are regulated by RCRA

interim status standards (Subpart P of Part 265), NTS has not included this site in a RcRA

Part A permit application, Such sites will also require Part B permits, EPA issued

permitting standards for such sites under Subpart X of Part 264 on December 10, 1987; the

final rule became effective on January 11, 1988 (52FR46946), The standards contain

performance objectives requiring permit applicants to evaluate the pote_it"ial

environmental impacts of sites and demonstrate that releases will not adver{ei_ia=f._ct

J human health or the environment. Applicable air emission permitting.._',_'Lit_rnents'._f,_,r

this open burning activity are discussed in Section3.1.2,,2._ No"_l'_tive /_"t__
, _._','.t_".',.'.', , ,_, _'... '; ,

Contaminants at the NTS air aspects of this disposal pf:ac_i_c_, are_'i,:a,dd'r_'_; _d n

Section 3,1,4,4, Finding No, 4, , '. ...... ,.....'.
. ,, 0

-= , "... ....,,.., ,, ...: .. ;

• Paper wipes used to clean device compo.f_ent;::_urir_i'ass"_m:_iy in Area 27 (i.e., the Able
i

and Baker Sites) are burned along'..Wl,tb _e:r cO,q3bustslSles in an open cage in Area 27.

- These wipes contain various I_.ffRA-[_.St_d::_.'so'f:yentsadded during the cleaning process.

Some wipes could al,so...be consider, ed...:,ig_!_able, as defined by 40 CFR 261, The burning of

this waste is n.._.t.i;[laclu'_edin a RCRA,':_ert A application; and thus, the cage does not have

RCRA inte_,!i_:"_atL4.sto"_.'r.0...__i_/aste (i.e.. RCRA regulatory approval). Nor was a Part B

p,e_i_!iappli:_g'tiidn ' bei_,g p'r:epared for this facility at the time of the Survey. Furthermore,
_. _ _ '- .... .

_t_e.f,_t_ty did'_.ri'_::possess a required air pollution control permit for this burning (refer to
" - , . ,'.' _ ' '_'i, o;,' _"" ._.

" ' * Se_$r._n 3".:t.:,_.2and Section 3.1.4.4,'Finding No. 5).

-- ', .

3. '. '.Unpermitted Discharqes of Potentially Hazardous Wastes to the Land. Two potentially

- hazardous wastes are discharged onto the land without RCRA or Clean Water Act/NPDES

permits. These discharges may result in localized soil contamination with hazardous waste.

• Cutting fluids from the Area6 Machine and Welding Shop (Bldg. 6-623; Figure4-1) are

_ discharged onto the land in an area just north of the building (approximately three to four

55-gallon drums/year). In addition, cutting oils used in Areas 23 and 27 are collected in

vermiculite absorbent after use and disposed of in the Area 23 sanitary landfill. These

fluids are aqueous-based but could have RCRA hazardous characteristics after use (i.e.,

: metal concentrations of leachates could exceed RCRA toxicity limits). Survey-related S&A

was recommended on the cutting fluids. However, because of the recent resource

reallocations, they were eliminated from the NTSS&A.=
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• Waters used to spraj off the trucks that mix the epoxy-based stemming material are

discharged to the land. During these _ieaning operations, the waters could become

contaminated with toluene diisocyanate, which is contained in one of the epoxy

components 3hd is listed as a hazardous substance (40CFR261). These dischargesare

unpermitted and occur sporadically wherever there is a stemming operation using epoxy-

based material.

_.. Unapproved Solid Waste Manaqement Operations. NTS uses various facilities to h_le
• . '/.;

nonhazardous waste (Figure 4-7). These are: "::21!i.._:i;.: -
i

, .,

'.' "'" ' " ':'i""..
":." .', ,. "i ' ':';" .%

• Three sanitary landfills, located in Areas 6, 10, and 23. "" i )i:,."i,..,,.,, _"_.:' .'. '.:.

• Two construction landfills, located in Areas 3 and 19. . ''_. :i... ".,i:_ -," ,,. .'.',

,,'.. .;..
• . ,' .... ". ':_;

• Several solid waste trenches, located in Areas 6, !2,and 23'.'... ' -.......', ..
,...., . ., '., .:., ",,;,

• At least two craters located in Area 3 that ar#._Jse'd f#i[ tla_.cl._spogat;of excess and spoiled

drilling muds (U3ag, which is near the Are:_:3 m"_i_plan_q an'J',ii_ei-£e).
.c. .. ,. '_ '.:.

., ': ,... ,.: ' .% _. ....

Permits to operate these facilities .in Ne_ai_a".'ar_' Oot'requtred; however, ow,_ers/operators

must submit solid-waste,.managementplarl"s.i_o the State for such facilities. These plans need -

to specify waste ty_e_ tob0 disposed an_-operation and maintenance procedures to be used,,.._, _ ' .
,. ;_" , ....

including con*,;_Oisto.,prev_A_..tt_e_idi'sposal of nonapproved wastes (Nevada Administrative
"//_, ,,".._, .:.." , ,

Code 4_[50-4'4_,:93"5i. A_,th_"'time of the DOE Environmental Survey, NTS did not have such.-..._, . :.. , _'_ ," ._

p a_,-,apd',.,therefc_h_i.:f4TS solid waste management operationswere not State-approved.._ ,,. ,,-..,,:. _ • ,. _.."

.... ' These _._i,t,'es,,L_uld potentially receive hazardous materials. Because the facilities are not
• ,:, .;

": ', designed_o contain hazardous materials (i.e., to meet RCRA standards), such materials could
'.

. ", be released from the facilities ir,_o the environment, potentially resulting in soil and --
. :

" groundwater contamination (refer to Sections 3.2.4 and 3.4.4). -

The DOE Environmental Survey team found few controls in place to assure that only

nonradioactive/nonhazardous waste was being disposed of at these disposai siteG. None of
-

the facilities are fenced or have around-the-clock access control. The disposal of wastes in the

sanitary landfills is controlled during the day shift by the operators. In addition,the operators

would be able to detect night time waste disposal the following day if they were to see

uncovered waste, because ali wastes are supposedly covered daily. However, there are no

operators at the solid waste trenches, and wastes are not covered routinely. Operators at the

Area6 and Area 23 landfills could, perhaps, observe unapproved disposal into trenches .n

those ar_as because the trenches are located near the landfills. The Area 12 trenches, =

however, are at a more remote location, and nobody works in the area to control disposal
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- The construction landfills are operated bl' construction personnel and are only monitored by

industrial hygiene personnel every two weeks. No reports of any unapproved disposal in

landfills or trenches were found by the DOE Survey team, and only minor occurrences were

_ recalled by NTS personnel. There is less control at the mud disposal craters. Small quantities of

hazardous waste (e.g., mud additive containing chromium) reportedly could have been_

disposed of in the Area 3 mud plant crater in the past, and radioactively contaminated drilling

muds could still be disposed of in Crater U3ai-be.

d"_'_
; *';.¢

Furthermore, some wastes are disposed of in landfills and trenches that have n_vler, l_een
...-.... ",,i..:'.."I

analyzed/characterized and potentially contain hazardous constituents. Sewage stul_ge n'.tl_e
,., ,; • .; ,::,°.,,

Area 23 sewage lagoons could be characterized as hazardous because':_:S:O._..e'il-.bazard":"'"

materials, suck, as organic solvents, acids, and caustics, are poured d_r_"sink dr_!ns'i'_:v_rious

shops and the industrial hygiene laboratory (one of two laboratorie_.le_ated in _b'ilding 650).

The sludge could also have high enough levels of.o.lea(h._ble..,'_l_.tals _.6.be considered RCRA-

toxic (40 CFR261). This sludge is disposed of_.h_the:._rea'23 la'_d;_.i.ii:', In addition wastewaters

disposed of in solid waste trenchesti:_Quld.:_ ' ha.z'_.rdo_ 0 at times. For example, the

Quonset800 steam jenny sump Ioc.ated,._r_ .Area_;23 receives water used to steam clean a

500-gallon pesticide appl.i_ation container; t;t_ sump contents are collected in a vacuum truck

and disposed of ir_._'e Area 23 solid w_st'e trench. Also, wastes from chemical toilets, which

are disposed _,,if_.ihso_jd wa_t'e .t_e_cl_es, may contain formaldehyde, which is a RCRA-listed

-- waste,(U=t_._; 40_Fj_.'2:6'i ). ,, ""'
..:..:.,,' ,; :. .". ;:o

'.. ::o" ." :: .......", .:.,..;'""
., -,., ';"_',,,._' _" _',. _ '", '°;'_"

•4:1':3:3: _' Catf_q_.._>
=-- ' "" " ';.i:i":,•: ' . * , .

,

1. . '.Area 23 Hazardous Waste Landfill. The Area 23 hazardous waste landfill was not adequately
•. ;

designed to contain hazardous constituents per RCRA requirements. The landfill, which is

inactive, consists of three unlined trenches, designated as "A," "B," and"C." Trenches"B"

and "C" are located adjacent to each other and are 338 feet and 216feet long, respectively.

Trench"A" is 55feet long and located approximately 130feet east of Trench "B." The
!

trenches were constructed using a backhoe to dig a 3-foot-wide by 4-foot-deep cut into the

alluvial soils. Because the trenches were unlined and the soils are highly permeable,_

infiltration and contaminant migration have occurred. Investigations have determined that

contaminants have infiltrated down to approximately 20feet below the trenches in some

places (Earth Technology Corporation, 1987).

The trenches were used mostly for disposal of uncontained liquids and were operated over a
-

13-year period from 1969 to 1982 (Earth Technology Corporation, 1987). Records of disposal
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indicate that approximately 20,000 gallons of waste werelandfilled. Waste materials can be

broken down into the following types: 10,000gallons of corrosives, 5,500 gallons of

ignitables, 1,000gallons of toxics or reactives, and the remaining 3,500gallons of

miscellaneous nonhazardous chemicals. Small volumes of liquid wastes were poured into the

open portions of the trenches and allowed to evaporate and infiltrate until surface materials

were dry. In addition, small amounts of solid wastes were placed into these trenches. When

dry, trenches were backfilled to grade with the overburden removed during the initial

trenchi ng operations. ,;":

, :. ,; ,,
4, ,¢:, _. ,

Because the landfill was operated under RCRA interim status from 1980 to 198_i,'.i"i_i_"_ubje_:_:'_(;)
';."v

RCRA closure and post-closure requirements. In addition, because wastes ,di. sed of l_n"
,_,;. ,..

the landfill after June 26, 1982, it is subject to RCRA groun?water.r_60i:_orin_:;NquiT_ents ,
which extend to the post-closure period• A closure/post closi_e pian.w.as:bemg i'_vised at the

time of the DOE Environmental Survey. An earlier,.ver'_ioj_' nd"_ded a:closure alternative that.-'.. ,. ", _', • _ .:,
• ,

involved excavation of wastes and contaminated mi&erig_i'..13_i:_i_'e contamination would be
_,.'... t.

• • ' '. '. "4 '• :, ' ',

removed, no groundwater monitorir_g.Qr?._s.t-clostlre '_re would be required. The

alternative being developed at the .trine o;_'-the.:So/'v_ey involved capping to drain water away

and installation of moistp_e-sensor dev.i_s Qn"elerthe trenches and adjacent to them at various

depths to track infilrP.atior_ an.d migratior_'-' b"

".,"i", .:'?'.'. , i" ,'"

2 _LHa_ardo#_.t_/late_qals "_ncl Waste Holdinq Area. The Area 23 hazardous materials and

wa_te:':St_,j_e hol"di:_-'a'rea provides insufficient protection from the release of hazardous
..., ;...,,.._-r,, ,."

• .'const:,tqepts.r}_,._:;:: area (100 feet x 50 feet) is uncovered, and containers are directly exposed to
'. '. . the sun.'"_'ressure in the drums could build up sufficiently to cause the drums to rupture or

"explode, thereby releasing drum co,_tents. Sand bags are also used for spill containment.
. ,

However, the sand bagsmight be insufficient to segregate spills of incompatible materials or

contain spills within the storage area. In addition, storage is not on an impervious pad; spills

would contaminate the area's soil. See Section 4.1•2.1.1, Hazardous Waste, for further details

on this holding area and a discussion of the 1987 RCRA inspection by EPA.

3. Hazardous Waste HoldinqArea-North LasVeqas. At the time of the Survey, the hazardous

waste holding area at the A/B Complex appeared to have insufficient storage capacity. The
_

holding area was filled to capacity, and four waste drums were being stored off the area's

diked concrete pad. Two of the drums contained solvent-contaminated cutting fluids, one
=

contained waste oil, and the fourth contair'_,d a used organic solvent This situation

represents a potential risk. If waste drums stored off the pad were ruptured, hazardous



materials could not be contained. Spills could flow toa nearby storm drain and toxic fumes
,,

could form if incompatible wastes were to spill and mix.

4.1.3.4 Cateqorv IV

1. Shippincl of Hazardous Wastes from the Escondido and Sunset Facilities not in Compliance

with RCRA. Hazardous wastes generated at the Escondido and Sunset facilities are trucked to

the hazardous waste pad at the North Las Vegas B-Complex for storage. This shipping is n_",t in

strict compliance with RCRA regulations for three reasons:

,....,,. .., '..:.:::....

• The B-Complex cannot receive outside shipments of hazardous westes _e_;a_'se:.it is not'_;a"
RCRA-designated facility (i.e., it is not permitted for the stora_cje:".of RC:.RAw_s_s per

_.:.T'. ' '_.. ., ',.._,
40 CFR260.10).

_.. ".: . ".',-.,.. '4..;", °,_
,..'. "..._...",, . ".. ., .,

• Hazardous wastes can be shipped over_ublic,:,.i_.!gk_:ay'sZi:_$ only by RCRA-approved

hazardous waste transporters that p_si_sa:"._,.RA:i#_nti'fi_:ation number (40 CFR 263.11); at

the time of the Survey, EG&G wa_.'h.ot re,g!ste._e_ as a hazardous waste transporter.

,., ,, .. "._.;

• Shipments of haz_do'0silwastes,.___musl_"_emanifested' no manifests tracking the shipment of; .,.._.ii _'' ". ', ", '
_ hazardous _tes f.r,om the"£s.¢_ncfi'do or Sunset facilities to the B-Complex were on file

_._ , ", . 4,_,, ,'"" "

.....
';i", .... ' ' '

. "_..-. '..% :', ,.,

.: . .,... ,..:.&
.... ,..' .:_::,

z
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4.2 Toxic and Chemical Materials

4.2,1 General Description of Pollutant Sources/Controls

4.2.1.1 T.oxics .Manaqement '

Various REECoorganizations share responsibility for the transportation, storage, use, and disposal of

toxic and chemical materials at NTS. These responsibilities are defined in REECo Procedure3_2'!51,
4' o ,'. ,_

"Hazardous Material Control" (REECo, 1987a). Any toxic or chemical material recog'nia_d_::_ a
,........ . ,,.i_:ii:_..

i .v'". ' ':."Ahazardous material by the federal Department of Transportation (DOT),.s,,.:sQ_ect to':._he

requirements of this procedure. This includes hazardous materials used by.a_..y NTS:_'bnl_ac,t.or. "_i:i_

REECoP ocurentD part  nt atlmat  ial,i c't:i g ha,  d;us from
.. • ,. ...;-' • 'p,,

off-site vendors. The Procurement Department inforr#..S sup_p._i.e,rs,bf";REE(_c_'_spackaging, labeling,:.:.:.. . -:. , ,.. ,, .... ,.
and shipping requirements for hazardous mated:als, ani_l not:[f,ies":t_ ", REECo Industrial Hygiene

. .,...,. ",..,.-:. ",_,..

section whenever a hazardous material is pu ase ".. i!:,. v:,
,', "._ ,_: "I.... .' 'z, ' .,_

'. , ,.,

The REECoSupply and Propert, y,Managemen{'.Dep:a_,_ment is responsible for the receipt of hazardous
", .', '"" "1% "_ "

materials at NTS from o.ff:._te s'u#pliers. This'#epartment also reviews requisitions for the purchase
o,..;J

or delivery of haza_'._.ds ma.teria _, _[r_a_._jesfor the transportation of hazardous materials within the

haz rdou  tor d
.....,., . ",

• .'¢ .,

• ' ._ %'.. ,._,. t

•The'" ' '" " ""Supply 'arid Pro#erty Management Department must notify the Industrial Hygiene Section
" . .. ' v..:..::,

wheoe_er it re_,eives a request from an operating group at NTS to supply hazardous materials either
. ',

frorfl.theon-site inventory or via an off-site supplier. Upon receipt of these hazardous materials, a

Receiving Form (RE-0858) is prepared that indicates that the shipment consists of hazardous

materials. A Warehouse Shuttle Bill of Lading-Hazardous Material (RE-0173) is also completed prior
_

to releasing any hazardous material (from either Receiving or the on-site warehouses) for delivery to -

an on-site or off-site location. Copies of both of these forms are provided to the Industrial Hygiene

Section.

The Fleet Operations Department provides trained and certified drivers to transport hazardous

materials throughout NTS. These drivers are responsible for the loading, security and protection of

the hazardous materials during transit, assuring that the required manifests have been completed

and determining that the materials are properly labeled and packaged. Drivers have the authority

to refuse shipments for deficiencies in any of these areas.

A_



- The Industrial Hygiene Section provides technical assistance regarding the transportation, use,

storage, and disposal of hazardous materials to the other REECo departments and NTS contractors.

A computerized inventory of ali hazardous materials and the corresponding Material Safety Data

Sheets(MSDS) in use at NTS is also maintained. The Industrial Hygiene Section reviews ali requests

for hazardous materials, and can reject the purchase or use of a particular hazardous material at NTS

due to potential environmental or occupational health concerns.

As indicated above, the Industrial Hygiene Section is also notified when shipments of haza(di._)us

materials are delivered to NTS operating units. This information, such as date and bca.'.tio.'P,_of
,..,.,,. ,,.=_..!.

- delivery, product name, the DOT hazard rating, and whether the operating,,u_'i.t."_.ceiving_.t._,e
° , . , ,;.,'f

hazardous materials is a REECo department or other NTS contractor, !s_,,also m_jal:j'._.'ed in t_"

, computerized inventory. A unique number is assigned to each product::tb;at:iodicat_ th_;t'ype of
,:.'. : ._.. ,, '.,.i:.

hazardous material (26 different categories have been established b_'R.EEC6)_£eliver.ed _o the us_.._r.
. .

,'.,. '° . . • .

The Supply and Property Management Departmer_{:..rnai.r{_ain'_::i;_ar'e:l_Q,_sesand other facilities at
? .'..f, '.. ,%

which hazardous materials are stored in Area_:6 aOd:2_.::..Wat_.h.ou's_E in Area 23 contains supplies of

hazardous materials such as paints, com.p.resse_g_se_,-,and 55-gallon containers of flammable

solvents, acids, and caustics. ,During theEhviron:mental Survey, the compressed gas and paint
• ... ". '.., ,v"_ _

- storage areas were insEec;.._d 5.n:_found to I_-adequate. However, approximately one hundred

55-gallon drums of'._'ardo.us m'al_'e,dat:_i_ere stored out-of-doors and were not protected from

adverse wea_l_e_'.'_on_ii_6s. F;tJrtlq'e'rmore, the drums were either placed on wooden pallets or

,to eddire    , ..thede# i'oo ,a,dco  eq.ently,potentialspillsfro these would be
.... _,, •

_ ,,cbn_ain'&d. T_v'_ 0_t'h:elf:'storagelocations in Area 23 (Warehouses A and R)were also inspected during

the E.nqironme'_al Survey. No deficiencies with respect to storage of toxic and chemical materials• ,

were.noted in WarehouseA. However, in the Acid Storage Room in WarehouseR, approximately

fifty"'l"-gallon glass containers of acids and caustics were stored together, a situation that is not

consistent with standard storage practices for acids and caustics.
-

Warehouse H, located in Area6 near the Yucca Lake complex, does not provide storage for

- hazardous materials. However, a covered, elevated (approximately 6 feet above the desert floor)

concrete pad adjacent to Warehouse H is used to store approximately two hundred 55-gallon drums

of various lubricants and oils. At the time of the Environmental Survey, the concrete pad had not

been equipped with curbing to contain potential spills.

A structure located behind the A-1 complex at the EG&G facilities in North Las Vegas is used to store

toxic and chemical materials. During the Environmental Survey, this "chemical storage shed" was
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inspected and found to be inadequate for storage of such materials, This structure was overcrowded

and incompatible hazardous materials were not segregated or stored in an orderly r_anner.

In addition to the potential environmental contamination that could result from the improper

storage of hazardous materials identified at Warehouses E and R, the oil storage pad in Area 6 and

the chemical storage shed in North LasVegas, ongoing re!eases of hazardous materials at other

storage locations were noted during the Environmental Survey. These included racks used to store

55-gallon drums of solvents, oils and lubricants located in Areas2, 3 6, 12 and23 that _"ere, , . .;...

equipped with drip trays that discharged onto the ground. In addition, bags of _k_rb_i_m-
, ' ".'" , "_'i' _'

containing mud additives stored out-of-doors at the Area 3 mud plant were darqageef'an_ relea'slng:. ,,' . ;.., ._.....
their contents to the environment. At the Area 12 fleet operations build ng,"d'#um:sL!_ontaini_"

,...i , . . ._,.,. ,.,., .. _' . ......, , .

unknown oily materials were not equipped with lids, and appeared to havre'o_erflovv&d in';th'e past.

Finally, leaking drums of oily liquids were discovered during a tour'_'.Test Ce_I'Ci.nArea'25.
', '. :, i_i "_'_

, ,

At the time of the Environmental Survey, the labeling'.i_/ste'_',debel.:Q_ed by the Department of
. .. , ',.... ,'. '..

'a_'t NTS. personnel

_

Transportation was being used to label haz'ar.dou_i_qate_"i'als However, NTS

tndicated that ali site contractors had<.a'cjreed'_':,to::ir_l_eme_t ttqe National Paint and Coatings

Association's Hazardous Mate r4,als Informatjbn Sys't,em (HMIS) in the near future (Rey, 1987). The
• '. '. '_o ._', ,'

HMIS is one of several syt:ems'ithat have beeF{'-developed for informing workers of the potential
,. , , .

hazards associated _,:j'1,h(oxjc and':'cl_em{c_i'rnaterials.

""T'':_ "" ' "4.2.1.2

• , • " '; :', ' '":i '"

• "'.i '&

4.2,.1:2..1 Und_ground Storage Tanks
,.

..

In 1986, pursuant to the requirements of Section 9002 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act, NTS notified the State of Nevada that 50 underground storage tanks (USTs), used for the storage

of waste and non-waste toxic and chemical materials, were present on the site (Frazier, 1986a). One

UST at the EG&G facilities n LasVegas was also reported (Kesler, 1986). These tanks are shown in

Table 4-8. At the request of the state, NT5 also provided information on 14USTs at NTS with a

capacity of 1,000 or more gallons that are used to store heating oil for consumptive use on the

premises (such heating o_1 tanks, regardless of capacity, are exempt from the RCRA reporting

requirements). Table 4-9 contains a listing of these latter USTs. For a discussion of USTsused to store
_

waste materials, also see Section 4.1.2.1.1 of this report. -

Forty-nine of the 64 USTs that were reported to the State of Nevada by NTS are constructed of steel

and are at least 15 years old. The age of one UST (at Building 6-311) is unknown. Of these 50 USTs,



TABLE 4-8

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS USED TO STORE WASTE
AND NON-WASTE TOXIC AND CHEMICAL MATERIALS

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
,,_ ,,, iiii

NTS-UST1 Capacity Tank Corrosion Status
Identification Age (Gallons) Contents Material Protection. Number

I I II Illlll II ii>III
, ,.....

EG&G-1 11 -1,000 Empty Steel Cathodic/Painted P.:Q£S,_.i:7..ii i

6-1 20 8,000 Diesel Steel Painted ._...,''""'.._ b. u:S_I:_i:'I!':,

6-9 10 5,000 Diesel Steel Unknown ": "'. ,,::1_ Use ':_j
..... ,,,, : ,, ,,j. i.",. ,' '.'{ 'i"r',_ -

6-162-1 16 3,500 Empty steel N '" ....' 13:_O8one : '., '. "',:"..
..... 'i.... "" "iil'

' ":' ' '" '' ':' In Use6-162-2 16 6,000 Binder Steel ": "None':/ '
- 4 ' '' '' " '

,,,, , . • ",,,.,, , '_- ' '" l,_,,i"_" ,,"It.i_

6-162-3 16 6,000 Asphalt i t, S'te_J,,...:.. "N':ofle "''. ,nUse..... • .... " " :.i,'_'i:', 'r" --

6-162-4 16 6,000 Asphalt l:,,:::;Steel_;;'..,
In Use

' i I.. ' '1 '1* ni ,,mn

::w" 51i_el ''J Painted/Lined In Use" 6-605 17 4,800 ,Die'_e[;: ..:' "_ :
=,, , {i :i' ,, , ,,,

.".,e..,_-.,.".'.,. .,6-607 16 5,000 D.les I',: :., "j,'- Steel Painted/Lined In Use
,, . ', "., 'LI.'. .........
6-619-1 15 t"t0 000 G_s:6Line'_:'; Steel None In Use'.. t

•'"'% '" "' "'I i , ,,,,,ii _ -. vi I I

6-619-2 :'1115':" "i;c)';000., i_soiine Steel None In Use
_,':, ' ft"i ,,,, '" .i.' .....

6-619-3 ,-.,,'. '_:j_6,.",:'!'" , 101t_00_ Diesel Steel None In Use• _:r'. " ." ;" i, _' , ...............
6-619-4":']:_I ."'; 1'5;':':-.' 2,000 Used Oil Steel None In Use
,.:::...,.,........... .......

= 6-b,_-5 ',_::i,:,'" "':: ';':;';',15 a,000 Oil Steel None In Use
' ' ii ii i ,, i 1-

"""_' 15 4,000 Oil Steel None In Use
i illu i ,, ,

1:2i't216 19. i,000 Used Oil Steel None In Use
I. i i _ _ rt , ,,, --

12-1226-1 19 10,000 Gasoline Steel None In Use
,,, ,,,, i ,,,, u i ,,,, ,.,,,

12-1226-2 19 10,000 Gasoline Steel None In Use
i i ii ii , ---

12-1226-3 19 10,000 Diesel Steel None In Use
.... , ,,,,, ,, •

12-1230 16 5,000 Diesel Steel Painted/Lined In Use
llllli nllll l Ulm i,, ,,,, --

12-N-1 4 4380 Diesel FRP3 -- In Use
,, .,u ,, " i i , --

12-N-2 8 200 Gasoline Steel Painted In Use
i i ii|m i i in

12-T-1 4 4,380 Diesel FRP -- In Use
ml iiii i iii i

12-T-2 4 200 Gasoline FRP -- In Use
--. .. ,,,, , , .i,



TABLE 4-8

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS USED TO STORE WASTE

AND NON-WASTE TOXIC AND CHEMICAL MATERIALS
NEVADA TEST SITE,MERCURY, NEVADA

PAGE TWO
i i - -- iu i _ ......

NTS'UST1 Capacity Tank corrosion
Identification Age Contents Status

Number (Gallons) Material Protection

I I ' I II II ' ''"

22-DRA-1 23 25,000 Aviation Gas Steel Painted P,..CNDSi:..:!
..., ,, , - . , ......i li -

. U"_i:'_22-DRA..2 17 11,000 Jet-AS0 Steel Painted .,.!'.i:ii 1{_ s#':..'., -
i iu i iii m ii m ii

°:i"

'"' '" :ili_Use "":"22-DRA-3 7 26,000 Jet-A50 Steel i Coated 'v.,,., ,:_
,.,-.... ,,i, ,' III ,r " '_' '., ,"i _... " '_'.. -

23-,115-1 9 15,000 Diesel Steel Pain't_l i !!:" --'. "' P'_S'

23-115-2 9 15,000 Diesel Steel ". Painted-.:: _,, ' POOS
... :,. . ,.,.. ....-- i - -- i iii i L I'iii .- ""* _. , • . '_ ' ...... -

23-115-3 23 7,500 Diesel _ stee4.. :. P#l,nted. ; POOS
.......... IIII I ......... ,' _,Y', " "1 '1 I " Ii _1_ iii r . . 4 I --

23-160-1 35 10,000 Kerosene_;':_, ".SteeL;:. U'hk4own In Use
•. .... ,, .;, ', %

!. ' ', ',. ,,iiii - J jill 1191 IIII 4. iii _ , . I i.._' _. • ii ii l __

23'160-2 35 10,000 ,Diesel;_ :;; :'_..... S_l Unknown TOOS 4.............. _.-._-- ' "_ 'i_!' i. _,:, =:" ,," , ..... _

23-160-3 35 10,000 G &.soli'n.e_. - ".,"Steel Unknown TOOS
......... 'J i i i - ii _

23-160-4 35 ";'t0,000 Died_,l '_''; Steel Unknown TOOS• ,._, . ,. ,. ,o. .

..... -- _llf% , I ...................

23-160-5 ..:' 3_":"" "l,p_'Ouu..' t_erosene Steel Unknown In Use
_...',. #., . _, .. ,

.... . ,i II i1_ _" :_ ' e I I Illl, III I --

23-425 .... _'.i:2-1'/.',I,: ""_.t_ Gasoline Steel Painted In Use
'&'" '_ LII .... • i iii iiiii iii --. ii i

23-600 '::: '" ' " 2":i:p'-.' :'..;'"' 555 Diesel Steel Painted In Use
.,._, _, t, ,."

d 2_3_ _ _ '::-, 1 555 Diesel Steel Painted In Use

2"3-2.2'5 '_' 21 1,500 Diesel Steel Painted In Use
I I II III _ I "--- illl iii i

23"750 22 2 000 Used Oil Steel None In Llse
' b ] .............. II ' -- i II I

23-751-1 22 2,000 Used Oil Steel None In Use
...... III I -- ---- __,_ r IIII I iii I IIII I

23-751-2 22 2,000 Used Oil Steel None In Use _
ii i illl ii i iiii I i i __ --

23-752-1 22 10,000 Gasoline Steel None In Use
IIIIIII I II II III I --]_ I IIII I III I IIIIII _

23-752-2 22 10,000 Gasoline Steel None In Use °
........... iii i1,1 - i i ___ iiii __ ii i

23-752-3 22 10,000 Diesel Steel None In Use
.......... _ i i i I [ ilii i i i i .... i ill _ --

23-754-1 4 12,000 Diesel FRP -- In Use
...... Ii ....... _ _ li

23-754-2 4 12,000 Diesel FRP -- In Use
-- -- J i i i i i ii i i

25-4838-1 22 10,000 Gasoline Steel None In Use
'"" i i lal i
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- TABLE 4-8
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS USED TO STORE WASTE
AND NON-WASTE TOXIC AND CHEMICAL MATERIALS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA_

PAGE THREE
,,,,,

NTS-UST1
Capacity Ta nk Corrosion

Identification Age ' Contents Status(Gallons) Material ProtectionNumber

I , m III

25-4838-2 22 10,000 Diesel Steel None I,oyse ii}_I::_iiiiii iiii ii ii i i i ' '' _::_ '

, ,,.,,

25-4838-3 22 550 Used Oil Steel None ,,': .,i :lp Us'Oi_::_., ,: :..... ?,
i iii t i ", ,"

27-5120 28 550 Gasoline ......, Steel Unknown,", "_""_.:.'T,,,".':,::.1_.,_ Use ':..i_::::.:,
......., ,o ,%: '.*.,_

- Source' DOE Environmental Survey Team, 1988. Adapted fro_. NTS i,e'p0_r_:tOState of Nevada(Fraz'ier, 1986b)and Kesler, 1986. ,* "i.:"i.. ": ii l...:::<ii:i: '':_'

- 1 The number used by NTS to identify underground _torage _nE_..,,T.he nu.mber reflects the Area
at NTS in which the tank is located, the faci[.'_'y n_a'_est'to.tt__:l.o_ation of the tank, and an

- add tional number when mu tiple tank[,,are _'_':i.&Io_a_ion'i:"!Eor example, tank 6-162-2 is the
second tank ocated near Buildtng 162 in At:oa:6', "_..)... "..:i... ", , ,'. '",.'_ i' ii'. '..."_, . .'_

2 POOS = Permanently out of service. ,.',. "...'.;_',:: '_i',, "
3 FRP = Fiberglass reinforced plastic. '.,:i',,. "",_'i'!,." ""'"

',. ". ,,'...',

4 TOOS = Temporarily out'Of.,service. ...:.. .,._,
, .. _ _ . ".'"."

.,:,,.:,i.,'ili,.,:,_ "'2 ", , _" ,'.' "_

• ,,',,,_. .
• ...._ ..!';. ."_..'. ,...

%..:, ,,' ._.._" '...' .,

'*.;? "_",'..:,":. ,..,....' ' ...._._._ ....

. o."'r'.

;.. '.. ... ..i_._._

. _.

..

. ;
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TABLE 4-9

UNDERGROUND STORAGE "rANKS WITH A CAPACITY OF
GREATERTHAN 1,000 GALLONS USED TO STOREHEATING OIL

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

NTS-UST1

Identification Age Capacity Contents Tank Corrosion Status
Number (Gallons) Material Protection

--- III II I I I II II I "("_

6"311 Unknown 1,200 Empty Steel Unknown POOS.2'. -::!
..... :';,'t /i12-1216 22 3,500 Diesel Steel = Painted t.lfl';Lr,se

,1111i i i i i , i "." _i ; ' ' _ tT_'':' ""'_,."..t,

23-_128 .. 29 1,500 Diesel Steel Painted/L inecrU:.,, , ,;I,.q_..sU'Se-., ''::'('_.,.,
23-210 34 2,000 Diesel Steel Unkn(_n".. 'T'00__:_:,,,'
- '....... ,;. ,,_ ' ,,',_i.:.. ":--",.

23-536-1 2 6,000 Diesel FR;4" ',: _' ".---." :.;, ". In:_l'se
'.

r_ iiiii i ii iii i iiiiii II_'"- " "- ' i " li _'''' i L iii_, ,,, ..

23-536-2 2 6,000 Diesel .£RP '...,.. • ' :, ' '. In Use
i ''ill i _ i

23-753-1 4 8,000 Diesel!_! :., E ":'.'.. In Use
,, , _,,, i

8,,000., Dje:se!.;': "_..IL.FRPI::::'.'."4,, TOOS'
--- i Iii - - i23-753-2 4 '" 1 0 ',:' 'i,1_ '," _L", .";" ,,,25-3110 23 L;0 0 " _.Die:s,_'l";: _'S_'eel Unknown TOOS

i iii . i j i iiiiii i i

25-4015 ,.._,3"' .:. 5,000 'D'ieser;" Steel Unknown TOOS
L --- h. i" "I ii __ ii i

25-4220 _...,'.'"II:"Z'}; I:_i*:_-2 "':,._"_?,500,,.'._,:..,,.. ,. Diesel Steel Unknown In Use.... ' i ii ii ii

25-4222.:._.'.'. _ii_'7." '." ',i'2 2" ':_,"5_C) Diesel Steel Unknown In Use
i

27- 5.1_:70_,'/:;: '_':::"_._i',.:'"" 4,000 Empty Steel Lined POOS
• "'" | i i i i f ii i ii r,f . ., :_,_,_ "

' " i _[ I . (i_ 8 '' I , t " I 31 4,000 Empty Steel Lined POOS':,;. '.,.

'..Source: DOE Environmental Surve!: Team, 1988. Adapted from NTS report to State of
• . Nevada (Frazier, 1986a).
"_ The number used by NTS to identify underground.storage tanks. The number reflects

the Area at NTS in which the tank is located, the facility nearest to the location of the

tank, and an additional number when multiple tanks are at a location. For example,
tank 6-162-2 is the second tank located near Building 162 in Area 6.

2 POOS = Permanently out of service.
3 TOOS = Temporarily out of service.
4 FRP = Fiberglass reinforced plastic.



only 15 are known to have been provided with any type of corrosion protection. Therefore, a

portion of these tanks may be releasing their contents to the environment, since it is generally

accepted that steel USTs lacking corrosion protection and more than 15 years old have a h.igher

probability of leaking. However, due to the dry desert climate at NTS, the rate of UST corrosion,

deterioration, and leakage is presumably low compared to locations receiving more rainfall.

Nevertheless, NTS has not tested any of its USTs for leakage, and relies upon a "dip stick" method for

inventory control that would not detect slow UST leaks occurring over a long period of time.

Sampling and analysis of a representative fraction of the oldest of these USTs is being conduct_l as

part of the Environmental Survey. ':'"" '"_"' , ._.; .r

q,., _. . .s ',;,i'.4 '

Other USTsare present at NTS. These include 20-30 USTs (with a capacity es&than"i,_O,O0: Ions) tlq'_t"s'..<'... "t.

are used to store heating oil for use at the location of the tank (Green, 19.8"7:i_nd, tt_'er'efore;,:*a're not

reportable under RCRA Section 9002. However, 19 additional USTs';...a{least6.:6f.WhJch a're subject to
,.. '": . ".',i::: , " ,'

the RCRA reporting requ rements, were ident fled duri£g tt4e .._'vir.dn_ent_l'.Survey. Since none of

t ' " ";"" ' ': ' '':':"' ':"these USTs were repor ,ed to the State of Nevada, J.l.t.tler{q.forma:t4on,' b_'er than probable contents,

was available to the Survey team This inforrr_!ti_n 'i_&_(n m'a'r'_zecl'_ Table 4-10.

Six of the USTs that were ida#rifled during t,he 'E_yironmental Survey are reportable under RCRA
. . . _

Section 9002. These inc]_e: 'it'.lq'eUST used 't_'.store gasoline at the Area 23 public service station

- (Building 109); the'.:_;i)_ti's.adjac:e_{,.te::'B'uilding 116; 'the UST containing diesel fuel at Baker

Compound, _#_;_a 27t_nat":supp!_,es_e emergency generator; and the UST for the saturated sodium

chloride ;_'!i_.ti£n!:_sed tS:i'._'_erate the zeolite water softener at Army Well No. 1in Area 23. The

, dqre'_'4J'STs"h_r'"'i_Q'i![ding 116 have been used at different times to store both diesel fuel and

gasolline. At _ time of the Environmental Survey, these three USTs were empty, but they are

intended for use as necessary (Minster, 1987). In contrast, the UST at the Area 23 public service

stati6n, the UST at Baker Compound, and the sodium chloride UST at Army Well No. 1 were in use

- during theon-site portion of the Environmental Survey. Since ali six of these USTs are either

currently in use or have been in use since 1974, they are reportable under RCRA Section 9002. lt

should also be noted that, with the exception of the Baker Compound UST installed in 1985, these

USTsare probably more than 15 years old.

i
The dates of installation and last usage for four of the nineteen USTs identified during the

Environmental Survey could not be ascertained. Since any USTs that were removed from service

prior to January 1, 1974 are exempt from the RCRA reporting requirements, it is possible that none

of these tanks should have been reported to the State of Nevada by NTS. The USTs in this category

- include 2 USTs (presumably one for diesel fuel and the other gasoline) at the inact!ve service station

in Area 18, and one UST (most likely for gasoline) at the Area 25 inactive service station. According



TABLE 4,10

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS IDENTIFIED
DURING ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
I li IIII ........ I ,llBiii i i I _ iiBi _

Location of Tank Contents When Last Reportable
Used Status Under RCRA-

Section 9002

I I III III II p ,i ',' IIII

_Area 7 "BJY" decontamination pad Fuel POOS1 Unknown. ,...._"_'..
I II III i n I i I ''t' " ',':,,

Area 18 inactive service Station ' '"' " :" :'_':
Di esel POOS U,_'t_"rlo,wn "":(,:.),.

....................... ., !,, ....1;:,, ".,:,: _
Area 18 inactive service station Gasoline POOS ""; !l:J.nkn'own '""ii_!!_

............. , _...?. ,,.'.,-..,/,. ,,._. __
Area23 public service station (Building Gasoline In Utp_ ::,. _e_ ' "..i",.,,

109) I , :I '., ' l I I '

u ', .' ",' • " ';_,_-
I f ............ III I _ /I , _ , Li" - iii --- -'

Area 23 near Building 116 Gasoline (3 tanks).'?: ,. !,TOO_Z:" '_es
.... i iiii IL III I I III IIII I Ii '

' , m,' ' "- ' | i i '_ ii

Area 23 near Army Well No. i Saturat_ S "_lu'ti_i";.:,i ;.] ,::lrlse" Yes
..... "" ' m,,_uN 1,,, ....... _'" ". , ,,,,,','i'i; '°, ',,_,,. ,

Area 25 inactive service station Ga_'oline_:i:'. ".ii!I; '_,,:"_, POOS Unknown -_---
(Building 3107) '_'., '',,;:_',;: :;":".,::i,, ."_

I I IIIIII iiii I i I . iiii I . , III lh I II '1 .... -- ....

Area 25 at E-MAD under concrete pad at (_adi_a:,qti_;e @_stes t2 POOS No
southwest end of building ,r, . 7ahks)'i;:',:;'_ .,

• '%
.... I I i.iii -..| ii '1', ' I I I I I i i

Area 25 at Test Cell A,,n.eat_pum_rlcj , '.UnEnown POOS No
station (auilding31'.)i;_):" ..,:. ""' .:",,._'S" '

C,:L • q' ', i" ,., ',
,:...,,...,!', i ;,?..i, ''_" l"" iiii I I II ....... --

Area 25 at,ye_t-_11,:..:,. _,, ,, '".,, Radioactive Effluent POOS No
..... ' :: '_':"!':,,":,i,,:'"" from Nuclear Furnace•., '_ _ _.":., • .,,, ;.

_.,, ,,. ,,, ......,_*

• " '"* ' ......_ .... Tests (6 Tanks)
,. , *', _ _(,.,. '# '- . °.,._,", I_',,

b.,:_,,,- , ",,,l_,j"-. -.- ,,, ,,

)_rea,2_ 8 ' ......., ake_i..,6.ompound emergency Diesel POOS' Yes......
generator '_"° I

. ,_ II I I I PI i iiiii I III I
', * iii ___ iii

Source' DOE Environmental Survey Team, 1988.
1 POOS = Permanently out of service
2 TOOS = Temporarily out of service
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to NTS Supply Section personnel, these 3 USTs should.have been drained when taken out of service,

but no documentation exists to support this contention (Minster, 1987). The fourth UST that may or

D may not be reportable, depending upon the date that it was last used, is a 500-1,000 gallon UST for

fuel at the inactive "BJY" decontamination pad (for a further discussion of this area, see

Section4.5.2.11 of this report). BJY is a term used at NTS to.refer to an intersection that now is

comprised cf Rainier Mesa Road, Mercury Highway, and Road 7-01. No other information on the

USTat this inactive decontamination pad was available.

;'"if.',

Nine of the nineteen USTs that were identified during the Environmental Survey are not 'r'epOr.._le
,f '..._, k:,:'_.

under RCRA Section 9002 since they were taken out of service prior to Januar.y:'.'t.,'l"97_. All'...a_e

located in Area 25. These nonreportable USTs include two steel USTs a_;i_:he E°_'AD_.i{;_ility th'_t:"
reportedly at onetime provided pre-disposal storage and contained rad i:.o"a;_:l:i'_eliq_ict, was'_'s. The

,:..".

E-MAD facility Was used during the 1960s and 1970s for th_ asse',m.:blyan-.;_[,sasSem_iyd of nuclear

_ rocket engines, and radioactive liquid wastes were g.ene'rat_ :.aa":._a',,resQi_;of these operations,

Solvents, degreasers, and other chemical wastes ma_:also_iJ_ave"51_en"_i's_arged with the radioactive

_ wastes. A steel UST was also identified at T_:CeJ!.:._,ir_ Area:.25. ',:,i_heSurvey team learned that this

100,000-gallon-capacity UST was used to st_re _.ter'.wR'e_ remote testing of nuclear rocket engines

was conducted at Test Cell A,in the 1950s':=a_d1'9.6,8s;however, the current content of this UST is

- unknown. Final y, at Te_t;:.CellC_'S:i_USTs were'.'_aentified that received effluent from nuclear furnace
,,,......,i .. ', , .',.

- tests that were cor_!_i_'ted.,.when",_hjs.t'f._c:i'iity was in operation. No additional information with

respect to,:;,.t_;_:_2te_#r_.4.,'_:, c_r_truct[e._.,,- ,., of'these six USTswas available to the Survey team. lt is not known,,, c,. _ '_o;.,_', .°",°. .0 '°

wheth_,r tl4_.US_f_:_t E-MA'D._i:Te'stCell A, or Test Cell C presently contain wastes or if they have leaked

: ,,th'ei'r*c_gten'f;_!{/'{Pi'e':_rrounding soil. Sampling and analysis of these nine USZs has been proposed

_s:"pa_'0f the _ironmental Survey.
• ',,

, ;

,, .,'.

Three USTsare located at the Desert Rock Airstrip(DRA), During the period from December 20 to

26,1986, approximately 18,000gallons of Jet-AS0 fuel were inadvertently released from

UST22-DRA-3, resulting in subsurface soil contamirlation. The cause of the leak was a

malfunctioning inground vertical turbine pump (Boyce, 1986)0 At the time of the Environmental

_ Survey, the subsurface soil contamination that resulted from this leak had not been remediated. For

an additional discussion of thisrelea_e, see Section 4.5.2.9 of this report.

Surface soil contamination at several UST locations was also noted during the Environmental Survey.

Extensive soil contamination was noted at the USTs used to store asphalts and binders at

Building t5-162. Relatively minor surface contamination (presumably resulting from improper filling

practices) was observed at the waste oil UST at Building 12-16 and the UST for the boiler at

Building 6-607.



C
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4.2.1.2.2 Above-Ground Storage Tanks

The location, contents, capacity, type of secondary containment, and status of above-ground storage

tanks used to store toxic and chemical materials (and perhaps wastes) at the time of the.

Environmental Survey', are shown in Table4-11. Tanks used to store water or propane gas have not

been included. This listing was compiled from the. Environmental Compliance Atlas furnished to the

Survey team (NVO, 1987), observations of the Survey team, and interviews with NTS per,sonnel. _ost

of these tanks are used for the storage of gasoline, dieselfuel oroils. """ :"":, ', :...:_",,;
, %'; ,.

. .v'' ;. :',

At those locations where tanks t :ve been provid_ d with secondary containment'bg, N.Tg, the dik'_S"• ..'... _.. ,. ' .o_. .,.,

are constructed from the desert floor. However, 16 of the 26 above-groun_::st'orage'"_,nks' iae'htified

at NTS during the Environmental Survey lacked any secondary cor_tainmeht;.ia#_uding;;two tanks at
'_.i"' ... "..i.", ', -'" "_."

the EG&G facilities in L_sVegas. Although not require, d,.by st_.e'or".F_,derg.[iregulations, secondary

ccntainment dikes for above-ground storage tanks,t_lat a:i_<or_s{'r,uct'ed:_f impervious materials such
• j..,,

as concrete or compac'ted clay will more effe_iv:ely,_t.oin't._'aks a_d spills tk Jn the dikes made from _.... ,'.'. '..._ ": '.' '.i"';. ""..:,
sandy sogl u_'_d at NTS. The most sJgnlficadt ta_l_;_:wi}h ze_pe_ to potential environmental problems

such as subsurface soil conl;amination that co,td result from leaks and spills are the two
,. '., ,_', •

420,00r qallon t.a!'.:._sused.'f_r st'qfa.ge of gasoii.0'eand diesel fuel in Mercury.
• .' .'b _ .4

An above-c_r_,,?aai_l:,st'_.r£ge"tank, n'ot listed on the NTS inventory was identified during the.. .._ , , ;, ," ;.,: ,, _.- .:.,, ..,. ;..,
Environm_'fal _rvey in:_ACea9 at the U9ycrater. This approximately 50,000 gallon capacity tank

,,aPp'e_ared t;i:::.:_;"ifla"_'_ve. NTS personnel could not provide further information regarding past

act_ivit.ies at thi_ite. See Section 4.5.2.16 for additional discussions regarding this area.
• ,

.

Four'inactiveabove-ground storage tanks are located in Area 25. At Engine Test Stand No. 1 (ETS),

two tanks with a capacity of approximately 5,000 gallons were used in the past for the storage of

acid and ca_stic. Both tanks are reportedly empty. A third tank (approximately 3,000gallon

capacity) at ETS was noted, but its past (or current) contents are unknown. At Test Cell C, radiation

levels of approximately 1 mPJhour were measured at the surface of a relatively large wa_er storage

tank (capacity estimated at 250,000 gallons). NTS personqel could not _xplain the presence of

radioactivity within this tank.
-

Two above-ground storage tanks at NTS were found to be leaking during the Environmental Survey E,

Both leaking tanks were located in Area 6. One tank, used to store diesel fuel for the emergency

generator atCP-9, had a leaking drain valve. The other leaking tank was a transportable tank used

to store asphalt. During the Environmental Survey, this latter tank was stored at Building 6-621.
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TABLE 4.11

ABOVE-GROUND STORAGE TANKS
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

Type of
Tank Location Contents Capacit7 Secondary Status '.

(Gallons) Containment '
II I -I II

= Area 1 Shaker Plant Diesel 5,000 Earthen In Use ,..;._
I I I I '1

Area 2 Mud Plant Diesel 500 None Ir_L3_e::.ii':
' ,... $.,.,ti iii iii i

Area 3 Near Batch Plant Diesel 3,000 None ,.:"" "In Use ,_.:".,
i ii ii ' i_ ' "' ° , i '

Diesel 5,000 None "'•:!i 1_ Use _;:_".'

Area 6 Yucca Lake Complex Diesel 105,000 ".E_he n
I I I ' II.j

Gasoline 42;_(_0 I_artl_'en". ':, ;In Use
i '1 i' "1 _' ,i f'l ' °_ I°1 i

Ethylene Glycol '_".""'.5,000:'.. EaT_hen "" In Use
mm. I _ "" _" " _" ' _' _ I I I

- Kerosene ,.,. ':i;:'. ' " '- ......, ._:5,0001".i ,Ear_:nen In Use

('""" " ' '5 0 rthen In
15"W-40£)i! ' 'i' "..'-. /_,0 Ea UseI "" I" _'" I'

15-_,40"Q'i!i,.:! ;"i:" i;:!i;, ".'";'_5,000 Earthen In Use,, ":'. '"',,",i: ',', , ,
Turbi'n_.OiI'" ;',.,. "' 5,000 Earthen In Use

,................ ". , ,. c "i_.", , ,
Building 6-621,., ".. ":. Asphalt_',."

,i._., ';,.. ,i'" ,, Unknown None , in Use

Building._i.62_4'" "':,"',. Ke.rOr_ene,;, 500 None In Use• ',.,,.._ . ,,_, ", : ._, I , ,,
_::.... " ,"_" "..Gasoline 300 None In Use

| i ii i
= ..._, . .-. . ., , - .:_

':: ._uild_g CP:gX,....:.",.;."" Diesel 500 None In Use
.... _..:....._,._: - ,.i: ,_" , , ,

. _, _elt'3,_far,.d ' Gasoline 5,000 None In Use
' _ ---- Iii-' Ib ''l'l:l't'P i iii i i ii i

.... ,. ._,:, Diesel 5,000 None In UseIIII I

i Are a 9 Crater U9y Unknown 50,000 None Inactivei i i

Area 23 Mercury Diesel 420,000 Earthen In Use
iii i ii i i i ii i

Gasoline 420,000 Earthen In Use
i ii i iii iii

Area 25 Engine Test Stand No. 1 Empty (Acid) 5,000 None Inactive
i i

Empty (Caustic) 5,000 None Inactive

Unknown 3,000 None Inactive
i

Test Cell C Radioactive Wat_ ? 250,000 None Inactive
i i i

- EG&G Las Vegas Lube Oil 1,000 None In Use
ii ii i

Fire-Fighting Foam 3,000 None In Use
,,

Source: DOE Environmental Survey Team, 1988. Adapted from NTS Environmental Compliance
Atlas (NVO, 1987).
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According to the EPA Oil Pollution Prevention regulations (40 CFR 112), facilities that store oils and

could reasonably be expected to dischar_._ oils into or upon the navigable waters of the

United States are required to prepare a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan.

Although oils are stored at NTS, due to the absence of navigable waters, the site is not subject to the

SPCC Plan requirements. Similarly, the PCB regulations (40CFR761) stipulate that faci!ities storing

PCBs or PCB-contaminated liquids must prepare a SPCC Plan in accordance with CFR 112, but this

requirement does not apply to NTS since releases to navigable waters are not possible. AccordiO_ly,

at the time of th_. Environmental Survey, NTS had not prepared aSPCC Plan or similar do¢'u_.e._tii A _-

spill response team had not been organized, and spill response procedures develo_.ed'b_:NTS w.er:e

only general in nature. Formal spill records were not maintained. According to I_f.p_Nonne,t_e:

formation of a a spill response team was under consideration, but a cieci'si;n to i_:.p,.lem_rlt such
measures had not been finalized(Haworth, 1987a). " ", " '., "'

';._"_ .. "',.',,. ', ,

•..o
. '..

4.2.1 2 3 Liquefied Gaseous Fuels (LGF) Sptll Test Fa_C[tity'::,ii'i;. " '::" """ ". . ,,' . 't

• _ ' '. ': "_ ", _'6

The LGF Spill Test Facility is an operation a..t._TSt;ha_..cor_ducts research on the dynamics of accidental

releases of various hazardous m#terials (PattQh et al:_i.1986). The Spill Test Facility (STF) is.designed to

discharge, at a controlted;"_'ateiia.meas!_red _'tume of a hazardous test material. Using monitors

stationed at various_dcat....... ons, I,'._"_._eor016gicaland other data associated with the release are

recorded. T,he:_!'_unct[_5_"are c_nt'i_l'led and operated from a remote location. The STF includes
. , , ,

separate "_y!sten_;.;:for _(_ge:ni'c and non-cryogenic materials. The former consists of two

..28,0(]0,-_llo'Pl::_'b'6_ou'nd storage tanks whereas only one 26,000-gallon capacity tank is used to

_orenOn-cryo_ic materials. Both systems share piping (500 feet in length) that leads to the spill

areal, Spills from both systems are pressure driven by separate nitrogen gas storage tanks. The
• ;

votu_e of material used in these tests can vary from approximately 300 to 15,000 gallons.

The STF was originally developed to study spills of liquefied natural gas. An Environmental

Assessment (EA) of the STF conducted pursuant to the requirements of the Natural Environmental

Policy Act and issued by DOE in 1981 resulted ina Finding of No Significant Impact. In 1983, aseries

of spill tests for other gaseous fuels was proposed. The EA conducted at that time also concluded

that no significant environmental impacts would be likely. Prior to 1986, the STF was regarded as a

temporary facility. However, in 1986 it was proposed that the STF be considered a permanent

facility. A further expansion of the list of materials for study was also proposed. Athird EAissued in

1986 also resulted in a Finding of No Significant Impact (Patton etal., 1986). Table4-12 lists the

materials that have been approved for testing at the Spill Test Facility. As a matter of policy, NTS has

concluded that no materials that accumulate and persist in the environment will be considered for
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TABLE 4-12

MATERIALS APPROVED FOR TESTING AT THE SPILLTEST FACILITY
FRENCHMAN FLAT

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

Cryogenic Non-Cryogenic
III II

!Ammonia Nitrogen tetroxide Cyclohexane

Methane Chlorine Sulfur dioxide ;;.:
,,*., :ii;,:-- Iii III I IIIII I I " #,

. ..ic:,!Ethylene Hydrazine Carbon dioxide .: ,,III II nllllI n ii NUll III i'll'li I _._' ;.

Propane Phosgene _ Hydrogen flu(_r,i'de,.. : _.,_._::_" ' ,._'.. 'L :,':. "
Butane Propane Amm'6_a':,. ", :',' :':.:_;,0

, : ,, _.. ,. ',,

LNG Butane ',H,ydro eo _[,fide ' ""
...." ",, " -, ,, ' _ "' ' i" "_ i

Source' Patton et al., 1986 *.'_. ' '*' ,"" ,, .::.;' , ,;
.:_, "':i'.'_",

. ..., ,,_ .,,

. ,. •

, ..

":'% ';" i.",".

,,.. ,, ",';,
' _*_ i;• ,,,:; ', ' j.'. . . _.' '_'_

_.",','.% , ..' ".".

=_ , ^,,,, %.:, .:, , , _/," ', V . •

,...!_

% ..' _', .; ..... '

..... • .: '_.!.!':..:'_.:,,, '
, ',;.,. ,'.,,;.,, '... ,_.'_ "'¢ , .,,

' '..

,,. ?

• .,,
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testing. In addition, spills tests must be less than 15 minutes in duration, and sufficient time between

spills must be allowed for recovery of natural resources.

4.2.1.3 Polychlorina..ted Biphenyls (PCBs)

NTS uses electrical equipment that conta ns fluids that are contaminated with polychlorinated

biphenyls(PCBs). In addition, one hydraulic system in Area 27 may be contaminated with PCBsasa

result of nearby leaking electrical equipment; however, no heat transfer systems or capacitorq.i_)qat
, .

contain PCBs are present at NTS. The site maintains storage facilities for PCB and PCB-con'ti_ir__ted

fluids and equipment awaiting disposal or reuse. PCBs are disposed off-site thro'0'gh:_PA-licei_.._ d

contractors, , .._::..!.. .,_:i.!,.:!. .,,:_7.:..

,,._'.. ,_..: .o ',. • ..

Table 4-13 summarizes the known status of PCBs at NTS as of Dec'_mber 3'i:,-.l_985....Thi'_'_nformation
p ,b . .;,'. ,.. _,

was derived from the NTS 1985 PCB Annual Report (Fr_.a!er:..!_6bl.':'Nowever,asdiscussedbelow,

NTS included in the report information only on th.6se t'i'a_sfo'r_rs"a_,ott_er equipment that had

been tested for PCB content. Since there is'.P_beri.e_l_tric'a'i_:,eqIJ_ment'_ at NTS that remains to be

tested for PCB content, Table4-13 may be_om_.l_t_: '_: ,, "

On December 31, 1985, i_.__as i_n"bwn that 16'_B transformers, 48 PCB-contaminated transformers,

9 PCB-contaminateCl.__'ula_ors, aha. l.P:_'B:-'contaminated circuit breaker were in-serv..e at NTS. At

the time of.  bla: =. vir  'a "ntal.Sur  y,oneof the PCB transformers that had been in-service as of
.,,*.

ecembef_i_., 1._._ had "b_e_r'removed from service. Similarly, only 40 of the 48 PCB-contaminated

,,ti:_s_for'mer_:':!i!ia/l(J"':_!_ the 9 PCB-contaminated regulators that had been listed in the 1985 PCB
• ... _.,.'._

Repo_:"submitted to the State of Nevada remained in-service at the time of the

Env.ifonmental Survey. However, 4additional in-service PCB-contaminated transformers had since
,

been_identified by NTS for a total of 44in-service PCB-contaminated transformers. Table4-14 lists

the PCB and PCB-contaminated electrical equipment (in-service or stored for reuse) that had been

identified by NTSat the time of the Environmental Survey (for the reasons cited above, this listing

may al_o be incomplete). Twelve of the 44 in-service PCB-contaminated transformers were pole-

mounted, and 3of the 6PCB-contaminated regulators were mounted on a mobile trailer that is

stored in Area 2. None of the 9 PCBtransformers were either pc,le- or trailer-mounted.

EG&G in LasVegas does not own any PCB transformers (White, 1985). Ali transformers associated

with the operation of these facilities are the property of the local electrical utility company

(Salazar, 1987).
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TABLE 4-13

PCB AND PCB.CONTAMINATED EQUIPMENT OR FLUIDS IN SERVICE,
STORED FOR REUSEOR DISPOSED IN CY1985

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA 1
i l i

In-Service " Stored for Reuse Disposed
, , _ , ,

_'--.#&'_.'9._"'11,,!If_l "" ,l_,"2'_1__ ' '! I I II II II Ilrl
, , :(

Number VV_,_;i9ht_/,. Number Weight Number Weight
i I.i.I

PCB Transformers 10 9,601 7 1,177 ..... :: ".:. ,_.-,---
:' 2' ,',. ,,:

Dr_.r,,,.,+_,.,,;,.,_+,,,4 . ."' ._ ", ":'"'"F 'w,.,..I.# 'w..,.l..JIII.(;II IIII II_IL _" U

Transformers 48 72 804 20 21,002 '. .'- .... : -"_;....
_:_.,

! ,,. ,rr .:T'._.,
• PCB-Conta m inated 9 ' 5,168 ..?.':_:';2.. '"..""-.., ",:.,'.

Regulators .... ' "" "'",-:" ....
,, ,., r .",. ", i " "'i " '"'

PCB-Contami nated Ci rcuit .'_]-"i"
Breakers 1 476 ....,..,_". '. 't" ,.. ,,, :_. ',:,

,, 'i_',_. ...i' '"i:i i'r i _I

_[:.!:;, ':":" 12,495
.... ..... ,_;. ",-',,,- ,.," 42,483___i PCB Liquids ,... .........

"'::.::.:". ',2;'_' (gallons)
".,' '", ."_". ' ' . :;ii,:" ;."

,, ,.,".., ...,_,77_
PCB-Contaminated Liquids 'i, :;" - ---- 19,635

.... . _--r-• ..,. "".L:.... (gallons)
q,'" ,, i
, .'. '' ':%

Source" DOE Envir:.o.ti,tn@ntai {).Ltrvey T_.am,'"i"_87. Adapted from Frazier, 1986b.
1 The listing of et_'i_rica!,equil3rn'ep.t-'_(_wn includes only that portion of the equipment that had

been test._,for FilC"B.¢'0_1_entas'l_$D'ecember 31, 1985 (see Section 4.2.1.3 of this report).
2 Tota,L_eicj]_{!bf P_B_ in.k.4._._rams

",../, ,' i'. ':';.':' ""_" """
• ,: ,_ _,, .'_ ".'",,'.'.'_"

,"'.'!. ";'""':'"., ," !,_,' _,,.

., L ',. •_"_ _,

'i, ': ° ....'_ ""
. :,. , .: ,,:...,

,..;.(,

'. :.
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TABLE 4-14

PCB AND PCB-CONTAMINATED EQUIPMENT IN.SERVICE
OR STORED FOR REUSEAT THE TIME OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA 1
....... ,

In-Service Stored for Reuse "

III IIIIII I I I I III I -

PCB Transformers 9 5
ii i i iii ii i _ ". ':

PCB-Contaminated Transformers 44 6 .":.:
_--- , .... _' :;:i:'i
PCB-Contaminated Regulators 6 - ,.,.-.. ,..i_::!,......... ,7 '- -',.
PCB-Contaminated Circuit Breakers 1 '" "" : '" """"
......... "_i'":.. ,':" '_";="_ilI_i . ' E

Source' DOE Environmental Survey Team, 1988 adapted from']:_.azJe.r.,1986b, "'"
1 This' listing includes only that portion of the electricgl,equipmen_iat NTSi_nat

had been tested for PCB content (see Section 4.2.,1,...3.of _cbi_repQr_;)i" ":".:_

_.,_.. ",..,.. .... :,. . ,;
•'...'.'., , ::, ,.:,,./.. ;',.

, , . "t

.,,..,'_. ,..... ,,. ',.
• .. , ,_ ,;:, , ._

,:": . i. _:_.'... ,: ..,, • ;.
":' '""." ',_.' .°_'i:, "..'":',

': _', ',:.,i._,'. '...:'.:.i";, ._';

%

q¢. q,,

• . :, ".. '.. ,',:;'_, ,, '% ,,

• .'i _' , ,
"

.,,,. ,..,..i _' •

., .':,, , :.., , _,_ ,'...:_",ii'.' ,.- '_.,.:',.:" :."'
'" _', ..s ' '_'.' .'"' ',.:

. . . ,. "_"i.'.,:._'.:': :_,, '_ . . ,"

• ": :', " "i '

=
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aTS has not tested ali pole-, ground-, or trailer-mounted transformers and regulators at the site for

PCB content• A procedure implemented by aTS requires the testing of transformers and other oil-

filled electrical equipment for PCB content primarily when this equipment is removed from service

for preventive maintenance (REECo, 1987b). Testing is also performed whenever a transformer or

other equipment develops a leak or other problem requiring repair. However, this routine testing

program was implemented only recently and, as a result, not ali electrical equipment has been

tested. The EPA PCB regulations stipulate that ali transformers that have not been tested fo(::_CB

content must be classified as PCB-contaminated for purposes of the PCBAnnual Report. N_.Sba_i._ot, ',.... "_'i.'::
' v' f ' '_ _'_ • ':" '

- complied with this requirement, and therefore, the PCB annua reports that have be_,.n's'Ob_itted'.a_.e
4:. A

!. _*not accurate.. ,..,':"',,;.,..._........ ,,:ii!,i:,,..-.:_:,:_,,..,

The operation, maintenance, and repair of transformers ataTS fs'_.divided-._.#o.nc_ s_{/'eral groups
p ",, ,. '..; o, .;," o..'.. .

dependin9 upon the voltage of the transformer and ot_her {ac_rs.,,iA/'l. hi_l_'_voltage (greater than

69kV) transformers, regardless of the location of._:the":tr'ans_6'_meri:aS'd associated lines are the

responsibility of the electrical linemen statio_!ed.:i_;.:_i.e.r.cu'ty:._...Inte_rnediate voltage (4.1to 34.5 kV)

transformers are maintained by the Area•6 __t_i_al'_:'l_ner_en. Low voltage (less than 4.1 kV)

transformers are handled by._:rews stationed [r_;:,Areas2, 3, and 12. In general, low voltage
; ' , ., . ",'° 0_;s

transformers are used to,,s[Jbpo'_t'_uclear testsi'.',._he Area 2 crew provides electrical service for events

in Areas 2, 4, 8, 9, 10.;i;a'_ci...... 2Q....even'_4::in..A:_'e_s1,3, 4, 6; and 7 are serviced by the Area 3 linemen, with

.......... "both groulp_.:$._&:_ing 6n'sib.i_ty"fSr Area 19. Most of the equipment used by the Area 2 and

'Area3 cre#s ,.i_ii.easily"•::i'_i_sp'ortable. For example, the Area2 linemen are responsible for

a_p 'i.'t;_fler-mounted transformers but only 15 stationary transformers. Since it is aTS

pOf'cy._hat ali "l_rtable transformers receive preventive maintenance after an event, most of these

trans'{ormers have been tested for PCB content at least once; however, none of the stationary
• ,.

trans'formers under the jurisdiction of the Area 2 linemen had been tested for PCBsat the time of the

Environmental Survey. Due to the nature of the nuclear tests conducted in Area 12, most

transformers maintained by the Area 12 linemen are stationary.

The draining and refilling of ali PCB and PCB-contaminated transformers, with the exception of the

high voltage transformers under the control of Mercury linemen, is performed at the Area6

- Linemen's Shop. High voltage transformers are drained and refilled in place by the Mercury linemen.

In general, transformer oil samples are collected and submitted for analysis for PCB content by the

: Area6 linemen. However, the Area 2, 3, and 12 linemen also occasionally deliver oil samples from

their transformers to the Ar#a6 facility for forwarding to the laboratory. Records on the PCB

content of ali aTS transformers that have been tested are maintained at the Area 6 Linemen's Shop.
_
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The procedures used by the Area 6 linemen to drain, refill, and reclassify transformer's with respect to

PCBContent are not consistent with the requirements of the PCB regulations [40 CFR761.30(a)(2)(v)].

According to these standards, after a PCB or PCB-contaminated transformer is drained and refilled, it

must be placed into service for a minimum of 3 months, under conditions that raise the temperature

of the fluid to at least 50°C, prior to retesting the fluid forPCBs. Since it is known that PCBs can :.

absorb to the coil of the transformer, the purpose of this procedure is to allow any such PCBs to be

released into the new fluid and, thereby, provide a true measure of the PCB content of the refilled

transformer prior to reclassification However, NTS transformers are drained, refilled with PCl_;.{'{ee

oil and only stored out-of-doors for a 3-month period prior to testing and reclassificatio6._:!!.t. !._/:pot

known whether the procedure used by NTS would result in the leaching of PCBs stb_'o_t_e_f'..totha_:_il
,;,4:

tO the same extent as that produced by in-service electrical loading. Th.e[efore::::ji{',_s.i._!_'ssiblett_'__

transformers that have been reclassified to non-PCB status by NTS ma_Li_':.fact"_com_:-l_CB or
t,, _'. _... •

PCB-contaminated transformers after a period.of in-service electri'c,_{ Ioading".:,ff_hese'assumptions

are correct, this situation would also affect the listing,of tr'ah_rraer_,wit_i"_espect to PCB content

contained in the PCB Annual Report prepared by N't_ _'_..:i;.'._::=i',.""";:':i:.i_;!_',
- :.:'_ . i_I:_,7.. '.: .!= .,__'.

The EPA regulations requirethe labelincj:df ari_!{eq_Jip_"ejqt that contains PCBs at concentrations at

or above 500 parts per millio_,,(ppm). A label S'la:_ified by the regulations must be used for this

purpose. No labeling of,4;.c_ip_ent containing'i'#luids with less than 500 ppm PCBs is required by the

Federal standards. "._i_"_procedur'L_"a_o'p_ea by NTS covering PCB-containing equipment at the site

(REECo, 198,7bt:_ti£ul'a:_s::'if_at o_ce"t_e PCB content of the equipment has been determined, it must
% " o,,

be labeled:_. "R£-_ .... P_8"_t_taminated, '' or "Non-PCB." A specific label format is not prescribed by

t" '" ...." ";_':"'j'_'_'_i'',, "," .• heN'T_ pr(_edufe::,'>Durng the Environmental Survey, al of the transformers that had been
".. ".. ' : ",:i:.::;,, • .

¢la_s]fi4d as P{4_ transformers by NTS were inspected by the Survey team. Whereas ali PCB

transformers exhibited some type of designation that indicated that the transformer was a PCB
, '

transformer, not ali of these transformers were labeled with the EPA-required label. According to

NTS personnel, the harsh desert climate precluded the use of the adhesive type labels commonly _-

used for this purpose, and as a result, the State of Nevada was in agreement that a more permanent

marking (i.e., painted lettering) was acceptable(Haworth, 1987b). Approximately 25 percent of the

57 locations where PCB-contaminated transformers were in use or stored were also inspected by the

Survey team. Inconsistent with the require, nents of the NTS procedure, a PCB-contamii_ated

transformer at Test Celia was not labeled. In addition, during the Environmental Survey,

21 additional unlabeled transformers were observed at various locations. The records maintained at

the Area 6 Linemen's Shop revealed that 18of these transformers had been tested and classified as

non-PCB by NTS; the remaining 3 had not been tested.
• --_



The inspection of PCBtransformers at NTS is the responsibility of the departments n which they are

used. These inspections are performed at the frequency required by the EPA regulations, NTS

procedures indicate that a specific form (RE-1305: PCBTransformer Inspection) be completed during

these inspections, Consistent with the requirements of the EPA regulations, records of these

inspections, and records of the status of PCB and PCB-contaminated fluids under the custody of the

department are maintained for a period of 3 years after disposal of these materials.

The EPA regulations and the NTS procedures require appropriate response'tc leaki '"'ng:_PCB
. ,i,,,, ,",;

transformers within 48 hours of the discovery of a leak. During a tour of NTS transforme'r: i:_ca:_ibns
, ,v "f ', .; :., ,.,:"%

as part of the Environmental Survey, a leaking PCB transformer was dlscovered::l.n'At, ea 2 at_.._e
¢.;.,.f,

Plumber's Shop. When a subsequent tour of Area 2 wasconducted two,,d_s.........,late'iii:i::i-t.:iW,._'i,.observ_c[,,,, .. ,,.
that no action' had been taken to remediate the leak. As described ib.':._i_ai.ngs'"No,s, i";_fi'd 2 in

Section 4,2.2,2 below, in addition to the leaking PCB transfQrmer':.discovered,'.i_iArea_, nine other

'r0_ _'_i:'.Su rveyleaking transformers were identified at NTS during the,_.nvi en i Discussions with NTS
. .. .%.,., ,,, ,. ,_ ,,

personnel regarding this situation indicated that (e':!p.,on'g_:;.tim_:?or"sa_g"incidents typically exceeds
- 48 hours, t,.", , ,,..:_;,'., ".': '.;',

* %... ..,. ,4 ,., '...,

°__'... ',;i.:_.;,.::;:, ::.:.'.. _,,"

- Transformers and other electrical equipmet_i'!_on'_._i_qing PCBsthat are awaiting reuse are stored at

many locations at NTS. T.,Id:i_',We:ilii3Yard in Ar_'6 is currently used only for the storage of large, high

voltage transformet_!ifilin_t!e, past'_,sh3afl;_r:t'ransformers were also stored at this location. Currently,

however, i,_t_t_.£1iat"ei:_rl_ ' Iqw, volt'age transformers are stored for reuse at several locations in
Areas 2, 3,.,1_ 1,_._'nd 23..,rC_/A'rea 2, transformers (pnmari y transportab e) are stored in the parking

•. ,...., v. _ ¢' '"'_ "_.', ';.,! _ ' I * ,

-, ,, _rea n,ext tol_ Area,? Linemen s Shop, within the large storage area adjacent to Building 3228, and

l.n"'the'"'AreaS"_'torage Yard." Area 3 transformers are stored at the Drilling Equipment Storage

Yard, and in Area 6, the transformer storage area is immediately adjacent to the Area 6 Linemen's
,,. '_

Shop. In Area 12, transformers are stored in the"laydown" areas next to the tunnel entrances. A

portion of the Excess Yard in Mercury is also lized for this purpose. Ali of these locations are

out-of-doors, and none of the transformer sturage-for-reuse locations have been provided with a

roof for protection from the elements, or an impervious flooring and curbing to contain spills.

Facilities such as those described for transformers stored for reuse are not required by the EPA

regulations, nevertheless, such precautions are regarded as good management practice.

Transformers are also stored for disposal at NTS in Area 6 at the Linemen's Shop and in Area 23 next

to the holding facilities for hazardous materials and wastes. According to the Federal PCB

regulations, PCB transformers ar J liquids stored for disposal must be stored in an area with an

adequate roof and walls, and with an impervious floor and curbing to contain spills. Although no

PCB fluids or transformers were stored in these areas at the time of the Environmental Survey,
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according to NTS personnel, any PCB transformers or fluids awaiting dispc_._al would be placed in

these two areas. Consequently, these two storage-for-disposal areas do not comply with the EPA

requirements for such facilities. The Survey team was informed that proper facilities may be

constructed in FY1988 or FY1989.

The inactive Super Kukla Reactor Building in Area 27 contains an oil-filled hydraulic system. The

hydraulic fluid "pit" for this system is. in an area Where there is electrical equipment. At the time of

the Environmental Survey, the fluids that remain in the pit had not been tested for PCB content. .,""":

No disposal of PCB or PCB-contaminated equipment or fluids takes piace at N,T,S.il,h_W_.,ver,_[._
landfills. N, S,arran es for t_:_,.d:i:.s_Ssalof P_i_

containing less than 50 pl:m PCBs are placed in on-site _i
and PCB-contaminated wastes with licensed facilities. NTS has current _o_tl:acts w i.t_ Ui_;;i;£_:ology

,; ",

sites in Nevada, Arkansas, and Texas. None of these sites have beeh.inspecl.eet/'b:y'NTS pe;rsonnel. PCB
' "' ' ' " J°" " 'o'".p ,o 0.. ,, _ ,

wastes are transported to the disposal site by the disPoSal _C..0_t:ract_, Ai_l_ropriate manifests are',.', _1 o

completed when the wastes are accepted for ship_,'e.rlt,":_:,ce_i:£1_,at:'e:_!i_estruction is forwarded to

NTS by the disposal contractor when the waste:s,hav__&.en _s.tro'_.
,' ,, ',';. ,_ ', "..', ' ' ,'. '4;, • _- ,._

, °,p.4.2.1.4 Pesticides • .
, -. . ".. *'.:_;'"

• ' . _,8 'u" •

Pesticides (i.e. insec._ii'_i_l_'es,.herbici.d.es,_a_'d"'rodenticides) are used at NTS and are applied only by Site

personnel.., t.ns_;t_tde'f':are u'sed-..,f_-,_thecontrol of roaches and ants at the NTS cafeterias. The EG&G

. 'lze but sincefacJi,t,es "l_li,L_s_egas aJ,so_,i insecticides, the site does not include a cafeteria,•..., _ ',;,, ', ;. ". : '.._._ .... .,

iq_'c.l¢[des _re usl_};:i_nly in EG&G warehouses and offices. Herbicides are used at NTS to control

vege,tation for=bet _ security and aesthetic purposes, and rodenticides are placed in site warehouses,

ofrices, and housing areas. As shown in the listing of pesticides that were approved by the NTS

Enviionmental Health Department for use during FYl.Cl87 (Table 4-15), some restricted-use pesticides

are used atNTS. Restricted-use pesticides are pesticides that, according to EPA; may be applied only

by a certified pesticide applicator or persons directly supervised by a certified pesticide applicator.

The approved list is updated periodically by the NTS Environmental Health Department.

Formal written procedures covering the storage, use, and disposal of pesticides have not been

developed by NTS or EG&G. Training of ali NTS personnel who use pesticides is conducted

infrequer_dy (at tt-,_, time of the on-site survey, the last session had been held in March, 1985),

However, two labor foremen at NTS have attended a State of Nevada pesticide course, and three

individuals at NTS and one at EG&G are certified by dme State of Nevada to apply (or supervise the

application of) restricted-use pesticides. Ali other NTS personnel who apply any pesticides work

under the direct supervision of these individuals.



TABLE 4-15

PESTICIDES APPROVED FOR USE AT NTS IN FY 1987
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA '

t t i

INSECTICIDES
i i

Product EPA Registrati on
Number

, ,,,,,.,_
'i.'%',

BP-100 _ 1.1._¢0-9 ,:..:..: :.iiii',:
i t ii tt ,

Baygon 2% Bait 3125-121-2A '"'":" "'"i_;::I!,
t t i - '* ;",',,t,

Baygon 70 WP 3125-146-AA "'_"' ,'. ',' ":_i:!;

Bolt 4822- 36-_,A';:: i".. ,.._:,. "';:.,'

Diazinon 4E ,1 55_ 1,36,AA .:,.::'...:,';,":_

Di azi non 4S ' '_.:.':,;' ':!• 55-4,6_2. ".';
,.IT., .,,,..., :.,

_.,.,.0_ ,;, • '.' ,,. ,, ,.,,,.,

Diazinon 50W 1::.,::_',":.":.:..,I t00-460-"
,.,._. ': '=,,:,:'. ",.:"_..i 'v:, "

- Durs,ban L.O, (restricted..use':pe_,t,i_::[¢_)'_. ",:"_,i_46_-571

• '. " ..'i__ I ,

Ficam Plqs ',:..',:.
¥l 45639-66

I I I''1

KL_OX'.:I_'t2FM";'.'"....... :_.'. 4581-335
'",i_'i ,, ",_i_,, _''_,"

' __...',,.;LMa__.o_e , ',." 241-267
..,...:.;.,.--,.'_. _ : ,_[,__

'";" :'..,. , _._:PT 51_; ,. I_reeze 499-153

._..;,..,.,... _ _65 ,_," ". ;; 499-182-ZB

.....' "' ";;_" Purge 9444-36-AA
•,, _,

,: Pyrenone Tossits 473K-2-4816iiii i

Pyrocide 1021-I 177
ii

Raid Ant & Roach Professional Strength 4822-84

Safroti n 11273-22
i t ,'

- Sevin SL 264-335
= i

797-A State Powdered Insecticide 1685-53-AA

m
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TABLE 4-15
PESTICIDES APPROVED FORUSE AT NTS IN FY 1987
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE TWO

HERBICIDES
i i i

Product EPA Registration
Number

I III d ':._,'_

Aquathol Plus 4581-83-AA
4" ' : %,

..... .,.:, ;,_,;

Diquat 239-1663-AA ' '."_". '' .'::':_

Hyd rothol 191 4581-174 ",__., .,:!; ,: _,"'_/:

Princep Caliber 90 100-603 _":' "' ",;:.,,

Round-Up
Spike 80W ,.,_.. .,.147.1_97T.AA:.I"; ,

"c} s " ",RO_EN'T]_i_
,',.,. ,..,_, ,.,.., _,. ;_;,

" I _ 14 * ' ' ' I I# I 1" ' '' r I II il I

EPA Registration
,:, Produd, :. ,,:_; Number"41";%

,,'._, *, ..

1 I I I _ l I '1' '1 I

S_,w,e#Rat Balt'Bl'ock_,..,' :,, 56-20'+,:. ,' "i i" r'; %'
"'" Tai'_:'G,_restricte_"-use pesticide) 10182-41:,...., ;. ,.*

• I'_PRc)_i_l_il3:&"i't(restricted-use pesticide) 12455-18-AAi,,r--

, .... , "_.,.* ...,:'.,;;,:.%
', ";Lii:,, ...."

'" "' "' :_" MISCELLANEOUS
',' :' iii i

, .,'_

" Product EPA Registration
Number

I II -

Avitrol 200 (restricted-use pesticide) 11649'7
iiii

Roost No More 7765-4-AA
i i

Wilco Ground Squirrel Bait 36029-CA-1

Source: DOE Environmental Survey Team, 1988.
1 A restricted-use pesticide is a pesticide that according to EPA

regulations, may be used only by a certified pesticide
applicator or persons directly supervised by a certified
pesticide applicator.
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Personnel who apply pesticides are required to record data pertaining to each application (i.e.,. date,

identity, and amount of pesticide applied; location treated; etc.). These records are maintained for

at least a two-year period. Table 4-16 is a summary Qf pesticide usage at NTS during FY1986 that was

derived from these records. This listing does not include any pesticides applied using spray cans

availabSe in retail stores.

A 3- to' 6-month supply of the pesticides used at NTS is stored in a small, locked building in Mercury

near the hazardous material and waste holding area. This location was inspected durincJ:'/..i_he
' _, .".._

Environmental Survey, and was found to be in an orderly condition, with no evidence 6fi::le_ or
,, ' ".", "_i' '.:'_

, ,v" " " i% , k,;'."_,

spills. Pesticides are mixed prior to appiication in an area immediately adjacent t;o,{he' _bll'.ldlng _is.e.d
' , ',_,:,, ,, ....;. . ,_....,

to store pesticides, Ali emptypesticide containers, except bags, are rlnsed,_bree tl'r#.ris..J_, the rlng'e
- rinsed c'6'ntai n'e_s.,are"water is used to dilute the pesticide for application. Empty, pestici;c_e: '6i_'posed

at the Area 23 landfill.

. . .,...,_,,...:,:......;...,,
4.2.1.5 Asbestos .... _.:, .,.. '. .......'

The NTS Industrial Hygiene Section over_e_s th_';maCna'g_meht of asbestos-containing materials at

NTS. Any tasks requiring the _qetual handlincj":qf a'_;..e,stos are performed by a specially-trained group

of asbestos insulators st._t!j_'ned':i;6.Area 6. On'.l_e average, approximately two asbestos projects per
. ."i.b_"._.t _ , , ,..

year have been con_'ed ..ctAJring'"t'l_e..b.a_t:five years. None of these projects have involved amounts
',." . •

of asbestos, _,_{__ul'_;iiri_ger,,th_ re'cl'uirements ofthe National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
_.' .i, ; !o ,:. :, ,,., "' _,,..,

Pollutants';,{_E_A.:Ps) f6r":a_bestos, (i,e., greater than 160square feet of surfacing materials or

g:r,ea{er_.han<:_7_,OIiPi*_"feetof pipeinsulation).

Sin'ce'most of the facilities at NTS were constructed in the 1940s and 1950s lt is likely that many of the

builorings contain asbestos. At the time of the Environmental Survey, NTS was compiling an

inventory of the location and amount of asbestos in on-site buildings. This listing, which was

_ reported to be 75 percent complete, was being derived from a review of "as built" drawings. Formal

procedures covering asbestos abatement activities have not been developed by NTS. However, no

asbestos abatement projects of a magnitude that would be subject to the NESHAPS requirements are

planned.

Any asbestos wastes generated at NTS are disposed at the Area 10 or Area 23 landfills. No off-site

- disposal of asbestos waste has occurred. According to NTS personnel, ali asbestos wastes deposited '

at the landfills are double-bagged, and covered with at least six inches of asbestos-free material

within 24 hours. Asbestos wastes are buried with the trash and are not confined to a separate area

of the landfill as recommended by EPA.



TABLE 4-16

PESTICIDE USAGE DURING 1986
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCU RY, NEVADA

, ,

[- =

No. of

Pesticide Target Applications Application Rate Total Amount
lllll II I I I I I III I I

Dursban L.O. roaches/ants 4 0.5 percent 32 oz.
.... ,:_

Diazinor, 4E roaches/ants 2 0.5 percent 16 oz _
L i ii ii iii ii ii

" :. , .7':._._

Knox Out 2FM roaches/ants 1 1 percent 16 Pzi,_,':'. "'iCi:!,,, , , ,. !i,. '. i_ "_"

' i"i;;Ficam roaches/ants 2 1 percent :_'_)z..:!i ' -, L
iii iii i ii ii i i ltd 'l'l"l**lli. ' i i _*1

Safrotin roaches/ants 2 0.25 percent 'i :i;i: '17.:8oz,';. ":"
_ _ , , ,, ,, _, _ _ _ ' ' r ,,," "i _l

SevinSL roaches/ants 1 1 percent,i',. '. ', 6oz

r e ..,".":'"_ ":; 100 oz.Oust weeds 6 '_" ', ,, I ,_ ._ ,,.Uli i i i ii ii ii i iiii i

"" :"2:1b 'I"i2_0 g .ai!.:_te r
Spike 80W weeds 1 1 s 10 Ibs.

i iiiii

Round-Up weeds , '". :I_ ..i:" ._.," 1 1 al. water 8 gal................. i ". ":,":'.,.:' :",; ".. '.... ,, ,,
Princep weeds :.i"., _:," : _:,z_II_s./acre 310 Ibs.

I IIII II li '1 ' "1 = II III

"'" !":.4 ':'" 3 gal./acre 8 gal.Diquat weeds., :.
• ,' 'W _, i Ullm I II I

_P Rodent Bait .; :i{;._i:_mice;,.;".,. ....?,, 9 1 teaspoon every 287 locations
,..., .,.'. ' .::,,: ,.. 15 feet treated

........ '_ ._.., ,_'. _.:_" ,:..,., ,

T Ioo-. '.:;-{":;".:!';:, :r_Is/rr)i_e.:_, 8 1/2 oz. every 10 feet 244 locations
""';" "_"" treated.:., _, ,_ ", ._.., .¢,,

_, _. ,_..... . , .. ]1 '1 i, ,,

, ..- ' . ,,. _ '=...'..,',_-",,. ,_.,.::,.,,,

"; .. SoOt'S:e:D_:E Environmental Survey Te_iTi, 1988.

., ',

". ;
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4.2.1.6 Chlorofluoroalkanes

Approximately 28,000 pounds of chlorofluoroalkanes were used at NTS in FY1986 (see Table 4-17).

As a group, the chlorofluoroalkanes are relatively volatile compounds, and potential environmental

probems due to vapor emissions can result if they are not properly handled and stored• Over

90 percent of the chlorofluoroalkanes purchased were CFC-12 and CFC-22. These materials are used

primarily to recharge air conditioning units; over 2,800 units are in vehicles with an additional
'.

2,400 units in buildings. Both CFC-12 and CFC-22 are gases at room temperature; and thei:e_'or_i::_re

purchased in 30-, 125-or 145-pound gas cylinders. These CFC cylinders are store# e'[_heY,!.......i_0doorb,:le.r

in a covered shelter outdoors at Warehouse E in Mercury until needed. _adthou_j_.,a:Si.!_scribed"i_fi"
• . , _ .,.

Section4.2.1.1, some deficiencies regarding the storage of other:i"_l_'a,zardou&._.mat'_'ri'als at
_,_. ;' .." ,

Warehouse E were noted during the Environmental Survey_ chlorofluor0alkanes, apl_eared to be

stored properly at NTS. , ',.i"' .. , '.:.:i':.. '_:'i" '"_
-- '"""o _;: ".",_ ..'. :. :4. "

,.. . ......._ ..:_.,:.

4.2.2 Findings and Observations ""

4.2.2.1 Cateqory I .,, ... ..:22;
"b,..'. , .o

, / .v 6 ' , "u_',,

,, -..ii iNone ".".,'" ', ::

• ' • ,;•_.•t, ,:'* _° ,°

4.2.2.2...,, '"C&tec_r;_ll ,i':._,,'
• .

. ;.** ..

_1;.'.. .t_eakinq=_PCB Transformers. PCBs are being released to the environment from leaking

transformers at several locations at NTS.

Soil contamination with PCBs can occur when leaks of fluids from PCB and PCB-contaminated

equipment are not repaired. From June 22 to June 24,, the 14 PCB transformers (>500ppm) at

NTS were inspected by the Survey team. In addition, approximately 25 percent of the

57 locations where PCB-contaminated transformers (50 to 500 ppm) were in use were visited.

One PCB transformer and 3PCB-contaminated transformers were found to be leaking.

According to the EPA PCB regulations (40 CFR 761.3), a leak is "... any instance in which a PCB

article, PCBcontainer or PCB eq_,ipment has any PCBson any portion of its external surface."

The location of the transformers known to contain PCBs that were observed to be leaking

during the Environmental Survey is as follows:
m
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TABLE 4-17

CHLOROFLUOROALKANE USAGE AT NTS IN FY 1986
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

,I Illl I

Chlorofluorocarbon Amount Used FY 1986 (Ibs.)
I II I I _._

CFC-11 1,400
ii ii

CFC-12 16,125 ..:,
ii iiiii i i ;.

CFC-22 9,750 ,';" ::::
i ii ;= ' d ...L

,..:.,.

CFC-113 635 . '."; '_ ". ", ,.
",:.:..',

CFC-115 150 _:-.. ' •.':'. ':_;""
_,_.i,:....,,

i . n

2_Q60,, '.,:. : ::.:, -. •'r "'.:':
i : ' ,..

",, 4. ' ..;.' '

Source DOE Environmental ' " " " .... ":-'_' Survey Tea m,"1988. "hd apted
from Frazier, 1987c. '"', ""_'" "" ._,":. ;

..... .,...,_ .. _. """_:"

q, , _ '. ". ,. ,.. , "_sl• ; :,,. .. .

'_. ,_ ..,_, . :.. ,. ,'., ,.".:,

• '.

,,, _, . .',
•., i... ". ', =l

• '"":" ';'_;"' ",; ', . ,,,' i_' '_,
i.._., #,,

..%..'% . .'.;. ' ,. '."..., . _' !;;",, ' ' '

'.,:ii,;!.:,'"'e"',_:_, '-.'t,L _'
,.....•,..._, .f_

%;..:', .,:. , ."•. ,o •=

• ._'"_ _ _'.'..,, '_:";'_."'_"...'_:.."....,._.., ",=

......._'. ..
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, , , .,,, .

- Location PCB Content Comments
IIIII I I II

Area 2 Plumber's Shop PCB PCBs on external surface
i

Substation 25-2 (Area 25) PCB-contaminated PCBson external surface

s .... ........ubstation 25-8 Area 25) PCB,contaminated PCBson external surface
ii ii

.. Test Cell A (Area 25) PCB-contaminated PCBs on external surface
. i

,t "",I

2. Leak'inq Transformers That May Contain PCBs. PCBs are potentially being released to:ii.lt.'he

environment from leaking transformers at several locations at NTS. ,.'.'.,,. ......

, _,'., _

Localized soil contamination with PCBs can occur when leaks of fl_. ild'_'.from __:__ymers that:. ,_:..... ...... .._..,.,,
contain PCBs are not repaired. From June 22 to June 24, ma_y. of the:tra_form_r}.at NTS were

inspected by the Survey team. A transformer stor,e_..foi':'_use in;-a_l_as_ su'bstation was

- leaking when it was inspected' the PCB content ofi.this._:_r_f._r W_ unknown. Five other
' -._:, ' _.''. ,_..::. '':,i".""."'.:.'.

0_,.. '.., "%.'..'.' .

transformers that were labeled non-PCB wer_:.also _eund,_.e..be le'a[_lng. According to the EPA
,q. • ... ... %...l

PCB regulations (40 CFR 761.3), a leak is"_r.,,..:.".:..ai_..i.astaN:(._in_hich a PCB article, PCB container
. . ' '. ".. _'r ',. :' '4", _ ,,

_ or PCB equtpment has any PCBson ao_. po_lbn _f f_:s',external surface.
• '. t. _.

• .'." "o . ...

The location of,.t:h_,_ansformers that m'a'y potentially contain PCBsthat were observed to be. _.° ._._'

leaking durincJ:._e Er_ronm'_._a_$'urvey is as follows:,,.':C"-",, '::).";.'_' """
"_...'; ",', 'i i" ,:!" ',;"'

] .. ,-. ",..,,...!.:_;-,_Locat_on PCB Content Comments

" "'. ' 'Jack_s._;Substation Unknown Oil on external surface
":';' .", . " " • _ .:'_i.'_ I I

- . '.. Well 3-Yard (3 Transformers) Non-PCB Oil on external surfaces and
', _.

- . : the surrounding soil

Substation 19-9 Non-PCB Oil on external surface
ii i i i

Area 23 Excess Yard Non-PCB Oils on external surface and

the surrounding soil
ni|iii i n II III I I

The leaking non-PCB transformers have been included in this list because the procedure used

by NTS to reclassify transformers to non-PCB status is not in strict adherence with EPA

requirements, and, if these transformers were reclassified using the NTS procedure, they may

still contain regulated levels of PCBs. EPA regulations [40 CFR761.30(a)(2)(v)] stipulate that,

after a PCB or PCB-contaminated transformer is drained and refilled, it is to be placed in

service for a 3-month period under conditions that raise the temperature of the dielectric fluid

to at least 50°C, prior to sampling the transformer to determine the post-drain PCB

- concentration. Currently, NTS transformers are drained, refilled with PCB-free oil, and stored
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for 3 months. The amount of PCBsleached from the transformer coil using the NTS procedure

may not equal that resulting from the EPA-required method; and therefore, the actual PCB
E

concentration in NTS transformers after being returned to service may be higher than

indicated by the sampling results. According to this scenario, some of the transformers that

have been classified non-PCB using the NTS procedure, including the leaking non-PCB

transformers identified above, may still actually be PCB or PCB-contaminated transformers.

3. Soil Contamination by Hazardous Chemicals. Oils, fuels, and olher h_Jzardous chemical_i.are

being released to the environment at several locations at NTS. ,.._:!: :...i."

h _

i, . ". '..t.

The locations where soil contamination was found to be occurrin_.._._..a r£'ii_t.,:_}'ileleases";_:f

oils, fuels, and other hazardous chemicals to the environment are ag foil:_Ws ;_.- -

• Barrel racks with drip trays that empty onto _.._. gro._¢t'in iAheas ,6, and 23. These

racks are used to store 55-gallon drums of;_lven._s, oi"F_;:_n_:l_"ricants.
_ .. '..,.:0 ,.. :,,

,¢,

•, '._"..,....,,..,_. :_. . .":. -

• Approximately fifty 50-pound bags _;:ct_r:b_'i_m-dontaining mud additives were stored .
J

out-of-doors at the Ar,ea 3 mud plan_. Ail_:Feastfive of these bags were badly damaged and I

releasing thei.r_ten_i',to the envir_nment...:"."_i.,..... '._'., , "
_,..:,.'.#., _,...o _ ... _ .'_,

".".','.:, . ._':. " .i",'."" ,':'

T._/_:al_n a_fi_'g'co.nt_iniNu unknown residuals that appeared to have overflowed in the

_.'a.sg.a!i_heAr_a"ql;2_fleet operations building.

" '", ,:. ','.::2".t-,
:'_'."'° . ._ Twd:'t_0aking drums of oily liquids at Test Cell C in Area 25.

• . :

. ',,

• Leaking drain valve on an above-ground storage tank used to store diesel for the

emergency generator for CP-9 (Area 6).

• Extensively-stained soils near the USTs used to store asphalts and binders at Building 6-162
(Area 6).

• A transportable tank leaking asphalt that was stored at Building 6 ;21 (Area 6).

• Surface-soil contamination presumably resulting from improper filling practices at the

waste oil U.STfor Building 12-16 and the UST for the boiler for Building 6-607 (Area 6).
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4.2.2.3 Cateqory III

1. Underqround Storaqe Tanks. Underground storage tanks (USTs) at several locations at NTS

have the potential for undetected releases of hazardous liquids to the environment.

_ Subsurface soils underlying the underground storage tanks may be contaminated with the

fuels, waste oils, and other hazardous materials stored in these tanks. An analysis of the listing
=

of 64underground storage tanks at NTS that was provided to the State of Nevada in_:!i1986

indicates that 49 of these 64 USTs are constructed of steel and havebeen in the _re.:.u_iifor

periods ranging from 15 to 35 years, and only 15 of these are known to ba_e'b'ee6 provi.dl_d' ', . , "....

with any type of corrosion protection. Twenty-four of the USTs ha.v_,or :: a ajties

least 10,000 gallons (Table 4-8). ,:: .... _..:......

During the Environmental Survey, 19 additional ,USTs gs.ed _.o"St'ere _ls and other materials

identified
_ ..L_ _'"__•:• :. 1 0)o_,i .._. h_"...:;, *', ._ _g_?'...-.; ..• . ,were in Areas 7, 18, 23, 25, and 27_.:(:T..abl_;;_ capac,ty, and construct,on

of these tanks is unknown, bu it is like_.£'tbat.t_e, ma_[_.ity _._'ealso more than 15 years old and

made of steel. At least 20 additio_}..sm_t'-i(i_:_s't_ltan""::_" -: =" " i=!_00gallon capacity)USTs that provide
_ .;: !,. %:'., . ,,

fuel storage for boilers,used to heat"yario(_:buildings (and therefore are not reportable) are

also known to be..,!_i:_ervi_:_'.atNTS. For::_e most part, these small tanks are made of steel and

have been in __or more t'h:_.._B.::y_'ars:

,.: ,_. '.";i'_'. '' _ *_' f_" _"' 1'_ • '_ °'_
.o ,,.. •

i I,." " "".; ."% °"'" • '"- t is'_ie.nt_,l_y acce_tee_n the engineering and regulatory communities that stee USTs lacking. '" __ ",i'.':.:":_:,_.':.: _""
'_,:' .... '_'.erro_{_ I_Pi_{_¢tion that have been in use for more than 15years have a relatively high

'_ . . , . _.'.,

"_.':",'i'.:iSrobabi'i'_:_ of leaking. USTs at NTS under the control of some departments are routinely
. ..

'. ". assessed for leaks by comparing daily input and output volumes (i.e., inventory control).

• Additionally, due to the dry desert climate at NTS, the rate of corrosion, deterioration, and

subsequent leakage is presumably low relative to nondesert locations receiving more rainfall.

Nevertheless, none of the USTs at NTS have been pressure-tested for leaking, and no

environmental samples have been collected adjacent to the tanks and analyzed for this

purpose. Such requirements have been included in the proposed EPA regulations for USTs.

Sampling and analysis of a representative fraction of the oldest of these USTs is being

conducted under the Environmental Survey.

2. Potential Release of PCBs to the Environment Due to Inadequate Storaqe Facilities for PCB

Fluids and Equipment. Soils at the various facilities at NTS used to store PCB fluids and

equipment may be contaminated with PCBssince these facilities are not adequate to prevent

spills of PCBand PCB-contaminated fluids from being released to the environment.
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The PCB storage-for-disposal facility in Mercury consists of an area approximately 30 feet by

50 feet in size. The area does not have a roof, impervious flooring, or curbing. A layer of -

gravel has been placed on the desert floor, and containers of PCB fluids, and PCB equipment

are stored directly on the gravel. A similar but smaller area is used as a PCB storage-for-

disposal area in Area6(at the Linemen's Shop). Facilities such as those used at NTStostore
_

PCBsconsigned for disposal do not comply with the construction standards set forth in the EPA

PCB regulations (40 CFR 761.65). Specifically, PCB transformers and liquids stored for disposal

must be equi.pped with an adequate roof and walls, and an impervious floor and _u;rlbi_ to, ,'.'_,. ""_'i.':,..

contain spills. Any leakage of PCB fluids from PCB containers and PCB equ.l,prti_ storea._!!.n

these areas would potentially resu.lt in soil contamination. The storag..e-for_'iJji_._.a[ facility':_:f_

the Linemen's Shop in Area 6 has been in use for approximately 6 y.e_si":whereas tl_e_ercury
t."_' ' " ' ' ' "

facility has been used to store PCBsprior to disposal since the':sit.e becjan:d_eratiot_i

Facilities used to store PCBsfor reuse are no_._'e.gul:a,_.d6_ii_he"i_i_i,. Hence, the facilities used

by NTS to store PCB and PCB-contamin_!f_ed t_;_.formi_s pi%'_r to reuse are not subject to the
, . ,,; ,,_ .. :, .,,...':., . _.a

same requirements imposed on PC.B.sto[age-fot,ldtspdsal facilities. Nevertheless, since the

storage-for-reuse faciliti, es at NTS are.q'uite':_'['m,liar to the storage-for-disposal facilities (i.e., a; , ,', .;.

sand/gravel floor,,n_>oofl.ilho containm_ curbing), it is reasonable to expect that leaks from

any PCB fluid'_&_t_tain_rs or'P,C_..e__,i'l_ment stored in these areas would also result in a release

of P,GS_!_i!._.he"i_'_iF'onment _'ith some localized soil contamination. PCB storage-for-reuse
'. ," ,i': '_..:'. ....'" ;.""

facil_..t'_e_._!_:,NTSa_'.l,0¢'ated in the Area 2 support, complex, Area 3 support complex, Area 6

," : "" _'l_ine_'s'S'_ and Well 3 Yard), and the ExcessYard in Mercury. Of these, the Well 3 Yard

_' :? i'.;ih Area 8;:Hasbeen used for the longest period of time. Site personnel reported that the Well 3
•, ',.

.. :. Yard has been used to store PCB transformers, in particular the largest transformers, since
•..._,

" the 1950s. In the past, the Well 3 Yard was also used to store PCBs awaiting disposal. By

comparison, although the Area 2 and 3 locations have been in use since operations began in

these areas, only relatively small transformers have been stored in these facilities. The Area 6

Linemen's Shop and Excess Yard facilities have been in use for less than 10 years.

As described in Finding No. 2 in Section4.2.2.2, during the Environmental Survey, three

transformers that were labeled non-PCB and located in the Well 3 Yard were observed to be

leaking. Due to the long history of use of the Well 3 Yard for transformer storage, it is possible

that other leaks have occurred. However, no sampling and analysis of soils for PCBs from any

of the transformer storage areas has been conducted to confirm the presence of any

contamination. Since the Well 3 Yard has been used for the longest period of time to store the
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largest transformers, sampling and analysis for PCBs in soils at the Weil3 Yard will.be

- performed as part of the Environmental Survey.

L

- 3. Potential Release of Hazardous Materials From Inadequate Storaq_ Facilities. Several facilities

at NTS and EG&G in Las Vegas are not adequate, to prevent spills of haza_'dous materials from

_ being released to the environment. The reason or reasons whya particular location or facility

was regarded as inadequate differs but include lack of secondary containment, ineffective

secondary containmentl co-storage of incompatible materials, and overcrowding of:iEi".the

facility(see below) ":;": :i":"_'. ,... _,,,,

,.;,. ,:_" ..._'.._..,, • ":..',

- The locations and facilities where improper storage of hazardous.materia_:_c.._l result_"i_:

releases to the environment include i . ....
,:.T'., '_ ',. .," _.......,.. ...:,,

-- .... i ".... , . ,:_,. • ,",. ,.

• Chemical storage shed behind the A-1 co_plex_.'__.i.E_G,&_': Las'.._egas. This facility is
•',, ', ',' _.... _ e..,o _.b

'.•,_ . ,, ..:, •':..,:.......,_.,.

overcrowded, and incompatible hazardo_s.ma_e'_.Jals,_re n_.tsegregated or stored in an

orderly manner. " .....' "_......At the time of t;H.e_E_..v_o_m_.r_al $_rvey, new containers of various
. '::'. '_.:_::,_i':!_:!.:'::i::':,_::._ . ,

solvents, oils, and inorganic acid:s, ar_d:'was._e'o_ar?tc actd containers were stered outside

the shed on woodeq.pallets or dire..ib.t..ly_,the ground. In the event of a spill 0_ rupture of

these contain.e_rothe_haterials wo'_d contaminate surrounding soils. Inside the shed,

incompatt_"_:"mat_rials_'-s'_;_'_"_'-6rganic acids and bases or oxidizers were stored together.

- Th_':._¢-_:_d_'_::'r_ot'ha_...e _n impervious floor and is not diked In the event of a spill or
•-_,' _': ,::.,.:,".,:."

- "r,"..'._tlJ_.:of the:_P_:erials inside the shed, a violent reaction could occur and/or materials

, .._,:.:':"_!i. co'_!i*_"l_'_:_i_"__._asedinto the nearby storm drain.

"ii, '
•, ,

- ' ".• Storage of 55-gallon drums of highly flammable solvents outside, exposed to the sun, on
• . :

gravel surfaces lacking secondary containment at Warehouse E(Area 23). The number of

such drums stored outside at Warehouse E varies With the current inventory but typically

ranges between 10 and 100 drums.

• Storage of concentrated hydroxide solutions in the Acid Storage Room in Warehouse R

(Area 23). The uncontrolled intermixing of acids and bases can result in a violent reaction.
I '

• Lack of curbing to contain spills at the concrete pad adjacent to Warehouse H at the Yucca

Lake complex in Area 6 that is used to store approximately two hundred 55-gallon drums
i

of various lubricants and oils.
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• Lack of secondary containment for above-ground storage tanks at the following locations

(see Table 4-11 for inventory):

- Area 2 Mud Plant

Area 3 Batch Plant (2 tanks)

Building 6-621

Building 6-624 (2 tanks)

Building CP-9 ,::._ -

Well 3 Yard "_*r: ""_".:''',... , _,,:,_

Crater U9y . ..'": ."_,i",,, ".. ,,
i, .,: _ ' ' ' ' °,;';'/4,,

Engine Test Stand No. 1(3 tanks) >. . ,....,=...,.,

Test Cell C ,,:.-_,.

EG&G Las Vegas (2 tanks) ":,':, "' " ....."
, . ',: ..... , '_..: '"..'.,_
• ' ' '" ',', 'i'_.

,.:'... '.. i,.'.'" .,," .'..

• Earthen containment dikes for above-gr_.6und"st_ara_',ta_isi:_:_'AIt'hough not required by
, ,,t, • ., ,,., %, ,°;, ,: "",v ,

state or Federal regulations, sec_ndary:_;:o..ntaTn_ent;,dlkes that are constructed of., .,.'-.,: ':,ri:.::...:... ..i....

imperwous matenals such as c.o_qcre_,e;_or_,.'co_.#act'ed clay will more effectively contain

leaks and.spills thap,,the dikes '_ade"ir.",_m sandy soil used by NTS. The above-ground _-

storage tanks,ati:_TS":that have bee{l',provided with an earthen containmentdike are as

follows: ".':.:,"" ' :, ", ,"." _''

• ,4,_,_;'."",'._. •_:"_,_'. ;. 1._'_ _ "¢_"_

...

"A,'.._#._.e_t:_aker_'_'[aA"di'esel tank

• ' - Yb:_:_ L_e, bulk storage tanks
• . . '.,,, .,_

_', ",' .,' Bulk'_(_orage tanks in Mercury

, ,

Because of the lack of containment or effective containment, any spill or leak from the

above facilities can be released to the environment. The potential hazard associated with -_

these facilities depends on the toxicity of the materials stored, the location of the facilities

with respect to receptors and the condition of the above-ground tanks and drums.

4.2.2.4

1. Noncompliance with PCB Proqram Requirements. The NTS PCB program does not comply with

several requirements of the EPA regulations.
_

A review of the NTS PCB program during the Environmental Survey revealed four instances of
.=

noncompliance with the EPA regulations:
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• The procedure being used by NTS to reclassify PCB and PCB-contaminated trarlsformers to

non-PCB status is not consistent with the method established by the PCB regulations (40

= CFR 761.30 (a)(2)(V)). The regulation requires a minimum of 3 months of in-service use

subsequent to the last servicing conducted for the purpose of reclassifying the

transformer. In-service use is defined as used electrically under loaded conditions that

raise the temperature of the fluid to at least 50°C. In contrast, NTS transformers are

drained, refilled with PCB-free oil, and stored out-of-doors for 3 months prior to sam p,[:!.:."ng.

,_.:...._._;*,

• The NTS storage for disposal facilities do not meet the requireme0t_i."._f'th._ standa d

- (40 CFR 761.65). According to the regulation, storage for disp_l fac'[tii:_S'_!_'lJst have"_,a_
roof which prevents rain from reaching the stored PCBs ancl:i _"i:.i.t.ems_ii_a,sm'_;o't'h and

, ' _:._. ' . '_.,:., ,.,_,

impervious floor with a six-inch high curb that provides ci':cbntair_m_rit_oJum'e which is the

greater of twice the volume of the largest P,GB it:er ::istoaa:ther }Dor'25percentof the

total volume of ali containers and equi_,ent=,.il.a.nd"{_Dsl_:_'_d-"'"-- '"_- '- without drains or other

openings. The NTS storage-for-d_Sp, osa[=_f_¢ilit_es, coh_ist of unprotected, out-of-door

locations where containers of'p.1Z,B fl#Y_ts':a.nd:'i_.CB'equlpment are placed directly on the

desert floor that h_s been cover,e'd w'i:_, a layer of gravel (see Section4.2.2.3, Finding

No. 2). ""'" _'_.

........ ":,.' ".::., .,' i:

° " a' cs within 48hours as specified by the regulation

_ '(_:4...O_:_61.3C_i"_p_'_°)(x)).--'_:-':_':"" During an inspection of PCB transformers during the

, "_":.: :"-ii!' E_;_i[_,on"r_'_rtal_"'""'_:': _Survey,a- leaking PCB transformer was discovered by the Survey team in

:'=:"'." ' '.;:" Area"._ at the Plumber's Shop. Two days later, during a related inspection tour, it was
'.. ',,

'. " observed that the leak had not been repaired. Discussions with NTS personnel regarding

" response to transformer leaks revealed that response time typically exceeds 48 hours.

• The PCB Annual Report prepared by NTS appears to be incomplete. The EPA regulations

- require owners or operators of facilities where PCB transformers are used or stored to

prepare an annual document which lists, along with other information, the quantities of

PCBs and PCB items at the facility (40 CFR761.180 (a)). In this regard, NTS has not tested ali

transformers for PCB content. Secondly, the procedures used to reclassify transformers are

substandard. Therefore, it is possible that some PCB transformers may be present at N.TS

= which have not been included in the Annual Report. Furthermore, the _gulations state-

that all oil-filled transformers that have not been tested must be assumed to be PCB-

contaminated (40 CFR 761.3). NTS has not assigned this designation to transformers that
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have not been tested. As a result, the list of PCB-contaminated transformers in the Annual

Report is incomplete.

2. Inaccurate Underqround Storaqe Tank Report_. The listing ef underground storage tanks

submitted to the State of Nevada by NTS is incomplete.

_ection 9002 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) requires the owners of

underground storage tanks (USTs) that were used to store waste and non-waste toxi_i:.ii@nd

chemical materials after January 1, 1974 to submit a listing of such tanks to their"_g:p__i.tive

states. In response to this requirement, .NTS forwarded an inventory of U,S_s_t6'_!_e Stat'e;,_f

Nevada• However, during the Environmental Survey, the Survey team. unc_._e;_i_formati_ _

which indicated the presence of 19additional USTs at NTS that;'_:aic}::not"_'_n "p_;_'viously

identified by NTS (see Table 4-10). At least six (and perhaps':as..man_/i'a_.te_i.}.of _._ese USTs are

reportable under RCRA, ,:,..,... ..:.,...,,.,.:""._ :'...... .:,;

,, ":, ,". ",i":'° '_"
•. • .._ '_., ,

• ..'., _ .^ ,_...._._-_-,_,. ! _,

',...',
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4.3 Radiation

4.3.1 Background Environmental Information

The background radiation in the vicinity of the Nevada Test Site is a consequence of both natural and

man, made sources. These sources include cosmic rodiation, natural radioactive materials in the soil

and building materials, fallout from past world-wide atmospheric weapons detonations, and

- releases of radioactive materials from nuclear power plants and other fa,jlities handling radioa_ve

- materials. Radiation doses to individuals may result from direct exposure to radia',_ion fro_.:_se
,' "," ,. "_i,'.:' _.

sources and the intake of radioactive materials in food, drinking water, and air. T,h.e',m'd_t;_ignifi_a._t
_,;.,,lo

- exposure is that to the lungs from background levels of radon. The annuaJ, aver'_"g_.,ej_i_".C,t.ivedo_"

equivalent for natural background in the United States is approximately ii._"_'t._m/y'r_(_gR, i"_}; this
t:.._.,' ' _": " '; ""o

dose is detailed in Table 4-18. About one-half of the dose equivale_t'i.s attril_}.abl.e.to t[4e inhalation
. ' ',, ',' '. ;, ,' i .,:°' ° ', '., v

, _' _ "..., , '.'., '_. . _ .' • , ,

of radon-222 and its decay products and the other,.half.._S.,_lteCt_ :exp_sgre, primarily gamma

radiation. The EPA reports the direct gamma radi_._[bn e_'_osd"r:_,j'at_s:::_r communities throughout

the United States on a quarterly basis. D&it_ng.,_i_'_..per'i'& Ja_C_'0ary-March,1987, EPA reported
measured gamma exposure rates that _t'e 'e_iv_le_i{-.to_'annual doses of between a high of

-- 140+ 10 mrem (exposure rate p( 16 1JR/hr [rffiC'F.oroe;_.tgen/hr])in Santa Fe, N_w Mexico, and a low of
• , _..%

56 -+7 mrem (exposure r_t_:_f.._,, 6:'_hr)in Berke'l_y, California (EPA, 1987a)...,...:,,...... .,.,.._,,
f'?,' #'; • b

Activities at,,_e:;_eva_.a:..T_st Si_ ca'n contribute to radiation levels in the vicinity. Because of the

random ni_.._r._.o_..._adioa_V.e'aecay and the numerous contributors to background, it is not possible
•, " ". ;".:.,;.' ._ i '.,_ ';" '

,to:predict t_i:e,ii_xact.:_:f_ackground radiation in an area. In addition, gross-radiation measurement

_'echdi'q'ues do"_t allow accurate differentiation between background radiation and contributions• ,

fr0m".a localized source such as a nuclear facility. To determine whether NTS activities are

contributing to the radiation levels in the vicinity, it is necessary to estimate the radiation level

attributable to background sources. One approach to this is to measure the background at a

location that is nearby, but sufficiently removed from the test site so that contributions from its

sources would be below the detection limit for the measurement technique. Radiation levels

measured at such a location may be considered to be an estimated background for the site. For the

NTS, because of the distant location, radiation levels at Las Vegas, Nevada can be considered to be

background and free of NTS contributions. The annual dose for LasVegas, Nevada, based on the

EPA monitoring data for the period January-March 1987, was 74+5totem (exposure rate of

8.5 laR/hr) (EPA. 1987a). The average dose, for the same time period, of 21 locations monitored

throughout the United States by the EPA was 90 mrem, with a standard deviation of 24 totem.
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TABLE 4-18

AVERAGE U.S. ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT TO
HUMANS FROM NATURAL BACKGROUND RADIATION

iiiiii i iiii ii i i i i i ii i i iiii ii iiii i I . .J.J.i

Annual Effective Dose _a_

Organ Equivalent (torero)
_

_ m I II fill I IIII H,_ II ......

Gonads 24 =
r m_m/iw iiii i i i i i i

Breast 14 ". t

.... , ........... -/:.
Lung (Total) 1O0 ": ":. ;.:.i"

i ii iiiii iii i ji I = _'J .I IIII I I II

Red Bone Marrow "- _. ". --
' ," ' " '; '."'L.

INilttlL_ I I Iii. I 11 I I I m'l r' " ,_,;., 1
' "_. . . '.. , '.: . _

Bone Surfaces 6 .-,. ,. :,..'...-., ","
iii ii '[ i i i i ,1 ii f'l 1" ii , . . _,.._, r

thy o!d "_' ....."r 3 .'..'. .... L; • "'"'°• .

IIII IIIIII II I II II I ' I I III I _,I_ I II I_ . ',."

Other 2,9',,. ' -_',I', , '"
• iII ii Ill i iiiii _ I i IIIL_llL , ,, ** III_ " _,'i ./i 18,9"",__Tot#l ,..;,' III I J '1 1_ ''-" _ . '_ :.', I I1_ I,

., ,. o

...... ",;_..'.. ". ,;.',t , '..., % '°",/',%SOURCE: FR ,_1986 ...... .. . ,, ...,
.:'.: _" ". '7.. ",,:'

' ',,;' .'t. _. ...,

',_ ', '. ". "_

_o '.. • , ,%._,. ,' :.

,,... ,, . . ,- '.
• ,' ,i;_ ; •.

• • ,." '... ; _'; ', . _.'_"._.'_

...... • .):.o ,,i:i •
":;)!i .i;: ," . ,'

., w

,. ., _.- _, ".,,,,. ," ,. -:

•

• '_
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As pa_ of its Annual Environmental Monitoring Report, the NTS is requirea to provide an assessment

of the potential site contribution to the public radiation dose (Stern, 1986). In 1985, the Department

of Energy (DOE) adopted an interim environmental radiation protection standard to be

implemented in calendar year 1985(Vaughan, 1985). lt is DOE policy to follow the guidance of the

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) to the extent practicable with

respect to radiation protection standards. A comprehensive revision of previous NCRP

recommendations on a basic radiation protection system is still under development. However,

current NCRP guidance is available regarding protection of the public in its September 18,'.ti1984

advice to the Environmental Protection Agency published under the title "Control of Air E_ilS_i_ of

" Radionuclides." In this document, the NCRP endorses the recommendation o,f, th_"l_t_ernati6.n'ol
.... ', ,..': _.1':,.

- Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) to limit the continuous expc, s_tr.eof a'_4_, gig.ber of t_"

public from other than medical sou,_':es and natural background to 100 _r_':p, er yea_,w'l__i_' body
_,._. y, ', ,,..

dose-equivalent. The previously recommended limit of 500totem 13er:.i.yealr,is "retained for
_..*'': . ":i'" '_", '

non-continuous exposures. These recommendations ar_._ovv.:a_gpt,_'as in'tlefim standards for DOE
- ,v..,. ', 5," "::,i.:..::'.,. ;"

enviionmental activities for ali expor ;re pathways. _:_:i!.:,,'_'"" ""'" ...."="'•..... , ",: =..

• "._:' : ..;.i' _,:,. '..?':. °

40 CFR61.93 states that dose equivalent _o"_._e_:_er,s bf4:t)_e general public shall be calculated using

- EPA models AIPDOS-EPA apd RADRISKI 'or o.t'her procedures, including those based on
• ..°

environmental measure_ts,':':tfiat EPA has'.,determined to be suitable. DOE has adopted the

requirements of 40 ¢ I_i.93.. :"."i.-.,,,'i::_::'"

,. , . , • .

4.3.2 6_1°_era_':,l_escri_t'[e_i_f" Pol Iuti on Sources/Controls

= ', _.' . a,...%
, *., .a

T.he N.evada Te_'Site can contribute to the radiation dose of members of the general public through

exp._sure to external gamma radiation, inhalation of contaminated airborne particulates, immersion
, .

in a _loud o_ radioactive gases, and ingestion of contaminated _,3odstuffs and water. The sources of

radioactive materials that might lead to the latter three are discussed in the media-specific

discussions of Section 3.0 (i.e., Air 3.1, Soil 3.2, Surface Water 3.3, and Groundwater 3.4). Each of

these media can provide a pathway for the exposure of individuals to radiation. External gamr,na

exposure could result from radioactive materials released through seeps, vents, and tunnel purging

during or following nuclear tests; gamma emitting radionuclides stored or disposed of at the NTS;

gamma-emitting materials released from pas'[ activities and deposited on on-site or off-site

properties; contaminated facilities; and radiation generating equipment.

Prior to 1963, nuclear tests (both U.S. and foreig_ vere conducted above ground, a practice that

resuited in release of large quantities of radioactive debris into the environment. Much of this

- material was driven into the upper atmosphere by the force of t!he explosions and later deposited on
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the surface of earth as nuclear weapons fallout. Because much of this material has radioactive

half-I;ves of tens to thousands of years, there remains a global inventory of radioactive fallout. The

pre-1963 atmospheric weapons testing program at the NTS contributed to the fallout inventory. The

Environmental Survey team did not address the issue of the NTS contributions to global fallout and it =_

will not be discussed in this report.

The primary potential source for the release+o'i _radioactive materials from the NTS is the weapons

testing program. Such releases are controlled by conduct;ng tests in deep underground cavit'.ne.i_or

tunnels and applying various containment strategies that are des!gned to minimlze the rc_tease":ir..isk.
..... +._.>_,

Containment techniques are discussed in Section 3.1.2. Test related releases are ,ref'e"Pre_'_o as v'e.Ots

or seeps• Venting is a dynamic release of material through cracks or fiss._.es in'_:i_.,g'l_bnd, wh_
_ L .+....

seepage is a s!ow leaking of gases through tiny channels leading from tbe'_eapons-i{est'c'_'vl{ies or
q:,_. '. . .' . ....,.

chimneys to the ground surface. While. vents have o'_curred siri'c_.,the [_t[a:t*_0n. of"underground
....:..: ,.::/:.. . ;.... .:.o+

testing, there have been none since the BANEBERRY _w,en{..ir_:Deci_r_ber'_'70. In addition, there

have been only two seeps since 1970; these were'..*_ssoCia.l.ed'_.tl_"'the_i:_lAGONAL LINE (1911) and
.'...._. °..._, '_.'. :..•

RIOLA (1980) events. Radioactive noble c_as.',_ivv.er.e_.etect_ off,:'_ite as a consequence of both of
p + "b " " "._ .... " '"

these seeps, but the elevated actlwty levet.s'pers_•Sted:Cn_ (or a few days and were less than 1 percent
",:+':,• '.i+':.. " ,.,+

of the levels acceptable for co0._inuous exp0sur.e 6f.:in,_embersof the public (EMSL, 1984).
+, . i•':.. • ..°+

• •.. _

+....... .Although containm_i._+:cturi_, g tests".:t:_a_ n very effective since 1971, tests are conducted only if it• . . • • . + ,

may be con_lU_:_.th O'wabl_ ex osure levels will not be exceeded in any populated region, even
,: ' ,',.- _.: ". _; .

if a massi_'_e_ _hould'='i_c_::"Tests are conducted only when the wind direction and conditions are
•. -, _ °_'._.'._:._ :' .,_°.

, s_jcl_*tt_at rad:[gac_t+iVl_'7_eleaseswould not be likely to impact areas designated as uncontrollable.

_r_4:o_nt'rollabl_reas are those where it is not considered feasible to assure that protective action
• ,

(elg'.';. evacuation, keeping people indoors, or controlling access to the areas) can be taken to

mitigate the effects of a release. Prior to a test, predictions are made of the fallout dispersion
_

patterns and the maximum radiation exposure that might occur in the event of a massive venting.

The test is not conducted unless exposures in both controlled and uncontrolled areas are within the

dose limits of 170mrem/yr (uncontrolled population) and 500mrem/yr (controlled population)
+ ._

established by DOE for nuclear weapons testing (EMSL, 1984).

Other activities associated with underground testing that may result in the airborne release of

radioactive materials include drill-back operations and tunnel purging. Following an underground
_

nuclear detonation, a diagonal shaft may be drilled into the sh(,t cavity or chimney to allow sampling

of the debris• Steps are taken to minimize the release of radioactivity (see the discussion in

Section 3.1.2) but radioactive noble gases may be released. Following a tunnel test, it is necessary to

enter the tunnel to retrieve the test instrumentation• In the event ofapartial containment failure,
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radioactive gases will be present in the instrumentation chambers, and they must be purged prior to

- entry. These gases are vented to the atmosphere.. The gases released in these operations are

monitored and reported to EPA-EMSL (see, for example, Patzer etal., 1987) for conducting radiation

_ dose assessments. The reported releases for the period 1982 through 1984 are presented in

Table 4-19. The dose assessments are discussed irt Section 4.3.3

The radioactive waste management sites located in Areas3 and 5 may be considered potential

sources for off-site direct radiation. Because of the large accumulation of radioactive waste_'.ii._he

radiation levels at these locations are typically above background, ranging (for 1985) fror_:*_ lc_ of

- 100 mrem/yr at the Area 5 location to a high of 259 mrem/yr at the Area 3 IocatioDi(_'__._ez, lCj8.6).

_1 The principal means of controlling exposure from the areas are maintain.ing,.,...........,a_clc'_.s$',.i_ntrol.,.,.,,,.,.',,,._,. am

covering the waste materials with a soil overburden as the disposal sites::a_bi:fl'lled.'":Beca'u'_;e"bf the
,:. :". . . '_.., . "..,,;

_ shielding properties of the soil overburden and the large distances"bbtwee'n.:II_eWastethanagement
_., ",, , ", •., ,..., . ,

sites and off-site residences, these sources do not contri_.u.te _e._s._Fal_i:),to £}_eoradiation exposure of

members of the general public. The handling of racl'l.¢_act_.v.ewastes a{"__g is discussed in Section 4.1.

In addition to active waste management site_:;i:th.er.e_.e a"_mb'eiaof inactive contaminated waste

dumps (CWD).in the NTS. These are dlscuss._d tn'$1_:tidn _:._.2.3.

¢. .• .°

Radioactive materials a0.ei:_'adi_ii_n generati'_,equipment are located in various buildings within

the NTS. The contril_ons of thes'e'!:f4ic_f_:t_i_sto the radiation levels within the boundaries of the NTS

are measure.d.!_:.t_he _:_it__'radi?tic_i4"monitoring network described in Section 4.3 3 1 In _985, ther .,,.,,_ ,. :., ' ' •

monltonn'_;.betw:_'k dete,_te#'radiation levels above background near the Building 610 x-ray room in

,Area 23.;(._4;_...r_rer_:_.D, the Building 650 sample storage room in Area 23 (628 mrem/yr), and the

_P;50. _'alibrati_ area in Area 6 (146 mrem/yr). Access to these areas is controlled to limit radiation

exp._'_iures to individuals. The distances between these facilities and off-site residences limit their

cont_i-_tions to the radiation dose of members of the public to below measurable levels.

Atmospheric nuclear tests (e.g., nuclear detonations, safety experiments, hL clear rocket-engine

testing, and hydrodynamics experiments), that were conducted prior to 1964, have _'esulted in

radioactive contamination of soils in many areas within the boundaries of the NTS and on the Nellis

Air Force Range. The contaminated areas are recognized by NTS personnel, and have been posted

with warning signs, as appropriate. Access to the posted areas, withot_t approval from the Radsafe

Department, is prohibited. Soil contamination is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.2 anrJ 3.2.3.

Leach fields have been used at the NTS for the disposal of liquid radioactive wastes from laboratories

and decontamination facilities. Long-lived gamma-emitting radionuclides present in the wastes are

- adsorbed onto the leach field medium and will remain as a potential source _f external radiation.
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TABLE 4-19

REPORTED RADIONUCLIDE RELEASES FROM THENTS 1982-1986, IN CURIES
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

...... iii i Ull ilU i ii ....

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

I I III I I I I III IIII I II I I IIII Iqllll IIIII I

Tritium 165 98.2 197 116 120.7
i iu i iiiii i u

Argon-37 - - 9,6 9,0 ']i?i ii nUll I IIIN I II

Krypton-83m - - 21.3 - ........,.,;::
i iii i li I II " ! ,. _. nlnll

Krypton-85m 34 '"" "; _":'" """'"• ...

' '" " ; i!;'I i ii i li II I lili I II . .*
,.:' ':,. . ... ,

Krypton-85 - - 17.0.,. ,; :,,,'=i._'.-.,. 4.3 _* -

Krypton-87 - 0.8 I:".. _ " ":"" ":;' "iii

Iodine-131 1x 10-4 1 x 10-5 ,-,_......:,,,,7 x 1"0:_._.:_' i:_ 2.4 .-ii i i i i - "

Iodine-133 - ,..t.,',..'..;,._ii: ii.i.,4:!2.x 1_ -
i i li illl p,, ,, " , . i_lp,iii i ii llnl i

Iodine-135 - 3 x 10-5.. i ".::.'.!'..'.:i...,..., ':;i: _ 4.2 x 10-2 - _
',, ;,. ",_ ;i" _'t......

,_ . ,., Oo ' ,..

Xenon- 133 74 ,2iS..6":.:i::_ii:: ._ , ::::_:!60.:.., 734.9 36,000_,,. ,>%i i i

Xenon-133m 2.5 1'i:,5'", '_i'iiL :" " 8.5 8.3 0.058 -
• . , ,, ,%

. llnl J III I "l' r l : • i ii in i i i, .,, ,,,

" "" 28.9"..'::., 1,297 28.9 0.041 "
Xenon-l?5 _i';" '::"i ii i '" _'''. ,Wll 4 ii i iii i

Xenon- 135m .Z::" ".., "' :!'-'_:_':::"i," 156• ""f i'l ' , ,,

• q .'._..:;,.'_ 1 _ •

, _;;":;"._,, '..._.:. ,. ,;' .., _.

S°urceI.,.... ";';':';i;_.!.98N:_Patzer'_t.all,'i_Adap_dfr_ B!_c_:et1987.al.,1983; Patzer et al., 1984; Potter et al., 1985; Grossman et al.,
,; ", ':'6"

.: -,.., ':_o• ,

'. *.

• ,.._

.. '_
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_ Access to the leach field areas is controlled to limit the radiation exposure of NTS personnel. Because

_ of the shielding properties of the soil covering the leach fields and the distances between the leach

fields and off-site residences, these sources will not contribute measurably to the radiation exposure

of individual_ in off-site locations. Inactive leach fields are further discussed in Section 4.5.2.7 and

3.2,3.3. The only active radioactive waste leach field is associated with the Building 650 in Area 23;

this leach field is discussed in Section 4.1,2.1,2.

There are a number of areas within the NTS where there are currently inactive buildin., or

equipment contaminated with radioactive materials in excess of NRC (NRC Regulatory G:_i_e:_t;_6)
vo f . ._ ._ k..:"',

and DOE (Barber, 1985)guidance for the unrestricted release of contaminated pr,£p_rt_':,::Access'._._..d

use of these facilities are controlled by NTS to limit exposure to site per_.onnel:,i.?:.:B.e_,a_,se of tFte

shielding effect of buildings and the distances between the contaminal_e;di:]¢catians an_'::_ff-site
' 4 .

residences, these facilities do not contribute measurably to the rad_ation".ex_o_ure ol"members of

the generalpublic, Contaminated buildings and equips, ent:,_.be_:n:_bsel_ved by members of the

Environmental Survey team a'_ the following Iocatio_g wi n f " .N ec areas' '

Area 25 (See Section 4.5.2.8) ... : ,:..,. ,, ,,

'." . ".:". ':2';;
Storage ar,ea'_'_wit:h):hthe E-MAI3::b'uilding.

- E-MA_:!_uild_eg hdt.:.bay;',
_:.., , .... _ ,.. ,

-:_.,.,;E,,_D i_g¢ontaml_atlon pad.
,-: ,, ,_ ,:; ,..:,, ,;_ :.."

'4;', T._"outsic_'eq_ipment storage areas at the E-MAD complex.
, , _ _'.,. :_,._._.... ,.

.,",. • - :;.._,TS-'t,,.:O'lnesmall area on a metal shield with a maximum-observed-fixed-radiation-. ,, -',..o°
: ,: , ., , ",.,, ..°_

I'i_,¢elof approx mately 300 mitreR/hour.

.. '. - Piping and valves at Test Cell C.

- Test Cell C building.

- Two 600-gallon contaminated storage tanks near Test Cell C.

- Contaminated storage tanks (approximately 150,000 to 200,000 gallons capacity) near

Test Cell C,

Test Cell A building.

Test Cell A equipment test laboratory.

R-MAD "hot" bay. .

25-CWD-3, radioactive materials storage area.
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• Area 15 (See Section 4.5.2.13)

EPA Farm, laboratory building i

EPA Farm, contaminated storage tank

• Area 27

Super Kukla reactor building _i".ii_!

'" ,,:i, _.i'.:ii
v.' _: 'w

• Area 26 .... ._' _:".. '.'..",
,....;,. ,..,- ".:%

Tory reactor building ":; "". ,:..,. "'""'-
.:,_. , .. ,_'...., ,,.
.,. ,,. ,. i,,.ii'......_.'..,' ',_"Disassembly building .., .

. • .. ..,. '.._.,.:Disassembly building contaminated storage tank'.,:." .,, _.
_'i:.',. ','= """;...'.,_i.,.'. ",,'

• ... • .', ., .......#
s.,., , ,.. 4. 'l. : I ' ,_"

, . .....'!. .* ,_., o:' :"

The locations listed above are known by NT$i:i_er.s,e_.eJ t;'i':_._ co:_'_minated. 'The areas are posted
oL,', _:;.'.._':, :1.7':".i,:;, , '?,',.._ ,

wnth warning signs and access is limitedi:'.The._ov.e _t's_,is i_ot intended to represent a complete
°,'. :, ,_.: '" ,.,

inventory o _, contaminated fal;_lities, only i:bbse i:ti:r.ectly observed by the Survey team. There is no

NTS-wlde comprehens0v.,e-:;[_tln0._f, contam_na:_d areas and facilities. However, the representative, _ t.' ""_ • , ..

of the Radsafe Del_i_ment resp'oh_i.l_f:__'or each area maintains a listing of such locations and
_:..._ •..... _.

conducts ro_t{_':i#adio(6'#{'_:al ,s..u_._e;_"'(Shugart,1987).

. .4,3;3 ::., ......*.... """ ' 'Env_.re,nmen_l Mon0tor0ng Program
• ,,., ,,_

The!on-site radiological monitoring program is administered by NTS personnel while USEPA's

Enviionmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EPA-EMSL) conducts off-site radiological

monitoring. This section of the report, discusses on-site as well as off-site external gamma

monitoring and dose assessments.

4.3.3.1 External Gamma RadiationMonitorinq

Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) are used to measure the external gamma radiation at locations

both on and off the Nevada Test Site. In 1985, 163 TLD stations were located within the boundaries

of the NTS, and 129 stations were maintained off-site at both inhabited and uninhabited locations

within a 500-kilometer radius of the NTS Control Point 1 (located in Area 6).
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- The station locations for the on-site monitoring network were selected to serve three functions:

(1) to provide a low-level exposure control-type network (i.e., a network to monitor radiation levels

= in locations not expected to exhibit levels above background); (2)to measure radiation levels

resulting from residual activity from the atmospheric testing program; and (3)to monitor

radiological conditions at locations used as radioactive waste management sites. TLDs are

exchanged on a quarterly basis. Nine of the 163 locations are designated as control stations, For

1985 the observed average annual dose rates at the control stations ranged from a low of 44to a

- high of 106mrem/yr. These values are comparable to the average background gamma rad!_.{.ion

dose of 100 mrem/yr for the United States, Of the remaining 154 dosimeters the high_l_::'.a_ge

dose rates were observed at three locations: 1,817 mrem/yr at a lecation on 80a.d'4:0_, n Ar_a.'4;

- 1,746mrem/yr at a location on Road 2-04 in Area 2 and; 1,124 mrem/yr,:at a Io_:ie.'_i_ear eve=_fl{

£hole U3co in Area 3. These stations are ali located near ground zero fOi:_l_aSt;.atm'_s her];_i_uclear

tests, areas of known contamination (Gonzalez, 1986). Contam_'_!ated _tJrf_e._oil 'i:_'discussed in

Section 3.2 _:.,... .. i,,:..._.., .:: ""
_._, :.. :

Site_:.(_W._i,i:f? A't.ea 5, "c_ldiation levels were measured atAt the Radioactive Waste Management '" '" " " ""'.'., ".:,.i._i°'!::i:."'_":':_, '/i._
16 locations in 1985. The observed dos_:..rates,.y,_ine_ {r::o_ a" low of 100 to a high of 120 mrem/yr.

Observed dose rates for the femur.U3ax stal_io'r_s.....,at:i:!be..,.,Area 3 RWMS ranged from a low of 131 to a
',, , ', ....%

high of 259mrem/yr..,,..P.,_ tl4:e/':remaining f3'41ocations, radiation levels varied from a low of

48 mrem/Yr toa higt_,_i_:'_60.mremT,_k.,(c_b_'alez , 1986).

_ Ali of the,_;_a_,_. that'._'a_e' dose rates that exceed the range of typical background values are

..'lo_at_l._n ;_re_s tha_t_ are used for the storage, disposal, or handling of radioactive materials;

of ?a:ttiation generating equipment (e.g., x-ray area of Building 610 in Area 23); or areas
, .

kn:0_vn to be contaminated from atmospheric testing.
.,., '_

The off-site TLD monitoring network is designed to measure environmental radiation at specific

locations rather than monitoring individuals because there are many uncertainties related to

personnel monitoring. However, individuals at selected locations have been monitored so that

correlations between personnel and envirvnmental monitoring could be studied. In 1986, the

off-site network consisted of 129 environmental TLD stations at both inhabited and uninhabited

locations within a 500 kilometer (311 mile) radius of NTS Control Point1 (CP-l). Within the area

covered by these stations, 53 off-site residents were provided with personal dosimeters during 1986.

The locations of the off-site environmental TLD stations are shown in Figure 4-8 (Patzer et al., 1987').

Environmental TLDs are exchanged quarterly and personnel TLDs are exchanged monthly. The TLDs

used are fabricated of crystal "chips" of dysprosium-activated calcium 'fluoride. Each TLD contains
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two "chips" and three TLDs are placed at each of the fixed stations. The off-site residents were each

- issued a single dosimeter containing two"chips." The radiation readings for each of the six "chips"

at a location were averaged and the average values for each station compared w _n those obtained

_ atthat location for the previous four quarters to determine whether there had been a statistically

significant increase in radiation levels. The results for the personnel dosimeters were compared with

the average values measured at the nearest corresponding fixed station over the previous four

quarters.

_':,,_

' Z " '" : '....-- For the period 1982-1986, EPA-EMSL concluded (Black etal., 1983, Pat er etal., 19_4_ P,_er

etal., 1985; Grossman etal., 1986; Patzer etal., 1987)that no fixed mon toring._._a'tid_s'...exh I_1:t_°'. "o !_ °;', "v

radiation levels in excess of background. For 1986, the average measured.d..ose e_l_.a_'._t rates 1;_i

the 129 stations varied between 40 and 135 mrem/yr. These values are Wltht_r_..the ranges o_erved

for other areas throughout the United States. The wide variati&n:..is att_Fd_/t_i.bl.etd'the varying

_, altitudes (higher dose rates at higher altitudes) and area, soil '(:0_ititu_s for.._he diiferent stations.

• •. ' . .... '* .,..,*., _ ,.._

For the period 1982 through 1986, no _pers_;__el:.d_._i..mete_r.s e_'_bited any exposures to off-site. ' _ °'.".: '"° °._" i' ' .'°',°° "; '%

*, .', hb'.'.%°i'".:"'._ :':_h, '::"'..'_ °
residents, in excess of background, that :.C'quld".i_'_.ttr_:b.uted to NTS actiwties (Black et al., 1983;

Patzer etal., 1984; Potter etN.,: . 1985; GrbSgmar_:i;;_Ial.,.........,.° ,1986; Patzer etal., 1987). For each year

during that period, a f e.w.i:_di'_:i_als (ran_in_:'from 3 individuals in 1983 to 12 individuals in 1984

and 1986) exhibited."_'iation ex_o'_q_._.;_i_:'excess of background. EPA-EMSL concluded that these
,._.._, ,,.'...e 0, . . • °

exposures _gte_.i!attr_t_J_t_ble .t,_ e_her occupational exposures or higher backgrounds at the

individual_:;i:i.t.e_.!_nces fb_:"gt the fixed background stations and were not related to any NTS
• '' ' ,, _'L',. ;;._._ :_._

, a_:t_V_tleS. '::._;., "'q_:,:_
. . '.. "_;,.,..._

• . °

- . *o

4.3::3':2 Dose Assessments
' ,._

individuals can receive radiation exposures from both external sources, as is described above, and

from radionuclides taken into the body through inhalation of air Qr ingestion of water and

foodstuffs (i.e., internal exposure). A complete assessment of the radiation dose received by

members of the public as a consequence of activities at NTS must include consideration of both

external and internal exposure. Because the off-site TLD monitoring network has not, over the past

5years, detected any off-site radiation levels in excess of background, it may be concluded that

current NTS activities and site conditions do not contribute measurably to the radiation dose of

members of the public through direct external gamma radiation exposure pathways. However,=

releases of radionuclides to the air, surface water, or grnundwater can lead to both external and

internal exposures. This section summarizes the estimated radiation dose received by members of

the public as a consequence of NTS activities.
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The principal pathways for the transport of radionuclides to humans include air, water, and food.

The relationships between these is shown in Figure 4-9. The doses to the various major organs are

considei'ed for various exposure pathways. The radiation doses received by a specific organs are.

weighted and summed to determine the total dose. Radionuclides taken into the body will

continuously irradiate the body until they are removed through either radioactive decay or

metabolic processes. Consequently, inter,nal dose estimates are ca'culated as "50-year dose

commitments." These are obtained by integrating the total dose received by an individual's body

over an assumed remaining lifetime of 50 years. .i=..;:._=:

REECo personnel perform annual perimeter dose assessments based on data c,o!_C:_csi::t::_romt__r

on-site radiological monitoring network. The details of the radiological rrj._, itori'_::_¢_:.i_scussed-;f__"

- the media-specific sections(Air, 3.1.3; Soil, 3,2.3; Surface Water, 3.3.3; ana:'_i_'_ndwat_r,:3:';_'!_I.The

dose was estimated for an individual present within the NTS durii_ the _n_i_":<:alendar year 1985.

This dose may be considered to be an upper-limit estlrn,_e o_,._e'do_e,,.:that..c..ould be received by an

ind_wdual present at the site boundary for the entl_:yea?,_:i:,Tha_.SstJr_atl_:does not include any direct
0 ,, ."j..,,.':. • :.... ,,::: ....

external occupational _exposure that would,,be..,.r.e,c.c_._ed_y:..,.avv,erker while handling radioactive
i. '_. ,: , :...,..,'-: _", '-,_ .,, .'.'. ,

materials or working in a radiation ex_:i_sio_ii}_.A!_PE_):.,,ar_: For 1985, the potential exposure

pathways that were conside, red to cont'ri_ute'::_i_e the radiation ,dose were the ingestion of

" radionuclides in drinkiogi:_wate_;, the inhala_n of radionuclides in air, and immersion in air,,.,.;,'1"11',"" ":. ",, .....:.,,
containincj gamma e_.!_tingzadiot_U.'cjJ.efe_:""

,:.::.:"i:"' ":;i:' : :,'.:'.'.,.:',.',.'...:'::"
The ingesti:_ _.e#.;']nhal_'.l[e#_dose calculations were based on the maximum average concentrations....,. '_;.:,.,,..:_:i,.:,. ._..,'

= , a_b_ve,backcjf_,_n_f'_.f,'.,_ntium and plutonium-239 in potable water, and tntlum, plutonium-239, and

_renti_m-90 i'_eir._ For the ourposes of the calculation, it was assumed that ali of the measured
_ , .,.._,

gross-beta activity was strontium-90. The air immersion dose is based on the average maximum

observed krypton-85 and xenon-133 concentrations. The radionuclide concentrations that were

used by NTS for the dose calculations are presented in Table 4-20 (Gonzalez, 1986).

For 1985, the NTS dose assessments used monitorinQ data and dose assessment models and
,

conversion factors equivalent to those of International Commission on Radiological Protection(ICRP)

Publication No. 2 (ICRP 2). This approach is contrary to the current DOE guidance (Vaughan, 1985)

that requires adherence to 40 CFR61 Subpart H for the assessment of dose through the air pathway

and the use of the models of ICRP26 and ICRP30 for the assessment of dose from ali pathways.

40CFR61 requires the use of EPA-approved codes (AIRDOS-EPA or RADRISK), or other methods

approved by EPA, to calculate the air-pathway radiation dose. EPA has not approved the use of

monitoring data for the NTS dose assessments. A significant difference between the dose

assessment methodology used by NTS and the current DOE guidance is that the former results in
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--- separate doses for the whole body and specific organs,[e.g., lungs, bone surfaces, etc.) while the

latter uses weighting factors applied to specific organ doses to obtain an effective whole body dose

equivalent.

Table4-21 presents the 1985radiation doses as calculated by NT5 personnel. In addition, the

Environmental Survey team used the data of Table 4-20 to calculate the effective whole ",ody dose

equivalent. For this calculation, dose conversion factors were obtaine6 _rom Vaughan, 1985, and it

was assumed that an adult would consume 730 liters of water per year andwould have a breathing

rate of 266 ml/see. The air immersion doses were included as calculated by NTS. The effectl.v:e,__ole

body dose equivalents for 1985 are included in Table 4-20. The 1985 air pathway d_,se'eNL_ates'[:_er

ali radionuclides)were 14and 45percent, respectively, of the 40 CFR._,.1,__..... -_,......__.,_.""'.Sul3_:;,i._ii!i(Nation"_:i _
- Emissions Standard for Radionuclide Emissions from Department of Ener_'l='_icilities{.!dose']_its of_t

•.'_.. ' f'i.. ',25 mrem/yr whol'e body and 75 mrem/yr critical organ (bone surface2s}. The'.e_ _..tiy.e.dog_ is less than4 " ' ' '"" v

11 percent of the DOE limit o 100 mrem/yr from ali pat..._ a_)s'."_ince"these _t_se estimates are based

on on-site monitoring data they are likely to be over_stin_es:.:.....:,,:...::.6,_:the'8'o'&__:,_,that. might be received at
off-site locations. . t..'. ".': -'.'_:.' _. 'i: v.t ', _,

= EPA-EMSL prepared dose asse_s._ents base_;'en t.g_.results of the off-site monitoring network and°

modeling of releases of ,r,._ion_:_:i'ides reporte_:_'by _ITS. For calendar year 1986 (Patzer et al 1987),
, ,.',/...3' _, '. ''

EPA-EMSL identifiecf_'_ee NZS-r_[ated,;_'eiLJ?ces of possible radiation exposure to individuals living
_.,,,_ ,..,% ,_, ._,, i:'_

near the NT.$,,.:_J_:._es re:..,_,•._"._._'._, _..:: ....., ....

N_i{_al"_ge of radioactivity from the NTS.

', ',

...... .• Purging of radioactive gases and contamination from tunnels following nuclear
.;

" detonations.

• Radioactivity in migratory deer, received from drinking water in contaminated ponds on

the NTS.

No activity of recent NTS origin was detected off-site by the EPA-EMSL air-, water-, milk-, TLD-, or

biological-monitoring networks, other than on two occasions when xenon-133 was detected in air.

The elevated xenon-133 levels were related to releases that occurred during venting of a tunnel

(following the MIGHTY OAK test) prior to entry and during a drill-back operation. On the basis of

the off,.site monitoring data, it may be concluded that only airborne emissions from recent NTS

activities would contribute measurably to the off-site radiation dose. Because elevated off-site

activity levels were observed only on two occasions, and then, only at one station for each release,
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the best estimate of the dose equivalent resulting from NTS activities is one based on the total

release of radioactivity. In accordance with DOE guidance (Vaughan, 1985) and the requirements of

40CFR61, EPA-EMSL estimated the NTS-related dose equivalent using the computer code

AIRDOS-EPA and radionuclide release data received from the NTS.

For 1986, the annual maximum individual effective dose equivalent was2_4microrem This value is

less than 0.01 percent of the 40 CFR61 dose limit of 25 millirem per year (whole body) by the air

pathway, and 0.0024 percent of the DOE limit of 100 millirem per year (effective whole body_#_se
•, ._.,,.

equivalent) from ali pathways• For 1986, the population dose equivalent to the'_e_{j!_'a,_ed
..,"'_': __"_:C:i:_,

6,360 people living within 80kilometers of Control Point 1 was calculated to L]e::.7.i2">_,!'_-3per's_-
• ' r' ' "' ',

rem. T,_ble 4-22 presents the dose assessments for the 5-year period 1982,._hroug'hiiil:9.8_'i.',Assumil_"

an average background dose to these individuals, of 189 mrem/yr (see Ta_i_i4,18),':t£_e ba'c_'round
'

_ population dose 1 2 x 103 person rem. The 1986 NTS-re[ated:..:"_:_, ' "" '"
. is 6.Gilx:_,.0-.4 p_cent of the

background population dose. ,:._, ....,. _., ::. .:,;
C_....,, ,' ..=., ,..;,./... _.,.

: .:. '...:, '.. ;,,

In addiction to the airborne release, one pot, l_n$iab.p_hw&y.',for'_ off-site exposure to humans is

ingestion of meat from migratory deer _hi,tt h_;:bi_n',.:Cl.r,_nk_ng water from the T-tunnel drainage
°; ',. .',.'%

pond. In 1986, deer were foupd to contain i_eas'_}able.,...,,, concentrations of radionuclides. EPA-EMSL

(Patzer et al., 1987) estiroa_d tl_t in an avera4_e year, less than one of the group of approximately

25deer that use _: "_iqdt'i:.w;'_JId be collected by a hunter. Making some broad

assumptaons.,.,.i..t._s' esI.,_ited .t_at _the effective dose equivalent from eating that deer would be

7.7 mrem i:_:!all,d:the m6_t:"Were consumed by one person or 1.9 mrem if shared equally by a family• . "' ,. ':"2.',;.." :.':e_,. •.... "

• ef.fo_r.._ Thes_ dos=e_'Tere,respectively, 7.7 and 1.9 percent of the DOE dose limits of 100_nrem/yr

'effe(t_i_e whol_ody dose equivalent from ali pathways.
• .

4.3A" Findings and Observations

4.3.4.1 Cateqory I

None.

4.3.4.2 Cateqory II

None.

4.3 4.3 Cateqory III
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TABLE 4-22

OFF-SITE RADIATION DOSE ASSESSMENTS FROM RADIOACTIVITY OF RECENT NTS ORIGIN(1)

NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
..........................

Maximum Individual Estimated Population Population Dose
Equivalent

Year Effective Dose (mrem) within 80 km of CP-1 (person-rem)(3)
II III lit .... I Pllmll rl I I

1982(2) 3 x 10-6 4,600 9.9 x 10-6 ,"::_
mill i ii , ii ii I II I II I I ii _, / I

1983(2) 1.8 x 10.8, 4,600 5 x ld:5,::;: , ;:!.:.;'i

1984(2) ] 2.6x 10 .4 8,1500 ,,.;,.1 x 1,'01'3 ,.:,,,."
i i i i i, i ii " ' "" I _"il]l'lll iv''' '

"',i: ",. ": .' '. 4 "_"1985(4) 4.2 x 10-5 6,500 ,:..,.::.'. ".1".';_;_,.'10,.,.
..... _,, ,, ...... " " {"' "" ' '"'" _"' r __

1986 (41 2.4X 10.3 6,360,:.'., ":' "' "'...... ...: i!: 10-
,, ,,, ,,, ,,, . , 'h''

.... 4..., ,.. ";, . ,..""' ',:_, _.

SOURCE' Adapted from Black etat:, 1983; Patzer,_al_,..l_84.;,"P_tter"."_tal. , 1985; Grossman
et al., 1986; Patzer et al., 1987. ,.,:. '_ii':.." , _;:,""i:'ii._.'.::;i',.,."°

(I) Based on the NTS release estimates (Tabl_.z_:.19),:_'.".. "./:, '..;.

(2) Estimated using an atmospheric diff, o:s.ion'c_/;'(Jla_.lO"_ba_'_t on a gaussian plume model.
(3) Total effective whole body dose equiv,alen;_x_._e_s_living within 80 km of Control Point-1.
(4) Calculated using AIRDOS EP,A.

',..'.. '"',,ii.'.', o,;,.

,.. =.,, ' _ .'.*_* " ' " 4 '" "'*

t,,.:,..#.." ',. '., ,,i.: "_.S. _

-_'' .;,'. . ,. "." ' ' "' * "' " ' t" '

, _,:-"".!',, ., .,. _..,., .,...
•_".!t-'" ".: .... , :- ,"'*!,

",i'",', ;.." .' ',_'
• ' "' * ' , '... ,.i,_ • 1

• , ' " *'° ;'i"

: " . '. ,,__

.: .....,' ":._:,

..
• .
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1. Radionuclide Contamination of Buildinqs and Equipment. Currently unused buildings and

equipment on the NTS are contaminated with radioactive materials in excess of NRC, and DOE

(NRC Regulatory Guide 1-86 and DOE Order 5480.11 [Barber, 1985]) guidance for the

unrestricted release of contaminated property.

Unrestricted use of contaminated buildings and equipment could result in radiation

exposures, through the external, inhalation, and ingestion pathways, in excess of th_:'.i_OE

interim standard of 100 mrem/yr for the continuous exposure of members of the 15d_}i_iii_)nd
, %-.., f. ,,.:' 0., IL

the spread of contamination. This demands that control of access and use, .and' t_.._o tonr_g:._of

- these areas be indefiniteJy maintained until such time as the contam.i.._.ation _s.t_._ remove8

to below the guidance limits or the radionuclides have decayed to b.eto_:these,Umlts. '"

Several locations within four N S prolect areas h_w.e bee_..rde_.t!_led _/y;Survey team members
..v:.,., ", _, ".,", .. : .,, ...!. _..,

as having contaminated buildings or equJpm:_:n.t. Th.!_fo[_lng,hg_,_s provided for purposes of

: illustration and does not necessarily il_!¢:!u.d._::_[i_,,._uc_;:_ont_ij_nir,ated locations on the NTS, or
,__,. ",.:..:._.?::.,%?'. '..,_..:,

even within the project areas denoted. T_e.:l_caitt_ns'_nclude

• . ,, .t" ..._.

• Area 25 ,,..'.i:), '. -.... ...., ,,,°

,....:.,_ .,.:. !.,,:_':i.,._''

•: ':.":_':;::74'St_z_ area_ wi_:_,n the E-MAD building.

,..._.: .,....'.:_..,E-MN_t_ulld_ng hot bay.

"" ':'"::"":!'; '_!:i:i;_:'":"_';_r_IADdecontamination pad.• . "_!i'_"Two outside equipment storage areas at the E-MAD complex.

",. '. - ETS,1, one small area on a metal shield with a maximum observed fixed radiation
. '_

• level of approximately 300 microR/hour.

- Piping and valves at Test Cell C.

- Test Cell C building.

- Two 600-gallon contaminated st_;age tanks near Test Cell C.

Contaminated storage tanks (approximately 150,000 to 200,000 gallons capacity)

near Test Cell C.

Test Cell A building.

Test Cell A equipment test laboratory.

- R-MAD "hot" bay.

- 25-CWD-3, radioactive materials storage area.
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• Area 15

EPA Farm, laboratory building.

EPA Farm, contaminated storage tank.

• Area 27

,._

Super Kukla reactor building. :.._.::.

,v 'f '_ :_. %-'. _
. ",';. :,_• Area 26 ,...:......

•. ;,_,...:....
Tory reactor building : : ' • ":=_..

'b'

- Disassembly building contaminated _.torag.e.t.ank '. :. .,.;
,t, ,,

The locations described above are pcSgted. Wi_'...radt_ionT_entamlnatlon warning signs and

access is li mited. ,: .'., '.:,.:._,,'. :i:.:'..:.:"=, '_i.._

l O_

4.3.4.4 Cateclor¥ V ,_,;"_'o ':2:"

1 Radiat_._!:1_ose::_'ss_ssmQr_t I_l'ethodolocl¥. The radiation dose assessment methodology used' ...:',.,J . _.... .._ ...

. by'_l_,i_5.j.._;_._epr;'_.}t,'_t,i;n of the "Radiological Effluent and On-site Area Monitoring Report

,, '"" ,.t_erth_e_:£ev:_d'&':TestSite" does not conform to DOE requirements., . _ ...

. .

' _.

• '. The current DOE requirements }or the development of radiation dose assessment were

"" :established in memoranda from W. A. Vaughan, dated August 5, 1985, (Vaughan, 1985) and

R.J. Stern, dated February28, 1986 (Stern, 1986). These documents stipulate that (1)dose

assessments be included in annual monitoring reports, (2)ICRP 30 models and dose conversion

factors be used, (3) AIRDOS-EPA or other approved models be used for the airborne pathway,

(4) dose from ingestion/ inhalation pathways must be for a 50-year committed dose and,

(5) assessments must be made for both individual dose and the total dose to the population

within an 80 kilometer radius from the site boun¢_,ar'ies.

The 1985 monitoring report and, the 1986 monitoring report (Gonzalez, 1987), use ICRP2

models and dose conversion factors, use monitoring data rather than AIRDOS-EPA for the air

pathway as' _.ssment (without approvals) and do not consider the 80 kilometer population

dose. Since _he report estimates the perimeter dose on the basis of on-site monitors, it is likely
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i

that the reported dose is an overestimate of the actual perimeter dose. In addition, the

estimated doses are well below applicable t_adiation protection guidelines.
,;

In its "Off-site Environmental Monitoring Report" (Patzer et al., 1987), the EPA-EMSL reportsa

dose assessment consistent with the DOE guidance with one exception. The EPA-EMSL reports

a population dose for the population within an 80 km radius of NTS Control Point-1 rather

than 80 km from the site boundaries. This will result in an underestimate of the population

however, because of the low magnitude of NTS releases, the dose will remain belo_;!_nedose;

percent of the background dose of that population. : ,:, i.:::i
, r.. , : ._ _,,:.._°

_*.,

. °

,.', *. ;,_._.'_' .-_

= '. *,,

- .,_ ;,

*.
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4.4 Quality Assurance

4.4.1 General Description of Data Handling Procedures

The environmental monitoring for the NTS is conducted by three organizational components:

(1)the on-site radiological monitoring is conducted by the REECo Environmental Sciences

Department and the Dosimetry Department; (2)the off-site radiological monitoring is the

responsibility of EPA's Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EPA/EMSL); and 3) the on.'._'_te
e. • ,':';' ,i

nonradiological program is the responsibility of the REECo Industrial Hygiene Departmen'(_.;:Ea._ of

these organizations is responsible for the qualitY assurance applied to its asp.e_S;._fi.!'_e over_.l.I
'i',i'. " ' ',=;',,,>'.

monitoring program. , .,.,. ,_.,.:,.,,.., ....
""";';ii:"'.'... .,. ,,

,:h., ':.... '":' '" ":";"
4.4.1 1 On-sit= Radioloqical Monitorinq Pro.qram '<.". < "::':"" '';_'. . ..... .-i.._'..'.,",y _.

,.,.*.,,., .<../!,. ,. :'. ,,,
,...:,. ...,...., . ,, .._.;

4.4.1 1 1 Media Monitoring, , 'Z.':, ',.:...: .',,,>, ',,'._:,'.'
:.','..,,',. ",. ,,, S_,y.

.:....... .,_,.._... .,..... *

The Environmental Sciences Department.r(ESD.):'4_drfl=nJs{ers*the program for the monitoring of

various media (e.g. water, air),._hile the D6si_net/'yi::Department is responsible for the monitoring of _

gamma radiation levels. ,,,.'.i"). ""_i'• ,.,:, •. ,__, J 4

•"""_" ._.:. ": .>,,,,.'_i;:i",":"
'?;'i", .,.' _.._. ,,... , '

Written pro.¢_!__hes_:_'_been,,pre'p'ared for the collection and analysis of radiological samples

(ESD, 19851.i:i_._o_les of::,_he*'procedures were observed in the radiological laboratories by the
.' "' _. "',_'J;,'.';' . '4. '_," "

.,Ei_vitrdni'aen_}.:;';'LJ:r_"&'_* team. The Survey team reviewed the procedures, observed laboratory

prac+_ic_sand _'_erviewed laboratory personnel concerning the conduct of sampling and analytical
, ',

activl.ties at the NTS. On the basis of these reviews, the writ,_en procedures were found to be
', ;

consistent with current practices. No portions of the radiologi:al monitoring program were

identified that were not addressed by written procedures.

Environmental monitoring data are analyzed by computer program and reviewed by supervisory

personnel in the ESD. The data are reviewed to detect deviations from expected ranges and

examined for data trends (Gonzalez, 1987), If unexpected deviations are noted, a review is

performed of field handling, sample preparation, analytical performance, instrument function, the

results of quality control checks, and data processing. If the deviation cannot be resolved otherwise,

the prepared sample is recounted or a new sample is obtained.

A port::,,"' 3f the laboratory quality control program includes instrument control A logbook is
@

maintained for each radioanalytical instrument. These logbooks are used to record instrument

=
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quality control data, instrument repairs and preventive maintenance, malfunctions, important

parameters, and analyst observations, On a regularly scheduled basis (daily or weekly, depending

upon the instrument) each instrument is subjected to performance and calibration checks using

radioactive sources of known activity. The data are recorded in the instrument logbooks and, for the

gamma spectrometer, plotted on a control chart Control limits for each instrument have been

established (ESD, 1985), The laboratory technicians are responsible for maintaining the information

from these checks and detection of any out-of-control conditions. Ona weekly basis these data are

collected and submitted to the Instrument Control Supervisor and the Quality Control Coordinat:_.

, ,.,n, ";,.'i'i':' _
v' q'' ' ,; ' ' • """;*

The overall laboratory quality control program also includes components desigp,e:_l.=t_'m_¢nitor'.a_d

document the precision and accuracy of the radioanatytical work conduc_.ed, in tti'¢i..:E.$_._bora o_.

The analytical quality control uses spiked samples, duplicates, and blanl_:_'be..resu'J"_-£T"t_"_luality

control analyses are recorded on control charts, logbooks, and a':!c'0mpu'{er[z_'.data'base. Blanks,

and either duplicates, spiked samples, or standards are in ,J'u ied.,i ;: h batch of samples. A

sample batch is defined asa set of samples that are,*{o b_:_nal_._d'#6_{her,table 4-23 summarizes

"t i" " '"batch sizes and the frequency of quality contre..:ap, ai_._, :,/.i.,',,, v;-.,
,: ; °,.":: : ,:,,.../: ;?':. ,.:::,j

The analytical quality control #ata are repor_{'e.di'_:i{be La'boratory Daily Report and submitted to the

Quality Control Coord!9..a._.t_)r."::Spiked sampl_,:'end duplicates data are evaluated by a computer

program, compl   No pute '=glen .  .:8acontrol charts are submitted to the Quality Control
....,,, _:':..:.,...:',... ... , .

Coordinator.....'fez;'f..ewe_.,:.'._'her.e_lt_"Sfthe blank analyses are submitted to the Chemistry Supervisor

for reviev_:_.a.'.O_.._c.ordecf:4._i._f_eQuality Control Logbook.
. ,.".., ". ._ "_i,,'_," _"',..:::.' ,..

• , • ..,. ,..,°

_ff':'_Uailty ''"cont'_#t data do not meet acceptance criteria, corrective action is initiated by the Quality

Co'e'1:t'olCoordinator and the appropriate laboratory supervisor. The result of the investigation of

the 6onconformity, and a description of the corrective action taken, are documented on the "Q.A.

Corrective Action Log Sheets." tf necessary, those analytical results associated with suspect quality

control samples are reevaluated (ESD, 1985).

The ESD laboratory participates in interlaboratory comparison programs administered by EPA/EMSL

and DOE's Environmental Measurements laboratory (EML), for external quality control. These

programs consist of sets of laboratory performance evaluation samples submitted to the laboratory

for analysis. The concentrations of radionucides in the samples are known to those administering

the programs but not to the participating laboratories. A laboratory's performance is measured by

comparing the results of analyses on these samples with the known concentrations; acceptance

criteria are based on the expected precision of a technique. The Environmental Survey team-

reviewed the laboratory's performance in these programs for 1986. Although there were occasions
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when the results of performance samples analyzed by NTS failed to meet acceptance criteria, this is

not uncommon for radiochemistry laboratories and the NTS performance was generally good for air,

water, and urine samples.

4.4.1.1.2 Radiation Level Monitoring

Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are used for monitoring radiation levels throughout the NTS.

TLDs are analyzed by the REECo Dosimetry Group. At the time of the Environmental Survey,_:i:_TS
_, ,' ,,,4

had recently converted their TLD-reader systems to one manufactured by Panasonic, a_:6.:_v.r..i_ien
, v°,,, , ,. ,.: _,:.'_.

procedures for the use of the system were not complete, although ali operat0',rs"h'ad, recelv._..
.... ;,:,:.:'it., .,, • r

training (Fauver, '1987). On a daily basis, a system response check is run. If t.he syste'_::_"{[?is chec'_;"
, ... '_"', "', "." : "_'_'.i,',

the system is recalibrated. An operational checklist must be completed fot'eve#y, batcb.'..£f liLDs. TLD
t: .', ' . .'£..: ', '..'..;

results and quali:ty control data are stored on computer storage m_d!a (e.cj.::d:!i.skg_.iOrmg'gnetic tape)_.::.,... .,:...,, '4.:'. .,
for indefinitean p

4,4.1 ..... ' .... " _" '....... ".2 Off-site Ra.d.loloqlc.a_!Monltorlnq ':i.i::".,.,,::.._;.':. ".?':. '-'
.q . ,; , ,.,, , ,.,,. ,.,. ,

i

The off-site radiological moqi._oring for l_he. NT_2;.J,sconducted by the EPA/EMSL. The off-site

monitoring includes the .A..!f_$urVe!}l.anceNetwdt:_ (ASN), Noble Gas and Tritium Surveillance Network

(NGTSN), Long Zer_iN_'_roJ,.e.gica[':l_q_tor;i'ng Program (LTHMP), Milk Surveillance Network (MSN),
and Dosime_f_'i;_ert.wo_j_"_.B;N).._cl_';network is covered by an individual Quality Assurance Project

Plan (QAPP,_;_.I_.a_b:plan'_'_;e_s'es the major aspects of the network including sampling procedures,

,an gtr.Cal pre¢,eo_e_i'-data validation, and quality control practices. Table4-24 presents the

cohter_s of a_PP. The Environmental Survey team reviewed the QAPPs for the ASN, ON, and

LTP{M.P and evaluated them as complete and in conformance with accepted quality assurance
,,. -

practlces.

The collection of samples is governed by a set of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). The SOPs

define the frequency and method of collection, type 'of collection media, sample containment and

transport, sample preservation, sample identification, sample tracking and control, and the

operating parameters for sampling instrumentation. The SOPs also govern the selection of duplicate

samples and samples for replicate analyses.

Written procedures are used for the analysis of off-site samples (Johnsetal.,1979). The validity of

these procedures has been verified through participation in interlaboratory Comparison programs,

and by pa,-t_cipation in the semiannual Department of Energy Qua:!ty Assessment Program

conductrd by the Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML). The 1986 results of the EML
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TABLE 4-24

CONTENTS OF EPAJEMSL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROJECTPLAN

Section

,1. Project Description

2. Project Organization and Responsibility

3, QA Objectives '

4. Sampling Procedures ,, _:!: ._.:..!:_
5. Sample Custody and Control .,,,.,,,_ ,, ',_:.,_,

6, Calibration and Frequency '"
,..:,,;.:':.., ,...,.:,.., -.,

7, Analytical Procedures , ,..,,;,..:.., ,,..", ',..;.;,:,,

8. Internal Quality Control ,:.._. " ' '",,,:......', '-_''

9, Data Validation .......'_' i':. ,., ',i,'.:_. , '" "'

10. Precision, Accuracy and Completeness ".'.',.. ",..":"""..,_......,_,,..,.,"".,,, ""

11. Corrective Action ' , ?!i!:,',,,,,,,.,. '""::';i,,,.,,,: "':!,!,':,,., ""_:':'

12, Reports ..... ,• ..........,°'.: . ....,. ,, I ,', , ,, • ', , . , ,,a

• , ', or. •

• ' ',', i :, ';.,_.'s

Source: Prepared by DOE.E_vir'ohmetal Surve_.'Tea_, 1987.

.,,,.,'_:iii;I,:,_ ,: ',., .....:,:.

, _,.,.

t,
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program indicate that the EPA/EMSL procedures produce data that meet acceptance criteria (Patzer

et al., 1987).
,,

EPAJEMSL participates in intercompartson study programs administered by DOE's EML, EP_EMSL's

_ Nuclear Radiation Assessment Division and the International Intercomparison of Environmental

Dosimeters Program, that include environmental sample analysis, thermoluminescent dosimetry,

and whole-body counting*. Also, samples are spiked by adding knewn amounts cf radionuclides and

into the normal chain of analysis. These samples are submitted to the analyst as bl!ii_ds,then entered

-_ (i.e., not known by the analyst to be quality control checks). A review of these da'{a::iby_:i:._he

Environmental Survey team did not reveal unsatisfactory performance. . " " ...... ,_, .. _ ," _,. ,', . ._'.,,

,. ;":,," :,, ,....,, ",%..j.. ,

Data for precision are collected from duplicate and replicate ana!yses.:... .:At* t_ast lg._rce'fit' of ali. . 'j',,: ,, ', .,;

samples are collected in duplicate. At least 10 percent of ali sarnt_l,_i are "¢es_b_n'.itted"_or replicate

anatv_l_. • ".., ..,
,..::., ', _.., .... ._.._... ', _,, ,.. _..?.

Internal quality assurance (QA) consists of tt_Ds.e..p,r.i._edur_.'.,_ase_;_oy the analyst to assure proper
' ,. ., _,, '. ,_., .:,... ,.. ,_:. , :..,_

sample preparation and analysis. The prJncltl:lali_i,i_(:_ul_e;s,Jase_ by EPAJEMSL are the following:

, ,,, • ,.._.';
.,, ... '.',: .':. .;.

• Instrument bac._OU _'gou nts "'.'i'.

I B!ank ancf,_2_"gen.t:anal_sgs,,.._'!:_.,,''
'_,",:_ . ' ' ',.4" '..,' ,

• !.r_,.t¢_.'e,nt ?_'atio, n._vit'_"known nuclides

• _qr_t_ry co'n_'_6;i:_"standardsanalysis•, .,, _, ,,,.;,.._ , .._,

, "" '"I'._ Pe_l_:fo_m_ii_check-source analysis
_,. ..%

. .'_ ,.: ,.,_

, "'_i' Mai_nance of control charts for background and check-source data
•. ',

•..'.e Scheduled instrument maintenance
• ;

'These procedures ensure that the instrumentatio_ is.not contaminated, that calibration is correct,

and that standards carried through the total analytical procedure are accurately analyzed.

After the results are produced, supervisory personnel examine the data to determine whether or not

the analysis is valid. This includes checking ali procedures from sample receipt to analytical result

with particular attention to the internal QA data and comparison of the results with previous data

from similar samples at the same location.

Any variant result or failure to follow internal QA procedures during sample analysis will trigger an

internal audit of the analytical procedures and/or a re-analysis of the sample or its duplicate.
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Ali analytical dat a are reviewed by personnel of the Dose Assessment Branch for completeness and

consistency, Investigations are conducted to resolve an_ i._c0nsistencies and corrective actions are

taken if necessary. SOPs and QA project plans are revised as needed following review of procedures

and methodology. The EPA/EMSL QA Officer audits the operations periodically,

4,4.1.3 On-Site Nonradioloqical Monitorinq Proqram

. ,

The Industrial Hygiene (lH) Section administers the program for sampling and analy_]_ of

*' ' "';": I
nonradiological contaminants at NTS. Approximately 60percent. of the non£_d(gl._ica

environmental samples collected at .NTS, including ali of the samples from the,w._t,!_lstr bu:;crgn
_' "_ t"' '4 ';', '".'

system, are submitted to off-site contractor laboratories (Frazier, 1987d),,:;i_.Ther_J#i_,.er of th__
samples are analyzed by the lH laboratory, Off-site contractor laboratori4:;u_e(;I by':l_T.Si'n_i"fjae EAL

t:.'_' '" ,'_'.: ', .... ;

Corporation and Montgomery Engineering, both of which are Iocate'd in cal:_£o_,.hia, "'
;,.., , ... ,.,..;'.:.

Most of the nonradiological samples collected at N_5 are,,6.bta'i_'e,dl_y_:_'rsonnel not associated with

the lH section. The only samples collected o#;::a.:ro_t_,n.,e,b_.are'J_hose from the water distribution

", .; • . .. _ ,,,4 ,.,,._ II Isystem. The other nonradlologlcal sampl.e_.,,are,._,lte_te_:..on _ln as needed basis. Accord ng to NTS

personnel, samples are collected from the.i_vatei_!::_istribution system according to the procedures; , o', : .:. ",',.",

specified by State of N_v:.a.':_Lar'eg'ulations gov_:_ning drinking water (Bullock 1987b), EPA or NIOSH, , .,' .' ,._' _ . ', .

. _ _'.f'"::_,',;'_, , "; " .% . v" "._:'_

standard methods ar..._::utlll.z.e.d,wh .ee.:p_osslble, for ali other samples processed by the lH laboratory.

Nevertheles!_i_"._i_ten:_'@ci_ctur._,'- -" h_e not been prepared for the collection of most nonradiological

samples a__TS....,-'_:I" :_:ii!"_.'"i_i',/"' . " ', .,, ¢:.,'.o:..'.:..!_',, ......, =

, _,' ,.' '" ';i',;, ';'i _

"ChalmOf-cust6_ procedures have not been implemented for the collection and analysis of
, ,

nO.n'radiological samples at NTS. A central sample receiving point has also not been identified, and

samplers deliver samples to several different locations at the IH laboratory. Some of the samples

submitted to off-site laboratories ,are identified only by the name of the sampling location and the

date the sample was collected rather than with a unique sample identification number. Unique

numbers are assigned to samples analyzed by the lH laboratory. However, procedures covering

holding times and reagent shelf life have not been developed and implemented.

The lH laboratory includes a matrix spike sample and/or duplicate sample with every ten samples

processed. National Bureau of Standards (NBS) standards are purchased for some analyses. In

contrast, blind spike, duplicate and blank samples, are rarely submitted with the samples that are

forwarded to off-site contractor laboratories. A formal review of the data produced by the lH

laboratory _or deviations.from expected ranges, data trends, etc., is not performed. Similarly, NTS
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has not conducted quality assurance audits of off-site contractor laboratories, and contractor

laboratories are not required to provide quality assurance data to NTS.

Ali analysts in the lH laboratory are required to possessa baccalaureate degree. However, formal

analyst training, re-training, and cross-training programs have not been implemented; rather,

"on-the-job"training is the primary method of skills development. An analyst qualification program

(i.e. periodically requiring analysts to obtain results in accordance with expected precision on quality

control samples of known concentration in order to be qualified to perform the analysis) has alsQ/'.not

been established. '"'': ".:'"

4.4.2 Findings and Observations ,_ !:_:,.,:::.! _""
,.,'.!_'.'i':._v, '.''" ';_"_'"".'":,

\. ° ,....., .;,0
¢;..v. , ,'. ,,.,. ", '.

4.4.2,1 CateGoryl ,..: ..,_,;,.:_._, '_;,;
,,..'o

• '_ ,._.?:..... ',:.'.:'!;. , :ii"" ,:_,_
,:_... '...i._:'..' ' .,, " .':. '.. '.

None, ;';;.*'..::,".'.'_", ':;!'i;.'- "'";""

4.4.2,2 ,Cateqory I[ ,.. .;,,: ,..:. _ ,,

_.:, , . :..;..;
"...." q,,

Hvgl ene..._abo'_a{0rv

. .

Qual!ty"'_'ssurance Proqram Deficiencies. The validity of the1. Industrial

data generate_;_;"the Indu'&t_.{_t:H.yg'i'enelaboratory is suspect since many commonly-accepted
, .,_..,,, _':?:,,,"'.'...._- .',/...;.,

qual,lty!as$_ance_QA) p.r._..,ticks are not followed.

,, :,':,"",_t_e i'__ust'_iat';:;_lygieneLaboratory QA program does not inc ude the following essential

., ..,....element&_.:,

'...'_

• Written procedures covering sampling and analysis.

• Chain-of-custody procedures

• Areagent shelf!ife program

• Procedures covering holding times

• Blank, spike, and duplicate samples are not routinely ncluded when samples are

submitted to off-site contractor laboratories.

• A formal evaluation of QA data is not performed.

• QA audits of off-site contractor laboratories (i.e., supporting the Industrial Hygiene

Laboratory) are not conducted.

• Formal analyst training and qualification programs have not been implemented.
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4.4.2.3 Cateqory II/

None.

4.4.2.4 Cat_qory !V

1. Environmental Sciences Laboratory Quality Assurance Proqram Deficiencies. The validity of

the data generated by the Environmental Sciences laboratory can not be verified since:lithe.
, o

laboratory does not fully conform to some commonly-accepted QA practices. ,.. .... :::i;:
.v'f 'e_ ", ' '

4..._,

• ¢.;.• r

Overall, the O' program for the Environmental Sciences lab0rat.ory '&_e_,_, soun_i'

however, the following deficiencies were observed by the Survey tea r_ ", ,:.:.. .:, ;..
o;..', . ._" ', .:_;

Formal pro_ ,:dures or criteria for the trend an_l_sis'of.,qua_ity"¢ont'r.al charts have not been
.'.' , ', _ "._".. ': _ ._. _

implemented. !;.i:;;i'.. ";.;""', ':ii'i:'- '"•_"'•: ..:,

::" . i i_". .::- v_,
• , b. '. s... , ...., .... ,

P.,' ', "_ .'._. ' i ', "... ';. ; ''_

• Investigations or corrective actt.oOs ta_:_n: t n '¢_pohse to unacceptable performance on

external QA samples,(_MSL and EML).arg._t documented.
.,. _o . • .;_..

,..__,b, . . .,.i., .' : .'_ _ ; ', ...

• The analy_.i;,:_raini,qg/qu'ai:i._ica_io'n 0rogram is not formalized and does not include a
,_ _.. .,

" ".* '4 i'; ", ,';

• . -. ,, ';"".'._ _., .'.-._. ... •

"" ' '_'_';'_" :_' " I_ '

"i;'_ Th_r_i is "a,_;_l'ea_,in the sample chain-of-custody. Samplers deliver samples to one of a
°, _."

i " _i:v., ".i, num_oflocationswithin the laboratory• Ali of these locations do not have controlled
•. '.

•

access and until the samples are transferred to the sample preparation technician, they are

not in the possession of a custodian.

=
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- 4.5 Inactive Waste Sites and Releases

= 4.5.1 Background Information

This section provides a descriptionof past releases (known and suspected) of hazardous substances

into 'the environment. These releases have occurred asa result of past weapons test activities and

from inactive waste sites, spills, and leaks at theNTS. Information on sources of releases is provided

in several documents, including _:'.ii:.i}
4= ,:.":..:::'::"i. ,....._...:_,

'" ..... "L: ._.
,'....i..'.• Final Environmental Impact Statement, Nevada Test Site, September 19.77.;.I ! i: ": _."", ,,, .;, ,,_,

¢4.,.%

,; ':,. , ._'.' :.' '_,._

• Hazardous Waste Installation Assessment Report, May 1986. ,,.'._..::.'.,,:,..:,.,::ii!,i,!_.,_;;:;_.,'
• Underqround Contaminants, Nevada Test Site, August 1986. . • • " _ ""

,:.,.., ",. _ ".:'- ,_ _,.. . _". ' '..,,

• Phase I Installation ........Assessment, draft, April 1986. ,."... ',i..,.......,. ii'":"_"":i""""
• ° '_." ' .'4 ' • ;' " '

Based on information available to the Survey te_._n, tPt_re _e. nuJm::_)c)ussites (primarily where
; :_'i.'"'. .' :% ,_' t',

" underground test shots have occurred) v_'e_e.i.i_t_e.a.ses".ilbf r_ardous substances (known or

suspected) have occurred. The overwhelm'ing r_jo _tyt,:b{ pas releases has involved radionuclides.

To a far lesser extent, nonradioactive hazarBous's_bstances also have been released. Section 4.5.2
. .'..tj. ,_ _ •

lists the inactive waste si,te_'anc_:':r._leases,and de_cribes past activities that have occurred at each site.

Pursuant t0._t.li_,_'e_luire:m:e'nts 0f':DO;_"0rder 5480.14 (which is now undergoing a complete revision),. .

the DOE/l_.V._.p_ep,a'red a"_'l';_':Phase 1 Installation Assessment (1986) for the Nevada Test Site. The•, -, _. _".. _;., -[ , ,.

•qL_jectiv'e of _;f_sas'_e_'nent was to identify inactive sites at the NTS where hazardous substances may' '.i:i'_
h.ave.b_en rele'a_d to the environment. This study identified 11 inactive waste sites, which are listed

" '%

belo_v and are described in Section 4.5.2, General Description of Pollution Sources/Controls:

• CP-2 Leachfield, Area 6.

• Contaminated Waste Dump No. 1, Area 11.

• Contaminated Waste Dump No. 2, Area 11.

• Reactor Maintenance Assembly and Disassembly Facility (R-MAD) Contaminated Waste

Dump- Area 25.

• R-MAD Leachfield-Area 25.
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• Test Cell A Leachfield-Area 25.

• Test Cell C Leachfield-Area 25.

• Engine Maintenance Assembly and Disassembly Facility (E-MAD) Contaminated Waste

Dump - _,rea 25.

• Tory Reactor Leachfield -Area 26. "_.:"_
_i. "": ,,%,

' ' :i, ,?'.:"

• Tory Reactor Contaminated Waste Dump- Area 26. . ."[..",.i':. ":. ,.
,',:.. ,,°

• E-MAD Leachfield-Area 25. '...: .:.. .._.

Although the above 11 sites were known to have rec,.ei',yea'.:r_ioa_t3_esQ}J'_tances, only six were

believed to have potentially received nonradioacti_'e'_.ha2_atdousii'sub:_ta:_;';_es.Sampling and analyses

at these six sites indicated no significant',..i:on_.e,n_.&tiofli0:iTof n_radioactive hazardous wastes,
although radionuclides were detected (see_ectr01_.5.2)_:'i ,. "

•, ', • ..p

At the time the draft Phai:'4 In_l;_[lation AsseSsment was prepared, the DOE/NV understood that the

Comprehensive Env$_ttimen_al Re'sl_nSe_ Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) did not pertain

to radioacl;i¥,_i_:_stai_"eS:" Ba_ing°":the presence of significant concentrations of nonradioactive

hazardous':_:s_j_s_;_ces a'_"_e_e ° sites and because scores developed through the hazard ranking

•s Ste '.we' "" ......"re':lo,w {*I::_E, 1986a), the DOE/NV concluded that follow-up site characterization studies

an_ r_,_'_edial a'_tion_ under CERCLA should not be required at any of the sites listed above.
. ,.

• :

Since" passage of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986, the

Department of Energy has been working towards the revision of its existing CERCLA program and

DOE Order 5480.14 to implement the new SARA requirements. With passage of SARA, DOE t_as

decided to replace the five-phased approach (which included the Phase 1 Installation Assessment)

and adopt the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) program as outlined in the National

Contingency Plan in its entirety, as appropriate. The adoption of EPA'sprogram is anticipated to be __-

completed within the next several months. DOE has issued guidance to its facilities on how to use

the data collected under its old CERCLA program to meet the requirements of SARA. For example,

the DOE/NV expects to complete preliminary assessments (PA) for the NTS by April 1988.

In addition, recent policy issued by the DOE/NV states that the underground nuclear testing program

at NTS is subject to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

_,_
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- (CERCLA) regulations (Bingham, 1987b). Guidelines for implementing this policy will be

forthcoming, including guidelines for reporting of hazardous releases (i.e,. reportable quantities) to

the National Response Center (Sparks, 1988).

4.5.2 General Description of Pollution Sources/Controls

The NTS has many sites at which past releases (known or suspected) of hazardous substances have

occurred. The sites identified by the Survey team through the review of existing nformation ar_:'iii:I

. ,.. ;.. _.; :,

1. Underground Test Shots/Tunnel Tests ,," " ....."_ =:" ",.",.,.4,,,,,,
_' :0 , , , ,

2. Past Atmospheric Tests _,._.. ,..,.,.:,..,..,

3. Inactive Contaminated Waste Dumps : '- "
_,,_.. "_ , •...:.., ";" _*, _-. ',

4. Inactive Radioactive Waste Consolidation Sites ,.,",. ":.",, ",411_]:.,,,,,_,,:,"::_ '=;'
-- 5. Inactive Contaminated Muck Piles .. ".::::7:,!:. ._:',,.,. ". i,_,.._,., ..:, ..,,;•, _ "., .. t ,a., ..,°

,, ,::.o.6. Inactive Storage Tanks ,",.,:,, ',.... ",".i..'
'.:;, ',.,.: r, ',. i :'°,

7 Inactive Leachfields ,:._'.: ",.:::_::i',,",:"',_- v;.
• _..... , '.',.,o_ , .°_, :_.. '• .,'.: ,,

_" . ", _,'..", ' _ '_.'_. 7 '," '=:, ",:' '.,_

8. Nuclear Rocket Development Station".:_'-:.._:_: _;:"'. "

9. Jet Fuel Release at tl?e Desert Rock,Airst_ii_,
: ; , ,',..;. ',_. •

10. Inactive Horn Si.l_lir IVl:iln'e , ":._ii',
11 BJY Pad "?,:","" ,

%.' 2° ." ' "..,_;" " "

12. Ca:tc.__:asin:_ga:rq_ont_91 I_"i'nt 2
,., ....t , ;., ,;, ,

% ' dl_ _', _t :,, ,:' .... ..'*

13. t!_oer@ntal _a_"gacility

,, ,. ""14. In_i:._jv_gi_];_dock Complex

v ..,. . LAN_ore Handling Facility

.. _. 16. U9y Storage Tanks and Adjacent Area

"17. Tory Reactor

.] 18. Super Kukla Reactor Facility
19. Other Inactive Sites where there is Potential for Hazardous Substances to be Found

4.5.2.1 Underqround Test Shots/Tunnel Tests

_ The primary source of radioactivity at the NTS is the combination of weapons materials, fission

products, and neutron-induced radioactivity generated at each underground nuclear testing

location• Refer to Section 3.2.2.2, Soils, for a description of subsurface soil contamination from

underground nuclear testing.
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4.5.2.2 Past Atmospheric Tests

Surface soils on large portions of aTS have been contaminated by weapons tests conducted at or

near the surface. Refer to Section3.2.2._l, Soils, for a description of surface soil contamination from

past atmospheric tests.

4.5.2.3 Inactive Contaminated Waste Dum.pj

,1.o ." ' .;

Contaminated waste dumps (CWD) are shallow burial sites that contain solid wastes f'e[at.e_.:ito
...... • tel' ..'

nuclear weapon tests and non-weapon test activity. These dumps are relatively sm,.a,t.['.[n:sfi_'._,ran_i_g.

up to 5acres in area and 10feet in depth (Penwell, 1987a). Table4-25 li_t_ 10 ir_'_i_.tj,v.eiiCWDsth_t :_
have been identified at aTS. 'i":i_ii"'i_':.. "

,:...., ', .., ".'"_.,;'"', h..i"

, ', "_,

Five of the inactive dumps have been sampled for rad,ie.nu'cli_&s:.,,'N_: disposal of non-radioactive,,v,,, ", - • ., :. ,;, ',;.

hazardous materials was suspected at these sites (DI_E, 1"986). "T._e"S'u_'y team was unableto fine
_"""_' "",,:'_:, _i' "',_

, ,q, ,,,, , . ,, .

sampling and analysis data for the other five _..D._. ":":i". '"::'. '"?"
.°_,'. '.i :_:, ", ', : ',, "':. '/%

The five CWDs that have been _amplee are C_D #:ii:grid #2 in Area 11 CWD #1 at the R-MAD facility
. .. ,'i ":% t

in Area 25, CWD #2 at the:_E-MAB facility !n ,_._a 25, and CWD #2 at the Tory Reactor in Area 26.. .' ... :.i • ,. • .

Following is a brief d:eii_"ii'pt[on of'il_'e tl_e_"CWDs. Table 4-26 presents environmental data for these

sites (Also se_,__tion"31_2":3':'_i'Soils) %''"

,.::"_ _ .'..:"," '. '?':.'.,,, ;,..', ;._'. :.-._. _ _... ,,'

• . "'I;', CW:_#]"'a_'d #z located in Area 11 were used for the disposal of wastes contaminated

%."... '.ii,: with;ii_.239 that were generated from the safety shots (Project 56) during the period 1955

•,._.'. to 1957 (see Section 3.2.2.1, Soils).

CWD #1 does not show evidence of surface contamination or of elevated radionuclide

levels at any depth. On the other hand, CWD#2 is the most contaminated inactive

contaminated waste dump at aTS. Radioactivity levels are as high as 4,950pCi/g Pu-239

and 563pCi/g Am-241. Moreover, there is surface contamination present (282pCi/g

Am-241).

• CWD #1 at the R-MAD facility, located in Area 25, was used for the disposal of solid waste

contaminated with radioactivity. The CWD was composed of three waste pits. The wastes

were generated from the R-MAD operations during the period 1958 to 1979. The R-MAD

facility was used for assembly and disassembly of nuclear rocket reactors (see

Section 4.5.2.8, Nuclear Rocket Development Station).
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TABLE 4-25

-- INACTIVE CONTAMINATED WASTE DUMPS (CWD)
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

, .... ,, , ,, ,m,, ,

Area Name of Site

I

5 CWD-1 Trench at Sugar Baker '
CWD-2 Radioactive Waste Storage/Disposal

............. , _._,_

11 CWD-1 Project 56 Events ,_ ,,

CWD-2 Project 56 Events "._i::i: ...._:i',.:ii
.v,' ,.,,

12 CWD-1 Area 12 Tunnel Wastes Buried in Trench ,,,.,;,. .., .......,
-- , , , , "_.,." r._; , , '_'i;'
25 CWD- 1 R-MAD ,..'.,::!.".;. '"":_:*:""""

--- CWD-2 E-MAD ". ,'V"".,..... ., '_ ";2.,"

.CWD-4 Central Support Area (discarded,, environme',n!,al,.' ' sampl__::"disp°se'°f,,,'r. ,"',., here)
,. L ,.'° 'i

26 CWD=I Horn Silver Mine (Refer to Section 4._2.1.0) ".:.:.i!,._. ,..:. ;,_
- CWD-2 Tory Reaction Test Wastes *:'",. ", *"_,• . "';.,,;".-...,.. "

,r '_'"' ' ,'::r ', 'i', 7 ,
....'., ,,,:,,: ,_,:. ' ,;...
?::, '.,,_'r, ',' .',,

Source: NV0,1987. ,,....,.. ::.=_...,.. .:..,-.. ,,;,
- REECo, 1986b. ,' _'. """: '"':_:::'_':'" ''"""" ", "_,i.:_.,',..::i:, '_"::'" :',"

REECo, undated, ,.,,
c .%' ' "" "' ""'

• ,%

,_.% .'. :'_. ,, .',o
• "" "'_ " ' 4

, %., ',, ",,,,.: :", '_,'b'_ ,_,, ",,

_,.:.:.• #..

(;':' ._.. ., • -..,,,_- ....' , •

, ,; _.% , "' ' .'.!b

.... :, .'_"12 . ',;'''_''
,,.:' ,{ _., .:. ;'.'

•, -,,. ",;."_.'.,:.£, :,' ._,.,,
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TABLE 4-26

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR INACTIVE CONTAMINATED WASTE DUMPS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA "

UlUll i i i ..... , i i

Site Sample Depth (cm) Gamma Activity
Location Reading uR/h Isotope (pCi/gm)

.........

II1' I I I I

Safety Shot # 1 Bottom 167-183 18 K-40 25,800

CWDs, Area 11, Cs-137 0,542,!:,!
CWD # 1 Ra-226 ,,.2,:350:;

Th-228 _.,,.,, 212_b:,;:i
Th-232 ,. ',i.,'i!'_;2,15_:i:'!.

i IIIIII II i i ii i ii ii ii . ¢ _ '""
• 4,i' , ) iiii .' r

# 1 Surface 0-15 17 K-40. :,.. _;ii.i:,.:.::._.i_i_2:500 _; _

Ra-226 " ...... ._'. 1.460, '_..: . .

';_" .:"_'.i ' 1,960

#1 Tailing 0-183 ,.,_.., 1"7_,'.*"_.:.',_i_.40 :.££'; 20.100

'ii. i:i .'R.'_['?:.'226" 1,920
_' "::';ii:i... Th-228 2,230

1" , "-:"# 2 Bottom t06- ,: '":7. 1'7..,; K-40 24,600
'i: '_:'ii::: Ra-226 1.690

' '..... " Th-228 2.230'., .

f,i ,I i i I' .1'", ' ''i

#2._'rfa ceI_ 0-15.',"." 17 K-40 23.000

,,!::.0,":," Cs-137 0.428
520

,., _., ,' ' ."" _, _,.' ,..._, Th-228 2.060 :., .,:._ . _..

,,k;_,'" ' I' i I ' " _'' "'r r;1' _,

.................. •r.,:_... _,', [ing 0-122 17 K.-40 22.900
.' ,, .. ,., Ra-226 1,310

' ' .'" '_:i:' Th-228 2,090
,. Th-232 1.440

...... ,..................
S,,. ety Shot # 1 Surface 0-15 18 K-40 20,200
CWDs, Area 11, Am-241 282.000
CWD #2 Ra-226 1.060

Th-228 1.490
Th-232 1.620

II IIIII I I I I I II I

#2 Surface 0-15 19 K-40 16.800
Am-241 563.000
Cs-137 0,558
Pu-239 4,950,000
Ra-226 1.160
Th-228 1,540

i mmu i III Ul I
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TABLE 4.26
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR INACTIVE CONTAMINATED WASTE DUMPS
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE TWO

,,, ,, , ,,

Site Sample Depth (cm) Gamma Activity
Location Reading 1JR/h Isotope (pCi/gm)

: I II II I

- Safety Shot #3 Surface 0-15 18 K-40 27.300

_ CWDs, Area 11, Am-241 154.000.z.i!
CWD #2 Cs-137 ,:_..,280:_'
(continued) Ra-226 ,.,.., 1"i52._::._

Th-228 ,,
ii i i i , • _1' .) i " r

#4 Surface 0-15 20 K-40. ::,.. i::::,._.:i._.:,::2,,.4.200
k _

,:.'.., Cs-1'87 ":'" "..:': 0.558
", ,,Ra-226" i,'.:;'.i:, 1.210

"'":""", "" :,_.1)-22'B:!_ _ 1.950
- "":'" "" """ : ....'.E_1_.232:,'; 1 660'

":'% i°° /i".,r., • ', , , _..__ , ".,.I. ., .. -.
R-MAD CWD, Pit.# 1 Bottom 234-2,4.9 _::'::.!,. ""..1"_,0'";:':',, K-_,0 25.100

- Area 25 ',: .:":. ": .,_.:,. '....':. - Co-60 7.650
'; "_" "....... CS-137 403.000

" Ra-226 0.818
,:' , " '."_.,.. Th-228 1.340
":. "', '".i '"% _*'

....', Th-232 1.590
, t.. _ " "'",

i i . iii i i

'._i:;:"#1.S_rface,' .,'i:'.';:'0_15 21 K-40 25.300
.,..,,. ',5':'. ,,' ...," ., Co-60 11 200

....:'-...... , _- ," .:, Cs-137 53.800
'.:_ i' '0'" ¢ . e ..... ..;.,•, ,. c, " ':.:.,:'. ,';: .'

' "' " Ra-226 25.400• .:"'_ ..,, ,. _ ,., _ ;"
, ,_.."..:)" ...._, .;..,

_...o ....,: ,:,,.,_ Th-228 2.030

" [', .,;..' '_i_.::_. Th-232 1.860
i ,' I , ,' '_._" i iiiii i ii IPIII

,. Pit #1 Tailing 0-249 42 K-40 29. ! O0
- " _. Co-60 3,340

,. '_

Cs-137 211.000
Ra-226 98,200

= Th-228 2.080
Th-232 1.810

111111 ii llrll I

Pit #2 Bottom 198-213 22 K-40 28.800
Co-60 3.340
Cs-137 211.000

: Ra-226 98.200
Th-228 2.080_

Th-232 1.860
ii iii i i i i i I

Pit #2 Surface 0-15 26 K-40 29.500
= Cs-137 1.010

Ra-226 1.130
Th-228 1.780
Th-232 1.690

i iii i
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TABLE 4.26
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR INACTIVE CONTAMINATED WASTE DUMPS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE THREE

...................... J| i

Sample Depth (cm) Gamma Activity
Site Location Reading tjR/h Isotope (pCi/gm)

-- I I III m lit ......... I IIII I

R-MAD CWD Pit #2Tailing 0-213 - 21 K-40 28..700

(continued) Ra-226 1.1_' I
Th-228 ,,..I,,94_.O,: --

' Th-232 ' 116_<_'[
iiii - ii1,1 '1 i ii iii "_ '1 I* [

Pit #3 Bottom 259-274 23 'K-40 '.:"%:"' .,,_:.:128.700'::ii!'.::
Ra-226. i_i:,_i._i:._,..1.160

,.,..'..,Th-232 _":'" ":.:" 2 330
. 'l,": ?.. o. • ._ •

iiiiii i iiiii i ii di, ' i " ii : ,'' , _)' ii _

Pit #3 Surface 0-15 _._.:',.,. ".',:::_-40', :ii" ":; _ 30.500 -
,.:.t. ".,.*., _,,_",R,.a,.-22_,'; 1.060
'""'"' ,":" '":" 'T_'#228 2.100

i:...._, '":::".., "':i!.':..., T'h-232 2.160 -
,.! ' ,,, ..0 '_ ":, _,) ., ,.. ,,.., ,,1 iii i i ii I_ . _tl. ,,i , _, , '

Pit #3 Taili ng _)-27";_.i:,:; K..40 25.500

!,,•,: ,,;.,., ',,:,: Ra-226 1 120Th-228 1.830
" " , ". Th-232 1.050

,:,,, .' :.
..... ,,, - ,l" )li ' , '" "-'° , , ,, ,,

E-MAD CWD, ..'.':]:.#il;Bottorffi,'"', ...¢68-183 14 K-40 31.300 -
Area 25 "'": _':'' Cs-137 34.700

.,,,::,_,i,,"'"i ]:, _.i_._ ,,, ,!, Ra-226 0.927

' .... ::"';';"',,.i, Th-228 1.680-., ,._..v,:,,....,'. Th-232 1.650
, .... • ;, :;'ll • -,,

• .. v.;i:; #1 Surface 0-15 11 K-40 29.300
"' "' "_*" Ra-226 ' 0.964
. _ Th-228 1.470

ii ii ii i IIIIL , iii i i

" " _'s" #1 Tailinu 0-183 11 K-40 30.900
Cs-137 0.445 -
Ra-226 0.815 :
Th-228 1.470
Th-232 1.360 =

iii i ii iiii iiiii ii irll

#2 Bottom 198-213 13 K-40 32.300
Cs-137 17,400
Ra-226 0.904 -
Th-228 1.590

l .... Th-232 1.370...... UlU
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TABLE 4-26
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR 8NACTIVE CONTAMINATED WASTE DUMPS
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA
PAGE FOUR
..........

Sample Depth (cm) Gamma Isotope Activity
Site Location Reading 1JP,/h (pCi/gm)

III IIIII I IIII II I

E-MAD CWD #2 Surface 0-15 12 K-40 30.300

(continued) Cs-137 0.184_!!
Ra-226 ,. 0.;,86_'/,_

Rh-lO6 ,. ..... :O!:3_i_t!::i

, Th-232 ";',,,." ,.'!:'1.. .420 '",_,,
ii i i i iii i iiiii _1 i1'11' i1' iF' Irl . i

•,::,." .:,i:.#2 Tailing 0-213 12 K-40,.",',:". i; _''' ._O0
,,-.. CS-1'97 "._i."• ' ". 0, 114

":.' ,Ra-2 '),&.i["."',." '':_" 0,810' 'i .e

'_':"'.,',' , _i,}h-23'2:{[ 1,480
,, ,,,, , , , , ,, ,, I_ "I, '" ' _'" .,, . ,.t, ...• .._, ...?, ;,.

Tory Reactor #11Bottom 229-244 i:! ;"(.''.19".,_:'i" ;:::K,:,_O 28,700CWD ' ';/i,.. ':ii,!.._ Ra"226 1,110

, ':..,_. ;... '...":. - Th-228 1 590,, :.: ":.:.:.:"..,
'";['-i":" '"' " Th-232 1.750

III I II *'' i

# o.i'.', '",:_,'. : 16 K-40 25.400
...., 'v ...... :. Ra-226 1,290

"_" '" '-'" Th-228 1,780
.... ,.'.,:::.,,':" i "i.''.,....... .t.,

.' ," '.. , ::'!::,,'" Th-232 t.690,'.% ... "'...
. [i -. ii | . iiiii iii i i illlll iii i

t '...... "_: :' ii 0 0-244 19 K-40 24.800.4..'... 4> t,

i., . 'i •

..... ,.:: "._.":,..'_...." Ra-226 1.490
%;-".... ,...._., ',_ ', ,,", ,.:....._,,.._. ;" Th-228 1.720
-,.,., ....,.,:::,,,,._ , ,.: ' ;j i

.: . . '. ',LI.::,'.::,._#2 Bottom 229-244 18 K-40 27.300"' "' Ra-226 1.300
' " Th-228 1.490

•, :.

'. " Th-232 1.630
i IIH ml

: #2 Surface 0-15 17 K-40 27.500
Ra-226 1.270
Th-228 1.610
Th-232 1.880

mll li I I I I I II lm|li I II I I

#2 Taili ng 0-244 22 K-40 24.800
Ra-226 1.160
Th-228 1.860
Th-232 1.750

- , H, ,, , ,,

Source: REEEo, 1986b.
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Pit No. 3 at the R-MAD CWD is essentially uncontaminated and Pit No. 2 has elevated

radioactivity levels only at the bottom (211pCi/g Cs-137; 98.2pCi/g Ra-226; 3,34pCi/g

Co-60), However, Pit No, 1 at theR-MAD CWD shows elevated radioactivity both at the

surface (53,8pCi,/g Cs-137; 25.4pCi/g Ra-226; 11,2pCi/g Co-60) and at the bottom

(403 pCi/g Cs-1_/),

• CWD #2 at the E-MAD facility, located in Area 25, was used for the disposal of solid w_:_",.tes

contaminated with radioactivity, The wastes were generated from the op_ral:i,_i,:of
' .,,-,,,. ".41,:i."! ,

E-MAD, which operated from 1966 tc, 1973. The E-MAD facility was us_d:'.._.cu"t_._.,assem_,:y,

and disassembly of NERVA rocket engines (see Section 4:5.2.8, ":,ilN_l!_r Rock_ ':

Development Station), :.. :i... . . ",.:.,,.,.'. ...:'.. ',_'.'_,./

"..f_

At the E-MAD CWD, radioactivity in surface _ampl_:!s_ndt:'_=tev_!_d. The only elevated

radioactivity is found at the lower dept_s.(a_il.oxi_J_l;ei_:'_,feet) of the CWD, where
cesium-137 was measured at a maxt._u_ )._[oac'ti_,ty I'e_'el of 34.7 pCi/g. The presence of

, , , °,'_'. ":',':_ '_i .' "':'::,, "/..'_ . ,

0.351 pCI/g of Rh-106 isconsidered to t_elan j_n'oroaly'(see Section 3,2.3.3, Soils).

• CWD #2 at the.._:ery'R_a, ctor, Iocate_i'_n Area 26, was used for the.disposal of radioactive

wastes, in_ii_'ing,fuel eIe"_e_,_ t['rom the Tory Reactor (see Section 4.5.2.17). The reactor

,.," ,,,. ,_ :.

•,:'.?. ,.", ...-....,,

:" ""_' Th'e::T!_.or_/'_tor CWD shows no elevated radionuclide levels at any depth
. ,.. ;_

;_¢._,

'. '..

Burial, sites such as CWDs should have little or no potential for environmental contamination if no

liquic_ phase is present to promote contaminant migration to the subsurface soil or groundwater and

the buried material is covered toprevent resuspension. This appears to be the case withCWD #1 in

Area 11, CWD #2 at the E-MAD facility Area 25, and CWD #2 atthe Tory Reactor in Area 26,

The sites at CWD #2 in Area 11 and CWD #1 at the R-MAD facility in Area 25 do show evidence of

surface radioactive contamination and, therefore, present a potential source of contamination from

surface soil resuspension.

4.5.2.4 nactive Radioactive Waste Consolidation Sites

Past atmospheric test activities conducted at the Nevada Test Site have resulted n widely distributed
i

sur'face areas known to have radioactively contaminated soil and debris, Many of these areas have
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- been cleaned up and the radioactive solid wastes have been removed and temporarily placed at

- nearby consolidation sites. These radioactive waste consolidation sites (RWCS, sometimes referred to

as CON for consolidation site) represent designated areas where debris and soil, including

radioactively contaminated material, have been (_onsolidated from nearby inactive atmospheric test

_ sites. The consolidated soil and debris (e.g., concrete, steel frames, cable, lumber, wire fence, etc.)

are loaded onto trucks and hauled_to the Area3 RWMS for final disposal (see Radioactive Wastes,

Section4.1.2.1.2). The cleanup of RWCSs is dependent on the availability of manpower and

equipment that must be diverted from the weapons test program ,'_;'_• , ,.'T.b,
, , q. '. ,',, ,_

, r' '"_" ""'_'i_::
In the late 1970s, a total of 25 radtoact ve waste consolidat on s tes were designet._ :iff_A?:c,c,s1, _ii'.:_#,

4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 16 The remed ation of these sites is planned to be corAl_..lete_::_.t'h:_ te 198_!_

To date, 20 consolidation sites have been cleaned up and 5 await remedi_at:_o.n. T_e'_sffes are
,,':.

located in Area 2' (RWCS 2B and 2C)', Aiea 3 (RWCS 3B), Area 5 IRWC$!SA), aid#.A,:i_a,l 2 ('R__VCS12A).

.. , , -, . • ". ; ,IL ,e"

The objective of the remedial cleanup at an RW_.,Sis_:_it'bIo'_ier"_:_:::_!adiation to a level that is

acceptable to worker health and safety. S_t_ii:re..me_i_ion:._cjII _e_luce radiation to levels equal to
. , '_'_,. '.:..,_,,'".":'._'., 7,, ."..._

those of surrounding areas, typically abo_l_'.0.05..j!_'rl._i.r:oefl*%gerfsper hour of beta plus gamma and no

measurable detection of alphg,_ctivity (REE,Co,19_'_. Pre-and post-cleanup detection data for soil
, ,., ',. '._

- and air sampling are rrtai_ain'ed and are av;_iqable through the Radioactive Waste Management•,,..._.ii ,._. ....
' I '_' '"" " " '_" ''!_'_

section of REECo s E_£_fonm.ental S_yj_:es Department.
,. ,_..,.:...,.._ ,..'... ..,

, ._; ,; • -,_ ....... _, _ , _._
. .., , • 4_.

".,'_' : '." ",i.",, ,:,".....v,'
Ali radioactive _Oste cd_[id'at on sites are revegetated with indigenous plants after the remedial', -, _. '#'",'_;,.',., ,_, .... •

. . ,_ _ .',.....o_.,_. t

.w,orl< has be_._'.<orftp[_r{ed.
" .. ", ,.' .1 V..:."_&

•._.:.,...._' ,:.L,:,
= '..

The 'active waste consolidation sites are possible sources of soil contamination because of the

resus'pension of radioactive soil particles from the uncovered and unprotected waste piles. However,

these sites are generally located in remote areas of NTS,

4.5.2.5 Inactive Contaminated Muck Piles

Muck piles are waste disposal piles which are found outside and near the entrances to Test Tunnels

(see Section 3.2.2.2, Soils). Muck piles typically consist of "muck" or waste rock (from tunnel

development, cutback, and reentry operations)and construction debris (e.g., framing timber, steel

ribs and beams, concrete, cable, pipe, etc.).

Muck that is removed from a tunnel is placed in trucks and hauled to a nearby disposal site. Often

the muck is dumped down a side of the mountain near a tunnel site. The height of a muck pile can
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reach 100 feet or more, At least t0 feet of clean (i,e,, uncontaminated) muck is placed on top of

radioactivelycontaminated muck to provideadequate coverforprotection(i.e.,radiation,erosion).

There are generallyseveralmuck pil4._sat a tunnel site. Muck isalso taken for burialat the

Radioactive Waste Management Site in Area.3 (see Section 4.1,2.1,2, Radioactive Waste),

Radioactively contaminated muck is monitored for radioactivity before it leaves the tunnel. As a

rule, only muck that has a radioactivity level of less than 0.3 mR/hour is allowed to be hauled away

for disposal. Muck that has a level of radioactivity equal to or greater than 0.3 mR/hour is:i:ii_ot

' , _..,. ,.",'i__removed from the tunnel but rather is placed in unused tunnel drifts which are ater pe'rni.arl.i_itly
v'f',? :, ' k..:",

sealed. .' ....... .. ', -

4. ,,

,'" ".' °'471, ,
5ome of the inactive muck piles are contaminated with low levels of rad.JQact[yity. "'T.i_ ra6JiiSact,ve

t,,_'. . ', •.

wastesprobably containlow levelsof fissionproducts,includingC_-.I".37,5r:-90_ai_.d,Co-6'O.There are

no data available on the levels of radioactivity within the ,.._pi'l.ei.i ,,.,":..":,,, ",,",;
' ,:.', ''i'.'"', ,...::, '',, ,'"i '.'.

i,. ,, ',, ,,, _.•,;,/ ., ..,',',,,.',. ":.... , _:,
_, . _,, , ._ ,,, ' °

Inactive contaminated muck piles (CMP) are li_.te:d.i,n,.T_l_Je4_,Z7..A'¢{tve muck piles, which are located

1 ' ,:'t,, ".:..._i::::..:".:'.:L ?%in Area 2 (at or near tunnels U 12n and U1:2_),arei'cles_ril_ed in_ection 4.1.2.1.2, Radioactive Waste.

The inactive muck ,pile_,a,r_ not"'.l,ikely to be':_urces of soil contamination. Because of the arid

climate, there shoulSi:i_'_"sigrJifican_']_qu'i:d":10'lqaseto promote contaminant migration from these piles.

However, iR,AJbv:"e_.b@_'i:l,eJ87," q[_'incJ"a reconnaissance for S&A, a seep was observed at the base of
• _ • ,, , ,_ ..

the Etunn'e;![_n_..i:pile. ':'[_'i,Tr,'in_'"ihesame time period, some sloughing from the base of the Ttunnel
., -, _. _ ,: .:. ,_ '..!. ._.,,

rfiuck"pi[e in:_':_[q'e"i_t'_t-tunnel pond was observed.
,.,..,_

• .,

4.5,,2:6 Inactive Storaqe Tanks

NTS has well over one hundred underground and above-ground storage tanks, of which at east --

12 tanks are inactive (i,e., permanently out-of-service), lt is not known if any of the inactive tanks

have leaked. NTS does not have a leaR.detection program for storage tanks. For a description of the

inactive tanks at NTS, refer to Section 4.1.2.1, Waste Management, and Section 4.2.1.2.1, Toxic and

Chemical Materials.

4.5.2,7 Inactive Leachfields

There are many inactive leachfields at NTS that were used in the past for the disposal of waste waters

from NTS project operations, The liquid wastes disposed of included sanitary wastes, industrial

hygiene chemical wastes, and radioactive decor, tamination wastes.
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TABLE 4-27 "*_

INACTIVE CONTAMINATED MUCK PILES
NEVADA TESTSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

,, ,,

Area Nameof Site

.L I I III I

12 CMP-1 U12b Core and Drill Mud Disposal
CMP-2 U12c,d,f Core and DrilI Mud Disposal
CMP-5 U12i,j, k Coreand Drill Mud Disposal ,.',:_'_

i i

15 CMP-1 U15e Contaminated Muck Pile ,+*#.': :.:.:LI

16 CMP-I U16a Contaminated Muck Pile ,.':'Z,_'_+,ii_', "_::';"
, ";"+," _ _ _,h' '..

, ++_+, ", .,:.++""" °,_",+ '+ ' ,_'."z
',,, ,,, ,l,. i,,t :+..

,,.'"',t:t'.'+','.'+ , ,+, +, ,,_, _+.

Source' NVO, 1987. +,",' ". .:..+." .++.:.:,,
REECo, 1986b. :.... ' ..... _:;'., t,', ,_'_ ' , . _,,: '. ',, ,, ',

REECo,undated ',.:.,+,. .,'::;..,T,....:+,_'. ',,
• +,k "+,, _. '+ ,'.,;," +o'. ' _.,

'_','"',, *"Z:."5. : ::. "

¢ , ,. +,.+,, .',..'. '.,,,,',,I

,,.,+'.+:,, ?+'_,.:, ,:,..++.. ,' _,

,r..'+,, ., _. .,,.,
',;, .'.. ",.;':.":.. '.'.'.:+.+,,

.+,:: • '_.+,_"

: _ _"+. ,,;+,. _, . +:+, ,:, ,_ 'ii +''

'.?:£ ,+,,.... 'y:.,.+,::,,.:+,.,.

• ' + .. ,+ ;+,lm,+ ..,., •
,.., _,_ _.._.,.+, _,..,,...;..+,,_

.+ ,,,
, ' l'+,., '.%

,v ,"_,

,,i !,,..".i,'. .:##+,, o

',

",,.',,
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The size of thes_ leachfields was typically less than ran acre. The exact field location of every

leachfield is not known, particularly in Area 25 (i.e., NRDS). Other leachfields where contamination

has been documented or suspected are weJ'. posted in the field. Table4-28 lists 21 inactive

leachfields (LFP) that, in the past, have received or could have received liquid wastes other than

sanitary wastes.

For 6 of the 21 sites, preliminary soil sampling has been conducted. (The Survey team wa,.. unabt_ to
';..';'.::;

find sampling and analysis data for the other 15 sites.) These six LFPs are located at Contro1:R'Oin[;2 in

Area 6; R-MAD in Area 25; E-MAD in Area 25; Test Cell A in Area 25, Test Cell C inN_e'a_g, and_:t_e

Tory Reactor (401 MAD)in Area 26. Following is a brief description of ea.cb leacl_fi:t_d:._]'_ables4-_9"

and 4-30 present radioactivity and hazardous chemical data, respectively'L;f_r:t[_:e leaci0'{_"_ci's'_:a1_osee

Section 3.2.3.3, Soi!s)• :"'" "_ '.... ':
,,':, 0,

• .,. _.., . :.. .:,;

• The leachfield at Control Point2, Iocate_:th.Are_.6, w,_s Ol_0r._ional from 1951 to 1971. lt
',. i-'.':. ",' :% _," _:.

was used for the disposal of dec_ta._[on"_a.st_aters that were generated at a r

nearby laundry operatton ar_l a/'!'.-:"e_u_,p_e_ decontamination operation (see

Section 4.5.2.2, Catc,hbasin near Cd_trol:.i_int 2). Records indicate two leachfields (LFP-1
• .

and 2)were. ctpe_ate'dlat this site at_:)ugh site personnel claim that there was only one

leachfield._iU_s'ed.1:o.recei_.e,ct_,0'ntamination wastewaters (Penwell, 1987b). The liquid
.._._.. ..: ":, .:..._.._" . "./....,.

w,_t_.S.r,_:ontil_tned rad, lon_cl_des, as well as chemical solvents and dogreasers used in

't._nj_iion _i"_q'St_'g decontamination processes. There were no water quality data• • •, •. ",;"_.',,, • ...,_.. ..,. ,

•" "'":".; re_:_de_=_P these wastewaters.
".,i ';y

. '

•,. '. The maximum level of radioactive contamination detected at the CP-2 Leachfield was
, .,

1.070pCi/g of cesium-137(Cs-137). The only nonradioactive hazardous substances

detected at this site were cadmium (0.04mg/I of extract) and silver (0.05rag/I) at

concentrations well below the limits for the EP toxicity test (cadmium, lmg/I; silver,

5mg/I). On the basis of these results, this site is considered to be essentially

uncontami hated.

• LFP-2at R-MAD, located in Area 25, was operational between 1958 to 1973. lt was used

for the disposal of liquid wast'-s from equipment decontamination at the facility. In

addition to radioactive wastes, trichloroethene was also discharged to the leachfield.

Other chemical solvents and/or degreasers could have been disposed of in a similar

manner.
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TABLE4.28

INACTIVE LEACHFIELDS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

,, iii i

Area Name of Site

I IIII I I II II

3 LFP-4 Subdock Complex Leaching Bed (see Section 4.5.2o14)
t tt =i i

6 LFP-1 Decontamination Field l ,..;_
LFP-2 Decontamination Field II :_:

(LFP 1 and 2 are believed to be one and the same) " ": :.:,.. . ._',i_._

_..-...•:. ' -,'i.:!'
7 LFPol BJY Pad Sump(see Section 4.5.2.11) ' '

15 LFP-1 Experimental Farm Radsafe Waste Sump (see Secti,0n;_,.5.2.13,) :'.:i,_:_;:..:, _*
LFP-2 Experimental Farm Leaching Field (see Section 4.5.2,:_:'3iX:. "'::::,. ";;:"

, 11 . ,,L. , ,..L!,

23 L'FP-1 Building 155 ;::i_!_', '.._-:i.;.':";,.i.:.. "'"
i _'"l, "1" I:;|.. "1 "'_ ",i 'vt , , ,. ,," ,, i,,.

I

' • ' '.,4,"" ''' " '""25 LFP-2 R-MADRadwasteLeachfield ,:,.... .... ......... " '
,:.,.., , ; , _,.,......., ',,

LFP-3 E-MAD Radwaste LeachflelcL,:. _.?. 'v:, "_::i:':_:_,,
- LFP-5 E-MAD Decontaminatiqn Pi_iii_.'._" $_'_.9n"_'i_2.8i "_''

• ...'.._ :.=_.,. ;. ....,,q ,. _,
_ LFP-6 Test Cell A , ,.,...;.,..]..:._.:.. ..,..:. -

LFP-7 Test Cell C o:... .:_ii._;: :;.:.'.:?'_, ._.;
" '1 "_.i, ' ',':" , ,,,

26 LFP-1 LeachfieJd at 401 MA=l_Bui'i_l.ng, used for Project Pluto which utilized the
To[)/, Rea.ctpr , ".

LFP-2 .Cgnttol A_ea LeachfJelcl'_'"

LFP-_;.:_:):Z'on1:.r.olAr_.i':Lga_i_i'_ld II

,_P'4":_;!._._i_bl Area:.;iea?hfietd III
..,.;!i,i:._i:_P;5"_st B._m_r DisposalField

'" ,:.','" L'_'7 l_1_;:Sd'[Iding,,-

: 7'2:_.'" "":/:' _L'IE_"'t":;:"Able Site, Process Leaching Bed
...,.."..,,. :. P-3 BakerSite, Leachfieldl

• ." P-4 BakerSite, Leachfieldll
'. .

'.. ;

Source: NVO, 1987.
REECo, 1986b.
REECo, undated.
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TABLE 4-30

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAl. DATA FOR THREE INACTIVE LEACHFIELDS
NEVADA TEST SITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

,,

EPToxicity Halocarbon

Site Chemical Waste ' ' '
Detected Limit(l) Detected Limit(2)

(mg/I) (mg/I) (1Jg/kg) (l:g/kg!!.,_

Control Point 2 Cadmium 0.04 1 00 "_"" '::_"
Area 6 Silver 0,05 5,00 ,.r: ;"'/;, ','_,:::L

...... , 'iL"i :,
• "' ,.i;i:,Test Cell A Cadmium 0.01 1,00 ':"",,.,,..,,,,,:,,

Area 25 Methylene chloride ,,:;" ,!.'.,4 ':,,i .,.,:II,000

Test Cell C Cadmium 0,02 1,_)'., "" ,;,,:,..... ;
Area 25 '...i", 'i i_,,.:'..,:,._,'.. ',,

, _ .,.: ,_._."" '.: .,,,_i II _ _ ', 'i,] • *',

,_;_?.,, '. '.,i,:','" ,'. " '" ' ",

Source: DOE, 1986. .,,,. "_i"".. " " " '" "' "'". .

(1) EPToxicity limit as listed in 40 CFR261 24;;i;,, .,.,_,.;:_,: ",,i.,',. ',;"
(2) As listed in 40 CFR 261,33. ",'", ',.,'_,,'; ;:,' ",,":, ;".;.' , ,.,,..,.., ,_: ,_,,,.. ,L

• t, _, '%

_,' :4' .,,_ *;_' '• ",_ ; ', '_,'_:"* i ' ,L

.._;_,:e;i_', , ",'.. , .,,,.',,.,,.

, ,,,,,,, •
•:._.,.,.._,..__ "';",,':'.:, _._• _ '* ,,,

.._"'"!:S' "","i:, " " .' _'.!_
% ',' i" ; ' ' '" _''' '

....... . .,.:.i.:.,,,.,i,;/,_,'
• , '._ _ '.., ;,.b,.. ', _
, .. _ "_.:_,.' ..,._;,,_..,..

_;.,',,

,, _,
, ,

',..;
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No solvents (volatile organic compounds) were found at this site. None would be

expected after 13years in a desert climate. Moreover, no other nonradioactive

contaminants were found. Radioactive contamination; however, is significant at this site.

Cs-137 activity levels reach 493 pCi/g at the surface (0-15 cre), 11,900 pCi/g at a hot spot

(76-91 cm depth), and 21,700 pCi/g at a manhole bottom. No direct measurements of

strontium were made, but the cesium to strontium ratio can be assumed to be

approximately 1 to 1. Therefore, equivalent amounts of strontium-90 (Sr-90) are pro_ly

also present. The manhole bottom is also contaminated with cobalt-60 (Co-'_0):._iian

activity level of 632 pCi/g. Lower levels of cobalt-60, beryllium-7 (Be-71,,aild'_6,dium-'.}_6
• ...'.., , *, ,_,:,, I,", ,',_

(Rh- 106) were also reported from surface, tailings, or hot-spot sables ...... ' ' "....
Soils). :" """'

..,.T'. ".... ' i".' '" ":. ;'.
• _". ". ';_

',' '.' ', "I' _',.'_' '":"', 'I.',

, _,.. , ,: .... _ .... _.',

• LFP-3 at E-MAD, located in. Area25, w#.,_, op,e_a,t!oJi"a_.,,be{.._een 1966 and 973.

Wastewaters from equipment decontam_f{atiohi'.i_ er_ion__l_:.E-MAD were discharged to, :'._....., ,;'.,..p ,..,_, •
, , I, ,.l, ...._, -,/',,:, ,;."",,, , -..

: the leachfleld. The wastewater ce_._.,m,,[i_ts w.e_.e s_llar to those discharged to the

R-MAD leachfield. '-:!i':.. '%.!_ :::ii!i::;'::i_!:'.,. .:_'"

-

% • .%

The release q_,,:r._tio_c;_dve materiaF,_t_ this leachfield was documented. The type and,,: ,....:.1, , , .. ,

q0antity (Faover,986) no onra ioa tivehazarou
I _.t_} __sw__ I ' ' I " :_t_t'ected I_"_;eand the maximum levelof radioactive contamination found

= 'W,.'a..s,.1.,,.-_:_'pCi/{__:_&!"i"37at a hot spot 76-91 centimeters deep. The maximum radiation

e_'g':_"f_'_'_d Was 1001JR/hour at the bottom (305cm depth)ofa standpipe NO__ ., ! r
soil

'_"',' ,' saml_eS were taken at standpipes. Contamination at this site is considered to be
•,. '%

',. '. negligible.
', ,',,

• LFP-6 atTest CelIA, located inArea25, was operational from 1958to 1966. Itwasused for

- the disposal of liquid wastes from test reactor and equipment decontamination. The

facility also had a chemical laboratory that discharged liquid chemical wastes to the

_- leachfield. Liquid wastes included radioactive contaminants and probably chemical

solvents, degreasers, and various chemical laboratory wastes (type and quantity

: unknown).

= Methylene chloride was found .in a soil sample from this site, at a concentration of

. 64 ]Jg/kg (ppb). This result is probably due to laboratory analysi s contamination and not to

solvent actually present at the leachfield after 10years of desert conditions (see
_

Section 3.2.3.3, Soils). The only other nonradioactive hazardous substance detected at this
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site was cadmium (0.01 mg/I of extract) at a concentration well below the 1 mg/I limit for

cadmium for the EPtoxicity test.

• LFP-7 at Test Cell C, located in Area 25, was operational from 1961 to 1973. Liquid wastes

were discharged to the leachfield from decontamination of test reactors and related

equipment. Liquid wastes included radioactive contaminants and probably chemical

solvents and degreasers (type and quantity unknown).

No solvents were found at this site and none would be expected due to the e'_fe_t_:_f a

desert climat? on volatile organic compounds. The only nonrad[oa_.ti'_.::_azard_s

substance detected at this leachfield was cadmium (0.02:mg/I _:i':,..e'.:_i_.,c_t)at _,"_

concentration well below the I mg/I limit for cadmium for the E,P".._x'[.cityt'_i, Ra_i_6active
'" " _pCi/gcontamination, however, is significant. Cs-137 act!vity le_e]s..,are 'as-h'.ighas...;..., 3:_ at the

surface and 735,000 pCi/g at the bottom,.r.(290i__.m ;'.'of ih)._ leachfield. Other•. . _ •, : , .,,,.

radionuclides found are cadmium-109 (G'_:109}i"_t ar_::acti'vi_:_ 5.85 pCi/g, europium-155

, a._imo.n_i-125 _Sib-12_'4.22 pCi/g.(Eu-155) maximum 2.27 pCi/g and "" " ...." ' ':'

• LFP-1 at the Tory Reactor (i.e. _,D'1M_;which is the 401 Maintenance, Assembly, and
"_ ,'. I ....t:. ,_

Disassembly f Q_!]_Jcy),ilpc_atedin Area"26, was used from 1958 to 1964. lt received liquid

.',astes g_ie'rated: from",deco:_'ta'mination operations at the reactor. The liquid wastes

_e_,_a[_e.d r_a_active'_on_'aminants, and possibly chemical solvents and degreasers (type
• . '0_

"_d ,.C_"_htity _i:t_'RnoWn).
"., ' "c...*,..... ..;._.t....

, .

": ". -" The'_ximum level of radioactive contamination detected at this site was 222 pCi/g of

" _. Cs-137 for a sample designated as No. 1 surface 0-15centimeters, Another sample

designated No. 1 surface 0-8 centimeters from a surface cleanup had 4.94 pCi/g of Cs-137.

lt is unclear whether these two samples are related. Ali other Cs-137 activity levels

measured were less than 1 pCi/g. Other radionuclides detected were U-235 at 18.1 pCi/g

and Rh-106 at 0.499pCi/g (see Section3.2.3.3, Soils). No nonradioactive hazardous -

contaminants were found. These results indicate that some hot spots (or anomalies) may

exist, although the general level of contamination is negligible.

An evaluation of the preliminary soil sampling data for the above six inactive leachfields

suggest that the Test CelIC and R-MAD ieachfields are clearly contaminated with

radionuclides. The Area 26 leachfield may have some hot spots and the Test Cell A

leachfield shows anomalous radionuclide results (see Section 3.2.3.3, Soils). The E-MAD

and CP-21eachfields have no or negligible contamination. None of the six was clearly
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identified as containing mixed waste at the present time, although ali were suspected of

receiving decontami nation solvents.

The inactive leachfield at Building 155 in Area23 (see Figure4-10) was used for the

disposal of laboratory chemical wastewater. The wastewater likeJy included low-level

radionuclides from radiochemistry analysis and solvents, acids, and bases. Building 155

was formerly used as an industrial hygiene laboratory until the early 1960s when the

laboratory was moved to Building 650 (Frazier, 1987e). '":'_:_

, '.'.'_, ""_'i '::'_

The industrial hygiene laboratory generated low-level, liquid radioactlv..eWg_._ (i.e.,'t.._,..s
', . °, " .:2 '_:,i"._.

than 3 x 10- _Cdml) and nonradloacttve Itquld wastes. Liquid wa.s_, s,:..,.........wete::.'ge..ge,r:a,.ted..,, ..,..,. from
the preparation and analyses of various air, water, bioassay, s_il_i :vegeta':ti._n, 'a'_'other

samples submitted to the laboratory for radioactivity anal.yses ('ERO.A_,,.'l.977i}"mheSurvey

team could not find any environmental data r_..egarai_ the"_cific::types'and quantities of

liquid wastes that were produced at the la_orat_it.y. ""':£i:i',..'':'_::;'::ii_':i"

The leachfield drain system was rep;.¢_,e_ly_:'i_jscolqnected from Building 155 after the
=

: industrial hygiene Is3boratory was0t,elo_:_il:_d (Frazier, 1987e). Approximately 130feet of

4-inch-diamet_.ii:'zast-i_on, acid:re'si,_'_ing drain pipe and 130feet of 4-inch-diameter

Orangebu_£:bipe.,rema'i.6::.Ln":the" grouno. The depth and exact configuration of the
%.:..,., ,' _.._" ',..' ,

lea.c_td rs_Suh'knowg. "_:here are no detailed, as-built engineering plans for this

C . '. 't:' .',."

:': ",' ."' Beca'{_ethe leachfietd has been abandoned for over 20 years, volatile organic compounds

•. ". would not be expected at this site given the desert climate.

There is currently a paved parking lot at the site, which serves as an impervious cap above

the abandonedleachfield, lt is unlikely that contaminants would have migrated from the

leachfield given the arid climate (i.e., lack of rain) and the presence of this parking lot

overtop the leachfield.

4.5.2.8 Nuclear Rocket Development Station

In the early1960s, the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) negotiated an interagency agreement to establish and manage a test area

known as the Nuclear Rocket Development Station (NRDS). The NRDS, located in Area 25, was used
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from the 1960s to 1973 to test reactors, engines, and rocket stages as part of a project to study the

feasibility of developing nuclear reactors for the U.S. space program.

Within this test area, several test installations were built, covering approximately 8,000 acres of land.

These installations were the Central Support Area, Reaction Control Point, Engine Maintenance

Assembly and Disassembly Building, Reactor Maintenance Assembly and Disassembly Building,

Engine Test Stand, Test Cell "A," and Test Cell "C" (see Figure 4-11). Today, ali of these facilities are

functionally inactive and are considered to be permanently out-of-service. The Survey t'_am

discovered that there is very little documentation regarding the past activities at the NRD_:: O_i_ite
,.... ,. ',,.' .:_

personnel know very little about the operations that took place here. s-built dr_.wl.ng's'_ the N'RI_S

facilities are not available (Gayle, 1987b). Following is a brief descrip.t¢on of':,!_ac.h!Ci!_stallati'_'

'. .! '' . ." .. '; '. '_

• Centra Support Area (CSA) ,...:'... '. ,.. i., :,. " '.

£':. _..:i.'.. '_.i:=i!."_'""_"'

f ,. :.?::':.i,. '".,:':.'. ::':_"- ""_:""The CSA provided support or NRDS :._r.:_ tht_.ugbj_ technical shops building, an
, ,', ..',, ";.' '_. ':' ::' ,_ '.,.b, ':".'_'J

administration and englneenng'.bult_iigil, a',:m,ed01:al facility, warehousing and storage

areas, and facilities f_r radiographia_s su'l_',}',_,rt.
= ,._._s . '.

. _.':..'. e_ '... ", °....•li

• Reactor C_t=r'ol P.Qint (RdP..}..t":::;,'f''"
,^._,

•_.' =. ,_

'.:he ._@provi_i.C_ntrol for and support of the reactor test programs at Test Cell "A" and

....'-.11; T_tt:_e !"1,_¢-

_,;. :...... ".:,.. .L.o

. ". The faci ity included a control building, technical services building, technical operations

• building, administration building, cafeteria, warehouse, service station, and a weather

station.

• Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly Building (E-MAD)

The E-MAD facilities were used to assemble and prepare NERVA (Nuclear Engine for

- Rocket Vehicle Application) engines for testing; refurbish radioactive-hot engines for

_ additional testing; and disassemble and conduct detailed, post-mortem inspection of

: tested rocket engines and components. A total of six NERVA reactors/nuclear were

developed and tested.
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The E-MAD building is a multi-_tory, reinforced_concrete structure divided into 7areas.

These areas include a cold assembly area, a hot maintenance and disassembly area, post-

- mortem cells, high- and low-level cells, operating galleries, and a shop and service area.

Specialized equipment used for E_MAD consisted of a railroad and transport system, which

included an overhead positioning crane system (40,000pound load capacity), wall-

mounted and floor mounted handling systems, hot-bay remote cranes (80,000and

20,000 pound capacity), cell service area remote crane (15,000pound capacity) 'ff_orI ,;..:..,,
o, .".':._

turntable (90,000 pound capacity), and a post-operative cell material transfer sy_e:rh, _::':,::;
...-.,_.. ";4 :.:"_

, ' ,. , ';, • ,.. ",, '_.

_:' A

• Reactor Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly Building (R-MAD) "£;::.:i,.,......,...,,.:!:i';:...,,.. *'""_.,
, .,,,_,,.... ,.,..: ',_',..,.,

',, : "..,:'., -:, .',,.

The R-MAD Building consisted of two assembly ba_s wh_e nuc_l_alk.:t_.k;k_: ti_actors were

assembled and installed on test cars. The asse_. bl°_.a_e_.c,ori:_iste_l:_f a clean room and an

assembly bay. Other facilities included _. ele:_r.ica[:._ho'p'_:_.!.kelding shop, a control rod

shop, and a vault. In recent years,'._e_fa_i_;}y at':_M_l_,was used for MX CALTP support
- °_'..'. . '.:_i._ '.:i.'."'"..?:.. "_".:,, ,

(see Test Cell "C" at the end of.'.thls's.C_t_:o'n)_:',The" disassembly area contains upper and

lower bays. The up_er bay can:..l_e s_'arated from the lower disassembly bay with a
• ,', : ',. .',.',..•

750-ton, 5-fo_!_ick'/c_ncrete shieid_hg cloor.

• ._,'.,_ ...:.,'; ,

Tbe:I'_'MA ' ou_ 0 _as also equipped with a 2,560-square-foot decontamination
,.:?.,,', , _._: , ,_..,, ,;_";',._" , , , , ,

_,a.'cl!l.t_;.whlch:_s:.'accessible wa the railroad system. Railroad trackage was prowded to

• ai'}_'_r_e'_It_-controlled transport of the reactor from the assembly bay to the test cell,

:',' :",." .,' appr'_imately 1.5 miles away; and after testing, back to the disassembly bay. A spur led
•, . _.

•.: '. to a "graveyard" that was used to bury radioactive test hardware (see Section 4.5.2.3,
,,._

• Inactive Contaminated Waste Dumps).

• Engine Test Stand (ETS-1)

-- ETS-1 was designed for the ground developmental testing of a downward-firing,

NERVA-type engine in a flight-simulated environment. The ETS-lcomplex included a

160-foot-high, 100-ton aluminum structure connected by a 1,150-foot-long, underground

tunnel to an underground control structure which was protected from outside radiation;

a cryogenic Dewar-flask and high-pressure gas vessel tank farm; the connecting process

piping; an engine compartment radiation shield; a diffuser/ejector exhaust duct; a

2.5-million-gallon demineralized-deluge and cooling-water storage tank; and a cooling-
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water drainage ditch. The control systems and data acquisition and recording systems

were located in rooms in the control structure•

• Test Cell "A"

E

Test CelI-A was designed for testing nuclear rocket reactors. During reactor operations,

the enclosed areas of the test cell were made inert with nitrogen, and the entire facility

was operated from the RCP. The facility was constructed with the piping and sysl__s
. q, .,.,:

necessary for the storage and transfer of fluids such as liquified and gaseous l_yd_ir._n,
, f, '. .:... • ,... :..s,

nitrogen, helium, liquid oxygen, and demineralized cooling water.,Li:_he'_:._'estruc_.i,¢lO•..,', ; ' ':,.i:::,.
",,"' ,". , ,_ ,' :t , _:., ,_

included thick concrete walls to protect instrumentation and c.o£trol s_i_.e__i , rom h0g_

radiation damage. The facility was equipped with a 50,_'()_g'_lJon '_i'_yal_e_:"_/ater
'' _" ."., ::':..'.". "i_:

reservoir and a lO0,O00-gallon tank for cooling Water.i -"::ii:!:':.
_.',

,:.:'.... ,...
_'":, _ ql, ..':t '_,:,,_

• Test Cell "C .... "_"', .,...,._.,..,
• _, '. ' ',, '. '!. ",t "; ';

• ': ...,,'.,.,._,,..,._, ;. ',,:',,,. .
_,' o '.' .',.. ',, ,. ' '. '4 ; ;

Test CelI-C was operated in t e'_iamei'_n_i6nl_'r..,_s Test CelI-A for testing nuclear rocket.,: ,, ,,..?., , ,,,

reactors. Test Cell-C,.]Jke Test CelI-A._was:i!_,onstructed with piping and systems required to; .', .',. .,_._
I.., ,'.• _ , , _. '%

handle numer,._ll, ga_e_, and liquidf,',;', The facility was equipped with a 150,000-gallon

ta ku, dto h at a, o,at d
_:.,._ ,, ,, ,,._- ,.,: ',

w..at!e_#::.it..and'._::&.'.'225,0(_..-g_llonwater tank used to store 200°F water supplied to a

....,. "' ' t '"" ,,,,,.:,,..,t,.:,.,,_i.a....,,e..r:_._.droge_...71beatexchanger• In addition, a cryogenic evaluation laboratory was

" " "'" " Io_a_d"r:ti_ffe facility.

'...'. ,., ,. _' ¢,_6.1_

'. ". In 1969, the reactor development, engine testing, and rocket development activities were, ;

concluded at the NRDS. When Project Rover was completed in 1973, the NRDS area was

returned to NTS for close-down. Following close-down, the facilities were deactivated and

decontaminated for their potential transfer to other DOE programs (see Section4.3.2,

Radiation).
_

In the late 1970s, the United States Air Force Ballistic Missile Office (USAFIBMO) selected

Area 25 for development and testing of the Missile Experimental (MX) support systems

and programs including EGRESS,the Vertical Test Shelter, and the Canister Assembly and

Test Launch Program (CALTP). The Air Force concluded its activities in 1979. Since 1980,

Area 25 has been primarily used for nonweapons research and development.
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There are a number of areas within the NRDS where inactive buildings or equipment are

contaminated with radioactive materials in excess of NRC American National Standards Institute and

DOE guidance for the unrestricted release of contaminated property, Access and use of these

facilities are controlled by NTS to limit exposure to site personnel. Because of the shielding effect of

the buildings and the large distances between contaminated locations and off-site residences, these
r

facilities do not contribute measurably to the radiation exposure of the general public (see

Section 4.3.2, Radiation). In addition, there is virtually no liquid phase in this arid climate to promote

contaminant migration to the subsurface soil and groundwater, i::'.,i_!
,=.., ,."_::?

- . - , , .... ,r'";";.,% " s_::._,.
Contamonated =nactive buoldtngs, equ0pment, and surround=ng areas have be_n,',_:6_ger,_.#d.by',.t._t.e' '"e" _' _ °_ .,s

Survey team.at the locations that are listed below. This list is not intende_.,to rep¢_t'"._ comple_

inventory of contamonated fac=lltles; only those observed by the Survey te_;.. ',,. ',;:_. '"

',' .. _, "' ' , " ,'. ";. ' ', 'b'

_. '_, ','.'._t ';' '; '_'
, ' ,' . ,;.'..y, i,,

• Central Support Area ;. . . ,,• .._, ,,.,,

- - Contaminated waste dump (O_,:D-4).'(_r_ca_.ed e_l_0ronmental samp es disposed of

n)'ere" ;..... .;,.._,:'r:'" ",.',. _'"_: .', ,....,;... :.._; ,;..., -

0,. :, ,_'.it. ._ ,.,
, ' _,', h, _'

,,', ',,,,,'.. _._,;.,
• E-MAD ...." ' :_ .....

_;...._._,,.' .'.._. .,.,._.,

-,#.:_e ui_iffergrou_ c_/ntarn0nated storage tanks (together referred to as CST-1)
'°_., ._, 0,.' _ ':.;,_, . ,_;' . ,,'_ ,'"

., .,,., .;i:i:;.,:_4,_,,cent _,i_:_ south corner of the E-MAD building (see Section 4.2.1.2.1, Toxic and'' "" ;' ::;::;gh_l_al Materials)

*,.._,,

,: ". , Leachfield (LFP-3) (see Section 4.5.2.7)
,;

- Decontamination pit (LFP-5)

- Storage areas inside E-MAD

- "Hot bay" inside E-MAD

- Two equipment storage areas outside of E-MAD

- Contaminated waste dump (CWD-2) (see Section 4.5.2.3)

• R-MAD

Leachfield (LFP-2) (see Section 4.5.2.7)

- "Hot bay" inside R-MAD

Contaminated waste dump (CWD- 1) (see Section 4.5.2.3)
=
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• ETS-1

- Metal shield inside building

• Test Cell "A"

+

Leachfield (LFP-6) (see Section 4.5.2.7)

Test Cell "A" buildi ng ,.::.::

- Test Cell "A" equipment building ":=::ii. ;:.iv,

• Test Cell "C" ":_:_.,.,,:,,:; ,_;,,.,,,:,::,,_i:.... ,,",'..:'._,.""_..

Le'achfield (LFP-7) (see Section 4.5.2.7) .:,!. ,:. 'i..:.,
°_,_..... :'!:. , :';. ..,

,..'., '...._'. '.,, .. _: '.. ,.

Two aboveground 600-gallon f llter:..tank_..!,LFP_:_,an_];:-'(Survey team measured a

radioactivity level of 5'millirem/_:&t a:_J_tan_i!_f 3"_f_t from each tank surface)'_"," ':,.:'_,'/:i,.''::,':_. "+:'.::.

Six undergroun_.reffluent sto_age t'a+_ksthat received liquid wastes from the nuclear

furnace tes_:il:_Jns(:CST-2,3,4,5_6,_ 7)

' .. "::!:!:..,,::::.;::."
,-:,_?i'A__.veg:f£_d_"l_._0_-'gallon liquid storage tank (WAT-1)(Survey team measured at
•.. I ,I.,'" ':., .:°, .+'"' '.'."*

'+;+:+._;_:+urfac_;_"radioactivity level of 1 millirem/hr)"'.'"+" ;i':.:.;':._:i i"' , '_""

°++ ". :+", . _'_+

" i'.,...:'.:i,"., _ioactive waste disposal area (not actually observed by Survey team but listed on

".:,.-" map [NVO, 1987] as located somewhere at the Test Cell "C" complex, location is
unknown).

- Test Cell "C" building

- Piping and valves

4.5.2.9 Jet Fuel Release at the Desert Rock Airstrip

The Desert Rock Airstrip is located in Area 22 (see Figure4-12). lt is used by LANL and LLNL for the

takeoff and landing of light aircraft. The airstrip also provides limited ground support services,
including refueling.
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Between December 20 and 26, 1985, the LANL underground refueling system inadvertently released

- approximately 18,000 gallons of Jet A-50 fuel. The jet fuel contaminated the subsurface soil around

the tank, The extent of contamination is not known, The cause of the fuel leak was a

:malfunctioning inground vertical turbine fuel pump, which is located on top of the 23,000-gallon
p

underground steel tank (Boyce, 1986). The fuel pump has been repaired but the contaminated

subsurface soil remains•
,ira

The extent of the subsurface soil contamination is unknown. The contaminated soil has not_i_en
4', ,":' ,:

cleaned up or removed. Given the arid conditions, there is no liquid phase to promote co'ht_:mi:_ant
, ' ".'" ,, '_i'.'.:"

migration from the subsurface soil . '._:i:'"'_,:'"" "'.'',
,.:..., ,s;.,

. . ., .;.% ','....:,.:.:: ....-,,

Both EPA Region IX and the State of Nevada were notified of the, fueF_ ele,is,e by)_h_ Sa'f_'i_yand
_,._-. ,.:. ,,'..:., ,....

, '_

- Health Division,'DOE/NV. ":,::'.. ' ....... , ..
i, :"'.... ',:.,:!,. 'iL:'. -'o •

4.5.2.10 Inactive Horn Silver Mine

p.. '_. '. t....o , .t., ' ...,,...... ;.'."i_ i"i". ;,._":, _'".'_

Around the turn of the century, mining at?._ pr_,ei:...fin'_t::.wer_ common at the NTS. TheWahmonie

District, which was a mining d[s._rict Iocatec_.in..the::_dnity of Area 26, was prospected about 1905 for

gold and silver ores. _ii_rod_ion occurred'* until 1928 when a high-grade silver-gold ore was
discovered at the H Silver Min_,'_s,e'iF_i_:'ure4-.13). Ore production was limited and eventually the

""' '" d_"i:'"" "i_''" '":' 977).mine was _3,la.At_e t_ ,.I.'99 (I_,,I_A, i

_ , D_rin'g:t, he f_)_,0s,*tR_:Horn Silver Mine shaft was reopened and used by NTS for the disposal of solid
, , , , _,' ',;

t_i_:_ory Reactor facility (Penwell, 1987c). Information is classified regarding the nature

and _uantity of wastes disposed of in the mine.
°.. ',.

The mine .shaft is relatively narrow and deep. The approximate dimensions are 8 foot by 8 foot by at

least 200 feet deep. Wastes were placed in the mine shaft to a level of appi'oximately 150 feet below

- ground. A concrete plug was then poured on top and the remaining shaft was fi led with clean soil.

There is now a concrete slab covering the mine shaft entrance.

lt is unlikely that there is soil contami._ation outside of the mine at this site. Because of the arid

conditions, there is no liquid phase to promote contaminant migration. There is no environmental

data forthis site.
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FIGURE 4-12

DESERT ROCK AIRSTRIP

NEVADA TEST SITE-MERCURY, NV
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FIGURE 4-13

LOCATION OF HORN SILVER MINE
NEVADA TEST SITE- MERCURY, NV
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4.5.2.11 BJYPa..__..._d
i

_

The BJY Pad is a large, flat concrete pad located near the intersection of Rainer Mesa Road and

Mercury Highway in Area3 (Figure4-14). The rectangular pad measures several thousand square

feet in area. The pad was usedoriginally asa mooring station for large balloons that were usedfor v=

atmospherictests, When atmospherictestswere terminated in the late 1950s,the pad was no longer

activelyused.

Since the late 1960s,the BJYPad has been used intermittently for washing down field ehu!_p_;_nt.,,....,

1987d). Drillingrigs and othervehicularequipmentoccasionallyhave.b.,_=r_._ken_ta':i:!_,e
(Penwell,

BJYPadand washed with water to remove dirt and grime that accumulat.e.,.enthe":_i_,i:_:_:_ntduri'_

field activities. In addition to water, detergents and solvents (types unk_r_')i:..a.lso "¢0.?uld'l_'_been
. e"_', '.'. ';,,: .', ',.'._;

used in the washdown operations. No radioactively contaminate'd;_quip'meh.t,w'as bi'bught to this

site for washing (Penwel., 1987d). ,:,.t.. 'i"i'!;:::.:.';'!'::_;.'l!,.'_",i':'; :'
_, _,, :0o _', ,,':._ '.v_ ',"",.';'._

, :, ,tr .,'. '.. < .:,. ",

.... :_',,:".?,, ";%, '_,,,,:
The washdown water drains to a 24-1nch-dJa_t .er.iv:Q._:'cal's:_mp,'4_catedat the northeast corner of

the pad. The sump collects the water whl¢.R..perc_.l;a_e._te_e _ubsurface soil.

e,._

Dunng recent years, the,,B_.J_'Pad:.'alsohas beetl,_Jsedas a site for inspect0ng off-the-road vehicles

(e.g., drill rigs)that'._ncl'tbe" ma_r.Lsy:._f:;"t_e"time in the forward area. These periodic inspections
, ,,_,_, %:.,!_,,':,_,_.'_ ,.!,._' . , ,

determtne ,..._ie;;;_ener_l',.,road._ort_lness of the vehicles, and ident fy necessary repa rs and
*"" '";"" ;"' ':"' " t.* '" " .'h,t,

• , :", t. _,'_ '.; ", ,':";"" , , ,
ma.ntena_¢.'_tha'i_:shoulCJ','t:i_'_ade. Ali prescnbed maintenance and repa,rs are performed at a

, ' . '^ w.'. ,, :;.=,.._ ..'_ . t

, .d.esi'gha_:eds'_ic_"C_i;tter located elsewhere at NTS(Solaegui, 1987a).

.;'..., .' , .'__ ¢.1_..1,

There is no environmental data for this site. lt is likely that the BJYsump is a source for subsurface

soil contamination,
,'

4.5.2.12 Catchbasin Near Control Point 2

In Area6, there is a concrete catchbasin that formerly was used to collect wastewaters. The

catchbasin discharged the wastewaters to a series of disposal ponds which were later replaced by a

leachfield (See Section4.5.2.7, Inactive Leachfields). The cc'tchbasin has been inactive since the

late 1970s. The dimensions of the below-grade structure are approximately 6feet long by 3 feet

wide by 3 feet deep.
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The catchbasin received wastewaters from two sourres. One source was a laundry operation located

at BuildingCP-2. lt operated until 1971 when the laundry operation was moved to Yucca Lake.

Wastewater fror,_ the laundry operation reportedly was contaminated with low levels of

radioactivity (Penwell, 1987b) although water-quality data were not recorded.

The catchbasin also received washdown water from an adjacent decon (i.e., decontamination) pad.

This concrete pad was used until the late 1970s when decon operations were discontinued there.

Designated vehicles and equipment were brought to this pad and washed down using high-pre,lure
b, ,".;

water. The wastewater, which was occasionally contaminated with low levels of r_0io:a_ilkity

(Penwell, 1987b), was discharged to the adjacent catchbasin. Water-qualitydata W_ere'h_ reco_._.d
... , r ..°.,

for the decon washdown water. The decon pad has been decontam.inatea::il}_r:.'._ioactivt_

(Penwell, 1987b). ";" "'" '"'" "': :"

Wastewaters collected in the catchbasin were discharged vta_n_.unde.rg d pipe to a series of

wastewater disposal ponds located about 500 fee_£_._ou_h_vest,:_ t_.:::_tchbasin (see Figure 4-15).

_' " "" ':' "_ '_ ": _ nThese ponds were later closed in the 19160s,_.:_ady ':l_70s'.,_nd the co taminants removed
• _ "_.'... ,.'....,,.' ,,.',,.'..- ".......
... ..:...,_ .. '... :...,':, _'_._

(Penwell, 1987b). The ponds were replaced:by ai_"wl_/¢_str0cted I_chfleld located about 250 feet

east ?f the ponds and about,.400feet so_t_ of"_e catchbasin. The leachfield is inactive today

although it probably co_t!_r_Jes'td-receiverain_'ater that collects in the catchbasin. The leachfield is

_own _ have "._ I_yels"_:_t.,,_.ot_ssium (P-40), radium (Ra-226), thorium (Th-228), and
cesium (Cs-la_i,'!i_ad_i_m:'an0?_)lv_r"have also been detected but at a level below the EP toxicity

limit for e_..h m_,._l (RE b; also see Section 4.5.2.7, Inactive Leachfielc_s).
•. -. •. .' ..._.:.. • : ._. '_..

i,. ',"" _.,,_.,

• _'.: .'._ ""',E,......_ _.,

, ' .. ' , , _ '.: '.,, ._ ::_,',

'b_ld Og"ihe '";":':ye_,_ of inactivity, the catchbasin has become partially filled with sediment, which

pro_bly has washed in from the surrounding unvegetated soil. The Survey team noticed that the

sediment had an unusual dark color (i.e., much darker than the soil from the surrounding area). The

Survey team also noticed mechanical equipment parked adjacent to thecatchbasin, lt is not known

whether waste petroleum products are emptied into this catch basin.

4.5.2.13 Experimental FarmFacilitv

=

The Experimental Fa'm Facility (also known as the EPA Farm Complex) was established in 1964 to

investigate the air-forage-cow-milk chain for th,_ transport of radioiodine. The complex is Ioca_ed in

Area 15 east of Road 10-02 (see Figure 4-16).
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The farm complex included an irrigjted agricultural area, a herd of daily cows, milking facilities, and

facilities for surgical and necropsy procedures. Metabolism stalls were later added to facilitate

individual collection of urine, feces, milk, and blood from dairy cows. As the research program

progressed, radioactive products c _ the nuclear testing program (other than radioiodine) were

studied in a variety of animals that were representative of human receptors.

The experimental dairy farm was operated by EPA in the same manner as a Glade A dairy with dry-

lot feeding practices, except that ali milk was disposed of as waste. The facilities included u_!to

26 milk cows; a 15-acre farm plot for growing forage; pens for individually feeding the cc_s'.,d_._g
• , ,, '.'.'_,. " "_'ii':'

experiments; metabolism stalls for separate collection of milk, unne, feces, and':b_66_; anc_:i:an

abbatoir for sacrifice of experimental animals and collection of tissue sampJes (EPA'_::I.t"£.814,_;"!I _'_:!_
• _,_, .,e.w

' ,_.,: • .,.

During the 18-year operation, many experiments were conducted"on milk..tt,:_:nN_r, an'd"metabolism

of radioiodines, other fission products, and actinides. T_e EISA._.rm._:6"mpl_.x.also served as th_ base

of operation for the Animal Investigation Program_.*_vhic_b"inveS_iga_a:._:_e uptake and retention of

"" ' " " e" ":radionuclides in a 100-cow beef herd mainta'_,edOn..t_y.,NI vald.a T_t Site as well as in other domestic
_., _, '.. .f..,, ,4 '4 " :";a

and wild animals both on and off the Neved,a, Te_,t';.5.1te.- ',:' ....

• . io ,,.,,

• ,%

Liquid waste contaminant_:_lotR_#,than san!tari/;'wastes which were discharged to a leachfield) were

discharged to two e_'_rate.wast'_'ais_al"systems. Wastewater containing low-level, short-lived

radioact,ve _;e_:an_,n#_{'i:-_)as di_ch_:'ged to an earthen sump. Wastewater containing higher-level,,._',,_',, , =..,%.' _, , . ;:.,,,', ,: ........
Iong-lived':_.ad[o/i_clideg:,__t_"discharged to an inground, horizontal steel tank. Nonradioactive

• ., • 'i_._,'._;._', ."._, .... ,

• ¢ontami_an_s:also'_,e d_scharged _nthe wastewater.

',

The. _.arthen sump is located about 500feet south-southeast from the experiment building. The

rock-Tined sump received radioactive contaminants (e.g., 1-131 and135) and nonradioactive

contaminants (e.g., Hg-203) that were a._ociated with forage experiments. Levels of radioactivity

and concentrations of contaminants are unknown. The sump measures approximately 20 feet square

and 8feet deep. The wastewater was discharged into the sump and then percolated to the

subsurface soil. Evaporation of liquids was likely. This sump is a probable source of soil

contamination.

The inground steel tank is located about 50 feet to the east of the sump. The horizontal tank,

approximately 15,000-gallon capacity, is completely surrounded by an earthen berm. This tank

received wastewaters containing animal urine, blood, and other iiquid wastes containing longer-

lived radionuclides (e.g.,Pu-239) that were associated with animal experiments. The tank was

periodically emptied into a tanker truck which disposed of the liquids elsewhere at NTS (disposal site _,

_1_- _l_b_
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unknown). The tank con'bained liquid at the time the Survey team visited the EPA farm complex, and

reportedly was contamir_ated with low-level radioactivity (level of radioactivity unknown,

Penwell, 1987e).

There is also a leachfield (LFP-2) located at this site. lt is unclear whether this eachfield received only

sanitary wastewater.

Contaminated solid wastes (e.g., animal ca, casses, feces, surgical instruments) were placed in _:_tal

boxes and drums, and transported to a radioactive waste management site (which RWMS i'_i_r)

and/or the Horn Silver Mine in Area 26. .._ .... ". ".. '.
,..,.. 0 .

,..:.:..'.,.:. ,. • .'.._': .'.._:_..... , , ._ ... , :

complex was closed in 1981, there have been no othe'_ _'Sperim_tal'_:ci_vitiesSince the EPA farm

conducted at this facility. There are currently no plans to reopen th'l:s:facility..',:.:'...:.':,.".,. ':::;

,._. '. _.. .,, .,; ,.'.

4.5.2.14 Inactive Subdock Complex _.:.i:_'.....' ._. '..." ",;;i:_. ' '"._:.''

P_ ' _,' ' ' ' ' '_ ' "," " ":",_1
.,• .,.._ . ,.'. ..._'_ , . ...

A subdock complex was formerly Iocateff:ln Areit':3'_:r_r_- lately east of the intersection of Mercury
',; !,. ',;.::., , °.,

Highway and Road R3-03 (see,Figure 4-14).:.,The g_ibflock complex operated from the 1970s to 1985

and was used as a mainte_nce:'ial_d repair sho_;i'forservicing worn drill bits (used by the drillin_ rigs)

and realigning bent'a_ii'[ing._ipe.':_:l_se_t_de'rations'":':'-- ' " have since moved to another _cation.
_,_':"._., :, ' ",....._o ',... *

• ,_ .. ',_., .. ;:i. _, '_'' :'_" :", 1'_'• '1 '_'

Th,_ 10-ac_!'_i_e..-_as no_:,l_l_n used since 1985. Nearly ali above-grade structures (e.g., buildings,•, -,, •. _"'.,,_,;,, • _. ': .,. .,.. •

. sheds, 'equlp_.,ent)'l_ar_e been removed. There remain several Concrete pads (which were used for
., , • 'i' . ,v .',_,

_6rE.stations),':a_ well as drains, sumps, and several underground storage tanks.
• . ._

• .

, '_

The subdock complex reportedly did not service any equipment (e.g., drill bits, pipes) that was

contaminated with radioactivity (Solaegui, 1987b). Contaminated equipment was either

decontaminated in the field (at the work site) or was taken to the Area 6 decontamination facility at

Yucca Flat (Solaegui, 1987b) before it was sent to the subdock complex for servicing.

Chemical solvents and degreasers were used at the subdo,:k complex (type and quantity unknown).

These chemicals were probably similar to those used at the retipping operation at the Area2 .

Support Facilities (e.g., RCRA-listed solvents, see Section 4.1.2.1, Waste Management). Liquid wastes

were reportedly disposed of in various drains, sumps, and tanks located around the complex. Much

of the waste liquids percolated into the subsurface soil. Volatilization (e.g., chemical solvents) could

have occurred as would be expected in a desert climate.
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•_ The Survey team identified at least five abandoned sumps at the site. Some of the sumps contained

liquids (which the Survey team could not immediately explain because the groundwater table at this

site is at least 500feet below ground). The sumps have diameters varying from 2to 3feet. The

depths ranged from 2feet to over 40feet. These sumps represent probable sources of soil

contamination.

/

"_ The Survey team also noted the p'ro_e._*_ceolf two'underground storage tanks (vent pipes and fill pipes
, , ', , ,(/ ,, ,._

were visible). The size and depth _',..!"ea,¢h tank are unknown. One tank reportedly was used..a...sa

septic tank (Solaegui, 1987b) but it" is r,_t c¢,r:iain if itrecei "' ''_'':t" ved only sanitary wastes. Ther_l_ia.l_ian
, '.':" ,. "_'i '.?,

. r. , ; ,° _,, ,,,._°

- inactive leachfield at this site (LFP-4) which likely operated n conjunct on w th th _ s4ptl_'t:4.nk "..,i:,,
"i', _', '" .:' ,':.:':'.

_. .... .: .,, '_._
- . .:,._::i_-. "i'i":".'i":";"Z;::,,

" '_'_', °_° "" " ; _"'o "'"' "P

_ There is also an area at the subdock complex that has been fenced:...(reasbl_ ur_k.nown)-._nd _cess is
restricted. Withi'n this approximate 1,000 square foot area, there a'_'.seve_!,._o_t_.r_.s t'hat appear to

-- ..., ".'.' .;. ....s 'o . .,,

° be soil. There is also an indication that liquids have b_en cl_i_e.dLi_f:at t_is site'(the Survey team
_ "','", ,, _ ._ ':. _ _ ,,,,, _.1 #

observed a thin layer of a discolored, dried, cake_._ke s!_i_ta_, on_:_._ of the ground, substance

unknown), lt is uncertain whether this repres_..ts.a _sible':_!_urc_of soil contamination.
_ °_.'.', ..,:.._.,, ':.''_:': ::,/.:, ";.'.'.:°

- The Survey team could not fin0:any as-builtehgin'_ing drawings for the complex. The plans could
- ; . "- ' "" '4.;'" '

have provided informatioS':_bout;:t,he use and'c'g'nstructlon of the sumps.

-- ..,.' • ... ,,, ,..,

_^.;. _: "%,'. , ,' ...,.

4.5.2.15 _Nk,E._,re-R_icf[inq.F_ili_v
c

•°;,." ,__.._'. :.. _"

t(tA're'ai3 th_._"..js a_i:_jactive site where classified radioactively contaminated core samples were once- _

_t_ed.:'and exa'_ned. The site is known as the LANL WX6 ETS facility (commonly referred to as the

LANk. Core-Handling Facility) and is located north of Road 3-03 and about 350 yards east of the

intersection of Mercury Highway and Road 3-03. LANL maintains control of this facility although the

site was last used n the early 1970s (Smale, 1987).

The 1-acre site ncludes a core-storage yard and building, a core-handling building, and a

wastewater disposal weil. There are other inactive structures at this site (see Figure 4.17).

i

Core samples (i.e., taken from drill backs) were stored in the core-storage yard. Vertical pipes

measuring approximately 18inches in diameter and 10 feet deep in the ground were used to store

the samples. (No historical information could be obtained by the Survey team regarding the core-

- storage bLlilding located at this site. This building was locked at the time of the on-site Survey.)
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- Core samples taken from drill-back operations were radioactive. There may have been

nonradioactive contaminants (e.g., heavy metals such as lead) as weil. Information on specific

_ contaminants and quantities of each is classified. In general, the core samples likely contained a

- wide range of fission products, including cesium, cobalt, barium, lanthanum, ruthenium-106,

rhodium-106, tellurium, cerium, europium, uranium-235 and-237, americium-241, and neptunium

(Smale, 1987).

From the core-storage yard, soil samples were then taken to the core-handling bult_J'iln_:i_or

: examination. LANL used this facility to "high. grade" samples (i.e., concentrate, ap..a.[yt_s(6f...,_.':'; ."', inter'e._).'"":""....,
- taken from the cores. Core samples were separated, examined and prepare.6.,for of_._e:._S_ .pment

LANL's laboratory in New Mexico for further analyses, ° "
.... ;:.:., .,:,:

Core samples were washed at the core-handling bull_i_g tO., emave unwanted soil and debris.

Wastewater from this operation was collected and d!_cha_g'_d (v(_:a'"_'_:._:drain and an underground

pipe) to a disposal well located appro_imate_t_,i:2Q fee._east:.6_[ th_;'building. The weil, which is no' , • •, '.. ,",_'i.; ."._'.'. ',',,:.',

longer used, is approximately 48 inches in: _t[am_ter.:a_n_:'$_0 feet deep. A security fence surrounds

the well head and the fence ga,te is locked a'rlCt.sigi_d "radioactive." (Site personnel were unable to

locate the keys to unlock.,tb_!_gat_:!for the Surve_.'team.)

_y-0 ..'.:. ,. ,,....., .,,.

...... _::'""":"i'"_" ' '""""' r ' '_ The wastewa_e_._._cha_ge,lnto t_s v_ell created the pot_ ,tlal for subsurface so_l contamination and
. ,,_. : ,- ..:.,,:°. ,,: .... .....

_ groundwat_,.cg.n_mina_i_l_:"For any inactive surface facility in an arid climate where a deep water

,,t_ble'i's._es_{i' t__t_ential for continuing groundwater contamination is very low. However, such

(_'0hta.mination r_:ay have occurred during the life of the facility.

The S'urveyteam was unable to find any environmental data regarding this site. The Survey team

measured no surface radioactive contamination at the areas visited (excluding the well head which

- the Survey team did not inspect because the fence gate was locked).

_ 4.5.2.16 U9y Sto.ra.cleTank and Adjacent Area

In Areag, there is an abandoned aboveground storage tank located about 100yards north of

crater U9y (see Figure 4-14). Adjacent to the tank is a small area of land that is roped off. The Survey

team was unable to identify and interview an NTS representative who had a knowledge of past

activities at this site.

_
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The vertical storage, tank is empty and appears to have been abandoned many years ago. The tank

may have been used to store non-potable water for field use. The steel tank has an estimated

volume of 50,000gallons. A 1-inch-diameter pipe extends from the bottom of the tank to an

adjacent area of land that has been roped off for some unknown reason. This area measures about

50 square feet. Over time, the soil inside the roped-off area appears to have subsided about 8 inches,

'possibly from repeated liquid discharges (undocumented). The soil appears slightly discolored.

withinthis area there also isa 5-gallon bucke_t that is partially buried in the soil. The bucket may
E

have functioned at one time as a sump for liquid discharges. The 1-inch pipe leading fro_'ii:"the

aboveground tank terminates at this sump, suggesting that the tank discharged a liquid to':the s_,.,mp.

REECoRad Safe personnel recently surveyed this site (August 1987) at the r.e.Nuest o"fi_t.b_i_rvey tea'S"
, ,.,.,:'.,,.t, _,'i ', 'r' ";' "./': ,

and found no evidence of radiological contamination on the exterior sur_i:'.of, the':si£racj'_c&nk or
_:._. . .. .'; .... , ',..,;

on the ground inside the roped-off area, The history of th'r_!',site _em:aJ._:,.fragh_ented and

incomplete ,.,..,, .. :,:(:.,,'. ,.. " .• ., . ...,,.. :_, ,,,,. '_._
• ._', ' '_, '*t _': ''!_:" "%; '""""; 'P"

This site represents a possible source of soil c_.tamm!a_!gn. ".'.".,:. ',j'
i. ' ; • , ' '..", , ', '"./4 '
• .' .., .;,.,_: ..... ... ,_,,,,,,. ,.,

4.5.2 17 To_..q_Reactor • ..;;i.;

.'.'.."..':i '_ _',.' ' 4 _'

Six experimental tesi_£!'i_vo!:v!ng de_j.ep.,ment of a nuclear reactor for a ramjet engine as a part of

Project PlutQ._._:_.,coffi_t._c_ed b_.,_LNt _nArea 26. Four tests of the so-called Tory It-A and two tests of

the Tory I'_-,_,_nu_r rea"_._c'oi_g,_ereperformed between 1961 and 1964. The leachfield constructed

• ._jac_t to'@e _,_=_AD building in Area 26 handled radioactive I_qulds resulting from these tests
. . ', ' i:_ •

.v '•_

'_(;,E'],_D.a,:i"_I977). ':",_+'+
•,. _,

• ....,
• . ,

Nuclear fuel recovery activities for the Tory II-C fuel tubes were carried out in the E-MAD facility in

Area 25. Shipment of the recovered fuel to the Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory (INEL) _*

occurred in 1978. °_

4.5.2.18 Su_er K.ukla Reactor Facility

The LLNL maintains facilities in Area27 (also known as the 410Area) of NTS. The facilities are

grouped at three sites: the Super Kukla Reactor Facility, the Able site, and the Baker site. The Super

Kukla Reactor is permanently out of service; the other two sites are still active. Following is a brief

description of the Super Kukla Reactor Facility (ERDA, 1977). --

q

" "'++" I I k+/

i
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The Super Kukla was designed and operated to provide a source for the irradiation of a wide variety

of specimens, including fissile materials, The mass of the reactor is about 5tons. The reactor is ali

metal and is housed in a shielded containment bunker. A steel-frame building for experiment

assembly and handling is located on top of the bunker. There are two other steel-frame buildings

located adjacent to the bunker which provided support services to the reactor.

L

The Reactor Control Building isa steel-frame buildfng located 930 yards from the reactor, Buried

instrumentation and control cables ran from the reactor area to the Reactor Control Buildi_ in
q,, ,',. ,_

- three earth-filled trenches, Ali control of the reactor was done remotely at the React'_r_::,'C_rol
...... ,.:_.:..:_.

Building. The reactor area and the area between the control building and the S,ul_e:i'"_u_la rea'el_r
'.,.:_, ,' , _.:..,,

were cleared of personnel be'fore the reactor was operated. ,..:,_..!_...., ,,.../..,,,,,,._..,,..,,,...... :.
'. ; %".,. ,.:..i': ",'..,;.2:.i',,

. . , , ,;%

The Super Kukla reactor was last used in the late /970s, and there a're'.noplg_¢t_ie.ntl)'to reactivate
.,;.'...:...': , , ,,

, it for future operation. The Super Kukla reactor boUildihg',j:s 'kdbNn 5y";NTS personnel to be

contaminated. Contaminated areas are posted Nr.th _nlng,_gns.....#._d access _s I_mlted. The_

contamination is totally inside and contained_'_jtb.in::_£&.bui_._,l_g,. .. . ,,,..,.. .. ,. (_ Section 4.3.2, Radiation).

4,5.2.19 Other Inactive Sites W,,here There"i._"P.ote4_cialfor Hazardous Substances to be Found
•,:..'.. ',,i.':0o ';;_'"

' " "i # ", ' ', .4 u
i,t:' '_,'bx

- There are other site_!_t th_ ats';'@'_ere"_l_zardous wastes likely have been disposed of or where

releases of ha_i_lous_':!#_i'iancesli'l_iy have occurred. Technical drawings (NVO, 1987)and other
.l= .._,,, • ,,' _ .._ • ,

document_,:(dE#g_, 198g'_'_c'were reviewed by the Survey team suggest that at least 14 other sites

, .at':,tl_e::NtS"i:i_"ei"_:_i'l_'ave been used for hazardous waste disposal (i.e., radionuclides and/or
, , , , _',',",',

no'nr_qoioactl:"-'" ' """ . .ve;l_zardous substances) These sites are listed in Table 4-31

No di_termination can be made at this time whether any of these sites is contaminated. Burial sites

- with no'liquid phase to promotecor :._minant migration are unlikely to produce soil or groundwater

contamination in the absence of m, .jor climatic changeto arid conditions that prevail at NTS.
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TABLE 4-31

OTHER INACTIVE SITESWHERE HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCESARE LIKELY TO BE FOUND
NEVADA TES'FSITE, MERCURY, NEVADA

i i iii i

Area Name of Site

I I I II

3 LANL Classified Waste Disposal Hole (Ud6)
CMD-2 J-11, Hole for Core Disposal
CMD-3 J-6, Hole for Core Disposal
CMD-4 Ud3a, Hole for Core Disposal ,., _:__.;ii'::i
CMD-5 Ud3b, Hole for Core Disposal : ,. :i..::.,:.;
CMD-6 Ud3c, Hole for Core Disposal , ..,,,
CMD-7 Ud3d, Hole for Core Disposal '" ';" .... "'"_"" • _" _ _,: ,,t

CMD-8 Ud3e, Hole for Core Disposal '::_'
CMD-9 Ud6, Hole for Core Disposal : ;'": '" ": "":-"'"

_:. _,.

,:.:. ': : '...'_.../., .,..:CMD-10 Ud6s, Hole for Core Disposal .,,_ ,, •, ... ,. ,_. ,, _,_

5 BCS-1 Beryllium Contam nation at Su ar, B'_nkeP"": "';"' ":,';g . . . ,....:.:. ,.,.
BCS-2 Beryllium Contamination at _r.!_p.le'P,_nt,'._u_:_r '"_;i'_
BCS-3 Beryllium Contaminatio_attt_:eilGM)_:_re_:i.::::_:i ,,,

I (Ali three sites are currentl_beir__,kves_'_,_te_i_v BECAMP see

_.' ,. . ._. .',_,=" , ._._ I

Section 3.2,2.1, Soils) , "_:.i:::.''.".::'._.::'. "'::"":. "
._,, .. :,_.,_ ,: ,:_,.,.. :.:',.'.;. ,/.,.:.

9 CMD-1 U9y Hole for Drijl M_.Di._p6_.'
T. . _.i } " II III

Source' NVO, 1987 .....,, ":.."i:. '.'_/?. "'
REECo, 1_8_'. ';." "".,, . ;.. :' ' ", .v' _:?',

REECo_';'._'_hd a,_ed. ",.:!.,,.._'!:'.,,:'"
• ^._., _':'._ .,, ......._, ,,,... ',

.....! ,:',_:'.'_',! _. "::,,._'.,:'._'_" .. "*,"
._, .,,. . _.f

":'i!:','" /..._ ;_":..... :..:,,.:.'_,._ • ,.

•.:".'_ _ _,",,,.

,., ', ,'.. ,,'_ ,,".,. :;. • ".:. '_.'
', _" ,.c.., "-: ;'._{:_,,,

,: , . ,

,;...,...:'. ,, ,:._,_:,

,. .

.'_
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4.5.3 Findings and Observations

_ 4,5,3,,I Cat___9_orvl

None

4,5.3 2 _ "_'='", i:'?.!.'.

None , ,'. ,, .... ' .... '....

',..,._,,..,:.....-,,,_

4,5.3,3
r..+......,__.a_l=_]vr y III .,.... ,.,,.. '., -_,,

i

v:' ."_ ' _'.: ', ,...', .
','. '. ,' • . ,' ..._... '_,_

_ . ',:..',. 'I"'.._.Y',.,:'_
, _ _ ' .; ,..., '_.., . _,,

" '" ""' ' ' rI, Inactive Contaminated Waste Dumps. Contaminated w_,te.d0._ps (¢_WD) are shallow bu ial

sites that contain solid wastes related to nucr_arv_,_po_i::',t_st_ 'ai_ non-weapon test activity.
, ,_, ,". _..'. "_ ,_ .,_.,

These dumps are relatively small in slz_ilr_ngl ,_...up t_.,5 a¢-_s in area and 10 ft in depth (see
- '_'.'. ':_..'_, 'i"".' ':'.,?:_, '?:.,:,

Section 4,5,2.3). :'" '.,"-" ....': '.",, "

,_, ,.,,?;

-- Two CWDs show,_._denCe, of surface _.;_dloactlve contamination and, therefore, present a
.. '....i_ ". , ._

-_ potential source"of c,ontamil_ti'0,r_"_rom surface soil resuspension. CWD-2 in Area11 has
_,""_._ e'' '"'.'_* _': :'*

_ surfac#:C_'tami_i6n of,_82'_'Ci/g Am-241 (it is also the most contaminated CWD at NTS, see
...... ,

__, , _,.'" ';..,, .,._..,.' , _ ,

SectLOt__._:_2,3).E_p_ed rad_oactlv_tylevelshave been measured atthe surfaceofCWD-I at
. -., •. ',;.".._'..".._._, .... ,

• _ _, '_i':". ';'_'_,i '_ '.,,

,, "tlie R-_M._D'f_i_Hity in Area25. These radioactive contaminants include 53.8p=i/g Cs-137,

'='='':",' ",2'5.4 pCil_i_a-226, and 11.2 pCilg Co-60.
'.. _.

• ..,

- . . ;

"There are several other inactive contaminated waste, dumps that have not been fully

investigated for surface radioactive contamination, These sites include the CWD-I and CWD-2

in Area 5, the CWD-I in Area 12, the CWD-4 in Area25, and the CWD-I in Area26, No

- environmental data were available from these CWDs at the time of the Environmental Survey.

2. Inactive Radioactive Waste Consolidation Sites. Radioactive waste consolidation sites (RWCS,

sometimes referred to as CON for consolidation site) represent designated areas where debris

and soil (Including radioactively contaminated material) from nearby inactive atmospheric test

sires (see Section 4.5.2.4) have been consolidated and temporarily placed into waste piles.
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Waste consolidation sites are possible sources of soil contamination because of the .

resuspension of radioactive soil particles from the waste piles that are not covered. There are

currently five radioactive waste consolidation sites that are awaiting remediation and cleanup

(e.g., removal of the wastes to the Area 3 RWMS), These sites are located in Area 2 (RWCS 2B

and 2C), Area 3 (RWCS 3B), Area 5 (RWCS 5A) , and Area 12 (RWCS 12A). Pre-cleanup data

from soil and air sampling at these sites are maintained by REECo's Environmental Services ++

Department. +

';..';.?,

3. Inactive Contaminated Muck Pi'les. Muck piles are waste disposal piles that are fou_:_::ou._J_de

and near the entrances to test tunnels. Muck plies typically consast of mtJ_'}_..'o!,,,_aste,...,, ,,. :. r_({(,,,..., _

(from tunnel development, cutback and reentry operat ons), and,, ....¢,erlstruct,_rl._...:. :._:,rls (e.._;;:,
t: , _,," :, ',...i', ",'.,"...*

framing timber, steel ribs and beams, concrete, cable, pipe, etc.) (see_S.e'c_['o_4.5';_i5). "'""

*.. '_: '+'.' .'t '_ " "_'
, + + . _ + . ,, ,.+ ._ .s, ,

Some of the inactive muck piles are contaminatel_,with l_W...le'*,i_tso_'...r_dioactivity (i.e., from
.... '+_.',. ,, ..:_,?._:....._;.,. , ,

the disposal of contaminated muck from_.,r_entr._: ope, ratlons_..' The rad oact ve wastes -
• • " _, '.f' •_'"I _ _
, , , ,. , '.... +P , .,_ +, ,,_otent_all contalr, Cs-137, Sr-90, and C_._90.. "_._l_.l_ac_L_ contain nated muck lies are ocatedP Y .. .,., ",,._,.._.,,,,,.. ,,,,,., P

'_.'. '._,'.'i "I'"Y'" :',_'_, ';'"".'+ +in Area 12 (CMP-1 at L 12b, CMP-2 at:_,12c)_.f;,_h_,.:CMP-_ at U12i, j and k). Area 15, (CMP-1 at

U15e)i and Area 16 (CMJ:_I at U16a)i;.:_o e'_ronmental data for the inactive contaminated

muck piles were ayat!:able':Q_.the time of'_'e Environmental Survey.
, _,.'.;.' ''_.'_:"_ '_, _+ ._ .

_..::,. ,. _. ,,, ,_ '.,. <.< o
';..:,_. .:.:. _ .:. ,,:. :,:,' "

,.,_._., ".'._'.,,,,'. _, .. ,.,

Cont_i_;a:fe.d m_k'ls ge,n_rally covered with clean muck (i.e., uncontaminated tunnel waste)
t .............. " "":" :"""o 15_!_!01_ cove_+_v_r the contamination. This prevents contaminated soil from being

... .... !_, _/.':.'":_:_,,"_,::..._ '_"" .4 _

'' ' ' _'*r_ : _""_ "'"' '_ _ ', ,.." _susp_?deff'_ contaminating surrounding soil.

.. ,, .,io,2,. ,,.:....,,.'i'. ' ', '. , •'1_'_

',. +.,

".: '.The inactive muck piles are not thought to be sources of soil contamination because of the -

general absence of a liquid phase to promote migration. However, in November, 1987, during

a reconnaissance trip for S&A, a seep was observed at the base of the E tunnel muck pile.

During the same 'time period, some sloughing from the base of the T tunnel muck pileinto the

first tunnel pond was observed. Survey-related S&A has been planned for these two inactive

contaminated muck piles to determine the nature and depth to contamination.

4. Inactive Leachfields. There are inactive leachfields at NTS that were used in the past for the

disposal of waste waters from NTS project operations. The liquid wastes disposed of included

sanitary waste, industrial hygiene chemical wastes, and radioactive decontamination wastes .

(see Section 4.5.2.7). *
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Inactive leachflelds that received wastewater contaminants create probable sources for soil

contamination. Th _.frequent discharge of liquid wastes could have promoted contaminant
I

_ migration from the leachfields. Radioactive coritamination is known to be present at three

inactive leachfields: Test Cell C (LFP-7) in Area 25, R-MAD (LFP-2) in Area 25, and.at the 401

MAD building (LFP-1) in Area 26.

® Radioactive contamination at the Test Cell C LFP-7 includes 328pCi/g of Cs.137 at the

-- surface and 735,000 pCi/g of Cs-137 at the bottom (290-305 cm) of the leachfield. _er

radionuclides found were cadmium (Cd-109) at an activity of 5,85pCi/g, "e_J_:o._:,_m

- (Eu-155) at 2.27 pCi/g, and antimony (Sb-125) at 4,22 pCi/g, . '/!,'"_ =".. "_:':!:',
4 ,,,, "s _ '" " t'_ *°l';"'I, '

• For the LFP-2 at the R-MAD facility, cesium (Cs-137) activity levet[_'_each 4,93 pCi_'_"'_t the
_:._. '.._,.

surface (0-15 cre), 11,900 pCi/g at a hot spot (76:91 cm,::deptt_)_:.-.i&n4d.'.2.!,70DpCi/g at a

manhole bottom. No direct measurem_r?,.ts 'of_::istr.o'_'t._m "::were made, but the

cesium-to-strontium ratio can be assurtted t_....'..beap.pr_.roately 1 to 1. Therefore,

equivalent amounts of strontium-9._).=,_.Sr._'.,..are:."p,rob_af_lyalso present. The manhole

bottom is also contaminated wrtH..colS_j!{_-60::(eo:_o)_t an activity level of 632 pQ/g. Lower

cobalt-60, )&ryllium-7 (13'e_'7.),--'""a_.rhoct'ium-106 (Rh-106)were also reportedlevels of from

surface, ta_IIng_;,_r hot4pot sam pl es;_..

,^..,, %':, . ,:' /_..., ',:.'.;:'..
• The_r_._m_'j.egel o.f.-[ad_activity found atthe 401 MAD building LFP-1 was 222 pCi/g of. _.":"_,:.- _ "' ", 'i:- ...'.'._i,_'_

_ ., C_-,,13.#:9tor nee_,l;tie surface.

/None of__ above listed LFPswas clearly identified as containing mixed waste at the present

:,;".time, although ali were suspected of receiving decontamination solvents.

There are 14 other inactive leachfields that had the potential for creating soil contamination,

These inactive leachfields are referred to as LFP-4 in Area 3; LFP-1 in Area 7; LFP-1 anc' LFP-2 in

= Area 15; LFP-1 in Area 23; LFP-5 in Area 25; LFP-2, LFP-3, LFP-4, LFP-5, and LFP-7 in Area 26;

and LFP-1, LFP,3, and LFP-4 in Area 27. No environmental data were available for these

leachfields at the time of the Environmental Survey.
-

Survey-related S&A was recommended for the LFP-1 (Building 155) in Area 15. However,

because of recent resource reallocations, this site has been eliminated from the NTS S&A. This

facility was used as an industrial hygiene laboratory until the early 1960s when the lab_ _atory

was moved to Building 650. The laboratory generated low-level radioactive wastes (i.e., less

than 3x 10-3 l_Ci/ml) and nonradioactive liquid wastes (e.g., solvents, acids, and bases).



5. Jet Fuel Release at the Desert Rock Airstrip. The Desert Rock Airstrip is located n Area 22. lt is

used by LANL and LLNL for the takeoff and landing of light aircraft. The airstrip also provides

limited ground support services including refueling (see Section 4.5.2.9).

Approximately 18,000gallons of Jet A-50 fuel was inadvertently released from an

underground refueling system in 1985. The release contaminated the subsurface soil. The

extent of the soil contamination has not been fully characterized and remediated "_:_
e,

• .... f_...,

.. ...... ,4 .:'.'
6. BJY Pad. The BJY Pad is a large (i.e., several thousand square feet), flat co n_.ret_.._t Ioca't._..

" --.._'" ," " ':_;2::,.

near the intersection of Rainer Mesa Road and Mercury Hig_way"':_)_,,.A_'r_e'#" 3 (seSe"

Section 4.5.2.11 ). "_;i.ii:_"
r _ _ _

Since the late 1960s, the pad has been used inter_tte_tl_:.for.,wa'_hing:_oown field equipment.
•°.' ' ', _ '._".. ; • ...;, _b

unlllng rigs and other vehicular equipment ot_¢aslenally _a.ve_e_ taken to the BJY Pad and

washed wtth water to remove dirt and'g_lm.ei..,t_ act:._mul_t_e on the equipment during field
_ Ph. "; '"',_ " .... '" '©

act!wt_es. In addition to water, deter._l.ents_,a'.r_i_otge_ts_types unknown) also could have been

used in the washdown ,operations. "T.J_'ew'a_todown water drains to a sump, located at the

northeast corner ,et:,t,he"p.ad. The surr_ collects the water which then percolates to the.,.._:io;:" ;;. °.. ,.,,?,
subsurface soi'l"_::f__'' .. "'.;',:,, ..,';:,:.,:'"

_., :;_' :. • I"_• .Q ,-_

p .... ., ,:..:,, ..,;" ;.;.;,'ast',.i_t_s_b_'ge o_.;'_tewater to the sump have probably created a source for soil
...... . ":'_;'.o:.'.__ i".-_'._'.;""!.._. ._...

.',. ¢o:_ta_!eat_b_-_,> No environmental data were available for this site at the time of the

":'.:",':, E'nviron_tal Survey.

°..._

• Survey-related S&A is being conducted at this site.

7. Catch Basin near Control Point 2. In Area 6 near Control Point 2, there is an inground, concrete

catchbasin that formerly received contaminated wastewaters from a laundry operation and an

adjacent decontamination (decon) pad. The catch basin has been inactive since the late 1970s I_

(see Section 4.5.2.12).

Wastewater from the laundry operation reportedly was contaminated with low-levels of

radioactivity. Water-quality data were not recorded. The laundry operation was moved in

1971 to the Yucca Lake area.
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Thedecon pad was used until the late 1970s. Vehicles and equipment were brought to this

pad for decon operations. The wastewater was occasionally contaminated with low-levels of

radioactivity. Water-quality data for this operation were not recorded.

During the years of inactivity, the catchbasin has become partially filled with sediment. The

sediment has an unusual dark color (i.e., much darker than the soil from the surrounding

area). At the time of the Environmental Survey, mechanical equipment was also parked

adjacent to the catchbasin, lt is not known whether waste petroleum products fror_:i::_his

equipment are emptied into this catch basin. This catchbasin is a potential"so_r_.eli of

contaminated, especially if the catchbasin overflows and releases contam, in_te'di_;(_dime6t.:_0

the surrounding soil. .. :,.:... ,_.::,::.._.,_.....

Survey-related S&A is being conducted at this catchbasin. "i,._0.

8. Experimental Farm Facility. The Experimental I_r'm F_!.(!'iy'_i'a_ known as the EPA Farm

Com pl ex) was operated from 1964 to 1_I ._c_:i[t_estic]a_e th'e;ai r-forage-cow-m iik thai n for the
°, _°', "_'.'_, '."::'i: _..:". , ";",'_ . ,

transport of radioiodine. The ¢o.mpl_'W?ni_J_.. is'inactlve, is located in Area 15 (see

Section 4.5.2.13). , .,, ., ..,.:..-;
'" :'" 'v"

• , '._

_,:.. _ "..
• .' ...'_ _ • ,_ ",.'_

,,,...,:.., _ ,,, _., ._., ._. '

Liquid waste'_tami_ants _,o.'t,be_:.t,l_bnsanitary wastes which were discharged to a leachfield)
..^,_, ::: ,,,'_.i?:,.,", ,.'" "._..."

were,_._t_¢_arge_: t_'twq._,pa_ate waste disposal systems. Wastewater containing low-level,r
sho'r_'_.iy,.e_._.;_'adioa_:_l_e'contaminants was discharged to an earthen sump. Wastewater-. ....._ '_'?i:.:._,::: :.,.. ,""

,, .' _:onta_g h_g_l_r-level, Iong-llved radionuclides was discharged to an inground, horizontal
• • .. ,.../._

'." _".' .s'teel tar_:." Nonradioactive (but possibly hazardous) contaminants also were discharged in the

'.. ". wastewater.

The earthen sump was unlined and wastewater percolated to the subsurface soil Past liquid

discharges to this sump have potentially created a source for soil contamination. No

environmental data were available for this sump at the time of the Environmental Survey.

In addition, an inactive, inground 15,000-gallon steel tank reportedly is contaminated with

low-level radioactive liquid wastes (_,_vel of radioactivity is unknown, [Penwell, 1987e]). lt is

not known if this tank (age unknown) has even leaked (and thereby contaminated the

subsurface soil).

Survey-related S&A is being conducted at the earthen sump.
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9. Inactive Subdock Complex. A subdock complex was formerly located in Area 3 and was used as

a maintenance and repair shop for servicing worn bits (used by drilling rigs) and for realigning

bent drilling pipe. The 1-acre site has been inactive since 1985 when the subdock operations

moved to another site at NTS (see Section 4.5.2.14).

Chemical solvents and degreasers were used at the subdock complex (type and quantity
ImS

unknown). These chemicals were probably similar to those used at the retipping operation at

the Area 2 Support Facilities. Liquid wastes were reportedly disposed of in various dr._i!_s,

sumps, and tanks located around the complex. Much of the waste liquids percola'te'_ ii_.t._;the

subsurface soil. Volatilization (e.g., chemical solvents) could have occ_rr:,e_'_'s.:!would'..i_:i:,.:,.,!:.: '_,;...:._. -
expected in a desert climate. .j,:. "'""" '" ' " _"

_ ,,,;,.":, .i.._; ',,,_.':,,

. o:._", . . _'..: ', '.... ;.

The Survey team identified five abandoned sumps at the.,,si(_'..Someo!..._he.:sum_s,...:...;. • .., contained

liquids (which could not be immediately explaine_.,bec_ th_._oun'd_;wate_ table at this site
'.,'.,. , _, ".,,,'.. .'_.,,. _._,,P

is at least 500 feet below ground). Some or _l..of'i_'_se"s;:_._ps_:t;;_esent potential sources of

soil contamination because past ,liq°iidi"di_".arge_:i:¢°ur_'have..._..,:.........;...... promoted migration of

contaminants from the sumps. ',i.,., '_,i.:_.;.i: i:.i.:,;._i::. ._i,,'oJ

• ,_'_ ..'. •

, .o ,u,

The Survey team a..l.,_'.not_t, the presen£e'_f two underground storage tanks (vent pipes and

fill pipes wer_!_i_i_silol.e_...Th'_,ii_t,_'_d"depth of each tank are unknown and it is not kr_own

whet, hf_ri':"_[_.._ei":_:_'_n_'"ev,e_ole'_ked (_nd subsequently contaminated the soil). One tank

,,rep_.e_J_i_as us_.;_';_"'septic tan!< (Solaegui, 1987b) but it is not certain if it received only

, ,,." san_ta_:_as_'_:-
• . ,

•, =,

.. ',There is also an area at the subdock complex that has been fenced (reason unknown) and

access is restricted. Within this approximate 1,000-square-foot area, there are several mounds

that appear to be soil or soil covered. There is also an indication that liquids have been

disposed of at this site (the Survey team observed thin layer of a discolored, dried cake-like

substance on top of the ground, ,substance unknown), lt is uncertain whether this represents a

possible source of soil contamination. No environmental data were available for this site at

the time of the Environmental Survey.

Survey-related S&A was recommended at this site. However, because of recent resource

reallocations, this site has been eliminated from the NTS S&A.

10. LANL Core - Handlinq F.a..cility. In Area 3, there is a one-acre, inactive site where classified

radioactively contaminated core samples were formerly stored and examined. The site is
--
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known as the LANL WX6 ETS facility (commonly referred to as the LANL Core-Handling

Facility). LANL maintains control of this facility although the site was last used in the early

1970s (see Section 4.5.2.15).

In addition to other activities at this site, classified core samples were washed at a

c0re-handling building to remove unwanted soil and debris. Wastewater from this operation

was collected and discharged to a disposal well located approximately 20 feet east of the

building. The weil, which is no longer used, is approximately 48 inches in diameteran_:i:ii00
e, ."

feet in depth. A security fence surrounds the well head and the fence gate is I(_¢_,.ed._:_nd
, '.'.'"• "_i '._

v' [ ' '; ' _j _*:' _'_'

signed ".radioactive." No environmental data were ava able for this site,at.,th'_'_itlne of .t_
•.,,i.', ,' " ';_:.:':,.

Environmental Survey. ", ',..:,.:.:...,.,
•_.::.:".!.'. Y..',_""' .,:7%

• • ' ... . ...:..

The wastewater discharged into this well resulted in tl_,e.:..pote'nti.a'.l.:._:r, su:l_surface soil
_..4". ! o ....: • , '_'

contaminationand groundwater contamination., :J=or.ar_yl._._a_:tJ_es6r_.ace facility in an arid

climate where a deep water table is pres_rl.t, the: pO_r)t.ai"'i_# continuing groundwater

contamination is very low. However, sOl:b.¢o.n.t._, inatiOn rri_ have occurred during the life of

the facility. " " ' ........ " '.....

c..• :. '..!". ":_,.:;
Survey-related S&Aj_.laeif_g*conducted al,,t_e disposal weil.

,..,.,..;:::?_,, ,. ',. ......_..,
,.:;::,.,_:"' .. :,::.,.,,::,,,,o..,., . . . •

..... ,nrea. there a ar',dond

50,0_cJ.._ stee[,_rage tank (empty). Adjacent to this tank is a small area (approximately-- .,-, ,. _'4._..'•_.'..i, "_'.•

, "' 5"(_squ'_i4"fe_):,,t_at has been roped-off (see Section 4.5.2.16).

' ,' .L*'.."f'

'. '.A 1-inch-diameter pipe extends from the bottom of the abandoned storage tank along the
, .,

ground to the adjacent area of land that has been roped off. Overtime, the soil inside the

roped-off area appears to have subsided about 8inches, possibly from repeated liquid

discharges (undocumented). The soil appears slightly discolored. Within this area, there also

is a 5-gallon bucket that is partially buried in the soil. The bucket may have functioned at one

time as a sump for liquid discharges. The 1-inch pipe leading from the storage tank terminates

at this sump, suggesting that the tank discharged a liquid to the sump.

The history of this site remains incomplete. The site represents a possible source of soil

contamination. No environmental data were available for this site at the time of the

Environmental Survey.
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Survey.related S&A was recommended for this site. However, because the recent resource

reallocations, this site has been eliminated from the NTS S&A.

12. Other Inactive Sites Where There is Potential for Hazardous Substances to be Found. There are

other inactive sites at the NTS where radioactive wastes and possibly hazardous wastes likeiy

have been disposed of or where releases of hazardous substances likely have occurred.

Technical drawings and other documents that were reviewed by the Survey team suggest that

at least 14 other sites at the NTS likely have been used for hazardous waste disposal,;._!.e.,

radionuclides and/or nonradioactive hazardous substances). These sites are as follo_si:" _::i;i;

. .v"..,..',_ :'. ".'.'ii:,

,..=. ,, ;'..:;,

Area 3 LANL Classified Waste Disposal Hole (Ud6) _ ;'"":'"
CMD-2 J-11, Hole for Core Dispo_a1-, '." ".: ":.i.!';.
CMD-3 J-6, Hole for Core I:)isp.osal"':i.ii::,. ":i.:'i.i.i":ii::'iii.i;';""

CMD-4 Ud3a, Hole forCore'"Di_pos.¢'_:!'i:':. "" "'
CMD-5 Ud3b, Hol_,for  o.re
CMO-6 Ud3 ,
CMD-7 Ud3d,,.:.HoIb:'_?.,.Co:_'._OiSl_r,a I
CMD-8 ,,_I_;I3e i_[_:L.fcir:._o re"l_s posa I
CMD-9 13_6,,l-i_f.e'f_ C_e Disposal
CM,D-10 Ud£_'s,HOi:_,for Core Disposal
,,...... ','.,:.'!.. ..;_,'

Area 5 .,,,.;_i;_:BC'-_':-."IBerylliun_'Eontamination at Sugar Bunker
,::,'.:_:ii_:'y BCS=.2!'..Be.r._itfum Contamination at Triple Point Bunker

, ":_::;:,.,,.%,:BCS-3.::_le_'_/llium Contamination at the GMX Area
, _._ .....,_ ,. :., °..._ . • .;_

•,.....;. ..,,,:: "',_.+.,.,..:__'(_1three s=tesare currently being =nvest=gated by BECAMP,
•. .". ;:....:,..,,.,,_j.,. ,. see Section 3.2.2. I, So=Is)

.. ', ,' _. '_

" " " : '"iiii_rea:'_ CMD-1 U9y Hole for Drill Mud Disposal

• . :.

'..*,,

No determination can be made at this time whether any of these sites is a source for soil or

groundwater contamination. Burial sites with no liquid phase to promote contaminant

migration are unlikely to produce soil or groundwater contamination in the absence of a

major climate change to arid conditions that prevail at NTS.

Category III findings relating to past atmospheric tests, underground test shots/tunnel tests are

presented in Section 3.2.4.3, Soils, Finding Nos. 1 and 2, respectively. Inactive underground storage

tanks are addressed as part of a Category III Finding in Section 4.2.2, Toxic and Ch¢.mical Materials,

.Finding No. 1.
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' 4.5.3.4 Cateqory IV

: 1. CERCLA 103(c} Notification. Under Sectionl03(c) of the Comprehensive Environmental

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980, NTS is required to notify the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of disposal sites containing hazardous substances.

No documentation could be found in the files to verify that NTS has formally notified EPA of

the existence of these disposal sites. ":
,:._.., .'_

.,'; ,i :;- ':'_'4, ._

,.i ',,' .... ".;_.:....

t' '; 'i'P__ , _:... _-",' .;;

•_.. _.,.. ;'.. _; ..'....,. ,,

•..... ;:...:. .', ,. ",

4

°_. , ¢°' • '.;..., .°•; ,,'

°.. ,,. ',, ",_.":' ,,._°"*.,,,.'_. ':, ,

• _.,...,._

• ,

-_ .., _..

• ,_ ;.

, ,.;

_
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ENVIRONMENTALSURVEYPLAN

NEVADATEST SITE

: JUNE 22 - ,JULY'10, 1987

: MERCURY,NEVADA

,".L
. ; .....:

';_". .,'i ' _':."'.

1.0 INTROIXN_TION ,i;:_,_ci..f:.. : : .,,.,,
" ' "'. :' i" . ":' _''_ v.

_. .... %.'" . . v

'TheNevada Test Site (NTS) Environmentai,:S.ur.Vey'.iis part of the larger
q..,:', %; ,,"." • !_ _._:., '

_ : ', _ ..';, ..%:•....'.,:'?.

Department of Energy (DOE)-wide I_.n.yirb:nmei_.1:elurvey effort announced by
v ... ",. ' .'k.*'. *"

Secretary John S Herring,%cn'Q_e.pt:_mbe£r, 18, 1985, The purpose of this

effort is to identify,via "no".fau:ii.t,"basellneSurveys, existing environmental
•, ..'.

problems and.a,)e_sof".enviro_m_'talrisk at DOE facilities,and to rank them

on a DOE.-.wi:_...'_ii'_is. :.;_h'is r_nking will enable DOE to more effectively

est'a£1_]is_.'_.';'prior'_t_{eg'for addressing environmental problems and allocate the•.•,,. '_:'_.,:..........,, ",...,'

.,"_. 'r.e.sou'_:.es...:..:he_essary to correct these problems, Because the Survey is "no
:.:'...,' .:.L,o

•. "fault"and is not an "audit",it is not designedto identify specificisolated

"'_ncidents of noncompliance, or to analyze environmental management practices.

Such incidents and/or management practices will, however, be used in the

Survey as a means of identifying existing and potential environmental

problems.

The NTS Survey will be conducted in accordance with the protocols and

procedurescontainedin the May 16, 1986, EnvironmentalSurvey Manual.



2.0 SURVEYINPLENENTATION

The EnvironmentalSurvey of the Nevada Test Site (NTS)will be managed by the

DOE Team Leader,Thomas Traceskiand the AssistantTeam L,_,_ader,Donna Bergman.

Frank Bingham will serve as the Nevada OperationsOffice (NVO) representative

on the Environmental Survey team. 'Technicalsupport is provided by NUS

Corporationand ICF Corporationpersonnelas follows:

• _,..,

RichardTarbert NUS Coordinator/SurfaceWater._"_''r_''.C'!""""'

Yesso Assistant NUS Coordinat,o_/Radiai_ni'_'..;'-':-David

RichardGerlach QA/TSCA (Toxic Ma_rials),., '.,
', ..

_.i"I .. ",Tom Eckle Air , .,.. .,., .#.' .' • ,L ;, .

RCRA/S_o:} "_"_ee':::'"Gerard Kelly .ld st

._ , ..,, . ,°_. _. '.' .'.

'_!'CERo.LAi(I_actl,ve Waste Sites)
Ronald Scullin i",,,::,",,,":_'-,i'_
Mary Robison ,, HYdrogeology/Soil

t , . ', ", v _,

•, . ve ',',"

,., , ;i__ ", '

• • .. _ .., ,

',' Pire-Su,_Veyactivities began in March 1987, when the DOE Team Leader and

',AssistantTeam Leader initiated reviews of NTS environmental documents that

"were available _t the DOE Office of EnvironmentalAudit (OEV). This review

was followed by a March 20, 1987, memorandum from OEV to the Nevada Operations

Office (NVO) and the Nevada Test Site (NTS)announcinga pre-Surveysite visit

and requesting additional Survey-related information. The technical
_

specialistsbegan their review of the documents availableat OEV in early May

1987. The purposeof the review of that material was to allow the Survey team

members to gain familiaritywith NTS and preparethemselvesfor the pre-Survey

site visit.
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The nine members of the Survey,'team conductedthe pre-Surveysite visit on May

5 and 6, 1987. The visit was scheduled to allow team members an opportunity

to gain initial familiarity with the site, identify potential areas of

environmental concern for purposes of the Survey, explain the objectives and

methodology of the Survey, collect the documents requested in the March 20,

1987 memorandum, and coordinate plans for the upcoming Survey with NVOand NTS

personnel. Mr. Kevin Flynn, ArgonneNationalLaboratory, who will coordinate
t :.:''.

_.• '.,._

the sampling and analysis phase of the Survey, also attended the 2:p.r_Survey
, , . _ ..:.._.

site visit. ,:."!_."_.i". "..,.I..,._•' ..., "...:'.'.:.

'"":"'','i', •

During the pre-Survey site visit team members @ere p ov.._Bed,

NVO and NTS personnelon the NVO/NTSorga,nlzat_lO.r_,.,Ope_o.itions,and activities;
_,,. "_i."., ,_.._:,"",_"i"ii_.",

• , . '•.,'.._...#

some of the pertinentenvironme_.tal!Li:_._ue_:_,p_:a_tsecurity;safety;industrial
, .,...."_' .'_.';. ...v:. -

hygiene;and the site envir(_;n'men't_.lT:m()'fiil_orillgprograms. Of particular value

to the team were tours of the, oni2...'_ite waste management facilities, and
•_._, . :. ....

operations fgc.._ii_iiYies;,.,"..,Due,to, t'_i_e constraints, we were not able to complete

the sc_e._,ule'd";-t_iJ_r.......,..., .cfN,TS',,during the pre-Survey site visit. (The tour is.:,..'_,, . :.. .,:, .

.$che'd._l..e.Ci_,'._obe::i_'O_lO}etedduring the first day of the on-site Survey.) "Prior
.....-.'_, '":i::__'_..i.i;.:_.,,_"

" ".'to!the:;:;T]%_urs:':"
team members had:a,,an opportunity to review the environmental

"."documentsthat had been assembled by NTS and NVO personnel. Arrangementswere• .

- "m'adeto have the collectedmaterialsshippedto the NUS offices in Pittsburgh.

All of the documents that were assembled in response to the memorandum of

March 20, 1987 and requested during the pre-Survey site visit have been

received. This Survey plan is based upon material receivedby the Survey team

through the end of May 1.987.

On May 7, 1987, Ms. Bergman, Messrs. Traceski and Yesso met with

representativesoF NVO, and officialsof the Nevada Department of Conservation

and Natural Resources and Nevada Division of Health. This meeting was



scheduledto explain the purposes of the Survey to the RegionalEPA and state w

personneland to allow them to express their concerns over the environmental

condition of NTS. Representatives of EPA Region IX did not attend the

meeting, but provided several concerns telephonically to the NVO

representativeon the Survey team, o-

L

The Survey was provided with a Road and .Facilitymap which was used,in the

preparationof this Survey plan. The map is reproducedhere as Fi._fre_.il;._-l.
r , .. :.. ':._

, ,. ,

2.20B-Slte............Activitiesand Reports ,i::{_?i.;":'."_:'*'......:,

• "_'"° '"":"' w " '_'

The on-site portionof the Environmenta]..'..Su'rlv:_y_w'i,j"lbe.._onductedover a three
_,. _.',

(3) week period from June 22, 1987 '.t.hlr,,pug_:::Ju:i.):;I0, 1987. A brief (about 30
_..": ...__.'._. '::C ",;"

• "......,..,:.,'_..,. ...."....

minutes) introductorymeetirr_i,..wil:.l_::._ei::h_lddH the first day between the Survey

team NVO manageme_-t and the.,vari;ii_s operating contract managers at NTS to
' . .. '.i_':.. :_

introduce the,,:.t!e_ metllbers a.Bd Feview the objectives and methodology of the

Survey.,,,._A.p¢._o_e_agen'_a"forthe start of the on-site protionof the Survey
,,..,,' _._,' ,_.:, ..:........,'

is p_,,e_._d in::,Teble2-I. The Survey will include all facilitiesand areas
" ' "i^ "'?.*.':".;':'"."'_..., _"'

" a_r_'oci:'_i_;_ed'_:_"_'thNTS operations including those located in Las Vegas. A
:.,.... , ' _

",.i:entative agenda is shown in Table 2-2. While members of the Survey team
• ,

"Continuereviewing the documents prior to the Survey, and during the actual

site visit, it is expected that modifications to the agenda will be made as

appropriatetO minimize disruption of site activities, as well as to enhance

Survey efficiency and effectiveness. All modifications to the agenda will be

coordinatedwith the site officialsdesignatedas Survey contacts, A summary
_=

of the Survey agenda is shown in Table 2-3.

The on-slte activities of the Survey team will consist of interviews and

consultationswith, among others, environmental, industrialhygiene, safety,
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TABLEE-1
DETAILEDAGENDAFOR /

MONDAY,JUNE 22, 1987 "

8:00 - 8:30 Introduction Survey Team Leader
o Survey Team
o Survey Activities
o InterimBriefingsand

CloseoutMeeting ,,:_

8:30 - 9:00 Overview and Corrective Actions NVO "_:,.:::..._,i.i
Underwayor Planned of ".',_'._,"ii:::':_,
EnvironmentalProblems by NVO ,.:.,,:.,: _,:,, ,_,

• :,:_,.. ','..:._,..:._..,...-,'.,

9:05 - 9:45 SafetyTraining Film ,'"":"."".
• . . '.'. ,:. ],o

10:00 - 11"30 Tour Las Vegas Support Fac_':l,Ttie_,,..,,..:.::,NVO_urvey Team
' "i:':,,,, ''i"_'-_. ',I.;ITI'!_' -.,.

11:30 - 12"00 Lunch (Fast Food) ,/,.".*",""'":' ""• , _ "._'_:.._ ,.:: '_'._

N'..'.', _....::, _...._,;..""..'.'._.:,-_; • ..

12:00- I;30 Travel to NT.S !i:i;::iilF',.""::iii_':..':!:,!!_,'.,..
. • ,_. ,. ...,......_... .'...

1:30 - Open Tour Fo_:_:owi'g_:A_+e_i_;.at_vNTS
Area '7.i'!-.T"_,ks"a_cfPonds

,", Area. 3",.-.'Rad._toactive Waste Management Site
....,. '_./;:..Area5 _L:':RadionuclldeMigrationStudy Site

.'.::.:'"" ",' " Spl11 Test FaclIity

. "A_ _3 Disposal Pits and Sewage Lagoons
,.,.,,:. ,,.,. eli!!::. .

'_w_:'.:, .."' ' '.'_"

• _...'._,_;'_,.. "C :"' ",i _' ,_

,,, _. . ,:;..:°, .o;, , ,'

,_....':, :. ".. "._" _ "!... . "
' ' "" _ ",, , "......i,,,,,_ . _, .

• , , ;,r /,,°
: ' ":'.•i#..
.;. ..,,." , .)L._

.. ;
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operations,waste management,purchasing,and warehousingpersonnel;a review

of files and documents (includingclassifieddocuments) unavailable prior to

- the on-site portion of the Survey; and area-speclfictours of the facility.

A formal closeout meeting with NVO/NTS management will be conducted on the

morning of Friday, July .10, 1987 to describe the preliminary findings of the

, on-siteactivities. An informal technicalbriefing with NVO/NTS envirp...,B.mental

personnel is scheduled for Wednesday July 8 1987 at NTS to disctl'SS.:...t..._Btative' ,..-..,,. __'..'I
._'".'',i :_. %'.:':'_

preliminary findings in detail. A Survey status report::W_l'li"..iSe p_i_ _ red

within 4-6 weeks after the conclusion of on-site pb'_!_.'Ion"":":""J_:""""d_..;':'the.i'_.';$_rvey, A
• ';'_ ".'"i". '.._''

PreliminaryReport of the NTS Survey will be p_paredi,-.w.._ith_n'_i'4to 16 weeks

from the conclusion of the on-site _.".urv'e_),._.:':P_Fbli_,';dlstributionof the
":"".'. ,...::,":'.,_i..:".._':','.

_,._. _; .., '... ',......._
"'i'". ',"!'"' '_.":, "_"

Preliminary Report will be at the di',:_ir.ett_ of"?I,he Operations Office although_..':. .,'.:_..._.. ':.'.;_",,;.
_"'...".:..,",i_,.'". '.."'.'."

copies will be made avail " "'_'""' "" '"abiT'e (_o.;'nzem_.rsoT Congress and EPA Headquarters,
e. - _._

upon request. Subseduently,an..i'Inte,O,im Report will be prepared by the Survey

team within.,6'!;i:,:;__8 w_eeksOf._,thecompletion of sample analysis. The Interim

Report:.,.W.t_t,,1_e2orbor._.,te"NVO/NTS technical comments to the Preliminary Report
..,'..?_.,_".'."_.;.,:.; ..."...,.:.

and _;.,6_._afrOp1,:,_hesample analyses.
', .':'.T.:_" ' i_. '::,

. . . ;'.".'.'

•.."'TheInterim Report will be made availableto the public,upon request. At the
'i. ;

completion of the overall Environmental Survey effort, a final report will be

prepared that will contain a DOE-wide list of environmental problems. The

report will be used as an information base for the ranking of DOE's

environmentalproblems.

2.3 Salpltng and Anzlysts

Based on available site environmental information and the results of the

Survey activities on-site, the NTS Survey team will identify any Survey-

5



related sampling and analysis needS. Preparation for the sampling and

analysis (S_) phase of the Survey process will begin approximately 2-4 weeks

after the completion of the site visit, with the developmentof the sampling

requestpackage. The S&A effort will be conducted by Argonne National

Laboratories(ANL). Kevln Flynn and Don McCown wlll be the ANL Team Leaders

for the sampling and analysis phase of the Environmental Survey. The. ANL
,,

Sampling and Analysisteam will draft a Sampling and Analysis Plan ba))d upon =
':,,'.,:.1

the needs identified by the Survey team. The Assistant Team t,ead._irwill
.;.'.';:,, 'k:,:.:.

coordinate the review of this Sampling and Analysis Pla_.n:!w'i__'the"Ni_,vada

OperationsOffice and EPA'sLaboratoryat Las Vegas (i_nii_,lronme_Yt£_:::)'_tonitoring
', _'o

Systems Laboratory), which has qual ty asgd'e.ance-.:a_d...dat'a validation

responsibilityfor the sampling and arv_.ysi,_i:.pha;,£,_,,,of'i:,';the'NTSSurvey. The

actual on-site sampling at ,NTS i::T_iF'..pr:;))ei'_",_d;';'start during the fall
' • ' _::'i"::'"."iii','"L!'..".::"':."'

(tentativelyNovember)of I_:7,,.':';:_he::!::S'_&p.li:_'_is expected to take between 4

and 8 weeks to compt.ete. AnaJ..._si::i_;of the Survey-related samples will be
,.., '_,':':: ./.r.,

_,'.. _ ".'.•

conducted b_,,.'.,_l_[:_ foll,owin_.,.,.l_rotocols provided in .the Environmental Survey

Manual,_.,..-:_$,_ppiem.en_'ed,,by"_'l_i_eNTS Sampling and Analysis Plan. Results of the
.._" .; ,; .....'.;,'

..sampICi.,:,l)_"i_indah.a:l'_'siswill be transmitted to the Survey Team Leader for

._. in.c:orpo_ion .into the Interim Report.

',: :.

, ;



3.0 AIR ....

The air-relatedportionof the Survey will involvean assessmentof activities

_ at the NTS that emit or have a potentialto emit one or more air-contaminating
i

materials, the emission controls or administrative procedures applied to

restrictthose emissions,and ambient-alrmonitoring equipment and procedures.

The Survey will addressthose air contaminantsfor which air-qualitystandards
't.':i:'.:

_. ..,.;

(criteriapollutants)or emissionstandards (new source p_rformaBc2_:_ndards

or emission standardsfor hazardous air pollutants)have ,beeg"g_;tabliihedby

the United States Environmental ProtectionAgency or:S_.).Ne_a(ter"A,i.,;r.,"":"::"'Pollution
•.. ,,,,

,,_ ", ; '..:., ..._,.

Control Regulations. Also to be reviewed are _._bstances.'.:ib'elng:,eonsideredfor

listing as hazardous air polIutants,,,;,,,Th_"i:#ri:inC_:hyN:._$contact for 'the aire._

specialistwill be Orln L.Hawocth,l,W.i..thotheP:"operatorcontactsdesignatedby
_..,....... .. • _. ...... Q,

• .', ' ..... • "_, .: _.'._'.i. " ..'.'.

NTSrtOsuit the plan indicated ('i_.:_._Ta_l_j::,:_-l:;,"
'......':,:'...,...'.,.:

:'.. ..'..:.,.
.F

. . ',,!':.":2;;,.. <. ,,,
•;._ '....:_ __,..

o.}.;':'_'_;;:_+, :..:i.'.:.,_ _,.

.._.,.:,..- '_ _ ", ._:. ...' ..,.'
".,.,; ,.._- ,_..;,,..::.,..

.._s _i:.F_:.e$_iJto_;'._;_e pre-Survey site visit, it appears that radionuclides

'.', represe_o the air contaminant of greatest concern, and that potential, sources
.;. ,.. , .', _'

"-::"',of radionuclides exist, and will continue to be created, over much of the 1350

square tullesof NTS. The criteria pollutant of major concern is total

suspended particulate matter (TSP) that. can be introduced into the atmosphere

by a variety of activities at NTS, These materials, as well as sulfur

dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, lead, hydrogen sulfide, volatile

organic compounds,and any other air contaminants, will be consideredas part

of the Survey.

The general approach of the Survey will include a review of existing air

permits, pending applications, and pertinent literature including standard



operating procedures. Processes and emission-control equipment will be

inspected, with emphasis on operations and activities capable of emitting, but

not limited to, radionuclides and/or particulates to the atmosphere. Of

special interest will be the stemming and backfilling activities that are used

to contain underground nuclear explosions. Fugitive emissions from

resuspensionof contaminatedsoils wlll be evaluated as a potentialsourve of

airborne contaminants. Records of operating hours, production rates,_.i_mission

tests, and observationsof visible emissions for permltted,s.Qu_ii(._;.;_illbe

reviewed. Air contaminant sources that do not have a'ii_]ip_6_Itswi[!:,Fllbe

reviewed. The use and storageof solvents,including:!__'h'loro__!",_r_L_i_bonswill
e;' ;',

be evaluatedas potentialsourcesof air c,o(l.tam'iinants.:_S,,:":",i_;:_'_'
(_,!_., ',.._" , "_ ' ' 't,

_._', "':_','",,.,...::,,...._:.:..,...,
e ,,. , v,,.. , ...,,#

In addition, the Survey wl1.1..:.,e_!_iyua_e.!:,tg(' '+""'"":' ....:_,.alr-monltorlngdevices and• ', "'. '.",,.'.'.°w._';. ',' ;,

procedures uscd to monitor:..a..tm_T)h:_i"E';co'ntaminants,both on-site and off-
,I

site. Typical ....a i_'/-,..monitorih!9;,..sT_"es will be visited and the monitoring

._ "_', ., .aCtivitie).):;_iiii,._" "" ""..........be "_t,.l::sou;_'.__dwith REECO end EMSL personnel. Also, the

equ.i,_merrt::,and_FI_roced_resused to acquire and use meteorologicaldata beforeo (

"2'.a_Id";_ii__:_:_;a,te;_:t=""eventwill be observed and discussed with NOAA personnel, . :i:

:._i":":.:"Tfie.S_J(_i_y will also include any air-contaminant sources at NTS support

-,ifacilitiesin Las Vegas.

Several areas of specific interest have been identified as a result of the

pre-Surveysite visit and a preliminaryreview of availabledocuments:

o Sources or potentialsourcesof radionuclideemissionsto the atmosphere.

- Vents or seeps from current undergroundtests.

- Drill-backinto nuclear explosioncavities for sampling.



- Decontamination,ofequipmentand facilities,

- Tailingpiles and debris from postshottunnel re-entryand

rehabilitationactivities.

- Resuspensionof contaminatedsoils.

- Releases resultingfrom ground-faultmovements.

o Sources or potential sources of particulate dust emissio.ns!!::iltothe
, ':,.ii_.,_..c,.:_

atmosphere. .v'i:_,,_,i'_:,.,,
i,',,,'k' , ,. ,,.:',',_,

- Hole drilling. ,",:". -,:.,,- . '..',.

•,.. ...... ,:_,.

- Stemmingactivities,including oth'e:s_ake :.pl regator plants,
w ,.... ;wk _,,_

coal-tan/epoxyfacility,a11B.s't_l ::i:.iltl'es
'.:;'i.'':, _,,,.

_...._:. i;__..,. ....:._,,._'.,
• .'.,.....,.._:.._..i_.'...":.,

- Vehiculartraffic _.i'..u '__. _ads.

- '. '.::.
.,..%11i_ _, .,., .....:::.,

•.,,_ ..., .

c_,t_..'_-:::_.tat.t:op_rx.d_ie_ l engines.
"_,Z_: ,..........,,...:/:.""

'"'.:_i,-.':;.::.,_"es:lTsof non-nuclearhigh explosives
, . , ;.,..,.

•,..:..,...,.,., ;_.o
', ,

.:_. - Oil-firedboilers•

=

- Wind-blowndust (dust devils).

Throughoutthe Survey,emphasis will be placed on assessingavailabledata and

_ any futuredata generatedby NTS within the timeframe of the overall Survey to

characterizethe overall environmentalimpactof test site operations. Where

data gaps exist, recommendationsfor additionalsampling and analysis may be

developed for follow-up by the Sampling and AnalysisTeam.



, 3'.2 Records Requtred

Additional_documents will be reviewed as part of the Survey, including

documentsnot yet received (e.g.,classified documents, individual files, and

documents not yet identified). Specific documents and files requested for

reviewwhile on-slte include,but will not be limitedto, the following:

o Most.recent annual reportsto the State of Nevadaof intormatiQ_r.:_qulred
•_: ' : _'.':,',

,'.'.',,. "";E,TI'_

by air operating permits, including production records,.<bperatin_;11ours,
'.i...:',:"):.,L' L.I......

,'.:...,_.

visible opacity observations. ..,..,_ ,_,.,......,.;_....,,_,,.:',,,.',;,

'+;_;_:,.,":, ',,_,, ,,,,_",._.,,.,1. .1, ,,,.,1

'.'_ .'..._.. ',_..., ,

,.., '_..:., .....;

o Fugitive dust control program. ,..z,".... .,:,:::_:......
'_..'. , -,., _. ',,.... ;.,

_ !,'". ".',.:;. '",w_,,",',_',_.

!.'..i".,',:..;:",:.';;,".":_.'."
,,,,,.,:,, ,,._,, .:,,,

,(, ,',.I,.,,._. °_ ";t _"''

o Monthly fuel-consumptlon,da_:,p_.r..:boile_,for recentyear, and annual fuel
,..,. .__"..,...., ,..,,,,,

analysis data. ,_.,, ,.,,,,.,
,:... ",(.::.,'

_._:.,,_.4 ",,'.' "; "'*
,,,.,.,.,,_. . , _ •

,' _. . '_'.,:.,,_v, '_'

o Annual gl!.!r,o,u_gput d_ta"for gasoline and fuel-oil tanks.
'"_'I'_ ';' '" " I" '_"_

•:,_,',':'w'","'+ "i;;','," ,.
• ,; _. _.,,,.,_ _. * , @,,)*_,,._ ,,, ,, ... , ,,__,..,,_, , .,_ _ .,.,, ... ..

.,:,@, . ,N.:,.,:,.._ ,• ,.,,.,.
•, ..,.. _¢", ._.,', _ ....

,.'.,... "_".',,".,:"_'_'"i_::_, "

" 6"'Y Aii_a_'_"_1:¥caon organic solventusage (includingchlorofluorocarbons),and,, ,, .,1I':

• ' ,,....,_•: '. ..,"...

.,.. nfomation on where and how these materials are used.
,1 :

', ,'.

o January 30, 1986 letter from State of Nevada regarding Air Operating

Permit No. 1084,

o Air Permits for NTS support facilitiesin Las Vegas.

o Informationon how classifiedwaste paper is disposed of.
I[
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o Data on vehicular traffic movements at NTS (especially over unpaved
,..

roads. )

o Data on inspectionand maintenanceof vehicles for emissioncontrol.

o Any other documents pertinent to air-contaminant emissions from NTS

facilities.,

'.:.,:?,;i,i',.i
,..-.,, ""'_'i'i'::"_

v':. "+:_:'_ ",':":,
,...:_, t •.._, _.'.,'5,

G:,,3,

., .,/:':.:, ',',.,,:..,:,::.,.,.+,.
,,.:_;;,.,'..,,. . ._;..,+,

_,.x. '; ' ",'".... ._',_,,:., ',.,•

'i.'_"'.... '".::_+:;_:.',.":. +'
. .,'":. _ M .,:_,

i.. ',, '+ 'i+.,,: "+

;.:,+.,,:;o °,. ,}.';
q, "+._,. ', ,_ .,_

_:.''':..::.:i_.'.:. ".'._: v _',
, +;;-.",,'+,..,.._.,..,'_,,,,:, ',,,,.':. -+ ..• .. ,++.._.,,. ,,; ,:..,

',:... ",,..:_:;,..'.:,'.:.:_:_., ;,:'+

'"' "+..::.. ,_:i.:
..:.:.. ,.,:/',.::

. .... '_.: ,.' , ,,,

•:....:w,".'_, ._""._'+ _
_,,',,:;,_• _'+":., ,.._ ,,.'..'.:.,_

,,..+. ..,- '+.:...'.,...'.;-,+.

_.',.,;..'• ._. ....,

. '+ ',., ",_ _N

,+ '..':!.:, '",'::L"+

', +,o .
. ;.
• .

, r;

..
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4.0 SURFACEMATER/DRINKINGMATER

The surface water relatedportion of the Nevada Test Site (NTS)Environmental

Survey will be concerned with the liquid discharges from industrial and

sanitary waste treatment facilitiesat the site as well as the ponds used for

collectionof tunnel seepage, lt will also be concerned with releasesto the

Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) by the support facilities tn.La,_ Vegas.
';"v.t

The six potable water systems at NTS and the potable system ,at.,,t,'he::._._Vegas

facilitieswill also be addressedin this portionof the S'gf_ey_i::[I _':ii:_',_._i::_

The Nevada Test Site is unique in that sur...fac'e:ilT'wate_:j:.;di_s_hargescan not be'"'i'':', ',':i:',:.• .'.

transportedto an ocean. Dlscharges_t_zii'..1;.he',.._rt-t)T_:a._deast flow into terminal, ' . , .,,,. ",,.,.,,'.,'e

playas (i.e., Gold Flat, KawioB,,.Va]_I.e_, ..G.r.oom;,Lake. Valley, Yucca Flat and

Frenchman Flat) from which t_._re'"_,t_'"gl)'"t_ntified surface water drainage, The '

discharges to the'_iouthand"w'esi:;_;flowinto various valleys (i,e.,Oasis

Valley, For_._lle ,Can_oh, ..I_bpah Wash, Rock Valley, and Mercury Valley) which
•""._.b ,,", , " 'i"w"' .'.'

1ead ...t._.c,,4_he,.,..-',..,,, ,,...ver.. sAh_a,,rgos_.'l_iThi is the ephemeral river that flows into Death,": ". _ , _ _ .v ;..
%' i" c,,,- 'L.Y°, ,,;.'"_.*.""

..Va Ie_y....:_.,<.... _"

',. _,

,:,4.1 Issue Idntlfication

Based on the documentation supplied by the Nevada Operations Office and the

varioussite contractorsas well as the site tour duringthe pre-Survey site

visit it appears that there are minimal surface water issues at NTS. There
, .

are no continuous discharges from the site, However, at times of heavy

rainfall and flash floodingthere are off-sitedischarges from the valleysto

the west and south of the site,
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There is no NPDES permit for the site. lt is our understandingthat none are

required under existing State of Nevada regulations. Monitoring is not

conducted for parameters other than radionuclidesin the surface waters on- '

site. The states first inspectionof waste treatment facilities appears to

have been on November 18-19, 1985. This inspection identifiedseveral items

that needed to be improved to bring them up to state standards. The report

also indicatedthe need for operating permits for the treatment facili,_iesin

Areas 12, 6, 23 and the C.P.IndustrialComplex. :.:_;.'.;

_',"'.".'," " ' ' '_' '_J'_N

The Survey will include identificationof potenti" "=".... " ":"....a:}:,',d,!.scha.rges";"t_o surface
t:._', '.. '_...', ,.,.,
°.., ,, .,...., .,. o_

waters, or the local sanitary authority_ wh1.c.hmay...=.no,t:._beaddressed in
'":"i'.,•,i._.;:,_.',:;. _'

•.-. '_',.._..,', .._; _'.,.., _.

operating permits or other document(':.'.:..fro'm_:.N1_._i,-a_dt,he Las Vegas support
.',' , ,..., ,. ;, ,,_"

facilities. The Survey will a,.)so"._:_i_es_,i'_':the",ifor:)otential nonradiological
, ',:.,,.:,,-.,,/,/;- -.L'_::,,.?,':,.

_.,, 'C'."i_,i".".:_,._'_,.":'_

contamination (inorganic an:d,o_gi_n,fc)'."of_astewaters. Measures taken to

prevent back-flow d.C..process"wa,st_;_ateror s_nitary sewer flows into the.q_,._ ,., ,. ,,,

drinking wa)_£:_:'_i!'_p"i,Li
Qe

.::...;.i.pn'g:'_::sy.s:t'emswill be reviewed. A walk-through of the

faci!.._:._:._:.w _r_de'"toobserve normal routines, including maintenance
•., ,,;: '_..,_.,,,,.,":..,."

...ac_ti:_:t.._,..whi"6'h"generatewastewaters. Various discharge and monitoring
, .,'i._, ".:._,

_._."..,.p_,i'nts_:_::]lbe reviewed,and actual sampling procedureswill be observed. The
', '.

,adequacy of the monitoring programs and systems will be assessed. The

wastewater collection, holding and treatment systems will be examined and

records of operations reviewed. The capacity of sewage lagoons especially

those assessed to be inadequate in the state inspection, will be reviewed.

Emphasis will be placed on the major contributorsto wastewater generation,

such as Areas 23, 12 an_ 6. However, minor sources(in terms of total volume)

will also be examined.

The primary contacts for the surface water specialistwill be David Bullock

and Paul Bolton. Interfacewith operationspersonnel in the areas indicated
r
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in Table 2-I will be required during tours of their areas to look at water

systems and sourcesof liquld discharges.'

4.2 * Records Requtred

During the pre-Survey review of documents supplied by NTS, the following

additional data and documents were identified as being .of interest_:'.'.ii;i:o the.

surfacewater specialist ,,..'.,,.",.,,::.:,t,
,,,,'_, ,.,, ,:,,,_,,

o Results of the monthly analyses for the Kwo cgmm_!Inity'_d,rink_ng water

,b '_,, : ,',' ''- '

systems and the quarterly analyses o_.::.,t.he .,._our"_i_-¢._mmunity drinking
' _ ', ' _,. ' ,,_ . ,_; ",.._,

water systems at th_ site. _- ':" '.::"'"_."",".'....... ',..; ',:._;i"""._".'
._,'..,,.:.',.._. _ !:;

•, , ,.._'. '_ ,,;,

_.,. '...:_.,.-...,.._.. ,,._,
, ,, , ,,,. ,_, ,, ,, ,,

o' Results of nonradiologtc'e'l, a_i_.l'Y'_e_,i,:conducted on the sewage and waste
.; . ', ,..' o

treatmentJ,a._9o_.S'i,.atthe si'ri_'e,.
,,..:;.':";i'_'_ _'!.',..... .,i.""

:i_C,:.I',_!', ,:;::'.._,,_ ,, ','

o _ ,':TB_su_Ii!_,.::.,.,.,._.,'..::::,o_.c'._n.a,l'y_s,,_._.:,.,of effluentsto the Las Vegas sewer system.

',"'i,'''''''_'-II'!_)"'"'_''_''**'','_i?.,"_"''""'"'*_"::*"",':";...._,.....,_

:'_.:"'"0I':'Cop'_s of permits for dischargesto the Las Vegas sewer system.

'...'.

o Backflow preventer inspection and maintenance records for facilities at

NTS and in Las Vegas.

o Resultsof sediment (soil)sampling in the bottoms of the stream channels

in OasisValley, Forty Mile Canyon,Topapah Wa,sh,Rock Valley and Mercury

V_lley if any are available.

o Plans/Drawings of the water and sewer systems at the Las Vegas

facilities.
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o OperatingPermitApplicationsfor treatmentfacilitiesin Areas12,6, 23

_nd the C.P,IndustrialComplex.

q's ",_,.F_
,.,.'.: :...._

,'.."_• "_'_'i",')'_

•_'".':t'."'.'.',

,:._. ',.: ".._"..i".,"_"

,j.,.,,,...::,:..,:i,:_',i,::,_.,
_,',,'>,.

_...'_. ','.'._L,,:,.;, ",t"
'.::.'...t::, ".'i'.',,

_.......,:.._._.,.:. ....... ,._.,
_'.'...' :.... ...i '_...,'.. '.?":. "

',_,.",, '._,."_., .' i'., ;../:,

",'°, t,

,,,,.._.... '."2;"

.._:.;._....'_ "_';:"_'.:",'I'__ "O..L

:,.!_,,.-.._:.; .,.'_.,,, ,...."_,"

..............:.°:.-:1%/'
,,;:._,',;."....'!_.,.

_. ,...i.:v_-_,,.'._:,,.,."'...'.',""!'., '_..... -,:_.:..,-,

•, ..
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5.0 6ROUNDWATERANDSOIL

The continuinggenerationof subsurfacecontaminationis an inevitableresult

of underground nuclear testing. Residual surface soil contamination remains

from above-groundnuclear testing. The use of leachfields for disposal of

water, detergents, and solvents from decontamination operations and the
_,. ,',

disposal of waste liquids into various holes create further, ar.eas of
,:....;...,'._:,,

•.....,, _,::_.

contaminated soi 1 ,,'.'"'.'. "'_,,:_,
'.,,;'.._,

°.,;..'.r.
•_:':., ,_',:_' _:.

. _.,.

The emphasis in studies of environmental condl,tions.. : seems _'o_,.be on purely

scientificbasic researchor on the potentla.l:"for"::_ff-s.i_en_,lbration.On-site
,f. . '., . , .,• • :.

contamination has not been considered,•_'1.st(_c'_i:_to be an environmental
_'....". ';i-, _;i'i;_

problem as long as contaminated:_.t_ea_s._.e re¢.ogn'_zed fenced and marked and

as long as water supplywells"ia_e_ :_f'fe'cted.
, . .,:_q

" i" "i.'i:.,/._, . :..
.,, _ .. _,_ .. ,.,"

• ,., .... ,- %. .o . ...' _:,,,,.....

The Survey e'_Qrt..::_lll"fbc_:'onthe existenceof contamination,its migration
,__._'.:!.,,'_:::_.'_.:,_._" .......

poten!_i_'ai'_i:.and_"_he,:a'_e_uacyof environmentalmonitoring programs. This eff,_rt

'_''''L"'Wt'_I "_'.;_;'O_"q;_-t'he evaluation of recent studies of site hydrogeology,
', '. .:.', _/',,'.

:'_.:".determin_:t;ion of the status _f on-going studies, and the review of plans for, .,
i °..

'.f_rther investigations, regulatory compliance, and remedial action.

Groundwater dischargeareas will be examined, and the use of injectionwells

will be discussed.

5.1 Issue Identtftcattom

Several areas of specificinteresthave been identifiedthrough the pre-Survey

site visit briefingsand review of the data received thus far. These issues

are discussed below.
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Request for Waiver of RCRAGroundwater Monitoring Requirements..

The only groundwater-relatedcompliance issue identifiedso far is the waiver

requestcontained in the RCRA Part B Permit Application for the Radioactive

Waste Management Landfill• This waiver requestis based on a demonstrationof

no potentialfor migration of hazardous waste constituentsto the uppermost

aquifer• Facts cited In support of thls absence of potential for m_i_.ration
,,O.o. o.{',',_

include depth to groundwater (800-900 feet), low amo,.u_.to.f;_,c,annual,.:..,_:,,

precipitation(average4•6 inches),and low moisture conteh,f_io,f,i!_oils":ii_,-9%)•

Althought,eSurvey 111notbeInvolvedIn ornot
,, ..

such a waiver is appropriate,the envlronnwR..n4:a.l ":_I_ be reviewed. •

• . . " , , ,..,..._. _ ., •

,....',,"._.. .,,.': ._,;•, _ '._ ,, •_ ....

•'.,._,,..,::,'...,/./....-,._,_

_... 'o .,...._...'#
;.:....._:, ".. ,, '_.:.;.

Tunnel Ponds ,_...;:__..:. ':,;-..',7,
v.,.,,..'.,_,..._.. :.. ..,,..... -

";'::"'- "I:T:
".L:'., ",_ZT,,

¢ --__..o._
. ..

Infiltrationof [}.reci._:Itation,"_L_cl_'_ngsnowmelt, from the surfaceof Rainier.
,,.../i,:_;,_ ;., ., -

'_ ' gr,.o_'(i_aterinto tunnels used for undergroundnuclearMesa causes._._pageof:,
_L.'.'_ ,,' "._" ',:" :i',

"^"_', "_' :'7'. _'. i"" _ 'o"'

test.s_L',i':c_'-_sgr._)undWbter, which represents a perched water zone above the
,.;:.;...._ :,,:."_.',..,7 .......

..."_._glofi_:_::_,_ta.._er"table, becomes contaminated with radionuclides, especially
. k_L'.'

. um.':._,:,Contaminatedwater drains into, or is transferredto, a series.of

'-,.tunneldrainage ponds, also known as seepage basins. Typical tritium levels

reportedfor these ponds are less than the DOE Derlved ConcentrationGuide of

2 x 106 pCi/l (2 x 10-3 uCl/ml)for water used by members of the public, but

have exceeded the EPA drinking water standard of 2 x 104 pCi/l (2 x 10-5

uCl/ml). Effluent and ponds associated with T-Tunnel are also contaminated

with methylene chloride. This tritlum-contalning water evaporates or

penetrates into the ground. The ponds also contain rinse water from grout

trucks,leading to a buildup of solid material. Since seepage basins are not

consideredacceptableas treatmentor disposal units, alternativesto the use

of these ponds are under consideration. Further investigations of soi,
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samples from beneath the ponds have been suggested to determine if the ponds

are radioactivehazardous waste sites.

Tritium in Groundwater

Tritium contamination of groundwater has occurred as a result of tests

conducted below the water table. Some of this contamination.,is:i:i!i:Inthe

carbonate rocks which underlie the alluvlum and form the re.g_i_;aq+_+!_erin i

th_A_hMeadowsg_ound,_t_system.A_evle,ofInfo_,otlo_L_'p_A;_idedt_."_khi_

Survey indicates that off-site well or spring c(_ntami:"ati.,_n, is"':._nltkely due to
' ' " ".'i_,.'_/,.'_,'", "

slow movement of groundwater in conJunctJorfc.:W..t.th:iLi_"_toa_._iv(_"_ecay.
_.;/. ". ._.'. .-, ... ,_,

These mattersand others ideBtif.,ii_d:_p_:brtiOi-;or"during the on-site portion of

theSur_ey,111bediscussed*i"t,_p_rbp_tecontacts_o_thegroun_,,te_an_
r ;+ -- . ,--_

soil speciali_t..;_:The.snconta_Is include JoAnna Burrows (NVO), Roger L.

Jacobson"-''__":{DR_"J,:_.He,bry'B_:!:/.G_'yle(Holmes and Narver), Paul Dickman and Daniel

McGr_!_"'(_£co_'_i_'a.s._;e;;M_angement),,and Bill Scott (USGS).

;,_'.'_. ,.

:':"':".R_cardsRequired
i ':

• ,

",_ ;

Specificdocumentsand files to be reviewed as part of the Survey Include,but

will not be limitedto, the following:

o Recent data from groundwatermonitoringand soil analyses.

o Well sampling procedures. (Well sampling scheduled during the on-slte

portionof the Survey will be observed.)

o Work plans for current and proposedgroundwaterand soil investigations.
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o Complete copies of USGSpapers, Including Winograd and Thordarson, 1975;

USGSProf. Paper 712-C Blankennagel and Weir, 1973; USGSProf. Paper 712-

B (Only abstracts, table of contents, and references are on hand.)

•.+,.ii::..:)'

': "" :' :: ':i.'Y.'::,

. .,: ,. ,. _,. ,.. ,,o..w..: P._.°

.. , %." "... .__..,.,

el' . ",, )": ", °'. ' , ",

'::' i"':",

• ': +'T",_' .'_..:.:.. "..":. "
- m_.0, _'+'"_ " i".' ;. :';, ':"..'+

,'.. ". ,_'; *

,,, ,. • .. "(;.

":..'dc" "'. "i,o. , .. j",......, ...:. :'

• .*....+_. .... _ ._..... '). "_" ."P'. :', _'"" o_' 'e "'
• '" ,.' :._d_" ',;:.'s ', +", ......+.'

,:,T';..i: '".,.... :":"-.."i:i+,'+'
,.:"+_ .'.'.'i'_" "_ ' ,."

• . .. , . "_"i.'.,:. _.'' .." :.,It.,.
. +

?,, " ....... ,, ... v . "_'.:..'+' °'...+;.:") ,+• ..., ......,
.. +, ,"' , .+ ,...: ,+:.;,

-- ,' .,. •:: .: p',
'. '. ;.,i,'..",,
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6.0 RADIOACTI,VE/HAZARDOUS/SOLZDWASTE

The radioactive/hazardous/solidwaste element of the Environmental Survey

will identifyall wastes generatedat NTS and supportfacilitiesin Las Vegas;

document waste treatment, storage, recycling and disposal practices; and

identify any related problems that could result in the contamination of

environmental media. These wastes will include hazardous, radioact_ivie,and
q,,,.:=iill:"

n .,.. fk.,,omixed hazardous and radioactive wastes, as well as on,hazardOu')/non-

radioactive wastes. The procedure and factltty-spect_i_{c, _,_ivttt_e,:_'"_: t(_

accomplish these Survey objectives are presented bel ':i:'::,

. .,..,

,/ ". '.-:..L.',.' ::. ' "'
The pre-Survey visit to NTS provlde_,:.an':i1_pdrt6nt_i_ia_l_"forthe procedureand

activities outlined, lt affore_.id..anl.';_.'v.er_if..ew"(_fsite operations and wastes '

generated. In addition,contra'¢,to'r,_:;_s_elresponslblefor waste management

were met, and p.ertl_nentdoclJifien_s"were identified, The knowledge and
_,'.. @¢ ' ,.

perspective,;_ned:also,enhSnced the review and analysisof material on waste
•, '_{;,,._,.._../.,,:....,.• :..'._"."._,,"'ii.::r.i."' ,, "'

genR_it,fOR::and_.,mana.ge_entprovided by NVO and its contractors,

:'_", 6,'1 Iss_e Identtftcattom
, '.

",.

The Survey procedure to identify waste-related environmental problems

incorporatesfour types of activities: I) inspection of waste generating

operations and waste management facilities; 2) Intervlews with waste

management personnel; 3) review of relevant records and documents; and 4)

comparison of on-site observations wlth NVO and contractor reports and

procedures. Each of these activitieswill be conducteddaily as variousareas

are assessed.
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, Areas and wastes Of interestare relatedto the followingNVO operations:

o Drillingand mining at NTS;

o Undergroundnuclear testingat NTS;

o Non-nucleartesting activities at NTS (MX activities, chemical spill

tests, Electric Power Research Institute(EPRI)tests, tank aminotests,
':;:,,,

';":i':':

RER training, etc.); '']:!ii)!i!;i

o Supportactivitiesat NTS; ,.._.,,,.:..; _:_"_.,.F_
•,,',w ,_......,._,:_.". _._

__,,_:',,,.',;,

o Waste disposalat NTS; and ":"'.,.,:,i.:'";"......" _":i_;

•- ,.,iIii. .,, ;,

o Fabrication,assembly, and oth_, _.k_us'._'¢l;:,iSl_e.rat.Yonsat NTS and in Las

Vegas ,_., _r : _l" :' '_ ''_: ''' 3'

• "._:"T ":."',_" .'_. _'. " '":, "o:'_. _' ," ' '_" ' _'"; " "'_'

•.'', '",,.'._.;,..'_.'T,"','.i._.• _,t,

(,._

Some specific a,r..eas"_ia_dwaste_,i:_o'_einvestigatedare presentedin Table 6-I
,_.'',_',,,@¢ ...

: and 6-2, _._'pec.tive'i.._•..:,::_,,Asignificant amount of time will be spent
, ,^,._. ",..":,.:,..,,'.,*,'.'.:.,...,_. • .',,,.,, _ '_,,,

inv,e_',tLi_ai_:'._ng_.,d_isp.o.S)..'(sites used for wastes generated both on-site and off-(

. ,si_e.,_:::.,_n.i._r._a_onwill be collected on such features as site design and
• ' .. _".',,

_'_"_",.ieontaiB_entmeasures, types and volumes of waste accepted, waste
". ',

."containerization and retrieveability release potential and monitoring

programs, and compliance status. Wastes identified in the annual hazardous

- waste generation reports submitted to the State _nd in the DOE-DP Hazardous

and Mixed Waste Inventory for,Nevada Operations will be carefully tracked,

The Survey will also collect and review existing information on underground

_ cavatiesof radioactivecontaminationcreatedby undergrouw_dtesting,as well

as undetonateddevices and canisters.These activities will be conducted in

conjunction with the inactive waste and spill sites element of the Survey,

In addition, informatior)on undergroundand above-groundstorage tanks, in

serviceand abandoned,will be collected. Undergroundstoragetank evaluation

_m
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TABLE6-1

Waste I_nagement Areas To Be Investigated

,:....: :;.T/.I
' '":.. ,;_":i:..'

Core and drill mud disposal sites(Areas 2 3, 8 & 9) '"'"" ""_,"._,, , _t''e, '.,_ :'. _,,| ".., .

,lo,,.,.,,,. ,. ,_ ',,.;',,:,

,' '_.:..'.r,.,.'. ,_;.,,

Mining waste disposal sites ,,,:_:].!i._.,.,.:,::..-,.

Contaminated muck piles (Areas 12, 15 & 16) ,:,. "," _,.,:." "':._:'.

Contaminatedwaste dumps (Areas 11, 12, 25'_,_'1,26,)''.,/.:_,,',/,i""".'_
_.i,:.". "_"', • " _ ' "r

Contaminatedstoragetanks (Areas 15F,;i,2_:,i&2B;,_.," " " T'_ '' "l '' l: '_ ''' '•,.,.._'.w
. _/,,..,.;, ',,:,o ,, _,

Bermed above-groundfilter _n .i, ,.!.

 i:ii,i "Leach fields (Areas6, 23, 2 ! --

Decontaminatlo_/,.(_vapo_tionpon"d._a'n'dsump(s) (Areas 6, 7 & 12)

Trench pond'_!:i,_(A're_,.12)"_i'::'.;-";'!:,;"''

,, .)L,.,""'."'_'. _. ,,, , ,. r_.!,
RadlL_cti,iV."ewa'_.,t_.,.:m,anagement s_tes (Areas 3 and 5)

, ".i."_M_,_cu_i_:;_'h_,_T:r)dou_ waste landfill(Area 23)

:".",.Ordnanc_C:'disposalslte(s)
...._
• ,

..Waste accumulation areas located throughout NTS and the Las Vegas facilities

RCRA waste storagearea in Area 23
ii,

Constructionlandfills

Sanitary landfills (Areas 2, 6, 10, 12, 22, 23 & 25)

Salvage yards



TABLE6-2

Waste Types To Be InVestigated

Drllling and mining wastes
,'C,'_

Detonationwastes (in situ and removed) _"_::

Trench effluent '., ,.:"". .V.'.'.;,,_ .:,? ,..'_

',..o ..'., ,I'

Contaminatedmaterials ,:.,,..,_.._:_,_.,..:..:,

Decontamination wastes ,:.,.. :.... .._:.: _:";',. . . ',.,..

'.: .. ,, ,_,.. ',,',_ ,,

Sedimentsin decontamination,evaporation,'i'_W_d,tt_n,ch 'Pignds"

Radioactiveand mixed wastes from o_.er";_E"s!_,te"_':::i::!:_:_'. "
_,,.,

" Industrial (i.e°, fabrica,_.ioh.:":.:_d..'_.._._se_:_l_ ') .wastes. (e.B., solvents and
thinners,corrosives,adhesl:iOes:_::_es!fns,"'andpaint wastes)

• . . ......,,

Laboratorywastes "" "..,:::..:_";_:. ,'.,

_ '..'*,,.'._'_ ; ' 4 'w'"

Waste oil ' '" " '....,,. ,,., , ,, ,_.. •
_::., .j," _ ,. _'... ._,

_ '_/.'._, ,.',:...¢, ,,., ,, o

Ordn.a.,_!_.,:i,...,_..._..,b'J:_'_:t_'ng.._ge_1tsand explosives
..... ':".Z ":'iY:,,."'_• ,"'

,,', . _.':.,, ,_ ?' .,-

.,'C_ns*i_.U,_:.onwas_"
• : ,:, ". ;.i; ,,

,'T_ash :i::i:2:,:.. "...,



will focus on tank material, corrosion protection, age, content, inventory

control,and leak detection capabilities,

Waste management activities that could result in or avoid releases of

contaminants to the environment will also be investigated. Such activities

include:

. •

',:":i"::

o Waste minimizationand recycling; ,...,.,,.",,._,:,::.,
, , .,Y.',...,,.,C'I:''.,.., _. ._,

....,, ,.., ':.:'/,

. ,. ,_;.'.:,,- ......: .,_._..;.,

o Waste analysis; .:,._.... _,.:.,.. _ " .i".

"i..?._..,' '" "'

, _ •_ ".. __ .L._, 's',o_'._'.!,

o Waste segregation and storage; _,.:. ,.,.,,, ,,,.,,., ...,.,,,,,,,.,,:....
• 0 *llll_lll*_

'T.:."...,',";i.;,,';.:,!,
_'..'.'.: '':_k.'.:. " ",;:' _,''.:*

, .. . ,_. •k.., ,. .,
p_., _... ....,.., .,,.G. ...._

o Waste containerizationan_tla_'elil_'$
,...'_

.,, • . o;...,;,,.
• °'o.'.. v,

o Waste _r..ackir_9andL:r_cO.r_lkeeping;'_i':.-,,"_,.,_" ',.':,'

,..I.".'._'*:'.'._, ._ . .,
..",'!:L;'"."'_'. ...; ,-.'.._,

..... .L: '_.!..:':,..,':_.,';"_"

,._.ei'_.+.t..,y,in_pectlonand followup; and
v..'...,

..0. Trainingand contingencyplanning.

Controls to prevent co-mingling of radioactive, hazardous and non-

radioactive/non-hazardouswastes will be assessed. Adherence to established

waste management procedures will be evaluated. The applicationof acceptance

criteria for wastes received from other DOE facllitles will be studied, as

well as any associatedanalysis. Findings of previous audits and inspections

will be studied. =
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Discussions will be held with individualsknowledgeable of current and past

waste management practices. This will be accomplished during operation and

facility tours and in the process of reviewing relevant documents and files.

The objective is to develop an understanding of past and existing waste

management activitiesthat may serve as the basis for problem identification.

Key personnel identified to date for their knowledge of waste management

practices includeMr. Frank Bingham, EnvironmentalCompliance Branch;_ifNVO's

Health Physics and Environmental Division; Gene Kendall, REI_!2Q_S,.Ra_l!Oactive

_ Waste ManagementSection;and Mr. Orin Haworth, Survey,_)ranc_ii'..,::'!":-,:!:_"_;:_
'i:'"'..,,'.L,I,I,' ;:

of REECO's IndustrialHygiene Section; .,_. _ ',,;.,,,':,i,!':.

o

G.Z Records ulred °*"",,,.:.,.,,,,"',,,-"::..,*':i.:;'"''"

'_,,,:!,_,,,,,}ii.,i.,_..,.,.,':.-

Recordson waste generation_i_aW_!_e"ma:_agementactivitieswill be reviewed

on-site to verify,i_, e_and, and _late documented information studied prior to,,,,i!../..,_ -,;,., ,., -

- the Survey.":ig"cQ,rdLsincil:ud'e:}':'"

'",, -" !'.":_.'"i"..,
@_I t

,,,, _::,,g2fVe";,,_,e.morandumof understandingon waste management issuesbetween DOE

,_.:,....i',,,'_,andi.i2,..EpA.

• .'_

_ o Updatesto RCRA Part A and Part B permit applications.

- o Review Team Report on NTS Mixed Waste Issues (12/4/86).

o Files on waste generation and analysis (from NTS and Las Vegas

_ operations),

o Files on all waste storagefacilities(e.g., inventoriesand inspections).
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o Ftles on all waste disposal facilities (e.g., designs, wastes received,

inspections, permits and approvals).

o Files on all off-site treatment, storage and disposal facilities used

(e.g.,inspectionsand volumes shipped),

o Waste manifests (i.e.,for wastes coming on-slte and be!n..g'_hil_,_doff-

s+*e_,., ....+,.. ,., ...+..,,,°,. a _, _ ,_:,,._

*, .#* ,,,: '.

' ./'":, '"._'': '-,'C':,",';

o Files on waste acceptance and associated do_,._ent.at.,_.oh.,:,_
%.+'"_.,. .,+.,..:: '_.'; 'i"

o Files on monitoring p o;gram._/,:arb._d,..Wastedisposal sites (e.g.,
,, "., ..,:+.;.+,,_...+.,+,.:+., ,...'.':, .

i P` • ill,", .+ ,,.,,,,+,. +i++,,I, '.t,+l I++, • ., _+ •,, ,,,.+, .,

groundwater and soil investi'g._i,p_..+_ata). ,+' ++,, __,, ,, ++,,

.,.,:;,::;;_:'...<>., , ":""
o Flle_ a.l_:_';:i_ndergfo'_nd..._Eifi_Jabove-ground storage tank testing and leak

,.

++'.."+_.,,,,.'.._.,_. ',.,+.,

., .+
,>::+'...+" +,',
..... ,"i_" ':':;':,."'_:./'
"_,..,',,: ,.+:.+_'.!_,, ,,y ,.,

,+ +, ,. '. +#+;,f 6

:,.:":...,:_!:/ Fit:,_._ or documents on the potential for seismic and flood events.• . o

'%, +,

',.i "%,

',.._

o Waste managementtraining records.

_

o Files on internal and external waste management audit (e.g.,in-house,

state, local and Federal inspection records and Industrial Hygiene

Appraisals)and follow-up actions to correctdeficiencies.
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7.0 TOXIC/HAZAROOUSSUBSTANCES
_l

The toxic substances portion of the Survey wlll address raw materials and

operations-relatedchemicals used at NTS as well as the handling, storage and

disposal of specific chemicals regulated under the Toxic Substances Control

Act (polychlorinatedbiphenyls (PCBs),chlorofluorocarbons,and asbestos)and

the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodentic.ideAct (pesticides...:).The

conditionand environmentalmonitoringof undergroundand abovv_-g:rou:#ci"ili.'_.torage
r .'/'_'_>'''t:'!':"";'.I_;C..

u. dforb.lk:hmlc 1ub t,nceoth,
examined. Through interviews with key NTS per$onne_ii_;"ai_dtou_s _cf.,relevant

facilities,the tracking,controland mana_!!lent'_:f,,tOxi::6>h¢_ardoussubstances
,.,_ , '_].',,.,•.rs '.._',
,_,'..,':.,.,.,,_._.,..',.,,',..,,

will be reviewed. This information_a.nd":_ecor,._i'ofi.::._.._agewill be evaluated to
•_, .., ,'..,_ ,_ ,,;, w."'_ r

determine whether or not the g_Y_,_e)_..i:...equ:.l."pme'l_tand programs establishedby

NTS for the management of to)_i'_/h_'_:_.rcloU"Si"substancesare adequate to ._ninimize,

to the extent fe.a.}ibl:i_.,potenti'_/l:.,en'vironmentalcontamination.

7.I,-::':IS'S_:!IdC,m_!f,.,i(_(:lon

.. , _ .,...* ,,.,..,_

'_."T_e pro'_dures which have been implemented by NTS (e.g.,Procedure 3.2.54,
, .

,.ControllingPolychlorinatedBiphenyls) to manage electrical equipment which

contains PCB and PCB-contaminatedfluids will be evaluated during the Survey.

The conditionof, and potentialfor environmentalcontaminationfrom, the PCB-

containingelectricalequipment listed in the 1985 NTS PCB Annual Report will

be determined by inspectinga portion of this equipment. Obsolete, stored or

used PCB equipment (such as that stored at the Area 6 Lineman'sYard) will be

checkedfor proper containmentand protection. Plant records for PCBs will be

- reviewed, and disposal methods and practices will also be addressed,

Specifically,the compilationof completed PCB Transformer Inspection forms

(RE-1305)and PCB Status Reports (RE-1304)will be requested. Recordsof off-
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site shipments and disposal of PCB-containingmaterials, and any information

pertainingto previousPCB spill or dump areas will be reviewed,

NTS has not provided a ltst of the buildings at the site which contain

asbestoS. This information,as well as the quantity, type and condition of

any asbestos-containingmaterials in these buildings,and the proceduresused

. by NTS to maintain,repair,renovateor remove such materiais, is nece'..S:_aryto

determine if potential pathways of contaminationand envir?nmentai':,_i_pblems

involvingasbestos exist at NTS. Such information wlll _e!!',.T_ested':_ring

the on-slte Survey. Records relating to tilehn'dii'i.,ng'd'i:°posalof

asbestos-contalnlngmaterlalswill be revle_ed.'"'":1:ifpo's/_i6i'O__': asbesto_ removal
:, . ' ) ',,,'..:. '.,.

'_"" " "'""""";""';_Ofasbestos-containingprojects ongoing during the Survey.ari_.)/or,..._i_po$._,l
q ' '.'.',. "¢ *'I_ ._

materials at the landfil ' _" """ "I.)_Lt:!.l.iliZ,!_:_..by..,,_.N.T_'will be o_served directly.

Information available to t;h_o.t_a!!!!':_o":"" '_""""- 4_ate indicates that only 5 projects

p

,.:, 'L '.. '().'.

involving the h,a.n!dl+ngof asbe's:t_o'";s-'contalningmaterial have occurred at NTS

strice ApriI,_;i,C983_:;
.__:'_)'_!'_+'0::,(."'' ,. "'

.... ,,,.., .:..,;.:.,,.._;'":',,,.

..,...@e:sti6_t!e_;:,:s_,eused at NTS. Several of these materials are restricted-use

'",:'"Pe'stici__:).During the Environmental Survey, the procedures used at NTS to
";..": B,

,.:handle,mix, apply and dispose of pesticides will be reviewed. Areas where

pesticides are mixed and stored will be inspected,and pesticidepurchase,use

and applicationrecordswill be assessed. The trainingprogram and associated
_=

recordsfor NTS employeesand/or contractorpersonnelwho work with pesticides

will also be of interestto the team.
_

Toxic/hazardous chemicals are stored and used in both bulk and smaller

quantities at NTS. Areas where toxic/hazardous materials (e.g., solvents,

acids) are used and/or stored w'illbe visited during the Survey. Notable in

this category is the Spill Test Facility in Frenchman°s Flat and other
_
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locations where above ground and underground storage tanks are present (e.g.,

Buildings 619, 122( and 751-754). in addition, any locations where hlghly

toxic substances (e.g.,carcinogenslare handled will also be evaluated to

determine the potential for environmental contamination. Management inventory

and control of chlorofluorocarbons (freons) will also be examined.

Discussions will be held with those individuals knowledgeable of

toxic/hazardoussubstancesin order to develop an understandingof cur_nt and
,,.:.,: ,...ii:i_

.,. .._..:*: _ . .

._ past,practices ,,..'.,,.",:,.'
4....._

".:_'.'..:..

,.,_..,.:.,_, _:_>.,_

,';',", 'L': . 'o_'C_.I,'o

Contacts at NTS for the toxic/hazardoussubstanqes pdrtXFonof:.T_heSurvey are

as follows: O. Haworth (above ground and _n(lerg_ound.s'_::_ra"getanks, asbestos
., _.,. ., • .. . •

removal, overview of toxic/hazardous'':_""""' : :'_-- '__s_a"nc_S_;:ii):.,,O."Bullock (pesticides,
_;.:.;:,_:...,..!;.."EC:I_."....

e _, • .. , 4 ' _. ,,'disposal of asbestos waste), _::.0,....g..l_.,.(.n_.pec,t'_on and maintenance of PCB
_ '_,'..":_'>_;,i_::'2'<.'."_.":_,'_

equipment); S. Lopez (transp_.ta_if_h:ofi:i'toxic/hazardoussubstances);and D.
.. • ./;,o

__ Thompson (procuremen_."of,,:,, toxic/_._aFdoussubstances).
•" '_'¢ ; '. 4

_..:.¢.. L. • ._i ._._w'_
_.'.','.'.. .."". ' "i'-".' ,"'

,_':'_.,,,." _._" ',_.' ,

7.2 ,:T _t ,':'

.. , , . ... ;- ','_:_,-

'.._.._

:'__",gIiesw1_T'lbe reviewed as part of the Survey, including documents not yet
• '.

",received.(e.g.,classified _ocuments, individual files, documents not yet

identified). Specific documents and files to be collected and reviewed during

the EnvironmentalSurvey include:

o PCB transformerinspectionrecordsand forms (RE-1305).
-

_ o Storage and disposal records for PCB equlpmentand fluids.

o Documentationthat NTS personnel have conducted site visits at off-site

PCB disposal locations.
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o Correspondence with the NTS Fire Department regarding PCB electrical

equipment, in particularany recordsof fires involvingPCB equipment.

o For spills involvingPCBs, records which demonstrate that affected areas

(building surfaces, soil, etc.) have been adequately decontaminated.
,".;:..:

o Proceduresestablishedby NTS for asbestos removal work,.plrgprm'(_((::),byNTS
,,,i.:_.._''_..i_, ":._,,;,.'..',,.L,

pl ..........em oyees and/or contractorpersonnel. .. ,.:..:.,.:.....

o Recordsof NESHAPs notificationsfor rel:ent"i"i_besi_:_"remOvalprojects,
, ,, •. ":,,".,q,,...'._, '_',

¢ ..

d rdf, "¢' '"; " % "_ ";'

_..... ...: '..,• .....r_ ,,._6

o Asbestos isposal reco a__.p_:_.i..ts.'.;.::..-"

....:, _.;..'__,':.'.i:".::,._:':.,, ":_',',

,",.
wr ,',..t. ',.,r&.•

o Procedures.:.:._oW:_.ingthe p,_rchase,handling, mixing, application and
,.:..:i!:-_,_ ;:.... ,..,

disposa"_ili}_f._stlcl,aeg?.;_CNTS.
¢W,'._.,," .. °t '. °. '" Li'..e• "'"."P'-" |'_'_' 'o"'

# c "

."..,5o_:'.?_"_,:$ecords of personnelwho handle pesticides.
', ,." • . ".'_://,,

•.._.,_

:,:':.,,-''.i;',' 'L"

•. '%

•.0: Pesticideannual reports.

o Toxic/hazardoussubstancesinventoryand chemical purchase records,

o Toxic substanceslabelingand tracking system overview.

o Procedures for purchasing, handling, storing, using and disposing of -

toxic substances.
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o Procedures which address the handling, storage, use and dtsposa'l of

ch]orofluoralkanes (e.g., freons).

o Environmental monitoring reports and procedures for underground storage

tanks that contain non-waste materials•

o Spt11 control and emergency preparedness plans for above groundJ:i,s.,orage
•:. ".': -..:'.,

. ,., , _.; :_

tanks that containnon-waste materials. .,..,:,!,',._.,;,.;....:',"L":),_ , ... ":..i._,
. .."k' '.':_' ';'.'t;..

• :"'_" '_i""_ i:,_,.'-'%:,,'r.:.......

,.._,..,...:,. .,_.,,,

- o Internal or external audits of any of the a_ve p,_r.oqKams.:_:.i_!.:;

/
,:._., '... ,... _..,,. , :::. ' .

- ;...,.., ", ,..,.:.., ..... '_,;• ... -',..::, '"-. i',"'."_'.'.
o Other recordsas determinedon-_.i,te;_..:. ..,,,.,_,...,

_.'...."...,;...._.'.. ......:.,'

" ....,.. ,..o _'... •
o., ',.... _.,

;...:, _, ', '-_',_;, •,..',,
.. , •...'._.

_,,_

%..% ,,. "o

•s.::'"..'b_D ',

t?_1,<" :,...:F.,.:._'!:_.L,,."'

,:.!.;:J:'.'..._,':"...,'.,.,,._" _ "....

.. -,,• . ".;,':".'._'.".,'':_.._

.. • ..,, .*_ '_.':C.,_''_ _. 1.'._,,
, _. " °_i':_ _:'L_

'.C.:_

'...'%

',.i;.

'.,.;
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8.0 RADIOLO6ICAL

The primary purpose of the NTS is to provide a continentalU.S. site for the

testing of nuclear weapons and conducting tests to study the effects of

weapons produced radiation on weapons' systems and components. Tests have

included both nuclear detonations and safety experiments. Since 1963, all
,.'_:...:

tests have been conducteddeep undergroundto limit the releaseof.r.ad!_active

materials. Pre-1963 atmospheric nuclear detonations and s:a_: tesl_,, have
.. ,' .. : "...:'.._..
.'' " F'.; ,',:...,.

resultedin the radioactivecontaminationof lands bo_,h!:,.:with'i:"":.... ':'""_',c_m_d:_utsiall)the

boundariesof the NTS.Steps are taken for undergr,ound"..tes_Ing,.: ,...,....,.._:;mlnlmize,the
.: ". . ,,,,. ...._ •

risk of release of radioactivematerials a_Ough:.the_e,have been accidental
_:,:.", "; _"',". : ':i:. 'i,;

releases through vents and seeps, armed releases of noble

gases, The EnvironmentalSurovey,.:T']rl:_xamlnethe impact of past and present

nucleartests on the _urrent conditionof the site.
',:.,.. ".',..:'..,"_':'"

•.' ':_( ',, _ 4,..t _' _.'b_ . .. '.t'._

':.:.... ";.''::. ._.'.i':.',',"'

In addition";,_.o,,n_Clear:.i:_eaponstesting, NTS has responsibility for the
..,":.'i:.-''.:', _",Z- ' '"'.;:!_

opeFa:t;,ion,,:O_ra'_..iO_ic_'lvewaste disposal facilities for wastes resultingfrom

,,":,:defens_'_elate'dwork conducted at NTS and other locations. Special projects
• ,.,/.._

"'y":",•" '.:,"' '_:'L:*

•.'.andfacilities such as the Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly
•,.'._..

'Bbilding (E-MAD) and the BREN tower have also presented potential

environmentalimpactsand requiresome investigation,

8.1 Iss.e Identification ii

The radiological aspects of the Environmental Survey wlll involve an

assessment of the facility-wideradioactiveemissions, controland monitoring

and the associated impact on the environment. The assessment will encompass

four major areas: I) airborne radionuclidereleases; 2) liquid radionuclide

releases; 3) radwaste management practices; and 4) soil contamination, On
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the basis of reviews of availabledocuments, it may be concludedthat airborne

releases of radionuclides have historically been the most significant

_ contributorsto radiationexposure to members of the general public. However,

the potential of risks to the environment from the other sources must be

assessed. The radiological Survey will be coordinated with the air, water,

inactive sites, and hydrogeology aspects of the Survey. Specific issues

_ requiringinvestigationhave been identifiedfor each of the major ar_s.
q,, ,"/.;

,: "': _._,
:,.i."_ ._'.i_,,

"_:;i.'.'_
.v', ',C :'- _":"_'

1) Airborne Releasesof Radionuclides...... ,.
.._......:.... ._...

" O'(_!U' '_""'":_"_"_"_....Unlike most DOE facilities, NTS has no pr _:tloh..:!T'Lfac'i_l.:1,tiesand
,:._. • .. ._..:.. •..

consequentlyno significant routineprocess-reT./:t(_.d,.alr'::6missions,,:i"-> In
.... ",'•',., . .

addition, since all nuclear te._ts".:c'On'd_.G:_.ed"_Ince1963 have been
_._._ !.."". ....::."".i'."".':.'.. ,, , .,. ,,, , 'o,,',.._

underground,and care is ,t._ken;:i._O_B,ta'ih?,,the"radionuclidesproduced in
_r _. w, .',. ._'.. ,' ,,; '.:,.,

the detonation, routinei.rel'e._seS 'a_.e not expected from tests. However,

there is a pot_e'h.tlalfor'.tlleE_,rbornerelease of materials on and off-

site, _"ac aci ental..."'yents and seeps of radionuclides associated with
s.-.,,';b ,,.;.... ,.., ,. , ,

,.__.:_..r'_::_st:s'..,_.,Th_""Surveyteam will examine the processesand "riteria

•_.,.':'_!_.6_!_,byD:_it_'"ContainmentEvaluation Panel (CEP) in its review of the
,. s • Jo .

..:.....'_. c6_ainment aspects of each test. This will be accomplished through a
,

' review of documents describingthe technicalapproach to containment,and

detailing the approach and criteria used by CEP in its evaluations. To

supplement the document review, the Survey team will conduct interviews

with personnelon technical aspects of containment and the function of

the CEP.

- The air resuspension of contaminatedsoils is another potentialpathway

for further dispersion of radionuclideson-site and potential off-site

release of radionuclides. This has been studied extensively by the

Nevada Applied Ecology Group (NAEG)and is to be continued through the
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Basic Environmental Compliance and Monitoring Program (BECAMP). The

Survey team wlll use interviews with program personnel to supplement

information gained from document reviews in its assessment of the

resuspension issue.

Other specific issues to be investigatedduring the on-site portion of

the Survey include: .,,:,_

,:.".,.<:...
'"" _.';i:*,

,'".", '""_'i"":."

. :.Y'°.".;.._ :":. .:..'_.

o Airborne dose calculations,inputs,assumptions,'..apd,....,....meeh°d°..Y'o.)_/.
•:._".. _....._,.:..'..."._

':._,.":,, ,....',.,......:.

.,,.....,,:.. ,.
e:.._. . ._'._ ..

o Air-relatedaspectsof NAEG and BECAM_,_',.....:.:.....i....:,.._.i.:.:.;i,,'"' "" '";. _''_ 'e '
;.". '.'.. _.'."w,.

_,_, "..,...•.,,...!: "...
•...!:. ". _ .._".:. _ ..... '_'.'_

_ .. .....,_...'#

o NAEG resuspe slon mo el. :'T:21:"',::"_".
.....':.. .'.'.'_.'.".. ':.,.:.* %;.-
_'..'...'......:.._. .. ....":.

, • ",._..,,.:..._, ,_... •

o NAEGplutqh.!um dose a,_.§es_i_mentmodel.
_.:. .,b_ _ '. ,: ,_.......... ; . ._' ...•

...._ ...'..; . '.".:. .'

•^._. _: ..; ..' ._.' ".....,_

:o.:..':;_.:.;.,J_u_C_._ar"te.__iation monitoring program.......'°._ _. :.. .... .- _..,

'_."_" ,'..'- ;'.'_i.:,...._':':'.""

,_.,../.,,. .. ,,'.:_,',.

o_;i"ii_:.Design, placement, maintenance, and calibration of on-site and

,.' off-site ambientair monitors.

o Laboratoryfacilitiesfor airborne environmentalanalyses,

o Qualityassuranceprogram and records for airborne radiological

sampling and analyses.

o Radlonuclidereleasesduring drlllbackoperationsand tunnel

ventilations.
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2) Liquid RadionuclideReleases.

The release of radlonuclldesthrough surface water pathways is expected

to be of minimal impact because of hre limited number of surface-water

bodies and streams. There are however, some specificissues that are of

interest. In addition, radwaste disposal and nuclear tests have the

potential to contaminate groundwater. Specific issues that will be

investigatedinclude: '";:_

,,. ,. ,_,',_

v' f '' " '_

*, .,'L'" ,_."' ",;':'.',L

o Criteriafor selectionof surfacewater and ,grouri_ate'._/sampli:)ig

locations,and adequacy of samplingne o
,;'w'• _ _'" , ,,,.'_

.. .

_.. ''; °4,'.';

.• . ',i.i,,., "..",, .,._,;

'':"'";'"""':_'_uid effluent samplingo QuaIity assuranceprogramo,and'!:.'r:.,e,cor,'ds".i_o.,_::,,li
,_, ..;...., ._ .,;_ _ ...,

and analysis '......:_',, :._:,',J"o _,..,..,.,, .,. ,, ..., ,,....
_. "_,"; ' :_...i_,'.',,; ",.'.'.

'_,,, ,.;..,_:.:.,;:..:_, ._:'_

".., ;,,:..,;.r. . "_

A "':' ":'" _;0 dequa:_yofi::surfacewBter and groundwatersamplingand analysis
,,,,'::_'_ "_j. ..,"

p_,_'e'dur.es."::.'::.'..,,.:':,:JJ::""
,.:.":3"', _, i,

, .:'..:_..,,; :.' ;., ,. _.,., -'..::.!_
'_::y: ,:.:: .....;,:,....:'".:..'"

• .;'* ..T ..,., ', ; .' ._ ,_"

;_,._'.,:.._..::.!_.',, _..,.••

""" '_::._"....:_a,_lohuclideMigrationProgram.

.:...,....,, ':._,

.. :

... o Sedimentsampling and analysisprograms.

o Radiologicalcontaminationof tunnel ponds.

3) Radwaste Handling and Disposal_.

In addition to radioactive wastes that may be generated through NTS

activities, NTS accepts for disposal, radioactive wastes generated at

other sites involvedwith defenseprograms. There are two primary active

sites at NTS for radioactivewaste disposal. A 92 acre waste disposal

site is located in Area 5. This site contains 10 closed pits and
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trenches, 3 active plts and trenches, and 10 disposal,boreholes for

higher activity wastes. At Area 3, large subsidencecratersare used for

the disposal of bulk wastes. Specific issues that will be investigated

as part of the Survey in conjunctionwith the Survey waste management

specialist include:

o Currentslte radioactivewaste managementpractices. ,_._

,,..,, "-'_'{..i':"_
r", ; _, _,:.':

o Segregationof radioactiveand mixed wastes. '"""" :"': "[;):,.
•...'._ ,_...,.,_.'':.,_'_.',.,._._• _"_:"''"', *'' _d' ',," *.'_,

._.._:,,",_ ,,,..o., _

o Radioactivewaste disposal practJ_es.':,:':: .,.: _,
•_"_' " '" ':':"i:!'.

%',. "","-,".,'";..',.,,:.i:*.., ',_.,''
,,.t. :,, ':. _'_.!:". ' "',_',"",": '.'. "

,:.. ,, ; ", .. ,. , ,, ,,, ,, ,,_,
"" "' ' "¢" °,t' " ',,v'"

' ." J'i,,'. • ",,* _."';

o Adequacyof dlsposal,,;_.rea,.___if,e_ingi_.,.... .... ...,,_...._...,.. ,....:.

• ,'o t. ' ,' ' ', ." '," t,.,, .

o Reactor_es.tceI1s.'',!:":.,'_';2_;;•

,':i.' _* .... ' "_"'*

,.,_._:.i.'i"i.__''... :" , .,
',L.f., ..;

,_,._,, *,.._,,: _._,' ..,..
: "p:' ', ;','.,i_ ",,:. ' , ,

,,;:._.",..:?,DlSp.0,sitJo..kof BREN reactor.

.'.'.., :,,_,,,,,; .'.,o ,

";v,',_

_,_:':..,.:,".'.::'" o ':.._;:.Dri 11back wastes.
". '*L

o E-MAD and R-MAD area waste storage.

o Inactivecontaminatedwasted dumps.

o Leach fields.

4) Sot1 Contamination.

Surface soils have been contaminated as a consequence of pre-1963

E
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atmospheric nuclear detonationsand safety tests (point tests). Safety

- tests, designed to verify that a given weapon design will not detonate

accidentally, have little, or no fission or fusion yield, but have

resulted in plutonium contaminationof soils. Since 19863, all nuclear

detonations and safety tests have conducted underground, thereby

minimizing surfacecontamination,these tests do, however, results in a

- large inventoryof radionuclidesin undergroundcavities. .'_T_e".l:,...:,._,velsof

contamination,types of radionuclides,and radionuclid_."i,v.entdi_:_!shave

been addressed as a part of the Nevada Appli._edEc_I.o_,_I:Group':_I_AEG)

studies and specifically under the,,,Radionuc.:tide:"_.;_:.Inventory and
"'.,i"."':'"_'.':""_,".',""

Distribution Program (RIDP). Beginnd.B'g..!h,.i:!,g87'k"._2"Siniil'iar investigations
I' '_" "' ''_'" "" ' ' f: " "

will be continued through. _e'_Biasi"_:_E'..[BV:):_onmental Compliance and'.:.'...', 'i."i.. ;:.;.
•,. ._i.:.'. "_".:,, _"'-

•..''.'. " : "'.'• *" '_ ',",.6

Monitoring Program. T,he .r.esu:,t'_$_....of'..:t,._es_studies will be of particular
,_.-'., '._..'_,.'i'".'._'.../,,':_"_'_

interest to the Survey"t_aml;'.ii"::,.S_ec'iVicissues to be investigatedinclude'

I_,_et '".S-.._eand off-site surface soil contamination.
o n .:._fon,._:"I":"'"'

...... _.._. ...:*!_:_ ."';!'{_ ''My ,.;., ,_ ._; , .

"_."_".,'.'_"::!_". _v'"

.."i:.__i,'_:.i_.....:_:.D_.¢ailsof NAEG cleanup trial.
."' ' . ','s'"_

, .o

•,. ',

.,.._
• .

..: o Detailsof soil pathwaydose assessments.

o Migrationof soil contamination.

o Characterizationof undergroundcontamination.

_ o Undergroundweapons test cavities,

5) MIscellaneousIssues.

There remain other issues of interest that are not necessarilyincluded
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in the above categories• Such issues include:

o Migration of radionuclides in the groundwater.

o Adequacy of the site'soverall environmentalmonitoringprogram•

o 0veralldose assessmentmethodology(a11 pathways)• •,_;,; =

o,,.,,,.,, ,:_'i"..11

o Current status Kukla and Tory reactors ""'"_:'" ""'""• ,i ',..:.'.'_,.,

',',,',,2..:,:_.,._..•_"_.. ,.,.,,,,._w,.:_:,

_:.). ".... .,...... . ._*._": ', '.'•'m

o Activities at E-_t_D facilities. ,. ,. . ,:.,,..,.....:,.,' ) ' "b'
4 ", , '

° '. ,*'.. L"'" ;:' :i:",

/i,,,.,,, ,,,.,.,,,",;_.,,.8 Z Records Requtred ',:"..":. '"._'.
_;..','.: .,.',:Ik,'.',, ':"Y,= '.'._"'
"'"'_"'"X"'''_'"' '"'-:" "'

•.,. \..,_.....,,....';',,,,.'.
','', ";:"'_''';'_.,"'-
,_. _ _e'.'._. _ ._

Recordsthat are reqoe,sted for".,,O,_-sii'._e.,review includethe following:
....,. '_..i":. "._L',.o

_.. _, '_'.'._"

._;.... _... _'..._ '_,

o ,R.i_o@na"l£_Li('aI ,QA'OOcumentation.:,.,.,)_._.-,,'_..:.... .', ...._.,
K',_'_'" ",.,,i" "C_',',".....'":,',"_"

ical sampling procedures,

',, ,.',,

o Environmentalmonitor calibrationand maintenancerecords.

o Radwastemanagementprocedures•

o Backgrounddocumentsfor the placementand design of monitors.

mE

o Raw data from environmentalmonitoring.

o Draft RIDP reportsand data summaries.
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l

o Reports detailingNAEGdose predictionmodels.

o Monitoring reportsassociatedwith planned ventilationsof tunnels.

';,";'.T.',

,'..,' ; ¢..,'

¢ . ' _, ',.,_
• .y.".,o#_ :_.4 _"":i

,.....;,' ,.. ,,' ._,:.,.,
_ ._,,._.,,,:..._..:.; ,_.:_

,_.',_, ',',,'._,tr,-.•''' "_'W. '._'_,,, _,..,:.,....

'".'' '°'C'.',"

,:,), ,. ,'_,,,, ,....•

., .'_:'. ',"
' . ":S-:.

• ..',_..,L,.., r., ",,,
(t":'_, ', ".,"., ':, ",I,,.... 'w','#

,...... ','....,, , .:._,,, ,,:,,,,,,:,, '.,',%
,_ .....,'_. ,_ ...._

_,', ,;:._ .,,..;.':. ;':.'_

-- '•' i

".•. ': , :. ",',;:.'_

.q

..,,'.,,',.'.'_'_ , '° .
_...:'._._*

_..' I',N .t._..

...... ,.,,_o,.,F'_',."'__'. ",_- ,,,,.,
_o_,.."_ (,,'., _i,;;,:'_.,,,,o.,'

..... ";>,_'.;_':__',-- :....
•. ,......;;._,;..: , •

. . .. ,...._.; '. .

.;..... ,.',.' ,_.
•. ,

. ,
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9.0 QUALITYASSURAJ_E
L

The quality assuranceSurvey activitieswill consist of an examinationof the

methods used to assure that the collection and analysis of environmental

samples at NTS result in the generation of valid data.

9.1 Issue Identification ..,
e :...:

i"''.;::

•'.:.". :. ,'.':,'il

',',.,i,_.",_

v,f. ', ;.'.., _,,:,',
, .'...,, • •. •'-, ,..,'_.

The Survey will focus on evaluating current sampling an¢.....inal_is_s prOCedures. v,:,_.,,,,,.,,:;' :L.,

performed at NTS or at any off-site laboratories!..,_nduclC..In9_t)'.v,_ronmental
,,._. .. ,_'.,:. ,'._;

analyses on samples from NTS. The intent W_,..ll b'e:._.o_,._ev_'ew the quality

assuranceproceduresfor collectlngantl!::.en_,i:1_on_',_al"_'amples,for performing

the laboratoryanalyticalwork;:.::to::!_.tf(y,aii,_,toquantify pollutantsand for
. ,_..,, _'_:',_ '..'./..:','/_'_, .._....._

evaluating and reportingthe..daIiI_;".,::,;_:As:pect_of the quality assurance program
'! !'.. ";':'"

relating to envlr_j.n.mentalm._'._ag¢:mentof NTS which will be examined, If
,.:,'::'.,,_,_, .:

available, ..:tii_"l'ude: ';,'anal_ t'raining; equipment/instrument calibration and
,o,.._ ,.....' '_ '.. ,

malnt..ei_i_',_:e;_ii?'_;a'm"pl,e,,c_J'lection,handling and chain-of-custodyprocedures;

....._laf)_i.,.!::i2'@_i_llcat._C"a'ndspiked sample results;data reductionand reporting;and
,,"_._:" ;,.', _',,.,'. .:_,,_:_':.
•:...,,((ata umentation including logbook and calculation reviews and archival';'", 'i . ." '. '

. w

':,i_'',datastorage.
° ;

Sampling and analysisprocedures will be reviewed to ensure that they conform

to accepted requirementsand are being appropriately implemented by NTS. An

overall Survey of the NTS environmentalmonitoring quality assuranceprogram

wiIl be performed.

Primary contacts at NTS are expected to be the quality assurance

representative from the Laboratory Operations Section of the REECO

Environmental Sciences Department (both the radioisotope and industrial
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hygiene laboratories_- R.E. Williams)and similar personnel from the EPA
_

EnvironmentalMonitoringand Support Laboratory,

g. 2 Records Requtred

- Specific documents and files to be reviewed as part of the Survey include,but

wlll not be llmitedto, the following: ,.;.:_
"iL:*i'.:.:

•".":: ;':,,

i! "<:"""

_ o QA plans for NTS and any supportinganalyticallabora't;._ie_':,:/:":"':xi;_,_,,.,,

' _ _,' ,,. '. :',

- o Proceduremanuals and quality assuran,cem_h.uals:i_iUpp_rtiiigthe sampling

and analysis aspectsof NTS envir_."_!pen : r g.
, _,_, ,;..:. ','.'. ,,,..,',,, ,

- ,.,.,:, ,..;,:. ',._,,:, ,...
•• '.,. ,/.'_, "_ ,,;, ,,

,, ._.._ . _,.', ,._, • ,

o Results of performance e._'il,ua_._)n'samples supplied to contractor
- "i_!'..",iii:,,." ""'"

..• ..,,/;,
, laboratoriest_;.NTS. ..,:,!..,,,

,*,'..'._:_'_ : ', , ""

' ",'...f, ,." ",'i:',,.'::._.""

o ' .,:_lL1..ti ' ap its of environmentalsamplingand analysisat NTS.
_,".'. ,',i: '_<."'.',.":_',,""

• _ _..., :,,_ .., .

_ .:,.......,..._.'...,_'_:] ity,. assurance audits by NTS of contractor laboratories .
.. ;,

- o Studieson precisionand accuracyof NTS environmentalanalyses.

o Summaries of the resultsof interlaboratorycross-checkanalyses provided

by contractorlaboratories.
_

• .

-_ o Summaries of results of QA sample analyses on external performance

evaluationsamples, such as those from DOE's EnvironmentalMeasurements

Laboratory(EML) and from the EPA.
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o Tralnlng records for sample collection personnel and NTS laboratory

staff.

[

o Laboratory notebooks, standard data reporting forms and sampling

logbooks, ,m.

,._._._

"_,.:i_..,;'.i:;

.... '_'..:., ',..._

,_.., .;.,

• ".ii,:''".,,":."f.::i'.,:..

,.....:. _..", ',.."_'.'l
':.'.::, '.'i'e" '_i;.:.

_.., _. ... ._., , ,.._' . ';_
.... :':"_ . ./.. :,.;' / .'_

",,_ , ; '...._. ', ",.•,,

""'" _:!,, "_'_"',:';. . •
•;._•

,o.'":/.'"'_"_ ; '. .• " -

__'.:':""" "_..IT:,,._,i.':,.,_""
"#_',_ ,:.;.

,.,_..,,_.,_,':"._,,_'.",!._" 'o_",._i',
.,.',!iL,"_--,,I._:.':'_*_::'''_ ,_:.'"
.... ...', ,_.:..:,,.,,,,."..,.,..,

,. ._ii:"; "._._,

.. , '_,

' .;
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10.0 INACTIVE WASTESITES/RELEASES

The pre-Surveyvisit to the L)OENevada Test Site (NTS)providedan opportunity

to become famllar with general operations and layout of the site. lt also

allowed for an overview of a few of the many areas known to have, or'possibly

have environmentalcontamination. The on-siteSurvey will attempt to identify

environmental problems and potential risks associated wlth the his_orlcal
i"i..:

?., ,.';._

_i handling,storage,and disposal of hazardoussubstances(Includ.ln,ra active

wastes) at NTS. This aspect of the survey will be cob._.iilnlt'ed w:[_..tt the
.",, .c..:,, .. ,. • ,.. ,.:..,,... ,z,:.. •.. - °,

.:.:.".;. _. '_'_'
Radiation,Waste Manage_nent,and Hydrogeologyteam nle_b_es,a,,__'_I"focus on

e:.."', _'..', ,.',
. o ., . .,',.. ,, .b,j

current and future risks related to the fo!!...owihgT::._/.,:.

,,. ", _,..,,.... : ¢, . .,.
'.'i,,, " ' ' ' ' ' '

• ii!'ii,.::i,',.'",.:..,":'2_..

o Past waste disposal practi._es.;:..:::C:.i-... '..";,, ,,.;." " "' • ' ,'_.i:. "":""" ' *

.,,,.,,

o Past spillsZrelZ._ases; and'".,I'... ':_"
,,:..** ; ,. ",';',' " "l;': ' 4

•,.,.,:.,.,.._v , ,

q.-.,,'.;,..!.'. " .i'v'- o'.'

•^'._', ",'.."':',"" 'o"'

o if.0"te:_ti'_ii:i_0r.._ut_]respills/releases from inactive waste management
.._ ";" , ""i;' ' ":' "'

•. .̂ ;_.:.,,,

,: '{.:lc:,

".!O.1Issue Identlflamtlom

Ali past waste disposal sites and areas of past spllls and releases(known or

suspected)will be reviewed,inspectedand assessed. These facilitiesinclude

the waste management consolidationareas,constructionlandfills,contaminated

_ muck piles, waste contaminated storage tanks (above and underground),

contaminated waste dumps, core ana _,_uddisposal, leach fields, evaporatior

ponds, inactiveor abandonedwater supply wells, and inactiveinjectionwells.

Any sites listed in the CERCLA Phase I report that are not referenced above
_

will also be addressedby the Survey. Procedures for identifyln9sites for

_m
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'inclusionin the CERCLA Phase I Report will also be reviewed.

In additio,_,the following sites will be reviewed, inspected and assessed:

Spill Test Facility - Frenchman Flat (Area 5); Sand Spring Test Range (Area

5); Abandoned Transmitter Site (Area 6); Decon Pad Sump "BJY" (Area 7);

ExplosiveOrdance DisposalArea (Area II); Spent Fuel Test Site (Area 25)'+Oak

Spring/Climax and the EPA DOE Experimental Farm (Area 15); Desert Rock
v.i+,:::

Airstrip (jet-A-fuelloss -Area 22); Chemical and Medical Wast_.::Tr_nchet;,

, .,+,;:::.,.,hazardous waste landfills"A" "B",and "C" (Area 23); and,faLel_,:_:iesl_!::Area

25 including E-MAD, R-MAD, TEST CELL A,C, Engine Tes_!:_...Stand.!:_.;::?!..._,and'BREN

f:.).tower.... _'. '.

_,.'_'_"; "' .:,'.. "i::/'_.i"+i;. "
_:.:_.,,'..:.,i..'_,,,'...,: "..
,..:._.',_ ".,,.:+ ..... '_,_

_ . . ,...:,, .+_.....,...:',

The Survey team has learned that t_._ a:_k D(IiE:,,;cowi_i:actorsupportfacilities

located in and around Las _ega_.;:,,..'.T_:_es_tes wlll also be reviewed and

visitedby the Survey..team, as: p;_iate.

•" '_ ';' ' .4 ""

••,.t/'";.'i;_ ,_ , ._.,./.

/._,._ ..".. ' ',:v% ' '.'

Other s.i._s w!)_'_.i__'lso b_.:'tnvestigated as identified by ,NTS personnel and

, docu'"_ts..-?_Jnat"_):_l:::_:'made available during
i/_ the Survey.

' 'One important document that has not yet been received by the Survey Team is
• . °

the Revised CERCLA Phase I report, which reportedlywill be _-nadeavailableat

the beginning of the on-site Survey. All material supporting the findings of

this report also will be reviewed.

While on site, the Surveyteam will review environmentalrecordspertainingto

the past management, disposal and cleanup regarding hazardous wastes (both
m

radioactiveand non-radloactlvesubstan_,es).Inactive waste sites identified

will be reviewed and assessed in terms of wastes handled and dlspose,Jof,

known or _uspected releases, environmental control,,and monitoring, and

42
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environmer_,talregulatorycompliance.

Sites that have undergoneremedial cleanup (comoleteor partial)also will be

addressed (e.g., 25 waste management consolidation projects). Records and

analyticaldata in support of the site cleanup will be obtained for review.

Eachof these sites will be assessedin terms of residualhazardoussubstances

(includingnon-radioactivecontaminantssuch as lead) and any remainin..9risk

to the environment. "':,i.;:.:.i
" "_''".i'_

.v'; ',C:"- . k_..:.,

i "...:'.'.;,
•...', ,. , ',.:,.'.,

. .,.. _:.

,_ ":,.:ii:,,::.,i;,. _""
In addition, the Survey will collect and review ex,t2:s:ting'.L,it_'__.:_a,tion on

..: •...'_.

undergroundcavities of radioactiveco_,taminatld_i",.crea_ed"'ibY.,.pag'tunderground

testing ,:,..,,,..i_.._;,. '
_ _':".!, ,_....:, ._ .,"..':'.,.e .' " •

....... ',''i.'; _'_".:i":. ''""'_"'

'.,.'.:, i'.'."_",_.. ':'._: ","_'

a_,...,....._...._.._,. .......; ,.Where appropriate,the Surve__tem.:._:_l.:l'"i_'evi_kWavailableengineeringdrawings

_ of waste management,f,acilities_.,._Sv(:,_]las aerial photographs that show the
_°'.. _

historical de_e..,l:_hmei_;i_:,,of l_be_ite. Undetonated test site also will be
'_ri.:z ......,. '.....,i ,Irev ewe_:_..,:,..,,,:.-'_..,,_

.,..:..!. ;:A_'.'.'._ 'L "' • ._..q_.:,..'_.,,.:.", .__., ..':,-j,.

,_.i.;;_..-i_.,: ..,-_:,

',"."Pr, ir_ary'":;:_.nta_'i:s for this portion of the Survey will include personnel from

"Bealth Physics and Environmental Division, Waste Management Project Office,

and DOE Contractors(e.g., REECO)

10.2 Records Requt

The following records, among others, are requested to be made available for

review at the beginning of the on-site Survey. Records should be made

availablefor at least the sites Identifiedin Section 10.1.
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o Standard Operating Procedures regarding management of hazardous

substances, dtsposal areas, and storage areas.

o Hazardous substances inventories.

o Historical ftles on past operations and processes, substances used, and

methods of handling and disposal. '"::::.
i::,q_ .,,

',... . 9,,:,: I

o Recordsof facilityexpansionand building rubble,dis al._' ......": _; • A

q:._.• _" ' .,. ,_

o Records of regulatory notification pe_alning:.,,to '_i_acttive waste sites and
• . .. , , .,"' _.. ,.

,_......,,.... .,,;
"..... ,..._:,"::_".".'i:'.potentialareas of contamlnatioB. ,....

....... ',,:....".;_"..::°""_"°".i.'.:'.".'.;'.
,_. •... ,. "_ ..;,

o" _. '_, '. ;*. , ... r ,,. "...'_'...... •.._,'',._.,'_, ,..._

o Recordsof regulatoryc_pli_ce;i ',,::

q "q " 1% :._;;
•,, .', '_...p

,'...,@d, .:'.,• , ',_'"I
, ......,._• ,, . ,_ i,

o Descri_'on .offohme,r,::Wa'stemanagement facilities,includingburiedtanks
..'".._:'.,";'..-'t'_',' '.'_:. ,'. :. ,.._. ./...,.,

•..... . _ .... • ,._!_

_.... , ...'_ .. •

•,-.,., ';.:.':.'.:_._........,,

.', _--' .: _.'p_

" ._ Re'_sed CERCLA Phase I report, with map showing the location of each
,... '.,

• ;
• .

.; CERCLAstte_

o "Interviewflles", if relevant,for the revised CERCLA Phase I report.

o Engineeringdrawings of waste managementfacilities.

o Documents pertaining to known or suspected off-site contamination

associatedwlth NTS.

o Documentspertainingto past remedial_ctions.
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J

o Envlronmentalrecordspertaining to past facility responsesto hazardous

substancespillsand releases,

o Aert al photographs of NTS (ht stort ca1).

';,.':'..::

, ..,,,,. "_:. :.:.._
v' _' '' '; "" _"1'_"

• ', ... ';, q, ,, • _, ",', ..,,

•. ,,,;,...:,, '... ,, ., ..... :

,:,_:. "," ".._..:.,

" " "ir"ol ":_:'°
• . . . •

• ._.. .,, , . r; ',..'.
,i,.r',. "._ ,,.,: .,, _.,.. ',,o

_.:..::, , _ ,,.,,.,.; '._

,,,,.... °,,..., ,',

,,..... ':., '_.,_ :, ,..,.. ,,

',' :,, "_ ',if. .J ,._

,.:, ,.::.. "/';
,.:.!, , ,. .: .,.,

.',.'. ' _': 4

_..:: .... ,

_;: f _ _:'..: t_" ',_ '" _""

.: , .. ,'.'. ".._.':_
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C.1 Pre-Survey Preparation

The DOE Office of Environmental Audit and Compliance, Assistant Secretary for Environment,

Safety, and Health selected a team to conduct an Environmental Survey at the Nevada Test Site (NTS)

at Mercury, Nevada, which is operated for DOE by Reynolds' Electrical & Engineering Co. (REECo), Inc.

Mr. Thomas Traceski was designated DOE Team Leader, and Ms. Donna Bergman, the Assistant Team

Leader. Other team members included technical specialists from NUSCorporation and

ICFTechnology. Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) was designated to provide a sampling tea_ifor

the NTS Survey and to perform the laboratory analytical services. The sampling and an_l;_!s.i_._A)
,' "._.. ".':_.:I,

functions were subsequently reassigned to Battelle Columbus Division. _': '_ _'" "",

A pre-Survey site visit was conducted on May 5 and 6, 1987, by the T_a'_;;L:eade'rsi!,.the'_US and

ICFtechnical specialists, and representatives from the ANL sampl l_g and 'ar_aJys_s;teatn. Following

introductions, Nevada Operations Office (NVO)personr_el pre s;_ted';;a_h oveFview of activities at the

fac=llty and d=scussedenv=ronmental issues of concei_ntotl_em..._be rog_lcs of the upcoming Survey

were discussed and a facility tour was providled,_ li_dit_'0'_, a i_'eeting was held on May 7, 1987,

with officials of the Nevada Division of I-[ealth a_ t_l_eNe,vad'a Env=ronmental Protection Division to

inform them of Survey activiti,es and to hear't, heiFi_oncerns with regard to NTS. The Environmental
.'..., °,% •; ,

Protection Agency (EPA_:R:'_iOMrlJlXwas also in0ii'eedto attend the meeting, but declined.
_,. ,,,; ,

Subsequen_;!:_,:?, _, a_'iE_'tec_ic_f'specialists intensively reviewed the environmental documents
NVOBased that a pla thentsand• . "'_ _,:o.:,_i ,: ;'"

.. s,Upport!fac=l_y,.=n Noft_ LasVegas was prepared, which discussed the specific approach to the Survey

:f6_ e_h of i_ technical disciplines and included a proposed schedule of activities for on-site
• °

activities The Survey plan was transmitted to the Nevada Operations Office and REECo during the
'. _.

week of June 5, 1987.

C.2 On-site Activities

The on-site portion of the Survey was conducted at the NTS during the period of June 22 through

July 10, 1987. The opening meeting held on June 22, 1987, was attended by representatives from

DOE Headquarters, the Nevada Operations Office, REECo, NUSCorporation, and ICF Technology.

Discussions during this meeting centered on the purpose of the Survey, logistics at the NTS, and an

introduction of the personnel involved.

During the on-site portion of the Survey, team members reviewed additional file materials including

permits and applications, background studies, engineering drawings, unusual occurrence reports,
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and operating logbooks. The site activities were thoroughly analyzed to identify existing and

potential pollutants. Site operations and monitoring procedures were observed. Extensive

interviews were conducted with site personnel regarding environmental _controls, operations,

monitoring and analysis, past operations, regulatory permits, and waste management.

Meetings of the Survey team members were held to report observations and compare findings. The

team also coordinated daily with NVO and REECo personnel to arrange for specific site personnel

and facilities to be available, as needed on the following day. The sampling and an_!_/ssI ....:..

requirements identified by the Survey team members were discussed as they devel6p_d_:.'_ith
' 'v' '. ' .; .". _'""_,

Argonne personnel .'..._.... ._ ". ,,• _..,, _.. ,. ', • ..:",

, _,:....',

_f ""","t'.'° '; ' _' ' .._ "._

, .t_"; ' °_. ,', :., _"o'".t.'...tA site closeout briefing was held on July 10, 1987, at wh ch the DOE Tea_n Leade_...,prese_ed the

pr_.,liminary observations of the Survey team. These .observatio&$'..were',.c_a_.l_.i'ed a'_' preliminary,

because additional research and, in some cases, additio_.al fi_.l_am_i:i'_g w_!r'e requ red to positively

_,,_ _,, ... ',,_..:;,,..', ' 4_ ,'.".o":'_"'_"'; '.'.confirm the observations. ;.....:,.,,:.....,,.,,:;.,.:_:, ,:=,.:.

, ';_""''. '._.':,_,i'. ".,"':.
'_".'. ':'."i'_, '" :'': ',':.7_, '.:"/_

C.3 SamplinCl and Analvsis '" ".......' ""........- ..;..., ;:...:. _,, ., "_

,,:, ., :'..,. ';'..._';

Argonne National LabQra._ry':'(ANL) prep are_',a Sampling and Analysis Plan which included the

sampling requests _:_e"'by.,.t.he S'_r'9._,_:_"_, a quail;oy assurance plan, and a health and safety plan.

This plan w_:_i:.bmit_::'t_"the_-..NV'_"i'n January 1988, Subsequent to the preparation of this plan,

some sam_.!tOg .ce.QuestsXv_r._'el0m_nated on the bas_sof logistics, costs, and schedules. Sam_l_ncl was
• ... _. '_."..._:.... ._.,. .... • --

. , .,, _.'... ::..F,_ ".,. •
,.' , _ _. _. -....,._, ..,., :._ , , , ,

,,lr_lt_ate_l by I_te]r__lumbus D0v_s_on_nFebruary 1988,
.v .',_

..: ...,, . :_, ,_,
• '.

C.4.: ' Re.._9_._rtpreparation
'. ,'=

A draft preliminary Survey report for the NTS was prepared to summarize the findings from the on-

site Survey effort. This report will be provided to the Nevada Operations Office, and the NTS

contractor for review. The findings presented in the draft report are considered preliminary until

comments are received and S&A results are available. At that time, the comments and S&A results

will be evaluated and an Interim Report will be prepared.
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AI - Aluminum
Am - Americium

AQCR - Air Quality Control Region
ASN - Air Surveillance Network

ATLAS - Augmented Test Logistics Assembly System

BACT Best Available Control Technology
Be - Beryllium
BECAMP Basic Environmental Compliance and Monitoring Program
BOD Biological Oxygen Demand
Btu British thermal unit

°C Degree Celcius ' ,, ::::_:::i",: ?. ;,:,:i
CAA Clean Ai r Act ,...,..,. ",,' .:_

_.° .t . .; . _ ,.,:..,

Cd Cadmium . :.' .... _. "..'.

CEC - Cation Exchange Capacity '(,:'_,. .,_!:,,: ,_....,

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Rest" :se, Co_p._l_S_:t'lon, and
Liability Act of 1980 '.ii'::" i:ii!;:.. "i,.!_,... ";':_"'

CFC Chlorinated Fluorocarbon ':", '....'
.,. ,.. :....:, ... ".i_"

CFR Code of Federal Regulatj_ons,.... ., . .,
Ci Curie ,.._,. • ,...'.. ......
cm "'" "Centimeter ,, _,.. ,, ._. ";_'...'..i:,

C _'': ' ":' " " '"""'"'cm 3 - ubic cent!met_..., "/:.., ";:.',.. '""
Co Cobalt '.i,ii:,., ,::;i_";,: '..:'.!.-, ',Li:,•, .,. ,, ,,.._, .; .',,',:. '.,..:.,
CO Carbt_¢_Mo,n._xJde '_.::,. ,_.',
C0 2 Carbo'_:'l_,io :_'_'_t''" ;" _."i::"
CP-1 ,.,,- Control' Pbi nt-' :_i_;,,
cpm ....,, counts per,i:l_in'_':te

Cs ...."?,:J*' kl. ',,.Cesiu,_,, "'
CSA ".:::'::._._,,. ", .:C,en,_ra'rSupport Area

'_"';" """"'" "._.ohtaminated Waste DumpCWD ,, _.,.?,:.:. .,...,..,,,, -
CY ,..,'..,.:'-' ....,., ", ;-" ,",':" Calendar Year..... •.: '"_!':-.';:L,:'"'

,.:"'_ , _"

',,._•.... ,..=:',,,. Derived Concentration Guides
',DOD ': ! "'{% "_"" Department of Defen_e.. ,. ., . . '.','. "_...

D.OE ." '_," Department of Energy
DO.T.. Department of Transportation
DPP, ': Drift Protection Plug
D RA Desert Rock Ai rstri p

EA Envirc nental Assessment

EERF East_:,,_ Environmental Radiation Facility
EG&G/EM EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc.
E-MAD Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly
EMSL Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
ERDA EnergyResearch and Development Administration
ETS Engine Test Stand
Eu Europium

°F Degree Fahrenheit
fCi/g femtocurie per gram
ft foot

ft 2 square foot
..

ft3 cubic foot
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FR - Federal Register
FUSRAP Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
FY Fiscal Year

gal gallon
g/cre 3 gram per cubic centimeter
GCD Greater Confinement Disposal
gpd gallon per day
GSAC Gas-Sealed Auxiliary Closure
GSP - Gas-Seal PIug

3H , Tritium "_;"_

HLW Hig h Level Waste "'_::ii,,,,;.:,',.i
HMIS Hazardous Materials Information System ,,.-..... ,,,'i,_;::!,
HSA - High Specific Activity "; "' _'" ',,':',

_,, ..,

HTO - Tritiated Water ,.",., .,_..y _.:_

" s%" ';,, , ;
ICRP - International Commission on Radiation'.F_ro:tection, ",, "":"

,t_, _..., .... •

"i._'_', ":':':i', :""',' ", "'
J - Joule ".

. ,

,.,_'.,. ',.._.'.. '.,, .. ;: '.;
,'.,._. .,_..'.;, ",:,_'.,..',..'',.K - potassium ...-, ,,,.,

kg kilogram _,:::::i!',. '" "'" """o•, °_ *°0.d

8SKr . krypt'6_-85",:.,:i:_i:.i::'i:':':ii:"..:. '.".?kV - kilovoit;:',, ;_,,. • ,. v.:.

Ib ....,. ":,/i:_, pound '" '_""
LFP .,..,i:i:,:" ::'.i ',°Inactive. Le&_:hfield

", L.'.i_idifie'dGaseous Fuels
LLNL .,.,, '_":" "' '"'" 'i:a_vrence Livermore National Laboratory
LLW .,"'_'-" ',:,': ' ,' " -" Low-Level Waste

LNG '..i.:', _.-..,'::.:;" ,,"" - Liquified Natural Gas
",..:..,, ..,:..:.,. - Line-of-Sight

"LP.G ," .,,,..,.,,,,. - Liquified Petroleum Gas
I'SA' .' ':'i:,:* - Low Specific Activity
LT'HMP - Long-Term Hydrological Monitoring Program
LVO. : - Las Vegas', Operations

m 2 - square meter
m 3 cubic meter

MAC Modified Auxiliary Closure
MAD Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly
MDC Minimum Detectable Concentration
meq milliequivalent
mm millimeter

m R milli roentgen
mrem/yr millirem per year
mCi/m2 millicurie per square meter
mi2 square mile
mg/I milligram per liter
IV SDS Material Safety Data Sheets

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards
NAC Nevada Administrative Code
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NAEG - Nevada Applied Ecology Group
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCRP - National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement
NDEP - Nevada Division of Environmental Protection

NERVA - Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application
NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

NGTSN - Noble Gas and Tritium Sampling Network
NLVF - North Las Vegas Facility
NO2 -. Nitrogen Dioxide
NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRDS - Nuclear Rocket Development Station ¢_:':;,,';,,:,

nCi/I - nanocurie per liter ,_.":, ;::7:ii

NTS - Nevada Test Site ' '"" ,,.'it'!i::=!:.._
NTU Natural Turbidity Unit .,.,: '"'/ :,, _ i.... ' ,"'",: .. "..'...i.;.,._,', '",' '

NV - Nevad a '¢._,, .,_'.:.i: '_"",'_i:%
NVO Nevada Operations Office A. ',...','.'.. :,, i,._;i...,..` .......,,.. _.,.

Ozone ,,.':, ,:..,. i.....,.. ".,,,03 " '" " ' '": ' ' ' '
OEG Office of Environmentalo.(3uida_;e..and"C_pl'i'_ace

, o ',_ , ' ,. • .;, , ',,, ,', _,'_ ,

PCB Polychlonnate_LB pller_v , ..:., .,_...,,..:.,.
pCi/g picocur e p.er gi_am ";!-.. _i'!:. '"'.
pCi/I ' ' ' ....... .... "pl coc ur0e _p.er..Ji.te_, .::.. ...,:...,, .,,

, • _, 0 °_;, .,_ , :_;.., .,, _ ._,, .', ,'.'°

pCi/m 3 pl couu,_,le pert,cu.b_.c'_.ete r.:'.'°
POTW Publ i_Ly;'Ow_"Tre_ent Works
ppb ,..,- part pe'r.16:iJIio'_:;2,,
ppm ....", ':.:.-i'..part per _J}J,io_"

"':"'_" ;-_. eluto_,um"Pu . ...'...,'
,t".'t. '..b° ", . .. •

,._,_.!_..;'..,,.., .,..,. ",..:!.,..,,!::,,,'
Ra ..... _'...... ' - ",_ddi um

..:,,._,,.',..,,,',t. ._,',':., ,?_
RADEX ..,::,:-' ',"', '_,- .':._ Radiation Exclusion

•,,.._- ....... ,.,..:,, .,.,.,";.....

RCP ,,;./.,,.:.,._:._:_..%,,., Reactor Control Point
RC_._?, '_.::.o""',._.,, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

',R.E'ECo,':!'::'
;::.:':i:'-%:._:,: Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Company_a _@ i_+" " _' Rhodium

R[DI_, Radionuclide Inventory and Distribution Program
R-IVI_.'D Reactor Maintenance, Assembly, and Disassembly
RNM'S Radionuclide Migration Study
Ru - Ruthenium
RWCS - Radioactive Waste Consolidation Site

RWMS - Radioactive Waste Management Site

SARA - Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986
Sb - Antimony
S&A - Sampling and Analysis
SFMP - Surplus Facilities Management Program
Si - Silicon

SNL Sandia National Laboratory
SO2 Sulfur Dioxide
SPCC Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures
Sr Strontium

STF Spill Test Facility

TAPS Tunneland Pipe Seal
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TC-A - Test CelI-A
TC-C - Test CelI-C
TDS - Total Dissolved Solids
TLD Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
TRU Transuranic

TSP Tc_al Suspended Particulates

TTR TOnopah Test Range
,

U - Uranium

USGS - U.S. Geological Survey
UST - Underground Storage Tank

WIPP . Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ,........ ,........
WP Working Point , ' '" :. ':.?"::"

WSNSO Weather Service Nuclear Support Office ....,,.

_'....[._ .... ,,, ,, '¢133Xe Xenon- 133 ,,,.'.;,:':S. ,., ...,,._,,.,,.,,

_Ci - microcurie :"_" ' ';" " ":ii;:,,:.:,, ., ....i,..:_, ..,,
1JCi/cm3 - microcurie per cubic ce_il_eter':..::.: v.{"' ':,,_

Ci/m2 - rnicrocurie per squ_,e m_e_,' .,, '.., :: :'.. '_','"' ". •"'"" .':.*i';'. ";"°
lJg/kg - microgram perJ_Jogi_:ya ,_...:'k'',,_:i.:.:_.;,
_R/hr - microroen_tgen!:"#_r, h6'_'r.:, ':!2'!!.',, .....

i" • ' .' ,.' 4., , .. '4 '.... t
• " ° °'D .*_% ." .'.' t,.':o ;.,'a

. .,. ,:.",.','...._; ,.,,,° _'
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